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Finally, I should like to thank the representatives of
the press,-whose coverage of our proceedings helps us

greatly in our work.

3. Vlelcome to Greek Members

President. - Ladies and genclemen, it gives me Breat
pleasure to welcome the representarives of the Greek
people to the European Parliament.

(Sustained applause)

On behalf of our entire Assembly I extend to you, our
new colleagues, a most cordial welcome.

Your presence in this Chamber provides us with an
opponunity to celebrate the accession of your country
to the European Community, which has been in force
since 1 January.

In welcoming Greece, the mother of democracy, the
Community becomes Europe in the fullest sense. For
all of us your country remains the cradle of our civili-
zarion, the land in which the term 'politics' in its
noblest sense was first coined thousands of years ago.

Ve are very happy to be able to join you in the task of
forging a European idendry that will be enriched by
that vision of mankind so dear to the Greece of anti-
quity, a vision of which we have the most acute need if
we are to be in the fullest sense the democratic
Community that our institution is called upon to
rePresent.

28

31

President

(The sitting was opened at 4 p.*.)

President. - The sitting is open.

l. Resumption of the session

President. - I declare
European Parliament
1980.

resumed the session of the
adjourned on 19 December

2. New Year\ aisbesfrom the President

President. - Before resuming our proceedings,
ladies and gentlemen, I should like to convey to you
and your families my best wishes for 1981. I wish you
every happiness not only in your personal lives but also
in your professional activities. I hope that they will be

a source of the greatest satisfaction to you and that
together we shall do much good work.

My good wishes go also to all the members of our
staff, whom I thank very sincerely for their coopera-
tion.
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Presidcnt

\7e are joined by a nerwork of common interesrs
which will, I am convinced, forge indissoluble bonds
between our peoples.

Greece comes to us bearing its hisrory and its culture
which are at rhe very root of Europe. In highlighting
once more the Mediterranean dimension of the
Communiry, this new enlargement brings us closer to
the frontiers of our civilization which will achieve its
full flowering in the region around the Medirerranean
basin. Not only will this contribute ro rhe influence of
the Communiry in rhar parr of the world, but this
return to the sources cannor bur give an added impulse
rc the joint rask being undertaken rogerher by the
peoples of Europe.

Ve are also deeply aware of rhe supporr rhat the
Community, as a maritime power, will derive from the
entry into irs ranks of a counrry whose destiny has
always been linked with rhe sea in an unbroken rradi-
tion that extends back over 3 0OO years.

This is an imponant milesrone for the European
Community, and it is due in no small measure ro the
heroic efforts of our Assemblies rhat we have been
enabled to reach it. Ever since 9 July 1961, when the
Association Agreement berween the Community and
Greece,was signed, bonds of friendship have been
forged between the Greek people and tlie peoples of
rhe Community through the efforrs of rheir respective
representatives sitting on rhe Joinr Commirtee of rhe
Association.'!7e know how in rhe course of long and
arduous negoriarions the work of this Joint Commimee
enabled opposing viewpoints to be brought closer
together and brought abour a better understanding of
the problems and of the compromises that were
possible. By our work rogether we have paved rhe path
that we shall tread hand in hand from this day
forward.

As of now you, our esteemed Greek colleagues, repre-
sent a counrry thar is in the fullest sense part of our
Community. \(e are on rhe threshhold of a new area
in which the new member of the Communiry will have
to work hand in hand wirh rhe old members to bring
about the structural changes that are so necessary at. a

time when Europe is at a crucial stage in irc develop-
ments. The European Parliament, for irs part, musr
leave no stone unturned to see thar at the end of the
transition period the economic and social systems of
the ten Member Srates have been adapted to each
other and brought into a balanced situarion. This is the
task to which it is called, and it must show the political
resolve to accomplish it.

At this time of crisis when many doubts are being
voiced about the furure, rhe European Parliament
must make a special effon to awaken in rhe public
mind a sense of confidence in Europe. Ve must
continue to bring home ro the peoples of Europe the
meaning of this enlargemenr and, in a difficult world
economic conrext, the need for a European response

to the challenges wirh which we are faced. There can
be no denying that these rwo quesrions are inexrricably
linked.

The accession of Greece shows that the Community is
not the exclusive club of privileged inreresrs rha[ some
people love to mlk about. Today more rhan ever [he
construction of Europe must mean an increase in soli-
dariry, both between the Members rhemselves and
zti s-i-ois third countries.

lhere are major differsnces in the levels of economic
and regional developmenr that have been achieved in
the ten Member States, and unless action is taken to
remedy these differences, rhey could undermine rhe
homogeneous character of a Communiry which we
would like ro see effective and united in its acrions.
\7ith this aim in view we musr without funher ado
strengthen those Community policies which will
promote the convergence of economic policies and
lessen the most glaring regional imbalances. Subsran-
tial financial resources musr be made available for this
purpose through the budget which is the expression of
these policies.

This quesr for convergence musr on no accounr be
taken to mean rhar accession ro [he Community
involves for any one of irs members any loss of its own
identity within a uniform and centralized body.

On the conr,rary rhe Communiry is enriched by the
manner in which it unites rhe human and cultural
differences rhar reflect rhe peculiar genius of each
nation as it has been forged on the anvil of history. By
putting them into a setring worrhy of and suired ro our
age, the construction of a larger European Commu-
nity enables rhem to unfold rheir full power and splen-
dour.

A solidarity that was nor exrended to rhird counrries,
particularly developing counr.ries, would be no more
than the expression of a collective egoism. \flhile the
Convention of Lom6 is a unique example of develop-
ment cooperation based on equality between partners,
it is up to the Community ro improve even funher irs
relationships with other developing countries. The
relations that Greece has forged with she Medirerra-
nean countries will undoubtedly help ro give concrere
shape to a global policy shared with all rhe countries
of the Mediterranean basin, a policy for which rhe
foundations have already been laid. These policies,
which are an expression of solidarity, must, however,
still be decided upon and implemented effectively by
the institutions to which they are enrrusred. In this
connection we are all aware that every enlargement
brings wirh ir a degree of risk for the smoo[h func-
tioning of the institutions, but rhis is a risk rhar we
shall have [o overcome.

If its strength is nor to be frittered away, rhe Commu-
nity now in the process of enlargemenr must endow its
institutions wirh a Brearer degree of cohesion. \7e
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President

must acr rn such a way that the serious thought that
has gone into this matter, panicularly within our
Assembly, may bear fruit in the form of practical
results that will enable each of our institutions to play
its role to the full, while eliminating cenain shortcom-
ings which have become apparent in the Community
decision-making process.

It is to this Community of Ten, more united, richer in

diversity and more vigorous, that I address my
warmest wishes for success today, without trying to
gloss over the difficulty of the tasks that await us.

Nonetheless they are exalted tasks, because what we

have to do is to fashion a new future for Europe and

ro let the word go forth once again to the world that
democracy is still a messenger of hope.

(Sustained applause)

I call Mr Bournias to speak on behalf of the New
Democracy Party.

Mr Bournias. - 
(El) Madam President, ladies and

gentlemen, on behalf of my Greek colleagues in this
Parliament from the ruling party of Greece, whrch had

the honour to play a leading role in bringing about the

grea[ historical achievement of Greece's accession to
the European Community, I offer my warmes[ thanks
to rhe President of Parliament, Mrs Simone Veil, for
what she has said today and in the past about our
accession and about our country. I must also thank the
leaders and representatives, both within the Member
Stares of the Community and outside it, of the coun-
tries of the free world for what they said when the
Treaty of Athens of 28 May 1979 came into operation.

I also offer my thanks to the international press and

the media for the way in which they have conrributed
and enthusiastically welcomed the event. On 17July
1979, when directly-elected members started work in
the European Parliament, you prarsed, Madam Presi-
dent, the virtues of peace, freedom and prosperity, I
should like to assure you that Greece has always
fought for these three ideals and I believe that they
witl be preserved as a result of the unification of
Europe. You may criticize me as over-optimistic, even

utopian. Nevertheless, I go so far as to believe that the
future not only of Greece and Europe but of the
whole world depends upon a strong and united
Europe.

(Applause)

And when I say united Europe I mean a large society
of differenr races who, without losing their character
and their national idendty and integrity, will become
citizens primarily of Europe and secondly citizens of
their own country. This, of course, will not happen
romorrow nor in the next few years, but it will happen
one day along with complete economic, monetary and
political union. This is our duty towards mankind

regardless of race, colour or creed. In one sense we

modern Greeks who are carrying on in one pan of
Europe the spirituaI and cultural heritage of our
ancestors, who were the first Europeans and founders
of the principles of true and untarnished democracy,
shall retain our racial unity. Ve shall be proud of
Socrates, Plato, Pericles and Aristotle and our human-
itarian and religious traditions, and we shall be good

citizens of the State of Europe which, as pointed out
by many people, has its roots in classical antiquity.

Ladies and gentlemen, much has been said and written
recently about the economic benefirc which Greece

offers to the Community and expects from it. I am the

last person to say that the international economic crisis
will not affect Greece's adjustment to the Community.
However, solutions were found for the problems of
adjustmenr which existed during the previous phase of
enlargement. The ten counrries will face the common
problems together, as the Prime Minister of Great
Britain, Mrs Thatcher, said in her welcoming message.

I shall not make any special reference to the economic
advantages deriving from the Greek merchant fleet for
the Communiry which, as a result of Greek drive and
ingenuity, will be converted into the world's leading
naval power. The Community wrll also benefit from
Greece's wealthy land and marine resources and will
gain, with the accession of Greece, borders - as well
as economic and political influence - 

with the
Balkans, Middle-Eastern countries and Africa, with
whom Greek businessmen have developed strong
economic ties. However, over and above the pros and
cons of economic considerations, and at thip time of
radical change in our nation's direction, we Greeks 

-
as we always have done 

- 
attach superior importance

to the significance of the contribution which we can
make to the ideological, moral and political motives
which led to accession. The geographical position of
Greece, on land and at sea, represents the south-
eastern borders of Europe and'is part of the Central
and Eastern Mediterranean which completes Europe's
Mediterranean flank. The inclusion of Crete, the
Dodecanese and the north-eastern Aegean within the
Community is a contribution of great political and
cultural significance. The internationaI recognirion
and enthusiastic support given to Greece's accession,
which was brought about by the ingenuity of Greece's
most outstanding politician, the present President, Mr
Consranrine Karamanlis (applause), together with the
valuable support of the leaders of the Community, is
opening up new roads for the political future of the
Community and Greece. Ladies and gentlemen, I am
proud for my generation because today, for the 

'first

time, it is sitting on equal terms with the representa-
rives of great democratic European countries, and
because for the first time the Greek language, the
language of Plaro's Republic and of the Gospels, is

being used as one of the official languages of an

important and enlightened international organization,
namely the European Parliament.

(Applause)
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President. - I call Mr Charalambopoulos to speak
on behalf of the Panhellenic Socialist Movemenr.

Mr Charalambopoulos. - (El) Madam Presidenr,
dear colleagues, we rhank you for your kind words
about Greece. As you know, PASOK is against
Greece's accession to the EEC and has made ir clear
that it is in favour of a special relarionship agreemenr
instead of accession.

This is not the time or rhe place for a derailed analysis
of the argument which led PASOK to adopt the posi-
tion just referred to.

Since accession to the European Communiry is one of
the most critical choices which will affecr Greece's
future for many decades ro come, the Greek people
should make that choice by means of a referendum, as

was the case in almost all the orher Communiry coun-
tries. For this reason, PASOK has declared that when
the Greek people elect it to govern Greece it will
propose to the President that a referendum be held so
that the Greek people can be given complete and
correct information. However, it will need to be
poinrcd out thar rhe Greek people are in the dark
about the effects of accession.

The so-called information distriburcd by the mass
media, which operates under rhe complete control of
the government, is essenrially one-sided and
misleading propaganda which under-esrimares rhe
intelligence of the Greek citizen,

PASOK decided to participate in all the Communiry's
organs, as it believes rhat through its acrive presence it
can best at[empt to protecr rhe interests of rhe Greek
people, reduce the damage of accession and make use
of the possibilities for cooperation with Mediterranean
countries in confronting common problems.

As you are aware, Madam President, PASOK has
already joined the Socialist Group, as we consider it
closest to our declared position and also because it
offers us the possibility to give free expression ro our
opinions without being bound by the Socialisr Group
maJoflty.

I would like to mention PASOK's great inreresr in rhe
employment of Greek men and women in the
Community's agencies. Ve believe thar the choice will
not be made on the basis of party criteria but on rhe
basis of merit, as was the case in all the other Member
States of the Community.

PASOK will fight ro advance the righrful demands of
workers in Greece and in the whole Community, to
ensure the crearion of free and independent trade
unionism in Greece and ro ensure that rhe public insti-
tutions and the will of the people achieve some real
measure of importance.

As members of the European Parliament and the
Socialist Group we will make every effort ro supporr
matters related to peace, disarmamenr and the reduc-
tion of tension.

Our most important dury is to improve the qualiry of
life and the material standard of living of the workers
and of all the underprivileged people for whom
PASOK speaks, and we shall fight with derermination
and perseverance in order to achieve this major goal.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Zighdis to speak on behalf of
the Union of the Democratic Centre.

Mr Zighdis. - (El) Madam President, on behalf of
the Union of the Democratic Cenrre, I should like to.
offer you sincere thanks for the warm receprion ro rhe
European Parliamenr which you gave [o the represen-
tatives of the Greek people.

I should also like to say how pleased and moved I am
by this solemn occasion.

Greece is an inseparable pan of Europe, which
received its name and a considerable part of its civili-
zat.ion from Greece. This, indeed, is an historic
momenr as the Greek people unite rheir desriny wirh
that of the other nine countries which make up the
EEC.

The Union of the Democraric Cenrre, which I have
the honour of leading, has always - like those parties
from which it sprang - been in favour of Greece's
accession to the EEC. \7e adopted rhis posirion prior
to 1957 when the German Chancellor at the time, Mr
Erhard, proposed to the governmenr that Greece
should become a founder member of the EEC. Ve
supported accession instead of affiliarion in 1961. Ve
would accepr the accession agreemenr of 1979 wirh
unreserved enthusiasm were it not for the few rerms
which gave us cause for cerrain basic reservations.

However, we are confident that wirh the goodwill of
the members of rhe Ten rhese will be sorted out when
the agreement is being implemenred.

A reservation of a different kind arises from the fact
that the adjustments aimed at providing Greece with a

real western-style democracy have not yet taken place.
These are:

I 
- the assurance that the Greeks would receive ob;ec-

trve rnformation,

2 - the passing of a fair electoral law which does not
mlsrepresent the will of the people,

J - the abolition of government tutelage over the
trade unionist and cooperauvist movements,

4 
- the decentrahzatron of the crvil service, and

5 - the recognruon of regional self-government as the
essence of democratic government.
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These are, of course, our own principles but, as from
today; they must also carry some weight with our
colleagues in the Community if Greece's accession is

to achieve ir desired results.

Ve of the Union of the Democratic Centre firmly
believe in the European idea, one of whose first advo-
cates was, in the years between the two world wars
Eleftherios Venizelos.

It is not just economic development which hinges on
the unity of Europe, but also the guaranteed preserva-

don of international peace and the hope for the even-

tual creation of a socialist society with a humane face

- which will be the synthesis of the present two
opposing social systems i.e., capitalism and

communism - able to tame the beast of modern tech-
nology and to ensure for mankind freedom, personal
dignity and social jusdce.

Our faith in a united Europe springs from our belief in
the greatness of its mission.

Ladies and gentlemen, Madam President, I offer you
my warmest thanks.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Loules to speak on behalf of
the Communist Party of Greece.

Mr Loules. - (El) Madam President, first of all I
should also like to thank you for the words of friend-
ship you gave us, and I should like to thank the
honourable Members of Parliament for the friendly
reception which you gave the Greek delegation and
myself.

Madam President, I am sure you will forgive me when
I say that I do not share the optimism some of my
Greek colleagues have expressed about the benefits
Greece and its people will receive from accession to
the EEC. I must also state once again the position of
my parry, the Greek Communist Party, in relation to
the European Economic Community and remind you
that my party - along with other Greek parties and
the majority of the Greek people - was and still is

opposed to Greece's accession to the European
Community. Ve take this view because we consider
the EEC to be a concerted attempt by the monopolies

- and especially by the \Testern European multina-
tionals - to concentrate and consolidate production
so that they can more effectively exploit, for their own
profit and that of big capital in general, the tendency
towards internationalization of production.

By the creation of the EEC 
.l7estern 

European mono-
polies are aiming to preserve their control and gain a

larger share of the spoils by exploiting all workers, and
in particular those workers in the economically under-
developed and independent countries, such as Greece.

Ir is only na[ural, therefore, that an organization like
the EEC should be in total opposidon to the national
interests of the Greek people.

Greece's accession to the EEC, far from facilitating
economic development and improving the standard of
living of the people 

- 
much more radical democratic

changes in the country are needed for that - 
will

prevent these things and will have far-reaching conse-
quences on the lives of Greeks and on Greek
economic development threatening even funher the
country's national independence.

Already, in fact, 
- 

even though we have only just
entered the EEC - as the consequences of accession
are becoming increasingly recognized, though to
differing degrees and extent in the various social
srrata, so the people's opposition is also increasing.

On behalf of my party I declare that we Communists
shall continue to struggle in Greece and in the Euro-
pean Parliament for Greece's withdrawal from the
EEC, and at the sarne time we shal'l struggle to reduce
as far as possible, for as long as Greece is in the EEC,
the catastrophic consequences which accession to the
EEC will have for Greece and its people, in order to
defend the interests of Greek workers and national
independence.

,President. 
- 

I call Mr Pesmazoglou to speak on
behalf of the Party of Democratic Socialism.

Mr Pesmazoglou. - 
(EL) Madam President, ladies

and gentlemen, I an1 speaking on behalf of the pany of
Democratic Socialism, also known as KODISO,
which has always supponed the idea of building
Europe and Greece's involvement in this important

Process.

The participation today of Greek representatives in the
European Parliament symbolizes the fact that Greece
is pan of a democratic comrirunity of nations whose
future is interwoven with democracy and social
progress. It is also a symbol of the national ties
between the Community and Southern Europe.

'!7'e atrribute great importance to the work of the
European Parliament in which the peoples of the
Community's countries are directly represented and
we believe that the economic artd social progress, as

well as the security of the Greek people, are firmly tied
to the progress and security of all European peoples.

The major imponance of the European Parliament
arises mainly from the following reasons:

(1) It underlines the European peoples'special role in
and independent contribution to world affairs and
international attempls for maintaining peace and
cooperation amongst nations. The European Commu-
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nity also provides an invaluable institurional frame-
work for overcoming the difficulties caused by
prolonged world economic crisis.

(2) It ensures popular supporr and political power for
all the other functions of the European Community
and strengthens the move towards those insriturional
reforms which lead ro a new society based on justice,
humaniry and progress for all the peoples of Europe.
This is the society which will bring mankind into the
21st century.

(3) It suppons the success of democratic government
and upholds respecr for polirical freedoms and human
righm. I should like here and now, on rhis solemn
occasion, to offer my wholehearted praise for rhe
valuable suppon which rhe European Parliament and
its many distinguished members gave rhe Greek people
in their struggle against the dictatorship and in their
fight to restore democracy in Greece.

The Greek people, our of a sense of rrusr and self-
interest, will give irc full support wirhin the European
Community to plans and solurions for promoting the
common good. In other words, it will suppon devel-
opments which strengthen the coherence and uniry of
the European people and which uphold respect for
international law and international legal procedures
against any arbitrary act which rhrearens to disrupt
peace.

In this spirit, with rrusr in and devotion to rhe noble
concept of European unity, I am sure that my col-
leaugues and I, the representarives of the Greek people
irt the European Parliament, will accomplish our
important mission.

(Applause)

President. - I thank our Greek colleagues for their
words and I should like to rcll rhem once again how
happy we are rhar they will be mking their sears
amongsl us from now on. They have all our best
wishes.

(Applause)

4. Supplementary budget No 2 for 1 980 and general
budget of the Communitiesfor 1981

President. - By telex of 23 December 1980 rhe Pres-
ident-in-Office of the Council informed me rhar on
22 December the Council had discussed rhe draft
supplementary budget No 2 for 1980 and rhe drafr
general budget for 1981.

He indicated thar rhe Council had not been able to
take any decision on the amendments made by Parlia-

menr ar irs sirting of l8 December 1980 rc the draft
supplementary budget No 2 of the European Commu-
nities for rhe financial year 1980.

The communication from the President-in-Office of
the Council did not, however, include any comment
on the draft general budget for 1981.

Pursuant therefore to the provisions of the Treaties, I
ascertained on the same day that the procedures pro-
vided for in the Trearies had been completed and that
the two draft budgets had been finally adopted.

(Sustained applause)

I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - (F) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, in my personal capacity and . also, of
course, on behalf of my Group and, on this occasion,
on behalf of Mr Klepsch, our colleague Sir James
Scott-Hopkins, Mr de la Maline and Mr Bangemann
and their respective Groups, and finally on behalf of
Mr Fanti and his Italian Communisr and Allied
colleagues, I would like quite simply to remind you
that on 18 December Parliament rook irs decisions on
the draft supplementary budget for 1980 and the draft
budget of the Community for 1981.

I would also remind you rhat under the provisions of
the Treaties those decisions of Parliamenr can only be
reversed by an act of rhe Council voting by a qualified
majority. As you know, the Council has adopted no
such act and you, Madam Presidenr, rherefore found
that you had a clear duty to apply the Treaties and
declare the budgem adopted.

On behalf of all my colleagues I would like to say that
we fully approve the decision uken by you on behalf
of us all.

(Sustained applause)

5. Petitions

President. - I have received two petitions, the titles
and authors of which you will find listed in the
minutes of this sirting.

These petitions have been referred to the Committee
on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions for its consid-
eration.

6. Documents receizted

President. - Since the adjournment of the session, I
have received from the Council, the parliamentary
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committees, the political groups and Members of
Parliament various documen[s, a list of which you will
find in the minutes of this sitting.

7 . Texts of treaties foranarded by the Council

Presidcnt. - 
I have received from the Council certi-

fied true copies of various agreements and legal acts.

These documents, which you will find listed in the
minutes of this sitting, will be deposited in the archives
of the European Parliament.

8. Transfer of appropriations

President. - The , Committee on Budgem has

informed me that it has:

(a) approved the proposals for transfers of appropriations
Nos 7/80 (Doc l-417/80), t2/80 (Doc l-474/80),
16180 (Doc l-590l80), l7l80 (Doc t-651/8q,2A/80
(Doc 1-655/80), 21/80 (Doc t-664/80), 23l80 (Doc
1-656/80) and 24/80 (Doc l-6s7l80)

(b) rejected the proposal for transfer of appropriations
No lll80 (Docl-527/80)

(c) noted the proposal for transfer of appropriations
'No 18/80, on which Parliament has not been offr-
cially consulted.

. Welcome

President. - It gives me great pleasure to announce
the presence in the official gallery of a delegation from
the Assembly of the Socialist Federal Republic of
Yugoslavia, led by Mr Sinan Hasani, Vice-President
of the Assembly.

This delegation is visiting the European Parliament for
the third meetinB between delegations of both parlia-
ments and includes members of rhe two Chambers of
rhe Assembly - 

the Federal Chamber and the
Chamber of the Republics and Provinces.

On behalf of the European Parliament I extend to
rhem a warm welcome and good wishes. I hope that
the work of the delegation will be fruitful and will
promote cooperation between our [wo parliaments.

lQ. tJlltbdrautal of a motionfor a resolution

President. - Mr Blaney and Mr Capanna have
informed me that they wish to withdraw their motion

for a resolution on the hunger strikes by prisoners in
Long Kesh and Armagh prisons (Doc l-692/80).

1l . Order of business

President. - The next item is the establishment of
the order of business.

Ar irs meering of 18 December 1980 the enlarged
Bureau drew up the draft agenda which has been
distributed to you (PE 70.199/rev.).

Ar rhis morning's meering the chairmen of the political
groups authorized me to put the following proposals
to,you:

In today's sitting the speaking time allocated to each
polidcal group to speak to rhe statement by the Presi-
dent of the Commission would be reduced from 10 to
5 minutes.

At 8 p.m., after the first part of Question Time, items
remaining on the agenda could be dealt with until
8.30 p.m.

On l7ednesday the joint debare on the Spinelli and
Balfour reports on own resources and budgetary ques-
tions would take place as planned, but the tabling of
amendments and the vote on the motions for resolu-
tions would be deferred to the February part-session in
view of the excessively shon deadlines for tabling the
amendments.

As far as Thursday's sitting is concerned, Mrs Pruvot's
report on yourh activities would be withdrawn from
the agenda, as it had not been submitted sufficiendy
early.

Are there any ob.fections?

These proposals are adopted.

I have received from Mr Coppieters, on behalf of the
Group for the Technical Coordination and Defence of
Independent Groups and Members, a proposal,
pursuant to Rule l2 of the Rules of Procedure, that
the oral quesrions (Doc 1-508/80, 7-769/80 and
l-770/80) listed at the bottom of the page in the draft
agenda should not be included in the debarc on the
report by Mrs \Valz (Doc l-696/80), which is entered
on Thursday's agenda.

I call Mr Coppieters.

Mr Coppiete rs. - (NL) Madam President, we have
proposed that the oral questions by Mr Seligman, Mr
Galland, Mr Mtiller-Hermann and others should not
be taken in conjunction with the report by Mrs Valz.
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Our intention, formed almost a year ago, was to hold
a major debate on soft energy sources. A debate of
that kind would have required months of preparation
in the Committee responsible ro avoid being
constantly relegated to the background when we
discuss energy problems. I am sorry that the majority
of our political groups did not wanr [his, as became
apparent in the enlarged Bureau, and the debate has

been changed into a meaningless port-manteau discus-
sion covering all kinds of different topics. As a result a

debate which is urgently necessary, particularly after
the incidents at Le Hague, has been made impossible
and we have been prevented from discussing to what
extent soft energy can be an alternative to present
sources of energy. My colleagues have succeeded fully
in their efforts. \fhen we read the briefing we find that
the whole topic of energy has not been included
among the important items on the agenda. Ve protest
strongly against that fact and urge that the \Valz
report alone should be taken on Thursday, otherwise
how can we honestly face the European public?

President. - 
I call Mr Bangemann.

Mr Bangemann! - 
(D) Madam President, I wish to

speak against Mr Coppieter's proposal who, if I have
understood him rightly, wishes the three oral ques-
tions with debate by Mr Seligman, my colleague Mr
Galland and Mr Mtiller-Hermann and others to be

struck off the agenda.

If Mr Cbppieters wishes to withdraw an oral question
with debate tabled on behalf of his own Group, he is
perfectly entitled to do so. But I do not rhink he has

any right to ask for oral questions by other groups not
to be debated. Madam President, I would almost be

tempted to set up a Broup to defend the righm of the
majorities if his Group for the Defence of Minority
Rights continues its present practice.

(Laughter)

(Parliament relected the proposal by Mr Coppieters)

President. - 
I call Mr Coppieters.

Mr Coppieters. - 
(NL) Madam President, I obviously

did not want to propose that these questions should be
withdrawn but simply not taken jointly with the other
matter; that was the purpose of my proposal.

President. - Thank you, Mr Coppieters, for this
expIanation.

I call Mr Lange.

Mr Lange, chairman of the Committee on Budgets. 
-(D) Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, I wish to

put a request to you: the draft agenda indicates a joint
debate on these two reports. The question of own
resources has nothing to do with convergence, dealt
wirh in rhe Balfour report. That is an entirely different
matrer. If we hold a joint debate we shall only be

confusing two fundamentally different issues. I would
therefore ask for borh rhese items to be taken on
'\flednesday but in separate debates to allow a proper
discussion, failing which we shall not be able to reach
meaningful conclusions.

President. - Are there any objections?

That is agreed.

I call Mr Fergusson.

Mr Fergusson. - Madam President, I refer to the
debate on Uruguay (Doc. l-693/80) which we are

having on'Wednesday: there is a deadline for amend-
ments to the Uruguay report, which is 8 o'clock
tonight, so that they can be debated on'lTednesday,
but in the English version of the report by Mrs van den
Heuvel the amendments that were made in the Polit-
ical Affairs Committee have not been incorporated. I
imagine this is so in other versions as wel[. Now, we
can, of course, make those amendments again bur we
would not know exactly how to do it unless the
version that came out of the Political Affairs
Committee is actually before us, so I request, at least
unril this confusion is ironed out, a postponement of
the deadline for rabling amendments to that report.

President. - If thar is rhe case, we could put back
this deadline until 10 a.m. lomorrow. However, we
shall speak of that again in a moment.

Are there any other comments?

The order of business is therefore fixed".

12. Urgent procedure

President. - I have received from Mrs Clwyd and
others a motion for a resolution, with request for
urgent debate pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of
Procedure, on the steel industry in'Wales and the rest
of the United Kingdom (Doc.l-771/80).

The jusdfication for this request for urgency is

contained in the document itself.

I shall consult Parliament on the urgency of this
motion for a resolution at the beginning of
'!Tednesday's sitting.

't See OJ No C 28 of g. z. t98l
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The motion for a resolution tabled by the Liberal and
Democratic Group, with request for urgent debate
pursuanr to Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure, on the
adoption of supplementary budget No 2 for 1980 and
the general budget for 1981 (Doc l-786/80) has been
withdrawn.

13. Speahing time

President. - In agreement with the chairmen of the
political groups I propose that the speaking time for
each sitting be allocated in accordance with the provi-
sions of Rules 28 and 36A of the Rules of Procedure.

Are there any objections?

That is agreed.

14. Deadlinefor tabling amendments

President. - I propose that we fix the deadline for
tabling amendments as set out in the draft agenda,
except for the Spinelli and Balfour repons (Docs
l-772/80 and 1-136/80), for which the deadline
would be fixed for 6 Februaqy at l2 noon, and the Van
den Heuvel report, for which it would be fixed for
tomorrow at 10 a.m.

I call Sir James Scott-Hopkins.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - Madam President, is it
not possible, as we are going to divide out speaking
time separately on Vednesday between the Spinelli
and Balfour reports, to have the vote on Mr Balfour's
repon during Thursday's sitting? !7ould that not be
the correct way of going about it? There is no problem
over translation of the documents, so I suggest that
we take the Balfour report and the amendments, if
there be any, during Thursday's sitting.

President. - You are proposing therefore that in the
case of the Spinelli report the deadline for mbling
amendmenr should be fixed for Friday, 6 February
but that for the Balfour reporu the deadline for tabling
amendments should be fixed for tomorrow at 10 a.m.
and that the vote should be taken of Thursday.

Are there any objections?

The deadline for tabling amendments is therefore
fixed".

15. Introduction of the new Commission

President. - The next item is the introduction of the
new Commission of the European Communities.

I call Mr Thorn.

(Applause)

Mr Thorn, President of the Commission.
(F) Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, every-
one here will understand that I find it difficult to hide
what I feel as I stand in this Chamber today. I was
elected with you in June 1979 and, with ten years as a
Member of this House and four terms as President of
the Council behind me, I see so many familiar faces as

I look around.

You bring back memories of various stages of a polit-
ical career, of which this particular moment is

undoubtedly a high point.

In my view neirher purpose nor degree of commitment
should depend on the panicular hat one is wearing.
\7hat is both new and humbling for me, as I stand
before you today as the new President of the
Commisson, is that I have been entrusted by the
governments of our ten countries with the difficult
task of presiding over the institution which is regarded
as the power-house of European integration at a time
when the European venture is plagued on all sides by
the myriad problems which have dogged our slow and
difficult progress of years past.

I am well aware of the daunting nature of the task
which has been entrusted to me. For this reason I
would like to begin by paying a warm tribute to my
illusrious predecessors, and in particular to Roy
Jenkins, who ran the ship with determination and
courage for the last four years.

(Applause)

My colleagues - all of whom are present at this
solemn gathering '- and myself are depending on
your support as the elected representatives of the
peoples of Europe. 'We are determined to stick reso-
lutely to the course plotted for our generation by,
amongst others, that most illustrious of Europeans,
Robert Schuman. \7e have no alternative unless we
wanr ro dash rhe legirimare hopes of 270 million Euro-
Peans.

The Commission would like to associate itself with the
tribute which Madam President has just paid to the
Community's newesl Member State. In particular we
would like to welcome the representatives of the
Greek people who have come to join you on rhe
benches here. I do not propose to dwell on all that
Greece means ro Europe and ro each one of us. But I* See OJ No C 28 of9. 2. 1981.
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would like to emphasize that we are all aware of the
hopes and the political faith which fired Greece's
desire to take part in the European endeavour.

(Applause)

This second enlargement of our Community should be
a source of encouragemeht ro us because it affirms the
vitality and atrraction of whar we are doing. It should
also serve as a reminder to the institurions of their
responsibilities and obligations.

There is no doubt that, inidally, the political advan-
tages of enlargement will be overshadowed from time
to time by the problems of integrating. a less-pros-
perous economy into our Community during a period
of world-wide difficulties. I sincerely hope that at such
times, and in our negotiations with the other appli-
cants for membership, we will not lose sighr of the
political goals we share: the creation of a European
Union based on law and democracy. !7e must nor
disappoint those who are counting on us.

(Applause)

This is particularly imponant because we are cele-
brating this happy event, the arrival of a new Member
State, in the midsr of general gloom. There is no need
for me to tell you that our society is in rhe rhroes of an
extremely serious crisis which is affecting borh our
economy and our will to succeed. \7hat is worrying is

the simultaneous waning of enthusiasm throughout the
Community for European union. Irs importance and
significance are no longer understood, and rhat is why
I am grateful to all those who, like my friend Mr
Genscher, stress the vital necessity of European union.

Irrespective of whar bench we sir on, we are all aware
that the prospecrs for the 8Os are nor roo bright. The
recession is deepening and acquiring rhe proporrions
of a catastrophe which threarens not only prosperity
but also the foundations of our society. Our very civi-
lization may well be rransformed.

I am still deeply convinced that rhe venrure enshrined
in the Treaties, rhe venture which made ir possible to
reconcile and reconstrucr a Europe devastated by war
and lay the foundations for its later prosperity, will be
our salvation too in the economic and social crisis
which is threatening the very values on which our
society is based. For, as we all know, it is not merely
prosperity and economic health which are in danger.

More than 35 years igo six governments took a deci-
sion to act in concert, realising that they would never
solve their common problems singlehanded. Today, as

these same countries, with their four new allies,
prepare to withstand the demands and avarice of rhe
superpowers of the eighties, the motto of 'united we
stand' has, to my mind, lost none of its attracrion and
none of its pertinence

Madam President, it was at Parliament's express
request thar it was decided that this would nor be a

polidcal discourse, even in rhe tenor of ir quotations
and references. since Parliament rightly wanted its first
exchange of views wirh the Commission to be of a

political narure, where ir could take up politicil posi-
tions, and that in a forthright and critical manner, I
would hope that this first discussion would be in the
nature of a general explor.rrory debate, in which I
could put before you rhe programme of a Commission
of whose loyal cooperation I can give you the mosr
sincere assurances. That is why I now wish ro confine
myself so some remarks of a very general nature; I
hope that you will understand.

Instead of setting out new goals and objectives, I
would simply remind you that the objectives we are
pursuing are solemnly entrenched in the preambles ro
our Treaties. '!7hat many people are inclined to forget
is that we are endeavouring:

- to lay the foundations of an ever closer union among
the peoples of Europe:

- 
to promote economic and social progress in our coun-
tries by common actlon to eliminate the barriers which
drvide Europe;

- to secure the constant improvement of living and
working conditions for our peoples;

- 
ro remove existing obstacles and promote concerted,
action to guaranlee steady expansion, balanced rrade
and fair competition;

- to strengthen the unity of our economres and to
ensure their harmonious development by reducing the
differences exrsting between rhe various regions and
the backwardness of the less-favoured regions;

- to contribute, by means of a common commercial
policy, to the progressive abolitibn of restrictions on
international trade;

- to confirm the solidanty which binds Europe and the
overseas countries and to ensure the development of
their prosperity.

These are the circumstances in which the new
Commission takes up office. There may be doubr as to
whether the Commission is a political institution. But
it is so by its very nature, by the express wish of the
Contracting Parties to the Treaties, and finally by
necessity. It is the driving force behind European inte-
gration and the guardian of the Trearies. It is the
central pivot in the dialogue between the Community's
institutions. It has a vital pan ro play in grasping rhe
nettle of the crisis and in rying to meet the aspirations
of the people of Europe.

The new Commission which I wish to introduce to
you today combines a wealth of experience wirh fresh
talents. As I introduce my team, I will of course add a

few words about the way we have organized ourselves.

There is no need for me to introduce most my
colleagues since they have been answering your ques-
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tions faithfully and to your satisfaction for years. A
word about the newcomers - ail of whom served
their own countries with distinction and devotion
before they answered Europe's call. All of them have
served as Members of Parliament.

Mr Contogeorgis, who has a valiant political past,

comes to.us from Greece.

(Applause)

As you know, he conducted his country's accession
negociations very efficiently before he joined us.

Mr Narjes used to hold a senior position on the
Commission's staff. He gave up his mandate as a

Member of the Bundesrag to join us.

(Applause)

Mr Andriessen, formidable like all former Finance
Ministers and leaders of political parties, comes to us

from the Nerherlands.

(Applause)

Mr Richard, a former Britrsh MP, won himself an

international reputation as his country's Ambassador
to the United Nations.

(Applause)

And last, but not leasr, my old friend Michael
O'Kennedy, whose courtesy and efficiency you
learned to value during his term as President of the
Council, two short years ago, when he sat on the
opposite side of this Chamber.

(Applause)

You already know what our portfolios are to be.

There has been publicity and comment. You have
received a list or will receive one this very afternoon. I
would like to confirm that we are resolved - and this,
Madam President, is one of the vital points and one of
the few points that I am going out of my way to
underline with particular emphasis - 1e q/e1k x5 2

close-knit, united team and assure you that the alloca-
tion of portfolios reflects, first and foremost, our
concern to strengthen internal cohesion and highlight
collective responsibility. 'W'e are well aware that the
social tensions and distortions provoked by the crisis
may create difficulties for our Community. This is why
we are decermined to stand shoulder to shoulder; for
us, collective responsibility means solidarity. This is

the only way that each of us can make the best use of
his experience and talents to further the Community's
cause.

It is in this spririt that each of us gave a solemn under-
mking before the Court of Justice this morning that
we would, in compliance with the Treaties, be

completely independent in the performance of our
duties, in the general interest of the Community, and

thar we would neither seek nor take instructions from
any Government or from any other body.

I should like to stress the importance of this solemn
undertaking given this morning, which, far from being
a mere formality, is crucial to our mandate.

I have been struck by the fact that in recent years, and
more particularly since your election by direct univ-
ersal suffrage, recurring quarrels of form and subst-
ance have strained relations between our two institu-
tions. The same point was made at the recent Euro-
pean Council in Luxembourg, which deplored the

permanent state of rnter-institutional strife. The new
Commission's first concern, therefore, was to get to
grips with this problem. Ve did so at an informal
meering held before we actually took up office.

Ic would be premature to draw any conclusions at [his
srage. But we have come up with a number of indica-
tors, which I will put to )'our President without delay.
'What we would like to do - 

and there is no time like
the present 

- 
is to take a close look at what can be

done to help us play a more effective pan in your
proceedings, and by so doing strengthen the dialogue
between our two institutions.

However this dialogue musr be unequivocal and
hardhitting.

(Applause)

Perhaps I can take this opportunity, since the matter is
so topical, of referring to the budgetary developments
which rhe Commission has already discussed. This is

nor the time to go into details, but I feel that Parlia-
ment should know where the Commission stands on
the 1980 supplementary budget and the 1981 general
budget, both of which have been declared adopted by
your President.

Parliament is aware of the difficulties which have
arisen within the Council. It knows that certain
Member States consider that the procedure laid down
by the Treaty and by the Financial Regulation has
been breached. It is not for me to comment on the
Council's position or on the discussions it has held on
this matter.

As far as the Commission is concerned 
- 

and here I
speak for each and every Member - I would like to
make ir quite clear rhat we consider both the supple-
menrary budget for 1980 and the budget for 1981 to
be legal and hence enforceable.

'\7here is this situation leading? The issues are
two-fold: legal and political. I do not need to tell you
rhat cerrain Member States have failed to make the
payments flowing from adoption of the 1980 supple-
mentary budget. The situation with regard to the 1981
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budget is less clear and there are still doubts as to the
position of certain Member States. The Commission is

looking inro the matler. But Parliament can res[
assured that, if it finds that certain Member States

have committed irregularities, it will want the situation
rectified. It will obviously keep Parliament informed
of developments, in full awareness of the position of
the Commission as guardian of the Treaties.

So much for the legal. Now for the political. The
Commission considers that today's budgetary prob-
Iems must be discussed by the institutions, that polit-
ical solutions must be found. I am convinced that you
share this point of view. The Commission has felt for
some time that operation of the budgetary procedure
could be improved and believes that in this context the
institutions have an obligation to each other and more
importantly to our Community. Revision of the Finan-
cial Regulation will give us an opportunity of
discussing and solving a number of these difficulties.
But essenrially, the two arms of the budgetary
authority must endeavour to ensure that the difficul-
ties we have experienced over the last three years do
nor recur. h is vital, for instance, that the conciliation
procedure should live up to its name. The Commis-
sion, and its President, is prepared to play its full part
here.

(Applause from certain quarters)

Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, in conclu-
sion, you will have noticed that I have purposely
confined myself, on this, our first encounter, to
assuring you that the new Commission is well aware of
what is at stake as it takes office. It is ready and willing
to shoulder its responsibilities. It will always do so

with courage and determination.

But I would like to make it clear, here and now, that
Europe, and hence the Communiry, is not run solely
by 'Brussels', by stateless technocrats far-removed
from day-ro-day reality. If the Community is misun-
derstood, if not viewed with suspicion, by many Euro-
peans, much of the blame can be laid at the door of all
the governments of the Member States.

(Applause from certain quarters)

If your governments are incapable, as the recent Euro-
pean Council in Luxembourg demonstrated, of
defining either the contenr or the shape of European
Union, the Commission declines all responsibility for
rhe delays and the setbacks which the public rightly
denounces.

At the same time - and providing you can spot the

enemy - I would urge you, ladies and gentlemen to
be ruthless whenever we fail in our task. Let me say
again that critical vigilance by you, the representatives
of the people of Europe, is essential to the life of
Europe's institutions.

In a few weeks' time, when we present our
programme, you will be able to judge for yourselves
whether or not we are lacking in determination or in
imagination. Meantime, let us work together to
restore institutional peace, and recreate a climate of
understanding, mutual trust and cooperation. It is to
this end that I sund before you. Thank you for your
kind attention.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of
rhe Socialist Group.

Mr Glinne. - 
(F) Madam President, ladies and

gentlemen, the Commission of the European Commu-
nities has now been reconstituted after a procedure
which has lasted for several months and certainly
somewhat retarded the action of that institution of
late. The Commission has also increased the number
of its Members to fourteen foilowing the enlargement
of the Community to include Greece. And now we in
Parliament are confronted with a renewed institution
with which we shall be obliged, for better or for
worse, [o compare our respective positions at great
length.

I shall be very brief; I would just like to highlight
something Mr Thorn said about collegiality. In the
present economic situation and with the social circum-
stances confronting us and the crisis of society, a

whole series of reasons and political pretexts militate in
favour of a kind of renationalization of certain inter-
ests which might properly be defined as belonging to
the Community. In my view when it comes to defence
of legitimate national interests, the Council, the
Committee of Permanent Representatives and the
national governments can or should suffice. Vhat we
want in particular of the new Commission is that it
should reflect in a continuous and intransigent process
the spirit and resolve of supranationalism in its
derailed work and at the level of basic action. \7e
noted Mr Thorn's reference to this aspect a moment
ago'

A funher point: the Commission of the European
Communities is of course responsible for routine daily
management, but it must also engage in a dialogue, on
behalf of the Community, with European public
opinion.

In respect of both those important tasks I would like
to give voice here to a rather keen regret already
expressed repeatedly in the past months by other
spokesmen of the Socialist group: one small flaw in
the Commission, as it is constiruted at present, is the
fact that its Members are all men. A sense of balance
and imperative social reasons should have led to the
presence of several women Members in the Commis-
sion. 'W'e all know that the responsibilities for such
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appoinrments lie at widely varying levels and I do not
wish to lay the blame at the door of the Commission,
but it is most unfortunate to note that the Commis-
sion, whether it likes it or not, is rather sexist, to use

the current term.

May I add that we are expecting further information
from Mr Thorn in a few weeks time. Ve have already
been able to form an opinion through the information
published after the conclave at Gaichel, through
various sources and even indiscretions. \7e await with
great interest the governmental statement, if I may call
it that, which will be made to us in February. Mr
Thorn knows that we in the Socialist Group have
always had a feeling of panicular sympathy and great
cordiality towards the Commission as constituted on
successive occasions, to the extent that the Commis-
sion has always seemed to be a natural ally and a parti-
cularly.constructive partner in the dialogue with our
lnstrtutlon.

Madam President, I shall confine myself to those
remarks today.

Ve address our good wishes to the Commission,
despite its foreseeable shortcomings and the fact that ir
contains no women Members. '!flharever may be our
differences of opinion, we feel bound to convey our
good wishes, given the serious problems facing the
Community, our countries and our peoples at present.

The Commission may rest assured that we shall
support it to the extent compatible with our own role,
our own programme and our own responsibilities as

the Socialist Group in the European,Parliament.

(Applause)

President. 
- 

I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (Christian-
Democratic Group).

Mr Klepsch. 
- 

(D) Ve lisrcned with great inreresc
to the statement by the President of rhe new Commis-
sion, Mr Thorn. '!fle are grateful to you and to the
Members of the new Commission for setting to work
in the spirit, and not merely according to the letter, of
the Trearies. !(i'e have placed high hopes in you, Mr
Thorn. Ve wish you and your thirteen colleagues in
the new Commission good fortune and success in your
work.

(Applause)

'!fl'e are not debating the programme of the new
Commission today. \7e shall be doing so during the
next part-session in February when it has been
submitted to Parliament. Nevertheless I welcome the
fact that the President of the Commission has already
taken this opportunity to highlight certain key points.
I listened with great interest, Mr President, to the

passage in your speech about cooperation and
dialogue between the Council - of which you your-
self have experience - the Commission and 'Parlia-

ment, as well as your specific points on cooperation
with this Assembly. I see that as an important pointer
to the future; let us continue on these lines and place
our trust in cooperation in the interests of the develop-
ment of Europe and let us not try to se€k legalistic
ways of postponing decisions which must obviously
rest with the polidcians.

(Applause)

Cooperation between the institutions is essential if the
Community is to flourish and develop funher into a

political union. Clearly there are good intentions on
both sides. \7e shall need inventiveness, determination,
frankness and skill.

I welcome your clear statement that the Commission
considers the 1980 supplementary budget and the 1981
budget legally valid and therefore binding.

(Applause)

I welcome that fact on behalf of my Group. It reflects
respect for the will of the elected Parliament which
our President has carried through in a convincing
manner.

May I point briefly now to certain expectations which
we have of the new Commission's programme. 'W'e are
assuming that the Commission will be presenting a

programme with a timetable and priorities ready for
adopdon and will be bound by that programme after
its adoption by our Assembly. Ve expect the
programme to take account of the need for funher
development of the legal basis of the European
Community following the accession of Greece and the
enlargement towards the south - an institutional task
of high priority. Similarly we are looking forward to
the development of a new basic concept for the rela-
rionship berween rhe national and Community policies
on expenditure. Then we expect the Commission - if
necessary on the basis of Anicle 235 of the EEC
Treaty - to make proposals for the funher develop-
ment of the European Monetary System, for an
economic and monetary union and for a common
energy, regional and industrial policy; we expecr ir ro
make progress with the adjusrmenr of the common
agricultural policy and ro pay grearer attention ro the
fight against unemployment as pan of an overall social
policy; we are also looking for concrere proposals on
safeguards for our raw material supplies, for proposals
to develop a common educational, cultural and infor-
mation policy framework and, finally, we are looking
for an increase in own resources and harmonization of
value-added tax rates with a shift from rhe principle of
the country of destination [o rhar of che country of
'origin in assessing value-added rax. These are the clear
wishes of my Group, ro which we give priority. I hope
that they will be taken into accounr.
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Let us set to work, Mr President, in the spirit which
inspired your whole address; let us make progress
together in Europe.

(Applause)

President. - I call Sir James Scott-Hopkins to speak
on behalf of the European Democratic Group.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - Madam President, it is

my pleasant duty to follow my two colleagues in
welcoming, on behalf of my Group, the new President
of the Commission and his colleagues, and I welcome
not only those of them who are new colleagues to the
Commission - particularly our Greek Commissioner,
who has just joined us; I wish him extremely well in
his new tasks - but also those Commissioners whom
we have been dealing with in the past. It is nice to see

them still therel we know their strengths and, of
course, their weaknesses, and it will be interesting over
rhe next few years to be able to play on those
strengths, to say nothing of their weaknesses. \7e are

delighted to see them here.

I must say I join with Mr Glinne when he talks about
his regret that there were no ladies appointed to the
Commission. I think it is a grave pity that this has
happened. I look back on the debate we held on these
very important matters in connection with the Rey
repon and at the words which were actually said by
she President-in-Office, Mr Colombo, at the time. I
will not read them all out, because dme will not allow
me ro, but he did say that he would personally nke
pains to see that Parliamenr's requesr rhat it should
play some part in appointing Members of the new
Commission was respected; but as this House and
you, Madam President, know full well, we played no
part whatsgever in the choice or appointment of
Members of this new Commission. I find that regrerr-
able, and I hope that in future steps will be taken to
see that we do, in fact, have the opportunity to do so.

If I may say so at this particular moment, it does seem

to me, looking at the Treaty, that after two years this
House should have the opportunity of assessing

whether or not the Commission President's first two
years of office have been satisfactory or not and of
taking a vote on the matter. I am quite certain,
knowing the President of the Commission as well as I
do over the years, that the result will be satisfactory;
but I do say this, thar en principe this House should
Have the opportunity after two years, as laid down in
rhe Treaty, of having a full debate as to whether or not
they are sadsfied with the performance, not only of
the President, but of his collegiate body of Commis-
sioners. That I will hold the President of this House to
do in two years' time from now, for I am sure that
would be the wish of this House.

I also think, Madam President, that one wishes to look
at the situation in connection with the debate we are

going to have. I am not going to enter into a political
debate now, nor am I going [o present a shopping-list,
as my colleague Mr Klepsch did, of what my Group
wishes ro see the Commission do - that will come
next month when the President of the Commission
presents his programme to the House - but I am sure
that that programme will not only be necessary but
will be imaginative as well. If it is not, of course, the
obvious course for this House to take will be to try to
remedy that situation. And I am glad that before that
happens he and his colleagues have taken as a colle-
giate body decisions concerning the budget for 1981

and the supplementary budget for 1980. I welcome
these decisions and warmly congratulate him.

In conclusion, Madam President, I find quite extraor-
dinary the remark which has been made quite
frequently, both in my country and over here in the
rest of Europe, that there are not enough jobs for 14

Commissioners - a president and thineen others.
There you have 270 million people and the Commis-
sion, which, as its President has said, is the morivating
force, the power-house, of this Community: surely to
goodness there are more than enough jobs to be done
by this new Commission if these 270 million people in
our Community are to move forward along the lines
laid down by our founding fathers.

(Applause)

I am sure that there will be no problem here. I wish the
Commission well on behalf of my Group - not only
rhe President of the Commission, Mr Gaston Thorn,
but all his Commissioners, new and old, during their
coming years of office. !7hen they do well, as I am
sure rhey will, we will congratulate them: when they
do badly, as I am sure they will not - but they might

- we will censure them.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Fanti to speak on behalf of the
Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Fanti. - (l) Madam President, I wish to folloi
the previous speakers in conveying greetings and good
wishes to the new Coinmission, to all its Members and
to its President.

May I, however, make two remarks about its composi-
rion, even if the responsibility for this lies at a higher
level and certainly not with the Commission itself. Sir

James Scott-Hopkins and Mr Glinne have already
made one of these remarks: the governments of the
Member States did not think fit to respect the wish
expressed by our Parliament and in other quaners for
a woman to be appointed to the new Commission; this
omission represents a lack of sensitivity and a delay in
recognizing an important process of change which is

under way in the life of all the countries of Europe
and elsewhere in the world.
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I am making my second observation as an Italian. I
note with regret that in appointing the two Italian
Commissioners - for whom, let me be quite clear
about it, I have the greatest respec[ 

- the government
of my country has adhered once again to the old crite-
rion of the governing majority without taking accounr
of the national and Community requirement for
greater representativity which should also be
respected.

I took good nore of the statements made by Mr
Thorn, of his more general remarks and of his
comments on his awareness of the crisis now facing us:

rhat crisis does not merely have external origins but is

affecting the Communiry from the inside as is clearly
apparent from the problems which occured during the
last meeting of the Council of Ministers in Luxem-
bourg on the subject of the budget, to which Mr
Thorn referred.

My Group clearly reserves the right to express its own
views when we come to indicate our position during
rhe February debate. May I rake this opportuniry,
however, to suggest that the debate on the Commis-
sion's programme should be as wide-ranging and
detailed as possible, given the great importance of that
programme to the future of the Community; the
debate should be organized in such a way as to enable
the political groups of Parliament to express through a

vote their views on the programme as requested in the
resolution adopted by Parliament and therefore
binding on Parliament.

The next four years will be decisive in the life of the
Communrty: either Europe will succeed, through the
firm commitment of its constituent. forces, in escaping
from the present crisis siruation and building a secure
future based on renewal and transformarion of its
institutional and policy-making existence or else we
shall see, since u'e all know rhar a status quo is impos-
sible, a rapid decline leading to total disintegration.
's7e are convinced of the inevitability of rhis decisive
choice and shall be firm and rigorous in our positions.

This directly-elected Parliament maintained with the

Jenkins Commission relations which were marred by a

fundamental contradiction: che contradiction berween
a Commission which was coming ro the end of irs term
of office and a directly-elected Parliament which had
just entered on its mandate and was therefore full of
vitaliry. That disparity has now been made good by the
appointment of the Thorn Commission. I rhink it
proper for us not merely to ask for commitments from
others but to express now our own commitment to the
Commission. \We must first and foremost be
committed to close cooperation between Parliamenr
and the Commission in the conrexr of the insriturional
and policy renewal which we Communists suppon and
propose: a practical form of cooperation based not
simply on words but on precise and constructive
proposals based on an analysis of the problems
reflected, for instance, in the opening of a major

debare on rhe important topic of own resources during
this part-session; we are also convinced of the need for
our agreemenr or disagreement with the Commission
to be expressed in a spirit of frankness and loyalty so

as to perform, each in our own sphere and within our
own terms of reference, the functions which are neces-
sary [o enable the Community to make progress -progress which is today more than ever vital.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Bangemann to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Bangemann. - (D) Madam President, I too wish
ro begin by looking into the future. Our Group places
high hopes in you, Mr Thorn, and in your colleagues
in the Commission. After listening to you today, even

if rhis was only the first introduction to your new
Commission, we believe that our hopes will be
fulfilled. I hope you will bear with me, however, if I
also look back briefly and draw the attention of my
colleague Mr Fanti to the following poinr: rhe resolu-
tron drawn up by Jean Rey, a colleague whom we all
remember with respect and who had the honour ro
formulate for the Political Affairs Committee the posi-
tion of Parliamenr on the composition of the Commis-
sion and future cooperation with it, indicates in para-
graph 4 rhar the Commission should not merely have
one woman among its Members bur that from
l January 1981 membership of the Commission must
include a reasonable number of women.

I know Mr Thorn, rhat you are nor to blame bur rhat
the fault lies with the governments of the Member
States who failed to take action on rhjs morion for a

resolution drawn up by our friend Jean Rey.

I should now like to look back at anorher poinr
withour seeking to criticize roo highly the procedure
followed once again by the Commission in distributing
portfolios among irs Members; perhaps I had berter
not be too critical so as not to give a bad example and
encourage other governments [o intervene again. In
my view it would have been betrer - perhaps things
will change in future - for rhe new division of polit-
ical responsibilities to be accompanied by a corres-
ponding division of administrative responsibilities. Ir is

very difficult for Parliament, rhrough rhe parliamen-
tary control which we wish to exercise, rc follow
these responsibilities in derail if the political division is

not accompanied by an administrative distribution. Ve
are therefore always faced with some difficulty in
considering certain decisions by the Commission.

I know that our major debare on rhe Commission's
programme is not to be held until February. But I
should not like to lose this opponuniry ro make rwo
remarks about the future relationship between Parlia-
ment and the Commission, remarks which seem to me
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to extend beyond a programme debate. They are of a

more fundamental nature and concern the basic rela-
tionship between the Commission and Parliament.

Firstly you may rest assured, Mr President and
Members of the Commission, that this Parliament has
never joined the chorus of those who have tried to
undermine the European and political function of the
Commission by dismissing the Commission as Euro-
crats. In most, if not indeed all, cases the people who
have voiced such criricism themselves bear political
responsibility for the failure of Europe to advance 

-and I am intentionally now looking to the immediate
left of Mr Fanti - trying in that way to lay the polit-
ical responsibility ar the door of the Commission.

The Council must recognize quite clearly rhat we shall
'not allow ourselves to be'separated from the Commis-
sion by such manoeuvres but shall jointly pursue our
European policies. For that ro be possible, Madam
President, two basic agreements are necessary berween
us and the Commission in the view of the Liberal and
Democratic group. Those agreements concern first the
budget - not [he present budgetary conflict which we
shall be able to solve through a joinc approach, but the
ques[ion as to whether the Commission is ready to
make a budget adopted by the Parliament and
Council, i.e. by the two arms of the budgetary
authority, the basis of its executive power, withour
constantly saying that a legislative decision by the
Council, necessary on major political issues, is lacking.
Nobody disputes the fact that it is necessary on major
issues. The principal point for us in the budgetary
dialogue with the Commission is whether that body
will be prepared in future to cease resorting ro [he
same old pretext and will instead be able to follow the
wishes of Parliament on lesser matters too.

My second point is this: we are a legislarive body
which in reality has very little power of decision over
legislation. The authors of the Treaty wanted that to
be so.

They also wanted the Council to take legislative deci-
sions. Madam President, the authors of rhe Treaty
could not imagine that the Council would merely
shelve hundreds of proposals subrtritted by the
Commission and adopted by Parliament, thus holding
up the progress of rhe Community.

(Applause from certain quarters)

In the context of the Treaties we therefore need a

political agreement with the Commission which might
take the following form: the Commission will submit
its proposals to the Council and Parliament as stipu-
lated in the Treaties. At the same [ime it will give a

polidcal commitment to Parliament 
- 

which it will
also show to the Council 

- 
by taking up rhe amend-

ments requested by Parliament under cenain condi-
tions which we shall have to discuss further, the essen-

tial thing is rhat it should undertake to cooperate with
Parliament in this way. Ve should then have a consi-
derable part to play in the legislative process.

Madam President, I want to stress that this would
require no amendment to the Treaty. This is not a
sterile institutional quarrel. It is a step which would
bring about substantial progress in the decision-
making machinery of this Community. Let us not
delude ourselves. The repeated assertion that the
peoples of this Community are fed up with the Euro-
pean Community anci with the progress of European
unification is not. true. It is nor yet rrue. The national
governmen[s and national bureaucracies have clearly
had enough, and if they continue with their present
tactics the peoples of the Community may one day
also have had enough. That would indeed be a cata-
strophic development. Our sole task is to prevent such
fatigue from developing and in this we must coopera[e
with each other, by convincing the national govern-
ments, the national administrations and all those who
no longer want European unification to continue, that
it is always worth while to seek progress towards unifi-
cation in Europe; let us seek to convince them of that
through our own work and cooperarion. \7e shall rhen
have the full support of the peoples of Europe. '!7e

have a joint responsibility to bring that about.

(Applause)

President. 
- 

I call Mr de la Maline to speak on
behalf of the Group of European Progressive Demo-
crats.

Mr de la Maldne. 
- 

(F) Madam President, Mr Pres-
ident, in the fast-moving world in which we live today,
it is traditional for assemblies ro formulare good
wishes and votes of rhanks and I have grear pleasure in
conveying our good wishes to the new Commission.
My wishes go in particular to President Thorn whom
we all, and I in particular, have known for a very long
time. I have known him in a great many offices, all of
which he has filled with grear energy, talent and devo-
tion to duty. Because of all his qualities he has been
able to continue on a brillianr carreer. Ve feel sure
that the talents which have guided him in the pasr in
the course of his career will prove equally apparent in
his new office. \(/e welcome that fact for him and even
more for Europe. May I also convey our congratula-
tions and good wishes rc all the Members of the
outgoing and new Commission. Like many of you, I
would like [o say a special word ro rhe new Greek
Commissioner whom I have the honour and pleasure
of knowing; I wish him a warm welcome and am
convinced that he will work efficiently for his counrry
and for Europe.

I noted Mr Thorn's observations on a number of
points. He expressed the hope that we should arrive at
a situation of peace between our institutions. I warmly
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welcome those words. I too hope for peace between
the institutions because I believe that our European
Community has nothing to gain from these institu-
tional quarrels. They cause a great deal of time to be

lost and do great damage, outside our rather secret
gatherings, to the image of the Community; they do a

great deal more harm than good. I hope his words will
not fall on deaf ears. I hope too that we shall not, as

has perhaps too often been the case in the past, see

two insrirutions combining their efforts againsr a third

- 
I shall name no names 

- either direcdy or indi-
rectly. I find that a disturbing situation. It may bring
short-term gains but in the medium term w'e can only
lose because the real strength lies elsewhere: Europe is

the loser, and under these conditions I think it would
be better to change our methods.

Mr Thorn also said to us that he and his colleagues
would place the emphasis on collegiality. \fle have
been formulating that wish for a long time and we
hope that it will be attained: we welcome the inten-
tions of the Commission. Mr Thorn said that the
Commission intended to be a political body. For it to
be so the Commission must meet a fundamental condi-
tion: its decisions must be taken on a collegial basis.

Otherwise the Commission is not entitled to lay claim
to political authority. If it is to be a motive force in
politics it must become the collegial body which the
Treaties wanted it to be, and the spokesmen for the
Commission mus[ at all times speak on behalf of the
whole Commission.

As you and I all know, the new Commission has a
heavy workload in front of it. Mr Thorn said so just
now mos[ eloquently. The general world situation and
the situation in Europe are unfonunately threatening
us with disintegration rather than with greater strength
and if, in areas such as the capital market or the motor
vehicle industry, individual failures prevent our
Community from finding the appropriate response,
given the difficulties existing today in the world and in
Europe, the centrifugal forces will win the day and
European unification will fall by the wayside. The
more difficult the situation, the greater is the tendency
of the centrifugal forces to win the day and the greater
the effort required to reverse the trend. Allow me to
make one observation on this subject.

Among its other vital tasks, the Commission has been
instructed by the Council to prepare a fundamental
report by next spring. 

.!fle 
place high hopes in that

report. Ve all do so. And I would like to remind the
Commission chat it must take care not to sacrifice
existing achievements to dreams or aspirations. That is

a widespread tendency in this Assembly in particular,
and we shall have occasion to comment briefly on this
in connection with our budgetary debates. There is a

tendency to believe thar something has been achieved
when it has not. And if we sacrifice real attainments to
idle dreams nothing will remain: the achievemenm will
be lost and the dreams will not be realized. The risk of

this is so current in the Community institutions rhat
we feel bound to issue a warning.

Mr Presidenr, I wanted to put rhese observations to
you. I have done so on behalf of my political Group
not in a spirit of criticism but, on the contrary, because
we expect a great. deal of you and of your collegial
institution. It is precisely because we expect ^ 

great
deal of you that I wanted to put these fundamental
observations. Having done so, it remains for me to
express the hope for your own sake, and above all for
the sake of Europe, that you will be equal to the heavy
responsibilides placed in you and to our high aspira-
tions.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Blaney from the Group for the
Technical Coordination and Defence of Independent
Groups and Members.

Mr Blaney. - Mada.m President, might I join.those
who have wished every success to the new President of
the Commission, Mr Thorn, and to the other
Commissioners who have recently been appoinrcd.

To the President of the Commission perhaps I may
express deep disappointment that, coming as he does
from the smallest country in the Community, wirh vast
experience behind him as President of the Council,
Member of this Assembly, member and minisrcr of his
national parliament, he has not availed of rhis oppor-
tunity to consult this elected Parliamenr on the
appointments and the division of responsibilities in the
Commission. Instead Parliament has been demoted,
treated in a most casual and cavalier manner. 

.We 
were

the last people, in fact, to know what is going on and
were simply informed of what had taken place after
the various unedifying wrangles of which we have read
in the newspapers and heard and seen on our radios
and TVs in recent weeks.

\7e would have wished that, instead of blaranr inter-
ference by nadonal governments in the allocation of
the responsibilities in the Commission, this Parliament,
elected by and representing 260 million people plus the
people of the Greek nation who have joined us since
I January, might have had an opponunity of
expressing its views. Instead we have witnessed the
selfishness of the major powers in trying, through their
various Commissioners, to capture the most important
portfolios. Indeed, in some instances Commissioners
have been so overloaded with responsibilities that no
single individual could possibly be capable of doing
full justice to the imponant msks which have been
showered on them, while other Commissioners are
virtually unemployed or semi-employed.so that their
talents are being thrown to the four winds.
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This is the disappointment, Mr President, that I wish
to express here today. I should not be interpreted as

being critical of rhe Commissioners who share this
burden together with the Parliament for the nexr four
years. Ve wish you every possible success, because on
your success depends the success of this Parliamenr
and on our joint success depends the future of Europe
and indeed of a greater part of the world. So we wish
you well.

\7e hope that your success will be grear, bur neverthe-
less I want to pinpoinr those things which I have criti-
cized and which are really a negarion of the whole
idea and concep[ of our togetherness and usefulness as

a united Community. !fle could and we will do better.
But if we could get the major powers and rheir
governments to cease inrerfering in the allocarion of
responsibilities and give this elected Parliament a lirtle
more consideration, then we could expect greater
things to emanate from the Commission. But despire
the difficulties we do hope for better things in che

future.

Finally, Madam President, I wish to ask why the
policy and programme of the Commission, which we
have been promised in a month or so, are not available
now. How is it that when a governmen[ is elected, a
new Prime Minister can be chosen almost at once and
can present his cabinet within a matter of hours or
days and his programme within days or weeks? Yet the
Commission has had mon[hs to do this and is

composed of experienced men, the majoriry of whom
have served in public office. I merely say that the
sooner we have the Commission's programme the
better, so that this Parliament can discuss it.

May I conclude by congratulating one of our
Commissioners, Mr Gundelach, who has shared rhe
ponofolio on fisheries. May I congrarulate him and
ask him to contrast his recognition of the imponance
of agriculture and fisheries, ro rhe exrenr rhat he feels
that it should be the responsibility of rwo rarher rhan
one Commissioner, with the jealousy and selfishness
of some others who have continued to monopolize
portofolios lest someone might succeed in doing a

better job than they could do?

President. - I call Mr Romualdi, who is a

non-attached Member.

Mr Romualdi. - U) Madam President, ladies and
gen[lemen, on behalf of the non-attached Italian
Members I gladly join in the expression of good
wishes by rhe leaders of the political groups to Presi-
dent Thorn and the Members of the new Commission
who have a vast burden of work at this point in history
characterized by many conflicts, as rhe President
himself has pointed out.

The whole Communiry and each of im Member States
suffer from serious problems. My country for example

is living through a grave political and institutional
crisis accompanied by an economic and social crisis to
say nothing of other evils: the natural disasters which
have recently struck parts of the Mezzogiorno and a

terrorism, confused in its motives and objectives,
which pervades the whole country and is responsible
for murders and other acts of brutaliry. The latter evil
is, of course, not confined to Italy because its tentacles
extend out everywhere, and ir is a potential risk to us

all, a risk against which the new Commission must also
help to guard us.

I note that the Commission has overcome its first
obstacle and attained its first objective by drawing up
its own programme of work and wisely distributing
the portfolios between its various Members. That
disribution was nor easy because of the political impli-
cations which it obviouoly has. It now remains for us

to await the development of the programme which
President Thorn has briefly outlined.

For the present we shall confine ourselves to
expressing our strong hope - a hope which now
extends to other parts of our continent and in pani-
cular to the Mediterranean basin, since Greece has
joined the Community, thus increasing its srrengrh and
widening its horizons - that the Commission will
manage to become the government, the real executive
of the Community. Mr Thorn, that is the only way of
achieving peace between the institutions.

I read a few days ago on the occasion of President

Jenkins' departure that, in the four years of his admin-
istration, the Commission has been too open to the
wishes and objectives of the Council and was still to
the specific interests of the individual capitals, even
where their interests were in open conflict with those
of our Community. I do not know whether that is

true. But I do know that in performing its allotted
tasks the Commission has enormous difficulties, as Mr
Bangemann pointed out iust now. Neither do I inrcnd
to dwell here on the responsibilities of the outgoing
President.

Nevertheless I should like to believe that the four
years of Mr Thorn's presidency will be marked by a
resolve to create and stubbornly defend the independ-
ence of the Commission in its relations with the
Council. In my view President Thorn has an effective
means of attaining that result: he should place his trust
increasingly in the authoriry of this Parliament whose
decisions, in the spirit and in accordance with the
wishes of the peoples who freely elected it, must be
reflected in guidelines around which a great and
united Community can be built: not simply an
economic Community but a social, political and
human Community of the nations and the peoples of
our Europe.

President. - I call Mr Paisley.
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Mr Paisley. 
- 

In the time available to me, Madam
President, I rise to urge the new Commission to place
the plight of Northern Ireland on the top of its priority
list. Northern Ireland has the worst plague spot of
unemploymenr in the whole Community wirh 95 000
people now unemployed. Agriculture is our largest
industry. Because of grain prices our intensive farming
is being destroyed. Ve have lost a third of our
breeding herds. lVhy cannor intervention grain be

stored in Northern Ireland and be made available to
save our agricultural indusry from total ruin? \fith
the advent today, Madam President, of the representa-
tives of the Greek nation in this Parliament I am
reminded of a famous call associated with that nation.
For those Members of this House not aware of that
call I will explain that it was called the Macedonian
call. I would like to issue a Macedonian call to the new
Commission to come over [o Northern Ireland and
help us.

President. 
- 

At the close of this debate, and before
proceeding with our agenda, I should like to convey
my personal good wishes to the President of the
Commission and to all the Commissioners 

- 
both

those with whom we have already been accustomed to
work and the new Commissioners - 

and to express
the hope that our two institutions may continue to
cooperate under the most favourable conditions
possible.

16. Actton taken by the Commission on the opmions of
Parliament

President. 
- 

The next item is the statement from the
Commission on action taken on the opinions and
proposals of the European Parliamenr'r.

I call Sir Frederick \7arner.

Sir Frederick 'Varner. 
- 

Madam President, I am
slightty puzzled by the fact that one of the texts in
front of us refers to 20 resolutions and the other to
21. According to somebody, one of our communica-
tions has just vanished into thin air on its way from the
Parliament to the Commission. Did that really happen
or not?

17. Meeting place of Parliament (Vote)

President. 
- 

The next item, pursuant to Rule 33 (4)
of rhe Rules of Procedure, is the vote on the motion

for a resolution by Mr Enright and others (Doc 1-749/
80):1 Meeting place of Parliament.

(Parliament adopted the preamble and2 the sole pdra-
graPh)

After the sole paragraph, I have Amendmenr No I by
Mr Enright seeking to add two new paragraphs to
read as follows:

1a. Resolves that the part-session of February and July
shall take place in Strasbourg;

1b. Instructs the Bureau to place before Parliament, at
the March pan-session, its proposals for the second
halfof tg8t.

Mr Enright requests that separate votes be taken on
rhe two halves of paragraph la. The first pan would
therefore read 'Resolves that the February part-session
shall take place in Strasbourg', the second pan
'Resolves that the July part-session shall take place in
Strasbourg'.

(Parlmment rejected the first part of paragraph la, and
then in successitte 'uotes adopted the second part of para-
graph 1a and paragraph 1b)

I can now allow explanations of vote.

I calI Mr Enright.

Mr Enright. 
- I shall be extraordinarily brief,

Madam President. All I want to say is that I shall be
voting for this motion for a resolution not merely
because I proposed it, but because I think it shows that
this Parliament is beginning to have some of the
virility a true parliament should, and is taking control
of its own affairs. Let us continue with that tide which
is beginning to flow in the right direction.

(Applause)

President. 
- 

I call Mr Mart.

Mr Mart. - 
(F) Madam President, I can only say

how much I regret this vote which is unfavourable to
Luxembourg. I regret it all the more as the resolution
in question is hostile solely to the smallest Member
State, which has up to now made all the necessary
efforts in the interest of Europe.

President. - 
\)7e shall

give you an answer in r

perhaps even tomorrow

I look into this question and
the course of the part-session,
if that is possible.

See Annex
I See debates of l9 December 1980.
2 By elecrronrc vote
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Mart

Ladies and gentlemen, this hostile vote is rher(tr)re a

real blow to the people of Luxembourg.

President. - I call Mr Hamilius to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democraric Group.

Mr Hamilius. - (F) Madam President, a few
months ago this Parliament adopred by an over-
whelming majority, indeed almosr unanimously, a

resolution calling upon the Council to assume the
responsibilities placed in it by the Trearies and rake a

decision to put an end to our operaring difficulties due
to the dispersal of our places of work.

If the Council is unable to reach a decision wirhin the
time allotted to it by us, which seems nor unlikely in
view of our pasr experience, we have decided ro take
matters into our own hands. \7e agreed on rhe same
occasion and with the same degree of unanimity to
respect the status quo. Madam President, our Bureau
acted accordingly.

The resolution which Mr Enrighr has rabled and on
which rhe whole Parlianrenr, is now ro vore reflects
first and foremost, in our view, the imparience and
discontent felt by this Parliamenr in face of the conse-
quences of the present dispersal of our places of work.
It also reflects, I believe, the satisfaction we feel wirh
the fact that individual offices have been placed at our
disposal here in Srrasbourg. This improvemenr enables
us to measure ro an even greater extent [han in the
past the disparity between our presenr working condi-
tions and the condirions which should really exist in a

European Parliament.

May I say to Mr Enrighr and ro all those who share
his opinion that the Liberal Group is equally dissatis-
fied and we too believe that decisions should be taken
by the Council, or failing thar by us, this year.
Nevertheless my Group will vote overwhelmingly
against the resolution as a whole.

I should like now to explain our reasons for adopting
this position.

The first and by far the mosr imporranr reason rs

precisely the fact thar we have already taken a decision
and placed the Council in fronr of its responsibilities;
by voting now on the resolution by Mr Enright we
merely diminish our credibility. 'We have, of course,
taken matters into our own hands, as Mr Enright said,
but we have done so premarurety. The Council may
see this as a pretext, as an encouragement not to take
its responsibilities. There are other reasons, Madam
President, for which we adopt rhis position. Let me
remind you of just one: as I said a momenr ago, in
deciding on [he venue of our meetings, the Bureau
acted in full conformity with the aurhority and duties
conferred on it by our Rules of Procedure and with
the resolution adopted by us almost unanimously. In

seeking now ro take a decision of this kind in plenary
sitting, the view of the Liberal Group is rhat Parlia-
ment has embarked upon a procedure which is liable
to do great harm ro the efficiency of our parliamentary
work.

To avoid any misunderstanding, Madam Presidenr, I
would like ro hope thar this vote by Parliament is nor,
as my friend and colleague Mr Marr believes, an
expression of hostility or distrust rowards a city or
nation bur is due quire simply to rhe desire ro ensure
the proper working of our institurion. I also venrure to
hope, Madam President, that rhis vore is not a vote in
favour of a particular town and does not express a
preference for one parricular solution. \7e should have
adhered to our initial decision. That is why we birterly
regret what has happened here and we express our
regret in the interests of Parliamenr irelf.

(Applause from the rigbt )

President. 
- 

I call Mr Klepsch ro speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (Christian-
Democratic Group)

Mr Klepsch. 
- 

(D) Madam President, I shall give a

brief explanation of vote. In the final vore my Group
will be voring against rhis motion for two main
reasons: firstly we have up to now expressly entrusred
the Bureau of Parliament with this task, and our
experience has always been satisfactory because there
are a great many problems to solve e.g. negotia[ions
with the steff, the distribution of working time and the
preparatrons which have to be made for accommoda-
tion and orher matrers. If we adopt this resolution, we
shall be shifting to Parliament as a whole rhe discus-
sion of rhe expediency of rechnical and other relared
arrangements. I do not see thar as a progress and do
not believe either rhar ir will facilirate the grear deci-
sions which rhis House has to take.

Allow me to make the following poinrs: this House
had decided to set a time-limit for the Council. Ve
have done so, but there are forces in thrs House
whrch, after our initial decision, are now seeking to
take matters into therr own hands without waiting for
the negotiations wirh rhe Council and withour really
considering marrers. As a result rhe effectrveness of
our first motion is 

- 
let me be quite clear about ir 

-being called inro quesrion.

A further poinr: I do not beheve it desirable ro take
decisions of this magnitude on the basis of emotional
arguments such as the situarion ar rhe place of work
during a part-session or other arguments relating to
earlier situarions.

My Group therefore discussed the whole problem in
detail at its last meeting and took a vote. No member
of our Group supported the Enright morion and we
shall not therefore be voting in favour of it.
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President. - I call Mr Habsburg.

Mr Habsburg. - (D) Madam President, as one of
those Members of this Assembly who supported the
urgency of the Enright motion last month but will now
be voting against the motion itself, I wish to make the
following statement: from the start I have considered
this motion impossible to implement but morally justi-

fied. h is intended ro convey to the Bureau that we do
nor want decisions to be taken by higher bodies with
cenain understandable exceptions. This is panicularly
true in the present instance, because the decision of
the Bureau is quite clearly the result of pressure from
forces who have no mandate from the electors. In the

eyes of those forces this Parliament seems only too
-often not to exist for the people of Europe but for the

trade union leaders among its staff.

The Enright motion rightly stresses once again how
impossible our working conditions are. Many of us

welcomed the published intention of holding all our
pan-sessions in Strasbourg in future. I am not saying

this merely on my own behalf, although I personally
consider this city to be the only logical capital of
Europe. I am saying it rather on behalf of all those

among us who take seriously the desire of the electors

to construct a politically strong Europe. This year
Parliament has a hard fight ahead of it. 'We must
defend ourselves against the petty reactionary nation-
alism of all too many Bovernments with their bureau-
cratic bodies which, in almost all our capitals, are
rather like the tail wagging the dog. An elected
Assembly of the people is a thorn in their side. There-
fore they do everything possible to limit the activities
of the elected representatives. At the same time they
criticize us on the grounds that our Parliament costs

the taxpayer too much. That is however only panly
true. The real truth of the matter is that close on
one-third of our expenditure could be cut at a stroke of
the pen if our governmenrs at long last met their obli-
gation and reached agreement on our seat. Their
present conduct is simply squandering the hard-earned
money of their citizens. That is the underlying signif-
icance of the vote on the Enright motion. I hope that it
will be interpreted as a shot across the bow.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs Dekker.

Mrs Dekker. - (NL) Madam President, I shall be
voting in favour of this motion, although I am not
entirely in favour of all its points. In panicular I see no
mention of another possible meeting place which ro
my mind is the most appropriate, namely Brussels;
nevenheless I shall vote in favour of the motion
because it conrains a number of essential aspects.
Firstly, it places emphasis on the fact that we must
have a single seat. Secondly, it points our that rhis

Parliament itself must have the freedom of manoeuvre,
maturity and authority to decide itself on its own place

of work, especially now that those who have formal
authority have proved sadly lacking.

I consider it vital to the effective functioning of this
Parliament for us to be provided as soon as possible
with a single place of work. I cannot see how we can
reconcile our electors with our travelling existence
which is detrimental to our work.

Finally I welcome rhe statement in the resolution that
Parliamenr decides to lay the schedule of pan-sessions
in 1981 before the whole House for a vote. On an

essenrial matter like this involving historical and other
factors I cannot agree to a fait accomplibeing created
through a series of small steps. I consider it imperative
for all Members to take part in this decision-making
process and for rhis matter not to be left solely to the
Bureau.

(Applause)

President. 
- 

I call Mr Prag.

Mr Prag. - Madam President, I would just like to
say that I shall abstain on this motion, very simply
because of the implied slight to Luxembourg contained
in rhe amendmen[. Luxembourg is a city for which I
have great personal affection and respect; it is also a
ciry which has played a very important part in the
development of the European Community, and I
regard it as a matter for regret that there is a,clear
implied slight in the amendment.

Having said this, I want to add that as far as the
general sentiment expressed in the motion about the
powers of this Parliament is concerned, there I am
fully in favour. The sessions which we have held in
Luxembourg - let us face it - 

v/ere not happy
sessions. They were not happy sessions because the
organization was grossly inadequate, and I am afraid
many of my colleagues tended to blame Luxembourg
for inadequacies which were our own inadequacies.
There were no proper signs indicating where to go or
where various offices were 

- 
we had no offices and

yet the building was full of empty rooms which various
people found, and I am afraid that this defective
organization was blamed on Luxembourg. Perhaps the
Bureau was waiting to allocate the empty rooms in the
nasry little corner which rhe political Broups have as

meeting rooms. There is a rather unpleasant little
'oligopoly' in the matter of meeting rooms which
prevents Members of this Parliament from holding
their meetings and makes them uncertain, right up to
perhaps an hour or even a few minutes beforehand,
when they may have a group of 70 or 75 people,
whether they are actually going to be able to hold
their meetings.
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Prag

It is high time that the Bureau realized that it is the
servant and not the master of this Parliament and that
it must express the wishes of the whole Parliament:
just as a rapporteur has to express the wishes of the
committee, so the Bureau must express the wishes of
the Parliament, and for that reason I am torn between
rhe two aspects of rhis resolution. I will not vorc
against Luxembourg but I am wholeheartedly in
favour of the general sentiment that this Parliament
imelf, the whole House, mus[ deal with such viul
matters.

President. - I call Mr Pearce.

Mr Pearce. - Madam President, I wanr to explain
why I supported both amendmenrs and will vore for
the motion. I think if you took rhis morion as a criti-
cism of the Bureau, then you would be gerting rhe
right message. I think it is time that Bureau Members,

Quaestors and group chairmen recognized that this
Parliament is for us, for all of us, not just for rhe
convenience of a few, and I birterly regret that
although we have the facilides here to question the
President of the Commission and the President-in-
Office of the Council of Ministers there seems to be
no mechanism whatsoever for putting questions ro or
getting justice from our own Bureau. Maybe that
could be changed one day.

The problem of Luxembourg has partly been touched
on by Mr Prag. I have no doubt, Madam President,
that you had an office, that the group chairmen had
offices and that the Quaestors had offices. I did not
have an office, and it is intolerable to be expected to
work on a chair in a bar with nowhere to pur your
papers. It is sheer incompetence on the part of the
Bureau that no steps were taken ro cure that. In the
same way the arrangements for lunch were quite inad-
equate there. Similarly just getting to Luxembourg is a
problem for some of us living in certain Member
States. Because the Bureau and the Government of
Luxembourg took no suitable measures, it would be
necessary for me to leave my home on a Sunday night
and to arrive back on a Saturday morning.

Therefore, Madam President, it is nor that I have
anything against Luxembourg, but undl such time as

the Bureau is prepared to make the same son of
working arrangements for all of us as any other
employer or organization would, I do not want to go
there again.

President. - 
I call Mr Patterson.

Mr Patterson. - Madam President, I asked to give
an explanation of vote in December and I appear to be

the vicrim of the system whereby you go to the end of
the queue if you are put in first. The trouble is,

Madam President, that we are confusing a vote on an
issue of principle with a vote on an issue of derail, and
it puts me in a dilemma. The issue of principle is who
should decide where we meet, and the issue of detail is

where we should meet in July. I very much regret that
the amendment was passed, because I am forced to
consider which of these is the more important.

On the issue of principle it is absolutely clear that this
Parliament as a whole must be given a direct say in the
conduct of its own affairs and, in particular, on where
it meets. At present it corrld scarcely be more indirect.
The enlarged Bureau, the staff, the national govern-
ments, almost everybody has a say in where we meet
except for us the elected members of this Parliament.
Ve were elected to represenr the millions of people of
Europe and we are entitled to take a decision on how
that can be done most effectively.

Now as to whether it should be Strasbourg or Luxem-
bourg, I merely say, for the information of those who
have been shouting for Strasbourg, that it is a lot
cheaper to meet in Luxembourg for a start and that
secondly if you look at your Treaties, you will find
that all four of the institutions are in Luxembourg and
that the Treaties mention the seat of the institutions,
and not the seat of any one body.

Having said that, however, I have to decide which is

more important - the matter of principle or the
matter of detail, and I come down in favour of the
matter of principle. That is why I shall vote for this
resolution.

(Applause from the right)

President. - I have received from Mr Klepsch, on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany
(CD Group), a reques[, pursuant to Rule 35 (4) of the
Rules of Procedure, for a roll-call vote on the motion
for a resolution as a whole.

(Parliament adopted the resolution" )

IN THE CHAIR: MR ROGERS

Vice-President

18. Question Time

President. - The next item on the agenda is Ques-
don Time (Doc. l -77 8 / 80).

" For details of the result of the vote see the minutes of this
sitting (OJ No C 28 of 9. 2. 1981).
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President

Ve shall begin with questions adressed to the
Commission.

Question No I by Sir John Stewart-Clark (H-532/
80):

Is the Commrssion satisfied that Community regulations
in the poultry industry are being observed properly in all
counrries of rhe Communrty, and in particular, is inspec-
tion berng carned out uniformly, are birds berng correctly
graded, is water content properly controlled, and are low
interest rates and exemptrons for social security benefrts
givrng unfair advantage to any Member State?

Mr Gundelach, Member of the Cornmission.
(DK) The honourable Member, Sir John Stewan-
Clark, has in realiry put four different questions about
the situation in the poultry industry, and most of his

questions are rather technical in nature. I shail there-
fore try initially to give a general answer, and my
answer is that the Commission is not entirely satisfied
with the situation in the poultry sector as regards
various factors which may influence the fairness of
competition. That is why we have put forward a

number of proposals including one on the water
conten! of carcasses which is to enter into force on
I April, while a further proposal is now before the
Council and yet another will be submitted in the near
future.

Sir John Stewart-Clark. 
- 

Having had the good
fonune to be the one to put the first question to the
new Commission, I welcome President Thorn's call to
this Parliament ro be exacting in its requirements. I
hope that he agrees that responsible questions are a

helpful method to this end.

I should like ro thank Commissioner Gundelach for
his answer. I am very glad to hear thar there are
specific measures coming into effect on I April in
regard to the content of water. The four aspects

mentioned in my question may be of a technical
nature, Commissioner Gundelach, but the main point
at issue here is whether the Commission is really on
top of this is far as control is concerned. Is it not the
case that certain Member States are not really carrying
out the regulations already in force?

Mr Gundelach. - 
(DK) I do not think it's true to

say, as -the questioner suggests, that Member States are
not properly implementing [he current regulations. As
the honourable Member knows, we have the necessary
means to ensure respect for the regulations. I am more
disturbed by the fact that it has not yet proved possible
for the Council to adopt uniform rules in all areas. It
has done so in respect of the water content, but we still
need uniform regulations on health controls, for
example, carried out by veterinary surgeons or other
compelent persons. In that area there is no uniformity
and we do not have a uniform situation erther in

respect of the grading of carcasses. There is therefore
a need for new rules, and the Commission will be

putting forward the necessary proposals.

As regards the other problems relating more to the
actual market situation, i.e. differences in interest
levels which influence sales or production and varia-
rions in social costs which procedures have to meet, we
must recognize that we are living in a Community
which is srill imperfect in the sense that it has not yet
been able to make a break-through towards the coor-
dination of the Member States' economic and social
pohcies.

Mr Turner. - Has the Commissioner published the
report he made last year on the inequalities in the
different countries in regard to poultry inspection?
Everybody has read it, but I don't think it is published
yet. Secondly, what is he going to do to get rid of the
inequalities to which attention is drawn in that report?

'!7ill he follow his very good example in the fishery
sector, where he has appointed or is about to appoint a
number of EEC inspectors to inspect the national
fishery inspectors? Until we have EEC inspectors in
agriculture as a whole inspecting the national inspec-
tors, we shall never feel that we are treating each
farmer fairly in each country.

Mr Gundelach. - 
(DK) \fle have, of course, given

atrention in our studies, to which the honourable
Member himself referred, to certain differences in the
implementarion of control measures about which I
spoke in my earlier answer concerning the inadequa-
cies of control measures. On the basis of our investiga-
tions we shall in a matter of months, or even sooner,
be putting forward a series of new proposals to replace

the current rules with a specific view to achieving
more uniform substantive provisions and more
uniform measures for control. As regards the last ques-

tion, there is no provision at present in agricultural
policy for something similar to the proposal made for
fisheries policy i.e. physical inspection by the Commis-
sion itself ; it may well be maintained that this aspect of
agricultural policy has not been sufficiently developed
and that we may transfer our experience in a new
policy area, fishery policy, to the longer established
area of agricultural policy in order to ensure uniform
implementation of uniform controlling measures.

Sir Frederick'Warner. 
- 

I understand the difficulties
about working towards a complete system of
uniformity, but there is very widespread dissarisfaction
in the industry and therefore any progress which could
be made would be highly welcome. \flould rhe
Commissioner consider whether, as a first step
towards unrformity, one cou[d introduce a Commu-
nity system of licensing 

- 
not day-to-day inspection

but a Community system of licensing 
- 

so that there
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'tUfl'arner

was a! least a guarantee that no premises were oper-
ating without the full installation of capiial equipment
which is required by the regulations?

Mr Gundelach. - 
(DK) I readily recognize the fact

that dissatisfaction is felt in industry about the dispari-
ties between the individual Member States. As I have
already said, I consider it necessary for new rules to be
laid down and for the existing rules to be satisfactorily
harmonized. As regards a licensing system to ensure
the conformity of production in rhe p6ultry sector, I
would ask the honourable Member to show patience.
That is such an important step, partly from the angle
of rhe precedent it would create for other areas of
production, that I cannot immediately give a favour-
able answer. But I have already given a favourable
answer as regards the underlying motivation for this
question with which I entirely agree.

Mr Paisley. 
- 

Could the Commissioner telI us how
the numbers of inspectors compare from country to
country for similar size poultry factories?

Mr Gundelach. - 
(DK) There are naturally differ-

ences between production inspection arrangements in
the individual Member States.

\7hen we talk about uniformity, we are refering to
the control measures taken to safeguard the interests

of consumers. \fle are also talking about the uniformity
of economic conditions over which we have political
control. But we have not reached the stage where
rhere can be a uniform interest policy, a coordinated
interest policy or a coordinated social policy. There
are certain natural advantages, and we live in a

Community where these natural advantages are one of
the driving forces of the dynamism of the Commu-
nity's economy and this is something which cannot be

coordinated.

President. - 
As they are on the same subject, we

shall uke together Question No 2 by Mr '!7elsh

(H-527 /80):

Vill the Commission make a statement to Parliamenr on
the results of its discussrons tn Geneva on 21-23 October
and the timetable for renegouation of rhe Multifibre
Arrangement?

and Question No 38 by Mrs Ewing (H-630/80):

\7ill the Commissron commet on the present state of the
Multifibre Arrangement negotiations?

Mr Haferkamp, Member of the Commission.

- 
(D) The GATT Textile Committee met on 22 and

23 October last year in Geneva to consider the opera-
tion of the Multifibre Arrangement pursuanr to
Article 10 of the basic text. The supplier countries

expressed dissatisfaction on this occasion. They main-
tained that the agreement had been deprived of its

substance and complained about proliferation of
restrictions in the textile trade. Most of them also criti-
cized the bilateral agreements with the Community. On
this occasion the Community emphasized the difficult
economic situation facing its textile and clothing
industry. The Community also drew anention to
certain factors distorting competition in the interna-
tional textile trade.

Following this meeting held to review the situation, a

further meeting of the GATT Textile Committee took
place on 9 December 1980 to begin negotiations on
world textile trade to cover the period after rhe expiry
of the second agreement. As you know, the current
aBreement is due to expire on 3l December this year.

On 9 December 1980 an initial exchange of views was
held, in the course of which the delegations put their
main positions. The Community expressed its support
for special regulations to cover world textile trade
after the expiry of the current agreement. None of the
delegations present refused to enter into the necessary
negoriarions.

A further meeting of the Textile Committee is sched-
uled for the late spring, but we do not have a definite
date as yet. The Commission will be establishing bila-
teraI contacts between the main participanm. The
Commission also intends to submir initial proposals for
a negotiating brief in March or April. That brief
should be adopted by the Council before the summer
recess. The negotiations proper will then probably not
begin undl after the summer recess. The Commission
naturally consults representatives of the textile sector
in the Community.

Mr'\tr(elsh. - As it is a day for congratulations, may I
first offer our congratulations to Mr Haferkamp on
his reappointment and express the hope that, as far as

matters of trade are concerned, this Commission will
be even more responsive to the needs of the people of
Europe, as expressed in this place, than its prede-
cessor ?

The Commissioner will certainly be aware that the
multifibre negotiations are of commanding interest to
all cirizens of the Community, and not least to our
new friends in Greece, as being of absolutely funda-
mental importance for the development of trade policy
for the EEC. \fill the Commissioner therefore give us

an assurance now that the fullest possible information
will be given to Parliament, through its Committee on
External Economic Relations, at a[ stages of these
negotiations, and further will he undertake to give full
weight to Parliament's views when proposing this
directive to the Council of which he spoke, provided
these views are communicated in due form and before
the end of April?
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Mr Haferkamp. - (D) I can give assurances on rhe
matters referred to here. I am assuming that rhe
committees of Parliament, several of which will be
involved, will be making suitable arrangements for
rational cooperarion which rhe Commission sees as an
important prerequisite for the strengthening of our
negotiaring position. I join the honourable Member in
stressing the importance of this agreement for areas
extending even beyond the textile industry. '!7e are
involved here in negotiations with a large number of
countries, many of which are developing narions. Our
relations with our partner countries are equally impor-
tant and affect all the citizens of rhis Communiry.

Mrs Ewing. - M"y I, in accordance with Scortish
custom, wish rhe new Commission a happy New Year

- both the old faces and the new?

In his negotiations will rhe Commissioner take into
account the apparent practice of some multinarionals,
who use subsidiaries in developing counrries and are
thus getting back-door preferential trade? Could this
be examined, and would he consider the requiring of
certificares of origin in the rexrile indusry for all
intra-Communiry trade ?

Mr Haferkamp. - @) In rhe coursc of these nego-
tiations we shall be considering rhe positions pur
forward by the governments of the partner counrries.
\7e shall, of course, take account of economic factors
and of the specific needs of underrakings. Ve shall
have to consider all the technical instrumenrs neces-
sary to safeguard compliance wirh the resulm of the
negotiations; rules and certificates of origin may be
one such instrument.

Mr Seal. - Mry I join in the congratulations and
congratulate Mr'Velsh on at las[ having put down a

question of his own on textiles?

Does the Commission appreciate that many textile
manufacturers and thousands of textile workers in the
EEC, particularly those in the United Kingdom, are
depending on the Commission reducing the quotas of
incoming textiles in these fonhcoming MFA negotia-
tions in order that they may stay in businesss? \7ill the
Commission also bear mind, when these quotas are
being negotiated, thar Greece is now a member of rhe
EEC, and consequently will it ensure rhar lower
quotas are negotiated in order to compensare for the
inclusion of Greek textile production as part of the
overall EEC textile production?

Mr Haferkamp. - (D) Ve shall, of course, rake
account of the fact thar the Community now has ten
members. \7e must safeguard the inrerests of the
whole Community; I would not care ro srare ar rhis
stage whether this can best be achieved through low
quotas for our partners.

Mrs Kellett-Bowman. - !7ould the Commissioner
bear in mind .just how many regions of this Commu-
nity are in very serious difficulties because of rhe
decline of the textile trade, and will he make a very
serious endeavour to regulate the volume of imports in
accordance with the state of the home market in the
Community, in other words to have some form of
growth recession clause ?

Mr Haferkamp. - @) It is quirc clear rhar a balance
will have to be struck in these nego[iarions between
several different ob.jectives. It is obviously our rask to
ease the situation of a hard-hit branch of industry and
to use for that purpose the instruments available under
international agreements e.g. in GATT. \fle have done
so in the past and shall continue ro do so in furure. In
the negotiations on new provisions ro cover the period
after 1981, or after the expiry of most bilateral agree-
ments in 1982, we shall obviously rake account of rhe
problems faced by rhis sector. It must be recognized
that in the area of textile producrion and clothing the
various branches of the industry and products are
affected to differing degrees by imports. There are
great difficulties in some secrors while others are
doing very well. \7e musr recognize rhis fact, and
cooperation with you will be parricularly useful, given
your special prac[ical experience in these marrers.
Over and above this we shall also have to take accounr
of the interesr which we have as a Communiry in the
area of exports, e.g. for products of the mechanical
engineering and other industries, and we must allow
for our overall interests in our relarions with orher
countries. In other words a number of importanr aims
must be reconciled. !7e shall do all in our power r.o

strike an optimum balance.

Mr Schmid. - (D) Mr Haferkamp, will rhe
Commission raise the question of inrernational labour
standards in rhe negotiarions on the Multifibre
Arrangement, i.e. rhe problem of comparable social
conditions and that of comparable . conditions in
working life?

Mr Haferkamp. - (D) The Commission has, as you
know, proposed on various occasions in the past the
inclusion of a social clause. I would remind you of the
Convention of Lomd and of the scheme of generalized
preferences which was recenrly debated in this House.
The Council of Minisrers has never taken up our
proposals. '!?'e must consider to whar exrent it is
reasonable ro include a clause of this kind in a secroral
agreement; our study of this marter has not yer been
completed. I imagine we shall be returning ro rhis
point when preparations for rhe negoriaring brief have
advanced further. I rhink we musr rake great care -perhaps ir is also a marr.er of presentation - to avoid
creating the suspicion thar we are seeking by means of
a clause of this kind ro prevenr others from exporting
to the Community. That is not our underlying inten-
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tion, but it is a matter with which the Commission has

been concerning itself for a long time and with which
you will be familiar from the other examples I have
quoted to you.

President. - Question No 3 by Mr Paisley (H-536/
80):

Vill the Commission make a statement upon what
proposals it has received from the United Kingdom
Government for the integration scheme in Belfast and in
response ro the offer of t 100 million for Belfast made by
Commissioner Burke in Belfast in Ooober 1980?

Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. - 
(I) The

Commrssion has not as yet received a formal proposal
from the United Kingdom Government relating to an
integrated operation for the Belfast are^. The
Commission is perfectly willing to take this initiative
but, untiI a formal decision has been reached, the
financial contributron from the Community cannot be

fixed, as was already indicated by President Jenkins
and Commissioner Burke during their visit to Belfast
last October.

Mr Paisley. - Could the Commissioner tell us

whether there have been any informal exchanges with
rhe United Kingdom Government about this very
important matter which means a lot to the citizens of
Belfasr? And has any suggestion been made to the

Commission that housing could be included in this
scheme, as housing is one of the most pressing needs

in the ciry at the present time?

Mr Giolitti. - 
(I) There have been informal contacts

berween the services of the Commission and the
Nonhern Ireland authorities, in particular the Depart-
ments of Environment and Commerce of Northern
Ireland, with a view to defining the framework of an
integrated operation programme. Ve know that the
Nonhern Ireland authorities are thinking of including
rhe construction of housing in the integrated opera-
rion. I must say, however, that as of yet there is no
regulation which would enable the Commission to
finance programmes for housing construction. Under
certain conditions such financing might perhaps be

provided through Community loans under the New
Community Instrument, but no provision is made for
contributions for this purpose from the financial
instruments at present available to the Commission.

Mr Boyes. - Does the Commission agree that the
reason for the United Kingdom Government's refusal
ro produce its share of the money is that it is stag-
gering down a road which leads to ever-growing unem-
ployment, because it is blindly following economic
policies based on the theory of monetarism?

Mr Giolitti. - (l) As regards the second part of the
supplementary question, we have no plans at present
to set up other integrated operations because we must

await our experience of the first programme. In due
course, when this becomes possible, we shall certainly
be willing to examine other proposals. In answer to the
firsr part of rhe question, the Commission - as I have

clearly stated but perhaps I had better do so again - is

not confronted with any refusal by the United
Kingdom Government to propose or undertake this
operation. I said, and I now repeat, that we have not
yet received a formal proposal, but a study has been
initiated to examine the possibility of setting up an

integrated operation in the Belfast area.

Mr J. D. Taylor. - Has the Commission already
received a formal submission for Naples, the other city
which together with Belfast was selected for an inte-
grated programme? Does the Commission know' or
has it endeavoured to find out, why the United
Kingdom Government has failed to submit the Belfast
proposals at the same time as the Italian Government
succeeded in submitting the Naples proposals? Is the
Commission aware that the present draft proposals for
Belfast have prompted allegations of sectarian bias,

and will the Commission ensure that these proposals
for an integrated programme for Belfast will be the

subject of full consultation with all local aurhorities
involved before giving final approval to this integrated
programme?

Mr Giolitti. - (1) Naples is a different matter, but
there are links berween the two because they are both
integrated operations. I shall give a very brief answer
to the question as to whether we have received a

formal request in the case of Naples and whether the

operation has been initiated. The Italian Government
has defined its own undertakings and the Commission
has thus been able to define, for its part, the commit-
ments which it can give on behalf of the Community.
As regards the organizational procedures - if a

forma[ proposal should be submitted by the United
Kingdom Government - for the integrated operation
in Belfast, it is quite clear that the very nature of an

integrated operation necessitates involvement of all the
authorities - at Community, national and local levels

- at all stages from planning to implementation of the

integrated operation.

Mr Hume. - I should like to congratulate the
Commissioner on the selection of Belfast as one of the
first areas to have an integrated operation and to
comment that the very selection of Belfast is recogni-
tion by the Commission of the serious problems which
obtain in that city.

I would point out that, in addition to the existing very
serious housing problem in that ciry for the past
10 years, the city has been placed under a great strain
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as a result of one of the biggest population movements
in \flestern Europe since the Second Vorld lVar
arising out of rhe troubles rn Norrhern Ireland for rhe
past decade. In the area which has become so over-
crowded because of that populadon movement, today
1 our of 2 men is out of work. These facts alone
underline the seriousness of the problem. I therefore
ask the Commissioner ro do all in his power ro expe-
dite the developmenr of this integrared programme.
Could I also thank him for his openness in seeing local
authorities in the Belfast area and in consulring rhem
on their ideas as to what should be included in rhis
particular operarion?

Mr Giolitti. 
- U) I thank the honourable Member

for expressing his appreciarion of rhe Commission's
initiarive. I have visited rhe city on more rhan one
occasion and am well aware of the serious and urgent
nature of the problems in rhe Belfast areal I am rhere-
fore ab[e to give an assurance ro rhe honourable
Member and the whole Parliamenl rhar we shall
continue and that I personally shall continue to give
the closest possible artention ro [hese problems and to
the actions w'hich may usefully be raken ro facilirate
and promote a solution.

President. 
- Question No 4 by Mr Berkhouwer

(H-558/80):
'!7rll the Commrssron do all its power [o encourage the
Nine and as man). of their European neighbours as

possible to rerain in l98l the uniform system of summer
time, which was at last introduced in 1980, in spite of rhe
summer time blackmail practised by the GDR?

Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission.

- 
(El) The Commission is determined ro conrinue its

effons to bring about a uniform system of summer rime
in the European Communiry. The Council of Minis-
ters already drew up in July of last year a first directive
on the fixrng of a uniform dare for the beginning of
summer time for 1981 and 1982. The dates in quesrion
are 28 March and 29 March respectively. The
Commissron has also proposed unrform dates for the
end of summer rime for 1981 and 1982, and these are
11 October and l0 Ocrober respectively. However,
these dates have not yer been ratified by the Council.
Furthermore, in the Member States of continental
Europe summer time ends four weeks earlier than in
the UK and Ireland. The Commission intends, in rhe
near furure, to submit new proposals to rhe Council
for adjustments ro the uniform summer time which will
come into force in rhe Community for 1983 and
subsequent years. The Commission is sure that the
Community's adjustments to summer time will also be
implemented in rhe rest of Europe ourside the Euro-
pean Communiry.

Mr Berkhouwer. 
- 

(NL) I gather from the answer
given by our new Greek Commissioner that our clocks

will all show the same time during the actual summer
months in all ten Member States, including the Federal
Republic of Germany.

Mr Contogeorgis. - (El) Cenainly, Mr Berkhouwer,
there is every indication that in the Ten, which
includes the Federal Republic of Germany and
Greece, summer time will be implemented this year.

Mr de Courcy Ling. - It is reassuring to hear what
the Commissioner has just said, and I am very glad
that the Commissioner in charge of transporu is raking
a personal inrerest in rhis very vexed matrer of our
clocks, because it is difficulr to see how rhe trains of
Europe can run on time if our clocks are telling
different trmes !(ill the Comrrrssroner gire hrs arten-
non to the problem of discre plncr , to which he has
referred, at the end of summer time? This is when the
chaos reallv tlkes place. It h:r. .r rt rv serious effect on
commerce and on busrness rnsrde the Communrty.
This rs a genuine non-tariff barrier ro rrade, and rhe
situation throughout rhe winrer - the situarion now

- is also bad, so I would ask rhe Commissioner to
give special attenrion to persuading the Council to
take a harmonious line over rheir clocks in rhe monrh
of October and to work for a harmonized winrer time
as well as a harmonized summer [ime.

Mr Contogeorgis. - (El) As I said earlier, on rhe
subject of the end of summer cime, there is a differ-
ence in Ireland and Great Britain, and the Community
will attempt to bring about a uniform end of summer
time. I also mentioned earlier that an effort would be
made to implement the uniform summer time, which is

in force in the countries of the European Communiry,
and in the other European countries ourside rhe
Community.

President. - Thank you very much, Mr Conto-
georgis. I do not rhink it would be apt ro ler this
opportunity pass without congrarulating rhe new
Commissioner, the first Greek Commissioner, on
answering his first quesrion in rhe Chamber.

(Applause)

I cannot think of any counrry or any Commissioner
more competent ro talk abou! summer time in Greece.
Secondly, I congratulate the Commissioner on his
brief answer. I hope rhat from now on Members will
put brief supplementary questions.

Questions Nos 5 to 10 will be answered jointly, as

they are all on rhe same subject.

Questron No 5 by Mr Valter (H-5a I /80):

The aim of rhe Councrl Directive of 20 February 1978 on
waste from the trtanrum dioxide industry is to prevent and
gradually' reduce pollution caused by such wasre with a
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view to eliminating rt altogether. Vhat are the Commis-
sron's targets with regard to rhe time-scale and the quanr-
ities rnvolved, for reducing the drscharge inro the sea of
waste from the trtanrum droxide rndustry?

Question No 6 bv Mrs \Weber (H-5a2/8Q:

The Council Drrective of 20 February 1978 on waste
from the titanium dioxrde indusrry refers ro rhe'drscharge
rnto surface water, ground water and the sea, and
dumprng at sea'. \flhat quantities of such waste are ar
present drsposed of rn thrs way each year by the Member
States of the Community?

Question No 7 by Mr'Wettig (H-543l80).

Member States of the European Communrty are repeat-
edly granting authorizarion for the drscharge of waste
from the titanium dioxide rndustry rnto rhe sea. Does the
Commrssion consider that this authorization by the
Member States is compatible with rhe Directive on waste
from the titanrum droxide industry and wrth the Oslo and
London Conventions, and how does rhe Commrssron
view in this context the provisions of the German law of
I 1 February 1977 on the drsposal of subsrances at sea,

according to which authonzauon may also be granted, on
the grounds that it rs essenrial to the public interest, for
the discharge of substances which constrtute a possible
threat to the marine ecosystem?

Question No 8 by Mr van Minnen (H-5a4l80):

Article 7 of the Directive on waste from the titanium
dioxrde indusrry instrucm the Commission to submir to
the Council, within one year of notification of the Direc-
tive, a proposal on rhe procedures for the surveillance and
monitonng of the environments concerned. The Directive
came into effect 20 February 1978. Has the Commrssron
submitted the proposal referred to, and if not, why not)

Question No 9 by Mr Schmid (H-5a5l80):

The Directive on waste from the titanium dioxide rndustry
requlres the Member States to draw up programmes for
the progressive reductron and eventual eliminarion of
pollution caused by waste from existing industrial esta-
blishments. Vhich Member States submtred therr
programmes to the Commission by the specified deadline
of I July 1980?

Question No l0 by Mr Muntingh (H-5a6l80):

There has recently been increasing scienrific evidence of
the damage caused to fishing resources by the discharge
of waste from the ruanium dioxide industry into the
North Sea. In view of this situarron, is the Commrssron
prepared to take steps to urge the Councrl of Ministers to
put a stop to the discharge into the sea of environmentally
harmful waste form the titanium dioxide industry by the
beginning of tsSz?

Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission. - 
(D) ln

answer to Mr'\tr7'alter's question, the time schedule for
reducing discharge of wasre from the production of
titanium dioxide into the sea is defined in Article 9 of
the Directive concerned. The Member States are

required to prepare, within specified time limits,
programmes for the progressive reduction of polludon

wlth a ultimate view to eliminating pollution alto-
gerher. These programmes will be submitted to the
Commission for harmonizatlon and must ensure that
the aims of the Directive are achieved by 1 July 1987.lt
is the Commission's intention to ensure that the dead-
lines for the progressive eliminatron of pollution
within the meaning of Anicle I of the Directive are
observed.

On Mrs Veber's question, the Commission has no
information on the levels of production in titanium
dioxide plants. It cannot therefore as yet indicate levels
of waste discharge for 1979 and 1980. However, we
expect the Member States to provide this information
to us in the report on the prevention and progressive
reduction of pollution by industrial waste which they
are required to compile under Article 14 of the Direc-
tive. Assuming that the plants are working at full or
normal capacity, the following approximate discharge
levels can be expected: in che North Sea and English
Channel daily discharges in river estuaries and on the
high seas may be estima[ed at 4 100 tonnes SOaH2,
3 000 tonnes of iron sulfate in the Jorm of the hepto-
hydrate SO+Fe and I 300 tonnes of FeSOr as dilute
sulfuric acid; in the Mediterranean on the other hand
some 3J5 tonnes of SO4H2 are discharged in the form
of neutralized products.

On Mr Van Minnen's question, the Commission
submitted ro the Council on I I December the
proposal for a Directive on me[hods of monitoring and
control of the envrronment in the vicinrty of titanium
dioxide production plants.

On Mr Schmid's question, on 1 July, the date of
submission, no Member State had yet notified the
Commission of programmes for the progressive reduc-
tion of pollution, as stipulated in Article 9(3) of the
Directive. The Commission has now received
programmes from Germany, France, Italy, The Neth-
erlands and the Unired Kingdom.

The Belgian programme remains to be submitted.

On Mr Muntingh's question, until such time as

different fundamental information becomes available
showing greater toxicity of titanium dioxide waste
than was assumed when the Directive was issued in
1978, rhe Commission does not intend to take an
initiative to amend the time schedule laid down in
Article 9 of rhis Directive. It is of the opinion that the
directive adopted by the Councrl in February 1978 and
applicable in the Member Stares since 1979, with a

view to the elimination of waste from titanium dioxide
production plants without causing harm to human
health or to the environment, can bring about the
attainment of these goals with the aid of the
programmes by the Member States to which reference
has already been made. For the rest I would draw your
attention to Article 12 of the Directive which states

that Member States may apply more stringent stan-
dards within their own territory.
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Mr Valter. - (D) The Commission did nor answer
Mr Vettig's question H-543l80. I shall rherefore pur
it as a supplementary question and ask the Commis-
sion whether the authorizarions repeatedly granred by
some Member States for new discharges of titanium
dioxide waste are compadble with the Directive. May I
ask in panicular whether the discharge of riranium
dioxide waste into the Nonh Sea under the legislation
applicable in the Federal Republic of Germany to
discharges of waste on the high seas can be considered
compatible with the Direcdve?

Mr Narjes. - (D) The Directive does not prohibit
the discharge of titanium dioxide waste but makes it
conditional on prior authorization. Such authorizarion
can only be given for limited periods bur may be
renewed. Provision for authorization of this kind is

also made in the Oslo and London Convenrions on the
discharge of waste of this kind at sea. The Oslo and
London Conventions have been supplemenred and
ratified by the Federal Republic of Germany through
the act oI tt.2.1977 to which you referred, a regula-
rion of 7. 12. 1977 and an administrative decree of
22. 12. 1977. I cannot agree at first sight thar the
German law cited by you conflicts with the interna-
tional conventions or with the European Community
Directive.

Mrs Veber. - (D) You said just now, Commis-
sioner, that you have no information on the exact level
of producdon in the undertakings concerned. My
ques[ion is this: is it a fact that all the wasre produced
by titanium dioxide plants is at present still dumped at
sea, or do you have any more precise figures for the.
proponion of waste disposed of by other means within
the Community? Perhaps you could let us know the
cost of these different methods.

Mr Narjes. - (D) Ve are expecting to find answers
to [hese questions in the reports which the Member
States are required to submit during 1981 following
the expiry of the three-year period.

Mr van Minnen. - (NL) Mr Presidenr, I would like
to thank the Commissioner for the fact that the Direc-
tive was submitted to the Council on 11 December, his
predecessor being, of course, responsible for that, but
I do nor think that we can be sadsfied with the time
schedule. The Direcdve should be ready within a year.
I realize that the Commissioner has only been in office
for a few days and cannor have had much to do wirh
this, but I wonder wherher his answer does nor suggesr
leaving too much to the Governmenrs of the Member
States, whereas scarecely a week passes without the
sea becoming even more polluted than before. The
question I want to put is simple: is ir really nor possible
to make faster progress?'!fle have lost a great deal of
ground, whatever efforts we may have made, but I

hope that the Commission will agree rhar the North
Sea, the Baltic and the other seas around us can still be

saved. Can the Commissioner give an assurance that
the Commission will shonen its time limits and apply
stronger pressure to the Governmenrs?

Mr Narjes. 
- 

(D) I share the regret expressed by the
honourable Member at the time which has been lost. I
roo have noted from the records that no Member State
has complied with the obligations laid down in the
Directive or hes only done so with delays of up to six
or seven months; one Member State has not even met
its obligation now. I can merely give an assurance lhat
we shall do everything possible to make good the lost
ground.

Mr Schmid. - 
(D) The Directive indicates that rhe

ultimate objective is to prohibit all these discharges.
Can you indicate, Commissioner, when such a prohi-
bition might enter into force? I ask this because I
know that some Member States have submitted plans
for even greater levels of discharge in 1987.

Mr Narjes. 
- 

(D) If I have understood the Directive
correctly, a distinction must be made between the
elimination of polluted waste and the discharge of
non-pollurcd waste. The sole inrention of the Directive
is to prohibit polluting discharges by the date in ques-
tion but not to ban forms of discharge which cause no
pollution.

Mr Newton Dunn. - Bearing in mind Mr Gunde-
lach's reply to an earlier question, that'natural advan-
tages are part of the driving factor of the Community',
does the Commissioner undertlke that the alternative
environmental quality objectrr c .rlrlrroach shall always
be allowed as an option for controlling this rype of
waste?

Mr Narjes. 
- 

(D) If I have understood the question
correctly, the speaker was asking whether we have any
intention of stipulating specific methods of discharge.
There can be no question of that. It is up to the
Member States involved to determine how they wish
to attain the aims of the directive and what techniques
they will use for the elimination of waste.

Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- @ The Directive on titanium

dioxide has led to a Breat many speeches in this Parlia-
ment because it is a faulry directive. Perhaps the
Commissioner should have the couraBe to draw that
conclusion in public: it is a directive which is marred
by many flaws and with which we can make no
progress. I therefore put this question to the Commis-
sioner: would it not be better co think of providing
incentives for conversion of the titanium dioxide pro-
duction cycle? I shall explain this very briefly: today
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ritanium dioxide is being produced by a manufacturing
cycle which involves high levels of pollution and is

extremely expensive in terms of the discharge of waste
products. As I have myself explained to Parliament,
production cycles for titanium dioxide which cause no
pollution are known today. Does the Commission
intend to take account of these clean production
cycles or will it continue to support a directive which is

leading to serious, extremely serious distortions of
comPeririon ?

Mr Narjes. - (D) I share the honourable Member's
concern at possible damage from the long time-limits
set in this text. I believe that the Commission will have
to reconsider this matter when the first rhree-year
reports are available under Article 14. In evaluating
those repo-rts one major task for us will be to consider
alternative methods for the elimination of these
harmful waste products and to draw the necessary
conclusions. I therefore added to one of my answers
the proviso: as long as no more recent informarion is

available to suggest more serious harm than was
known in 1978. This reflects our willingness to review
the Directive if the need arises.

Mr Sherlock. - Mr Commissioner, may I also
welcome you into this difficult minefield of environ-
mental matters? You have, of course, an excellent
adviser by your side whom I notice smiling broadly.
But as I congratulate you at the New Year, there is

also an old English custom, which is at the beginning
of the year to make a declaration of intent. They are
intended to be good declarations. Another old cracker
morto or bromide that comes out of the hat . . .

President. - Mr Sherlock, there really should not be
any need for me to explain to an English person how
questions go. One has got to be tolerant in orher
directions. Please can we have your question?

Mr Sherlock. - Yes, you can. 'Legislate in haste and
implement at leisure' seems to be your motto in the
Commission over the few years that I have had the
pleasure of working in this Parliament. I ask whether
in the coming four years, and during the whole of the
collegiate four years which follow it, could you make
a New Year resolution to look more closely at the
possibility of implementing some of the ideas that are
put forward, because without implementation the law,
as I remarked last week, is an ass?

Mr Narjes. - (D) Mr President, may I express my
thanks for the good wishes. I share the view which has
been put and particularly appreciate the work of
Mr Carpentier. I hope that you will recognize the
good intentions which underly my declarations. For
the rest I agree with your last sentence and I am

prepared to reconsider implementation at the end of
the year.

(Applause)

Mrs von Alemann. - (D) May I returnto something
that Commissioner Narjes just said in answer to the
question by Mr van Minnen; he stated that the
Commission did not see any imperative necessity to
take action until new informarion became available. I
am rather surprised by that and would like to ask the
Commissioner whether the Nonh Sea report which
has now been published and the conclusions of hear-
ings held in the North Sea area have not yet convinced
him of the fact that the synergetic effect of all environ-
mental pollution in both the North Sea and Mediter-
ranean make it imperative to curtail discharges of
titanium dioxide.

Mr Narjes. - (D) Consideration of the synergetic
effects will be one aspect of our work after presenta-
tion of the first three-year reports. Before answering
the question I would like to know whether new infor-
mation has become available since 1978 which was
only 24 months ago. I am not aware of any fundamen-
tally new information published in the last 24 months,
but I should be grateful to you if you could forward
any relevant documents which may have escaped my
attentlon.

President. - Question No ll, by
Cornette (H-589/80):

Mrs Lentz-

In view of the most recenr eanhquake catastrophe in
Italy, can the Commission state what consideration has

actually been given up to now at Communrty level ro
forecastrng such catastrophes and how far it has consid-
ered coordinarion of sersmological research, panicularly
in the Mediterranean area?

Mr Davignon, Member of the Comrnission. 
- 

(F) The
question by Mrs Lentz-Cornette relares to an essenrial
problem: is it possible to forecast earthquakes? The
scientific answer today is no. Ve know the overall
symptoms, but we do not know the time which is liable
to elapse between the occurrence of cenain symptoms
and the occurrence of the disaster. This varies from a

few seconds to a number of years.

The situation is as follows:research in this field, which
involves concentration of very ex[ensive data, is being
effected under a resolution and programme adopted
by the Assembly of the Council of Europe, in other
words in a wider context than thar of the Community.
The Commission thinks rhat this is the right choice
and it is participating in the work of the Council of
Europe. In its more specific political approach the
Commission must concentrate on action concerning
the construction of buildings capable of withstanding
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Davignon

earthquakes. It must also ensure better organization of
activities in the event of natural disasters. In conclu-
sion, rhe stare of scientific knowledge is too uncertain
at present for us to be able to panicipate in any more
precise action than that to which I have referred.

Mrs Lentz-Cornette. - 
(F) Given the frequency of

earthquakes in these Medirerranean regions and consi-
dering that rhe Communiry has already committed
substantial sums and will probably be making available
even larger amounts or supplementary credits, can the
Commissioner say whether it is planned to reconstruct
the rowns and villages on the basis of appropriate stan-
dards to ensure that the buildings concerned are better
able to withstand seismic occurrences in furure. This
has already been done in some countries: I read
recently an article from Tashkent where houses with-
stood earthquakes with an intensity greater than 7 on
the Richter scale.

Mr Davignon. - 
(F) I am able to confirm to the

honourable Member that this is our intention. To the
extent that buildings are reconstructed we must see to
it thar the mos[ appropriate technologies are used in
the interest of the Italian authorities and of the Euro-
pean Community. Contacrs are envisaged with this
end in view and reports will, of course, be drawn up.

President. 
- Question No 12 by MrAdam has been

held over to the next part-session.

Question No 13, by Mr Hutton (H-5OO/80):

Vhy were no proposals on forestry presented to this
Parliament by the end of 1980, as the Commission prom-
ised last March)

Mr Gundelach, Member of the Commission.

- 
(DK) Since rhe beginning of tgAO the Commission

has been continuing its earlier efforts with a view ro
the creation of a basis for a common foresrry policy. In
the Commission's report. of 3 December to rhe
Council and Parliament on lhe main lines of the future
common agricultural policy, an important chapter will
be found on the need for a common forestry policy,
and the content of this chapter follows on closely from
the debates last March to which the honourable
Member refers in hrs quesrion. Over and above this
general follow-up to the 1978 proposal for a decision
on forestry policy, the Commission has artempted, in
the structural discussions and in the structural
proposal submitted to the Council and Parliamenr, ro
inrroduce specific provisions on forestry in connec-
tion with regional policy measures. As regards both
the general and specific aspecrs, the Commission
attempted in 1980 to continue with rhe efforts under-
taken by ir in 1978 and 1979. Unfortunarely we have
not as yet been able to achieve concrete results in
connection with the lVlediterranean approach. It

would be very helpful if Parliament could discuss the
general proposal from the Commission, including the
provisions on forestry policy conrained in rhe report
on the main lines of the common agricultural policy;
we could then agree with Parliament on the specific
needs in the forestry policy sector for presentation in a

proposal to the Council.

Mr Hutton. 
- 

I must thank the Commissioner for
his answer and congratulate him on his new term of
office. At the same time I must express my disappoint-
menr that he did not feel able to bring this information
forward voluntarily to Parliament but had to bring it
out in a reply to a question. Could I ask him when the
Members of this Parliament will see the chapter on
forestry to which he has referred in his answer?

Mr Gundelach. - 
(DK) Mr President, until now I

had quite'naturally supposed that I had voluntarily
made arrangements for this communicati<-rn of
3 December on the common agricultural policy,
including a chapter which places strong emphasis on
the need for a common forestry policy, to be

forwarded to Parliament. The Commission had
decided to do so and the document was directed to
Parliament and Council alike; I shall naturally take
steps to ascertain why this paper has failed to reach
Members of Parliament. Ir is not a matter of deliber-
ately withholding information, since it was our inten-
tion from the outser rhar this paper should be

submitted ro Parliamenr.

Mr Balfour. - I would like to ask the Commissioner
what progiess has been made in the last two years in
the different Member States in passing into domestic
legislation the measures he introduced for protection
of the oak forests in Europe and the importation of
unseasoned red oak from the United States in parti-
cular.'lfhat point have we reached in the Community
now?

Mr Gundelach. - 
(DK) That question has nothing

to do with a common forestry policy to which the
original question referred but concerns the protection
of our own forests against the possibility of diseases

caused by imported fresh timber. At present the situa-
tion in this respect is satisfactory. As I informed Parlia-
ment on a previous occasion, we have carried out a

series of inspections and have ascertained that similar
verificarions are made at the level of the individual
Member States; there does not appear to be any
problem in this respect at present. Ve shall continue to
give our attention to this aspect because any change in
the situation may bring substantial costs in its wake.
For the present the control measures which were felt
necessary have been carried out by all the Member
States.
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President. - As its author is absent. Question No 14

by Mrs Nielsen will be answered in writing.r

Quesrion No l5 by Mrs Castle (H-562/80):

To ask the Commission if they will publish each month a

list of the sub-programmes in the United Kingdom
approved by the Commission under Regulation 2744/80,
giving the nature of the programme, where ir is situared,
its total estimated cost, its estimated date of completion,
the percentage grant given by the Community and the
date on whrch the project was originally planned?

Mr Giolitti, Member of the Commission. - 
(I) The

information to which the question by Mrs Casde
refers, on the subject of the programmes undertaken
in the United Krngdom on the basis of Council Regula-
tion No 2744/8A, is governed by Ardcle 4 of that
Regulation which requires the Commission to publish
in the Officral Journal of the European Communities
the complete text of the decisions on financial contrib-
utions to be made available within the context of the
supplemenrary measures for the benefit of the United
Kingdom. On the basis of the provisions of Article 4 to
which I referred, these decisions contain almost all the
elements of information referred to in the question by
Mrs Castle. Moreover, in addition to the formal
requirement to provide information laid down in
Article 4, the United Kingdom has made available a

summary of the programmes which contain the main
body of information referred to by the author of this
quesrion.

Mrs Castle. 
- 

Is the Commissioner aware that the
item of information in which I am most interested is

the date on which the project was originally planned
and that this information is not currently available? Is
he aware that, according to a Bridsh Treasury press

release I have in my hand, the money Parliament has
agreed to vote is going on schemes which have been
planned before the decision to make a refund at all
was made and so is not an addition to expenditure
programmes already agreed? Is this not contrary to the
whole intention of Parliament in voting the supple-
mentary measures to the United Kingdom, which *'ere
intended to be additional monies for regional and
other programmes so as to fight the disastrous and
mounring unemployment in the United Kingdom?

Mr Giolitti. - 
(I) The Commission can only know

the date on which the formal request is made. That is

the date to which we refer, and we cannot have infor-
mation on the time taken for preparation of a

programme which is subsequently submitted to us by
the United Kingdom.

Given the nature of these measures, the very short
times allowed and the urgent need for [he measures

concerned, it is quite clear rhar in many cases these
programmes had already been prepared and were
merely finalized to benefit from the contriburions
sdpulated under the regulation on supplemenrary
measures. I believe it would have been extremely diffi-
cult to submit totally new programmes in the shon
time available; it was therefore necessary ro choose
programmes which had already been examined and
prepared previously.

Mr Price. 
- Mrs Castle seems to be seeking the

maximum possible difficulty and delay in this Commu-
nity money reaching the United Kingdom. I share the
general view of Parliament that the principle of addi-
tionaliry is important, but will the Commissioner give
an assurance that rhe Commission will enforce this
principle no more and no less against the Unircd
Kingdom in respect of these special measures than
they do against the other nine Member States in
respect of the Regional Fund?

Mr Giolitti. - 
(I) | believe that a correct analogy

has been drawn between the method used to make
Regional Fund contributions and the method chosen
for supplementary measures for the United Kingdom
to ensure a satisfactory level of addidonaliry of
Community and national interventions.

Mr Key. 
- 

My understanding 
- 

and I would like
the Commission to comment on this - 

is that this was
for supplemenrary aid, i.e. extra, additional. One is led
to believe, on reading the repons that have come out,
that it is nor that. All it is is that the British Govern-
ment will submit invoices for things that have akeady
been committed, often in many cases things that have
already been spent. I understood from what the
Commission said earlier, and what the Parliament was
quire definite on, that this should be extra money.
Could he reassure me or give me anything to indicate
that I am wrong in that impression?

Mr Giolitti. - 
(I) The term 'supplementary' used to

define rhese measures must be understood to have two
precise meanings: these measures are supplementary
because they are additional to those normally stipu-
lated under the existing Community regulations and
insrrumenrs, in that they supplement, for example,
regional fund measures or measures under the guid-
ance section of the EAGGF or the Social Fund. They
constitute supplementary financing for the United
Kingdom over and above the ordinary instruments.

Secondly, rhese measures supplement the programme
financing from the United Kingdom budget, in that
they are additional to the financing already earmarked
by rhe United Kingdom for these proiects. Our task is

to ensure that Community action is effectively addi-
tional and supplementary to measures financed from
the national budget.I See Annex to Debates of 14. l. l98t
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President. - Question No 16 by Mr Louwes
(H-566l80) has been withdrawn by the author.

Question No l7 by Mrs Squarcialupi (H-571l80):

Can the Commission reveal why it has not taken action
on the proposal contained in the memorandum of
16 February 1978 on the renewal of the Lom6 Convention
which was to make concessions by the Community, pani-
cularly in the trading sphere, conditional on the observ-
ance of cenain basic internatronal standards concerning
working conditions in all the developing countries,
including those belonging to the Lom6 Convention?

Mr Cheysson, Member of the Commission. - 
(F) On

8 November 1978 the Commission published a

communication on this subject; the honourable
Member is acquainted with the text. That communica-
tion immediately aroused keen interest in political
circles. In the European Parliament, the Committee on
Development and then the Committee on Social
Affairs gave it consideration and this led up ro a

debate which approved the broad lines of the
communication and asked for it to be implemenrcd by
Mry 1979. Many Members of Parliament have
expressed their concern since rhen that no further
action has been taken - 

I have in mind Mr Glinne,
Mrs Lizin, Mr Michel, Mr Van Miert, while Mrs
Squarcialupi herself put a question during the 1980

session. The Economic and Social Committee has

commented in a similar vein. All these persons and
bodies have echoed the interest of workers in respect
for elementary standards concerning working condi-
tions; these srandards have been referred to by the
European Trade Union Confederation and the

consultative meeting arranged'jointly by economic and

social representatives and the European Parliament in
Geneva last May. The conrrast with the position taken
by the Council is most striking. Ir took more than one

year for the Development Cooperation Group - a

body of COREPER - to look into this matter only to
shelve it again. No further progress has been made

since. The permanen[ representatives had occasion to
discuss this matter again in connection with the
renewal of the scheme of generalized preferences;
they were unanimous in their opposition. In other
words we have a unanimously negative position by our
governments.

Mrs Squarcial"pi. - Q) Ve should be delighted by a

unanimous position on the part of our governments if
they had not adopted such a negative position. May I
now put a further question to the Commission: since it
is inadmissible for it to continue to finance
programmes without requesting guarantees in respect
of working conditions and workers, how does it
intend to propose compliance with these minimum
working standards without falling in with the most
abject compromise solutions, since our governments
are so insensitive to the conditions of employment of
workers in the developing countries?

Mr Cheysson. -' 
(F) There has been no compromise;

the Council has totally refused to consider this matter.
Its refusal has been unanimous. For the time being the
matter has quite simply been shelved. The problem
now is to decide how to make further progress. Should
the Commission repeat its proposal which is still on
the table? Parliament might also raise the matter again
if it thinks fit; but all events the matter must be recon-
sidered. Should we act without the decision by the

Community? I do not think so; I would remind you
that the proposal made by the Commission included a

procedure for consideration by the International
Labour Office of the files and cases in which it
appeared that certain fundamental employment stand-
ards had been infringed; the ILO had agreed to this
procedure. However the procedure would have to be

formally adopted at the request of the Community;
the Commission does not wish to request such a

procedure without a prior decision at Community
level or discussion by the Council.

Mr Michel. - 
(F) I thank Mr Cheysson for his

reply. Ve know how closely he has concerned himself
with this matter to which reference has often been
made in the Commitree on Development and Cooper-
ation. I would like to point out, however, that instead
of improving, the situation is deteriorating. The Inter-
national Labour Office published, immediately after
the Year of the Child as the United Nations called it,
the results of a survey showing that at present
20Omillion young people below the age of 14 are
having to work. That being so, if Mr Cheysson is
wondering, as we do, how to raise the problem in the
Council again, should it not be stressed that when
agreements such as the forthcoming agreement with
Brazil come up for discussion, problems of this kind
should also be given attention since, as everyone
knows, BraziI has recently reduced the school-leaving
age from 14 to 13? Is this not a disturbing situation
and are we not the accomplices of a deteriorating
situation ?

Mr Cheysson. - 
(F) Yes, ir is rrue thar rhe situation

is deteriorating and it is now dramatic with cenain
internal consequences if I may say so: it is practically
impossible to ask our own workers to agree to consid-
eration of a different international division of labour
unless they have the impression that development
overseas of industrialization will benefit the popula-
don of the countries concerned without risk of the
profit disappearing elsewhere. This is a fundamental
polirical problem. I do not think it is one rhat can be
dealt with by this Parliament in rhe presence of a small
number of persons, however eminent, and I rhink that
the problem is essentially political and needs to be
dealt with far more systematically in a full debate, if
the Commission may venture to suggest that.

Mr Herman. 
- 

(F) Mr Cheysson, to enable us to
put questions [o our Bovernments whose representa-
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Herman

tives in the Council of Ministers have taken this
deplorable and unjustifiable attitude, could you tell us

precisely which Council meeting rcok this unanimous
decision and who was present at it?

Mr Cheysson. - (F) I feel shame for the Community
at the reply I have to give the honourable Member.
Ve were not even able to raise this matter formaily at
a Council meeting since unanimity had been reached
by the expert groups; the Committee of Permanent
Representatives unanimously decided not to place the
item on the agenda of a Council meeting. Even the
Council of Development Ministers, which should have

been most open to this problem, refused to include it
on its agenda.

Mr Moorhouse. - One appreciates very much the
frankness of the Commissioner in answering this ques-

tion, and it is certainly disrurbing that no action seems

to have been taken in many of the developing coun-
tries. I rarse the question panicularly in regard to the
working conditions in industry in some of the devel-
oping countries. Could he please inform me whether
the ILO has any powers at all, directly or indirectly, in
the enforcement of the standards which they try to
set ?

Mr Cheysson. - (F) The ILO carries out an annual
study of compliance with the basic standards corres-
ponding to conventions ratified by a very large
number of countries. The results of this survey are
published, but the ILO can do no more. Neither the
ILO nor the International Labour Organization have
any sanctions available to them. \7e could inrroduce a

sanction in the shape of a suspension of aids for the
benefit of industries which have systematically violated
for years on end the existing norms contrary to the
conventions ratified by their countries.

President. - I call Mrs Castle to speak on a point of
order.

Mrs Castle. - Mr President, although I am thankful
ro have got my own question answered after a long
wait, I draw your anention to the fact that in one hour
and a half we have only had answers to 17 questions
out of 52, and that only because 3 questions were not
aswered and 7 were taken together, so that, in effect,
amounts to 10 questions out of 52. Could I plead with

you, Mr President, to insist that every sentence in

Question Time uttered by the questioners is an inter-
rogation and not a statement, and to insist on the
cutting down of both answers and supplementary
questions, and would you remind everybody that any
unnecessary words spoken, even if it is only 'Thank
you, Mr Commissioner', rob people waiting to have

their questions answered of their democratic righm.

President. - I entirely agree with you, Mrs Castle.
You will, I am sure, accept that Question Time is a

British tradition, and the Commissioners are some-
times not fully aware of the need to keep their answers
brief. Vith so many different parliamentary traditions
represented in the House, it is difficult to expedite

Question Time as efficiendy as one would wish. If I
am in the Chair for Question Time again, I shall
endeavour to comply with your wishes.

The first pan of Question Time is closed."

19. Agendafor next sitting

President. - The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
Tuesday, 13 January 1981 with the following agenda:

9 d.n. to 1 p.m. and 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.:

- Joint debate on the Aigner and Battersby reports on
the discharge of the 1977 and 1978 budgets

- Resumption of the debate on the Bonaccini repon on
the European automobile industry

- Delorozoy report on shipbuilding

- Joint debate on the Carossino, Maij-Veggen and
Spaak repons on shipping and pollution of the sea

- Alber report. on environmental protection

- Combe report on pesticides

- Hooper repon on waste paper and board

3 p.n..'Voring time

The sitting is closed.

(Tbe sitting was closed at 8.25 p.n.)

+ See Annex to Debates of t+. t. tggt.
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ANNEX

Commission action on opinions delioered on Comtnission proposals by the European
Parliament at its December 1980 part-session

l. As agreed with the Bureau of Parhament, the Commission informs Members at the beginning of
every part-session as pan of the consultation arrangements of the action it has raken on oprnions
delivered at the previous part-session.

2. At its December pan-session the European Parhamenr delivered 2l opinrons on Commission
proposals ln response to Council requests for consulration.

3. At the pan-session Parliament drscussed l5 reports and delivered favourable opinions or did not
request formal amendment rn rhe case of the proposals listed below:

repon by Mr Pearce on the proposals for Regulations concerning the establishment of a frve-year
scheme ofgeneralized preferences for the period 1981-1985;

repon by Mr Gatto on six proposals concernrng agricultural provrsrons in the Act of Accession
relating to Greece;

repon by Mr Cronin on the proposal for a Regulation establishing a European Regional Develop-
ment Fund;

repon by Mr Van der Gun on the proposal concerning the establishment of European Socral Fund
assistance to keep up the income level of shipbuilding workers;

repon by Mr Filippi on the proposal for implementatron of pre-accession arrangemenrs for Ponugal;

repon by Miss Quin on the Regulation introducing a charge on salmon fishrng in the Baltic by
Community vessels;

repon by Miss Quin on three proposals for Regulations concerning cenain measures for the conser-
vatton and managemenl of fishery resources applicable to vessels flying the flags of Sweden, Iceland
and Norway;

report by Mr Lynge on rhe Regulation amending Regulation EEC/1179/78 concerning the conclu-
sion by the European Economic Community of the Convention on Future Multilateral Cooperarron
in rhe Nonhwest Atlantic Fisheries;

repon by Mr Louwes on three proposals for Regularions on the opening of tariff quotas for beef and
veal and buffalo meat;

report by Mr Beumer on the Directive amending Directive 72/464/EEC on raxes other rhan rurnover
raxes which affect the consumpdon of manufacrured tobacco (8th directive);

report by Mr Giummarra on two proposals for Regulations on the imponation of olive oil originating
in Tunisia, Algeria or Morocco and the imponation of certarn agricultural producrs originating in
Turkey;

proposals for Directives applying Directive 79/510/EEC on rhe rndicarion by labelling of the energy
consumption of household appliances to electric washrng machines, cold-water-feed elecrric dish-
washers, electric refrigerators, cold-storage unrts, freezers, and combrnation; rhereof;

proposal for a Decision amending Decision 78/167 /EEC adoptrng a concened projecr of rhe Euro-
pean Economic Community in the field of regrstration of congeniral abnormalities (medrcal and
public health research);

proposal for a Directive amending for the sixth time Directive 76/769/EEC on the approximarion of
the laws, regularions and admrnistrative provisions of rhe Member Starcs relating to rescrictions on
the marketing and use of cenain dangerous subsunces and prepararions (benzene);

proposal for a Regulation amending for the second time Regularion (EEC) No 2925/78 rn respect of
the period of suspension of the application of the price condrtion to which the imponarion inro the
Community of cenain types of citrus frurr ongrnaring in Spain is subject,

Commission recommendation for a Regulation concerning the conclusion of the Agreement in the
form of an exchange of letters amending Annex A ro the Cooperarion Agreement between the EEC
and the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia.

4. The European Parliament asked the Commissron to amend proposals under the second para-
graph of Anicle 149 and adopted proposals for amendments rn five cases.
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During discussion of the

rePort b Mr Danhert on tbe Proposdl for a Regulanon concerning compensdtory pdyrnent to Greece in
respect of the financial burden arising out of the finanual mechanism and the supplementdry medsares to
dssrst the united Kmgdom,

rePort by Mr Gbergo on the proposal concerntng the operation of social security arrangements in the case
of employed persons and theirfamtlies mooing wrthin the Community,

rePort by Mr Ferranti on tbe proposalfor special Community assistancefor re-building areas damaged by
the earthquake m ltaly,

the Commissron explained why it wanred ro marnrain irs proposals.

The situation as regards two texts on which the Commission said it could accept part of rhe amend-
ments proposed by Parliament ls as follows.

report by Mr Taylor on tbe Regulation adjustrng the mechanism for Community loans for tbe purpose of
gioing Member States balance of payment support

An amended proposal has been prepared and wrll be sent to the Council and, for informatron
purposes, to the Parlrament after its formal adoprron.

report by Mr Kirk on tbree proposals for Regulations concerning researcb and reconstruction in respect of
fis heries and aquaculture

An amended proposal has been prepared. It will be formally adopted in the next few days and then
sent ro the Council and, for informatron purposes, to the Parliament.

5. The Commissron took the opporrunity to tell Parliament what aid it had granred disaster victims
srnce the previous part-session.

At the December part-session Parhament had already been informed of the rnitial aid measures
adopted to assist vrctims rn rhe areas devastated by the eanhquake in Iraly.

Since the December part-session the Commission has decided to grant emergency aid to third coun-
rries as follows:

100 000 EUA for Ugandan refugees, and

80 000 EUA for Sudane se drought victims,

100 000 EUA to repair damage caused by torrenual rarn rn the Comoro Islands,

2 m EUA for Ugandan drought victims,

250 000 EUA for Salvadorran refugees in Honduras,

I m EUA for re-settling refugees in Zrmbabwe

6. The Parliament also expressed its vrews on the reporls by

Mr Dankert on the draft second supplementary and amending budget of the European Communities
for 1980,

Mr Ansquer on the 1981 draft budget (Section I - Parliament, Section II - Council, Sectron IV -Court of Justice and Section V 
- Coun of Audirors),

Mrs Hoff on the setting of the ECSC lery rates and the establishment of the ECSC operarional
budget for 1981.

7. The Commission also made known its positron durrng discussions involving it and took note of
the European Parlrament's oprnions on the

report by Mr Battersby on the Specral Committee of Inquiry's report on the EAGGF, Guarantee
Section (wrne),

resolution on the earthquake in southern Italy,

resolution on aid for Poland,

resolution on support for advancement and training in agricultural and rural districts,

resolutron on lhe slump in farm incomes in Ireland,
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resolution on the drastic reduction of the number of frontier crossing points for the customs clearance
of iron and steel products in Italy,

report by Mr Gallagher on peat,

reporr by Mr Cottrell on relations berween the Community and Greece with regard to transport.
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SITTING OF TUESDAY, 13 JANUARY 1e81

l. Approoal of minutes

2. Documents receioed

3. Discharge in respect of tbe implementation of
the 1977 and 1978 budgets - Reports by Mr
Aigner (Committee on Budgetary Control)
(Doc. 1-672/80) and tbe rePort by Mr
Battersby (Committee on Budgetary Control)
(Doc. 1-571/80)

Mr Aigner; i4r Battersby, rapporteurs:

Mr Notenboom; Mr Kellett-Bouman;
Irmer; Mr Tugendhat (Commission);
Aigner; Mr Battersby; Mr Tugendhat;
Kellett-Bowman

4. European automobile industry - Report by
Mr Bonaccini (Committee on Economic and
Monetary Afairs) (Doc. 1-673/80) (continua-
tion)
Mr Martinet; Mr Miiller-Heftndnn; Sir Fred-
erich 'lV'amer; Mr Frischmann; Mr Pinin-

farina

5. Tribute:
Mr Thom; Sir Henry Plumb; Mr Msller

6. European automobile indastry ftontinua-
tion):
Mr de la Maline; Mr Petronio; Mr Dido';
Miss Forster; Mr Carossino; Mr Delbrozoy;
Ms Clwyd; Sir Daztid Nicolson; Mr
Vernimmen; Mr de Courq Ling; Mr
Beazley; Mr Micbel; Mr Coppieters; Mr
Narjes (Commission); Mr Daoignon
( Commission) ; M r Bonaccint, rapporteur

7. Urgent Procedure

8. Votes

. Aigner report (Doc. 1-572/80): Discharge
in respect of the implementation of tbe

1977 budget:

Adoption of resolution
o Battersb! report (Doc 1-671/80):

Discharge in respect of the implementation

oftbe 1978 budget:

Adoption of resolution
o Bonaccini report (Doc. 1-573/80): Euro-

pean autornobile industry :

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteur; Mr Pininfarina

Procedural motions: Mr Rogers; Lady
Elles; Mr Pininfarina

Mr oon der Vring; Mr Bonaccini; Mr oon
Bismarck; Mr Galland; Mr Herman; Mr
Bonaccini .,. 75

Explanations of oote: Mr de la Maline;
Mrs Lizin; Mr Sarre; Mr de Courcy Ling 76

Adoption of resolution 77

9. Directioe on aid to shipbuilding - Report by
Mr Delorozoy (Committee on Economic and
Monetary Affairs) (Doc. 1-638/80):

Mr De lorozoy, rapporteilr

Mr Caborn; Sir Daoid Nicokon; Mr
Herman; Mrs Le Roux; Mr Delorozoy; Mrs
Le Roux; Mr Caloez; Mr Remilly; Mr Almi-
rante; Mr Paisley; Mr Andriessen (Commis-
sion)

lO. Preaention of pollution of the sea - Joint
debate on the reports by Mr Carossino
(Committee on Transport) (Doc. 1-708/80),
Mrs Maij-\Veggen (Committee on the Enoi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection) (Doc. 1-709/80 and Doc. 1-473/
80) and Mrs Spaah (Committee on the Enoi-
ronment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection) ( Doc. I -467/80)

Mr Carossino; Mrs Maij-\Veggen; Mrs
Spaah, rapporteurs:

Mr Klinkenborg; Mr Janssen oan Raay; Mr
Johnson; Mr Veronesi; Mr Haagerup; Mr de

Lipowsh|; Mr Pesruazoglou; Mr Dalahouras;
Mr losselin; Mr d'Ormesson; Mr Moorbouse;
Mrs Le Roux; Mr Voyiatzis; Mr Moreland;
Mr Van Minnen; Mr Doublet; Mrs Veber;
Mr Turner; Mrs Squarcialupi; Mr Marho-
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zanis; Mr Muntingh; Mr Percheron;
Franghos; Mr Dalahouras; Mr Peponis;

14.

Urgent procedure

Agenda

Agendafor next sitting

I call Mr Aigner.

Mr Aigner, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, we are having a joint debate on these
reports today for [wo reasons. Firstly, so [har we can
demonstrate the continuiry of our control activities,
and secondly, because we want gradually to get back
to observing the time-limits laid down in the Financial
Reguladon.

As you will undoubredly recall, there has been a delay
of over six monrhs in rhe decision on rhe discharge for
the 1977 financial year, because the Council did not
submit the necessary recommendation ro Parliament
until 10 May.

Parliament should no[ forget that under the financial
decisions of 1975 it bears a special responsibility with
regard to the discharge in respecr of rhe Communiry
budger.

Mr President, the Committee on Budgetary Control
hopes that by next year we shall have caught up and
got back to the normal working rhythm. In this
connection, I should above all like ro rhank the
members of the Committee on Budgetary Conrrol for
their outstanding commitment to the work in hand.
The special reporting sysrem has enabled us be
increasingly effective in performing the difficulr rask
you have transferred to us. My special thanks also go
to the staff of the Commission's internal conrrol
service and ro rhe members of rhe European Court of
Auditors. \Tithout their exemplary frankness and will-
ingness to cooperate this conrrol procedure could not
have been so successful as it has already been.

Mr President, although we are only beginning to
develop a control system rhar works well, we have
already saved the European tax-payer miilions, an
opinion that is based not only on our own findings.

Mr President, the rwo reports being discussed here,
one by myself the other by Mr Batrersby, musr be seen
as part of rhe following process. The annual decision
on the granting of a discharge ro rhe insriturions of the
European Community is taken during rhe debate on

Mr
Mr

12.

13.

103

103

103

Kontogeorgis

11. Memorial senticefor Mr Gundelach

IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\TIELE

Vice-President

(Tbe sitting @ds opened dt 9 a.m.)

President. - The sitting is open.

l. Approaal of minutes

President. - The minutes of proceedings of
yesterday's sitting have been distributed.

Are there any comments?

The minutes of proceedings are approved.

2. Documents receioed

President. 
- 

I have received various documenrs, a
list of which can be found in the minutes of proceed-
ings.

3. Discbarge in respect of the implementation of the 1977
and 1978 budgeu

President. 
- 

The next item is the joint debate on:

- the repon by Mr Aigner, on behalf of rhe Committee
on Budgeary Control, on the measures taken in
response to the commenm conained in the resolution
accompanying the decision granting a discharge in
respect of the implementarion of the 1977 budget
(Doc. 1-672/80)

- the repon by Mr Battersby, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgetary Conrrol, on [he measures
taken by the Community institutions in the light of the
comments appearing in the decisions giving discharge
in respect of the 1978 financial year in accordance
with the Financial Regulation (Doc. l-671/8A)

88

103
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the next annual budget, and the discharge procedure is

not completed until the beginning of the year after
that. The discharge in respect of the 1980 budget
should therefore, if we revert to the normal, pres-

cribed time-table, be granted in the spring of tggz.
The decision on the discharge, which is one of the few
legal acts for which this Parliament alone is respon-
sible, is of considerable importance. Article 85 (2) and
(4) of the Financial Regulation requires all the institu-
rions to obey the instructions included in the discharge
decision and to report to Parliament. From this over-
lapping reporting alone you can see that the controls
represent a constant process. The discussion of the
discharge - 

the debate on the budget - reports from
the institutions on theil reactions to the discharge
decision and the report of your committee to Parlia-
ment: all this is a continuous control Process.
Complaints and warnings about shcrtcomings in

previous years can be made - to the same Commis-
sion - in subsequent years. It is therefore quite
narural for the criticism of the implementation of the
1977 and 1978 discharge decisions to play a full part in

the debate on the discharge in respect of 1979, in May
of this year or thereabouts.

Mr President, the only reports so far received have

been those of the Commission and the Court of Audi-
tors. Neither Parliament nor the other organs have yet
submitted a report. I feel we must be very scrupulous
in applying to our own institution the standard we

impose on the others. !7e shall therefore be very crit-
ical of the people responsible in Parliament during the

discharge debate in May 1981.

I should like to comment briefly on the remarks
contained in the report on the implementation of the

1977 budget. The Commission has undoubtedly made

a great effon to meet Parliament's requests. It is, for
example, particularly gratifying to note that, thanks to
new procedures introduced at Parliamenr's insistence,

the flow of resources from the Social and Regional
Funds has been relatively brisk. But the Committee on
Budgemry Control feels the Commission should urge
the Member States to use Regional and Social Fund
resources not as a substitute for but as a supplement to
national resources.

The report on food aid certainly continues to be unsa-

tisfactory. In a report of our own we shall be

unsparing in our criticism of the deficiencies and we

shall make practical demands. Despite great efforts by
the Commission the supervision of Community
resources spent at national level is still far from
perfect. Cooperation with the Member States' supervi-
sory bodies is only now getting off the ground. The
Commission alone is certainly not to blame for this.
One problem in particular needs to be stressed in
connection with this rePort. !flhat does Parliament
have to do to ensure that the political will it expresses

in adopting the budget is translated into reality when
the budget is implemented?

Mr President, /ou czo see how serious this problem is

from the table on pages 8 and 9 of my report. I would
be grateful, ladies and gentlemen, if you would look at

the last column, which shows the percentage imple-
mentation of the modifications proposed by the Euro-
pean Parliament to the 1979 budget. Of all the modifi-
cations made by Parliament during the budget debates,
when it had exhausted its own margin, there was

100 0/o or 9Oo/o acceprance in the case of only two
irems. Five of Parliament's modifications resulted in
less than 50 % implementation and 2l must be

regarded as a complere failure. Neither the Council
nor the Commission should assume that this Parlia-
ment can put up with such disregard for its political
will. Mr President, we will find the situation is exactly
the same in the Battersby report: there has been no
change again this year. It is not simply a question of
the decisions on the discharge, but also of the report
on the reactions of the various organs.

Mr President, what use are our budgetary powers if
from one year to the next we have increasing difficulty
in gaining acceptance for our proposals from the

Council? Vhat point is there if Parliament's budgetary
powers in the implementarion of this policy are for all
practical purposes no longer effective? This fright-
ening realization can but result during the current
financial year in the committees of our Parliament
keeping an even closer watch on the utilization of the
budget appropriations falling within their respective

terms of reference and in their cooperating closely
with the Committee on Budgetary Control in calling
for prompt action.

Mr President, I would be grateful if this point could be

discussed by the Bureau again. It is unacceptable that
our committees should no longer be monitoring the

actual implementation of operations which have been

decided. I therefore urge rhe chairmen of the other
committees to cooperate closely with the Committee
on Budgetary Control in the development of a system

which enables us to sound the alarm in good time and

to call on the Commission to take appropriate action
to ensure the budget is implernented in the form in
which it was adopted.

I expect, Mr President, that in May of this year, when
we discuss the discharge in respect of rhe 1979 budget,
we shall be able to continue with even greater concen-
tration the debate that has now begun. A Parliament
which does not yet have any legislative power must -simply ro maintain its self-respect - do its utmost to
de"ilop parliamentary controls into an effective
instrument of political will to enstrre the continued
development of the Community.

I call on the Bureau of our Parliament once again to
pay greater attention to the debates on our control
activities and to remember that, however well the

European Court of Auditors and the Commission's
internal control services may work, their efforts will
come to naught if the necessary political directives are
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not formulated by means of parliamentary controls
and forced through by Parliamenr. Otherwise, Mr
President, I would refer the House ro the decision on
the discharge and to the report before you.

I ask you to approve the resolurion, which was unani-
mously adopted by my committee.

President. - Vith regard to your appeal ro rhe
Bureau, Mr Aigner, I can assure you thal careful note
will be taken of your requesr as rhis is in fact some-
thing which the Bureau feels should be discussed.

I call Mr Battersby.

Mr Battersby, rapporteur. - In view of Mr Aigner's
statement I can be quite brief. However I would like ro
say just one thing concerning the reaction of the
Commission to my reporr.. It is not easy for a person
or an organization to admit rhat it is in the wrong, and
I must congratulate the Commission on its courage in
admitting and correcting many of rhe budgerary errors
which I mentioned in rhe report and in keeping ro rhe
agreed deadline. In this both the Commission and
Parliament have been very loyally served by a small
group of very conscientious and hardworking officials.
I would like to thank rhe sraff for enabling the
committee to keep to its rimerable.

My report was closely coordinared with that of Mr
Aigner, so they can be raken rogether in today's
discussions and I do not have ro go over the ground
which Mr Aigner has covered. I would suggesr rhar the
explanatory material conrained in my report on rhe
1978 accounts which analyse the posirion of Parlia-
ment should be studied as a source of furrher back-
ground information. If you look ar rhe explanatory
statement accompanying the 1978 reporr, you will
appreciate the special, significance of the resolutions
that are being put before rhe House by rhe Commirree
on Budgetary Conrrol. I shall say a few words of
explanation on this.

The political audit and control cycle begins with the
presentation to the House of rhe preliminary draft
budget. In then goes on with the procedure leading up
to the adoption of the budget and rhere is, where
necessary, the consideration of supplementary
budgets. Then we have the decision on the granting of
discharge to the Commission and now we complete
the cycle by examining the Commission's reacrion ro
our discharge comments,

The main message that I wish ro hammer home is one
which Mr Aigner has covered extremely well. It is rhat
the Commission has failed to carry our Parliamenr's
will in regard to the implemenration of amendmenrs. It
is not a new issue. This failure to implemenr amend-
ments has taken on the aspect of the regular rourine
and it has ro srop. ln 1978, 90 0/o ol the amendmenm

were not implemented, and it is no use for the
Commission ro say rhar some of the money was spenr
the following year. The argumenr concerns amend-
ments that are put through by Parliamenr, amend-
ments that are voted by heary majorities and which
have enjoyed political supporr rhar has crossed
national and political group frontiers.

It does not help us eirher if the Commission says thar ir
has spent at least some of the money rhat was on the
budget line before Parliament added irc amendmenrs.
This reasoning ignores the major polirical significance
which Parliament attaches ro carefully selected
amendments. In fact ir makes the matter worse
because it draws arrenrion ro rhe facr rhar, nor only has
the Commission failed ro implement Parliamenr's
amendments, but in many cases ir has also failed to use
the full amount of the appropriations which are
already on the line. Ve all know that amendments ro
the budget are jusrified individually. They are exam-
ined within the specialized commitrees and within rhe
political groups. They are voted rhrough by very large
and almost invariably unanimous majorities. They are
the subject of negotiarion with the Council. But if rhey
are not implemented in the budgetary year for which
they were intended, all rhe political effort, all rhe
hours of work, are rendered to some extent pointless.
The budget is an annual policy instrument. Ir is
intended ro have an impact within a marrer of monrhs
of ir adoption. For this we rely, hopefully, on rhe
Commission, and in the past, unfortunately, these
hopes have not always been realized.

I would like to go on to say thar the only way I can see

out of this problem is to go ro conciliation. I am
suggesting in my reporr rhar recourse be had ro rhe
conciliation procedure as soon as possible and I hope
that the outcome of this procedure will be ro remove
all obstacles in regard ro rhe Commission's implemen-
[ation of the Communiry budget. I urge that rhis
procedure be launched in rhe next [*.o monrhs or so
and before the discharge decision for rhe 1979 finan-
cial year is taken nexr April.

There is one final point ro which I would like to draw
attention. This is the problem of inspecrion of Devel-
opment Fund money utilizarion. The European
Regional Development Fund is a Communiry fund.
The money in it is Community raxpayers' money and
this money does not change colour from Communiry
to national money when ir crosses frontiers. The
Communiry must have the right to verify in situby is
own appoinred inspecrors in all rhe Member States
that Communiry money has been correcrly used.
Unfonunarely, Mr President, rhis is nor the case in all
the Member Srares.

In conclusion, Mr President, I should like ro recom-
mend my reporr ro the House for its endorsemenr.
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President. - I call Mr Notenboom to speak on
behalf of the Group of the European Peoples' Party
(CD Group).

Mr Notenboom. - (NL) Mr President, I should like
to thank the two rapporteurs and very briefly say how
my Group feels about the two reports, which I see as

being connected.

The most sriking feature is surely the low rate of utili-
zation of non-compulsory appropriations, especially
those entered in the budget by Parliament itself,
although I realize that these items must be considered
together. My Group was shocked to see, when

comparing the two reports - as Mr Aigner has

already said - that a number of items were not sPent

for two consecutive years, and in some cases even

longer - but we are not discussing those at the

moment - and that there has been no acceptance of
Parliament's budgetary will. !7e cannot put up with
that, Mr President. \7e know what is behind all this.
'\7e would be putting our heads in the sand if all we
did was to c<intinue to think in terms of conflict. tWe

know - and Commissioner Tugendhat will surely be

saying more about this in a moment - that there is a
legal quesdon at the back of this, the fact that the

institutions - including the Commission and Parlia-
ment - do not completely agree whether an item, by
being included in the budget, has the required legal
basis to enable the money to be spent. This is not
always the case, as Parliament must admit, even

though we feel the Commission has adopted too
extreme a position on this question.

As I have said before, we must get out of this difficulty
with wisdom. All my Group feels that Parliament should
not try to encroach on the Council's legisladve
powers, which it has by virtue of the Treaty, but then
the Council must not try to encroach upon Parlia-
ment's budBe[ary power, one of the few it has. If we

do not get out of this difficulty by examining the
budget item by item - and in my personal opinion we

must look at each item to see whether or not an addi-
tional legal basis is required - we shall have an unne-
cessary conflict on our hands, with the Council and

Parliament preventing each other from taking action.
The Commission must help us to avoid this conflict
this year - I hope before the report on the discharge
in respect oI rhe 1979,budget, but otherwise before the

1982 budget. Otherwise we shall go on playing a

cat-and-mouse game with each other. I appeal to Mr
Tugendhat, who is now setting out on a new four-year
mandate, and to all his colleagues - including the

new ones - to think how we can avoid this - and at
the same time I appeal to Parliament to be flexible. Ve
must admit that there are items which definitely do
need an additional legal basis, but the Commission
must, I feel, abandon its present inflexible position.

I did not ask to speak yesterday because the agenda

was so full, but yesterday we again heard that the

Commission - 
I do not know whether it was the old

one or the new one, bul I am afraid it is the new one;
perhaps the Commissioner will tell us - 

is sdcking to
its ridiculous view 

- 
against the will of the whole of

this Parliament - 
that an additional legal basis is

required to relieve Greece of paying its share of rhe

compensation to the United Kingdom. \7e exchanged

bitter words with rhe Commission on this last month,
but it is nevertheless sticking to its position' Ve find
this quite ridiculous. Let us try to avoid conflict this
year by respecting the Treaties, but we must also ask

the Commission and Council to understand that this
Parliament has been directly elected and that, as the
rapporteurs have just said, it cannot simply refrain
from taking advantage of the considerable strength
that lies in the budgetary powers it shares with the
Council. This makes the problem slightly more diffi-
cult, but I feel it also puts it in a more realistic PersPec-
tive. \fle have a great deal to do in the coming months

to resolve this legal dilemma.

I would also appeal to the legal experts in our Parlia-
ment who are not members of the Committee on
Budgetary Control or the Committee on Budgets -which have been examining this question for some

considerable rime - 
and who set store by the powers

and the future of Parliament, to look into this matter.
It is no longer acceptable that, for example, none or
only 40 o/o oI the aid intended for the Third !U7orld,

the non-governmental organizations and the
non-associated countries should not be spent, money
which we have set aside to alleviate the consequences

of emergencies in the world and which remains
unused. '$7'e cannot go on like this. It came as a shock
to my Group, and the solution will not be found in
continued confrontation, but by sitting down at the

negotiating table, to begin with only -w.ith the
Commission, so tha[ later the two pans of the bud-
getary authority - the Council and Parliament - can

take a step forward in this area. I call on both
Commissioner Tugendhat and then on all interested
and expert parties in Parliament to ensure this is done.

President. - I call Mr Kellett-Bowman to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.

Mr Kellet-Bowman. - 
Mr Presidenr, it is no exag-

geration to say that the work of the Committee on
Budgetary Control is of fundamental importance to
the role of Parliament. By a process of evolution,
panly through the Treary and partly through amend-
ments to the Financial Regulation, the powers of
Parliament in the budgetary sphere have developed

substandally over [he years, both in relation to the

adoption of the budget and in relation to the control
that we in this House bxercise over its implementation.

Budgetary control is no easy matter. Spending bodies

frequently find themselves in a situation where they
can back up fully proposals from the Commission and
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thereby arrive at a point of camaraderie and goodwill
with members and senior sraff of rhe Commission. On
the other hand, when scrurinizing rhe Commission's
work in implementing the budget and when following
up allegations of misuse. or wasre of Community
funds, rhe control committee does nor always endear
itself to the Commission. There is always a danger,
too, that other commitrees of Parliament will fear that
the control commirtee's work intrudes on their spheres
of responsibility. However, colleagues on rhe control
committee will be pleased to read in the December
issue of the sraff magazine that Mr Tugendhat's staff
consider this commirtee rhe most active and dvnamic
of the present Parliament.

Close control of Communiry expenditure by Parlia-
ment is now more essential than ever because of three
factors: first, we who vore the budget through are now
directly answerable ro rhe raxpayers; second, the need
for greater resources for rhe Communiry will be
conceded only if it is evidenr that we in the Commu-
nity are making rhe best possible use of funds being
spent now; and third, we have ro ensure rhar the best
value is had for Community ourlay and that any
wastefulness of expenditure is put right.

Control work may seem tedious, because ir involves
the checking and perusal of complicared and detailed
issues. It means attempring ro form opinions on rhe
cost-benefit aspecr of projects financed our of
Community funds.

'\7hile the control commitree keeps an eye on rhe
regulanty and legaliry of expendirure, irs main task is

that of carrying out polirical scruriny of the way in
which policies are pur into effect.

I make these observations so that colleagues may have
a better idea of rhe philosophy which underlines rhe
committee's work. If Members wish to read a succinct
account of the tasks, the achievements and the
working programme of this commirree, I would
suggest they read closely the very useful text prepared
by Mr Aigner.

The savings effected or likely to be effecred as a resulr
of the work of the commirtee are considerable, though
not readily quandfiable. In rhe course of our control
work, the Court of Auditors has been of invaluable
assistance.

I would like to complimenr Mr Aigner and Mr
Battersby on the clarity of rheir texr and their compacr
presentation. Sometimes reporrs can appear ro be too
long. Here we have texrs which deal concisely wirh
complex issues. The aurhors deserve our appreciation.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Irmer to speak or behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr lrmer. - (D) Ladies and gentlemen, I too
should like to rhank the two rapporreurs for the work
they have done. The Commission's reports on the
action taken following Parliamenr's debates on the
discharge are very significant, since these reports
enable us to establish during the year what effect our
remarks during the discharge debares has had. You
will recall that a discharge was granted in respect of
both rhe 1977 and 1978 budgets, although some
members of rhe Committee on Budgemry Conrrol
were more inclined [o propose rhat rhe Commission
should not be given the discharge because of the
considerable shortcomings unfortunately noted in rhe
implementation of the budgets.

But it was decided in the Committee on Budgerary
Control ro propose ro rhe House thar the discharge
should be given, and rhe House accepted rhis recom-
mendation in both cases. This should not, however, be
taken to mean rhat we agreed in all respects wirh rhe
way in which the Commission had implemented the
budgets. Quite the conrrary: we made it clear during
the debares and in the morions for resolutions tabled
on the decisions relating to rhe discharge where we
must be critical. And, of course, we can and must
expect the Commission ro bear rhis criticism in mind.

It was also clearly srared rhat if rhe criticisms we made
were not followed by an improvemenr in the Commis-
sion's work in rhis area, Parliament might very easily

- and this is by no means mere rheory - find imetf
forced to refuse ro give rhe discharge. That, ladies and
gentlemen, is of course the weapon, rhe sanction that
goes with the budgetary control powers of this House.
If we did nor have this weapon, we would be like a
dog thrt can bark, bur does nor have the reerh ro bite
t rrl, \\'e have these teerh, ladies and genrlemen, and
e\eryone should realize rhis.

The Commission's reporte on rhe follow-up action
were, I am glad to say, submirted on time. In conrenr,
as [he rapporteurs have said, they are nor yer sar.isfac-
tory. In parricular, it is again clear rhat our remarks on
the rmplementation of our own proposed modifica-
tions have borne lirrle fruir. The rwo rapporreurs have
referred to this situarion in their sraremenrs.

I feel it is a scandal to find yet again rhat in 1928, for
example, no fewer rhan 90 % of the increases in
appropriations decided by Parliamenr vere not fully
implemented and acceprable explanations for rhis have
been provided in only a few cases. I am quoring from
one of the two reports. In these circumstances, we can
only think that the Commission has disregarded
Parliament's will or, almosr as bad, rhat ir has lament-
ably yielded to the superior power of the Council of
Ministers. Thar, ladies and gentlemen, must be
changed, and in rhis respecr we place grear hopes in
the new Commissron. I must be quite frank: rhe
proposal in the Bartersby report that a conciliation
procedure should be ser up to discuss possible
improvements with rhe new Commission is welcomed
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by us in every way. \il7e hope that this will produce
positive results with the new Commission.

I should like, Mr President, to refer in particular to
paragraph 7 of the Battersby motion for a resolution,
which says: 'The European Parliament welcomes the
Commission's efforts to reduce to a minimum transfers
of appropriations and transfers to the following finan-
cial year with a view to ensuring the better implemen-
tation of the budget adopted.' This simply cannot be

emphasized enough. But as regards the supplementary
budget for 1980, which was approved by a majority of
this House, I should like to issue a very clear warning.
It represents a very strong criticism of Parliament as a
whole, although it does not concern my Group, since it
alone voted against the increased supplementary
budget for 1980.

My warning is this: if Parliament continues to insist, as

it has done for years, on the principle of annual
budgets being observed and on our doing without
transfers of appropriations as far as possible and if we
then adopt a supplementary budget which we know in
advance cannot be implemented in the year concerned,
we are in fact encouraging the Commission to transfer
appropriations from year to year and also within the
supplementary budget. I am afraid that our call for
budgetary truth and transparency has been under-
mined by this supplementary budger. To avoid any
misunderstanding, I am not talking about the legality
of this budget, which I am not disputing. Nor is it
fitting for me as a German representative to judge the
French or Belgian Government - 

but if the German
Government says we are not going to pay, it will, in
my view, clearly be breaking the law, we shall have
somerhing that is not legally justifiable in conneccion
with the Community's own resources, a situation
which that unpleasant word 'embezzlement' might be

applied. I should like to make it quite clear that I
consider the supplementary budget for 1980 and also
the 1981 budget to be legal and that they musr be
implemented. My only fear is 

- 
and I would appeal

here to the members of the other Groups - that we
may have created a precedent with this supplementary
budget. 

.!ile 
must revert to the principle of a true,

transparent and annual budget and stick to it. If this
has been an exceptional reaction to an exceptional
situation, it will have no serious consequences. 'S7'e

should all realize that we must abide by these princi-
ples or we shall ourselves be undermining the powers
of control of this House, which are of decisive import-
ance for the continued development of the Commu-
nity and its institutions.

Mr Tugendhrt, Member of the Commission. 
- 

Mr
President, thank you very much for your congratula-
tions and those of the House.

Certainly, there has been so much discussion rhis
morning in the brief debate that we have had about
biting that I think I need to point out that I am not a

piece of dead meant but very much alive, and I hope

able to provide a satisfactory reply to some of the
poinr which have been made rhis morning.

May I begin, however, by making a point with which I
know that Mr Aigner, Mr Battersby, Mr Irmer and
indeed Mr Kellett-Bowman and Mr Notenboom will
agree, namely thar I too believe that the discharge
procedure is an absolutely essential part of the Parlia-
menr's powers. '!7hen one thinks of the budget - and
everybody knows that it is in the budget area that
Parliament actually has real powers as distinct from
merely abstract influence on which it has to build 

- 
I

think it is important thar one should think not only of
the passage of the budget but also of this particular
part of the procedure: the examination of how Parlia-
ment's will 

- on the budgetary authorities' will for
that matrer - has actually been carried out. These are
the two sides of rhe same coin and ought to be treated
with equal importance. If I might repeat an exhorta-
tion that I made ro Parliament in the past and with
which I know that the Committee on Budgetary
Control is in complete agreement, I do hope very
much thar Parliament itself will see its way towards
attaching greater importance to these debates and
making them into more of a parliamentary occasion. It
really is very difficult when it is only the people who
are professionally concerned, as it were, in these
matters who have the opportuniry of engaging in a

dialogue with the Commission. I think that if the rest
of the Parliament could appreciate more closely some
of the issues which we are talking about, it would be

very much to *re advantage of both instituions and
cerrainly very much to the advantage of the budget
imelf.

None the less, despite that remark, with which I am
sure those present in the House today would certainly
agree, we are obviously making progress and the
debate today is an indication of that. For the first time
Parliament is being called upon, as it undertakes the
work preparatory to rhe discharge for 1979 - the
mos[ recent financial year for which chere is an annual
report from the Court of Auditors 

- 
to ascenain

whether the follow-up action taken by the Commis-
sion in connection with the resolutions accompanying
the discharge decisions for the earlier years 

- 
i.e.

1977 and 1978 - has really raken accounr of Parlia-
ment's wishes. It is an innovation and I think it is a
good innovarion.

As Mr Battersby made clear in his speech, the territory
covered by the rwo reports is really very similar. He
forbore to go over the grounds which Mr Aigner had
previously traversed and I think it is probably best if I
tend to deal especially with Mr Aigner and Mr
Battersby rogerher and in many ways the others too,
though Mr Irmer made a number of particular points
which I rhought, I must confess, were very substantial.
I thought in particular his point about the annuality of
the budget and the need for Parliament to maintain a

coherent position between demanding annual imple-
mentation from us while also making it possible for the
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money to be spent, was a good one. My views on the
supplementary budget are well known. I am 100 %
behind the view which the President of the Commis-
sion expressed on behall of the whole Commission
yesterday. But when we were talking about the supple-
mentary budget before Christmas I did draw the atten-
tion of the Committee on Budgets and of the House to
the fact thar such a procedure, imaginative and under-
standable as it was, did have consequences for imple-
mentation which all of us would have to take into
account. I am grateful to Mr Irmer for reminding us

all of rhose points.

MrAigner and Mr Battersby-both returned a generally
positive answer to many of the quesdons thar have
been raised about the Commission's discharge of its
duties. I would like to reply in an equally positive
fashion. For instance I would like to point out in parti-
cular that, in connection with all the discussion about
implementation, the reason why we reached the
impasse we did before Christmas over the Social Fund
was precisely because our record of spending in the
Social Fund has improved so enormously. It has also
improved very Breatly in the case of the Regional
Fund. It is interesting that in a sense two debates are
taking place in parallel at the moment. There is the
debate over the supplementary budget arising our of
our very success at spending money and there is rhe
debate which Mr Battersby and Mr Aigner have been
engaged in this morning about what rhey allege are
inadequate expenditures of money. Now I would go
some way towards meeting them on the second point.
I will come to that in a momen[, but I think it is inter-
esting to observe that rhe debares about inadequacies
in terms of spending takes place in the same conrexr
and at the same time as a debate about a supplemen-
tary budget designed panicularly to make up for a

shortfall arising from our own success at actually
disbursing money that had been voted into the budget.

I think it is important to bear these points in mind; I
think it is important for Parliament - 

which some-
times is a little reluctant to recognlze its own successes

- 
to recognize tha[ the injunctions it has rained upon

us to improve our rate of expenditure have fallen on
fertile ground, and in some important areas we have
been very successful ar rhar, more successful than rhe
Council - which is unfonunately, I think, wholly
unrepresented here today 

- 
has been willing to

accePt.

Now there is also a cenain amount of discussion about
the question of the legal base. Mr Aigner, who has
frequently referred to this issue and Mr Notenboom
who has fairly frequently referred to is as well, both
raised it. This is a problem on which we have
frequently had occasion to exchange views and it is a
problem which is of very great concern to me and one
to which I have been trying to turn my mind, amid
various distractions, during the break over Christmas
and the New Year. I think it is a point on which it is

highly desirable for all three institutions of the

Community to see wherher they cannot find a way out
of the present impasse, to see whether they cannot find
a way of doing things *'hich is more in keeping with
the realities of the situation and the needs of the
Community.

It is perhaps worth going over old ground just a little
because I recall that Parliament's position was last
made clear in a formal sense on 6 November 1980 on
the initiative of Mr Adonnino, the rapporteur for the
1981 budget, when he recognized, and I quote:'In the
case of new and far-reaching policies, requiring the
adoption of detailed regularions, rhe implemenrarion of
the relevanr appropriations should be subject to the
adoption during the financial year of. the necessary
Commission proposals and Council decisions'. That is
what Mr Adonnino said as recently as 6 November
1980. On the initiative df Mr Aigner Parliament had
before that akeady criticized the Council in its resolu-
tion of llJuly 1980 for nor, and I quote: 'having
taken the legisladve decisions which are a necessary
consequence of the entering of appropriations, pani-
cularly where these concern new policies.'

The position of Parliament and of the Commission are
close to one another, panicularly since we believe
strongly, as I have said before, that certain items of a

more restricted scope may be implemented by
so-called actions ponctuelles - the nearesl English
approach to rhar word is ad boc measures - on the
basis of the budget alone. I think both of us agree with
that and both of us are interested to see how that
particular concept can be developed and built upon.

Now as I' have told Parliamenr on several occasions
there may also be cases where Parliament would rake
the view that implemenration is possible on rhe sole
basis of che adoption of the budget and where rhe
Commission might take the view rhar a separare legal
basis is essential. That is why Parliament, with the full
support of the Commission - I emphasize the full
support of the Commission - proposes a conciliarion
procedure in order to reach a consensus. I was very
glad that Mr Battersby returned to tha[ point with a
good deal of vigour not only in his resolution bur also
in his speech today.

I should also like to say that the Commission is
working as fast as it can on proposals which ir has
been asked to put forward and is conrinuing ro rry ro
persuade the Council to adopt without funher delay
draft regulations which are still pending.

So, if I might go over the ground again, we share
Parliament's concern abouc this whole problem of the
legal basis. '!7e suppon Parliament's desire to have a
conciliation procedure in order ro rry ro find a way
out of the present impasse, in order ro seek to develop
ideas and operaring methods which are more in
keeping with the realities of rhe modern and devel-
oping Community in which we live. !/e are also very
much concerned by the Council's pracrice of some-
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times simply holding up measures, with the result that
nothing can be done from one year to the next. (This
will bring me onto the question of implementation in
a second.) There has be good faith between the two
institutions; we cannot. have a situation where an insti-
tution in practice constantly refuses to take action
without actually saying it is not going to take action,
without actually coming clean and saying that there is
a difference of view, but simply for ever putting some-
rhing off, so that one is never quite clear whether it is

merely a matter of a decimal point here of a full stop
there. !7hat we need is a much clearer understanding
of when and why and in what circumstances proposals
are being held up. Ve must not have difficulties over
agreement being allowed to undermine the normal
decision-making procedure. The decision-making
procedure must be a reflection of the legitimate rights
and aspirations of the two halves of the budgetary
authority.

I hope I have said enough to show that, though we do
find this a very difficult and complicated problem, it is

one which we wish to approach in a constructive spirit.
It is one where we believe evolution is necessary. It is

one where we believe thar the present situation is not
in the interests or Parliament, nor in the interests of
the Community as a whole. Ir is one where we will
lend our best efforts ro finding a solution more in
keeping with, as I say, the realities of a developing
Community.

I now come to the question of implementation, which
both Mr Aigner and Mr Battersby discussed at some
length in relation to the brevity of their speeches. Both
of them recalled their earlier criticisms.

Let me begin by making,one point which I think it is

worth making in rhis connection. This is quite a new
problem. It was only in 1979 that we began to be

asked wherher we could actually spend money, and it
was only in 1980, after the direct elections, after this
Assembly had taken on its present form, that the quite
specific questions were put to us by Mr Dankert in his
resolution and then subsequently during discussions in
the Committee on Budgets about whether we could
spend the money or not.

As, I think, came through from Mr Irmer's remarks 
-and I know it is something which those concerned

with these matters in the Parliament fully appreciate

- 
Parliament has a part to play as well; but if Parlia-

ment insists, as it has a perfect right to do, that some-
rhing should go into the budget which we have said we
doubt we shall be able to spend, it cannot then be

surprised at the end of the day if it turns out that, for
the reasons which we explained at the outset, we have
been unable to do as much as we would have liked.
Parliament asks the questions, but it needs sometimes
to listen to our answers.

Now I would make a number of points, of which the
first is that we recognize the difficulty, we are doing

our best to improve the rare of spending. The Social
Fund is a tangible example, and I will not say any
more on that because I said enough at the beginning'
of my speech. Secondly, I would say that we are not
the only party involved. \fle are not, if we may
continue the canine analogy, the only person at whom
you should be barking, not the only person who might
in the end deserve a bite or two: there is also rhe
Council and rhe speed with which it takes decisions,
and there are the individual Member States and the
speed with which they put forward projects and the
speed with which they asked for payment from us,

because clearly, we are not operating in a vacuum.
Every one who is familiar with the way the budget
works knows that the speed of decision on [he part of
the Council is one element, and that the way in which
the Member States carq, out their own activities, the
speed with which they bring forward projects, and the
speed with which their bureaucracies submit bills, are
other problems as well.

The second point I would make is yes, it is important
that Parliament's will should be complied with. That is

very imponant. But Parliament has more than one
will, if I might say so. Parliament has the will to ensure
that its amendments are implemented. Parliament has

a will to see that money which it wishes to see spent, is
spenr. But Parliament, especially the Budgetary
Control Committee, also has a will to see tha[ money
is not wasted, that money is not subject to fraud, that
money is not poured down the drain and there is

always a difficulry when one is seeking to spend
money quickly to make sure that it is also well spent.

I think all of us know from our personal experience
that, on the whole, it is not too difficult to spend
money quickly. Most of us, I think, in general find it a

greater problem to restrain our expenditure than to
increase it, and certainly I must confess that I have
always found that it is easier to increase expenditure
than to restrain ir.

Vhile it is necessary to ensure that money is spent on
the objects for which Parliament has said that it should
be spent in the right rime-scale, it is also imponant to
ensure that all the procedures are Bone through, lhat
the financial controller is able to conduct the right son
of investigation and enquiry and that money is not
being applied in the Member States for whatever
reason in ways which we do not believe is right and
which the Parliament does not believe is right and
which may indeed not be right in terms of the regula-
tion. There is always a slight conflict between the need
to spend money in due time and the need to make sure
that, when money is spent, it is spent in the proper way
and subject to the proper control procedures.

I know very well, and I do not complain about this,
that if the occasion were to arise in which money was

not spent on the right objects, if money was wasted, if
money was put to wrong usage, Mr Aigner and Mr
Battersby and Mr Irmer and other people who have
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spoken in this debate would quite rightly be among the
first ro criticize us for doing so. So I ask you ro
remember our twin responsrbiliries and your twin
desires.

The next point I would make, and this is something
which I have also said before, is that I really do not
believe that Parliament ought to down-grade its own
position in the decision-making procedure. Of course
one can see where Parliament has made amendments.
One can follow the srages rather like a geological
examination. But when eventually a line is in the
budget with lO0 000 000 units of accounr or whatever
the figure may be, it really is not right to say that the
Council was responsible for 80 000 000 of those and
the Parliament is responsible for only 20 000 000 of
them. The fact of the matter is that the Council and
Parliament are both of them responsible for the whole
100 000 000 and both of them ought to be concerned
to ensure that all that money is properly spenr in the
time available.

There is a danger in the way in which the argument is
developing, namely Parliament saying rhat while you
are on the 80 000 000 that is no concern of ours, it is

only when you get on to the 20 000 000 rhat you are
dealing with the point that really concerns us. It is

rather as if one had a churn of milk and Parliament
said it is not interested in the milk but only in the
cream and, while you are draining off the milk this is

no concern of ours, it is only when you get to the
cream that our interests begins. I would argue that
Parliament ought to be concerned with the whole can
of milk and not just with that part which arises from
its own amendments is part of the whole proposal to
be dealt with on the basis of equaliry with the rest.

That is why I think it rs misleading to look at the
figures for implementation in rhe way in which Mr
Battersby has done in his table and the way in which
Mr Aigner mentioned in his speech. I would say that
the key point on which the Commission should be
judged is the speed and the effectiveness of its imple-
mentation, and effectiveness covers both ensuring that
the money is not wasted and the actual laying out of
the money. Here, if one looks at the appropriations
for payment entered in the budget lines for 1978 as

affected by Parliament's amendments, we find that
48.5 0/o of these were spent in rhe firsr year and
94.47 0/o over the first and second year. Now rhat, in
my view, is a more realistic way of looking at the issue
than simply looking at the percenrage of rhe final
amount of money which was added by Parliamenr. If
you say that we spent only 5 0/o of the amendment in
rhe first year, that is a very misleading way of looking
at it. \fle spent 48 % of the total appropriarion. Even
on that basis in rhe second year you find that our
expenditure is up to 85 % of rhe amendment and
95 o/o of the total appropriation.

Mr President, what I am trying to do is to put the
whole thing into context. I accept, and I do nor Eant

anybody to misundersrand this, that there is a

problem, I accept that it is necessary to improve the
rate of spending. I think thar in the Social Fund we are
capable of doing that, but I ask you first of all to
widen your criteria in the ways that I have suggested,
or at any rate take into account the criteria that I am
suggesting. I ask you, secondly, to remember that we
are not the only players in this game. The Council as

such and the Member States as such are also involved.
If you find the present siruation unatisfacrory go ar us

but also go at the Member Srares and go at them borh
in the sense of trying to knock them inro line and also
trying to find ways 

- 
and we would cooperare with

this 
- 

of improving their procedures [o actually
ensure that the money is spent. That's all I have to say
on that point.

Just to conclude, Mr President, very briefly: there was
a third question, namely, the time-limit for the
Commission to draw up its report on the follow-up to
the discharge. Mr Battersby would tike this reporr ro
be made from now on in November, nor in the May
following as provided by the current regulations. In its
proposed modification of the Financial Regularion the
Commission has made no proposal for change in this
area. Indeed, the method of having a full accounr
delivered in May of rhe year following the discharge
decision preceded by an inrerim reporr in October, as
we have done this year, seems more practical rhan
having one single report in November. In the Commis-
sion's view, the present method meets Parliament's
requirements by allowing the insritutions ro examine
issues raised in a timely manner.

Now on the other marrers in the draft resolurion the
Commission is either not direcrly concerned or has no
additional remarks to make. Some of them are marrers
which the responsible commitree and rhe Commission
can certainly pursue which ought subsequently ro
come to the floor of rhe House.

Mr President, I have spoken ar rarher greater length
than I had intended, bur the points abour the legal
base and the implementation are of central import-
ance. Several references were made to the fact thar we
are'a new Commission, albeit with some familiar faces.
I wanted to show that we not only share Parliamenr's
preoccupations but enter into rhese problems and their
resolution in a constructive and posirive fashion.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Aigner.

Mr Aigner, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) Mr President, I [oo
should like to begin by thanking Mr Tugendhat for his
statement. I feel it has become clear how important
this debate is. \7e therefore intend to discuss the
future function and organization of our control activi-
ties with the Bureau as soon as possible.

Mr Tugendhat, you once rightly said that if this
Parliament does not grant a discharge, the Commis-
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sion must resign. That is true not only of the old, but
also of the new Commission. That alone shows that
this Parliament has important powers in connection
with the discharge.

Mr Tugendhat, Parliament's Committee on Budgetary
Control does not devore 90 0/o ol its work ro urging
you to spend more, but to ensuring that you spend the
money correctly, in other words, in such a way that a

maximum of success is achieved with a minimum of
effort. During the debarc on the 1977 /7 8 discharge we
placed the emphasis on the discharge, on spending and
so on the implementation of policy because Parlia-
ment's principal right is involved, the right to be

involved in the determination of Community policy
through the budget. If then, as the budget is imple-
men[ed, this right is not recognized, Parliament must
obviously defend imelf.

I am particularly pleased to note, Mr Tugendhat, that
the Members of the new Commission who also
belonged to the old Commission have proved very
capable of learning, because when I compare your first
speech four years ago on the effect of items of expend-
iture and on budgenry powers in relation to the
Council's legislative powers with your statement
today, it is quite obvious you have taken more than
one step forward. I am very grateful to you for this.
President Thorn and those of his colleagues who are
interested - I am also referring to Mr Davignon 

-should have a meeting with our Committee on Budg-
etary Control as soon as possible to discuss ways of
implementing the policy for which we once coined the
rcrm formule magique. To put it another way, the
adoption of rhe budget must represent an adequate
legal basis for the Commission to implement it, even if
rhe Council as the legislarive body does not act.

Mr Tugendhat, on one point we cenainly do not disa-
gree: there are new policies or simply policies in the
Community that require a legal act apart from the
legal act constituted by the budget.

This is not true of all new policies, and the old
Commission often proved that, when it had the polit-
ical courage, it could force through new policies even
when the Council was opposed on the grounds that it
first had to create the legal basis.

I feel that once we have agreed with the Commission
on this fonnule magique, which we apply to every
budget and to every budget item, if we believe the
budget ircelf is sufficient as a legal basis, the Commis-
sion must abide by these legal positions when imple-
menting the budget, regardless of whether or not the
Council cooperates.

The Commission is and remains the budget imple-
menting authority, and we find it completely inexplic-
able rhar the Council should in recent years increas-
ingly develop into the Community's implementing
body, while the Commission has increasingly

apppeared to be the Council's assistant. The new
Commission must put an end to this.

My last point is very close to my hean. In recent
weeks, Mr President, we have had some very tough
discussions wirh the Commission on export subsidies.
After a tough discussion one morning the Commission
informed us of its decision that no further subsidies
would be paid on exports rc rhe Zaire region. In the
last few days we have found that in practice this
Commission decision has been circumvented with the
aid of a new tariff number, mixrures of 30 o/o burter far
and 70 0/o coconut far being exporred to rhe Soviet
Union, for example. The subsidy is now so high that
butter exported to the Soviet Union is cheaper than
the butter we are supplying to Poland. This kind of
thing must not happen. Communication within the
Commission musr be such as to prevent a decision of
this kind from being by-passed. Our natural opponent,
Mr Tugendhar, jusr happens to be the Council, since
in its national short-sightedness and claims to omni-
potence it is for all pracdcal purposes blocking the
continued development of the Community.

The Commission and Parliament can break this
blockade, but we must act [ogether if we are to
succeed. Ve rherefore expect the new Commission to
be more willing to accept concerted action than its
predecessor.

If we want to assess what proportion of resources
intended for a given policy has been spent, we must
consider the total appropriation, that is the appropria-
tion approved by the Council plus the increase made
by Parliament. In this respect, Mr Tugendhat, you are
right. But rhroughout the budget debate we proposed
increases only in respect of those items on which the
Commission assured us it would be able to spend rhe
additional resources. That was the assurance the
Commission Bave us in 90 or 95 0/o of cases.

I have been a member of the Committee on Budgets
for almost 2Q years. \We have repeatedly asked
ourselves when considering every individual appropri-
ation whether you can in fact spend the funds. \7hen
the Commission has told us ir cannot spend them, the
Committee on Budgets has not proposed increases. If
we make increases where we believe the Commission
cannot spend all the resources, we are blocking our
own policy because our margin is limited. If we know
from rhe outset tha[ rhe money cannot be spent, we
prefer to spend it on another policy, in which we
know we can achieve a new breakthrough.

Mr Tugendhat, there will certainly be no con{ronta-
tion over this point. I simply feel we must cooperate
more closely in our joint policy 

- 
and that means

against the Council. If Mr Battersby's and my own
report have helped us to achieve a wider measure of
polidcal agreement, then I feel this has been a good
debate.
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President. 
- 

I call Mr Battersby.

Mr Battersby, rapporteur. 
- 

I would like first of all
to thank Mr Tugendhat for a most refreshing reply. I
feel that with this new Commission we are seeing a

wind of change and more constructive budgetary
philosophy. I would also like to thank him for drawing
our artention to the fact that there are other parties
involved in the budgetary procedure and for asking us

to save a tooth for the Council and for the Member
States.

I would like jusr to say one word about Mr Noten-
boom's remarks on food aid. I would like the
Commission to consider the possibility of multiannual
aid programmes, because the effects of famine and
flood and drought, the grinding poverty that a lot of
the world lives in and all the human misery in the
world do not go away every year on 31 December.
They are going to be with us for a very long time, and
I feel that we must take a longer term budgetary view
a food aid funding and food aid planning.

President. - I call Mr Tugendhat.

Mr Tugendhat, Member of the Commission. - 
Mr

President, I should like ro say just one word to Mr
Aigner, because he did raise one imponant new point
in his second speech, namely, the question of assur-
ances from the Commission. This whole question
about the importance of whether or not the Commis-
sion can spend is, as I said, of relatively recent origin.
It arose first irr 1979, though not until 1980 did it
really arise officially, and we are still talking about an

era rather before that. I would not deny for one
momenr that where one has a specialist committee -it does not matter which it is 

- 
and one has an official

from the Commission, perhaps even a Commissioner,
in front of that committee, both of them actually want
to jack up the policy concerned. There is thus a temp-
tation ro attach rather little importance to the abiliry to

:::;*.rrd 
for the one to assume and for the other to

However, a lesson we have learned from the events of
the last two years, and, I believe, a lesson that Mr
Aigner and his colleagues would agree with, is that we
need to have a much more formal procedure whereby

- 
and I have heard Mr Dankert say this in this

chamber as well 
- 

the Commission is asked and gives
its answer. Parliament can, of course, disregard the
answer, since Parliament has irc own sovereign right to
pur something on the line anyway. Parliament may feel
that in doing so it is putting a prod behind the
Council, and ir may be right. However, it does need to
ask us, and we need to have a formal response proce-
dure which is quire independent of the political value
of the policy in question. \7e may well say this is a

matter of the highest political importance which we
wish to see developed as quickly as possible but which

we nonetheless have to tell you in present cicumst-
ances i likely to be difficult to spend money on. Ve
can then talk together about the best way of rrying to
ertsure rhat it is given political momentum, but there
has to be a distinction between the precise question of
expenditure and the, perhaps, more important but
nonetheless more diffuse question of political desira-
biliry.

'We need to talk together in order to establish a proce-
dure whereby neither of us can be under any misun-
derstanding and where there is a clearing house for
undertaking these kinds of assurances across all the
budgetary lines. I hope that the.House will find that
satisfactory.

President. - I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman.

Mrs Kellett-Bowman. - Mr President, I believe that
it is quite outrageous that, on a point of this import-
ance, a matter which concerns the whole future of the
Community, the Council should be totally unrepre-
sented.

Could you, in your capacity as the President of this
Assembly today, raise that matter with the Council
and ask it to have at least a representative here while
these matters are being discussed?

President. - Your comment has been noted.

The debate is closed.

The motions for resolutions will be put to the vote a[
the next voting time.

4. European automobile industry

President. 
- 

The next item is the continuation of the
debate on the report by Mr Bonaccini, on behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs on the
European automobile indusry (Doc. 1-673l80).1
I call Mr Maninet.

Mr Martinet. - 
(F) Mr President, if we intend to

press for a solution to a problem which is very
complex in nature, we must get to the root of the
matter.

In the case of the crisis in the automobile industry, the
root of the matter is 'Japanese compe[ition'. Let us

have no illusions about the strategy apptied by

Japanese companies. I must, of course, refer to all the

I See repon of proceedings of 18 December 1980.
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obstacles, all the non-tariff barriers *iri.h ou exporrs
face. This will help us to jusrify the action which, in
my opinion, must be taken. But it would be illusory
and childish to believe that in exchange for agreeing ro
the growth of Japanese exports ro Europe we can
achieve a significant increase in our sales to Japan,
firstly because we shalI not change Japanese srrucrures
and secondly because, for the reasons referred to in
Mr Bonaccini's report, we shall cont.inue in the next
three, four and perhaps five years to produce cars
which cost 25 to 30 0/o more than Japanese cars. The
truth is that there will be no commercial limit to rhe

Japanese offensive during this period. There can only
be political limits, as the managers in Tokyo know full
well. That is why they are proceeding step by srep.
Hardly have they swallowed up another part of the
market than they begin to hide their true inrentions
behind a show of good will. But basically nothing has
changed:

Japan intends to conquer the world automobile market
just as it has already conquered the motorcycle
market. How are the Europeans reacting to this offen-
sive? Just as the \flestern democracies reacted in the
years preceding the Second \7orld'!Var. \7e all protest
together, and then we act separately. Some countries
impose quotas. Others reject them. A delegation goes
to Tokyo to ask Japanese industrialists to temper their
ardour, while at the same time Volkswagen, Alfa-
Romeo and British Leyland are signing agreements
with Nissan and Honda. These agreements we are told

- and it is true - are limircd in scope. But they are in
line with the goal the Japanese are pursuing: to divide
the Europeans and prevent them from taking
temporary protective measures. It is obvious that in the
absence of such measures the crisis in the European
au[omobile industry is threatening to assume dramaric
proportions. Vhy are these measures nor being raken?
Because we do not want [o be accused of violaring rhe
sacrosanct principle of free trade. But everyone knows
that Japan and the United States are [en times more
prorcctionist than we are. The fact is that we are
doing nothing because we lack the polidcal will.

But in the automobile sector we have a major asset.
Most of the cars we sell remain within the Common
Marker. Of 11 300 000 cars produced in Europe in
1979, 9 400 000 were sold in Europe, which means

that., even if our exports to countries outside Europe

- 
which amounted to I 900 000 cars in 1979 - fell

- and fall they will because of Japanese competition
and also because some European companies are
installing plants in the United States and Latin
America 

- 
and even if our internal market Brew to-

only a slight extent - as you know, the forecast is that
sales in 1985 will be up by 1 000 000 to 1 500 000 cars
compared wirh 1980 - even in these two cases, which
are equally probable, we can save most of our produc-
tive capacity on condition that the Japanese offensive
'is stopped dead by means of self-restriction agree-
ments, where possible. Of course, there will be no
self-restriction agreements if we do not show our

competitors that we are determined to resort, where
necessary, to temporary protective measures of the
types referred to in Mr Bonaccini's report. '!7hat we
are discussing is undoubtedly an economic problem,
but it is above all a social problem. The Ford company
in Europe has made a forecast of the jobs thar will be
lost in the automobile and ancillary industries berween
now and 1985. The forecasr is rhat 560 000 jobs *-ill be
lost. And I personally fear that this will turn out to be
an optimistic forecasr if we continue to act as we have
done so far. I believe three conclusions must be drawn.

Firstlv, we must stop tackling the problem of free
trade in mythological terms. 'We cannot oppose the
development of free [rade:we must be in favour of its
development. And we cannot oppose this or rhat
export of capital. But we canno[ ignore the extremely
protectionistic nature of the American and Japanese
economies or the damage done to employment in
Europe by some exports of capital, which I would call
'boomerang' exports.

Secondly, some of our companies and some of our
governmen[s must also stop behaving quite so egoristi-
cally. There is no French solution, no German solu-
tion, no British solution, no ltalian solurion and no
Belgian solution to the crisis in the automobile
industry. There can only be a European solution,
which means cooperation agreements among [he
companies, the restructuring of companies making
components and the sharing of technological
advances. Community protection against Japanese
competition will serve a purpose only if we use the
nex[ four or five years to become competitive again,
and we shall prevent the decline of Europe only if we
have common industrial policies.

Thirdly, the Commission musr at last provide us with
s[a[emenrs on commercial trade which are couched
not only in terms of monetary value - we have earned
this or we have losr that - but also in terms of jobs
created or losr. After all, we mus! forget rhar we have
reached and passed the threshold of 7 000 000 unem-
ployed in the Communiry. This is a scandal. In plain
lerms, it would be intolerable to add a funher half
million workers from rhe auromobile and ancillary
industries.

IN THE CHAIR: MR HANS KATZER

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Mtiller-Hermann.

Mr Miiller-Hermann. - (D) Mr President, on
behalf of nt)r Group, Mr Hermann, already said in
December that my Group generally endorses Mr
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Bonaccrni's report. But I certainly do not view it rn the
same light as the last, Socialist speaker. I should like to
make three comments on the situation in the European
automobile market.

Firstly, we abide by the principle, also stressed by the
President of the Council in December, that each
company and each sector is itself responsible for its
own destiny and also for adjusting to changes in rhe
market. It would simply conflict with our economic
order for companies which make good profits in good
years [o call on the State in bad and difficult years to
pay lor the losses or to take protective measures. No
one in this House can deny that the European auto-
mobile industry had a number of outstanding years up
to, I would say, 1979. But obviously a number of
companies were [oo content too long to rest on their
laurels and to put off the adjustment to changes in the
market and to the energy situation.

Secondly, Mr President, the Community must ensure
that the basic conditions exist for fair competition
within rhe Community and in the world markets. I
believe it would be completely wrong of us to
reproach the Japanese companies, for example,- for
marketing good products. On the other hand, we must
point out to the Japanese Government and to Japan
irself that trade relations between Japan and the Euro-
pean Community must be balanced, thar on no
account. must they be or remain a one-way street. In
this context, we have, of course, a number of requests
to make to Japan. In view of the imbalance in trade
relations, I feel Japan would be ill-advised ro pursue
an overly agressive sales policy in the European
marker. Japan must do more than in the past ro open
its market to European products. This, I believe, gives
rise to a question which must be put very fairly and
also very frankly to rhe Japanese Governmenr, as I
expect [he delegation from the European Parliament
which will be visiting Japan in rhe second half of
February wilt do. Is it not rrue ro say thar Japan can do
a very great deal more for the promotion of irs
industry specifically because ir undoubtedly has not
assumed sufficient responsibility for rhe defence of the
\(estern alliance, because it does less for the'lTestern
hemisphere and because it is more rericenr on rhe
question of developmenr aid rhan the Communiry?
Japan imelf must help to achieve equilibrium rn the
balance of trade and trade relations, but of course we
Europeans must also make a grearer effort than in the
past. European companies must be encouraged to be
more active in the Japanese market.

Some assistance from the Commission may be needed
here. Otherwise, all I can say from my own observa-
tions is that the European companies continue to be
far too reticent, which may be pardy due to laziness.
How many Members of this House can make them-
selves understood in Japanese? And yet we fully expect
the Japanese to have a command of the European
languages. Ve have a great deal of catching up to do
in this respect.

Thirdly, and lastly, Mr President, I believe we in the
Community face a tremendous task. Everyone should
see with his own eyes the dynamism, the will to
achieve, the productiviry that exisr in the Far East and
above all Japan. Protectionism is no answer. I believe,
ladies and gentlemen, that all of us in this House
realize how very dependent the European Community
in particular is on imports of raw materials and that we
can p^y for these imports only if we are efficient
exporters. 'With prorectionistic measures we shall
simply be cutting our own throats.

'S7e politicrans, the Commission and our Bovernments
must mobilize the will to achieve at all levels of the
Community and in the Community.'S7'e must substan-
tially increase our productivity, and this appeal is

directed primarily not at the workers, but at manage-
ment and the engineers. The management level must
make the effort needed to reduce the lead the

Japanese have gained, and management must show far
more acumen and flexibiliry than is, pardy N least, the
case at Present.
Let us have no illusions, ladies and gentlemen. The
pivot of the world economy and of world policy will
move consistently and logically away from the
Atlantic area and Europe to the Far East and the
Pacific. 'We must see the activities of the Japanese in
the automobile market as a challenge and as proof of
the need for a great new effort in the Community. I
feel that the interpretation we should give Mr Bonac-
cini's report is that we should not resort to or rely on
protectionistic measures. Our first need is to meet

Japanese competition with our own achievements.
That is my appeal to this House.

President. 
- 

I call Sir Frederick \7arner.

Sir Frederick Varner. 
- 

-Mr President, that was
indeed a remarkable speech we have just heard from
Mr Mtrller-Hermann. I would like to say how deeply I
agree with what he said. I certainly do nor share the
views of the speaker before him, that we are now
approaching a situation similar ro rhar which existed
before the Second \7orld \Var and so on. The
Japanese are par[ of the whole trading system of the
world today, and we have got to learn to get on with
them. '!7e have got to compete with them and we have
got to integrate them and make sure that they respect
the standards which we have set.

Mr President, I have the honour of serving as

chairman of this parliament's Japan delegation, so it is

about the relationship between the Japanese and the
European motor industries that I shall speak.

First, the major cause of unemployment in [he
Community's motor industry is undoubtedly, as many
others have said, the import of Japanese cars. Some

Japanese spokesmen have tried to deny this. They say
the British motor industry is being destroyed by
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imports of French or German motor-cars, that the
French motor industry is threarened by imports of
Italian and Spanish motor-cars, and so on. Ve musr

answer to them that we have one Community market
of over 6 million cars a year and that every one

Japanese car that enters that market displaces one car
made in Europe and therefore damages the men who
make it. And so a Japanese share of our market at

1O % is intolerably burdensome on our industry. To
allow it to rise to more than 200/0, as in the United
States, would be really catastrophic. A European
disaster must have a European solution, and from now
on manufacturers will be faced with a united Euro-
pean response - 

not with nine national responses, but
with a united European response.

Secondly, the answer to our problem, as other
speakers again have pointed out, does not lie in an

imagined opening up of a market in Japan for our own
car industry. The Japanese domestic market is small

when compared with our own. Vhatever technical and

administrarive barriers to imports remain are in fact
quite few. Japanese tastes and habits are the real obsta-
cles to our cars, but even if these were changed the

scale of the Japanese motor industry means that their
products will always be cheaper than ours for years

ahead. Let us have fair trading, but the solution we

look for now is fewer Japanese cars in Europe rather
than more European cars in Japan.

On the other hand, my third point is that the Japanese
motor industry uses only Japanese components and

that this ought to change. Our own cars often contain
at least 50 % of imported value. This is what sophisti-
cated trading is all about and if the Japanese want, to
be part of our sophisticated system and reap its huge

advantages rhey cannot fly in the face of it. The
attempts so far made by the Jap-anese to use our
components are insignificant, pitiful. Only in joint
ventures within Europe such as the Leyland-Honda
agreement have they admitted the need to use Euro-
pean components. Perhaps such agreements, there-
fore, will prove to be the best way for Japan to share

in our market and will be to our advantage, as I firmly
believe.

Fourthly, I have already remarked on the low price of

Japanese cars, which comes from economies of scale.

My colleague, Mr Hopper, has argued forcibly that
these low prices are reinforced by a low rate of
exchange artificially mainrained. I need not add to
what he has said. The Japanese might well ask them-
selves whether past attempts to flood our market with
low-priced vehicles has not proved counter-productive
and whether they might not earn just as much foreign
exchange by a less aggressive approach further
up-market.

But everything said in this debate today shows that
only a voluntary regulatron by the Japanese industry
of its exports to the Community can provide the solu-
tion we need for the next few years. Vhether those

exports should be fixed at 30lo of our market or at 5 0/o

or higher is not for us here to say. Our manufacturers
in the CCMC have already expressed their views in
Tokyo. They will be meeting again with the Japanese
mtrnufacturers in April. They will now know that they
have the full backing of the Commission and of this
Parliament. If they do not succeed in getting the
voluntary restraints that they seek and should get, we
shall conclude that other action will have to be taken
by the Community's institutions. But until we have

reached that stage let us reserve .iudgment.

Finally, we may learn a lesson from all of this. The
overpowering srrength of the Japanese car industry
was built up behind high tariff and quora barriers. For
the firsr 20 years of irc life, until 1970, the Japanese car
industry enjoyed between 30 % and 40 0/o protection.
Only in 1978 when it had become impregnable were
nriffs finally abolished. The Japanese motor industry
is not the only one that has been nursed by its govern-
ment. The same mighty industrial base has been

created for computers, for communications equip-
ment, for micro-electronics. In dealing with the
present let us think also about the future. It is already
with us.

Mr President, these are the views which your Japan
delegation will be putting to Members of the Japanese
Parliament when we visit them in February this year.

(Applause)

President. - 
I call Mr Frischmann to speak on behalf

of the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Frischmann. - 
(F) Mr President, the French

members of the Communist and Allies Group share

the general and growing concern about the worsening
situation in the automobile industry.

In France several tens of thousands of jobs have

already been lost, and further massive redundancies
have been announced this month, while tens of thou-
sands of others live in fear of their future. Ve there-
fore share the view that urgent measures and above all
genuine solutions are needed in this crisis.

The report before us does contain some proposals
along these lines: a measure of market protection,
account to be taken of the dangers of enlargement,
account to be taken of the dangers of outside invest-
ments in Europe and of investments by European
groups elsewhere, the need to encourage research and

development, energy savings and so on.

But we feel that these proposals alone will not be

enough to provide a genuine solution to the crisis in
the car industry. This industry canno!, in our view, be

considered in isolation from the crisis and austeriry
which each country is experiencing. The decline in the

incomes of the workers and farmers is depressing the
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car market and the economy as a whole. As the cost of
cars, insurance, the various [axes, petrol, motorways,
repairs increases and as pressure is exened on wages
and social benefirs or on farmers' incomes while
unemployment grows, the car becomes a product that
millions and millions of families cannor afford. !7e
cannot therefore approve and coordinate austerity
policies in Europe and then complain abour a shonage
of outlers or of demand for cars or any orher producis.
But now ir is claimed thar wages and social benefits
should be reduced furrher so rhar rhe indusry may
become more comperitive with irs Japanese rivals. lfe
reject this argument because no one can claim that
Renault, for example, is not a competitive company.
As a result of rhe workers' srruggle this national
comp.any has long been exemplary as regards wages
and the social advantages rhat have been acquired. fhe
French working class will never agree to adopt rhe
Japanese model, which for them would mean a rerurn
to the- Middle Ages in social terms. The basic principle
therefore conr.inues to be rhar rhe needs which must-be
sadsfied are above all the needs of rhe people. The car
mus[ be within everyone's reach, which presupposes
the elimination of austerity. The car industry-itself
must meet rhe workers's demands with regard to
wages, rhe reduction of the working week to 35 hours,
the improvement of working and reriremenr condi-
tions and investments which create skilled jobs as a
priority. And all rhis is quite possible if, of course,
there is the will ro ensure growrh in this secror, ro
work rogether rowards rhe production of all rypes of
vehicle, [o increase rrade with all counrries and if rhere
is a will for furrher nationalization and the democrari-
zation of the management of companies, since we now
have proof of rhe failure of rechnocraric management.
How can we talk abour European solidariry ar a rime
when the German Volkswagen group is concluding an
agreemen[ with the Japanese Nissan company and
other European companies are preparing to do the
same.

The report contains a proposal for a European plan.
'We reject this solution afrer the terrible experience rhe
workers have had with plans for rhe coal, iron and
steel, shipbuilding and rextile indusrries. Vhy should ir
be any different with the car industry? In fact, only
development on a narional basis can ensure genuine
international cooperation between the ten countries of
the Community and the other counrries with respect
for mutual interests and based on equality rarher ihan
domination, hierarchy and cur-rhroar competir.ion.
That is whar we are fighring for in France, wirh the
workers concerned, and because these considerations
conflict with rhe ideas of rhe repon of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs, we shall vote
against the resolution and any amendments to ir.

President. - I call Mr Pininfarina.

Mr Pininfarina. - (I) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, since the continuation of the debarc on the

crisis in the auromobile industry has been deferred
until this sirting, we are now able ro discuss rhe matter
in the lighr of recent developments which permit a

more thorough examinarion of the problem than was
possible in December.

The anxiety felr since last spring, which prompred the
resolution I had the honour of presenting in June,
tends to be fully jusrified by rhe firsr sraristics available
on the general rrends of 1980.

Since then rhe situation in the auromobile indusrry, as

far as production and sales are concerned, has been
gradually worsening. The balance sheer for 1980, as '

well as rhe predicdons for 1981 and 1982, reveal that
the crisis in rhe auromobile industry is one of the grea-
test trouble spots in the Vestern economy.

Changes in rhe markets over rhe lasr year have caused
considerable modificarions in the map of the world
automobile indusrry and in rhe relationships between
the various geographical areas concerned.

The total arnount of production in the EEC counrries,
including thar of Norrh American companies located
in Europe, still puts the Communiry in first place
among the large producers of motor vehicles, though
by a riarrow margin.

At the same time, however, rhe United Srates, for rhe
first time in rhe history of rhe automobile, has been
overtaken by the Japanese, who produced abour a
million more vehicles in 1980 than did rhe Americans.

Japan, moreover, is rhe only producer which can claim
an improvemen[ over rhe previous year, wirh a 20 0/o

increase in production and a 33 0/o increase in expons.

The United Stares is at the opposire end of the scale,
with a 24 0/o decrease in producrion and a 25 o/o

decrease in expons.

This is a facr wirh serious economic repercussions, for
as early as September rhe rhree major American auro-
mobile manufacturers announced a 3.5 thousand
million dollar deficir. This in turn provoked alarming
social consequences which are amply illustrated by the
number of American auro workers currently laid off :

182 000 nor including the 45 000 early reriremenrs
effected on a toral labour force of around 780 oOO

people.

As many as l3 American plants our of 40 will resume
production after the Christmas holidays beginning
only nexr week, due ro the significant fall in demand. 

-

The 1980 srarisrics for Europe are no less alarming:
according rc available estimates the production of
moror vehicles declined by 8.a o/o in Germany, by
7 .5 0k in France, by l3 . I 0/o in the Unired Kingdom,
and by 2 0/o in Iraly, where exporrs, however, showed
a decrease of 17 o/0.
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Even the strongest countries, which only a few months

ago did not feel themselves seriously affecrcd by the.
ciisis, a.. now faced with balance sheets calculated to
provoke anxiety. A few days ago the French auto
workers' unions called for emerBency measures in the

automotive sector, and the difficulties of the Italian
and British industries are well known.

It is therefore impossible to underestimate the import-
ance of this problem, and our Parliament has cenainly
done well in confronting it seriously at the proper
time.

This is important also in political terms, for the new

role of our Assembly depends on its ability to make a

rimely identification of the major problems of our
Community and .to serve as an active ParticiPant in

rheir solurion

In this regard the preparatory work accomplished

since last June by three parliamentary committees has

had excellent results.

The document presented by Mr Bonaccini for rhe

Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
contains the substance of this work and reflects, both
in its analysis and its proposals, a clearcut,.rational and

constructrve posrtlon. It can offer a highly useful

contribution to the efforts to be made by the Council
of Ministers and by the Commission in this sector.

I am therefore pleased to announce our Group's
favourable opinion on this position, and I am Particu-
larly pleased to give credit to Mr Bonaccini, who has

proved that it is possible in this Parliament to go

beyond ideological prejudice and mere Group loyalty.

In recent years the automobile has been the subject of
ideological disputes, especia[ly in Italy, but in other
.orn,ri.t as well. Much has been said concerning the

undesirability of the individualistic model of develop-
ment represented by the automobile, in contrast to a

.hypothetical and more 'social' model of development

based on the use of mass transit facilities.

This apparent contradiction was but an ideological

pretexrbased on a reactionary viewpoint, for in reality
ihe derelopment of public rransport is anyrhing bur

incompatible with private transPort. This is amply

demonstrated in those countries which have succeeded

in providing alternative means of transPortation for
their citizens and workers without however aban-

doning the concept of private transPortation'

The fact is that such disputes contributed to delays in

the development and renewal of the automobile indus-

try during the difficult years of the crisis in energy

costs and supply, years which are still with us today.

These delays affecrcd the vitality of the companies

concerned, and the disputes themselves influenced

governmental policies to the extent that development

in the sector of private automotive transport was often
penalized.

In some countries in the Community, then, the auto-

mobile industry was obliged to fight on a 'domestic

front' even before it could begin to respond to the

double external challenge posed by the United States

and Japan.

In my opinion, the automotive policies which can be

carried out by individual members of the Community
within their national frontiers cannot be other than

limited and insufficient.

For this reason we have called for an automotive

policy at Community level as proposed in the Bonac-

tini docr*ent, which calls upon the Commission to
take action immediately, as stressed in the Barbagli

opinion, before it is too late, as was the case in the

iron and steel industry.

European automobile manufacturers, in the course of
the hearing held by the Liberal and Democratic Group
last December in Brussels, told us they would not
welcome a Community policy if it were to mean

restrictions and excessively burdensome demands on

the industries concerned.

This is not the sort of policy we would wish to see'

however, for I too am of the opinion that the Commu-
nity should above all Buarantee a precise and solid

framework ol reference, and in particular a clearer

and.more flexibte use of opportunities and incentives.

'!7e do not therefore call for a suPranational policy of
Community intervention to be inrposed on the

Member States, but rather for coherent and construc-

tive measures which would recognize the structural
nature of the crisis and offer concrete indications,

valid for all, of a possible solution.

In my' view, there are four major areas calling for
prioriry attention:

- funding for common research programmes on subjects

of public interest such as energy savings, new mater-

ials, and new technologies;

- encouraging increased concentration in the compo-

nents seclor, developing programmes already in exist-

ence and inrtiating others in new installations in the

depressed areas of the Community, beginning for
eximple with those affected by the recent earthquake

rn Italy;

- improving the relatronship between the social partners

concerned and creating a more thorough legislative

standardization in Community-wide industrial
activity The representative of the Japanese manufac-

turers, during the meeting with our polrtrcal group,

told us, not without pride' that his country's success

was due to two factors: the stimulus of competition
and the good relations between social partners.
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This is a simple recipe which deserves closer study, so
that we can at leasr tell the difference between real and
short-term or illusory social progress.

- activaring private European instruments to finance
the restructuring of rhis indusrry. This could be done
through the introducrion of a Community guaranree
on debts issued in EUA's by automobile or component.
manufacturers. The Commission could intervene wirh
an interest subsidy contingenr upon rhe pursuit of
predetermined economic and social objectives.

This would serve especially as a means of reinforcing
the EMS, and it would be consistenr wirh rhe basic
principles of Community financial policy.

As you can see, these suggestions reflect an attempr ar
a gradual approach to rhe problem based on as real-
istic an evaluation as possible, and they share certain
aspects which I think ir important ro emphasize:
(l)the desire to influence strucrural facrors, which,

aside from rhe presenr circumstantial difficulries,
are rhe most alarming;

(2) the need for a long-term approach to the problems
inherenc in a long term crisis;

(3) the pro-European inspiration of rhis programme,
since European unity is built upon concrete
measures and not upon abstractions.

Ladies and genrlemen, in rhis conrext it is also easier ro
picture the so-called Japanese problem, on which I
would like to touch briefly before I conclude. The
curren[ Japanese export policy is very agressive, but
the European market must prudendy and rationally
mainrain its openness and be aware rhat:

(l)protectionism is only possible if seen in terms of a
definire time-limir, for otherwise rhe disadvantages
outweigh the eventual advanrages;

(2)the choice of a free marker canno[ however be
unilateral, for Japan as well must. assume rhe risks
and the burdens of free comper.irion;

(3) the choice againsr prorecrionism leaves no room for
inerria, but rarher calls for the rapid implementa-
tion of measures designed to improve our comperi-
tive abiliry;

(4) until measures for srrengrhening and stimularing
the European indusry can be made effecdve, it wiI
probably be necessary to adopr remporary, gradual
and limited prorecrive measures if no positive
results are obtained from rhe negotiations rhe
Council of Ministers is now pursuing with Japan,
negotiations which are following what appears to
be the wisesr course ar rhe present rime.

I believe rhat the discussion of rhese mamers poses a
difficult challenge ro narional egotisms, to rhe interests
of the various companies, ro rhe provincialism of the
unions and ro the prejudices of rhe polirical groups
which viewed the crisis in the automobile industry

only from a prorecrionist and resrrictive standpoint
apparently generic to the problems concerned.

Prorectionism is certainly the simplesr answer, but
protection alone is useless, for ir serves only to aggra-
vare the problem if no simultaneous effon is made to
remedy the ills that made protecrion necessary.

Our liberalism is therefore nor based on ideological
prejudice, but represenrs rarher a concrere and prag-
matic search for the solution besr adapted to an
economic sysrem whose strength resides in its
freedom, and in the hope of a more secure future thar
this freedom sustains.

IN THE CHAIR: MRS VEIL

President

5. Tribute

President. - Ladies and gentlemen, we have just
learned with deep sorrow of the dearh, a few hours
ago in Strasbourg during this par-session, of Mr Finn
Olav Gundelach. Srunned as we are by rhe news, it is
difficult ro express rhe depth of rhe grief and the loss
we feel ar rhis momen[.

Mr Gundelach was born on 23 April 1925. Afrer a bril-
liant career of studies in polirical economy, he entered
the Danish Foreign Ministry where he was noted for
his professional capabilides and his open and affable
character. As head of the Danish delegation to rhe
European Communiries he played an acrive role in rhe
negotiations leading up to Denmark's accession to the
Community where he became first a Member and,
from 5January 1973,Yice-Presidenr of the Commis-
sion. He had .lust been re-appointed ro that posr.

During rhese years he worked tirelessly for rhe people
of Europe in promoting progress and justice 

-in

Europe. His whole life was devoted to the people of
Europe-and he truly gave his life in rhe accomplish-
ment of rhe rasks assigned ro him. In rhis house Mr
Gundelach won no[ only the respect but also the affec-
tion and friendship of all irc Members irrespective of
political group or nationality.

On behalf of Parliament I extend to his family, his
children, his fellow citizens and ro his Danish
colleagues, who are the ones most closely affecred by
this loss, as well as ro rhe Commission our deep
sorrow and sincere condolences.

I call Mr Thorn.

Mr Thorn, President of the Commission. - Madam
Presidenr, the Commission is shocked and dismaved to
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hear of the death of Mr Finn Gundelach at 9.30 this
morning, a short time after he was raken to hospital in
Strasbourg.

Ve join with you, Madam Presidenr, in conveying our
condolences to his family, so cruelly bereaved in this
way. The loss that Finn Gundelach's death represents
for the Community, for Europe and, of course, for
Denmark is immeasurable.

At a time when our institutions face the task of finding
solutions to such serious economic and insrirurional
problems, he was to have played a particularly impor-
tant role in our immediare programme.

Perhaps more [han others, rhe Members of your
Parliament have had the opportuniry of assessing his
courage, his knowledge, the complete devotion with
which he went about his nsks. This devorion, let it be
said once again, was total and absolure.

Finn Gundelach never spared himself. I wish he had
done so. It is no exaggeration [o say, as you have just
done, Madam President, that he gave his life for the
Community cause. I recall that he first fell ill here in
Strasbourg last July, afrer a debare, but despite rhis he
went on. \7hen it was recenrly suggested ro him that
he might perhaps give up one field of activity, he said,
'Yes, I know, but I have to finish my work as a nego-
tiator on the fishing policy.' So you see he gave his all
to his work and he constantly surpassed himself.

As you said just now, Madam President, he was rhe
architect of the accession of his country ro rhe
Community in his capaciry as Denmark's chief nego-
tiator at the time of the first enlargemenr.

In 1973 he dealt wirh the internal marker. He was
involved in the commercial policy, and his name will
always be associated with the Community's agricul-
tural policy and fisheries policy.

\flith the death of Finn Gundelach our Commission has
lost one of its best men. It has lost a friend. It has losr a

very great gentleman.

(Parliament stood and obserued a minute's silence)

IN THE CHAIR: MR HANS KATZER

Vice-President

President. - I call Sir Henry Plumb.

Sir Henry Plumb, Chairman of the Committee on Agri-
culture. - Mr President, this whole House will be
shocked to hear the news which Madam President has

now given us. May I, on behalf of the members of rhe
Committee on Agriculture, say in particular how
saddened we are at this news. No one has known
better than the members of the Commitree on Agricu[-
ture the toral dedication of Mr Gundelach ro the cause
of agriculture in the Community. Ir is so sad rhat at
this time, when he himself had produced a very
personal report on the improvements of the common
agricultural policy and thar we ourselves were going to
be involved with him only this very morning in discus-
sion of those possible improvements, we should now
be denied the opponuniry of working rogerher wirh
Mr Gundelach on those improvements he had in mind
and which we also wish to see broughr about. It is

therefore my responsibility, on behalf of the members
of the Committee on Agriculture, ro join with Madam
President in saying how sorry we are and in offering
our sympathy to Mr Gundelach's family, his very close
personal friends and to all his colleagues in rhis Parlia-
ment and in the whole Community.

President. - I call Mr Moller.

Mr Moller. - (DK) Mr Presidenr, rhe news of Finn
Gundelach's death comes as a terrible blow to the
Danish Members of rhis House. In Denmark Finn
Olav Gundelach was highly esreemed and respected as

one of the most gifted Danes appoinred ro a European
institution. 'We were proud and pleased thar he was
given the task of harmonizing the common agricul-
tural policy, a task which also meanr a grear deal to his
own people. I wish to say rhat I am in Strasbourg not
merely as a Member of this Parliament, but also
because I was to discuss wirh Finn Gundelach a prize
which we were to presenr to him in a few months' time
and to fix the date for the presenrar.ion. I was unable
to do this. Question time yesterday took up his whole
time and he was as committed ro rhat as [o eve1rhing
he undertook. This dedication characterized every-
thing he did.

It will be diffrcult for Denmark to find someone
worthy to succeed Finn Olav Gundelach in rhe
Commission. He was a commirted European who saw
things - in particular Europe's agriculture and irs
fisheries problems - from the European poinr of
view, and in Community negotiations he subordinated
his own country's interests ro rhose of the Community.
But let me also say thar, as an eminent and parriotic
Dane, he was deeply concerned also for Denmark's
interests. He never forgot rhat he came from that small
country and now had the rask of coordinaring the
agricultural policy of the whole of our large Commu-
nrty.

As Danish Vice-President of this Parliament I wish to
express my profound sympathy for those who have
lost a good friend, a member of rheir family and a

close acquaintance. I also ask you ro understand that
all the Danish Members of this House feel rhat we
have lost someone of whom we valued highly.
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6. European autornobile industry ftontinuation)

President. - I call Mr de la Maldne to speak on
behalf of the Group of the European Progressive

Democrats.

Mr de la Maline. - 
(F) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, ir is somewhat difficult, after what has just

happened, to turn with a light heart and a calm mind
to a debate on the.car industry.

But this is a matter of capital importance for our coun-
tries and for Europe, as everyone has said during this
debate. Everyone has referred to the important place

the car industry occupies in the economic life of our
countries and in employment. Everyone has stressed

its importance, and I shall not dwell on this. But it is a
point which I shall mke as the pivot for my statement.

Having assessed the seriousness of the problem, it is

important that we do not wander off in a direction
which will not lead us to the solution. This is not a

crisis that has been caused by our industrial structures,
our productivity or the leaders of the car industry. It is

a crisis caused by external factors. It is not a question
of trying to decide whether or nol there is enough
concentration and modernization in our industries. It
is not a question of shifting the blame elsewhere, it is a

question of reacting to a problem raised by the aggres-

sive strategy the Japanese indusry is using against the

car industry throughout the world and particularly in
Europe. That is where the problem lies. It is not a

question of seeing if we have a satisfactory level of
concentration or not, if our productivity is good or
bad. It is a question of reacting and of immediately -it is already very late - taking action in response to
the aggression of the Japanese car industry.

And rhe response must be a global one: it must be

aimed both at our internal market and a[ our external
markets, and if needs be, it must extend beyond the
car industry to include other industrial sectors so that
the response is commensurate with the agression. Ve
have already left it very late. '!7'e have undoubtedly
delayed too long. \7e have seen how the European
industrialists have reacted here and there in different
ways. \7e regret that the European Council meeting in
December did so little to organize Europe's response.
So much time has been lost. Thought has been given
to the marter, committees have been set up, studies
made, but those at Brass-roots level, the manufac-
[urers, cannot wait. And we can see how the manufac-
turers have reacted. These reactions are not good for
European indusrry.

Today we are having a debate. I am not convinced
that Mr Bonaccini's report will lead to a clear policy
allowing a response to the challenge the leaders of
Europe face. Before adopting a position on this report,
we shall, of course, wait and see if various amend-
ments that might strengthen the text, which seems [o
us to imply too vague a response, are adopted by our

Assembly. But we must be very careful in our assess-

ment of the importance of what is at stake. A great
deal is at stake for Europe. If we do not respond
together as we should, the national leaders will have to
find the means 

- 
and this will be a poor solution 

- 
to

protect employment and the industries in their coun-
rries. Europe will have gained nothing. Quite the

con[rary. And I am not sure that that would satisfy
anyone.

'!7e feel it is late to be aking action, perhaps too [ate.
'!(l'e must not be mistaken in our ob.iective, and we

must not look inwards but outwards. Ve do not think
that the solution will be found by shifting the responsi-
bility to some government or other. The solution will
be found if we face the problem. The solution, as I
said just now, will come if Europe organizes imelf to
respond as a whole to a strategy of industrial aggres-

sion. That is the response. \7e must accept a global
solution, because if we do not, we must realize that
there will be responses by individual nations, and that
would not be good for European industry or for
Europe.

To conclude, I would remind the House that we have

tabled a motion for a resolution and that, with che aid
of amendments, we hope to improve Mr Bonaccini's
report. If they are not adopted, we feel pessimistic

about the European industry's future, and Europe will
have once again missed an opponunity of responding
in a satisfactory way to one of the major indusrial
challenges of our times.

(Applause)

President - I call Mr Petronio.

Mr Petronio - 
(I) Mr President, the data we have

available for analysing the serious crisis in the auto-
motive sector is well known, and it would therefore be

superfluous to quote any more statistics. The Japanese
challenge has already been unhesitatingly defined as a
'genuine assault on the European market'. As Mr
Hopper correctly stated at the previous sitting, this
assault is supported by a play on the exchange rate of
the yen, and it has resulted in a decrease in produc-
tion, a fall in sales, especially to non-Community
countries, and in an alarming increase in unemploy-
ment.

At this point we find ourselves faced with the dilemma
akeady mentioned: either we choose to adopt protec-
tive measures which later lead to outright protec-
tionism, or we attempt to develop means of coopera-
tion capable of solving the problem of the European
automobile industry, accepting the Japanese techno-
logical challenge and responding to it adequately. Ve
believe that the second choice is infinitely preferable,
and that it should be launched with sizeable invest-
ments from the risk capital market. It is certainly
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impossible nowadays to rhink of closing the frontiers,
especially after rhe GATT agreemenrs. Protecrive
measures can be envisaged only if the current negoria-
tions are caughr on rhe snags of purely artificial tech-
nical obstacles. Ar the same rime rhe prihciple of
competition should be encouraged and its concrete
meaning extended to include cooperarion, harmoniza-
tion, professional qualification, technological research,
energy conservation, and finally, standardizarion of
comPonents.

Another possible course of acrion, which would
obviate the need to resort to protective measures,
would call for rhe harmonization of technical specifi-
cations, especially in the areas of inspecrion and
control, as well as in rhar of insurance and tax proce-
dures.

'\7e 
could also rurn our auenrion ro the much praised

small and medium sized companies, which could
accomplish much in the secrors of assembly, compo-
nents, research, and development. At this point
however it is necessary to permir easy access ro
Communiry loans which should be supported by an
adequate informarion policy regarding the narure,
effectiveness, and desirabiliry of such financial
measures.

There are still other avenues to be explored if protec-
tionism, which could lead ro dangerous reprisals, is to
be abandoned. The development of elecrronic tech-
nology and aerodynamics could be promoted rogerher
with energy conservation merhods and experiments
with alternative energy sources, linked with close
attent.ion to consumer pro[ection and rhe improvement
of working conditions.

Efforts could be made in the area of common research
programmes, of combined auromorive production and
testing, and other forms of collaborarion, nor
excluding joint ventures wirh third coungries. This
would make possible substantial economids of scale
and increased productiviry. The employment benefits
to be derived from such programmes should nor
however lead ro an increase in our technological
dependence, which would eventually turn Europe into
a sort of industrial colony or prorecrorate whose
companies would be reduced to secondary starus or
simply absorbed by their foreign parrners.

Finally, close cooperation will be necessary among
producers, insurance organizations, and car repair
firms.

These appear to us to be the basic elemenrs of an auto-
motive policy capable of providing a positive response
to today's challenge; a policy which would leave the
frontiers open while facing competition with a spirit of
innovation, a capacity for modernization, courage ln
the adoption of technological novelty and above all
with cooperation between Communiry and
non-Community companies, for economics is now a

global matter and markets no longer have natural
geographical limits.

President. - I call Mr Didd.

Mr Didd. - (I) Mr President, in the report and
motion for a resolution draw up by the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs correcrly analyse the
causes of rhe crisis in rhe European auromobile
industry. The suggesrcd counrer-measures emphasize
in particular the goals of increased productivity and
market harmonizarion. These measures are rich in
possibilities, and I approve of them, but we believe thar
they are insufficient to produce subsrantial adjusr-
ments in the structural causes of the presenr crisis.

In Italy, for example, the large auromobile manufac-
turing companies experienced a significanr increase in
productivity owing to a drop in absenreeism and a
stepped-up work rhythm, both consequences of a real-
ization on the part of the workers of rhe graviry of the
crisis. The resulting increase in production, however,
has causes even grea[er difficuldes for the companies,
which are beset by an ever-increasing number of
unsold automobiles. The problem of producriviry
exists, bur it is certainly nor rhe only problem, nor
even [he principal one. One mus[ bear in mind rhar the

Breater productivity of the Japanese firms is due to a

type of work organization which could only with diffi-
culty be adopted in our own counrries, and rhat, in
any caser the general recourse to automation and
robotization cannor ignore the union's fight for a less

alienating type of work organizarion and a fuller
recognition of rhe professional personality of the
worker.

If we consider thar the furure threar will come perhaps
more from the Unired States than from Japan, as indi-
cated by rhe enormous sums committed to research
and restructuring by the principal American car manu-
facturers and following upon rhe recenr consolidarion
of the US position in the sectors of electronics and
data processing, we see that rhe real problem for us in
Europe is to develop a European srraregy for automo-
biles while recognizing that the product musr be modi-
fied to meet a new kind of demand. Ir is not only a
question of creating a common market for automo-
biles and of harmonizing standards and raxesl it is also
and above all a quesrion of implementing a common
industrial and commercial policy in this sector. Here in
particular progress is very slow or almost non-existent.
It is the lack of a rrue Community policy which leads
individual companies to rry ro solve their problems
separately by means of internarional agreements, espe-
cially with Japanese manufacrurers, a measure which
will eventua[y result in greater comperirion among rhe
European companies instead of a rational solurion of
the problems already besetting the auromotive sector.'Common 

industrial policy means the pooling of rhe
national resources available to each Member State for
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the purpose of stepping up research efforts. I must add
in this regard that the attempt by certain Member
States to solve this problem on an individual basis,

taking advantage of some gains achieved, is

completely illusory, and it will be short-lived when
confronted by the economic power of countries like
the United States. The French Government, for
example, may have reason to hail certain agreements
with the Japanese, but it should not then compound its
negative atritude by boycotting Community research
centres.

I believe that immediate action could be taken in this
field by invoking the ECSC Treaty, which in
Article 54 provides for the loans by the Commission
for sectors which use steel, and certainly the automo-
tive sector can be considered one of these. In this way,
through a lending policy adopted by the Commission,
programmes to increase the competitive potential of
the Community's automobile industry could be

financed. I believe this suggestion is important and I
wish to call it to the attention of the Commission.

A common industrial policy also involves the attain-
ment of a certain leveI of integration among the Euro-
pean companies - 

which is not opposed to protection
of the various makes of automobiles 

- 
and the

common manufacture of components, taking advan-
tage of a large scale economy and making use of a

coordinated public demand on a European level, espe-

cially in regard to electronics and dara processing. A
common commercial policy means jointly adopting the
measures necessary to wage the commercial war
declared at this particular moment by Japan. 

.!7'e 
are

well aware that this war is conducted by means of a

kind of social dumping and by playing on the
exchange rate of the yen, with the additional aid of
prorectionist measures. For us there can be no ques-
tion of seeking refuge in protectionism, for such a

choice would lead us to defeat within a few years; we
should, however, in the present situation, provide
ourselves with an adequate defence against an unac-
ceptable strategy of commercial penetration. Mr
Martinet's speech was very clear on this point.

The other question to be faced in the Community is of
a more general political nature. It is impossible to
develop a common indusrial and commercial strategy
without providing the Community institutions with the
powers and financial means necessary for its execu-
tion. Recently, in order to tackle the steel crisis, the
Community adopred measures which can be defined as

'negative planning', imposing cuts in production to
improve market condirions and permit reorganization.
For the automobile, on the other hand, measures of
'positive planning' should be approved, adapting
common productive, commercial, and social policies
to be administered by Community authorities. There
can be no doubt on this point. In the report by the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs,
however, no mention is made of this problem. If this
omrssion is due to a choice made on grounds of a

certain 'realism' in the face of the crisis now evident in
the process of Community integration, [hen we must
frankly acknowledge that, in spite of the fine speeches

we can make here, the Community is headed for a

costly defeat in the current struggle due to an interna-
tional division of labour which tends to leave Europe
out of account.

It must also be borne in mind that the reorganization
of the automotive sector will eventually create serious

employment problems which cannor be dealt with
solely by means of sectoral measures, but which can
only be solved through an overall policy of Commu-
nity economic and industrial development.

Finally, the other issue demanding a concrete response
is the recognition of the vital role of participation by
workers' representatives - 

and this means the unions

- 
in the decisions to be made regarding the reorgani-

zation and productive conversion of the automobile
industry and its related undertakings.

The problem has a Community-wide impact, and for
this reason organs for participation must be created
not only at the company or national level but also at
the Community level, so that it is possible to define a

general strategy embracing workers' problems
concerning employment and work organization and
ensure a constant monitoring of the situation. Ve are
convinced that no one can cherish the illusion that
these complex problems can be solved wirhout cooper-
arion from rhe workers and their unions. I believe that
Mr Pininfarina is of the same opinion on this point,
and I think it important that members of the Liberal
and Democratic Group have also emphasized this
aspect, which we Socialisrc hold to be decisive.

President. 
- 

I call Miss Forster.

Miss Forster. 
- 

Mr President, many reasons have
been given for the success of the Japanese car rndustry
and there is no doubt that, unless fundamental
changes occur in the European industry, the Japanese
will continue to undercut rrs, not only in the home
market, but in third country markets as wel[. \7e can
ask them to cunail their exports volunrarily, but they
have the jobs of their own employees to chink about,
and it is possible that such voluntary restrictions would
be only short term and not as great as we might want.

Ve cannot. increase our tariffs because of GATT, but
we could threaten to impose quotas for a period
during which some restructuring of the European
industry could be achieved. However, it is in the inter-
ests of the Community and of Japan that trade should
be as free as possible, and quotas should only be used

as a last resort if voluntary arrangements break down.
It is vital that the Community act as one rn this, and I
should like to suggest that the Japanese slrould limit
themselves to not more rhan 9 0/o of the EEC market.
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At present, Italy has a bilateral agreement which
means tharJapanese exports to Italy are negligible and
the French have an arrangement whereby Japanese
exports are limited to 3 0/o of the home market. I hope
therefore that France and Iuly will act jointly with all
the other Member States so that the Community as a

whole can be equally successful in making sure that
the Japanese limit their exports voluntarily or, if this
fails, by quota, to the targer figure of 9 %.

It is in the interests of all of us that a respite of perhaps
two or three years be given to enable the industry to
restructure. This restructuring will not be done by
intervention by the Commission; rhe way forward is

by free competition amongst the car manufacrurers, so

that the stronger firms survive and can compete with
the USA, Japan and other countries.

In this connecdon I should like to put in a strong plea
that the articles of the Treary relating to competition
be interpreted in the context of the modern world
where other countries sometimes compete unfairly, and
that market dominance should be measured in
Community terms ra[her than at national level. Simi-
larly, manufacturers should be permitted [o come to
an arrangement between themselves of a temporary
nature if this will facilitarc restructuring. And such
plans should not be declared illegal, as happened in
the case of rhe synrhetic fibre industry.

There is no doubt that rationalization of the car
indusry will continue, with possibly more mergers of
the Talbot-Peugeot-CitroEn rype, to achieve econ-
omies of scale and more joint ventures like British
Leyland-Honda arrangements which will speed up the
[ransfer of technology and the introduction of new
models. This rationalization wi[[ also help the compo-
nents industry, as larger numbers of components will
be required and some manufacturers may decide to
purchase components jointly.

I do not believe however, that the components
industry can be helped to restructure by artempts to
force the standardization of parts. For example, the
standard of performance of car lights and their posi-
tion on a motor vehicle could be harmonized at the
Community level, but the actual design of the lights
must. remain the choice of the producers themselves,
according to the design concepts and specification of
the complete car.

Rationalization of the supply of car lights musr [here-
fore follow after the rationalization of car production;
it cannot precede it and it cannot be imposed by the
Commission or by any other oumide body.

The Community can best help the industry by action in
the areas of research and development and by assisting
such projects as the Channel Tunnel and improve-
ments in the road system. In the short term, however,
the most. urgent need is for money to be spent on
helping workers who leave the industry to find and

train for new jobs. Ford have forecast that by 1985, as

many as 150 000 jobs may be lost through improve-
ments in productivity, and even if this happens a

further 340 000 jobs are potentially at risk because of
higher imports of cars into the Community and lower
export sales. Personally, I would rather see some jobs
lost through productivity gains, and those workers
helped to find new jobs in other sectors, if this means

rhat the industry could make and sell cars at prices
which meanr that they won markets rather than lost
them. I feel sure that this would guarantee [he contin-
uation of the other jobs rn the industry and in the
components industry far better than anything else we

can do at this time.

President. - I call Mr Carossino.

Mr Carossino. - 
(l) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, the problems which the European automo-
bile industry is now facing provide a meaningful
picture of the delay and the resistance which strll
obstruct the effort towards effective industrial cooper-
ation among the Member States of the Community.

The principal merit of Mr Bonaccini's report, which
we Iralian Communists fully support, seems [o us to
consist in the fact that it offers a precise and realistic
analysis of the siruation and of the problems to be

confronted in the medium and long term. It suggests

several courses of action and assigns an important role
[o the Community, which emerges as an active prota-
gonisr rather than a passive observer in a complex
process of restructuring the industry. It recommends
acceptance of the external challenge rather than
recourse [o protecrionism or programmes of govern-
ment assistance, and aims at increasing the European
automobile industry's efficiency and competitive
potential in the area of qualiry and prices, while at the
same t.ime working to preserve employment within the
indusrry.

This is the only valid choice possible if we want to
guarantee the present and future autonomy of the
automobile indusry and prevent it from being reduced
to a mere subcontractor while the strategic decisrons
are made outside of the Community.

This programme is based on confidence in the vitality
of the automobile indusry and faith in its abiliry to
rise to the challenge. 'We are, moreover, convinced
that the great financial, technical, and administrative
effort needed in Europe cannot be accomplished by
each nation separately, but rather must take place at
European level, by means of a common industrial and
commercial policy, as Mr Didd said a moment ago.

Today there is no real European automobile market,
but only a series of industries. One of the structural
weaknesses of Europe, in comparison to the United
States and Japan, is precisely this excessive fragmenta-
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tion, as experts have unanimously agreed. The
measures for energy conservation and the launching of
a global transport policy, along with the necessary
standards for safety and environmental protection,
should rherefore constitute the pillars of the
programme indicated in the motion for a resolution.
They would contribure towards the creation of condi-
tions favourable to market unity and cooperation
among the companies.

It is evidenr rhar these proposals do not in fact aim, as

some seem to fear, at instituting some sort of centra-
lized control which would take over the market and
limit competition. Those who lament the restrictive
nature of the market should be reminded that the
existence of national barriers in this sector responds ro
specific inrerests of the industries, which were able to
enjoy profitable and protected positions 

- a fact
which in itself conribured towards higher prices for
European cars and the consequent weakening of their
competirive position in the markets. To be consistent
we must support - and not reject, as was done in
committee - the amendment proposed by our group,
calling on the Commission to take all possible action
to ensure the transparency of prices, to identify profits
due to geographical advantage, and to isolate elements
of market control which artificially reduce demand,

\7e consider, moreover, that the theme of those who
reduce the problem of competitive ability to the slogan
'more work and less pay' is both illusory and

dangerous.

This approach is dangerous because it would inevit-
ably provoke a clash with the labour movement, which
will never willingly yield the gains it has made; it is

illusory because it does not take into account the inef-
ficiency, the waste, the delays in technological innova-
tions, and the errors in commercial policy for which
the industry has in specific cases been responsible.

Production can only be increased if action is raken in
atl fields pertaining to it. 'We musr realize rhat rhe role
of the Community is to stimulare and promote indus-
trial cooperation among the Member Srares, rhe
manufacturers and the social partners, without substi-
tuting ircelf for them. This role, however, cannor be
limircd to merely increasing a contribution to be
subsequently entrusted ro rhe discretion of the
companies. In the face of the social consequences
which restructuring will have regarding labour
mobility and requalification, it is necessary to adopt a

strategy conceived and implemenred in a democratic
manner, through appropriate procedures and informa-
tion rneasures and consultations berween social
groups; it is also necessary to direct the processes of
restructuring towards the prioriry goal of maintaining
employment. The community should be given rhe rask
of promoting the political, legisladve and financial
conditions necessary to inaugurate this process of
cooperation.

These, ladies and gentlemen, are rhe opinions and
proposals which the Italian Communists intended to
offer in support of Mr Bonaccini's report.

President. - I call Mr Delorozoy.

Mr Delorozoy. - 
(F) Mr President, the aucomobile

industry in the European Economic Community
employs 6 million people. Almost 35 0/o of all cars
produced in the world are European. But the car is nor
simply a tool, an object, a piece of equipment: ir has

symbolic value and is often the expression of a certain
standard of living. It plays the role' of a fetish, as one
Mefnber put it last month in Luxembourg. This is true,
and it should encourage us to take careful account of
the grave social consequences that a real crisis in the
auromobile market would have.

But for the moment, even though the market trends
vary from one country to another in the Community,
the problem we face is principally one involving
competition and is undoubtedly one of the most
serious we face. It will require, to say the least, a stra-
tegy far different from that used in the past to deal
with crisis situations, for example in the iron and steel,
shipbuilding and textile fibre industries or in rapidly
expanding high-technology sectors such as electronics.
The basis objectives to be achieved, as Mr Bonaccini's
report very rightly'says, are increased productivity in
the European car industry and an improvement in its
competitiveness at world level.

There is no such thing as a European car industry 
-as ano[her speaker has just said. !7har we have are a

number of national indusrries all endeavouring ro
dominate their domestic markets. It is rrue that the
problems differ in scope and nature and rhat the solu-
tions must be adapted to the situation in the various
Member States, but we musr improve European
competitiveness. And the Economic Community can
demonstrate its abiliry to respond ro a challenge of this
kind if the Member States have sufficient will to create
the necessary condirions by harmonizing their strate-
gies, coordinating their actions in every possible and
necessary area: cosr.s, technology, financing, rax and
social aspects. Rather than a policy of supporr or
assistance we must quickly adopr a range of measures
designed to facilitate and encourage cooperarion
among the companies in research, experimentation
and rationalization of producrion and even rhe
restructuring that is needed. As the report says, it is
imponant to act openly. The results will be all rhe
more positive and effective if the means used are real-
istic and free of all Malthusian resrrictions and do not
simply result in the postponemenr of rhe necessary
decisions. If the Commission and Council do nor
succeed in uking early decisions ro acr, history will be
very critical of their inability. And we would long have
the proof that we are unable to rake this .new and
essential step in indusrrial cooperation, withour which
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Europe will never have the economic power to keep a

significant place . in the world of today, which is

waking up and on rhe move and even less in the world
of tomorrow, which will show no consideration for
old Europe.

At present, and to be brief, it can generally be said that
the United States of America and Europe, including
che American subsidiaries in Europe, produce on the
spot what they sell, whereas Japan produces 10 million
vehicles for a domestic market of 4.3 million. Safe in
its fortress, Japan imports only about 50 000 vehicles
each year, which is practically nothing. In addition, as

you know, Japanese manufacturers have a will to
penetrate, an agressiveness towards the European
market which makes us look passive in comparison. In
the face of Japan's devastating commercial imperialism
we must adopt a firmer and more realistic approach.
\7hile reaffirming our desire to make progress in a

policy of free competition, in a European market open
to international trade, we must accept the need for
action that is now 

- 
I hope the Commission is aware

of this - 
justified and a matter of urgency in the

context so admirably defined by Mr Pininfarina this
mornlng.

But we must admit that, in the absence of a voluntary
limit on sales by the Japanese and faced with wide
variations in the response from one Member State to
another and above all - of this there can no longer be

any doubt - 
with the will of Japanese manufacturers

to conquer markets come what may, various safeguard
measures of a protectionisric nature - let us not
mince matters - should be taken for a transitional
period of adjustment, which should be as short as

possible. Ve are not seeking to protect profits or to
support inefficient companies. Our aim is to prevent
the destruction of an industrial sector that has come
under excessively abnormal attack. The fate of
hundreds of thousands of European workers is at
smke. The future, the very existence or destruction of
the European automobile industry is at stake. The
Commission will have a great deal to account for.if it
does not react as the situation requires and with the
necessary urgency, because there is also a danger of
the social and economic balance being upset, which
would seriously affect the future of the whole of an

important sector of industriaI Europe.

President. - 
I call Ms Clwyd.

Ms Clwyd. - 
Mr President, I have been waiting so

long ro take part in this debate that it is quite a shock
to be actually called. I must protest that the debate has

taken place in three parts over several months now. I
have protested about this in Parliament before. It is

impossible to have a coherent debate on a subject
when it is split up in this way and I hope this protest is

taken note of by the Bureau yet again.

Mr President, diagnoses differ but the fact remains
that the patient is sick. The symptoms of the current
problems in the European motor industry are all too
familiar, and the results are familiar too: massive job
losses and shon-time working. As recently as

Christmas, British Leyland in the United Kingdom
announced the loss of a funher I 300 jobs to add to
rhe growing toll of job losses in the motor industry in'
rhe United Kingdom. The most serious effect on the
economy has been caused by the penetration of our
marker by foreign car imports 

- 
not only, it must be

said, Japanese impons, but imports from other EEC
countries too. That import penetration reached 60 0/o

last year in the United Kingdom. Needless to say this
has had a devastating effect on regions such as'!7'ales,
where not only are there car manufacturers but a host
support or feeder industries.

The impact, Mr President, on the steel industry has

been well documented in this Parliament. Imported
cars are made from imported steel and this, together
with the withdrawal of government support and the
imposition of set financial and tirne targets, has contri-
buted to rhe loss of lz0oo jobs in rhe steel industry in
the United Kingdom alone. Producers of tyres,
components, leathers, cloth, glass and painr have all
been forced to dismiss workers. And the steel that goes

into foreign goods, and the foreign goods which pene-
tra[e our market, are carrying many hidden subsidies
seriously damaging our steel industry.

Mr President, the report and the opinions on the
report stress the importance of social policy in restruc-
ruring older industries. Ve have spent many months
both in the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment, of which I am a member, and in Parliament
talking about social measures, voting for social
measures, and to no purpose. Both the Commission
and Parliament said the traditional methods were not
enough in the present situation in many of our older
industries; that allowances were needed for early
retirement and earnings compensation for a reduction
in overtime. And indeed Parliamenr and the Commis-
sion have been progressive in their attitudes.

But, as we know, the Council of Ministers has

shunned these methods and these measures and
rejected Parliament's opinion, arguing that traditional
methods are sufficient. In the view of the Socialist
Group this is a blinkered and callous attitude by the
Council to the plight of thousands of steelworkers and
other workers throughout the Communiry. \7hile the
Council continues ro meet in secret, the citizens of the
Community will never know where to pin the blame
for reactionary and inept policies. And with the exper-
ience of 

, 
the lack of social policies as far as steel

workers are concerned, what hope is there for a more
enlighrcned policy as far as car workers are

concerned ?

In a debate on steel a few months aBo my colleague
Hans Peters emphasized that modernization must not
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take place at the expense of the worker. But the only
socia[ aid available, colleagues, to rhat worker is assist-
arrce when jobs are lost; where the worker is bought
off and left on his or her own too often for the resr of
his or her working life. Given the experience in the
sreel industry, where thousands of workers have no
opportunity of finding alternative jobs, there is

extreme cynicism about the ability of the European
Parliament and the European Communiry to put inro
action even funher rhetoric about social policies to go
hand in hand with rhe loss of jobs. I believe that if the
Commission farls to take acrion ro prorect the jobs of
workers in the car industry then the trade unions in
those countries will take action against imports them-
selves.

My colleague, Gilles Martinet, referred to the
7 million unemployed in the Communiry. Almost
3 million of those are in the Unircd Kingdom alone. In
my view, and in the view of the unions in the United
Kingdom, this damaging flood of imports into the car
market has to be stemmed, I believe, and rhey believe,
that short-term collective import conrrols are needed

- 
certainly as far as the United Kingdom is

concerned. They are necessary [o create a genuine
breathing space during which our industries can
re-equip and reorganize. The real intention of thar is

to strengthen our rndigenous motor industry and not
to creare a feather-bed for any individual company.

Mr President, that is the only way in which we can
avoid systematically destroying yet another basic
industry and condemning thousands more workers [o
witness the failure of our so-called social policy.

President. 
- 

I call Sir David Nicolson.

Sir David Nicolson. 
- 

Mr Presrdent, colleagues, you
have heard of the problems of the European motor
vehicle rndustry which is a viral industry affecting
millions of workers directly and indirectly. You may
also have heard how early in December the council of
Ministers promised to improve coordination of indus-
trial innovation in the Communrty, because Europe
was falling so badly behind in developing advanced
technologies. Vas this jusr talk, or is something going
to be done? For a start, when are we going to have an
Industry Council in the Council of Ministers? Surely it
is an important enough subject. In America the
governmenr is giving 800 million dollars to rhe auto-
mobile industry and in Japan rhe investment aid given
is immense. I Japan there are now 6 500 robots in
manufacturing compared wirh 2 000 in rhe whole of
the Communiry. The productivity rario in the automo-
bile industry is such that 3 or 4 Europeans are now
needed to do the work of one Japanese

\(e can't go on like this. Thar is quire obvious, and we
must have a new approach. \i7e certainly need a brea-
thing space, but in the longer term the only way for

industry, particularly the auromobile industry, to
survive is by being competrtive. This means that we
must regain the lead in design, which we are quite
capable of doing, and match performance in rerms of
price. In order to catch up now, however, the scale
and complexiry of the research and developmenr
needed is too expensive for individual companies or
countries to undertake. Ve cannot rely on protec-
tionism or asking the Japanese to stop exponing or
propping up industries with aid.

'!/hat we have got to do is something much more posi-
tive, and we have got to do it now. \J(/e should let
contracts now to individual companies for research
and development both in the field of design and in the
application of automation systems in production. \7e
should ask the European Investment Bank to help with
investment in these areas. '!7'hen this work has been
carried out, we can then licence the results to any
company which applies and thus spread the know-how
gained throughour the Community. The time has
come for action. It cannot be delayed. Let us try ro
take at least one posirive step now.

President. 
- I call Mr Vernimmen.

Mr Vernimmen. 
- 

(NL) Mr President, Mr Commis-
sioner, ladies and gentlemen, it is very difficult ro say
anything more that is worthwhile afrer so extensive a
debate. !flhat I can say is that rn the last five years the
volume of non-European goods sold in Europe has
doubled and the European manufacrurers' share of rhe
European car market has fallen from 95 to 90 0/0.

It is forecast that there will be further erosion of rhe
European position, because the major investments
made in the car indusrry not only in Japan but also in
Eastern Europe are aimed principally at the Vesrern
market. The forecasr is rhat by about 1985 Japanese
manufac[urers will increase vehicle production ro
about l4-5 million unirs, including 9.3 million
passenger cars. Domestic demand in Japan will, ir is
estimated, account for fewer than 4 million cars, and ir
can therefore be assumed that 5.5 million will go to
export. As a resulr of the growing prorecrionism in the
Third \7orld and rhe expected resrrictions on Japanese
exports ro North America, some 1.9 million Japanese
cares will be coming to 'W'estern Europe, unless
restrictions are imposed on imports.

It is also expected that car producrion in Eastern
Europe will expand quickly and reach 3. 8 million by
about 1985. Once again Vesrern Europe will absorb
most of this increase, with rhe sale of Eastern Euro-
pean cars likely to rise to 800 000 units by rhe mid-80s.

By 1985 Europe may be importing 3 million passenger
cars, 2 million more rhan in 1979. The European car
manufacturers would then be supplying only
8 .4 million cars, less than three-quarters of toral
European demand.
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The prospects as regards profits and employment in
the European car industry are indeed gloomy. It is
estimated rhar by abour 1985 133 000 exisring and
potential jobs in the car industry may be lost. A similar
number of jobs in ancrllary industries would also be
lost. This gloomy employment prospecr wilI be furrher
aggravated by shrinking European exports and also by
improved productivitr,.

This means rhar by 1985 a rotal of about 500 000
existing and potenrral .jobs in the European car
industry may be losr. Approximately half of these will
be due to the increase in non-European imports. If the
factors likely rc affect employmenr in rhe car indusrry
ircelf are shared among the various European coun-
tries, it is possible ro estimare rhe gains and losses of
potential employmenr. On rhis basis ir appears that
Germany and Belgium will be hardesr hir: rhe predic-
tion is that by 1985 150 000 existing or porenrial jobs
may be lost in the car industry itself in those countries.

The question is, whar can we do abour this? Can we sir
back in Europe and allow a quarrer of the workers in
our most important indusrry to lose rheir jobs? Of
course not. I feel the European industry will need
some time to face and adjust to this challenge, a period
in which we will develop new models and resrrucrure
our industry. In the coming five years we musr reduce
Japanese sales in Europe q rhe 1979 or 1980 level.
Vithour this reduction the industry will soon be in the
same position as the sreel or rexrile industry, and it will
then need enormous support from the European
Community.

I believe the European Parliament and rhe Commis-
sion can hetp by asking rhe Japanese Government
voluntarily to impose a limit equivalent to 7 0/o of the
European market. That is the level reached in 1979,
before the tremendous increase in rhe sales in 1980,
which are a threat to our furure. Parliament and the
Commission must be prepared [o use staturory means
to give strengrh to such a restriction if rhe Japanese are
unwilling to accepr a volunrary arrangemenr. Excessive
naivet6 may do irreparable damage to our employment
po.licy, and in my opinion this policy musr be given
Pnonty.

President. - I call Mr de Courcy Ling.

Mr de Courcy Ling. - Mr President, there are cities
all over Europe which have been dependenr for mosr
of this century upon the prosperity that the moror-car
industry has brought to them. I am thinking of cities
such as Milan and also of Coventry as one rhar in[er-
ests me, and I must say thar the fudlity of war, of
which Coventry is a symbol, and the reconciliation
that followed war and rhe hard memories of the
bombardment of 1940 are followed forty years larer by
the futility of de-indusrrializarion, rhe near despair
which the 12 0/o unemployment. level in this cenrre of
British motor manufacture has brought.

I might say thar, ro summarize, the Commission
thinks, the Council of Minister acrs, bur above all the
Parliament feels, and the Parliamenr musr feel for rhe
nearly 300 million people in Europe thar we represen[.
Their feeling is one of bewilderment ar the interim
industrial situation through which we are going in this
decade, the system which David Howell, my colleague
in the British Government, described rhe orher day not
as de-industrialization but rrans-industrialization.

The difficulty about the insensitiviry of Japanese
motor-car manufacturers and exponers is that they are
making it extremely difficult for us. They are making
it impossible for us to move srep by step away from the
declining industries of the European Community into
the new industries which will provide hope for our
economies, hope thar we shall be able ro maintain our
social order and also the inrernational monerary,
financial, industrial, and rrading sysrems on which
Japan herself depends. GATT, for example, was never
meant to lead us to a freedom of trade which meanr
commercial chaos, chaotic international trading rela-
tions; it was meant ro creare an orderly framework in,
which trading relations between the indusrries and
governments of the industrialized world would be
determined on a common-sense basis.

I know that Mr Davignon will be playing an importanr
part in the negoriations which are abour to take place
with Japan, and it will not be long before these talks
take place - I rhink, before the end of this month -between the Commission and the Japanese aurhorities;
and I should like to say lhat we in rhe Parliamenr,
certainly in my Group, sr.rongly welcome rhe mandate
which the Council of Ministers gave ro the Commis-
sion to negotiate with Japan in November. This seems
to me to be a major s[ep forward. The Council have
not acted with grear enrhusiasm or keenness in rhis
sphere hitheno, and I am afraid the invisible expres-
sion on the invisible faces of the Council here rhis
morning in rhis Parliamenr are typical of the artirude
they have taken to this urgenr problem in recent years.
Things have moved far too slowly, but I would like to
say three things.

First of all, I should like ro say to Japan and ro the

Japanese observers at this debate here roday: Vatch
out, because, as you have heard, 6 million jobs are
involved ! The Japanese aurhorities have not really
taken account of the dangers ro European industry
brought by the onslaughr on our marker: this
onslaught is the consequence of high producrivity and
competidvity, which are vinues in themselves bur
which must be managed sensibly when it comes ro
world trade. Secondly, I should like ro say ro rhe
Commission, and to Mr Davignon in panicular: '$7hen

you meet. the Japanese, be rcugh with the Japanese.
Make them understand that rhis is a last chance for
them to negotiate on a voluntary quota basis.

Finally, I would say to the Council: For heavens' sake,
support the Commission; give rhe Commission the
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authority they need over the coming months; stick
together, and we will work toBether to get the results

we need as a Community. \7e ourselves in this Parlia-
ment will certainly give the Commission all the moral
support, all the moral au[hority which comes from our
representation of the 5 million people concerned in

Europe, many of whom at this moment are close to
despair and for whom we speak today.

President. - 
I call Mr Beazley.

Mr Beazley. - Mr President, we all know that the

Japanese motor vehicle industry has conquered such a

large percentage of European, US and world markets

nor by innovation but by reproducing European ideas

at lower cost, because they have better industrial rela-

tions and greater determination at all levels to be

successful. The Japanese are more comPetitive than

our industry in world markets, and we must win back
our natural advantages. How? National and European
prorection would be counter-productive for a Europe
which is the world's grearcst trading communiry.

In the long term the continuance of a successful Euro-
pean motor vehicle indusry depends on our creating
conditions which provide it with higher competitive-
ness. This means that we must have earlier and more
original ideas on what the market needs and how to
produce it competirively. Ve must design cars more

suited to modern needs in terms of energy saving, less

maintenance, better comfort and greater safery. This
may mean radical changes in construction, fuel types

and production methods. '!7e must be the first in
introducing new concepts, even such novel concepts as

the electriccar, to give only one example. Our strength
and superiority lies in innovation. Ve must therefore
improve investment in this vital industry to ensure [hat
w,e can provide the best production methods. For these

to be effective, we must in turn create the best indus-
trial relations in this industry. Otherwise we will not
succeed whatever else we do.

'S7'har can we ask from Japan? Ve must ask it to
recognize that the importance of its relationship with
rhe \7est requires that it does not destroy Europe's
viral industries where it may, for a time, have competi-
tive advantages in production and distribution but not
in innovation. It must recognize that it is in its own
interests to live and let live. Japan must safeguard its

own interests by respecting the skills and strengths of
European industry and doing more trading with it.
This means the Japanese must purchase much more
from the European Community, not only in terms of
the automobile industry's products and components
but also from the aeronautical industry, the defence

industry and many more of our high technology
industries. Otherwise Japan will inadvenently destroy
European indusry and there by desuoy itself.

President. - I call Mr Michel.

Mr Michel. - 
(F) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, I should very briefly like to make three
.o-rn.nts and rhree suggestions without quoting the

figures that we all know. As I believe we are all aware,

ortrs is a market economy. 'We must accept that and

compete at European level and at world level as well.

Secondly, to promote our industry, the car industry as

well as the others, we must have imagination, we must

be inventive, we must coordinate and restructure. That
is the sire qua non if we want to remain competitive or
become competitive again and accePt the challenges

we now face and will face in the future. Thirdly, even

if we took them today, protecrionistic measures would
not save our car industries in the medium and long
term. If we are to contest the market, we must invest

in grey matter again and undoubtedly in coordinated
equipment.

Having made these three comments, I should like very
briefly to put forward three suggestions. Firstly, the
second paragraph of Article 54 of the ECSC Treaty,
to which a speaker has already referred, permits the
European Coal and Steel Community to agree to loans

for investment in industrial sectors whose development
will facilitate the marketing of steel products. It is

therefore possible to apply Article 54 to the automo-
bile sector, just as was done, I would point out, in
1980 in the case of the shipyards. \7e should today
agree to loans which might stimulate research and
investments as part of a coordinated operation at

European level to make the European automobile
industry competitive again.

My second suggestion is this: I believe that such loans
might go chiefly to projects which may result in tech-
nical progress likely to put European industry in the
lead in the world market.

My third suggestion leaves aside the material problems
and directly concerns people. I would first like to
remind the Community, represented here by the
Commission but not by the Council, that a resolution
unanimously adopted by the Consultative Committee
of the Coal and Steel Community has unanimously
adopted a resolution which refers to the social aspects

of the problems connected with employment under the
iron and steel policy. It presented the Commission
wirh a whole series of very precise suggestions on this
subject, which had been unanimously adopted. These
suggestions should now be applied to the automobile
secror as well.

To conclude, I should like to remind this Assembly of
what we said here yesterday on the question of inter-
national standards for working conditions. '!7e have
concluded agreements with various countries, not only
developing countries, but also industrializing countries
such as Brazil. If the social standards relating in parti-
cular to the school-leaving age and working hours are
not respectd in those countries, I do not see how we
can be competitive without exploiting labour. This is

an opportunity to ask the Council to ensure the appli-
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cation of the standards on working condirions as

adopted in the international conventions of rhe Inrer-
national Labour Organization. Commissioner
Cheysson also referred to this subject in this Assembly
yesterday. He would be wise ro rake accounr of ir in
the future.

President. - I call Mr Coppieters.

Mr Coppieters. - (NL) Mr President, the debare on
rhe automobile industry musr no[ be seen in isolation
from the debate on the indusrrial crisis as a whole.
Suffice it to say thar the lead Japan has in car produc-
tion, for example, also has to do wirh electronics and
with the energy crisis. A crisis means that sales pros-
pects are diminishing and with rhem producrion pros-
pects. The economic, social and human consequences
of this frighten us, and there is always a danger rhat
fear will stifle imagination in both rhe political and rhe
technical spheres. I was rherefore pleased to hear Mr
Michel making an appeal for rhe will to be imaginative
and innovative.

'\flhen I listen to'some Brirish Members, I cannot help
thinking that they have no right to claim thar Japan is

entirely or perhaps mainly ro blame for rhe decline of
an imponant.sector such as rhe aur.omobile industry.
'!7e must consider carefully how it is that Japan is so
far ahead of us, because rhis is a very complicated
question. If we focus our artention on rhe economic
crisis alone we run the risk of losing sighr of the
overall picture. This explains the heated discussions at
the various part-sessions where these questions were
discussed as for example rhe link between auromarion
and the 'robotization' and employment.

The link between automarion or mechanization and
employment must also be seen in this broader frame-
work.

If European cars are no[ being sold in sufficienr quanr-
iries and car production must be maintained to keep
people in employment, we musr think about and work
on a new kind of European car. After all, if we see rhis
crisis in context, we find, firsrly, that ir is connected
with the energy crisis, which in its turn has ro do with
oil prices and with our dependence on imponed oil.
Secondly, we find rhat we are now far more rhan
20 years behind the times as regards environmental
problems and panicularly rhe disrressing situation in
large cities, where traffic policemen have ro wear gas
masks and be replaced every hour because of king car.

'We must now do our utmost to develop a car that
consumes less fuel, causes less pollution and makes the
city. a less unpleasant place to live in. There are such
projecr, ar various stages of developmenr, but so far
they have not'received sufficienr Governmenr supporr.
One example of this is the project being conducred by
the. employees of the British firm Lucas Aerospace.

The people who worked on rhis projects, a vehicle
suitable for use on both roads and railways, are now
threatened with redundancy. I therefore appeal ro rhe
Commission and to the European governmenrs nor to
fight this serious crisis by simply burying their heads in
the sand or applying the prorectionisr emergency
brakes.

Let us use our imaginarion and above all rhe imagina-
tion of our workers and managers. Let us reicue the
car, bu[ nor yesterday's car, which is too expensive,
causes [oo much pollurion, guzzles .too much petrol
and takes roo high a roll of human lives: in this respect
the Bonaccini report is not sarisfacrory. Ler us rhink
instead of tomorrow's car, which uses less fuel, causes
Iess pollution and is less of a nuisance in our cities.

To conclude, I should like to say a few words to the
Commission. I feel some clarification is called for.
Firstly, there have been many complaints here about
Japan's car industry and rrade policy, bur what is rhe
position as regards agreemenls between car manufac-
turers in the European Community and rheir Japanese
counterparts? I should like ro know rarher more abour
this music for two voices.

Secondly, I should like to hear rhe Commission sraring
its views on the rwo separare marrers being discussed
here: a Community policy and national policis. The
Belgian Minisrer for Economic Affairs, for example,
has just been negoriating wirh Japan on his own.

Finally, I would ask the Commission to draw up as a
matter of urgency an extensive report on all projects
submitted that relate to new rypes of car, whether rhey
are at an advanced or a less advanced srage, so that we
can ar leasr get some idea of the possibilides rhe furure
offers, after the European market has been protecred
for a while.

President. - I call Mr Narjes.

Mr Narjes, Member of tbe Commission. - (D) Mr
Presidenr, I am happy rhar rhe starr of the new
Commission's work allows me this opponunity and
the privilege ro artend rhe last part of your debate. Ler
me say quite impanially rhat it has been an impressive
debate, the significance of which extends far beyond
the automobile indusry. It seems impressive to me
because of the amount and high quality of the work
previously done in the three committees involved and
at the two public hearings. I also find it impressive
because of the vision, objectivity and construcrive
thinking that have marked all the contributions to
today's debate. I join with my colleague Mr Davignon
in thanking you very sincerely for the contributions
and suggestions made during the debate, which will be
of great value to the Commission in its future work. As
President Thorn explained yesterday, the closer coop-
eration among Commission Members will mean that
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Mr Davignon and I will together be discussing with
you the maior problems facing the European
economy.

The significance of the debate extends beyond the

automobile indusry because it has made a contribu-
cion to the convergence of ideas on economic policy'
'l7ithout such convergence, there will be no conver-
gence of economic policies either. As I have had the

honour of being a Member of the Commission for
only a few days, my own contribution must be

confined to a number of general and perhaps personal
remarks. They concern the extremely imponant
subject of the situation in the European'automotive
industry and its chances of developing in the face of
the Japanese challenge today and perhaps a renewed
American challenge tomorrow. I agree with everything
that has been said on this subject here. This problem is

important not only because of the economic, social

even political significance of the automobile industry
in rhe European economic structure, but also because

of the basic considerations with which the Japanese
challenge must be fought off.

In Japan we face a major challenge, but one that has at
last been fully understood, thank God, now that
earlier market losses, for -example, by the optical
industry, the photographic industry, the clock and

watch industry, shipbuilding and electronic games

have been effaced from the economic policy memory
rather than regained. The present difficult situation -and we should not forget this either - 

goes beyond
the challenge represented by the Japanese export
offensive. The present situation stems from the coin-
cidence of three developments.

The Japanese challenge, which has been described
here, has been joined by this year's world-wide stag-

flation - or perhaps recession - 
and by the structural

change akeady necessitated by the need to protect the

environment, the oil price explosion, road safety and

other factors. The interdependence of all three of
these areas should not be overlooked. I agree with
everything that Mr Coppieters has just said on this
subjecr.

European interests are principally characterized by the
fact as the largest manufacturing area in the world we

are absolutely dependent on exports. The alarming
increases in current account deficits following the last

oil price explosion underline the extent of our depend-
ence on exports all too clearly. In view of this depend-
ence on exports, it seems to me that we should begin
by tackling the external economic problems as offen-
sively and dynamically as possible and consequently
with the aim of increasing world trade. Anyone who
rejects this dynamic course and immediately calls for
barriers and castle walls as a permanent solution
could, on the whole, well be doing greater damage to
rhe exports of other sectors than the benefit to be

derived from any impon barrier. Permanent protec-
tionism is something like a polidcal drug. At first every-

thing seems easy, even plausible to the layman. But in
the medium and long term protectionism always

results in an enormous waste of resources and triggers
off structural problems whose dimentions can then
only be described as political.

The one who suffers most from such deferred
spending on structural change is the worker, who in
the medium and long term receives a lower income in
reals terms than would have been possible had a solu-
tion along free-market lines been found.

As regards the Japanese challenge, I should like to
point out that the GATT took the comPany and the

merchant as its model. It is not a basis for the world
struggle between States and State economies. But in

Japan we now see a sectoral policy which is efficiently
guided by the External Trade Ministry and which has

an effect - I will choose my words carefully - that
goes far beyond what individual European companies

can achieve with their corporate resources. This upsets

competition. Nor should we forget that, unlike the
United States and the Member States of the European
Community, Japan has an extremely low defence

budget 
- 

less than 1 0/o of gross national product 
-

and that the development aid it grants is also below the
average for the European Economic Community and
irs Member States. This gives the Japanese economy,
the Japanese State, additional room for manoeuvre,
which can be used either to keep taxation down or to
absorb social costs, for which budgetary resources are

not available at the same level in Europe. This may
also result in distortion of competition.

Thirdly, there are import barriers in Japan even if we

leave aside the difficulty of overcoming the cultural
and language barriers that undoubtedly exist in Japan.
The import barriers in Japan have hitheno prevented

effective mutual market penetration' and this is

unlikely to change in the foreseeable future.

I also share the concern and doubts expressed by those

who have pointed out that a number of mysteries in
the trend of the yen exchange rate have benefircd the

Japanese automobile industry in recent years. In view
of these four factors I therefore feel that there is every
reason to call on Japan to exercise long-term restraint
with immediate effect, and in fact this should have

been done long ago.

As regards the European Community's own image,

there is an obvious lack of unity.

I join with all those who have deplored this situation.
And in addition to that, anyone who would like to
revive the European national markem to ward off the

Japanese offensive should be reminded that the

Japanese domestic market is exactly twice as large as

the largest European national market. A solution that
aimed at the restoration of national markets would
automatically contribute to the permanent consolida-
tion of the lead the Japanese have gained and would
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remove any chance there might be of European devel-
oPment.

As regards the future, I do not intend ro stare my
views on each individual proposal, but merely ro pick
out three points thar seem to me worthy of menrion.

\(/e formed the European internal market 23 years and
3 days ago today. It would be a step forward if not
only this House but also, and above all, all rhe Minis-
ters in the Council agreed rhat the existence of obsra-
cles, however small and negligible they may be, on the
pa[h [o the European inrernal marker 23 years and
3 days after irc establishmenr is a European disgrace
for us all.

The second remark I should like to make is rhat we
must also bear in mind how long srrucrural change in
the automobile industry takes. The manufacrurers
need reliable dara today on cusr.omer arrirudes
tomorrow. They have to know what tax the man
buying the car and faced with a choice between a
diesel and petrol engine will have ro pay. They have to
know whether or not they should be making engines
that run on methanol and ethanol. They have ro know
how electric vehicles are ro be raxed. It rherefore
seems to me that if there is to be reliable long-rerm
reorienration, there is a parricularly urgent need for all
these standards in the European Communiry to be
harmonized so thar the manufacturer has reliable dara
on which he can base car producrion for one and the
same market.

The independent companies alone 
- 

and this is

another point 
- must take the decisions and bear the

responsibility and above all accept liability for wrong
decisions. The risks they face, as the Chrysler case has
shown, are enormous. No bureaucrat, first-class
though he may be, and no srruccural council can rake
these risks for them. They need reliable dara for their
investment decisions. Vhatever assisrance is offered
and however much it can be improved, one rhing
appears important ro me: in the long term restruc-
turing to achieve comperirive conditions will succeed
only if the European economic policy ensures rhar
interest rates in the Member Stares fall well below rhe
present level. Anyone who compares the cost of
financing a projecr wirh borrowed funds in Swirzer-
land, for example, with the cosr in mosr Member
States today, will know, if he works ir out, what I
mean and what proportion of the cosrs is represented
by interest at the present level.

I am convinced, ladies and gentlemen, rhar a united,
consistent and consistently implemented economic
policy of the European Community and irs Member
States is quite capable of creating the conditions a

European automobile industry with changed struc-
tures needs to become fully competitive again in a few
years 

- even with the Americans in the more distant
future.

President. 
- I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of tbe Commission. - 
(F) Mr

President, I should like to make a few specific remarks
on the debate we have had on Mr Bonaccini's report
and the various statemenrs that have been made.

Firstly, Parliament's role has nor been simply to
organize this debate in the excellent fashion ro which
Mr Narjes has referred, but also to play a parr, as Sir
Fred \Tarner has said, through the discussions
between Parliament's delegation and rhe Japanese
parliamentary delegation. Ir is absolutely essenrial rhar
the opinion of Europe's elected representatives should
be heard by our Japanese coun[erpar[s nor only ar
political level or administrative level, but also ar this
level, because there are sdll misunderstandings 

- ro
use a slighdy ambiguous term - 

which should be
removed.

Secondly, as my colleague has jusr said, when we talk
about the automobile industry, we musr remember thar
what is at stake extends far beyond a single industry.
The place occupied by the car in modern society
reveals the impact success or failure will have in this
field. And this goes far beyond a single sector: ir is

somerhing which is essenrial to our ability to produce,
something which is essential ro our way of life, and
that is why, psychologically and subjectively, as soon
as we starl talking about the automobile industry, we
feel the tension, the concern, which is far grearer rhan
when we talk about orher spheres of activity, although
they may employ more people when ancillary indus-
tries are included. But this is a key secror of our acrivi-
ties. It is therefore obvious rhar the srra[egy we use can
only be an overall straregy, a straregy which takes
account of economic condirions, a dynamic s[raregy, a

stra[egy of action rather than a strategy of withdrawal,
of paralysis, of renunciation and even less of resigna-
tion. That is why the Commission approves Mr Bonac-
cini's report and resolution, because this resolurion
touches on the various constituen[ parts of a strategy
of action rather than a stra[egy of resignation.

It is unfortunately [rue that we begin this strategy with
various handicaps. I heard Mr de la Maline say jusr
now that a great deal of time has been wasted. Every-
one has wasted a grear deal of time, and I do nor think
there is any poinr in trying to esrablish who has wasred
most. The Community, rhe Member Stares or the
manufacturers? That is no longer the question. 'Sf'e 

are
not going to have an academic debate on whar should
have been done ten years ago. Let us try not ro make
the same misrakes again. Ler us rry to undersrand rhat
a global strategy today means 

- as Mr Maninet said
in such excellent fashion 

- 
a European srrategy. In

the past the strategy has always been a national stra-
tegy, since certain States felt that it was in their best
interests or in the best interests of their companies ro
solve problems at narional rarher than at European
level. The most obvious example that can be quoted
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without annoying anyone is that of the Italian Govern-
ment, which, on acceding to the GATT, called for a

quantitative restriction, which was legally quite
acceptable, 

'which could be invoked against the

Community. The Italian Government acted quite
correctly. I will not refer to other restrictions and

merely say that this one would mean fewer than
3 000 cars being imported into Italy a year. Is rhe

automobile industry aware of the loss it suffers

through rhere being no genuine Community market
and no genuine Community policy? Obviously not.
But the losses suffered in other markets are more
serious than a certain level of penetration of its own
market. That must not be forgotten. That, then, is our
problem.

To be brief, I will confine myself to defining what is

the Community's strategy. Vith whom are we going
to esublish it? \flho are the participants in this
Community strategy? There are quite a number of
them. First of all, there are [he companies, which
obviously have an essential role to play. It is for them
to define their strategy and for us to create the envi-
ronmenr in which they can do their best to do what it
is their responsibility to do. \7e shall therefore
encourage cooperation and we shall therefore
encouraBe an environment which allows innovation to
develop.

In this connection, I feel I must tackle various miscon-
ceptions. If we start from the premise that technolog-
ical change itself endangers the economy and employ-
ment, technological change will be the risk. If we

accept this argument, who will make the 30 0/o elec-

rrical components our cars will need in three or four
or five years' time? Someone else will, because we

shall not be able to sell to third markets cars which do
not have these fearures. So there is no choice. \7e have

to do ir. As regards automation and the question raised
just now of robots in industry, we must ask ourselves
who is going to make them. Are we going to make
them oi is someone else? \fhat will become of the

industry if we refuse to have anything that is innova-
tive and creative here? Someone else will make them.
Ve have no choice bur to be innovative if our products
are ro be worth anything in the future. Ve must at all
costs avoid a situation in which we have to buy these

new products outside. My colleague Mr Narjes will be

taking up this point again when we have other debates

on these matters.

In this context, we shall also be having discussions
with the rrade union organizations, and I find the

resolution put forward on this subjecr by the European
federation of car workers' trade unions very inter-
esting. It is a resolution that proposes dynamic action
rarher than resignation, and that seems important to
me. '!7e must continue along these lines and ensure

everyone understands what is happening so that there
is general acceptance of the idea of restructuring. And
I should like to say that we have taken careful note of
what Mr Barbagli's opinion says. I will confine myself

to these remarks. En passant I would mention, for
example, that an amendment tabled by Mr Sarre goes

further than what the European federation of trade
unions is asking for. I feel we must take care not to
create complications in this area.

I shoutd now like to come to the central issue in this
debare, the Japanese affair, and to go beyond the

excellent remarks made by my colleague, which clearly
demonstrated that we cannot dissociate our relations
wirh Japan, taken as a whole, from the more negative

effecr they may have on a specific sector. The question
is whether we are going to erect barriers every time we
find our products are less good than rhose of our
competitors, when we know very well that we need

third markets for our automobile industry, because in
this case the batde will not be won in Europe or Japan
but in third markets. They are the markets that need to
develop, since ours have virtuaily reached saturation
point. I do not want to start on the whole argument of
the principles of the organization of the economy
again, but I would point out that, when compared
with the other leading members of the liberal economy
sysrem, the European Economic Community and the

United States, Japan benefits by this system and that
its contribution to the GATT in no way compares with
those of the other two leading members. In these

circumstances, we must ask ourselves if we should be

hetping to pay Japan's oil bill and for its industrial
development. The answer is quite simply no.

Vhile Japan's contribution is less rhan our own, it will
not be able to claim the same righm as those who
support the system. There is in fact a lack of balance.

And in view of this lack of balance, paragraph 8 of Mr
Bonaccini's resolution is in line with what the Council
proposed the Commission should do in November and
with what the Commission began to do with Japan, in
that the Japanese Foreign Minister came to Brussels

and we will be having talks on this very subject with

Japan in Tokyo in late January. The question we must
ask is, '!7hat is Japan's proposal to us?' \7hat is

Japan's proposal in view of the fact that it does not
participate in the general system in the same way as we
do, and how does it therefore intend to take account
of the problems we have raised, the most acute
obviously being the exports of cars in excessive

numbers. Either Japan gives at the end of January the
answer our Member States, Parliament and the
Commission want to hear, in which case we shall have
made some progress, or at the Council meeting in
February, on the basis of a report from the Commis-
sion (we shall, of course, as always be in contact with
the various parliamentary committees responsible for
this aspect), we shall see what we are forced to
propose if the dialogue has not produced the results
we had hoped for.

Mr President, in view of the late hour and as answers
have not been given to various questions, I would
propose that a list be made of them and that we give
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written answers which can then be distributed in the
committees so that everyone has a specific answer ro
the questions on arrangements, penetration, the use of
European components in Japanese cars, financing, and
so on.

Vhat the Commission wishes to say to your Parlia-
ment through Mr Narjes and myself is extremely
simple: we have a situation in which a basic industry
which is in difficulty but is by no means a lame duck
has developed a strategy of recovery. This can succeed
only if tlre Community contributes through its internal
market, its arrangements for eliminaring obsracles,
through the creation of a favourable climate for
investmenrs, through a rational policy towards innova-
tion. I will need all that to make a success of this
policy of recovery. And our external policy remains
what it has always been, a correct policy. '!(e are
asking no more than we give. But we are asking as

much as we have the right ro expecr, in line with our
contribution to [he smooth functioning of rhe system
which is of value to the developed industrial powers.
That is our position. I believe it is reasonable. To
conclude, Mr President, I will say that having listened
to the debate and carefully reread the various reports
and Mr Bonaccini's resolution, I feel we have together
taken this political option to develop a dynamic,
voluntary, courageous strategy, which I am convinced
will succeed.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Bonaccini.

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteur. 
- 

(I) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I wish to thank all those who have
participated in this debate and enriched it with inter-
esting and thought-provoking remarks. \fle had real-
ized in committee that the examination of the automo-
bile question would not be concluded by this resolu-
tion, and we know that we shall be obliged to continue
our effons over a long period of time in order to see

our decisions put into effect with the results hoped for
by Mr Davignon. I take this opponunity to thank the
services of the Commission and of the Parliament, and
all those whose assisted rne in attaining this objecrive.

Our work was carried out according to a cultural trad-
ition which I would like to express here on a personal
basis. A great Florentine political writer said five
centuries ago that, since he, intended to write of
matters useful to those knowledgeable of them, he
chose to write about things as they are rather [han as

they are imagined to be. Even though five centuries
have passed, the same reasons led us to adopt a similar
method, directing our attention to concrete realities
capable of bringing our project to a successful conclu-
sion. This was the spirit which inspired me and which
guided the collective efforts of our committee. This is

also the reason I believe it becomes easier at this point
to bring the work to a speedy conclusion, especially
after what has been said by the two members of the

Commission. I wish to give them my personal thanks
for their remarks, with special Bratitude - if Mr
Narjes will permit me - to Mr Davignon, who has
been occupied with this matter for a longer period.

Before I conclude, I would like to underline three
aspects which indicate, in my opinion, the imponance
of the decision we are about to take. Firstly, this deci-
sion is important in ircelf for the employment of
workers and technicians, for others directly and indi-
rectly involved in this sector, for technology, both
present and future, for indusrial location, and for
international exchanges. The political imponance of
the interests involved is considerable, and if we are
able to arrive at a positive solution to this problem, we
will succeed in giving new vitality to the process of
economic development, obmining the expansion and
stimulative effect we have the right to expect of such
an imponant industrial sector. There is no question of
retreat, of salvaging the essentials; we are working
towards a highly ambitious goal. In presenting this
resolution, I mentioned the canlytic effect of the
automobile indusry on economic life as a whole, and
this is something which should always be boroe in

. mind.

The second important aspect of our decision is that it
represents a significant step in our battle against infla-
tion. Up to now we have conducted this battle from
the point of view of regulating demand, but in general
this method has not had impressive resuh. I believe it
is now necessary to substitute a policy based solely on
demand with a supply policy, that is, a policy capable
of offering more goods at prices more advantageous [o
the consumer. It is clear that in so doing we would be
taking a step forward, and that we would be able to
stimulate efforts of innovation - as Mr Narjes has
said - and thus ensure a more solid basis for deyelop-
ment in production and employment than we could
otherwise have obained.

The question of employmenr has always been and
continues to be the fundamental issue, to which I, and
all of us, respond. I would like, therefore, to reassure' those members who were anxious or who were
suffering from a misunderstanding: we do not forget
the fact that an increase in productivity must be pan of
an overall increase in the productivity of an economic
system, for hisrcry knows of no economic sysrem
capable of advancing while productivity and comperi-
tive abiliry are in decline. This is why numerous
proposals for reform and various structural sugges-
tions, along with their related social programmes, are
included in the resoludon. Finally, but still on the
subject of the fight against inflatioir, this resolution
also suggests procedures in industrial relations which
can represen[ a new stage in the life of this sector.

The third and last aspect to be stressed is thar this
resolution is of significant importance for the attain-
ment of European unity, for the concrete realization
of the Community - towards which we are all
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working and which was the subject of such an inter-
esting commitment in yesterday's speech by the new
Presidenr of the Commission. These objectives cannot
be reached without a common industrial policy: we
must make an effort to overcome the inconsistencies in
the attitudes demonstrated by many governments now
and in the past, inconsistencies which are written into
the rreaties and reflected in practice. This discrepancy
creares difficulties later in the institutions, difficulties
which arise from the fact that opponunities for
economic and social unity and progress are not as

plentiful as they should be. Therefore, the third aspect

of the resolution which I would like to emphasize is

rhe possibility of going beyond a simple management
of the crisis and of giving new vigour to the Commu-
nity and to its political and economic forces. I am

confident that the importance of these three aspects

will ensure a positive vote, a vote whose value tran-
scends the role of the speakers and the rapporteur in
order ro form a solid foundation for the work of the
Commission, whose commitment to the Council and

to the Member Stares of the Community we now
record.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.

The House will rise.

(The sitting was suspended at 1.10 p.m. and resumed at
3 P.-.)

INTHE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

Vice-President

President. - The sitting is resumed.

7. Urgent procedure

President. 
- 

I have received from Mr de la Maline
and others a motion for a rcsolution with request for
urgent debate pursuant to Rule 14 for the Rules of
Procedure, on the crisis in the European automobile
industry (Doc. I -790 / 80).

The reasons supporting this request are set out in the
document imelf. The vote on this request will be taken
ar the beginning of tomorrow's sitting.

8. Votes

President. - The next item is the vote on motions
for resolutions on which the debate is closed.

I pur to the vote the motion for a resolution contained
in the Aigner report (Doc. 1-672/80): Discharge in
respect ofthe 1977 budget.

The resolution is adopted.

President. - I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Battersby report (Doc. 1-671/
80): Discharge in respect oftbe 1978 budget.

The resolutron is adopted.

President. - !fle shall now consider the motion for a

resolution contained in rhe Bonaccini report (Doc.
1 -673/80) : European automobile industry.

(Parliament adopted tbe preamble and paragraph 1)

Afrer paragraph 1, I have Amendments Nos 7 and 6 by
Mr Coust6, seeking to add the following new para-
graphs:

la. Regrer that ar rrs meeting of I and 2 December 1980
the European Council did not discuss the problem of
the automobile industry and drd not give the appro-
prrate European institutions detailed instrucuons to
introduce economic, commercral and socral measures
from the beginning of l98t;

1b. Urges the speedy adoptron of a Community
programme of aid to the automobile rndustry which
would supplement national progremmes and be on a

large enough scale to enable the rndustry ro adapt to
the new condrtions of international competition and
to wrn new market;

'\7hat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteur - (I) Mr President, I am
in favour only of the part of the amendment which
ends wirh the words 'automobile industry'. I oppose
rhe rest of rhe amendment. I therefore suggest the
acceptance of the text of the amendment only for the
part I have just indicated.

(Parliament adopted the first part of Amendment No 7

up to the utords 'automobile industry' and rejected in
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succession the second part of amendment and Amendment
No 6. It then adopted paragrapbs 2 to 6)

President. - After paragraph 5, I have Amendment
No 16 by Mrs Lizin and Mr Vernimmen, seeking to
insert the following new paragraph:

6a. Asks the Commission and the Council to take all the
necessary measures to allow the introduction of a

temporary quota for h penod of 5 years, on imports
of Japanese cars, to be fixed at the level prevaihng in
December 1979 so as to allow the European automo-

, bile industry to organize tts reconstructionl

'S7hat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteur. - U) | am against it

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 16 and adopted

paragraph 7)

President. - After paragraph 7, I have Amendment
No 8, by Mr Coustd and others seeking to insert the

following new paragraph after the heading 'External
Trade Policy':

7a. Requests the Council to take counteractlon to
protect the European industry before entering into
negotiations wrth Japan on an equal footing, while
safeguarding the positron of each of the Member
States;

'\flhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteur. 
- U) | am against it, Mr

President.

(Parliament reJected Amendment No 8)

President. - 
On paragraph 8, I have Amendment

No 5 Mr Moreau and others seeking to amend this
paragraph to read as follows:

8. Requesrc the Commission to pay panicularly close

attennon to funher developments in the talks between
the representatives of the European and Japanese
manufacturers It should see to it that the tnternal
market rs afforded adequate protectron, in particular
through its contacts and negotiations wtth the third
countries concerned. The purpose of thrs rs to ensure

improved market access in particular through the
removal of spurious obstacles to trade, under condi-
trons of effective equality as well as balanced

exchange rates, especrally agarnst the yen, and with
fewer drvergences ln matters affectrng rndustrial rela-
uons. The Commission is asked to negotiLte dn dgree-

ment for tbe ooluntary restrdint of lapanese exPorts to

the Communtty. If tbese contdcts and negotiahons do not
produce tbe destred results, tbe Community must then

rapidly adopt tbe necessary measures to product tts

marhet;

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteur. 
- 

(l) Mr President, I
think that this amendment, which only introduces a

new sen[ence where the resolution reads 'The
Commission is asked to negotiate an agreement for
the voluntary restraint of Japanese exports to the
Community . . .' until the end, can be accepted.

(Parliament adopted in succession Amendment No 5 and
paragrdphs 9 to 14)

President. - On paragraph l5 I have Amendment
No 14 by Mr Carossino, seeking to amend this para-
graph to read as follows:

15. Calls on the Commission to adopt the measures

necessary to obtain the greatest possible transParency
as regards frnal retail prrces in the Community, so

that rt rs possible to establish whether excessive

profrts are berng made by virtue of a dominant posi-

uon on, or control of, the market and so that
Communtty consumers 4re able to purchase vehicles

at reasonable prkes;

\What is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteur. - 
(l) Mr Carossino has

agreed to withdraw this amendment.

(Parliament adopted paragraph 1 5)

President. - After paragraph 15, I have Amendment
No 10 by Mr Pininfarina seeking to insert rhe
following new paragraph:

l5a. Also calls on the Commrssion to tap prtvate Euro-
pean sources of frnancing for the restructuring of
the automobrle industry by rntroducing a Commu-
nrty guarantee for loans expressed in ECUs issued

by automobile andlor components manufacturersl
thrs rnstrument would ensure that borrowing on all
the European markets was subiect to the same

lnterest rxte, with the possibrlrty of rnterest rebates

being granted by the Commrssion subject to the
attainment of cenain production and job-creation
targets in areas that are disadvantaged or severely

affected by indusrrial reorganization;

'What 
rs the rapporteur's posrtion?

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteilr. - 
(I) Mr President,

although this amendment contains some interestinB
ideas, I think it would be anachronistic to insert them
rn the text at this point. The text has already been
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organized according to what is said in point number 5
of the motion for a resolution. This question could be
more thoroughly examined in an ad 6oc committee. Ar
the moment I think the amendmenr cannor be
accepted, unless its author is willing ro withdraw it.

(Parliament relected Amendment ltlo l! and adopted
paragraphs 15 and 17)

President. - Afrer paragraph 17,l have Amendment
No I by Mr Sarre and Mr Oehler seeking to inserr rhe
following new paragraph:

l7a. Industrial agreemen[s should make it possible to
facilitate major investments, to develop production
and thus guaranrce employment.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteur 
- 

(I) Mr Presidenr, I think
that this material is betrer organized in point
number 23. If we inserr ir at this stage in the motion
for a resolution, we risk damaging the coherence of
our argument, and for rhis reason I am opposed to the
amendment.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1 and adopted
paragraph 18)

President. 
- On paragraph 19, I have Amendmenr

No 11lrev. by Mr Pininfarina seeking to amend this
paragraph to read as follows:

19. Calls for encouragement and suppon to be given ro
the frnancrng of studies and pracrical programmes
designed to improve productron and rr organizarion
with a view ro rncreasing productivity while
respecting the need for a sarisfactory working envi-
ronment; and funher requesrs that the social conse-
quences of these programmes be at the same time
examrned,

'\(i'har is rhe rapporteur's position?

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteur. 
- U) | am in favour, Mr

President

President. 
- 

I call Mr Pininfarina.

Mr Pininfarina. 
- 

(I) Mr President, I wichdraw the
amendmenr as I feel thar the paragraph which follows
says almost the same rhing thereby making it redun-
dant.

President. 
- 

Amendmenr No 1llrev. is withdrawn.

I call Mr Rogers on a point of order.

Mr Rogers. - Mr President, I have objected to
situations like rhis before where you have amendments
withdrawn even after the rapponeur has given an
opinion. In this way it is possible to prevenr Members
putting down similar amendments. Ve could land up
in the situation where, or instance, a Member puts
down an amendment and then no one else needs ro do
it. If the matter is withdrawn beforehand, thar is fine,
but after the rapporteur has given an opinion . . . ?

Sir James Scott-Hopkins says you should pur down
your ovrn amendment. If he wants to flood the Parlia-
ment with material rhen he can bring his monerarisr
policies here.

(Protestsfrom the European Democratic Group)

You cannot complain about waste of money and'rhen
start ir. How many amendmen[s do you want on a

specific issue? It really is bad procedure, Mr President.
If you have asked the .apport.u. for an opinion and
he has expressed an opinion, then I do not think it is

proper to ask whether the matrer is to be withdrawn. If
the person wants to wirhdraw ir he should wirhdraw ir
before the rapporrcur gives an opinion.

(Applause from certain members of the European Demo-
cratic Group)

President. - Mr Rogers, I rhink you have a point
there. On the other hand, if an amendmenr is wirh-
drawn ten seconds before rhe rapponeur gives an
opiriion, it cannot be rerabled either, so rhe problem is

still with us and I do not see any easy solution. So we
shall carry on as before.

President. - I call Lady Elles.

Lady Elles. - Mr President, surely when an amend-
ment has been abled anybody in Parliamenr has the
right to adopt that amendment in his own name. So if
anybody wishes to rake on an amendmenr rhat has
been withdrawn, as rhis one was, then rhar amendment
should be voted on.

President. - I call Mr Pininfarina.

Mr Pininfarina. - (I) Mr President, I asked to speak
before the rapporteur bur rhe Chair did nor norice my
request.

President. - Mr Pininfarina, I think you are right as

the President is usually looking at the rapponeur.

I call Mr von der Vring.
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Mr von der Vring. - (D) I wish to uphold the
amendment that has just been withdrawn and ask that
it be put to the vote, because, once it has been tabled,
it is a matter for the House and can no longer be with-
drawn by an individual, Member.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No I1/reo. and para-
graph 20)

President. - On paragraph 21, I have Amendment
No 2 by Mr Sarre and Mr Oehler seeking ro add the
following sentence to the end of this paragraph:

it should not have any damaging effects on employment.

'!7hat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteur - 
(I) Mr President, the

motion for a resolution is committed to dealing with
the problem of employment. Frankly, however, if such

an amendment is inserted at this point in the texr I
rhink it would lay a difficult burden upon us. For this
reason I am against its adoption.

(Parliarnent rejected Amendment No 2 and adopted in
succession paragraphs 21 and 22)

President. - After paragraph 22, I have Amendment
No 3 by Mr Sarre and Mr Oehler seeking to add the

following new paragraph :

22a. These programmes and studies should be carried
out under the control of the workers concerned to
ensure that they do not lead to a general reduction
in the level of skills and in the number of jobs; the

automization of tedious work should be used to
lmprove working conditions ;

'\flhat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteur. - (I) Mr President, as this
is already dealt with in paragraph 30 of the motion for
a resolution, I feel that it is inappropriate ro raise it
again here.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3 and adopted
paragraphs 23 to 25)

President. - On paragraph 26, I have Amendment
No l3 by Mr Carossino seeking to delete this para-
graph.

This amendment has been withdrawn.

(Parliament adopted paragraphs 26 to 28)

On paragraphs 29 and 30, I have the following
amendments: Amendment No 4 by Mr Sarre and Mr
Oehler seeking to replace these paragraphs by the

following new text:

29. Beheves that these rndustnal and commercial
measures, based in particular on winning back the
Community market, will lead to a restructuring of
the automobrle rndustry in the Community and
permit it to cope wrth the current crtsts,

30. Affirms that bold social measures should accompany
these provisions. The first object of these measures

should be a reduction in working hours. Similarly,
the restructuring of production should be placed

under the control of the workers concerned and of
their representatives (control of tnvestments, tech-
nology and the organization of work and vocational
training). In particular, the need to improve the
competluve position of the European automobile
industry should not lead to any degradation in
working condrtions for the workers such as speeding
up production or increasing shift work;

Amendment No 9 by Mr Verhaegen and Mr
Henckens, seeking to insert the following text at the
end of paragraph 30:

rhis means that workers' representauves and their
trade union organrzations in particular should have

the right to rnformation to monitor the invesrment
programmes, and also the right to be consulted on
the expected effects of thts programme on the level

of employment, qualifrcatrons required, vocational
training working condiuons, the organization of
work and the location of;obs;

'\fhat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteur. 
- 

(I) Mr President, this
matter is already dealt with in paragraphs 29 to 32 of
rhe motion for a resolution and it seems to me that
regrouping the arguments in this manner does not
make the text any clearer. For this reason I am

opposed to both amendments.

President. - I call Mr von Bismarck.

Mr von Bismarck. - 
(D) I should like ro point out

that the German and French translations of Amend-
ment No t have a meaning that is quite different from
the Dutch text. The Durch text refers to information,
the French version to 'control', the German text
having rhe equivalent term. I should simply like to
make it clear that, when an amendment is tabled in
Durch, the Dutch text is the authoritative version,
which means that faulty translations can be corrected
later. Ve are therefore in fact voting on the Dutch
text, otherwise we shall have two completely different
results, if we adopt the amendment.

(The President read out the Dutcb oersion of Amendment
No 9. Parliament rejected Amendment No 4. The resdx
of tbe ztotes on Amendment No 9 botb by show of bands

and by standing and sitting a)ere inconclusioe)

President. - 
I call Mr Galland.
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Mr Galland. - 
Mr President, I am very sorry, but

despirc the explanation given .just now, the situation is

still nor clear to some Members. Ve would like to
know, in French, if this amendment concerns informa-
tion or controls. I apologize, but it seems that what the
Dutch Member was saying just now was 'information'
while the French translarion we have refers to
'contr6le'. Can we have an explana[ion before we
proceed ro the vote?

President. - Mr Galland, the amendment refers to
'the right to information' and 'to rhoniror the invest-
ment programmes'; the word 'control' is nowhere
mentioned.

I call Mr Herman.

Mr Herman. - 
(F) Mr President, rhe word 'volgen'

has been translated as 'contr6le'. In German the equi-
valent to'contr6le'has also been used. So we have an
incorrect translation in two versions. If it is clear to
everyone that the rext refers to information and nor to
controls, I believe we can come to some kind of agree-
ment in the Assembly. But if we keep the word
'contr6le' and do not make the correction straight-
away, there will undoubtedly continue to be disagree-
ment.

President. - I call Mr Bonaccini.

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteur 
- 

(l) Mr President, afrcr a

more careful reading, and bearing in mind that this
amendment completes poinrs 31 and 32 of the morion
for a resolution, I think that this amendment can be
accepted.

President. - In view of the linguistic difficulties in
which we find ourselves, I accept your change of posi-
tion.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 9 by electronic ztote

and and paragraph 30 as amended)

After paragraph 30, I have Amendmenr No 15 by Mr
Sarre and Mr Oehler, seeking to add the following
new paragraph:

30e. Draws rhe artention of the Commission and of the
Councrl ro the fact that these measures are urgently
needed to enable the Community to act in time and
to halt the cnsis in the European automobile
industry;

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteur 
- 

(I) Mr President, since I
am basically in favour of the amendmenr [o where it
reads 'in time', I think that in order to avoid voting on

the separate parts we can accepr the amendmenr as a
whole.

(Parliarnent adopted in succession Amendment No 15
and paragraphs 31 to 32 (a))

President. - On paragraph 32 (b), I have Amend-
m€nt No 12 by Mr Pininfarina seeking ro amend this
clause to read as follows:

(b) Continuing us work on rhe formulation of proposals
for the adjustment of working hours;

'\Uflhat 
is the rapporreur's posirion?

Mr Bonaccini, rapporteur 
- 

(I) Mr President, I am
against this amendmenr because the general quesrion
of work schedules will be the obj ect of a specific srudy.
I rhink rhat ir would be berter nor ro go inro rhe matrer
here, but rather ro examine it in a more general
context, so that an eventual decision, which cannot be
adopted now, ipso facto, by a simple vore of this
Assembly, will not be.feopardized later.

(Parliament relected Amendrnent No 12 and adopted in
succession paragraph 32 (b), (c) and (d) and para-
graphs 33 and 34)

President. - I shall now call explanations of vore.

I call Mr de la Maline.

Mr de la Maline. - (F) Mr Presidenr, I should like
to say very briefly why my Group will be abstaining in
the vote on this resolurion. \7e do not think it is bad in
imelf. It is a rag-bag resolurion full of fine senrimenr.s
and so, at first glance, there is no compelling reason to
vote against ir. But we feel ir does not Ber to rhe roor
of the problem, that ir is not sufficienrly forceful in
view of the difficulties our various industries will be
facing. \fle panicularly regrer thar our amendmenr
No 8, which called for a counter-artack, was nor
adopted. My Group will therefore be absmining nor
because ir wishes to criticize rhe resolution, but
because it wants ro srress where it finds the resolution
is not forceful enough in view of the problems facing
the European automobile industry.

President. - I call Mrs Lizin.

Mrs Lizin. - (F) Mr President, I shall similarly
abstain during the vote on Mr Bonaccini's repon
because I feel it is roo weak and fairly indicative of the

rype of debate we have sometimes had in rhis
Assembly. \fhat we need is a firm approach. If rhis
firm approach does nor exisr at European level, we
shall have to go back ro rhe Member Srates, and
specifically Belgium, which will be obliged ro take firm
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action and will move towards the renationalization of
this policy, which is not what we want. As I do not
want this and as I am sorry the amendment I ubled
with Mr Vernimmen was not adopted, I shall abstain

from the vote on Mr Bonaccini's resolution to show
thar I am not basically opposed to it, but that I find it
really too weak.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Sarre.

Mr Sarre. - 
(F) I too shall not be voting in favour

of the Document before us. It seems to me that, while
the hean of our industrial system is under attack, the
European Parliament does not in this text react to the
basic question, that it does not get to grips with what
is at stake. It is impossible to vote against something
which could lead to a policy which effectively allows
us to get to the root of the matter. Following the rejec-
tion of various amendments which would hardly have

improved the text, I therefore feel obliged to abstain in
the vote.

President. - I call Mr de Courcy Ling.

Mr de Courcy Li"g. - 
Mr Presidenr, I have noted

that the report has unircd the different Groups, the
different parties of Europe and the different nations in
a very remarkable way. '!7e have identified a problem.
I rhink it is important that Parliament should vote for
the report, because this will give increased authority to
the Commission in the vital negotiations with Japan
which are about to take place, and I repeat what I said

this morning, that I hope our vote will be construed by
the Japanese as a last warning and by the Council as a

reminder of the need to support the Commission in
the way that Parliament intends to over the coming
months.

(Parliament adopted the resolution as a utbole)

9. Directioe on aid to sbiPbuilding

President. - The next item is the report by Mr Delo-
rozoy (Doc. l-638l80), on behalf of the Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs on the proposal
from the Commission to the Council (Doc. l-332/80)
for a Directive on aid to shipbuilding.

I call Mr Delorozoy.

Mr Delorozoy, rapporteur. - (F) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, what we have here is a fifth
Directive concerning the aids granted by the Member
States which may be regarded as comPatible with the

rules laid down by the Treaty of the European
Economic Community.

Some discipline must be exercised and observed to
prevent the distonion of competition which might
otherwise occur. This fifth Directive follows on from
the fourth, which expired on 31 December 1980, a few
days ago, and is designed, ar a time when the world
market is in a critical situation, to encourage the struc-
tural changes that are essential if the shipbuilding
industry is to survive in a Community and world market
characterized by fierce competition, stagnation of
demand and even recession in terms of the tonnage it
is hoped will be built in the near future. I should point
out that shipbuilding is a sector w'hich is really open to
the world market. Japan, yet again, Kuwait, Poland,
Romania and other countries are the direct competi-
tors of the Community countries. And I should like to
answer in advance a question on the changes this
sector may undergo as a result of the entry of Greece

into the European Economic Community. The answer

is clear and simple: Greek production amounts to
40 O0O tonnes compared with 3 000 000 tonnes in the

other countries of the European Economic Commu-
niry, or less than 1 %. So the figures in this file do not
need to be changed in any way.

In the last months of t98o the Commission presented a

report on aids granted to shipbuilding in the Commu-
nity and, early in 1980, a report on the situation in this
sector, two excellent documents which your
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs has

studied, and undoubtedly other Members have done

the same. They pinpoint perfectly and obiectively all
the facts of the matter. I shall not go into them in

detait. I will confine myself to referring to a number of
essentral points. Firstly, there is an urgent need for the

Council to adopt the Commission's proposal for this
fifth Direcdve without delay. !7hat we have today is in
fact a vacuum, which might have serious consequences

in the near future. I stress this point because we do not
want a period of procrastination, which is likely to

aggravate the situarion in various countries where aids

are granted at an exceptionally high level, thus helping
to perpetuate and develop inadmissible competition
situations. Our report points out that the shipbuilding
industry throughout the Community will continue to
need aids. The level of the aids required will not
necessarily be the same, because of work that has

already been done, but in the present circumstances,

the Commission must certainly continue to ensure

internal disciptine where aids are concerned. This
discipline must be maintained to ensure that the
Member States bear the weight of the crisis and the

difficulties to which it gives rise as equitably as

possible. Above all, the arrangements made by the
Member States must not help artificially to prolong
certain situations through their not taking the action
that is needed, particularly to reduce production
capacities.
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This proposal for a fifth Directive was drawn up
following extensive discussions between Commission
representa[ives and the experts at multilateral meer-
ings. It very largely follows the line of the fourth
Directive, but it improves the arrangement by including
amongst the various aids some which were not
previously covered. In addition, this fifth Directive is of
relatively short duration, being limircd to two years.
As such it will enable a more rapid examination to be
made of the measures which should subsequently be
contemplared, notwithstanding the annual repor[ by
the Commission on annual trends, and new decisions
can therefore be taken as the situation requires.

The ultimate objective is to enable the Community's
shipyards to adjust their facilities and production
capacities as part of a modernization programme, so

that they can eventuaily quote prices that compare
favourably with those of their comperitors in third
countries. The Directive also seeks to prevenr excessive
movemenls in the market as a result of orders which
passed from one Community shipyard to another or
even from one State ro another. The directive will simi-
larly ensure that aids granted to shipowners rather
than the shipbuilding industry do not indirectly resulr
in a different form of support, which would in fact
cause a new distonion of competition. One of the ani-
cles of the Directive will allow the Commission to
check that this is in fact the case. Past experience has
shown that, thanks to this supplementary support in
the form of aid to shipowners, some Member States
have succeeded in ensuring that almost all orders go to
national shipyards. These aids consequently have a.

similar effect to aids to the shipbuilding indusry
proper, and it is therefore fair that this type of aid
should in future be subject to the discipline imposed
on [he other aids. This new Directive thus continues
along the same basic lines, its aim being a reorganized
and more competitive shipbuilding industry. Not
inconsiderable progress has already been made, exten-
sive restructuring having been achieved in many
Member States. The continued effon now requires an
adjustment to the different rhythm depending on the
results achieved. !/e cannot have uniform measures
throughout the European Economic Community, and it
is important that the idea of restructuring should be
interpreted in a more flexible way, but with firmness,
with the accent placed on every aspect of moderniza-
tion and rationalization, rather rhan our confining
ourselves to straightforward checks or considerarion
of the reduction in production capacity, which cannor
be regarded as an end in itself.

To conclude, I wish to refer to anorher aspect summed
up in Anicle 5 of this new Directive, which provides
for aids to be granred to offser the social and regional
consequences of restructuring. It is unfortunately true
that shipyards are usually situared in rhe old indusuial
areas, which are themselves in grave danger and face
serious social problems. To offser [hese consequences,
the fifth Directive provides for rhe allocation of some
of the Regional Fund appropriations ro help solve this

problem. This emphasizes the serious concern felt by
the Communiry about the problems raised by the crisis
in the shipbuilding industry and demonsrrares rhe
principle that rhe objecrive of indusuial policy cannot
be seen in isolation from the people to whom ir
applies. Restructuring sectors in difficulry, supple-
mentinB nationaI efforts with Community efforrs,
stabilizing the conditions in which people work musr
not allow us to forget that Europe needs a cohesive
and global indusuial policy and rhat we must call for
genuine indusrial cooperation so rhar our counrries
can make optimum use of their rechnoiogical porenrial
and know-how and take coordinared acrion. Ve feel
that this fifth Directive is the most appropriate means
in the present circumstances of pursuing a realistic
policy in the shipbuilding sector, one which safeguards
the future as far as possible while meering presenr.
requ irements.

A very large majority of the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs hopes that you will vote in
favour of the report before you and so allow rhe early
adoption of the directive.

President. - I call Mr Caborn ro speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Caborn. - Mr Presidenr, as rhe rapponeur has
explained, ar rhe end of 1980, when rhe Council of
Ministers met to discuss rhe whole quesrion of rhe fifrh
Directive on shipbuildint, no agreement was reached.
Funher, while some anticipated that the founh Direc-
tive would be extended inro 1981, that was no ro be,
because one of rhe Member States did nor allow that
to happen. So we are left with no Directives in opera-
tion for the momenr. It is because of rhar siruation that
one of the amendments pur down in my name - and
let me say ar rhis srage that I do not rhink the amend-
ments have been distribured, and that is very unfor-
tunate - recommends rhar the whole question of the
fifth Direcdve be looked at, particularly because
Greece has now entered and because of the declining
situation in the Communiry yards. '!7e believe rhar a

much more dynamic policy oughr rc be followed and
that the opponuniry ought ro be taken, while srill
recognizing rhar we are operaring under Articles 92
and 93 of rhe Treary

One must also bear in mind rhe siruation of 1969,
when rhe first Direcrive was adopted. this was clearly
designed to give prorecrion ro the shipbuilding
industry ar that rime, parricularly from the competirion

- and some would say rhe unfair compedtion - of
the Japanese. Since then we have had the second, rhird
and fourth Directives, designed ro make rhe ship-
building industry more comperitive. Ve have also tried
to harmonize aids.

Ir is in the absence of an indusrrial policy for this
sector, however, that I think thar many of the prob-
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lems rve are now confronted with have become
evidenr. If we look at the position of the shipbuilding
industry from 1978 to the first hatf of 1980, we see

chat the Japanese share of world trade went up from
49 0/o to slighdy over 55 0/0, whilst that of the EEC
yards ,lropped from 27 0/o to around 19 0/0, and the
loss o{ employment has been quire considerable as

well.

Even rnore important now, however, is the question
now being raised, both by employers and by
emplol'ees, as to whether we are going to continue
having a shipbuilding industry in the Community. If
we continue to allow the industry to decline at the rate
that has been experienced over the last few years, we
may find ourselves in a very serious position for many
reasoni, and therefore the principle of the free-market
econorny which seems to have been applied to the
shipburlding industry will, I believe, have to be consid-
ered vt'ry seriously. '!/hen others, and particularly the

Japanese once again,, are not only practising unfair
comperition within the indusry but are managing their
econornies, and particularly their currencies, to take
advantage of the European yards and capture the
orders of the world, I think we must look to the fifth
Direcrive for at least some protection and possibly even
a rerurn to the position that we had in 1969.

I now turn, Mr President, to a very important amend-
menr pur down by the Socialist Group, and that is the
one relating to paragraph 4. Because of the disquiet
and urcertainry of the workers as well as many of the
emplo,rers, we cafl on the Commission not to proceed
any frLrther with the reduction of nianpower until
adequrLre provisions are available to deal with the
regionrl and social consequences. Coupled with this,
the call to the Commission for an industrial policy for
this sector is, I think, extremely imponant. '!7e have
just had the debate on the automobile industry; we
have the manifest crisis in steel; we have a tremendous
crisis in the shipbuilding industry; and until we put a

stop t,f, the importation of Japanese products and
particr. larly to the unfair advantage they are taking on
the wc,rld marke6, a very serious situation may arise
for the Community yards, such that we shall be ques-
tioninp; their viability very seriously.

So I believe that the fifth Directive has got to be

seriously considered in the light of the amendments
that hrve been put down by the Socialist Group to
provol;.e a more dynamic policy capable of offering at
least s,rme protection to the workers in the Commu-
niry yards.

Presidr:nt. - I call Sir David Nicolson to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.

Sir Da,vid Nicolson. - Mr President, colleagues, as

an ex-shipbuilder I am, of course, deeply pained by the
crisis that some sectors of industry are in, particularly

at a time when shipping is also in trouble and ship-
ownership seems to be moving to low labour-cost
countries of the Far East, which does not help the
position of the shipbuilding indusry. However, I think
we have got to look very squarely at our own past fail-
ings and accept thar part of the difficulty is due to the
change which has taken place in the world. This is

another example of change. Just as the motor vehicle
industry has been affected, so this change has affected
shipbuilding, and once again it is related to manning
levels, costs and innovation. '\7e must accept that pro-
ductivity and structure have gor to be changed in this
indusrry if it is to survive in the long-term.

Now change is not going to stop. !flhat we have to do
is to learn in respond to it. In the past 10 years we have

seen the number of people throughout the world
employed in building computers rise from 100 000 to
600 000. This increase is just as great as the decrease in
jobs which has taken place in older industries like
shipbuilding or steel. The trouble is that we have not
won our share of the employment, work and develop-
ment in the new industries. Shipbuilding has been

affected by this more than most, and I fear this will
continue to be the case. Business logic in this industry
has often lagged and innovation has been slow. All the
new prefabrication methods in shipbuilding originally
came from America and it was America that showed us

during the lasc war that shipbuitding was merely part
of engineering and capable of. rapid expansion or
concentration to suit market demand, that it should
not be inbred in talents or in the products it made.

'S7'ell now, Japan is showing us how to build in new
ways and how to build new producrs in shipyards;
even complete industrial planr built on pontoons,
chemical planm and the [ike, and towed away from the
<iry docks, away to,South America. The skills in ship-
yards are suitable for a variety of different industrial
work including the building chemical planr. There are
immense opportunities in building environmental
equipment, in coalhandling and other energy equip-
ment, including oil rigs. These are areas in which we
are in crisis and where we need output. But I fear that
in the past there has been roo litde diversification, too
little innovation and too little cross-fertilization of
talent and staff between this and other industries, and
it is notable that really only one yard has made a

success of building standard ships.

The concept of specializing in building ships alone is
wrong. This is a declining m6tier, not general engi-
neering of which shipbuilding is part. I am against
support. for declining industries going on and on. It is

worth noting that in Japan and in Germany shipyards
are part of larger industrial groups. This is a case

where nationalization and specialization are not the
[ong-term answers to this problem.

Now because of these difficulties my Group supports
this resolution and in particular paragraph 10 calling
for proposals for creating a dynamic framework for
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this industry and to make it competitive in the long
term without resorting to permanent subsidization. If
we do not support that view we shall be following our
noses without tackling the root causes.

President. - I call Mr Herman to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (CD
Group).

Mr Herman. - 
(F) Ladies and Bentlemen, I should

firsr like ro rhank Mr Delorozoy and congratulare him
on the diligence he has shown in drawing up this

'report and on the way in which he has taken account
of the various aspirations and recommendations of our
committee.

Of course, the harmonization of aids, the reduction of
capacicies and rationalization of shipbuilding indus-
tries are laudable objectives, but it seems to me that, at
this stage, they are not enough. And the two solutions
offered in rather conflicting fashion by the last two
speakers leads me ro believe that there is a middle path
between the two. It is clear that we cannot be happy
with protectionisric measures and that we cannot
continue to subsidize the shipbuilding industry for
ever. Consequently, any solution based on this
thinking is doomed to failure. In addition, although
we strongly support the suggestion that there is a need
for dynamic management in the shipbuilding industry
to make it competitive again, we must also admit that,
if we make a comparison with Japan, this objective
cannot. be achieved in the present circumstances. It
cannot be achieved for the same reasons that it cannot
be achieved in the automobile and many other sectors.
It cannot be achieved until Japan rakes on a larger
share of whar I would call rhe general running
expenses of the world market economy. It will not be
achieved unless Japan agrees to increase its share of
the efforts now being made by the other pillars of the
world economy, the United States and Europe, effotts
in respect of monetary srdbiliry, aid to the Third
Vorld, the protection of the environment, military
defence and so on. Until Japan agrees to participate in
the effort being made by the United States and
Europe, it is obvious that we shall never succeed in

. restoring conditions of equal competition with them
and so making our industry competitive with the

Japanese industry again.

That is why the conclusion drawn in this debate
should be the same as that which we have just drawn
with regard to the automobile industry: we must have
talks with Japan and not content ourselves wirh
harmonizing our aids by saying to the Member Stares:
'Don't do this and don't do rhat.' \fle musr. go furrher.
Vt' must open the dialogue with the Japanese to make
thcrn understand that they must share as we have
done, and to the same exrenr as we do, in the efforts
and responsibilides incumbent upon rhem as a new
economic power.

'We must make them understand rhat they are deriving
rremendous benefits from international expansion and
the efforts being made to sustain this world economy.
By agreeing to make this effort, they will therefore be
putting themselves at a level of competitiveness that
approaches our own and enabling us to accept the
challenge we are asking the Commission to take up.

I should now like to make an additional comment on
rhe subject of problems connected with technology. I
believe there is still considerable progress to be made
in shipbuilding. Not only in the harmonization of
costs, not only in increasing productivity in the
industry, but also in the very concept of shipping. The

Japanese have just shown us that in this age of energy
shortages there are ways of taking advantage of the
possibilities offered by sailing ships. They have built a
ship - it has just been launched 

- 
which, with the

aid of very sophisticated electronic apparatus, is

powered by engines using conventional fuels and by
the wind, which is always very strong at sea, using
modern methods to harvest this wind power. This is

one of the examples of a field in which the European
shipbuilding industry should also be involved, and
alrhough at rhe outset in might appear that the effort
involved is too risky and too limited for one or other
shipyard, here again there is perhaps an opportunity
for those who are concerned with technological inno-
vation at European level to gain general acceptance
for this new [ype of ship or to promote it. Those, then,
were [he two additional comments I wanted to make.
My group would like to see them incorporated in Mr
Delorozoy's otherwise excellenr report, whose conclu-
sions we endorse.

President. 
- 

I call Mrs Le Roux of the Communist
and Allies Group.

Mrs Le Roux. - 
(F) Mr President, Mr Delorozoy's

report and the Commission's Directive itself take the
decline of rhe shipbuilding sector as an established
fact. Referring to the Community's shipbuilding
industry, the Commission states that between 1975
and rhe end of 1979 35 0/o of the jobs in rhis industry
were lost an capacities were reduced by almost 40 0/0.

That is a real massacre and not something we should
feel very happy abour. But I find Mr Delorozoy calling
in his report for the restructuring plans to be speeded
up, particularly in Member States which, in his
oprnion, ]rave not participated sufficiently in the
restructuring programme. I think he is referring to
France, where the struggle has prevented the
employers and Grscard's Government from going as

far as he would like in closing down plants and
making workers redundant . . .

Mr Delorozoy. 
- 

(F) You are wrong: I was not
referring to France.
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Mrs Le Roux. - (F) ..'. The workers in the ship-
buitding industry, helped by the Communists, were
successful in their struggle to maintain jobs and indus-
trial potential that is essential to the French economy.
And we are pleased with this fighting spirit. At the
same time, we condemn the use in France by Giscard's
Governmen[, of which Mr Delorozoy is a representa-
tive, of a plan to restructure the shipbuilding industry
which has resulted in more than 5 000 redundancies in
four years. Mr Delorozoy also calls for the implemen-
tation of the 'scrapping-building' plan which my friend
Danielle De March rightly denounced at the
December part-session, because this plan for brutal
cut-backs would mean the scrapping of two ships for
rhe building of one.

Once again we confirm our total rejection of plans for
industrial restructuring established by the Commission
in Brussels, and we also reject the idea of rhe Commis-
sion strengthening its supranational controls over the
national aids granted by France to the shipbuilding
industry, whatever assessmen[ might otherwise be
given to the content and the actual destination of these
aids. It is for France to maintain its sovereign right to
decide the fate of its indusry and the aid it gives that
industry. Ve feel for our pan that investments which
create jobs and are likely to increase production must
be facilitated.

But we find that the Directive which Mr Delorozoy
approves in his report, goes against what the ship-
building industry needs, since it provides, on the one
hand, for these aids to be subject to constant checks -supranational checks, of course - and on the o[her
hand, for them to be linked to the achievement of
restructuring objectives. The Directive also states in
Article 3 that a Member State may not grant aids likely
to increase irs shipbuilding capacity. Such objectives
are completely unacceptable to the Communist and
Allies Group. The sole aim is to increase the profits of
a few major shipbuilders by encouraging concentra-
tion and closures. This is one reason why we remain
opposed to the enlargemenr of the Community to
include Greece. For this reason we shall also join with
the Greek workers in their struggle as in any other
struggle. For that is where hope lies.

President. - I call Mr Calvez to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Calvez. - (F) Mr President, once again the
debate concerns the persistence of the crisis in the
shipbuilding seoor: the order books are far from full,
because 80 % of world orders have gone to Japan.

The shipbuilding indusry is suffering a battering from

Japan, Korea and Brazil and, to be frank, from closer
at hand, Poland and Romania. In this situation we find
everyone looking afrer his own interests. European
owners are ordering ships in Japan, where prices are

so low that it is very difficult not to have ships built
there. The shipyards are trying to obtain as much aid
as possible. But we find that the workforce has been

reduced by 80 000 in five years. Although the situation
varies from one Community country [o another, it is

no longer acceptable today. Is it acceptable for
members of the European Club not to obey the rules
of the game? Is it acceptable that Member States

should not make their contribution to the reorganiza-
tion of the shipbuilding industry? I believe we have
here a shameful example of division and indifference.

To conclude, I should like to see Parliament calling on
all rhe Member States and the Community to take
dynamic action ro put rhe shipbuilding industry on a
sound footing and to make it competitive again
through reorganization, painful though it may be.

The French tax-payer for his pan will be paying I 500 m
in 1981 to support the major shipyards. This is a

great deal when compared with total public aids to the
22 180 fishermen and shellfish farmers, but it is hardly
enough if we are to avoid having a new Longwy in

- St. Nazaire and La Ciotat. ln shon, Community aid is

essential and we hope to find in the Commission's
programme of work a chapter devoted to the struc-
tural activities it envisages proposing ro allay the
concern felt by those who depend on the shipbuilding
indusrry directly or indirectly for their livelihood.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Remilly to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European Progressive Democrats.

Mr Remilly. - 
(F) Mr President, since the crisis

began in the sea transport sector in 1975, demand for
new ships has been much reduced, resulting in a

decline in world capacity, which was estimated in 1980
at 18 million tonnes or almost 20 0/o down on
maximum capacity.

In this depressed market, where the Japanese yards
have the reputation of offering the lowest prices in the
world, countries such as South Korea in Asia and
Poland in Eastern Europe, as Mr Calvez has just said,
offered even lower prices, and these came to be

regarded by the owners as international reference
prices. Consequently, sales prices fell so low that the
recovery, which began in early 1978, does not always
allow the shipyards to strike a balance between the
sales price and the cost price. As a result, in the first
three quarters of the year the Japanese, who as usual
won all their national orders, exported over 75 0/o of
orders, or about 50 % of world orders. The self-acce-
lerating effect can only lead to the continued strength-
ening of this dominant position unless an external
brake is applied. Let us not forget that Japan's success

in shipbuilding was a powerful pace-setter for the
whole of Japanese industry.

Thus, although we approve the Commission's objec-
tive of ensuring the competitiveness of the Commu-
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nity's shipbuilding industry at world level, we maintain
that this objective cannot be,achieved as long as the
indusry faces anificial competition from third coun-
tries, as Mr Delorozoy has said in his excellent report.
The European Parliament has agreed in the past that
EEC action should take the form of a genuine indus-
trial policy, but the proposals that were put forward
were not successful, the opposition of our partners
preventing the adoption of provisions which seemed
positive, particularly the proposal for a premium for
the scrapping and building of ships.

The EEC might adopt measures designed to
encourage Member States' shipowners [o place their
orders with Community shipyards. This question is

particularly important at the time when Greece has
just joined the Common Market. On the other hand,
the Commission should take action to ensure the
earliest possible implementation of the IMCO
measures aimed at getting rid of or adapting ships
which do not meet the standards that have been laid
down. If the Commission proves incapable of taking
action to ensure the continued existence in the
Common Market area of a shipbuilding industry that
is viable and commensurate with the role played by
Europe in the world's maritime economy, it will be
depriving itself of essential weapons for use in the
discussions it must have with third countries, and
panicularly Japan, with a view to obmining their
agreement to limit their expons of ships and to charge
sales prices that cover cost prices.

President. - I call Mr Almirante (non-attached).

Mr Almirante. - U) Mr President, speaking for the
members of the Italian right, I express a firm negative
judgement on Mr Delorozoy's repon, for five reasons
which I will list very briefly.

First of all, and rhis is the most imporranr reason, rhe
shipyard crisis is an employment.crisis, and a fearful
one, if it is rrue as rhe report irself assens, that in
recent years 35 0/o of workers employed in this sector
have been laid off. Our Parliament expressed its posi-
tion on employment in the clearest possible terms
when, a few sessions a8o, it approved Mr von
Bismarck's excellent repon calling for fighting unem-
ployment through incentives, through paniciparion
and development, rhrough regional policy, and
certainly not throuBh,demobilization and dismanrling.
This report, in substance, is a demobilizarion and
dismantling report.

Secondly, in the same report and in the documenrs
pertaining to it, it is correctly nored rhat Japanese
competi[ion with regard to prices is and will conrinue
to be ex[remely damaging. This is conrained in the
report itself. As far as I am aware, such competition,
which constitutes verirable dumping and a prorec-
tionism injurious to the European indusrry, should be

opposed not by demobilizing and dismantling the
other industries, but by adopting defensive - I do not
wish ro say protective - measures.

Thirdly, this report reflects an uncompromising
approach detrimental to Italy and Great Britain, and
not to France, as one speaker incorrectly assened a

moment. ago, and we find this unacceptable. If this
resolution were approved, though we hope it will not be,
one of its results would be serious damage to the
shipbuilding industry of the Italian Mezzogiorno. As
Italian represenrative of the Mezzogiorno, I cannot be

unmindful of the unemployed q,orkers of the ship-
yards of Castellamare di Stabia, near Naples, for
example - an area also struck by the earthquake -,and of the shipyards of Taranto and Palermo. For this
reason I protest vigorously against this dangerous atti-
tude.

Bur there is worse: contextually wo have available an

excellent repon by the Committee on Social Affair5,
drawn up by Mr Van der Gun, where the Council is

criticized for having failed to adopt a coherent general
policy of industrial restructurization including social
provisions for the purpose of maintaining the income
of shipyard workers. Thus, on the one hand addidonal
unemployment is advocated, and on the other no
corresponding supportive measures are taken for the
benefit of the unemployed workers.

President. - I call Mr Paisley.

Mr Paisley. - Mr President, Northern Ireland has

one shipyard, Harland and \7olff. Unfonunately it is
excluded from the ranks of British shipbuilders, but it
has cooperated fully with the EEC in reducing capa-
city. For example, in 1979 its steel throughput was less

than a quarter of its throughput in 1975. Its labour
force has been reduced from 22 000 in the 1960s to its
presenr level of 7 000. It has sought to diversify, in
accordance with EEC requirements, into related oper-
ations. For instance, Harland and !7olff is currently
tendering for the steelwork of the new EEC-aided
Foyle Bridge in the ciry of Londonderry.

The costs involved in this struggle for survival through
diversification are excessive, and it is in this regard
that this Community can help us. !flith its massive
slimline operation the Belfast shipyard now finds itself
with the same overheads as before, but spread over
only one-quarter of the work turnover. Insofar as this
new fifth directive permits the continuance of financial
aid, I welcome and support it. However, in the Belfasr
shipyard there are unique costs associated with pro-
duction, which are not borne by our counterparts in
the rest of this Community. It is these that put us ar
great disadvantage. These costs flow mainly from the
high cost of energy and the high cosr of securing our
supplies, arising from rhe facr that Northern Ireland is
on the periphery of the Community and suffers a great
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degree of isolation. Not having any steel industry, all
our raw materials for shipbuilding have to be imported
at great cost.

Special note therefore needs to be raken of these facrs
by this Community in fixing the guidelines for permiss-
ible aid, and I trust that they will always be kept in
mind when directives of this nature are being drafted
and adopted.

President. - I was approached by some representa-
tives of the Greek Members who asked me to posr-
pone the debate, but as our procedure does not permit
the ubling of new amendments when we have just
postponed [he vote, which is the only rhing thar could
be postponed at this point, the Greek Members have
finally agreed not to introduce any proposal. I want to
thank them for their cooperation, because I under-
stand that rhe subject we are now dealing with is of
particular importance to their counrry.

I have great pleasure in calling Mr Andriessen who is

speaking for the first time in the European Parliament.
I know Mr Andriessen well from the Nerherlands and
I recall thar in debates of this kind in rhe Lower House
there were even fewer Members present than during
this debate, so it seems that the Dutch radidon is

being continued.

Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission.

- (NL) Mr Presidenr, thank you very much for your
friendly welcome. If we could reduce rhis Chamber in
size somewhat, I think we would find there were far
more Members raking pan in this debate than what we
are accustomed to in the Dutch Parliament.

I should like ro begin by thanking the House on behalf
of the Commission for the particular and careful
attention it is paying to our proposal for a fifrh direc-
tive. I join in the words of praise rhar have been
directed at the rapporteur, Mr Delorozoy, who has
made an excellent analysis of the problems in rhis area.
Practically every speaker has expressed grave concern
ar rhe siruarion in rhe shipbuilding industry, and
rightly so. The situation in the shipbuilding industry is

serious and has been so for a very long rime, and ir
does not look as if rhere can be any substantial
improvement in the short term. Mr Delorozoy's report
explains the situation very clearly. Ir is rherefore
understandable that many speakers should feel a very
great effort is needed in rhe Communiry to mainrain
or to some extenI restore our compet.itiveness at inter-
national level. But this can be done only if help is
provided in the form of aid for a limired period, and I
hope it will be as limired as possible.

However, and I say this to those who have made very
far-reaching recommendations regardint the mainte-
nance of employment, the Commission feels rhar we
cannot allow a kind of 'subsidy mentality' ro develop

in the shipbuilding indusry, with the result rhar ir is

never again able to stand on its own feer withour
massive government aid. That would be degrading for
this sector and it could not be kept up for long. The
Commission has therefore submitted this proposal for
a fifth directive as part of its decision-making to the
Council with the aim of achieving an organized
adjustment of the shipbuilding secror ro the market
sicuation in the longer term in a way that is also
socially acceprable.

This new directive, as has already been said, is wider
in scope than the one which applied until the end of
last year, particularly where it concerns rhe addidon to
the present forms of aid of aid granted to shipowners
that has an effect on shipbuilding, and all other forms
of financial support the shipbuilding industry receives
from governments.

It should perhaps'be pointed out - in connection with
what various speakers have said during this debate 

-that the Commission feels that, where Member State
governments allocate further aid in the future, the
accent should be placed on crisis measures, which
should also be accompanied by restructuring.

Various reference's have been made rhis afrernoon ro
restructuring, improving competitiveness, attempts to
reduce costs and so on, and ir is the intention of this
directive that in the period before us the emphasis in
restructuring should be placed on rhese aspects rarher
than on the reduction of production capacities, of
which 

- as has rightly been said - there has been a

great deal in the past. The Commission also regrers
that the debares on this fifrh directive last year did nor
result in actual decisions being taken. In this respect,
we are in something of a vacuum, it has been said, and
that is true, but that was almosr bound to be rhe case

once [he Council asked Parliament for its opinion on
this directive and decided to include that opinion in irc
deliberations.

But I must also poinr ou[ that, apart from this aspect,
some of our proposals for directives raise problems
which make further discussion in the Council inevit-
able. To keep the vacuum as small as possible, the
Commission proposed to the Council in the middle of
December of last year that the existing arrangement
under the fourth directive should be extended for
three months. But unfortunately a decision has nor
been taken on [ha[ either. Bur I am quite hopeful thar
this extension will be made in the next few days, just
as I hope 

- and the Commission derives streng[h
from what has been said in Parliament 

- 
that the final

discussion of this direcrive will produce a positive deci-
sion.

I should now like to make a few comments on various
quesuons put to the Commission. Firstly, a consider-
able amount has been said, by Mr Herman among
others, about the problems raised by Japan and the
competition we face from Japan. I would point out
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rhat thrs directive provides an opportuniry to use aid,
as I have already briefly indicated, to respond to those
elements of this competition which we consider unac-
ceptable. I would also point out that [hese matters are

regularly discussed within the OECD - 
with Japan

and other countries 
- 

and that this directive can also
be taken as a basrs for such discussions. In reply to the
urgent appeal for a cohesive policy, of which this
policy should form part, all I can say is that a lack of
Commission initiative can certainly not be blamed for
the absence of a policy of this kind. Proposals have
been made on several occasions in the past, but unfor-
tunately the decisions then taken did not produce the
desired result. I can assure the Assembly that the
Commission will be diligent in rhis respect in future. I
cannot, of course, anticipate the contents of our
programme of work, but I will certainly take note of
the recommendations that have been made this after-
noon in this Assembly.

Then Mr Paisley asked us ro take account of a number
of specific factors which he feels have an effect on the
problems faced by the shipbuilding industry in
Northern Ireland. If you look at the text of the
proposed directive, you will see that, when assessing

the level of aid, the Commission takes account of the
actual circumstances rn which that aid is allocated and
that these specific factors are considered during the
Commission's appraisal and decision-making under
the direcrive. To conclude, I should like to say that I
shall naturally inform this Assembly immediately if
changes should be made during the procedure relating
both to rhe decrsion on the extension and the decision
on the directive irself, and I hope that the debate in
this Assembly and the results which will emerge will
help to ensure a positive decision is taken in this
important area shortly.

President. - The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.

lO. Preoention of pollution of tbe sea

President. 
- 

The next item is the joint debate on

- 
the report by Mr Carossrno, on behalf of the
Commrttee on Transport, on the proposals from the
Commrssion to the Council (Doc. 1-132/80) for a

directrve concernlng the enforcement, rn respect of
shrpprng usrng Community ports, of international
standards for shipping safety and pollutron prevenuon
(Doc. I -708l80),

- 
the report by Mrs Mai;-\7eggen, on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection on the proposal from the
Commissron to the Council (Doc l-333180) for a

decrsron estabLshing a Community information

system for preventing and combating hydrocarbon
pollution of the sea (Doc. 1-709180);

- the report by Mrs Maij-Veggen, on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on the prevention of disasters

during the extraction of oil and gas in the nonh-west
European waters (Doc. 1-a73/80);

- the report by Mrs Spaak, on behalf of the Committee
on the Envrronment, Public Health and Consumer
Protection, on combating the effects of disasters

where orl rs released rnto the sea and reaches the shore
(Doc. l-467 /80)

I call Mr Carossino.

Mr Carossino, rapporteur. 
- 

(I) Mr Presidenr, ladies
and gentlemen, this proposal by the Commission rends
to respond to demands repeatedly expressed by the
Parliament. Considerable progress will be made in the
fight against the use of substandard vessels by modi-
fying the rights now acknowledged by international
law to all countries permitting the inspection and
eventual temporary immobilization of ships whose
technical specifications, crew complements, or equip-
ment do not meet the applicable obligatory srandards.

This procedure will only produce posirive resulrs,
however, if the proposed directive, once approved, is
rigorously applied in all Community ports.

Otherwise the increase in traffic directed towards the
more lenient ports would cause serious disruprion. For
this reason the Council's approval of rhe proposals
should be considered only as a first step.

In rhe repon, I made an effort to illustrare that the
utility of international treaties depends upon at leasr
four conditions: their ratification, their effective appli-
cation, checks on the implementation of rhe measures
involved, and, finally, the suppression of eventual
infractions.

If one of these conditions is not me[, the effectiveness
of the provisions can be seriously weakened. If, there-
fore, the ratification of the international treaties serves
as a point of departure, it must be followed by other
provisions to ensure rhat rhe commitmenrs are fairh-
fully and rigorously observed.

I will not describe the contents of this proposed direc-
tive, for they are clearly set forrh in the report. The
aim of the directive itself is to bring about rhe effective
application of some of the basic international maririme
safety srandards in all Member Srares of the Commu-
niry.

On more than one occasion, the Commission has
insisted that it is not so much new and srricter stan-
dards which are needed as simply the observation of
those already in existence. This certainly true, for the
application of inrernational agreements on [he pan of
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all Member States would clearly improve the situarion
to a significant degree. The problem of safety and irs
dramatic consequences is serious enough to require
the adoption of supplementary measures of which,
moreover, Parliament has frequently expressed its
approval. I refer to the creation of a system of controls
for maritime raffic in heavily-travelled tlommunity
waterways, to the use of escons for s,rpertankers
carrying dangerous substances, [o a l]ommunity
service specializing in salvage operations and to a

balanced policy for navigational trainirrg. Further
measures would include the issuing and mtrtual recog-
nition of documents certifying the quali':ications of
captains, deck and engine-room personnel, stricter
measures against illegal employment ancl failure to
observe the prevailing social regulations, standards
designed [o ensure an adequate crew for ships of all
categories, and improvements in the construction and
manning of vessels. Finally, there are additional
proposals regarding the promotion of scientific
research for the mechanical recovery of oil lost in spills
and for the development of acceptable snndards of
bio-degradation, the creation of so-called 'ports of
refuge', and improvements in the existing systems of
insurance and liability afloat for pilots in busy
sea-lanes.

It is obvious, ladies and gentlemen, that everything
cannot be done at once. Nevertheless ir is permissible
to insist that the Commission draw up and submit to
the Council, on the basis of these sug;gestions, a

programme of priority items aimed at increasing
security in maritime traffic and pro lecting the
Community's maritime environment.

I must now dwell for a moment on the reasons why
the presentation of such a rational and use[ul proposal
was so long delayed. At present it is impossible, even [o
be sure of the Council's approval, despite t,re fact that,
in recent years the situation has be,sn sreadily
worsening. 1n1979 there were no fewer rhan 279
maritime accidents in which more rhan 177 people lost
their lives. These delays in the marter of greater inter-
national cooperation for maritime transport are due,
in my opinion, to the fact that up to now rhe identifi-
cation of rule violations has been left to the nations
under whose flag the ships have sailed; to rhe fear rhat
unilateral application of controls and sanclions on rhe
part of a single nation might provoke lneasures of
reprisal from the countries whose vr:ssels were
involved; to anxiety lest the exercise of excessive
power by the Community or rhe separar:e counrries
raise obstacles to freedom of navigarion; and finally to
the fear expressed in some quarters rhat the approval
of regulations concerning social and technical security
might result in hrgher prices for freight and oil.

These reasons are valid; rhey involve large interest
groups and call for a gradual process of rnodification
brought about through the participation of many
countries working in effective international cooper-
ation. It is at this point that political difficulties arise.
The Member States tend to resisr yielding aurhoriry ro

the Community in maritime matters, and some have
even requested thar the proposed directive be turned
into a simple recommendation or an agreement amonf
national governments.

In discussing cosrs and benefirc ir is indeed necessary
to bear in mind the price of freight, but it should also
be stressed that the adoption of this directive would be

a concrete contribution to solving the crisis in Euro-
pean shipyards which we discussed a few moments ago
by srimulating a new demand for ships built to interna-
tional standards. Other interests are also to be consld-
ered: tourism, ecology, and fishing, all of which are

ever more seriously affected by growing pollution of
the seas. I personally share the opinion of those who
believe that the problem of pollution has become so

serious that it musr be faced wirhout any further delay.
The measures must be implemented gradually and
each single action and decision must be consistent with
a Community maritime policy.

At the same time, ir is impossible to ignore the primary
responsibilities to be borne by the Community because

of rhe extent of its trade, rhe size of its fleet, and the
length of its coastline. For these reasons, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of the Committee on Transport
which adopted it unanimously, I invite you to support
this proposed directive, which can be considered as the
first concrete step forward torwards a more coherent
Community initiative aimed at solving the problems of
security at sea and of marine pollution due to hydro-
carbons.

President. 
- 

I call Mrs Maij-\7eggen.

Mrs Maij-\fleggen. 
- 

(NL) Mr President, ladies and

Bentlemen, the European Parliament has urged rhe
Commission on several occasions in the pasr to adopt a

better and joint approach to oil pollution in European
maritime areas. In written questions put by Mrs Ewing
and Mr Klinkenborg among others, in resolurions
tabled by Mr Cottrell, for example, and nor least at the
hearing held in Paris in 1978 afrcr rhe Amoco Cadiz
disaster on the initiative of Parliamenr's Commitree on
Regional Policy, rhe Commission's arrenrion has
repeatedly been drawn to the gravity of these prob-
lems.

That this concern is justifed has again been made clear
by the recent pollution of rhe Swedish, Norwegian
and Danish coasts, which ln recent weeks have cosr
over 150 000 sea-birds their lives and the cause and
extent of which are still not known, even though i[ is

at least three to four weeks since the pollution was
first noriced. Ve therefore welcome the fact that the
Commission has now taken the first step towards
anspering Parliament's urgent appeals. The proposals
now before us may be just the beginning but if they
are followed by further legislation 

- 
and Mr Caros-

sino has made various suggestions - they may repre-
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sent the satisfactory stan of a balanced system of pre-
vention, control and containment of oil pollution at sea.

The Commission's document, which includes the first
steps towards a plan of this kind and which was
referred to the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection for its opinion,
contains two proposals. The first conceins the estab-
lishment of a Community informadon system in which
all data on ships and particularly on tankers sailing in
European waters and calling at European ports will be

recorded. These data will include the identity of
tankers, features, age, the identity of che owner, the
nature of the oil being carried, the position of ships as

regards international agreements - a point I shall be
returning to in a moment 

- 
and incidenm and acci-

dents in which these ships have been involved. The
information system will also include a permanent
record of all national and regional disaster plans the
various Member States have for their coasdines. It will
also include a permanent record of all the equipment
the Member States have available for these disaster
plans.

The second of rhe Commission's proposals is that an
advisory committee of oil control specialisrs, three
from each Member State, should be set up. The inren-
tion is that this committee should be principally
concerned with workinB our rhe derails of the
proposed cooperation.

The Committee on the Environment approves'borh the
Commission's proposals, although we do have some
criticism to make, as you will see in the resolution.

The Commission proposes, for example, rhar rhe
information system should include dara on rhe posi-
tion of tankers at sea and entering porr under inrerna-
tional treaties. That is very laudable, bur we musr
remember that many of the international and regional
agreements which are named in the Commission's
documents and concern the safery of shipping, have
not yet been ratified by certain Member States of the
Community. This is not conducive ro rhe credibiliry
and effectiveness of a proposal of this kind.'!7e rhere-
fore urge the Commission ro call on Member States
which have nor yet rarified rhese agreements to do so
as quickly as possible. After all, we can hardly expect
Liberian and Panamian tankers ro meer requirements
which Member States themselves are nor meering.

The Committee on the Environrnent is also crirical of
the sphere of application of the informarion sysrem. It
seems very important to us thar the sphere of applica-
tion should not be limited ro rhe Member Srares of the
Community and thar negoriarions should begin with
third countries, particularly in the North Sea and
Mediterranean areas, as soon as possible. It is particu-
larly important for these counrries to panicipate in rhe
information system. Ve are rhinking here, for
example, of Norway and Sweden as regards rhe North
Sea area and of Ponugal and Spain and possibly

Yugoslavia in the south. Cooperation is important not
only wirh regard ro environmenlal protection but also
for competition reasons. It is quite conceivable that
tankers will change their routes to ports and countries
which take checks and records less seriously, and then
we shall soon have not only the phenomenon of cheap
flags, bur also the phenomenon of cheap ports. Mr
Carossino has also emphasized this point in his repon.

The Committee on the Environment also appreciates
the second of the Commission's proposals that an

advisory committee of oil control specialists should be

set up. This proposal prompts an important comment,
which is largely connected with what I have just said.
Ir seems to us extemely imponant that here again rele-
vant t.hird countries, panicularly in the North Sea and
Mediterranean areas, should be involved in this advi-
sory commitree. 'S7hen we consider the most recent
case of oil pollution, we find that the pollution
extended principally along the Norwegian, Swedish
and Danish coasts and also left [races on the German
and Durch coasts, and that surely proves that a

committee of this kind cannot work effectively unless

means are found of involving certain third countries in
the discussion. Oil pollution unfortunately does not
srop ar the Community's frontiers, and we must bear
that in mind. To put it very mildly, it is remarkable
rhan none of the Commission's proposals refers to the
off-shore oil production industry as a possible source
of oil pollution at sea. 'We even have the impression
that the Commission has been careful to ignore the
off-shore industry in the documents that have been
submitred to us. It is therefore a good thing that the
Committee on the Environment will be submitting an
own-iniriative proposal to Parliament and to the
Commission on this subject.

This second report, for which I am the rapponeur, has

been prompted by a resolution tabled by Mr Muntigh
on the involvement of the off-shore industry in such
oil pollution, in the specific context of an accident in
the Gulf of Mexico. In this accident, which occurred in

July 1979, a drilling ship parted company with a well
on rhe seabed. The work involved in plugging the well
was so complicated that it took months. The enormous
pressure in the oil reservoir had made the seabed
around the well completely porous, so that once one
had been plugged, another spranB open. During this
period over 400 000 tonnes of oil were released into
the Gulf of Mexico. That is as much again as found its
way on to the coast of Brittany after the Amoco Cadiz
disaster. It is not yet known how much damage was
done throughout the sea area and to the coast, but
experts are already saying that it may be fifteen years
before the flora and fauna on the coast and in this sea

area have recovered from rhe catastrophe ro some
ex[ent.

'\Uflhat happens a long way from home can also happen
on our own doorsteps. An extensive off-shore industry
has developed in rhe Nonh'Sea in recenr years, an
industry which we must. treat with a special care for
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economic and political reasons. But the fact remains
rhat the risks inherent in this off-shore industry must
not be underestimated. The economic and political
vulnerabiliry of this industry compels us to be particu-
larly wary of the risks. In 1977 we were shaken by an

accident in the Norqh Sea, in the Norwegian
Ekofisk field to be specific. Here again there was a

blow-out, but in this case the well-head was on the
drilling platform and not on the seabed, which meant
that it could be plugged wirhin about a week, which is

relatively quick for an off-shore accident. As a resuh,
only about 20 000 tonnes were released into the sea,

and that is really comparatively little for an off-shore
accident. The question is how great is the risk of a

disaster in the Nonh Sea. Experts estimate the risk as

being greater than the present statistics indicate. There
are a number of reasons for this. The oil- and
gas-bearing strata are situated at a considerable depth
under the sea. The pressure in these underground
strata is very high, even higher than in the Gulf of
Mexico. The structure of the seabed is also particu-
larly complicated and in some places rather porous
and soft. The weather conditions in the areas

concerned are very unsrable. All these factors have
resulted in the regular introduction in the Nonh Sea

of new and advanced methods with which litde experi-
ence has been gained elsewhere. This all makes the
off-shore industry a vulnerable industry involving
major risks for the environment. 'S/e need only think

. of the shallows that stretch for a distance of 300 km
along the Dutch, German and Danish coasts and also
of the risks involved for certain economic sectors such
as the fishing and tourist induscries. Several million
European workers and employees earn their daily
bread in this way. If an accident like that in the Gulf of
Mexico occurred in the Nonh Sea, it would be not
only a terrible catastrophe for the environment but
also an economic disaster. Ve must no[ therefore close
our eyes to the risks inherent in these activities.

The Committee on the Environment therefore cails on
the Commission to submit a report shortly - that is to

'say, within a ye^r - on this indusrial sector and in
particular on the risks this industry creates. \7e also
call for this off-shore industry to be included in the
proposed record and information system as soon and
as completely as possible.

Vhy should we record tankers carrying hundreds of
thousands of tonnes of oil and ignore wells through
which hundreds of thousands of tonnes of oil are

produced? Both involve risks, both must be recorded.

To conclude, I should just like to say a few words
about the sea-birds which have been washed up on to
the beach in the thousands every day in recent
weeks. I do not want to evoke cheap emotions, but
what I have seen in recent weeks on the beach near my
own home in Noorwi.ik- aan-Zee has filled me with a

profound feeling of shame. Many sea creatures flee to
the coast when they are in need, perhaps with the
intention of confronting human beings with the results

of rheir activities. The sea is not a cheap waste-tip. The
sea is of vital importance to animals and human beings.
If we destroy life in the sea, we are also threatening
life on land. Any action designed to reverse this
process is wonhy of our supPort. The proposals now
before us have the unanimous suppon of the
Committee on the Environment, and I call on Parlia-
ment similarly to give unanimous suppon to these
proposals.

President. - 
I call Mrs Spaak.

Mrs Spaak, rdpporteur. - 
(F) Mr President, the

motion for a resolution contained in this report was
prompted by a questign by Mr Muntingh. It is deliber-
ately confined to calling for support for mechanical
means of fighting accidental pollution to the sea or the
coast caused by hydrocarbones.

Many studies have been made of all these problems
since 1978, the year of rhe Amoco Cadiz accident. For
the sake of efficiency, action should be taken to deal
with specific aspects. Tanker accidents are responsible
for I I % of marine pollution caused by hydrocarbons.
Prevention is, of course, still the best means. But the
risk of an accident inevitably remains. Since rhe Tanio
accident, it is obvious that vigourous and concerted
action is needed to cope with the human, ecological
and socio-economic consequences of these accidents.

Everyone would agree that preference should be given
to the removal of the hydrocarbons by mechanical
means rather than chemical means, since there is then
no risk of secondary, toxic effects on the marine flora
and fauna. But the mechanical means at present avail-
able are effective only in a limited number of cases.

The first difficulty involved in using them is due to the
specific nar.ure of each case of hydrocarbon pollurion,
owing to the type of product to be recovered, the
physical environment of the slick and atmospheric
conditions. The requirements relating to the use of
mechanical means raise a second difficulty: the need

for favourable atmospheric conditions, high costs, the
need for a large work-force. The layer of oil to be

recovered must be thick and not yet dispersed, which,
owing to the ageing of oil in sea water, means that
action has to be taken quickly, and this is not always
possible because of atmospheric conditions. Pumping
off dispersed oil means pumping off 80 0/o water.
Storing and possibly processing rhe hydrocarbons
recovered form a third obstacle. This explains why
most Member States tend to use chemical means to
combat such pollution. The Netherlands and Scandi-
navian countries alone have developed and experi-
mented with various mechanical means.

The performance of the mechanical means must be

improved. The cost of the research and the evident
inrerest of the Member States in having standardized
equipment should encourage the Commission to take
coordinating and financing action in this field.
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To be more precise, it should coordinate and promote
the use of mechanical means wherever possible. Ar
local level there is a work-force which is directly
concerned: the inhabitanrs of rhe coastal regions and
more specifically fishermen. This work-force should be
made aware of a problem which directly concerns
them. Mechanical means could be firred to fishing
boats, for example. The oil companies are spending
large sums on research into chemical means. They
should also be spending similar amounrs of money on
mechanical means and their use. There are a number
of research cenrres in the Member States rhat
specialize in the fight againsr pollution. The oil
companies should help to finance studies by these
centres to establish which mechanical, chemical or
biological 

- the use of bacteria 
- 

means are the most
effective and the least harmful in given circumsrances.

'\Ufl'e await with interest the proposals the Commission
must put forward as part of rhe programme of action
to control and reduce pollution caused by the
discharge of hydrocarbons inro the sea, panicularly
as regards the possible involvemenr of rhe Commission
in the design and building of pollution-fighting ships
and the drawing up of a proposal for a programme of
research into means of fighting pollution caused by
hydrocarbons and the effect they have on marine
flora and fauna.'We call on the Commission ro include
the suggestions I have made, which had rhe unani-
mous support of our Committee on the Environment,
and we call on Parliament to adopt this resolution.

IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\fIELE

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Klinkenborg to speak on
behalf of the Socialist Group.

Mr Klinkenborg. 
- 

(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like to begin by saying thar the
Socialist Group will be voting in favour of the report.

As a member of the Committee on Transport,
however, I do have a number of criricisms to make to
the Commission. The Committee on Transporr does
not dispute that the prevention of environmental prob-
lems caused by sea transpor[ are a transport problem.
This is also true of pipelines, because pipelines are also
a transport system. The Commission should realize
that this question oughr not to be taken away from rhe
Commissioner responsible for transpon to be given to a

new Commissioner, because then a new aurhority has
to spend some rime looking into a problem on which
we already have all the information.

The Commission too should realize that, if maritime
accidents are to be prevented, two major areas musr be
examined: on rhe one hand, rhe purely naur.ical area
and on the other, if I may pur ir as briefly as this, the
area of technology and material 

- or simply the age
of ships.

'\fle do nor need any new statistics on rhis, because we
have enough at narional level to provide us with all the
information we need ro discuss these problems. \7e
know, for example, thar many shipping accidenrs are
due not to rechnical bur to human failings, and human
failings stretch from poor manning of the bridge
through the absence of maps to rhe purchase of a

master's certificare wirhout any naurical experience to
back it up. \7e know all abour this. \7e also know rhar
some ships raise very serious rechnical problems, ships
which ports accept only ar arm's lengrh, as i[ were,
ships rhat are unloaded as quickly as possible and then
sent on their way again, so that the nexr porr can try
to sort out the problems they may create.

As we see it, rhen, there is no need for new statistics.
'What the Commission mus[ do is exert pressure on rhe
national parliaments ro rarify at long lasr everything
that has long since been agreed, in the IMCO Code,
for example.

I can only warn against bypassing rhe IMCO Code
and introducing a European system. It would have
very many deficiencies. One such deficiency would be
thar it would be helping ro creare a disroruion of
comperition if the standards applicable ro rhe Euro-
pean shipping nations, that is the European owners,
were different from rhose rhar are inrernationally
accepted. Shipping is world-wide and international,
and the rules governing it must therefore be interna-
tional roo.

Now in particular, with the accession of Greece, the
European Community must play a greater parr in rhis
area 'With the tonnage Greece has introduced inro the
Community, Europe now carries more weight, and it
will now be easier to achieve the quorum needed to
make the IMCO Code binding world-wide. So there is

now absolurely no reason for further delay, because
we can no longer say, '\7e do nor have a sufficient
majority any,way.'

A second problem 
- and I feel it is here rhat the

Commission's responsibility really begins 
- is the

question of checks in the natronal ports. As you know,
ports on the whole still form a kind of large mercanrile
set-up. Each port claims a certain share of the world
freight volume as irs own. This auromatically means
that the ports compere wirh one anorher. This may
result 

- 
and, I beheve, has resulted in rhe past 

- in
not too much fuss being made about whether this or
that ship actually meers rhe conditions negoriared. The
general practice has in fact been to accept and unload
any additional ships calling ar a pon. If rhe volume
handled can be increased slighdy, less rhought has
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been given to proper considerarion for the environ-
ment.

As I have already said in connection with a report on
the Law of the Sea Conference, what we need is the
European mandate. The European Community, the
European Parliamenr must accede to rhese agree-
ments. The national parliaments musr accept that, if
there are national agreements and the European
Parliament has approved them, they are binding.
Otherwise we can go on talking about environmenral
protection for 20 years without any changes being
made, because no-one at national level is prepared [o
make them.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Janssen van Raay to speak on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany
(C-D Group).

Mr Janssen van Raay. 
- 

(NL) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, as a member of the Commitree on
Transport I shall confine myself to the Carossino
Report, although I have read the repons by Mrs Maij-
Veggen and Mrs Spaak with very Breat interest.

I once asked three inhabitants of Rotterdam picked at
random what they understood by substandard ships,
and all three answered that they thought it meant
small shrps. My own practical proposal as regards this
report, at least the Dutch version of it, is that we
should drop all this official jargon. This repon is

extremelv important for our constituents, the crtizens
of Europe, so let us talk about ships that are not safe,
because that is *,hat it is about, and whether or not a

standard is good, is another matter.

Lack of safety 
- 

as the previous speaker has already
said - may be due to rhe ship irself or ro the crew.
The case of the shrp that broke in the middle in rhe
port of Rotterdam was clearly due to rhe ignorance of
the crew, in this case during the loading and unloading
of oil. The emphasis must be placed equally on these
two aspects. If we think of the crew, I would remind
the House 

- I do not know whether this story is

known outside the Netherlands - that a Dutch jour-
nalrst was able to buy a master's certificate at the
Panamanian Consulate for a few hundred guilders.

The man had no expert knowledge at all, at least not
of shipping. He is undoubtedly an inventive and expert
journalisr, but for a few hundred guilders he bought a

certificare enabling him to work as a rnate on an oil
tanker. If this sort of thing gocs on - and it is, of
course, almost too funny to be true - 

we shall have to
carry out thorough checks in this area too.

I am not speaking as a theorist., ladies and gentlemen,
but as a lawyer with 25 years of experience of looking
after shipping interests, and I can assure you that those
direcrly involved will never solve these problems them-

selves. Shippers are interested in only one thing, low
freight rates, and whether they are due to the ship or
its crew being unsafe, has nothing to do with ir as far
as they are concerned. Safety in shipping is therefore a

matter for the authorities, bur as we have seen 
- 

rhe
previous speakers and Mr Carossino have already
referred to this 

- 
the individual countries are nor

prepared or not able to take the necessary measures
themselves to ensure safety in shipping and to prevent
the pollution of the seas. I therefore completely agree
that we should do this at Community level, and I can
assure the House that the Carossino Repon and thus the
Commission's directive has the full support of my
group. \7e are agarnst recommendations in this area. If
there rs no compulsion, nothing will be done at all.

I can give you a very good example of this. The
Committee on Transport recently visited the port of
Rotterdam, and one of the experts there told us that
he was in the Hook of Holland on the Meuse plain
when the Energy Concentration, that ill-fated ship that
broke its back, left the North Sea and sailed up the
Meuse. He assured us that he said at the time that he

doubted whether the ship would even reach its ber[h.
And what happened then? Nothing. That is the
wretched part of it, as Mr Carossino has said. How
many more disasters must there be, how many more
victims must there be, before we at last reach the stage
of taking the necessary action? I hope it will not be
necessary in this case. Unfonunately, although it is

possible to predict disasters, Cassandra never makes

the front pages of the newspapers. This ship should
really have exploded in Rotterdam, causing the thou-
sands of deaths that are needed before the necessary
action is taken.

I think that rs one of the most important statements
Mr Carossino makes in his report: I hope that disasters
of this kind will not be necessary. Vith the Energy
Concentration it was a very close shave. Very many
catastrophes could have been prevented if there had
been proper checks. The suggestron that there should
be a sea traffic control system is a very good one in my
opinion. It is, of course, completely illogical that we
should have air traffic control, even though aeroplanes
have an extra dimension - they move in a three-
dimensional space, ships in a two-dimensional space -but nor sea traffic control. There should cenainly be a
standard sea traffic control system, an integrated sea

traffic control system for the North Sea and the
Channel and, I feel, for the busy routes in the Medi-
rerranean, perforrning the same service as has been
done so successfully in air transport. I intend to give
my full support to this recommendation.

I would also draw your attention to two other inter-
esting remarks that have been made. The rapporteur
rightly says rhat the question of unsafe ships should
not be confused with the problem of ships sailing
under cheap flags. He points ouq that the percentage
of unsafe ships among cheap-flag ships is larger, but it
is not the same problem. The Committee on Transport
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will be drawing up a separate reporr on rhis, and it
would be a good thing to keep rhese rwo issues apart.
There are cheap-flag ships which satisfy rhe safety
standards and there are ships sailing under expensive
flags which do not satisfy rhe safety standards. \7e are
concerned solely with the safety aspec[.

Vhat is particularly imporrant, of course 
- as borh

the rapporteur and Mrs Maij-\Teggen have said - is

that we must prevent the emergence of cheap ports,
because if we have one pon raking these measures and
another one not taking rhem, wirh rhe result rhar ships
call at a more favourable port 

- for the reasons I have
just outlined - we shall not have achieved anything.
\[e must have a uniform Communiry-wide sysiem o."f

enforcement and inspection.

To conclude, I would refer you 
- 

and particularly Mr
Percheron and Mr Josselin; I hope rhey are here 

- 
ro

the Dutch amendmenrs, which I do not yer have. I
have the English version of Amendment No 1, which
does not make sense. It says, 'urgenily requesrs [he
Member States to consider rheir ways of raking action
within maritime conferences in which'- it is all right
up to there, but then it continues, 'European arma-
ments play a dominant role.' Now I have checked this
to be absolutely certain and 'armaments' obviously
have no place in thrs rext. The German version righrly
refers to 'the European shipowners', and that is whar
is meanr, bur to prevent any misunderstandings and
Bridsh Members from voting against it, as they
cenainly would have done, this must be corrected.
Those were lust a few of the items I wanted to srngle
out for particular emphasis. There is little poinr in
discussing each item of a report on which we agree. I
wrll leave it at thar and assure the rapporteur of our
wholeheaned support for his repon.

President. - I call Mr Johnson to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Mr Johnson. - 
Mr Presidenr, I welcome rhe four

reports we are discussing today. I represen[ a consti-
tuency, which is the Isle of \7ight and Easr Hamp-
shire, where the problems of marine pollurion caused
by oil take on each year an increasing imporrance.
Even as I am speaking, the casualries of the larest inci-
dent are being totred up. Sea-birds are being brought
in wrth their feathers covered in oil. The beaches of
the south coasr are menaced. The pollution may nor be
on the same scale as thar caused by the Torrey Canyon
or the Amoco Cadiz, bw it is importanr, neverrheless,
and the threat grows each year as rhe traffic in the
English Channel itself increases.

The reports we are discussing call, amongsr other
things, for stricter enforCement by flag States and
coastal States of the rules againsr niarine pollution. So
many incidents result, not from accidents, but from
deliberate acrs of tank washing, ballast discharge and
so on, which are in facr in conrravenrion of inrerna-

tional law. The law musr be srrengrhened and ir must
be enforced and there is a key role here for the Euro-
pean Community as such. If we act on the principle of
solidarity between the ten member nations of the
Community - and with rhe accession of Greece, we
are much more oriented to the sea than we were
before - we can put into effect this principle of soli-
darity. \7e can, I think, wage a much more effective
war against the fly-by-night operators and against rhe
incompetent captains.

Mrs Maij-Veggen spoke of the need for exchange of
information about ships and operarors. That is, of
course, crucially important, but just as important, I
believe, is the idea that the Community as such should
ratify the inrernarional conventions and that rhere
should be intra-EEC agreements about the enforce-
ment of these conventions. If a ship, for example,
having fouled French warers, purs into a Brirish port,
the British authorities should pursue that ship relent-
lessly and with effect, just as though the infraction had
been committed against rhe British themselves.

I also very much approve the emphasis placed in Mrs
Mai.f-\Ufleggen's report and in Mrs Spaak's report on
the problems of pollution caused by oil explorarion.
\7e may not ar rhe moment know whar precisely is

happening to Norwegian ecology, bur I am quire sure
the argument for greater control is clear.

Mr President, you will recall that the European
Democratic Group, with rhe supporr of orher groups,
put forward some time ago in rhis Parliamenr a
proposal for a European environmenr fund. In the
intricate manceuvrings which we witnessed ar rhe end
of last year over the budger, rhat proposal imelf was
the victim cif a nasry accidenr. Ir slipped through the
crack, if vou [ike, between the slimmed-down 1981

budget and the 1980 supplementary budger. But we
have the new Commissioner for the environment with
us today and I do appeal to him to repropose thar
fund - he will have rhe support of rhe Parliament -as soon as he can, because one key dimension of the
proposal was for help ro be given to States and to local
authorities to deal wirh the problems caused by marine
pollution.

I am asked, Mr Presidenr, by rhe colleague who sirs on
my righr, ro make a brief announcemenr, rhat a film by
Anglia Television on oil pollution in rhe Nonh Sea
will be shown ar 5.45 in rhe cinema below rhis
Chamber.

President. - I call Mr Veronesi ro speak on behalf of
the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Veronesi. - (I) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the reasons advanced by Mr Carossino in
support of rhe resolurion on security in maritime
t.ransport and rhe prevenrion of pollurion are wholly
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valid. Both texts, the resolution and the explanatory
statement were unanimously adopted by the
Commirtee on T'ransport. This bears witness to the
fine work done by the rapporteur, who has presented
rhe problem cogently.

\7irh this in mind, the Italian Communist and Allies
Group could simply limit itself to stating that it will
vote for the proposal under consideration. In this
debate, however, we are also obliged to consider other
questions which, though closely connected to the
problems dealt with by Mr Carossino, enlarge their
scope to an appreciable degree. I am referring to the
reports by Mrs Mai.f-Veggen and by Mrs Spaak. In
this case as well we are faced with resolutions and
supporting documents which were unanimously
adopted by the members of the Committee on the
Environment.

I have called your attention to this circumstance in
order to show that the overail problems" of maritime
traffic are now considered from a single viewpoint,
whether by political groups or by national public
opinion. Safery of transport in general and of the
[ransport of hydrocarbons in particular, measures for
the prevention of pollution, the establishing of means

for rapid intervention in case of disaster, and interna-
rional legal dispositions to be acknowledged and
applied by all countries have become an absolure
necessity, and are in principle recognized as such
throughout the world. For that ma[ter, the many
agreements and conventions, and the innumerable
directives now in existence are confirmation of this
recognition. \fhat is disconcerting and at times outra-
geous is the dilatory and ineffective manner in which
the measures and regularions agreed upon are finally
applied.

The political problem to be solved lies in the sharp
contrast between good intentions and their practical
application. In many cases, unfortunately, we are still
at the level of proclamations and preachings and far
from an effectire commitment. I was chosen by the
Committee on the Environment [o be the draftsman of
an opinion on the Amoco Cadiz accident. I had the
oppprtunity ro participate in the important interna-
tional hearing in Paris which dealt with this appalling
event, whose consequences are still visible today. At
that time how many declarations were made and
commitments assumed, and yet still nothing has been
done. Today we are discussing rhe same problems
once again, which is an obvious indication rhat
nothing has changed. '!7e realize rhat rhe issue is-not a

simple one: long-established patterns of behaviour
need to be changed; real economic interests and
bureaucratic inefficiencies must be confronted; it is

necessary to disturb long-standing habits and prac-
tices, but all this cannot be allowed to halt vital action
such as that called for in our resolutions. It must be
made clear that no country can consider irelf safe
from the dangers and the consequences of the failure
ro respect the standards in question if they continue to

be administered on a national basis. In every case [he
cost of an accidenr and the damage inflicted upon the
environment are greatly in excess of the costs of an

adequate policy of preventron. It is no use improving
technology for environmental improvement if we
have not first done everything possible to foresee and
minimize the risks of disaster.

For these reasons, which I have briefly reviewed and
which have been stressed many times by our group on
previous occasions, we will approve the resolution
before us.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Haagerup to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Haagerup. - 
(DK) Mr President, the documents

we have before us in the form of the four reports show
the size of rhe problem which oil pollution represents
for our ports and coasts and the need for more effec-
tive action. I believe that our Community can make a

decisive conrribution to solving these problems and
that it can show orhers rhe way, although it is not a

specifically national or Community problem, for this
scourge knows no limits either on land or at sea.

Ve hear all too often of oil slicks which have caused
serious damage to men, animals and our environment.
The economic costs are very high, bur the effect on
our environment is even more serious. Speaking as a
Dane I should like to refer to the point made by Mrs
Maij-Veggen, that is, that the oil escaping from an

unknown source which has quite recently killed some
200 000 sea-birds along the coasts of Denmark,
Norway and Sweden and elsewhere has had a very
serious impact. I know that we have experienced much
worse disasters, as Mr Johnson said, especially from
the economic point of view; but the sort of effecr I am
talking of in this instance cannot be calculated in
monetary terms. The only positive thing that can come
out of this sort of disaster is that it may and, I hope,
will force our governments and public authorities to
recognize the need for coordinated action, both by the
Community and by our governments-action in line
with that recommended in the four reports we are
discussing today and which my group supports.

President. - I call Mr de Lipowski to speak on
behalf of the Group of the European Progressive
Democrats.

Mr de Lipowski. - 
(F) Mr President, if there is one

area in which our Assembly must bring pressure to
bear on the governments 

- 
and it is doing so - to get

them to take action, then it is pollution.

Vhen we read the excellent reports that have been
drawn up by Mr Carossino, Mrs Spaak and Mrs
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Maij-Veggen, we are struck by two things. The first is

that the danger is constant. Qespite rhe Amoco Cadiz,
which woke us up, [here have been, according to Mr
Carossino, 279 accidenrs. And rhese accidenrs can
occur again at any rime, because Mr Carossino tells us

our coasts are constantly being passed by an impressive
number of what can only be described as floating
coffins. That is absolutely unacceprable, parricularly
when we consider the inaction of the governmenrs.

Faced with a situation that is and remains as

dangerous as this, the governments always have
numerous good reasons for refusing to ratify the
conventions they have signed. They put forward legal
arguments, while the real reason is money. Afrer all,
they say, it would cosr a grea[ deal to get ships into rhe
ports for proper checks. So if there is one area in
which savrngs are expensive, ir is this one. Because it
must be realized that it would be complerely wrong ro
cheat a little here. Chearing wrll cost far more than the
savlng lt produces, because closing our eyes to
substandard ships will be extremely expensive when
the catastrophe happens. If there is one area in which
action at European level is essenrial, ir is rhe fight
against pollution. In short, not taking action at Euro-
pean level will cost far more than doing so.

I therefore propose, on behalf of my group, four
measures which I shall be puttrng forward in a motion
for a resolution submitred ro rhe appropriate
committee.

Firstly, the conventions musr be ratified by the parlia-
mencs of the countries which have signed them bur not
yet ratified them. The Commission musr bring pres-
sure to bear, as one speaker said just now. Ve
Members of the European Parliamenr musr also bring
pressure ro bear on our natronal parliaments. '!flhat

good is the dual mandate if pressure cannor be exerred
on our Bovernments to ratify these convent.ions.

Secondly, as Mr Carossino's reporr very rightly says,
there must be very srricr checks on the qualitv of ships
carrying hydrocarbons ro see whether rhe), comply
with the safety standards. These checks musr be made
not only when the ships are in port, bur also r.hen rhey
are sailing along our coasts. The sea musr also be
patrolled, eirher from the air or from the sea.

Someone is going ro say, 'You wanr a Community
patrol system.' Ve already have them for fishing and
customs. These are narional patrols, commissioned by
the Community, which accounr to rhe Community for
the inspections they make, wherher in port or ar sea.

Once the damage has been done, there must also be
some kind of Community solidarity to 'provide
material and financial assisrance and send a Commu-
nity emergency team ro the areas affected, such as tlre
Brittany coast in the case of the Amoco Cadiz or rhe
British coast, as my British colleague has said, to repair
the damage and to provrde slighrly more financial aid

than was given to the Bretons after the Amoco Cadiz
accident.

I now come to my last proposal.'We must not only try
to prevent accidents: we must also punish the polluters
severely by substantrally increasing, tenfold for
example, the fine the polluter musr pay. And rhe
proceeds of these fines should go into a common fund
to be used either to repair rhe damage done or ro
make good the loss of earnings of ports taking in ships
in distress or any costs they may incur.

At all events, I join with all the rapporteurs in hoping
that the governmen[s will wake up. ft is a scandal ro
think that we have had to wait until the Amoco Cadiz
disaster before taking action. I am perhaps speaking in
a rather emotional way, but rhat is because I represent
a coastal constituency and my coasr is under rhe
constant threat of an oil port, the port of Verdion.

How many more cases like the Torrey Canyon, the
Tanio and the Amoco Cadiz must we have before the
Commission and governments decide to establish a

genuine Community policy on maritime safery? Parlia-
ment is now doing irs dury, through its rapporteurs. It
is playing its full role. \tr7e call on the governments and
the Commission not to wait for several more years, for
so many more accidents, fataliries and cases of damage
before implemenring this Communiry policy. The
governments and the Commission must wake up
unless they want to feel the full force of the justified
anger of the people directly affected.

President. 
- I have great pleasure in calling rhe firsr

speaker from the Greek delegation, Mr Pesmazoglou.

(Applause)

Mr Pesmazoglou. 
- 

(EL) Thank you very much,
Madam Presidenr, for the inrroduction you gave me. I
am fully aware that the subject under discussion this
evening is of great importance for all our counrries
and I should like to emphasize how important it is for
us Greeks as we are, to a large extenr, an insular
country. \fle are not jusr a seafaring narion of sailors
wrth a large merchant fleet, but also an insular
country. For this reason we take a parricularly keen
interest in controlling polIution on our beaches and I
should like to say how much importance we arrach ro
the conclusions and decisions which will be taken afrer
this evening's discussion.

I should also like to say thar we agree with all the
proposals made in the interesting reporrs presented to
the European Parliamenr. In my opinion these
proposals are fairly similar and rhe conclusions to be
drawn from them, which I am sure that Greece
supports, are of major importance to us all. I also want
to add that the statement made earlier by the represen-
tative of the European Progressive Democrats
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regarding arrangements for a film which is to be

shown gives me the opportunity and the right to say
that, unlike the well-founded, responsible and serious
reports we heard this evening, there are certain notices
and films - and I want to point out just how
dangerous this is 

- 
which draw conclusions that lead

to a qonfused and false picture of the facts.

I would like to finrsh by sayrng rhar as proof of the
importance which we all - 

i.e. the State, the political
parties, the'Greek shipowners and alI the employees in
the shipping business in Greece - attach to this
rdarrer, the representatives of the Greek shipping
world have submitted a definite proposal to the IMCO
which, as everybody knows, is the Inter-Governmental
Maritime Consultative Organization. This proposal
refers to a positive measure which, as far as the Greek
shipprng world is concerned, is the solution to the
problem of beach pollution. The positive measure
referred to is the commitment ro provide what is

commonly called in English separate ballast tanks.
This means that the ballast tanks and tanks containing
liquid cargoes, including petrol products, will be

separate from each other. The separation of the tanks
will make it almost impossrble for ships transporting
hydrocarbons to cause sea pollution and, in the opi-
nron of the Greek shrpping world, if this proposal is

accepted rt will go a long way ro solving the problem
under discussion this evening. I should like to point
out how much importance we attach to the Commis-
sion's work and the measures it has taken to persuade
governmen[s ro ger rheir parliamenrs ro accept and
approve measures which will effecdvely control pollu-
tion of the sea. The positive measure proposed by the
Greek shipping world, Greek shipowners and Greeks
employed in the shipping business, is, in our opinion, a

crucial factor in controlling the pollution of our
beaches, a problem to which the Greek people as a

whole gives particular importance.

President. - I call Mr Dalakouras.

Mr Dalakoures. - 
(EL) Madam President, being a

counrry with a large fleet, Greece is always'concerned
abour the safety of Greek sailors and since it is also a

country with a considerable tourisr trade it is inter-
ested in keeping its beaches clean. Consequently, ir has

always been particularly energetic in adopting,
approving and implementing all the international ship-
ping agreements dealing with safety measures for
vessels and anti-pollution measures. Thus, without the
slightest hesitation, we give our full support and
approval to Mr Carossino's proposal. Futhermore, I
should tell you that Greece is a member of all the
international organizations and although some of
these do not include the members of the Community

lfloltt, 
their membership, their aims are exactly the

In addition to what Mr Pesmazoglou said a few
mrnutes ago, I should like to say that the positive

proposal for establishing separate tanks for water and
perrol u'as unfortunately rejected by just two votes. If
it had been accepted - as rt is several years since i[
was proposed 

- 
we would certainly have avoided a

number of ecological disasters which no amount of
money can ever put right. As a representative of a

country with a substantial fleet, I should like to say,
without going into details, that we are pleased that the
part plaved bl'the Greek fleet in these ma;or disasters
has thankfully been very small and in recent years we
have seen, to our immense satisfactlon, that, in spite of
the fact that the total damage caused by the world
fleet has almost doubled, the percentage of damage
attnbutable to the Greeks fortunately seems to be

decreasing at a sready rare. I should also like to inform
Parliament that Greece is the only Member of the
Community which has set an age-limit for ships (17
years) above which they are not allowed to fly the
Greek flag. This is a measure which I hope the other
Members of the Communrty will adopt.

I would have been happy, Madam President, to finish
my short speech at this point had I not been surprised
by my English colleague's reference to a film which is

to be shown rn a few minures. This rs a film by a

private TV company and unfortunately one of the
topics it deals with 

- 
I don't know whether or not it

does so on purpose 
- 

rs the Greek fleet. However, the
facts it presents are far from the rruth. I imagine that
the President of Lloyds has already sent off a letter
and rushed off himself to Greece to visit the Ministry
of Shipping and the Greek Shipowners Association to
excuse hrmself 

- 
this may be a strong word to use,

but it is accurate 
- 

for a bad translation, a bad
rendering of statements made by Lloyds' office in
Piraeus. In other words, what I am saying is that the
European Parliament ought not to have accepted a
film of this kind which is not based on official sources
and which contains incorrect information, before its
accuracy was complerely checked by officia[ sources.

President. - 
Icall MrJosselin.

Mr Josselin. - 
(F) Mr President, being the represen-

tative of a region, Brirtany, whose coastline has been
polluted with oil six times and which finds the prod-
ucts of oil tankers' cleaning operations was[.red up on
irs shores every week, I think you will agree that five
minutes is a lrttle short for me to give expression to the
resentment and concern the people feel, to accuse the
Member Srares and also to remind the oil companies
of rheir responsibilities. No-one can deny that marine
pollurion is a European problem, and I am happy to
see thar the Communiry authorities have taken up this
subject. Common policies must be implemented at
international level, and at European level to begin
with, to prevent efforts on one side from being
negared 6y a laissez-faire attitude on the orher. In this
respect, I fully welcome the Commission's proposals
both for the introduction of a data bank to record and
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coordinate the means of fighting pollution and for the
application of minimum safety standards in sea trans-

Port.

Having had rhe misfortune to see that the only satis-
factory method of fighting pollution is to prevent it, I
should like to ask the Commission:

Has agreement really been reached on the definition
of the term 'minimum safety standards'?

Vho witl be ensuring the uniform application of this
definition in all the Member States?

'!fle all have some reservations about certain inspecto-
rates. Vho is going to ensure they comply?

The same question applies to crew training standards.'\flhat do you think of the idea of an international
certificate in'view of the considerable differences in
training periods from one Member State to another?
And here again, I believe we must start by looking
closely at the idea of a Community surveillance and
intervention force.

The introduction of a data bank that enables ships to
be identified is a good thing, but it will come up
against various difficulties. Again I would ask the
Commission: are the insurance companies prepared to
open their files so that we can establish proper health
records of ships, taking in all the incidents in which
they have been involved, all the damage they have
suffered, all the offences they have committed, even if
they have changed their names? After all a ship
changes its name each time it changes its owner. The
multitude of questions clearly illustrates the
complexity of the problem, but this complexity can in
no way relieve the Member States of their guilt or
allow us to forget rheir laissez-faire attitude. \U7irhour

disputing the importance of the work done by rhe
Commission in Brussels, without disputing the impor-
tance of the considerable work done by our Assembly's
rapporteurs reference must nevertheless be made to
numerous factors which are already known and have
already been included in the conventions and proto-
cols and discussed ar numerous conferences: rhe
conference on the North Sea in Gothenburg in 1969,
the conference on the Nonh-East Arlanric held in
Oslo in 1972, rhe conference on rhe Medirerranean
held in Barcelona in 1975, rhe Solas Convenrion,
which was proposed in 1975 bur did nor enter inro
force until 1980, and the Marpol Convenrion, which
has so far been signed by only one Member Srare of
this Community, the United Kingdom. In shon - and
I believe this is rhe essenrial poinr 

- 
we have known

for a long rime in facr what should be done. So why
not do rr? Reference will be made ro legal questions. It
is true that the law of the sea is still in its infancy, that
it is not easy to move from a state of force ro a state of
law and thar too often rhe rights of rhe maririme
powers have been favoured because that served our
best interests, while we overlooked rhe facr that we

were also coastal powers and that the righrc of the
Stare in which a port is situated must be strenghtened.
But in fact these are political obstacles, the laissez-faire
artirude of the States which have not considered it
worrhwhile 

- as a speaker before me said - to
devote sufficient financial resources to equip imelf
with an inspecrion and surveillance apparatus or with
the means of taking action and the required human
resources and equipment: I am referring to ways of
enabling ships to clean their tanks in port so that they
do not have a good excuse for doing it at sea. Instead
we have a laissez-faire attitude towards the shipping
companies, the oil companies and, more generally,
ships sailing under flags of convenience.

You will appreciate, and I say this without wishing to
resort to polemics, that the arrival of the Greek
Members prompts me to ask them if they are willing to
take action to ensure that rheir fleer, the third largest
in the world, meets the safety srandards and also the
minimum social standards and to put an end to a situ-
arion which in many respec[s is unacceptable rc the
French, British and German merchant navies. \7e are
told that progress has been made. I hope that progress
will continue to be made.

But ler us not forget, ladies and gentlemen, that every
year several ships from our own national fleers,
including our national shipping companies, are trans-
ferred to flags of convenience with the blessing of our
governments, principally ro rhe benefit of the seller
and the buyer, who can then employ cheaper cosmo-
politan crews whose qualificadons are often extremely
questionable. Let us not forger, either, that this fleet
sailing under flags of convenience is used to supply
Europe.

Reference should also be made to the weakness of
sanctions and the infrequency with which fines are
imposed, which in the long run ensures thar rhe
polluter gets away almost scot-free. The adoption of
these reports mus[ not be allowed ro let us forget rhat
primary responsibility is borne by the companies, who
are constantli increasing the size of ships, thus making
them more difficult to control, sailing them closer to
the coast to reduce cosrs and also reducing rhe size of
crews to keep the wage bill down. On this subjecr, I
should like to ask the Commission whar pracrical
action i[ contemplates taking to overhaul insurance
terms along with the standards. The limir on rhe
shipowner's liability Iaid down in rhe Brussels
Convention does not correspond to the extent of the
damage done, especially when this damage has ro be
assessed in terms not only of repairs bur also of the
ecological, economic and, I would almost say, cultural
damage that is done when a gianr oil tanker is
wrecked.

And as I have referred to rhe quesrion of the repair of
damage, I urge 

- as everyone wiil understand 
- that

a centre be ser up in Brirtany to conduct research into
marine pollution and to take action against it and also
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that the data banks being discussed here be ser up at
places directly concerned - again in Brirtany perhaps.
Ve have unfortunately had personal experience of
these disasrers, and we have research workers and
universities who have also benefired by rhis experience.
It seems to me rhar would be a good way for rhe
Community to give concrere shape to its solidariry
with a region that has paid a high price for rhe supply
of oil to northern Europe.

Mr President, I shall vote for the reporrs before us,
especially if they are modified to incorporate certain
amendments, specifically those rabled by our
Communist comrades, in rhe hope rhar they will help
the fight against pollution. Bur let us make no mistake:
the people and their elected representatives, in Europe
and elsewhere, must remain alert and keep up rhe fight
for a long time, because there is considerable resist-
ance from those whose sole objective is to make a

profit.

President. - I call Mr d'Ormesson.

Mr d'Ormesson! - (F) Mr President, according ro
Mr Carossini's report, marine pollution can be pre-
vented only if rhe existing internarional conventions
are strictly observed and rigorously applied. This is
made all the more uncenain and difficult by the fact
that the debare preceding their rarificirion is very
long, too long. In addition, ships sailing under flags of
convenience, that is to say the flag of a State which
allows the inclusion of foreign ships in its shipping
register, are involved in accidenrs four rimes more
often, as the last speaker said, than ships sailing under
their national flags.

This situation makes me feel rhar, while I agree rhere
is a need for rhe coordination of the surveillance
missions carried our by rhe Community countries
which have navies ro ensure rhe protecrion of the
seaways essential to rhe supply of goods to the EEC, I
believe that the prorecrion of EEC waters should be
ensured by coordinating air and sea missions ro inspect
movements of merchanr shipping. Is that not the best
way of applying the necessary sancrions? I would add
that the excellent reports by Mrs Maij-Veggen, Mrs
Spaak and Mr Carossino should definitely be adopred
by this Parliament. I hope thar in future the EEC will
speak with one voice at international conferences on
the protection of the seas. Ir has done so successfully
at the major conferences on rariffs. $V'hy should it not
be able to do so to prorec[ the warers that wash the
banks of the Community? I would also suggest rhat
there should be a Communiry representative ar each
major port in the EEC to ensure liaison and !o convey
to the States and the data bank informarion on nuis-
ances caused by a company or by the owner of a

merchant vesse[.

President. - I call Mr Moorhouse.

Mr Moorhouse. - Mr Presidenr, first of all, if ir is

still in order, we should like ro congratulate rhe new
Commissioner for Transport on his appointment and
wish him every success. As members of the Commitree
on Transport, we are very much looking forward to
working closely with him.

Mr President, as my colleague Mr Johnson has
already said, we very much welcome the Commission's
proposal for a Council directive concerning the
enforcement, in respect of all shipping using Commu-
nity ports, of inrernarional standards for shipping
safery and pollution prevention. I think we would all
agree that ir is a problem we should acrively rry and
solve as quickly as possible. The applicarion of the
conventions concluded within the framework of the
Intergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organiz-
atiod, known as IMCO, would be an enormous srep
forward. But I do feel we have a dilemma here. \7'e all
believe that the Communiry countries should act
together to overcome certain problems for rhe good of
the entire Communiry, and at firsr glance this area
does seem to be an ideal one for such concerted
action. However, the purpose of speaking wirh one
Community voice is surely to strengrhen our influ-
ence, and the Member States already haVe enormous
weight within IMCO and well-esrablished procedures
for informal consultation. The fear has been expressed
to me that the formal and complete rransfer ro rhe
Community of competences for the enforcement of
standards may jeopardize rhe collective authoriry of
Member States within IMCO ro the derriment of the
objectives v/e are all pursuing and may also, by poliri-
cizing IMCO meetings, reduce rhe chances of
achieving common agreemenr on the key issues.
Accordingly, I hope that the Commissioner can reas-
sure us on this poinr. He will appreciare that in this
very sensitive and highly-rechnical field IMCO has a

solid record of achievement which it would be
madness ro put ar risk, and so, wirh the exception of
this one reserva[ion, my Broup wholeheanedly
welcomes Mr Carossino's report.

President. - I call Mrs Le Roux.

Mrs Le Roux. - (F) Mr President, today's debare is
the outcome of the emotion aroused by the catas-
trophes that have affected rhe Channel coasr and
particularly the coast of my region, Brirtany.

The decision taken quitq recenrly by rhe rhirteen
States attending rhe Maritime Safery Conference ro set
up procedures for the ratification of certain interna-
tional conventions was similarly prompted by this
emotion. Nevertheless, we cannot say we feel reas-
sured abour the fate of the people and actrviries in
coastal areas. Srnce the last disasrers lirtle has been
done in the way of prevention and research into the
fight against pollution. Since rhar time there have been
many accidents involving hydrocarbons. This evening
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or tomorrow another disaster may occur. Funher
confirmation is provided by the budget of the French
merchant nary, r'hich in 1981 has been reduced by
23 a/o in appropriations and by 37 0/o for programmes.
However, important and justified requests have been

made by the national representatives after considering
the resources needed for a real fight against pollution.
My Communist colleagues in rhe National Assembly
have rejected this budget. The presence of Greece in
the Community does not reassure us as [o the safety of
our coasts, and I also dispute what has been said on
rhis sub;ect, because Greece causes more accidents at
sea rhan any other country apart from the United
States in rerms of tanker operations.

The motion for a resolution before us does not have

our approval as it stands, there being a number of
reasons for this. Firstly, it advocates action coordi-
nated at European level as the only effective means.

Once again, we do not contest the need for,the coor-
dinatron of surveillance and clehning-up operations,
particularly as regards the use of such major means as

satellites and so on, but we feel thar countries such as

my own have an independent role to play in the fight
against pollution. The primary need is for the polirical
will to be rranslated into action and into resources.
The second reason why we are not satisfied with the
mouon is that, by not naming those truly responsible
for pollution, the authors of the resolution do not
propose that these people should be asked to foot the
bill.

The responsibility of the shipowners and the oil
companies is no longer questioned by anyone. So

when is this acceptance going rc be followed by retali-
atory measures? The adoption of our amendment
recommending the governments of the Member States
to tax the companies as a means of combating the risks
of pollution would demonstrate a genuine desire on
the part of the Members of this Assembly to take
action against those who cause the maritime disasters.
The resolution also proposes that new research should
be financed, with a share of the cosrs borne by rhe oil
companies. You cannot be the accused and the prose-
cutor at one and the same time. And we personally
have no confidence in the oil companies' will to carry
out research to combat the pollution they themselves
cause. Each of our countries - at least this is true of
mine - has unir.ersity institutions, public scientific
bodies which are quite competent to carry out thrs
research. There is one in my own town of Bresr, for
example.

That is why we propose thar the Member States
should be recommended to srep up the research being
done by the public bodres. Fine words musr be
followed by actron For our part, we shall keep a close
watch on what happens to these fine words in the
future and we shall join wirh the people direcrly
concerned in the fight to ensure thar these words are
matched by practical action.

President. - I call Mr Voyiatzis.

Mr Voyiatzis. - 
(EL) Dear Madam President, at a

time when Greek MPs have just become Members of
this honourable Parliament, I am very happy and
proud that the first speech I am going to make is on
the subject of the merchant fleet, safety measures and
protection of beaches from petrol spillages. The
merchant fleet has historical and economic links with
the Greek people and the Greek economy. The signif-
rcance and size of its contribution to the economy is

huge. Dear colleagues, as the President said yesterday
in her important speech when she welcomed the Greek
MPs to your Parliament, Greece's accession to the
European Communities will mean, apart from other
mutual benefits, that the Community's strength will be
increased by the addition of Greece's vast merchant
fleer of 40 million tonnes which will make rhe
Common Market the owner of the world's largest
merchant fleet. \i7ith the Greek fleet the Community
will be in the position to have much more effective
control of merchant marine affairs. For these reasons,
in my jornt capacity as a Greek MP and MEP, I
should like to congratulare the Commissron for taking
such a close interest in the question of safeguards for
vessels and the pollurion of the coast by petrol. I
should also like to congratulare my colleagues, Mr
Carossino, Mrs Maij-\Teggen and Mrs Spaak for their
well-prepared and helpful reports which will provide a

sound basis for discussion on the regulations which
need to be drawn up and voted on by Parliament. The
Greek Ministry of Merchant Shipping, the Associatron
of Greek Shipowners and Greek shipping organiz-
ations have always given a lead to others in taking all
the required safeguards for vessels and sailors and in
implementing all the safety measures aimed at
avoiding sea and coastal pollution by hydrocarbons.
As my dear friend and colleague, Mr Pesmazoglou,
said earlier, it was Greek shipowners who made the
proposal about the use of separate ballast tanks which
the world organizations unfortunately rejected by two
votes. Had this proposal been adopted, a Breat many
of the accidents involving pollution whrch have
happened up to now would have been avoided. In all
the international assemblies and committees, stricter
measures are berng called for by Greek shipowners
and the Greek merchant na\y [o ensure the success of
these safety measures. These problems are very serious
and, with the least possible delay, rhe Commission and
q'e rn Parliament should take all necessary measures to
avord pollution and ensure the safety of sailors. I
should also like ro draw special arrenrion ro rhe facr
that there is a possibility that rechnological progress
will be made in recovering hydrocarbons which have
spilled onto the sea's surface, and we in Parliament
should make recommendations about what direction
these technical innovations should take. Any regula-
tions which Parliament draws up aimed at saving life
or avoidrng pollution will be implemented immediately
by the Greek nary.
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Dear colleagues, I was also astonished by my English
colleague's proposal rhat we should see a film which is

not based on any official source and in which - I have
actually seen it - rhere are some damaging criricisms of
the Greek merchanr fleer. Lloyd's represenrative in
Piraeus appears in the film and makes certain srare-
ments which were proved subsquently to be entirely
false. I will go further than my friend, Mr Dalakouras,
to say that in my opinion [here was some behind-
the-scenes interference in rhis film. This view is
supponed by the facr rhat as soon as Lloyd's president
go to know about the film he published a letter in
Lloyd's List, an inrernationally respected journal, in
which he denies all of the slanderous sraremenrs
against Greece which rhe film makes. Madam Pres-
ident, I would like your permission, although I am not
sure of the procedure, ro submit [o rhe Bureau Lloyd's
letter and another lerrcr which Mr Atkinson, the presi-
dent of the Lloyd's Regisrer of Shipping, senr rhe
Greek Minister of Merchant Shipping. I believe that
the Bureau ought not and musr not allow rhis film ro
be shown within rhe confines of this disringuished
building.

However, Madam President, if permission is given to
show the film you must allow us, using these official
documents, the chance ro reply to rhose accusations
which directly involve the Greek merchant fleet, and
explain that they are slanderous.

(Applause)

President. - Ladies and genrlemen, somerhing has
just arisen to which we have not given sufficienr atten-
tion. A particular group and a parricular company is

showing a film in the building. We are nor familiar
with the film, but you have been informed of it
through the interpreters. A number of our Greek
friends have, as they are entirled to do, taken the view
that they should proresr againsr it in advance. A
protest has therefore been lodged. I can give the assur-
ance that this question has been referred ro rhe Bureau
for closer consideration. On Thursday rhe Bureau will
consider the question submitted by rhe Honourable
Member and decide whether in furure films should be
shown which might give offence ro one or other dele-
gation. I hope thar you will regard the matter as closed
for the moment. I shall contacr the Honourable
Member wirh a vrew to a discussion of rhe matrer in
the Bureau.

I call Mr Moreland on a poinr of order.

Mr Moreland. - Mr President, I entirely endorse
what you have said. For the sake of clariry I should
insist that we were not making this poinr as a recom-
mendation. Neither affirmation nor approval was
implied. Ve are very much aware of its limitarions,
that there are grave dangers of libel and thar the
chairman of Lloyd's Regisrer of Shipping has criricized

it. We would not in any way wish to give rhe impres-
sion that we approve of ir.

President. - Your sra[emenr has been noted.

I call Mr van Minnen on a point of order.

Mr van Minnen. - (NL) Mr Presidenr, I agree with
you entrrely, bur I hope your announcemenr of what
the Bureau intends ro discuss does not mean rhar
information which the Members of this House are able
to discuss and assess for themselves will henceforth be
withheld from them. I rhink ir is an excellent idea for
films to be shown here, by whomsoever, as a source of
information.

President. - I note what you have said and I can
assure you chat you misconstrued what I was trying to
say.

I call Mr Doublet.

Mr Doublet. - (F) Mr Presidenr, I should like to
express my support, of which rhere is a litrle need, for
the statement made by Mr de Lipowski and also to
welcome on behalf of my group and in my capacity as

rapPorteur on rhe transporr budBet our new rransporr
Commissioner from Greece, Mr Contogeorgis.

I should simply like ro srress rhar we are ralking about
a panicularly important area of safery at sea, Euro-
pean or even international cooperation. Bur action
must be taken in good time. Ve always rake acrion
late in the day. Must we always, as Mr de la Maldne
said yesterday, sacrifice the medium and long rerm for
the short term? Can Europe only grow out of disas-
ters? Think how many disasters would have been
avoided, how much rime and money would have been
saved if action had been taken ar rhe proper r.ime.

Referring to Mrs Maij-\fleggen's reporr, I would
recall that, when I was chairman of rhe Committee for
the protection of the Mediterranean in the framework
of the United Towns Federation, I worked ou[ various
measures to combat marine pollurion caused not by
shipping but by the discharge of wasre water. This too
is an area which should be dealt wirh at European
level, because if the public knew how bad things really
are, they would certainly be alarmed, and rightly so.
To conclude, I would say that we canno[ want every-
thing and its opposite: we cannor wanr ro use
resources and indulge in a dispure such rhar the abso-
lutely essential safeguards cannor be obtained in good
time. Above all, we musr nor raise the standard of
revolt against the exploiration of resources rhemselves.
Be that as it may, the repon by my colleague on rhe
Committee on Transport, Mr Carossino, has chosen a

happy medium. .It is a good choice. the Group of
European Progressice Democrats can but approve ir.
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President. - Icall Mrs'$7eber.

Mrs \(eber. (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, what we are faced with in sea transPort as

in rhe other sectors of the economy is the fact that
everyone is trying to work as economically and effi-
ciently as possible. The problem is that it is the oper-
ator, of course, who derives the benefits from this
economy, not society as a whole. The benefits to the

operator ralher [han to society as a whole are there-
fore measured. In other words, the cost of adverse

consequences are borne by society. \7e find that the

cosr of fines is far lower than the cost of proper facili-
ties. In the few ports that have destruction facilities,
rhe cost of using them is far higher than the fine likely
to be imposed. Although I cannot capuin a tanker, I
do have a master's certificate for Lake Constance, and

so I am a kind of captain and I know how high the

costs on Lake Corlstance are when a captain
discharges bilge water into the lake rather than waiting
until he reaches port 

- 
or, as a car driver, I know

how high the costs are if used oil is drained into the

street rather than being destroyed in the proper
manner.

In the last few days we have all been shocked by the

news from Scandinavia and down as far as Central
Europe. 'We were all disgusted by the consequences of
such atrocities for us all. S7e must also remember that
it is not only oil that pollutes the seas. Ve had a long
debate yesterday on titanium dioxide waste. And there
are other types of waste which are discharged into the

sea in incredible quantities every day. Commissioner
Narjes gave us some extremely shocking figures
yesterday.

In these circumstances, it is hardly conceivable what
functions the seas in fact perform. They are the
breeding grounds for minute creatures, in other words
not only for creatures that can be seen, the birds that
die because of the oil and are then washed ashore. !fle
do not see what happens to those minute creatures,
and it comes as an even greater shock to realize that
they form the basis of all our lives.

The American President was recently presenred with a

report on the environmental situation. It is also takes
account of the European seas, and it becomes depress-
ingly clear how polluted these seas already are. But it
is not, of course, only these minute creatures, it is

also the food chain that direcrly concerns us, and it is

aIso the situation as regards foodstuffs for human
cons[mption. During our debates on hunger in the
world we heard that there are no guarantees for the
supply of the protein mankind needs. Our research
institutes are working on plans ro use the sea as a new
source of foodstuffs. \7hen these aspects are consid-
ered, it becomes abundantly clear that environmental
offences are criminal offences and that anyone who
infringes the agreements we are adopting here is a

criminal on whom more than just small fines should be

imposed, because what he destroys can hardly be

replaced.

Ve cannot afford to leave rhe seas as rubbish-tips and

graveyards to future generations. The regeneration
capacity of the seas is not as extensive as we had

always hoped. It has reached its limits, as has become
particularly clear in the last two weeks.

President. - 
I call Mr Turner.

Mr.Turner. - Mr President, I suppon the Carossino
Repon and the Maij-Veggen Repon and their firm
Ianguage. Vhen there is a grave oil spillage disaster in
the North Sea - as there will be - then Parliament
will be vindicated, but the Council of Ministers will be

condemned for inactivity. I would like to know the

reason for their inactivity. I believe myself the reason

is that the unnamed advisers behind the ministers who
sit in the Council of Ministers think first of their own
petty national bureaucratic empires and not of the

needs of those who live on the coast of the North Sea,

or anywhere else in the EEC for that matter.

The Commission is attempting to remedy this state of
affairs, but I do not think they go far enough. I agree
with Mr Carossino's resolution, paragraphs l5 and 16,

and Mrs Maij-!fleggen's paragraph 8, where they
demand further moves beyond what the Commission
is proposing. Notably they demand compulsory pilo-
tage of all oil unkers in congested waters of the EEC.
The European Parliament has twice voted this demand

in the last year, and I hope it will do so again

tomorrow.

Finally, I would say that we need integreted aerial
surveillance of deliberate oil spillage. At the present

time, of course, there is surveillance by individual
countries and different authorities but it musr be inte-
grated by the EEC so that it is done efficiently and

thoroughly.

President. - I call Mrs Squarcialupr.

Mrs Squarcialupi. 
- 

(I) Mr President, I think that
the number of Members who have spoken and who
wish ro speak on this issue is proof that maritime
pollution and safety deeply concern our constituents.
This leads me to make two observations.

The first concerns the belated decision of the Council
of Ministers to intervene in this sector. I am sorry that
the present Council which is presided over by someone
who belongs to a country particularly affected by
hydrocarbon pollution and especially sensitive to navi-
gational problems, is not present, but I hope that the
officials here today will bear witness to the enthusiasm
and rhe emotions aroused in this debate.
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The second point concerns rhe Commission. I would
like to ask the Commission how it inrends to proceed
in this marter, for since orher accidents are bound to
occur, the only question remaining is when they will
happen, since the preventative measures adopted are
certainly inadequare ro deal with disasters. The coun-
tries have no coordinared plan of inrervenrion and no
suimble means ro carry out such d plan. Therefore, rhe
repairing of damage caused by large accidenrs is lefr
solely to the local organizarions concerned. I would
like to offer another suggesrion ro the Commission.
The Commission in irs documenrs has considered
chemical and mechanical means of reducing pollurion.
tVe know that chemical means merely shift pollution
from one place to another and that mechanical means
are efficient bur not torally effecrive. The Commission
has always been, silent regarding biologrcal methods.
These means are cerrainly new, and srill at rhe experi-
mental stage: the oleodestructive bacrericides upon
whioh the Commission should concenrrare irs atren-
tion. The European Community musr encou.rage rhese
studies, this search for new merhods of countering rhe
effects of pollution. It must open up new avenues in
this field as well.

In conclusion, I would like to say thar I mbled only
one amendment - which, unfortunarely, has under-
gone a series of changes since it passed from my
hands into those responsible for irs presentarion, and
for this reason ir will be presented here tomorrow in a
revised form - inrended ro exrend the information on
the legislativ'e provisions ro [he orher Member States
of the EEC as well. Ve are aware rhar wirh the acces-
sion of Greece ro our Communiry the number of seas
which are the torture and delighr of tourists and fish-
'ermen 

has been increased. The amendmen[, therefore,
which will be presenred romorrow in irs correcr
original form, concerns Mrs Maij-lTeggen's resolu-
tion. I hope that ir will be accepred, considering rhe
fact that in affairs of the environment rhere can be no
frontiers and that equal atrention should be paid ro all
seas. Ir is not through rhe number of documents that
we can make ourselves heard as a Parliamenr, but
rather through the effectiveness of rhe documenrs
themselves.

President. - I call Mr Markozanis.

Mr Markozanis. - (EL) Madam President, dear
colleagues, as rhis is the second time I have spoken in
this chamber but only the first speech I have made in
the European Parliament, I should like to express my
profound belief in rhe European Community and
assure you rhat I shall do all that is expected of me ro
promote and consolidate European unity.

The Presidenr of the European Parliamenr, Mrs Veil,
yesterday made special reference in her speech ro the
fact that, as a resulr of Greece's accession and the
addition of rhe Greek merchant fleet, rhe European
Community will become a major sea-trading power.

Vith the resources of the Greek fleer the Communiry
will conrrol over 30 0/o of che world's fleer and will be
in a much better position ro compere againsr other
fleets, and in particular againsr Easrern fleets.

The majority of merchant vessels conrrolled by Greek
ship-owners are relatively new and rheir safety stan-
dards are high as the technical inspection of almost rhe
whole of rhe Greek mechant fleer is carried out by the
largest European and American shipping regisrers such
as Lloyds, the Bureau Veriras, the German Shipping
Register and rhe American Shipping Register. Greek
operators always take all the appropriare measures ro

'combat the problem of sea pollurion and rhey have
suggested to international organizations practical solu-
tions to avoid sea pollution in the case of accidents
involving petrol rankers

Furthermore, colleagues, rhe educational standards of
Greek officers and sailors are very high and the Greek
governmenr and Minisrry of Merchant Shipping,
which is responsible for naval rraining, are consrantly
implementing any measures which are necessary [o
keep naval education firmly in touch with the demands
of modern technology. I should like rc take rhe oppor-
tunity offered by today's discussion on the vast subjecr
of sea pollution to point our how imponanr it is ro find
solutions, as soon as possible, which will rid the sea of
pollution once and for all. This is somerhing, Madam
President, that we have to achieve as almosr all the
countries represenred in the European Parliament are
seafaring narions.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Muntingh.

Mr Muntingh. - (NL) Mr Presidenr, ir is very easy
to table a resolution in Parliamenr, but ir is very diffi-
cult to draw up a reporr on it and reintroduce ir into
Parliament. On the two resolutions I have tabled Mrs
Maij-Veggen and Mrs Spaak have drawn up excel-
lent reports. I rhank rhem very much for the work they
have done, by which I am deeply impressed, and I
must sav rhat I am glad rhat they were appoinred
rapPorceurs.

In December of last year rhere was a conference of
ministers in Paris at which oil polludon ar sea was
discussed and the decision was taken that every effon
should be made in the short rerm ro implement the
four conventions that have been awaiting radficarion
for so long: the Marpol, Solas, STC\(/ and ILO
Conventions. The minisrers said thar rhese conven-
tions must be discussed by the various Parliaments of

, the Community by l July 1981 - rhis year] in other
words - and rhe Durch Presidency has undertaken to
convene a conference before rhar dare at which rhe
14countries togerher wirh rhe EEC, the ILO and
IMCO will discuss the marter. \7irh these four
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conventions they want to set up a comprehensive
European port control system. My group will be

reminding the various countries and the Dutch Pres-

idency of what they have said. If this can be achieved in
the Council and if these conventions are ratified next
year, then we can say, from a legal point of view at
least, that we have a comprehensive system for
combating oil pollution caused by ships and for taking
the necessary action. But pollution is not only caused

by ships, although they do cause oil pollution at sea:

pollution also comes' from the air, from natural
sources, ashore and at sea, from rivers and canals, and

rhe most important sources of oil pollution at sea are

drilling platforms, and I should like to look at this

aspect more closely.

I

I am very happy with Mrs Maij-l7eggen's rePort,
which emphasizes the need for a study to be made on

this subject soon, because I feel that, once we have

shipping under some kind of control, we may face

major problems over pollution caused by drilling plat-
forms, particularly in the North Sea, one of the most
dangerous and roughest seas in the world, as we saw

wirh rhe Braoo. lnconceivable disasters may occur if
nothing is done about this, and I therefore believe that
Mrs Maij-lTeggen's request that the Commission
should produce a study on this aspect within the next
12 months must be taken very seriously and that a

great deal of work needs to be done. I also attach
considerable importance to Mrs Maij-\Teggen's
suggestion that a coordinating body for environmental
problems and also for other problems occurring in the

North Sea should be set up. I have already tabled a

resolution, and I hope that this will shortly result in a

report that is as exemplary as those produced by Mrs
Maij-\7'eggen and Mrs Spaak.

I must say that as things are now developing in the

North Sea, the incredible pollution now taking place,

resulting in the death of many birds - 
more than

2OO OOO - of many species such as razor-bills, guille-
mots, kittiwakes, puffins, and petrels, some of which
the biologists fear are doomed to extinction. This is

not the first time that this has happened. In 1844 the

last two giant auks were killed by seamen on an island
off the coast of Iceland. Since then these creatures

have never been seen again. Seamen are now guilty of
rhe crime of discharging oil into the sea. There is a

considerable chance that a number of sea-birds will die
out. Quite a few of us will say, oh well, what differ-
ence does it make, we have never seen them. But

"nyol. 
who has ever seen a puffin and the beautiful

colours of its beak, the guillemot, the razor-bill in its

dinner-jacket and morning-coat, anyone who has ever
seen a kittiwake swooping over the sea with wing tips

as if dipped in ink, will know what we will be missing
if these creatures die out. It is a crime, not only from
an aesthetic or ethical point of view, but also as a sign:
if these birds die out - as Mrs 'Weber has already said

- 
other links in the food-chain will also die out, and

man will suffer too.

\i7hat is happening as a result of oil pollution, the tens

of thousands of unfortunate birds washed ashore,

should fill us with a deep sense of shame and should
prompt the Communiry and the Commissioner to take
acrion very quickty. Parliament has spoken, it has

produced four excellent reports which say what has to
be done. 'W'e have known for a long time - as Mr
Josselin has said - 

what must be done, but Parliament
is saying so once again. Parliament has spoken, it is

now up to the Commission, and I expect it to produce
the report requested by Mrs Maij-\7eggen, and I
expect the Council to take the action before 1 July
1981 that it said in December it was in favour of
taking. Otherwise I can assure you more and more
species of birds will become extinct. Is there anyone
here who wants that on his conscience, to go down in
history as someone who allowed these species of birds
to die out by sitting idly by and doing nothing about
oil pollution? Our generation must realize that this is

one of the most disgraceful things that is happening in
the world at this time. There is no need for it: with a

little more good will, with a little more money and a

little more willingness on the pan of the Council,
which 

- 
as Mr Johnson has said - 

refuses, for
example, to set aside money for a European environ-
mental fund, with a little more of this kind of good
will, dreadful things like this would not happen.

Parliament has spoken, it is now up to the Commission
and the Council.

President. - I call Mr Percheron.

Mr Percheron. - 
(F) Mr President, at the end of

rhis long debate it is obvious that the objective of a

true maritime safety policy can be achieved only if the
Member States show real willingness to implement the
Commission's recommendations and also those
contained in the reports we are discussing. This means

that the Member States, all the Member States must
harmonize their policies, firstly by ratifying all the
conventions of the IMCO and ILO type and then by
jointly setting up a procedure for checking ships in all
Community ports.

I should like to discuss this last point briefly. I abso-
lutely share the rapporteur's concern about the
dangers of the proposed procedure not being strictly
applied in all ports. If that happens, traffic will inevit-
ably be rerouted and ports of convenience are bound
to emerge. In view of the rules governing rhe world
maririme market at present, it seems that there can be

no guarantee that these procedures would in fact be

applied in Community ports. \Vhy not? For three
reasons. Firstly, because the legal system differs from
one European port to another. Thus, along the coast
between Hamburg and Le Havre, we have large
French pons like Dunkirk which are subject to the
rules of rhe autonomous port authorities, while the
ma;or Belgian and Dutch ports have a legal structure
whrch allows some of their infrastructure to be
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privately owned, which makes State control more
difficult. Then, because rhe port authoriries, by no
means the only people involved in maritime rransporr,
are rarely the true decision-makers. Finally, because
the shipowners are increasingly involved in the devel-
opmenl of porus and their cooperarion will rherefore
be required if the inspection measures are ro be gener-
ally applied with the required effect.

To conclude, if rhe maritime safery objecrives are ro be
achieved, ir seems essen[ial for the Commission to
look more closely ar the legal sysrems governing ports
from the angle of harmonizing comperi[ion and for ir
to pave the way for rhe effective panicipation of all
European shipowners in the general application of the
safety standards. The first step might consist in a
dialogue with the maritime conferences, in which the
Europeans exercise considerable, even dominant influ-
ence. If the safety standards were au[omatically incor-
porared in rhe rules of the maritime conferences, rhe
merchant fleem of the third counrries would gradually
be induced to accepr our maritime safery requirements.

President. - I call Mr Franghos.

Mr Franghos. - (EL) Madam President, dear
colleagues, you should know thar no matrer how
much interesr we Greeks show in our large merchanr
fleet we are just as interesred in safeguarding rhe sea
from pollution, since Greece is, more so than most
countries, a coas[al, seafaring and insuIar coun[ry
which relies on tourism. The responsibiliry for the
pollution of the Medirerranean surrounding Greece,
which is one of the mosr pollured seas, does nor lie
exclusively wirh Greece but with other more devel-
oped industrialized counrries. It is on this panicular
subject that I intend to speak in a speech which I shall
keep very brief.

First, I should like to congratulare rhe distinguished
rapporteurs for rheir excellenr reporrs. Second, I
should like ro emphasize how imporranr it is for the
national parliamenrs, in cooperarion with inrernarional
organizations such as rhe Council of Europe, rhe UN,
and the European Parliament, ro give rheir express
approval to rnternarional treaties which have already
been drawn up and adopred. Third, I refer ro the
Greek shipowners' proposal for separare ballast tanks.
Fourth, I propose thar inrenrional, i.e. dishonesr,
pollution of beaches be made into a special crime and
the person responsible should be tried by rhe country
in which he is apprehended and be given extremely
harsh penalties - in other words Ubi te repereo ibi te
judico. I should poinr out here that in Greece the fines
whrch are imposed in these situarions are crippling.
Fifth, so that this proposal of mine - which Parlia-
ment found so shocking - can be properly tested,
tankers ought ro sail around the British Isles and not in
the middle of the Channel. This will also serve some
practical purpose because, in view of the harshness of

the climare, it is clear that workmen will not agree ro
cooperate in cleaning up the oil spillages. Sixth, we
should not allow rhis informative discussion to be
disrupted by fraudulent and defamarory sraremen[s
like those made in rhe uncorroborated film which we
have already menrioned. '!7e don'r know who is
behind the film and as it does nor presenr any reply ro
the allegations made in it, it can hardly be considered
an objective presentation of rhe facts - in my view the
mono Audttur et altera pars should always be adhered
to - and ir is therefore distracting us from the point
of our discussion.

Seventh, in reply ro my colleague in rhe Communist
Group and to Mr Segre, I have starisrics here from the
International Tanker Owners Pollution Federation
Limited which show quite clearly rhar rhe Greek fleer
comes abour sixth, so to speak, in terms of rhe number
of rncidents causing pollurion in which it was involved
in 1979. \7irh 35 incidents, Greece comes behind rhe
USA (115), Liberia (157), Great Brinin (66) and so

on. These 39 incrdents are relatively small in number
when compard to these other large numbers of inci-
dents. I have the statistics here for anyone who wanrs
to see rhem. Finally, I should like ro point our thar the
Greek fleet is no longer simply the concern of Greece,
but something in which the whole Community has an
lnterest.

President. - I call Mr Dalakouras.

l{r Dalakoura,s. - (EL) My colleague has said whar
I intended to say myself. The facts which my French
colleague gave about the damage caused by che Greek
fleet were inaccurare. Besides the ITOPFC, which for
r.he last four years has placed Greece in either fifrh or
sixth position, I just wanr ro quore rwo more sources.
'Ihe most aurhorirarive English and, in my opinion,
international merchant shipping journal, Lloyd's List,
says quite clearly in irs issue of 5 January rhar the
Greek fleet's losses have decreased from 2.30/o to
1.37 o/o and last, bur not leasr, the Greek Ministry of
Shipping provides figures r.hich show roughly a
one-third reduction in damages and losses in 1980
compared n 1978. Perhaps, colleagues, we may differ,
and indeed we do differ in our es[imar.es, bur ir is
impossible for an open and frank discussion to take
place when we disagree about the basic facts.

President. - I call Mr Peponis.

Mr Peponis. - (EL) Madam President, colleagues,
Greek Members of the Socialisr Group, we are parti-
cularly sensirive to rhe dangers of sea pollution. Our
concern in this matrer is nor for rhe problems facing
Greek shipowners, but for rhe dangers facing our sea
and irs shores which are rhe essential ingredients of
Greece's landscape. This is our main concern and I
ought to say, at thrs point, that Greece is nor full of
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people like those presented in the film referred to
earlier, who can think of nothing else apart from
accusing shipowners. The Greeks are more concerned
wirh keeping their sea safe and unpolluted. The Medi-
rerranean is not being polluted by the ships of any
particular nation or, if you like, by the ships belonging
to operators of any particular nation. The open navi-
gation areas of the sea are at risk from ships which
belong to various operators and which sail under all
kinds of flags. Consequently, the problem is literally
internarional and not simply a matter of what
measures should be taken against ships which sail

under the flags of Member States. Since there has been

a lot of discussion about flags of convenience, I would
like ro say that we are against their use. \7e believe
that the Genuine Link principle should be imple-
mented but, at this point, it is worth noting that those
ships which fly flags of convenience because they
provide certain financial benefits for their owners are
in fact under the control of the USA. In my opinion,
the European Parliament ought to face up to the fact
that if an international agreement is to have any
meaning at all then there must be some assurance that
it will be implemented on a wide scale. Provisions
akeady exist for dealing with this matter, but the ques-
tion has not been asked why these provisions are not
observed. Vith the exception perhaps of my colleague,
Mr Josselin, nobody has made any reference to the
fact that what we are clearly dealing with here is the
financial interests of shipowners who, for the sake of
profit, are poisoning the seas and ultimately poisoning
themselves and the rest of us in the process. For, if the
seas are poisoned by pollution, men will be the victims
in the long run. International agreements are useful,
but perhaps we ought to consider whether a more
effective way of confronting the question might be for
coastal States to extend their area of jurisdiction. In
orher words, perhaps if territorial wa[ers and sea

zones of vital interest were extended, countries would
have greater jurisdiction and power to intervene in
order to pro[ec[ the sea. I think that this is an aspect
which ought to be explored. Madam President, I shall
not take up much more of the time of my colleagues
who have listened to me so far. However, I should like
once again [o repeat that the problem, as we see rt, is

not mainly a technical one, it is not a question of
whether services do or do not carry out their duties in
placing proper controls on vessels when they enter
harbour, cross territorial waters or sail in the open sea.

The problem is essentially one of opposing interests,
and one of the ways to deal with ir is to inform and
mobilize the masses against those interests which give
priority to profit to the detriment of the health and
survival of mankind.

President. - I call Mr Contogeorgis.

Mr Contogeorgis, Member of the Commission. -(EL) Madam President, fellow MPs, I shall confine
my speech to the subject of navigational safety and

connecred matters to do with sea and coastal pollu-
tion. In other words, mainly matters which are dealt
with in Mr Carossino's report. IUy colleague, Mr
Narges, will deal with the broader aspects of the
pollution question.

The Commission offers its thanks to Mr Carossino
and the European Parliament's Commitree on Trans-
port for the explicit report which it prepared and for
its draft opinion on the Commission's proposal for a

Council directive on the stricter application by
Member States which offer port facilities of interna-
rional specifications on navigationaI safety and on
pollutron to all vessels which use Community ports
regardless of which flag they sail under. It is quite
clear, as Mr Klinkenborg said, that one of the best
measures which the Community could mke in this
important area of navigational security and pollution is
ro ensure thar the world's fleet implements and
adheres to the regulations drawn up by organizations
like IMCO dealing with the construction and fitting
out of vessels and measures for reducing the sea pollu-
tion caused by tankers and other vessels. The Commu-
nity can play an important role in this area in three
ways in particular: in the implementation of interna-
rional treaties on these matters by ensuring that
Member States adopt them quickly. The Council has

already made several recommendations to this effect,
and I am sure that these recommendations are one of
the reasons why the Member States generally make a

great effort to rarify the more imponant treaties. As a

result of this, one important agreement came into
operation in 1980 and two others will be implemented
this year.

At this point, I should like to address myself above all
to the Greek MPs who spoke on the subject of a

commitment to separate ballast tanks. This plan was
dealt with in the 1978 Protocol of the Marpol Treary.
So far, two member countries of the Community have
ratified the treaty and it is hoped that in the near
future the other members will follow the recommen-
dations of the Commission and Council of Ministers,
and ratify it. The Community can also assist in
bringing these agreements into force and the Member
States can assist in ensuring that the regulations and
specifications contained in the agreemenm-are effec-
tively implemented by vessels.

Each Member Stase is responsible for ensuring that all
ships which sail under its flag implement these regula-
tions. But, in addition, countries which offer port
facilities can ensure that all ships which use their
harbours, regardless of what flag they are sailing
under, adhere to these specifications. The Commis-
sion's proposal refers to this area of action which
Member States can take. Madam President, the
proposed directive requires that Member Statds
impound any ship using their ports which do not
adhere to the specifications and ensure that they are
brought up to the required standards. To this end the
Commission's proposal lays down procedures to be
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followed by Member States. The Commission believes
rhar the implementation of its proposed directive will
lead to firmer, fuller and more even exercise of'authority 

by countries in rhe Community which offer
port facilities. This was one of the aims put forward in
Paris last month when the shipping ministers of the
seafaring countries of Europe met to discuss naviga-
tional safety and anti-pollution measures. The unoffi-
cial talks on the Commission's proposal which have
taken place so far in the Council of Ministers indicate
that all the Member States are strongly in favour of
harmonizing and increasing the importance and effec-
tiveness of the controls accorded to countries offering' 
port facilities. Furthermore, it should not be very diffi-
culr to reach agreement on the appropriate procedures
needed in this area. However, there is one difficulry to
which I particularly want to call Parliamenr's atten-
tion. This is that certain Member States, although fully
in support of the idea to increase and harmonize the
power of countries which offer port facilities, have still
nor been persuaded rhat, if this plan is rc be successful,
the Council must officially drak Community legisla-
rion. Their main concern is that this could produce
problems in the future as regards the respective roles
to be played by the Member Srates and the Commu-
nity within IMCO. However, the Commission, for its
part, feels that it is unlikely rhat problems of this kind
will develop, and I want to assure Mr Moorhouse in
the European Progressive Democratic Group that the
Commission is fully aware of the important ahd useful
role which IMCO plays. The proposed measures

referring to the implementation of agreements do not
interfere with IMCO's regulatory procedures and
responsibilities, as IMCO's main task is to draw up,
rarher than implement, srandards. Madam President,
the Commission's special proposal on the commitment
to implement international safery standards covers
mos[ aspects of navigational safety. Many speakers
have talked about other aspects of the problem. On
behalf of the Commission, I should like to assure all
the speakers that I have listened carefully to their
proposals and I shall bear them in mind when, along
with my responsible colleagues, we come to deal wirh
the proposals on this subject in greater depth. The
Commission thinks that the time has arrived for the
Council to issue a directive. The Commission's efforts
to get this directive issued will be rendered a good deal
more effective if its proposal has the support of all the
political Broups in the European Parliament.

ll. Memorial seroicefor Mr Gundelach

President. - Ladies and gentlemen, a memorial
service will be held for our late Commissioner and
friend, Mr Gundelach, tomorrow at 12 noon in the
Lutheran Church of St Pierre-le-Jeune, rue de la
Nu6e-Bleue. The Bureau wishes to announce it at this
time but funher details will be posred on the notice
board.

12. Urgent procedure

President. 
- 

I have rece.ived the following motions
for resolutions with request for urgent debate pursuant
to Rule l4 of the Rules of Procedure:

- by Mr Glinne (S), Mr Klepsch (EPP-CD), Sir James
Scott-Hopkins (ED), Mr Fanti (COM), Mr Bange-
mann (L) and Mr de la Maldne (EPD), on member-
shrp of committees (Doc. l-788l80)

- by Mr Ferri and others on the arbitrary alterations of
the school week at the European School in Luxem-
bourg (Doc. l-794/80)

- by Mrs van den Heuvel and others on the conscien-
tious objector Chrisros Nounis (Doc. l-796/80).

The reasons supporting these requests for urgency are
contained in the documents themselves.

These requests for urgency will be put to the vote at
rhe beginning of tomorrow's sitting.

13. Agenda

President. 
- 

The Committee on Agriculture met
yesterday evening and the day before to consider the
Council's request, made at the December part-session,
for urgent procedure which may be dealt with as

Irems 315, 280, 261, 315 and 317 on Thursday's
agenda. The Committee on Agriculture, however,
could only approve the Delatte Repon on isoglucose so

that the Gautier, Nielsen and Bocklet Repons will have
to be deleted from the agenda and held over until a

later date. The other items which could not be dealt
with today will be placed on Thursday's agenda.

14. Agendafor next sitting

President. 
- 

The next sitting will be held tomorrow,
\Tednesday, 14 January l98l with the following
agenda:

9 a.m. to I p.m. and 3 p.m. to 7 p.m.:

- Decision on urgency of vanous motions for resolu-

- Council statement on the programme of the Dutch
presrdency

- Spinelli Repon on the Community's own resources

- Balfour Repon on budgetary quesdons

- Van den Heuvel Repon on human rights in Uruguay

5.30 p.rn. to 7 p.m.:Question Time

Question to the Council and the Foreign Minis-
ters

The sirting is closed.

(The sitting utas closed at 7.15 p.m.)
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President. - The sitting is cpen.

7. Approztal of minutes

President. - The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been distril:uted.

Since there are no comments, the minutes of proceed-
ings are approved.

2. Documer;ts receizted

President. 
- 

I have received a number of documents,
details of which will be ':ound in the minutes of
proceedings of today's sitting.
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President. 
- 

The next item is the decision on the
urgency of a number of motions for resolutions.

Mr Isradl; Mr Van der Klaauat; Mr Scbinzel;
Mr Van der Klaauat; Mr Chambeiron; Mr
.Van der Klaauw; Mr Schmid; Mr Van der
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Urgent debate

Agendafor next sitting

Annex

'!7e shall begin with the motion for a resolution by Ms
Clutyd and others (Doc. 1-771/80): Steel industry.

I call Ms Clwyd.

Ms Clwyd. - Madam President, I make no apology
for returning to this subject again while there continue
to be 7 million people unemployed in the Community,
and it is right that unemployment should be on every
agenda of this Parliament. Of those 7 million unem-
ployed, almost 3 million are in the United Kingdom.

\7e have over the last year talked again and again in
this Parliament about social policy. In December, the
Council quite callously turned down the proposals of
this Parliament and the Commission for social
measures to alleviate the problem of unemployment in
the steel industry; so it is particularly peninent that we
should discuss this problem in this Parliament this
monrh.

As everybody in this Parliament and the Commission
agrees, one of the worst-hit regions in the whole of
the European Community as far as job-losses in the
steel industry are concerned is \7ales, where the
,percentage of unemployed is now 12.5 0/o 

- next. to
Nonhern Ireland, the highest unemployment figure in
rhe United Kingdom. Politicians of all parties are now
agreed that unless something is done quickly in \7ales,
then social unrest is going to develop there.

Ve have mlked again and again about social policy.
Social policy does not exist so far as keeping men in
jobs is concerned: it only exists when jobs are lost. If
the citizens of this Community are to believe that what

164
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168

169
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this Parliament says is more than rheroric, rhat it is
serious when ir says rhar social policy musr go hand in
hand with economic policy and when we talk abour
restructuring our older indusrries, rhen the Members
of this Parliamenr musr roday suppon rhe urgency of
this resolution, since a funher 5 0OO jobs are to be lost
in \7ales before the end of this monrh.

President. - I call Mr Bangemann to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Bangema (D) Madam Presidenr, my group
knows full well why Ms Clwyd is again trying so hard
to get urgent procedure for rhis morion. \7ith your
permission, Madam Presidenr, may I draw rhe lady's
attention to the fact rhat in recenr months we have had

- if my calculations are correcr - three large-scale
debates on the siruarion in rhe steel industry. In my
view, those concerned would be better served if we
now implemented the decisions we rook on rhose
occasions instead of using urgen[ procedure to raise
yet again a problem which we have already debated
thoroughly enough. '!7e have done our dury. Perhaps
it would be a good rhing if rhose concerned, particu-
larly the British trade unions, were [o spend as much
time as you have just wasted here rhinking abour the
real reasons for rhe unemployment in the !7elsh sreel
industry.

If they did, they would realize that the counrry's rrade
union policy is responsible for a great deal of what has
gone wrong there. Perhaps you should think abour
that for'a few moments instead of keeping on wasring
Parliament's time.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Spencer to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Mi Spencer. - I have not much to afld ro what the
previous speaker said. I wish to address myself to
urgency and not dwell on the phrase 'social unrest'
which Ann Clwyd mentioned and which I think is
becoming one of rhe mosr irresponsible polirical
phrases that we have encountered in Europe for some
tlme. 

\

(Hear, hear!)

'$7'e are being asked roday to vote urgency for a
morion which is dared 19 December which deals not
just with one counrry but with one region of one
country, which addresses itself nor ro another institu-
tion of the Communiry bur to a single corporarion in a
single country 

- a morion on \(ales and its steel indus-
try. No-one can say in rhis Parliamenr rhar we do not
have Vales or its sreel indusry ar rhe front of our
minds. The leader of the Liberal and Democratic

Group mentioned the number of rimes we have
debated steel in rhe last six months. 'We have also
debated an urgency motion on '!7ales and steel which
was incorporated in Mr Peters' report. !7e had a hear-
ing on the UK steel industry. Ve have pur on record
time and time again our pressure on the Council.
\flhat we can do we have done and we will go on
doing it. You cannor argue rhat !flales is ignored in
this Chamber when you have four able and vocal
Members, a doubly vocal Vice-President of this
Parliamenr, and now to cap it all a Velsh Social
Affairs Commissioner. Neither 'Wales nor sreel is

forgotten.

But now you ask us yet again to have ano[her urgency
debarc. \flill it produce one iota of new information?
Vill it save one job in !7ales? The answer has ro be
no. If you can pur down an urgency morion that
suggests new ways of bringing jobs to the steel work-
ers who are being displaced in Sourh !7ales I will
support you. If you can put down an urgency morion
that will point one way of prodding rhe Council
towards pushing forward the social measures, I will
support. you. But I for one, and my Group, cannor
support urgency on this morion which is provocative,
unwise and above all rarher cheap. I beg rhe House to
oppose urgency.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Perers to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Peters. - (D) Madam President, so far Mr
Bangemann has nor spoken even for one minure in this
House about closures and rhe radical elimination of
jobs in rhe Velsh sreel industry, and he was even
applauded for it.

I second this request for urgenr procedure. Admir-
tedly, this House has thoroughly debated rhe overall
situation in rhe steel industry and has stated what
needs to be done in the European sreel industry in the
immediate rerin, e.g. it must be modernized and
restructured to make it competitive, but not in the way
it is being done in England and parricularly in '!7ales,

where in some rowns steelworks are being shut down
completely. The purpose of this motion for a resolu-
tion is to proresl againsr this kind of restructuring
through closure, which is being carried our ar rhe
expense of the employees alone. This is the central
point, and it does not conflict with what we have said
in earlier debates.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretri to
speak on behalf of the Group of rhe European
People's Pany (Christian-Democraric Group).
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Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerrt'tti. - (I) Madam Presi-
dent, I have carefully read tl.re resolution, in which it is

stated that there will be redundancies by the end of
January. I rhink it is importanr for this marter to be
dealt with in more denil in committee before the end
of the month - there will be two committee meetings,
one next week and the other in a fortnight. I have
asked Ms Clwyd to agree to this, since urgenr debates
held on Fridays are never.,ery exhaustive. If there is

anything that needs to be g<,ne into in greater detail, it
should be referred to the cornmittee responsible. I shall
therefore vote against the request for urgent proce-
dure.

( Parliament rej ected urgent p rocedure )

President. - !7e shall nou, consider the rnotion for a
resolution by the six political groups (Doc.1-788/80):
Membership of committees.

( Parlianent adopted urgent procedure )

This ircm will be placed ar. the beginning of tomor-
row's agenda.

I propose that Parliament set the dme limit for submit-
ting candidatures a[ noon on Thursday, 15January
198 1.

President. - Mr de la M,rldne has informed me of
the withdrawal of the moticn for a resolution tabled on
behalf of the Group of Earo,oean Progressioe Democrats
on the crisis in the motor oehicle industry (Doc. 1-790/
80).

* 
**

President. - \fle shall nou, consider the motion for a

resolution by Mr Ferri and others (Doc. 1-794/80): Alter-
ation of the scbool aneek at tbe European School in
Luxembourg.

I call Mr Ferri.

Mr Ferri. - (I) Madam President, I should like very
briefly to outline the reasons supponing urgent proce-
dure, which are also clearly set out in the motion for a

resolution.

The Members of this Hourie are aware of the origin
and nature of the European Schools as an institution.
In view of an arbitrary clecision by the Board of
Governors, ignoring the opinion expressed by the
majority of the parents ancl the pupils themselves, to
alter the length and organization of the school time-
table, Parliament should without delay check on the
way in which this institution, 70 0/o of the cost of

IT:n 
* borne by the Conmunity budget, is being

So that this check may be carried out in time to enable
the necessary measures to be taken before the new
school year, we are asking for this motion for a resolu-
rion to be dealt with by urgent procedure. I therefore
trust that Parliament will agree to this request.

President. - I call Mr Hahn.

Mr Hahn. - (D) I should like rc oppose the request
for urgent irocedure, although I understand and even
approve the point of view of the parents and pupils.
But the new school year does not start until Septem-
ber, and it is completely impossible for this House to
deal with a dispute bCtween a single school's parents
and pupils on the one hand and the teachers on the
other. It could not possibly acquaint itself sufficiently
with the facts of the case, which ought rc be dealt with
in committee. Since we are due to meet in Luxem-
bourg next month, the Committee on Youth, Culture,
Education, Information and Sport will certainly be

able to visit the school in question and try to solve the
p.oble.. I do not feel that it is Parliament's job to deal
with questions of this kind.

(Applause)

( Parliatnent rejected urgent procedure)

President. - 
'S7'e shall now consider rhe motion for a

resolution by Mrs Van den Heuoel and otbers (Doc.

1 -795/80) : Conscientious objector Cbristos Nounis.

I call Sir James Scott-Hopkins on a point of order.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - Madam President,
would it be possible [o postpone the vote on the next
request for urgency from Mrs van den Heuvel until
tomorrow morning at ten o'clock? I only got it this
morning, and quite frankly I have not had time to
discuss it or to find out anything about this particular
motion. I am not saying anphing about whether it is
right or wrong. I simply have not had time to examine
it, and neither has my group. I should like therefore to
ask for a postponement until voting time at ten o'clock
[omorrow morning.

President. - I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.

Mrs Van den Heuvel. - (NL) Madam President, Mr
Scott-Hopkins' request seems reasonable to me, and I
think it is a good idea for us to deal with these impor-
tan[ malters tomorrow without rushing.
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Presidcnt. - \7e shall therefore vote on the urgency
of this motion for a resolurion at rhe beginning of
tomorrow's sitting.

4. Council statement on the programme of the Dutch
presidency

President. - The nex[ item is the statement by the
President-in-Office of the Council on the programme
of the Dutch presidency.

I call Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Office of rhe
Council, whom I am pleased ro welcome to the
House.

Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Offce of the Coun-
cil. - (NL) Madam President, my first appearance in
this Parliament is overshadowed by the mourning for
the death of Finn Olav Gundelach. !7hen he heard the
sad news yesterday morning, we could hardly believe
thar a man of 55, in rhe prime of life, should be fated
to leave us so suddenly. Officials, colleagues and
friends, and panicularly his family, musr have been
shocked at the news, and on behalf of the Council I
should like to offer the feelings of sympathy which are
only too appropriate at this sad bereavemenr. Vhen I
spoke of our 'mourning' I had in mind the fact that the
European Communities had suffered a major and
disrupting loss with rhe sudden death of this Member
of the Commission. All genuine Europeans had placed
their justified hopes and rrusr in Mr Gundelach's abil-
ity and experience for the difficult asks which will
soon be facing rhe Community. Alrhough still rela-
tively young, our colleague had already had a varied
career with heary responsibiliries ar narional and inter-
national level, and the Community can counr irself
lucky that ir was able to benefir from this experience
for so many years - alrhough, tragically, nor for long
enough. He had been enrrusred with the sphere of
responsibility which constitures rhe cornersrone of rhe
Communiry, and had only recently been called upon
to continue this task ar a rime when the Community
will be facing critical momenrs. Only a man with his
integriry, experience and ability could be entrusred
with such a heary responsibiliry, and it is sad to think
that the energy and perseverance which were so much
his characteristics were not sufficient to bear the
burden of his workload. In these solemn precincts I
should like to pay rribute ro this son of Denmark who
highlighted with such digniry the important role his
country and the Commission as an institution had to
play in the construcrion of Europe.

As a result of the rota sysrem peculiar ro rhe Insriru-
tion which I represenr, I am appearing before you for
the first time in my capaciry as President of the Coun-
cil. In doing so I am taking over rhe duties which my
immediate predecessor, Miss Flesch, and before her,
Mr Thorn, performed in such an excellent and exem-
plary fashion. Their activities, rheir drive and their

grasp of affairs will be an example and source of
inspiration for me in the performance of these duties.

The Council of Ministers, which is ro meer for rhe first
time under the Dutch presidency next week differs in
one fundamental aspect from previous Council meet-
ings; the tenth member of rhe European Communities,
Greece, will hencefonh be represented as a fully-
fledged panner in the construcrion of a srong and
united Europe. I would like here to welcome this new
Member State with which rhe Community has for a

long time maintained special links but which will now
be fully sharing the rights and obligations of Commu-
nity membership. These words of welcome are also
intended for the Greek members of Parliamenr who
are taking part in your proceedings for the first time.
Greece, with im precious rraditions, its great present-
day achievements and irs rich promise for the future
will be an asset to the Community, and ir is a pleasure
for me that the accession of this counrry is mking
place under the auspices of the Durch presidency.

There is still another aspect in which the Community
has undergone a change - I am of course referring to
the European Commission now appearing in its new
composition. Suffice it to say that it is my wish that the
Council will cooperate as closely and constructively as

possible with this new Commission where, with many
known faces, thire are also a number of newcomers. I
for one do not doubt that this is also the feeling of the
Commission, and I will make every effort to make
such close and fruitful collaboration possible.

The Community is entering the decade of the eighties
in renewed form. The burden of the problems it brings
with it is, however, identical in many aspects ro rhar
we have borne in the recent past. Many of these prob-
lems are structural or such that only slow and progres-
sive solutions to them may be expected. I am only too
aware of the fact that against this background a presi-
Iency of a mere six monrhs can only be of relarive
significance and that much, if nor everyrhing, depends
)n the continual effons undenaken by successive pres-
idencies if progress is to be achieved in resolving exist-
ing problems and if the Communiry is to make head-
way. I would therefore ask you to see rhe Durch
presidency in this context of conrinuity, although,this
should not dilute rhe responsibility which I feel for
specific acts of management and direction which my
country's presidency will be called upon to perform in
the next few months.

Undoubrcdly, the presenr general polidcal and
economic climate is reladvely unfavourable and in
some respects downright bad. On the international
polidcal scene, we witness the existence of armed
conflicts or serious tension in areas which are of the
greatest imponance for Europe. There are develop-
ments close to our borders which.we are following
with bated breath, glad at the hope they offer and
worried at rhe serious risks they present. The promise
of the milder climare of d€tente has only panially been
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fulfilled and has been crushed to some extent by lhe
Soviet Union's behaviour, particularly in Afghanistan.

The sources of instability in the world seem to be

multiplying at a rate which stretches to breaking
point the capacities of the international communiry for
collective control. The Eurcpean Community is feel-
ing the direct or indirect repercussions of a number of
these developments and thr're is no reason to assume

that this situation will chang;e or become less serious in
the near future. The Ten s political cooperation is

thus faced in the most direct manner with this state of
affairs.

The economic climate is, if anything, even less favour-
able. Prospects of econornic growth, world trade,
employment and price stability can plainly be termed
bad. Ve would be well-advised to prepare ourselves

for a period - whose duration must remain indefinite
for the time being - of bleak economic prospects and

a low level of expectations. The process of adjustment
of the Member States' economic structures will remain
difficult and slow. Absorbirrg the sharp rises in energy
prices will continue to dernand great sacrifices. The
employment situation will I fear, be affected even
more than is already the case. The need to combat
infladon and to control the volume of governmental
deficits will require difficult adjustments, although this
may apply more to one Mernber State than to another.
The Communities will, beycnd any question, also feel
the repercussions of these developments.

I am not describing this pi,:ture in such somble tones

to discourage either you or myself. The conclusion I
would draw from it is that it is all the more necessary

that the European Communities should be kept intact
and where possible developed and that it is essential
for alt of us that the potendal which exists within the
Communities for establishing common policies and

coordinated action should be employed to the fullest.
Both from the point of view of international stability
and to bring about the recovery of the world econ-
omy, it is absolutely essential that the European
Community should act energetically, effectively and
responsibly; that it should maintain its past achieve-
menrs particularly its free market and the common
agricultural policy; that it should resolve its internal
problems as quickly as po;sible in full observance of
established commitments; rrnd that it should continue
to honour the international responsibilities it has

assumed and draw on its not inconsiderable resources
to contribute towards solvirtg world problems.

The first field is that of adjustments to the common
agricultural policy and the promotion of a better
balance in Community expenditure, a complex dossier,
also known as restructuring. The second field is the
fight againsr the economic crisis, the search for a

coordinated economic policy, and contributions to
the fight against inflation and job preservation.

The third field covers international economic relations
in both a bilateral and multilateral context, including
the general question of North-South relations.

The fourth field covers the institutions. Allow me ro
clarif,v our position on each of these chapters.

The main internal dossier which will occupy the
Community in 1981 and possibly also thereafter is that
of the review of, and adjustments to, the Common
Agricultural Policy. Connected to this are the complex
questions of a better disribudon of the Community's
expenditure over various activities, the balance of
advantages and disadvantages between the Member
States and the limitation of own resources. I do not
think I am exaggerating when I state that the contin-
uation of the Community as an effective and success-
ful organization depends on the success of this under-
caking.

During the Dutch presidency, a start will have rc be

made on the examination of this dossier and on work-
ing out ideas. There will be ample occasions to do so,

such as the fixing of agricultural prices for the next
marketing year, the preparation of the 1982 draft
budger and the annual priorities debate. In my capa-
city as Presidenr, I shall make every effon to lead the
beginning of this idea-forming proces\ along adequate
and constructive paths so that on this basis decisions
can be taken as quickly as possible.

In tackling this dossier, the Council will base its deli-
berations on its Decision of 30 May from which I
would like in panicular to draw your attention to the
statement rhat neither the basic principles of the
Common Agricultural Policy nor the common finan-
cial responsibility should be called into question. In my
view, this basic point is essential, because it is not a

matter of dismantling what has been achieved but of
adapting to new circumstances and of making room
for a new dynamism in the Community.

Given the major interests which are at stake, the
leeway allowed for decision-making will be narrow,
and more than in any other field the Council will have
ro derive wisdom and inspiration from the proposals
which the European Commission will be submitting
before the end of June. If a total deadlock in the agri-
cultural policy is to be avoided, which would result in
the suffocation of the other Community policies, we
are condemned to succeed, and I do not doubt that we
shall find the necessary solutions.

Your institution will also be called upon to play an

important role in the formulation of ideas which, as I
have said before, is soon to be given a stan if this is

not already the case, in particular as regards the fixing
of agricultural prices. Your Opinions will be of more
than usual importance as I am aware of the great faith
you place in the agricultural policy as a pillar of the
Community and of your sincere belief in the attain-
ment of a better balance between agricultural expenses
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and other expenses. I can assure you rhat the Council
will give proper considerarion ro the Opinion of the
European Parliamenr as regards these crucial prob-
lems. Clear statements from the European Parliament
would be of extremely great help in the search for
solutions.

The second field which will undoubtedly require exrra
attention is the alarming economic and social situation
in the Community. In view of the Member Stares' 8

million unemployed, s[agnating economies and exces-
sively high inflation rares - panially inherited from
our dependence on energy - it would be inconceiv-
able if the European Community did not make every
possible effon to turn rhe dde. Possible forms of
action cover a wide field ranging from coordinated
economic policies ro monetary srabilization, regional
development and measures in rhe social sector.

I consider it a prioriry task for the Nerherlands presi-
denry that it should stimulate and coordinate
Community activities in these fields as much as poss-
ible in order to derive opdmal resulrc from the powers
which the Community possesses. As is known, these
powers are limited. But all possibilities musr ,be

exploited within these limits.

It is also in rhis light that I want ro see rhe European
Council's decision to pay special attenrion, within the
contexr of a coordinared economic poliry, to social
problems and in parricular ro unemploymenr. In this
connec[ion, it has been decided ro convene a special
Council meering at which minisrers for the economy,
for finance and for social affairs will jointly examine
these thorny problems. It is clear thar rhe composirion
of this Council is not the mosr imporranr aspecr, bur
ra[her the preparations made for ir and the decisions
which may result. Excessive expecradons in this
connection are obviously out of place; but this also
applies to the feelings of despondency and a lack of
initiative. The European Council has meanwhile been
instructed ro carry out the prepararory work. As soon
as this work has been completed the Council will meet
in the broad composition I have referred to. In this
connection, I would like to express the hope thar the
European Parliament will also pay rhe necessary arten-
tion to the socio-economic situation in rhe Commu-
nity. Your reports and resolutions can play an impor-
tant and catalysing role in this entire decision-making
Process.

The symptoms of economic decline are of course felt
not only in rhe Communiry but also outside, and
indeed are intimately bound up with worldwide phen-
omena and changes. This brings me [o rhe rhird prior-
ity area, i.e. international economic relations.

Here I would firsr draw to your artenrion the need for
the Community to hold close and consrrucrive discus-
sions with the orher greac indusrrial powers in rhe
world, namely the United Srates and Japan. Coordi-
nated action, in the OECD inter alia, is of the urmosr

importance in this contexr, as is a positive solurion to
trade policy questions. I say'positive'because a return
to protectionist pracrices musr be avoided ar all costs.
The Community's dialogue with Japan - wirh which
an unacceptably large rrade deficit has gradually
developed - is likely to be an imponant theme of
Council discussions, and ir is important that the
Community position be characterized by tacr, perse-
verance and clarity. Close cooperation between the
Council and the Commission is indispensable. The
Communiry's relations with the United Stares, and the
trade policy aspecrs thereof, musr in my opinion be
seen againsr rhe background of the Atlantic alliance: I
shall have more ro say about this when I come to the
subject of political cooperarion between the ten
Member States. The developing counrries are particu-
larly hard hit by the economic decline combined wirh
increased energy prices. The weaker of rhem are at rhe
edge of the abyss. In this area the Community musr
bear its share of responsibiliry and is already doing so

- witness the renewed Lom6 Convention, the gener-
alized preferences scheme, our links with ASEAN and
the, as yet modest, financial aid to non-associated
countnes.

But more must be done, and by vinue of its economic
imponance, ir central position in world rade and its
level of prosperity rhe Community will repearedly be
called upon to play an imponant and sometimes even
decisive role. Here I am referring also [o the broader
framework of the North-South Dialogue and rhe
global negotiations which we hope and trusr will
shortly commence in New York. I consider it one of
the main tasks of the Presidency ro see ro it rhat the
Community is ready in good time wirh its positions
and that it can act in a flexible, resourceful and conci-
liatory manner, in a spirit of frankness and full aware-
ness of its responsibilities.

This brings me ro the founh area which I consider a
prioriry for the Netherlands presidency - one which
is, or ought to be, a prioriry for every Presrdency and
every instirution - namely concern for the right insti-
tutional .relations wirhin the Community and more
specifically for proper and constructive cooperation
between the Council and the other instirurions. Here I
have in mind cooperarion with the European Parlia-
ment in panicular.

Relations between Council and Parliamenr are mosr
fully developed in rhe field of esrablishment of the
budget. I consider rhe division of powers which has
come about in this field as an imponanl Communiry
achievement which musr be scrupulously respected
and implemenred with mutual understanding.
Although rhe bulk of rhe budger procedure will take
place a,fter the Netherlands presidency, rhe Council
wrll have to give close atrention to budget problems
during that period, and will have to do so under diffi-
cult financial circumstances. The necessity which each
Member Srare experiences of making the most effi-
cient and economical use of the limited funds available
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must also influence the Ccuncil - and hence, I
believe, the entire budget autrority.

Madam President, as far as rhe dispute which has just
arisen over the supplementary budget for 1980 is

concerned, I can only say a,. this stage that I hope it
can be resolved as soon as pr>55iils. As things stand at
present, I do not think there is much the President of
the Council can do, but as soon as it appears that the
presidency can contribute tcwards finding a solution,
I can assure you that I shall do my utmost to achieve
this.

Let me return now to relations between the institu-
rions. Less developed, but no less imponant, is the
conciliation procedure on lel;islation. This is an essen-

tial instrument which I, as President of the Council
hope to put to [he best possit,le use. It is, however, also
an instrument which has not fully lived up to expecta-
tions. For that reason the [,uropean Council, on the
basis of the report by the Tlrree '!7ise Men, asked the
presidency to come to a clearer understanding with
the European Parliament on the implementation of the
conciliation procedure. I she.ll shonly be meeting you,
Madam President, to discut;s how we can succeed in
doing this as rapidly as possible.

Next there is the question of the attention paid by the
Council to the Opinioru delivered by the European
Parliament. I can assure )'ou that the Netherlands
presidency will do all in rts power to arrange the
proceedings of the Council rrnd its subsidiary bodies in
such a way that Parliament's Opinions are given all
due consideration in the decision-making process. I
intend regularly to see to it personally that [he most
important of your opinions are brought to the Coun-
cil's attention. Allow me, hc,wever, to point out that if
the Council's various subsidiary bodies and the Coun-
cil imelf are to be able to gi're your Opinions adequate

srudy it is essendal that the y are submitted promptly.
Only then can they exen thr)ir full weight.

I should not like to end rhese institutional remarks
without mentioning the question of the seat of the
Community institutions. As you are aware this ques-

tion, which 15 years ago s'as settled on a provisional
basis, was recently raised a1;ain by one of the Member
States. In a Resolution of 20 November you expressed
your concern on this subjt'ct and asked the Govern-
ments to take a decision by 15June 1981. It is quite
honestly impossible, for me to tell you whether this is

feasible. Suffice it to say that I am fully aware of the
vital importance of this matter for Parliament and for
its abiliry to function in a strong and efficient manner.

(Applause)

Madam President, my sper:ch is a long one, and I do
not wish to try the pa:ience of the honourable
Members. I assume that the text has been disributed
and thar the following cornments which I wanted to
make on other internal tar;ks have already been read

and can therefore safely be left out. Madam President,
I should like to turn to the Communities' external
objectives. In describing the internal tasks in store for
the Communities in 1981, the additional responsibili-
ties arising from their external relations also become
evidenr. In my inuoduction, I stressed that interna-
tional relations should be characterized by openness
and awareness of responsibility. I should now like to
add a few comments concerning certain relations in
particular.

The Community is preparing to welcome Spain and
Portugal as Member States in a few years' time. The
phasing and organization of the accession negotiations
demand wisdom and care on both sides. \7here the
presidency can consider expediting matters, it will do
so. I am thinking here of-chapters such as the customs
union, freedom of movement, the ECSC, Euratom,
external relations and fiscal questions. The actual
negotiating phase can be begun with these aspects.

At the same time, and also in connection with the
coming accessions, relations with the countries of the
Mediterranean basin require special attention.
Commercial policy matters and the financial para-
graphs under the existing agreements will be the
subject of intensive talks in 1981, during which the
presidency will endeavour to achieve balance and
harmony among all the interests involved.

I consider myself fonunate to have been able to
assume my functions as President of the Council on
the day on which the Second Lom6 Convention
entered into force. It is of great significance for Euro-
African cooperation and solidarity, and panicularly
for stability in Southern Africa, that Zimbabwe has

now been included in our circle of associates. In
March of this year, I shall have the honour of partici-
pating in rhe Association Council as Co-President on
the Community side. On this occasion also, it is my
firm intent to make a contribution to the progressive
development of our oldest association. Our partners'
interest in an extension of the Sugar Protocot will play
a prominent role on this occasion.

The development of relations with cenain regions of
rhe world and the gradual enlargement of the content
of the relevant treaties and agreements cannot,
however, detract from the overall worldwide responsi-
bility borne by the Community in the Nonh-South
Diaiogue, and particularly in the framework of the
United Nations. Here I am referring in panicular to
rhe successful start and progress of what is known as

the New Round of Global Negotiations. The current
discussions in New York offer, I hope, the prospect of
agreement. on a balanced agenda and a rational distri-
bution of responsibilities among the various bodies

involved in the negotiations. The Presidency will do
everyrhing in its power to ensure that the Community
plays a role marked by a reasonable approach which
will guarantee that the negotiations are conducted and

concluded in as balanced a manner and as successfully
as possible.
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Madam President, I should again like to shorren my
speech somewhat, this time on the polidcal aspects, i.e.
on the political cooperation between rhe Ten, since I
assume that you and the honourable Members will
akeady have read the text.

In particular, I should like ro draw your arrenrion ro a

number of points. As you know, the Netherlands pres-
idency attaches great imporrance to good relations
with your Parliament, and this is also rrue in the case
of matters which do nor, srrictly speaking, come
within the field of action of the European Communi-
ties. The nature of political cooperarion, which is
carried on on an intergovernmental basis, imposes
inevimble restraints on fiis presidency, like all orhers,
in its relations with your Parhament. But I can assure
you that eiisting opponunities for a dialogue with the
Parliament will be used to the full. I am convinced rhat
a fruitful dialogue requires mutual undersranding borh
of each other's wishes and each orher's limitarions.
Only with patience and the necessary understanding
will it be possible to strengrhen existing bonds.

Madam President, the text of my speech talks ar great
length about political cooperarion, so I shall keep ir
shon and concentrate on rhe main poinrs.

In the first place, there is the question of human rights.
I have noted that Parliamenr devotes considerable
attention to these, and I can assure you rhat the Neth-
erlands presidency will do likewise. In my view, our
countries bear a special responsibiliry in this respecr
slnce we are a communrty of democratic countries. For
that very reason, the values which we ourselves profess
to hold oblige us to make our stand for an ideal of
human freedom in all pans of rhe world.

Another aspect of political cooperation which will
deserve our full a[rcntion in the coming months is
naturally the Conference on Security and Cooperation
in Europe. I think that the Nine 

- as we still were
then 

- 
put the six weeks allotted to this discussion

before Christmas to good use. In continuous close
contact with each other and in a broader '!?'estern

context, they brought up the many shoncomings in
the implementation of all sections of the Final Act
during that time. The efforts of the Member States of
the Communiry were directed rowards accomplishing
this task as objectively as possible while avoiding
unnecessary polemics. The session beginning on
27 January will be devored ro rhe secrion of the
agenda relating to the extension and srrengrhening of
security and cooperation in Europe. A number of
substantive proposals have been inrroduced in this
connection. The lessons drawn from the state of
implementation of the provisions of the Final Act have
played an important part in the drafting of rhese
proposals, during which the Member States have
endeavoured to adopt a balanced approach [o rhe
Final Act so as to avoid favouring one section ar [he
expense of another.

\flhen speaking of East-Vesr relations it is, of course,
not possible to ignore the situation in and around
Poland, which so preoccupies us all.

In accordance with codes' of conduct and principles
such as those laid down and reaffirmed in the United
Nations Charter and in the Helsinki Final Act, the
signatories of these documents recognize the right of
every counry and every people ro choose and develop
its own political, social, economic and cultural sysrem in
complete freedom and without any outside interfer-
ence. The governmenrs of rhe Member Stares of the
Community have very recently found it necessary ro
express their views on rhis marter in connecrion wirh
Poland in a declaration published after the meering of
the European Council on 1 and 2 December 1980 in
Luxembourg. On that occasion a decision in principle
was [aken, in response ro a requesr ro rhar effecr from
the Polish Government, that the Community as such
should give Poland rhe opponunity to buy agricultural
products in Community countries at favourable prices.
It goes without saying that the governments of rhe
Ten will follow funher developments in Poland wirh
undiminished attenrion.

Another subject which will conrinue to be discussed in
political cooperation is, I am afraid, the situation in
Afghanistan. The Soviet intervention there is a conrinu-
ing source of concern.

I turn now to rhe Middle East. Under the Nerherlands
presidency the situation there will conrinue to receive
rhe great attention which the imponance of rhis ques-
tion commands. Vhen they mer in Venice in June last
year, thc.European Heads of State or Governmenr,
summarizing pasr posirions, agreed that rhe time had
come to promote the recognirion and implemenrarion
of two principles universally accepted by the inrerna-
tional community, namely the right to existence and
security of all the Srates in the region, including Israel,
and justice for all the peoples, which implies the
recognition of the legirimare rights of rhe Palestinian
people.

According to the Ten, this twofold requirement
implies a number of logical consequences, including
the right of all the counrries in thar part of the world
to live in peace within secure, recognized and guaran-
teed borders; this applies not only to Israel, whose
need for security, as the Ten see it, clearly goes
beyond the srricc military inrerpretarion usually given
to this concept and clearly reflecm a deep-roored wish
to be accepted by rhe surrounding Arab countries, bur
also to the Arab countries in quesrion and to rhe Pales-
tinian population in the areas now occupied.

The aforementioned principles also imply thar a just
solution must finally be found to rhe Palestinian prob-
lern, which is not simply one of refugees. The Palesti-
nian people, who are conscious of existing as a people,,
must be placed in a position, by an appropriare process
defined in the framework of a comprehensive peace
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settlement, to exercise fully i:s right to self-derermina-
tion. The Ten take rhe view rhat the principles which I
have just outlined apply ro .rll the parties concerned,
and therefore to the Palestir.ian people and rhe PLO,
which will have to be associa,:ed with the negoriarions.

Madam President, the actiriries undenaken by the
Nine in the Middle East in rhe second half of last year

- Mr Thorn's mission and the study ro which that
mission led - have screngthened the Ten in their
determination to contriburr) to rhe search for the
longed-for comprehensive, iusr and lasring pe ace
settlement in the Middle Ear;t. I am fully conscious of
the responsibility which is to be mine in the coming
months of the Netherlands presidency for giving
direction and substance to rhe efforts of rhe Ten to
contribute [o a peace serrlenlenr in the Middle East. I
know my task will nor be ea:;y, bur I am confident that
I will be assisted in it by rfre fact that all rhe parties
concerned realize the since'ity of the feelings which
guide the Ten in their search for peace.

Madam President, I shall r1or. go into demil at this
stage on the conflict between Iran and Iraq but simply
refer you to rhe texr. If rhe Ten are in a position to
usefully help in achieving a solution - although I do
not see any such opportunity at the momenr - we
would naturally be prepared to do so. I can assure you
that we are continuing to take an acrive interest in
moves to end the continuing, inhuman detention of rhe
American hostages in Iran. Ler me rurn now ro rhe
Euro-Arab Dialogue. In l.Iovember of last year a

meeting took place in Luxe nbourg which marked the
resumption of cooperation between the countries of
the European Community and those of the Arab
League. This meeting was a success, and we may now
expect thar more substantive discussions between
representatives of rhe Ten and the Arab League will
begin in the foreseeable future.

It is intended thar these dil;cussions should cover rhe
different areas of the Euro-Arab Dialogue: viz. politi-
cal, economic, technical, financial, social and cultural
matters.

At the abovementioned l-uxembourg meering the
desirability was emphasize<l of holding a Euro-Arab
conference at the level of iVlinisters of Foreign Affairs.
On both the Arab and Eurcpean sides it was agreed in
Luxembourg that any such conference would have to
be prepared with the utmost care and that ir should be
held before this summer.

As regards our relations with Turkey, these will natur-
ally continue to be of grear imponance, and this will
be emphasized within the framework of the existing
aSreements.

Cyprus will be another surject for discussion in our
political cooperation, as wr:ll as our cooperation with
the ASEAN countries ani the countries of South

America - I am rhinking of the countries of the
Andean Pact, with which inirial contacts have been
established. All this will form a major part of the polit-
ical cooperation in the months to come. An essential
element in all considerations is our relations between
Europe and the Unircd States, with whose new admin-
istration I feel close conracr must be kepr.

Madam President, this brings me to the end of my
survey of the presidency's activiries, objectives and
ambitions. I realize that it has been long and perhaps
complicated, but this simply reflects the breadth of the
field in which the European Communities and the
political cooperation machinery are acrive.

One can say many things about the Community and
about political cooperation, and it is not difficult to
point to deficiencies and gaps in their operation, but
one cannot say that they do not wrestle wirh the big,
urgent questions of our time. In other words, they are
highly relevant; relevant for the governments of the
Member States and also for the citizens of the
Member States.

In many respects, or so it seems to me, the success of
the work which we are undenaking is of decisive
imponance in answering the question whether Europe
can come through the present period of increased
tension and more rapid change with success, and can
maintain and use its influence.

If we are to ensure a furure for a Europe of free
peoples; of a society under the rule of law and of
social justice; of firmly anchored human rights and
carefully fostered cultural riches; of internal stabiliry
and economic power - a Europe which does not look
only to its own interests, but is, also aware of the
contributions expected of it in world affairs - it is

essential that the work of our Community institutions
is successful.

It is a privilege for me, in my office as Pre'sident of one
of the institutions, to be able to contribute to this
objective.

It is also a duty which I shall fulfil, not alone with
devotion, but also with conviction. In this task,
frequent and fruitful cooperation with your Parlia-
ment, Madam President, will be for me a source of
great support and much pleasure.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs Kellett-Bowman on a point
of order.

Mrs Kellett-Bowman. - A point of order under Rule
30, Madam President. The President-in-Office in his
most interesting and wide-ranging speech, for which
we sincerely thank him, three times referred to his
written text which he said Members had, and there-
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fore parts of which he would omit. I am slightly
puzzled here - we have not got this text. But if we
had - presumably we shall shortly be getting it -would we be entitled to refer ro those parts of his
speech which are not in fact pan of the record of this
Parliament?

President. - I call Mr Van der Klaauw.

Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Office of the Coun-
cil. - (NL) Madam President, I thought thar the text
was available in all the languages, but evidently it has

not been distributed yet. I apologize to the House for
this omission, which is probably the result of a techni-
cal hitch. The whole of my text will obviously be
distributed; I merely shonened my speech somewhat
so as not to try the Members' patience too much.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mrs Van den Heuvel to speak on
behalf of the Socialist Group.

Mrs Yan den Heuvel. - (NL) Madam President, I
have listened with great interest to the statement
which Mr Van der Klaauw has just delivered as Presi-
dent-in-Office of the Council. I listened, indeed, in
some anticipation because I had great hopes - I am

sure you will understand why - that it would contain
indications that the Durch presidency would be one
marked by initiative and a very specific approach to
the major problems facing us.

In my view, initiative and specific ideas are vitally
necessary to get the European Community out of the
doldrums. lfell, I must say that my great hopes have
been dashed. Mr Van der Klaauw did deal with a wide
range of subjecrs, and did not restrict himself to areas

which might be regarded as less controversial, which
has been rarher the habit in Europe lately. I salute him
for that. But while the range was wide, the specific
proposals were few in number indeed. The Socialist
Group understands, of course, that it is not easy for
the president of a Council of Ministers, in which the
views are by no means always unanimous, to make
clear-cut statements,. '\U7'e understand that a presidency
which puts forward concrele ideas is laying itself open
to attack. Specific, concrete ideas and plans can be

monitored, and if they are not achieved the very fact
of their failure is obvious to all.

None the less, it is our view that that risk should have
been raken since the future of Europe is at stake here.
European integration is, after all, as someone - Mr
Jenkins, I think - once said, like a bicycle: it either
moves forward or you fall off. I have the impression
that some members of the Council prefer to shut their
eyes ro that facc. The Durch presidency is taking over
in very difficult circumstances. The economic climace

is continuing to deteriorate; the number of unem-
ployed grows alarmingly; the financial problems of the
Community are severe and in the sphere of interna-
tional political relations the balmy days of the 1960s

and 1970s appear to have gone for good. All the more
reason, therefore, to have specific, concentrated and
well-planned action. All the more reason to have a

presidency that dares to take the risk of failing or of
not entirely succeeding, because what is at stake is the
'welfare of the citizens of Europe, and particularly
those who are unable to defend themselves. Moreover,
the maintenance of peace in the world is more impor-
tant than not losing face or getting one's hands dirty.

'!7ith respect to the restructuring of agriculture, Mr
Van der Klaauw used the expression 'adjustment of
agricultural policy', an expression which I find much
weaker. Together with my Group I am consequently a

lirtle suspicious, but perhaps he will be able to reassure
me. !7ith respect to the restructuring of agricultural
policy and the financial problems facing the Commu-
nity - in the light of the forthcoming enlargement of
rhe Community to include Spain and Ponugal these
problems are rapidly approaching an acute stage -the President-in-Office had fine but equally vague
things to say, and failed to inform us whether these
questions will be dealt with together or not. Vhen I
spoke to the then President-elect of the Commission, I
got the feeling that he was very aware of the unbreak-
able interdependence of these problems, and that he
planned ro sketch the main lines of a possible solution
in rhe policy sratement which the Commission intends
ro make in February. Does the President-in-Office
have any information on this? And if he does, surely
the Dutch presidency can then prepare a schedule for
discussion of this in the Council. I should like to have
a specific answer from the President-in-Office on this.
Six months passes quickly; the Dutch presidency will
have to work efficiently if ir is going to achieve its aim
to-andlquote:

Iead the beginning of this idea-formrng process along
adequate and constructive paths so that on this basis deci-
sions can be taken as quickly as possrble.

Before being officially in the saddle the Dutch presi-
dency took the initiative of calling a special session of
the Council of Ministers of Economic Affairs, Finance
and Social Affairs on the problems of employment,
and it deserves praise for this.

This is something which the European trade union
movement, in panicular, has repeatedly called for. But
the Dutch presidency cannor resr on its laurels. !7ith-
out any wish to sound over-sanguine - Mr Van der
Klaauw has warned against this - I should like rc
urge the need for swift and concrete action. Is this
special Council going to meet, and before June? Is
there ongoing preparatory consultation between the
Council and the Commission? Six months pass very
quickly.
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As regards cooperarion with Parliament, I was grati-
fied to hear the Presidenr-in-Office of rhe Council say
that he considered rhar rhe sharing of the budgerary
authority which has been acl ieved is one of the essen-
tial stones in the existing C,rmmunity edifice. I have
the feeling sometimes that there are governmenrs
which regret rarher rhan wt:lcome Parliament's bud-
getary powers. Mr Jacquet will deal with rhe curren[
problems surrounding the t,udger. In my view it is
certainly importanr that rhere should be consulration
about the conciliation prccedures; in this way,
perhaps, relations between Council and Parliamenr
can be improved. Parliamenr certainly wanrs ro see rhis
happen, but we find this conciliadon procedure very
important. None the less, cor,sultation means that there
must be something to consult about, and this means
that the parties participating in the consuharion musr
have some margin of manoeuvre, something which has
not always been present in the past. Despite all rhe
consultation and all the fine words I have the feeling
that some members of the (louncil would rather clip
Parliament's wings than t:rke ir seriously. In this
connection I would draw your attention to a comment
by Raymond Barre, which I read in the paper today.
At a NewYear reception Mr Barre said,'I am nor in
the slightest interesred in rhe comments of these
Members of Parliament'. In rhis conrexr I believe rhat
this Minister will have a har,l row to hoe in rhe Coun-
ciI of Ministers.

I do not wish to offend you. Mr Van der Klaauw, but
your remarks about the per,;onal attention which you
will ask the Council to give to this Parliament's deci-
sions have the effect of making me wanr to laugh.
Obviously we expect you to do this. Here again,
however, rhere was a strikin;1 lack of specific ideas and
proposals. Perhaps the President-in-Office ought to
take a look at what Parliament decided in this area in
February 1980, and examine the ideas and proposals
put forward by this Parliam,:nt. There is enough rhere
for him to be going on with, I should have rhought.
Moreover, a great part of rhe work of this Parliament
is done in the parliamentanr committees and I should
like to hear from the Presirlent-in-Office whether he
has any plans to improve cooperation, primarily via
these committees.

His comments on [he seat of Parliament were also
pretty unirnpressive. I would like to ask Mr Van der
Klaauw very specifically whar priority rhe Netherlands
presidency plans to give to rhe question of a perma-
nent seat for this Parliamerrt. Vhich has prioriry: the
effective operation of this Parliamenr or rhe interests
of the countries concerne<l in the quesrion? If the
former is the case, I mke it that the President-in-
Office objects to the agreenrent which has been made,
that to begin with the three countries concerned in the
question of the seat should make proposals for a solu-
tion. It is hardly to be exp,ected thar these counrries
will regard the efficient operarion of this Parliament as
the most imponant crirerior, in their choice!

The phasing and the organization of the accession
-negotiations with Spain and Portugal will require
wisdom and care on both sides, says the text of the
President's speech. \7ell, nobody is going to argue
with that! But what does it mean? Can the accession
date of I January 1984 be maintained or can it nor?
Moreover, the list of areas in which the Presidency
wishes to make rapid progress contains several irems,
but not agriculrure. Vhat am I supposed to conclude
from that? Does it mean rhat agricultural problems
relating, to enlargement will be dealr with in rhe
context of the restructuring and the problem of own
resources? I am curious to hear the answer.

As regards European political cooperation, I must say
that Mr Van der Klaauw's comment that the question
of human rights is hedged round with grear difficuldes
does not surprise me. \flhile Parliament does consider
that the governments do not always go far enough, the
governments of the ten European Member States have
only limircd influence. '!7'e understand that. But I also
think that this Parliament would show much Breater
understanding if the Council and the Ministers of
Foreign Affairs were to demonstrate thar rhey took the
declarations of this Parliament seriously. My question
is as follows: Is the Presidenr-in-Office prepared ro
urge the Council to report systematically to Parlia-
ment on questions relating to human rights? Even in
the Me mber States the situation with respect to human
righm is sometimes less rhan ideal. So I hope thar an
appeal from the European Parliament to the govern-
ments of the Member States will be received with the
Same alacrity as it would if it dealt with matters far
from home.

On the Middle East the Presidenr-in-Office stated thar
great attention will continue to be given to this area,
but he is perhaps aware that in Dutch polirical termi-
nology this expression is regarded with some suspi-
cion, because it is generally regarded as being synony-
mous with the idea thar we are powerless [o do
anything. Ve are striving in principle, he said, towards
the security of all Stares - and I would add, of all
peoples - in the region. But I should like rc hear the
President-in-Office oudine his plans in more specific
terms. 

.!(/hen 
does he intend to visit the region again?

!(zhen will he meet the new President of rhe United
States, as announced? And what European ideas will
he take to that meeting? Can he, for example, throw
any light on [he quesrion of how the continuation of
the Campi David initiative can be coordinated wirh a

European initiative. How can the Camp David
approach, which is based, after all, on rhe idea of
phased peace negotiations, be made compatible with a

solution for the Palestinian people, who are demand-
ing an overall, integrated approach? On rhat point,
could the President-in-Office explain the meaning of
the cryptic expression 'the Palestinian people and the
PLO'? Vhat is the Palestinian people? During his
recent trips ro rhe Middle East did Mr Van der
Klaauq/ speak wirh Palesrinians other than those
whom the PLO represent? And when he goes ro meet
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the new President of the United States, perhaps he can
raise another matter which I know interests him
grearly, namely El Salvador. If the Ten really believe
that rhe situation there is unacceptable, it would seem

to me to be very useful to discuss this matter with our
ally. As regards Turkey, I turn to the text which has

been distributed; fortunately I have not had to wait for
the translation. I read there that Mr Van der Klaauw is

pleasanter and somewhat more optimistic about
Turkey rhan Mr Thorn was during his presidency.
Vhat is it that has convinced the Presidenr-in-Office
that the Turkish Government will fulfil its promise to
work for a rapid and complete restoration of democ-
racy? In this context I should like to repeat the ques-
tion which the chairman of my Group put to Mr
Thorn. Do the Ministers of Foreign Affairs ever actu-
ally read the newspapers? My colleague referred on
that occasion to a number of violations of human
rights which had been reported from Turkey. So I
should like to hear a clear and specific answer to my
question as to why the President-in-Office is so opti-
mlstlc.

The President-in-Office spoke of the need for all
Member States ro use the limited resources as spar-
ingly as possible. This means that throughout the
Community rhe authorities will introduce measures
which will hit the ordinary people hardest. But it is

worth pointing our rhat the other side of the picture is

that tax fraud and the flight of capital are assuming
giganric proportions, even in the Community. This
situation could be much improved by a common
approach. The Socialist Group has called for such an

approach on a number of occasions and made relevant
proposals. I would ask the President-in-Office what
the Council is waiting for.

I turn now briefly to Southern Africa, panicularly to
the problem of Namibia. The free world is generally
quicker to jump in with reproaches to young States
and liberation movements than with concrete aid.
Comments about pro-Moscow views or guerilla move-
ments backed by Moscow are not uncommon in our
so-called free world. Can the President-in-Office tell
us what plans exist in the Community to help young
countries 

- 
I am thinking here, for instance, of

Angola 
- to become genuinely independent of any

superpower? \7hat is the attitude of the Ten to the
liberation movements in this region? Can the Presi-
dent-in-Office indicate in concrete terms when a liber-
ation movement is an acceptable discussion partner for
the Ten? Surely the criterion can not merely be'if the
liberation movement is supported by oil-producing
countries'? That would at leasr be astonishing, and I
should like to hear the President-in-Office's answer
on this.

Finally one more question: rhe Netherlands Govern-
ment, and Mr Van der Klaauw himself, have made
some very critical remarks in the Netherlands about
the salaries of the officials of the European Communi-
ties. Does the Netherlands presidency plan to take any
initiatives in this area in the coming six months?

I have pur a large number of specific questions to the
President-in-Office. I am relying on him to give me as

specific answers as did his direct predecessor, whose
performance during the debate in this Assembly I
recall with satisfaction.

President. - I call Mr Penders to speak on behalf of
the European Peoples Party (Christian-Democratic
Group).

Mr Penders. - (NL) Madam President, may I begin
by welcoming most warmly the Dutch President of the
Council. There is little doubt that criticism will be

heaped on him in rhe coming months, and it seems

therefore only fair at least today to wish him success.

The President-in-Office is known to be a modest man,
all credit to him, and today his approach was again
extremely modest. There is nothing wrong with that,
but I do feel that in matters of policy modesty must
not be allowed to grow out of all proportion. There is

a slight danger of this happening. Mr Van der Klaauw
put considerable emphasis on the need to set our own
house in order: agricultural problems, restructuring of
the budget, the imminent exhaustion of own resources.
But while putting our own house in order is indeed
necessary, it is no more than a means to an end. Other
action is necessary. '!7'hat must our objective and that
of the presidency be? \7e must ensure that the Euro-
pean citizen neither despairs nor becomes apathetic.
There is a real danger of this unless we are able in the
shon term to make some headway in overcoming the
economic crisis, panicularly unemployment. For this
reason I welcome the plan for a super or jumbo Coun-
cil, that is a Council of Ministers of Finance,
Economic and Social Affairs. I am aware that the
European Parliament, too, is workinB on the prepara-
tions for this jumbo Council. Proposals are expected
from the Economic and Monetary Committee. All of
this requires further preparation and intensive support.
In my view we should not hesitate - and I am includ-
ing the Dutch presidency - to postpone this Council,
if necessary for some months, in order to be sure that
it will then work more successfully. The same applies
to energy policy. Ve must avoid getting bogged down
in the single question of whether or not. to use nuclear
power. It is vitally important to realize that there can
be no vigorous social and economic policy without a
strong European energy policy. The two things are
inextricab[y interwoven.

I should like to urge also that something should finally
be done about the harmonization of company law and
company taxation, which is long overdue. How can
we achieve healthy and vigorous European enterprises
when absolutely no progress is being made in this area,
and there are indeed signs of retrogression?

The modesty of the President-in-Office is all roo
obvious in his remarks about putting our own house in
order. I had expected to hear something much more
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specific than 'beginning idea formation', 'beginning
cooperation', and so on. There is a very clear impres-
sion that the President-in-Office is taking cover
behind the fact that the European Commission has to
come forward with proposals before I July, so that he
himself does not have to do anphing at the present
time. This is too narrow an attitude, and one which is

moreover at variance with the statements which Mr
Van der Klaauw has repeatedly made in interviews,
when he spoke about regular contacts within the
Commission and sounded off a bit about his good
relations with the new President of the Council - I
am delighted to hear that - but why is his attitude so
uninspiring and limited today?

I should also welcome some initiatives in the area of
moderating the salaries of European officials. You
cannot, after all, ask European citizens to make sacrif-
ices if you do not give a good example yourself. The
citizens of Europe are gradually becoming a little
cynical about exhortations about cut-backs, combating
infladon and tightening the belt, when they see how
the top officials in Europe behave.

The third chapter mckled by the President-in-Office

- and I was pleased to see this - related to interna-
tional economic relations. He rightly devoted a long
section of his speech to that and I consider what he

said very valuable. In my view the two development
councils which the Netherlands presidency has
planned for the coming six months belong in this
context. \fle feel that most attention must be given
here to the non-associated regions. Ve must not
become fettered by Euro-African conceptions and
entirely outdated thinking of this kind. 'We must open
the windows of Lom6, and not only out of chariry:
this is vitally necessary if we are to achieve a radical
improvement in Nonh-South relations and guarantee
the mere continued existence of world rade. May I
recall once again rhe iniriatives which the European
Parliament itself has taken with respect to the
non-associated countries? I am thinking naturally of
our major project for combating hunger in the world.

International economic relations bring me of course
directly to the world economic summit in Ottawa. It
really is a bit - I will not say scandalous - but
regrettable that these conferences are only held when
a 'large' country holds the presidency of the EEC. I
congratulate Mr Van der Klaauw on his inrcntion to
ensure that the preparation for the economic summit
id Ottawa is thorough. This is the way in which small
countries can exert some influence. If this preparation
is satisfactory, and if the effects of the Dutch prepara-
tion are felt at the Ottawa summit, this will be an addi-
tional argument to discourage the appalling discrimi-
nation which appears when the dates for such confer-
ences are set.

I have now arrived more or less automatically at the
President-in-Office's so-called fourth chapter, institu-
tional problems. Here his modesty reaches its apogee,

for he promises a fourth chapter, and chere is no
fourth chapter. \7hat we have is three-quarters of a

page in a fairly meaty speech of 37 pages. Three-
quarters of a page, that's all, and not a word about the
budgetary difficulties which are in all our minds. May
I in this context 

- 
Mrs Van den Heuvel raised rhis

point 
- 

ask you to ensure that there is new consulta-
tion on the budgetary procedure between Council and
Parliament. As a member of this Parliament I have
enthusiastically supported what we have been doing in
the last few months in this area. I am 100 % behind
rhis, but I also realize that this kind of approach
cannot be repeated indefinitely, and that it is therefore
necessary that there should be a sound and construc-
tive consultation on the budget between the Council
and the Parliament.

On the question of the relations between Council and
Parliament the President-in-Office cenainly did not
commit himself too far. I know that his margins of
manoeuvre are limited, and that the respect for the
European Parliament is not as great in all Member
States as it should be, but he has indeed been excep-
tionally modest here. It is naturally rcrribly nice of him
to promise to bring the most imponant Parliamentary
opinions to the attention of the Council, but it would
be of more value to inform Parliament what has actu-
ally happened with these resolutions. For example,
there has been absolutely no reaction on a large
number of human rights resolutions. One question:
will the President of the European Council report
personally to the European Parliament on the Maas-
rricht summit? I know all the arguments for and
against on this, but I would point out that even if 'the

opponents of this suggestion can call the Treaties in
aid, or at least do not have the Treaties against them,
those in favour are endtled to appeal to a normal sense

of democracy. \flhat we are talking about here is

respect for the European citizen and voter, and the
appearance of the Netherlands President of the Euro-
pean Council in the European Parliament would mean
a slight, a very modest implementation of the many
pompously worded decisions of earlier European
summit conferences on European union and so on. So

it remains my opinion that it would be a good thing if
the Dutch Prime Minister, Mr Van Agt, were to come
to the European Parliament.

May I just turn briefly to the question of the seat of
Parliament. I do not enry the President-in-Office. To
be honest, and speaking purely personally, I am
strongly in favour of concentrating the executive and
Parliament in a single place of work, and for me that
can only be Brussels. Parliament's job is, after all, to
keep an eye on the government and represent the
people. The European government 

- 
the Commission

- sits in Brussels and, in the eyes of the European
people, so do the media, but as I said this is a purely
personal opinion. Vhat I would like to ask the Presi-
dent-in-Office, and I do this on behalf of our Group,
is to ensure that when a decision is finally taken it will
stand the test of democracy. Ve are not interested in
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hearing that the Council has been rcrribly clever and
managed to save Brussels and Luxembourg and Stras-
bourg. No, what we wanr is a solution which we shall
be able to jusdfy realisdcally ro rhe European cirizens.
I hope that I am speaking on behalf of all of us when I
say that it is time we stopped being circus arrisres and
became representarives of rhe people.

My last commenr on rhe instirutional quesrion relares
to the Greeks. 'We welcome Greece with open arms.
They were reasonably critical in their inrroductory
remarks on Monday. They are entitled to do so, and
there is nothing wrong with rhat. But I would say to
them this: you are now a Member of the Communiry,
and you should avoid imitaring the habit of anorher
Member State, whose accession is no longer so recent,
of smnding regularly with one leg inside and one leg
outside the Communiry. Ir may be that rhe Greeks will
have economic problems arising from their accession.
Ve must help them with these, and Greece can help us
in turn in other non-material marrers. I am thinking
for example of the treatment of conscientious objec-
tors, Jehovah's 

'Witnesses and relations wirh Israel.
Moreover, I expecr a great deal from political cooper-
ation with Greece. I am convinced, and happy rc be
so, that there is a connecrion between Greek entry ro
the EEC and Greece's reintegrarion into NATO.
These two events, occurring at more or less the same
time, represent an essenrial srengrhening of the Vest-
ern world.

This brings me ro European political cooperarion, rhe
showpiece of the EEC. But nobody should ger the
impression that European political cooperation means
anphing in the world merely on its own accounr. Ir
only has any significance because it is the flagship of a

strong economy and a properly functioning marker.
The outside world does nor respecr European political
cooperation merely because we have such jolly meet-
ings or because we are so good at coordinating our
poinrc of view in the United Narions. The respect
comes because we have an impressive economic,
cultural, innovative and sciendfic porenrial. European
political cooperation cannor function in a vacuum. \7e
must remember this when we turn our attention to the
Middle East, which is at present the main area of
activity of European polirical cooperarion. Everfwhere
there are doubts and hesitations about rhe so-called
European initiative. Israel has long had such doubts. Is
that so difficult to understand, given the threats to the
securiry of that counrry? But the Arabs, too, are begin-
ning to express doubts, as Mr Van der Klaauw himself
discovered recently in Kuwait and Qatar. Is rhe
Middle East iniriarive really anyrhing more rhan a
magic formula which allows us to creare an identity
for ourselves? Are we merely rying ro protecr our
energy position?

The EEC now wishes to implemenr two principles:
two of the four papers which the Council with its
well-known openness is unwilling ro give as confiden-
tial information to the Political Affairs Committee of

the European Parliament. As regards 'self-derermina-
tion' it will be necessary ro break down rhe inflexible
attitude of Israel with respect ro rhe sertlemenrs. Bur
Israel's position is srronger in rhe discussion on the
right to exist and the securiry of all Srates in rhe region.
The EEC cannot give any real guaranrees. The only
power tha[ can do that for Israel is Vashington. \7e
must be realisric. For this reason I regret rhat the Pres-
ident-in-Office's speech made no mention of 'Camp
David'. This shows a lack of courage, and you will
need courage ro preside over [he Euro-Arab Dialogue
when the PLO is presenr.

As a final comment I would say rhis. Ve are now ten
members of the European Community, ten democra-
cies. \flhat does rhat mean? It means thar at any given
moment there are either narional or local elections
going on in one of rhe ten counrries. That is how
democracies work and that is how it should be. But it
follows that it is vitally imponanr rhar elections should
no longer be used as an excuse to halt European
processes. At rhe presenr momenr one large Member
State is certainly giving rhis impression. Surely
approaching elections should be a stimulus ro a Euro-
pean policy. 

.We 
are after all doomed to cooperation.

May I urge rhe Presidenr-in-Office of the Council,
who is also facing elections in his own country, ro see
these thoughts as encouragemenr to him in his future
work. The citizens of Europe will understand him and
reward him.

(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MRVANDE\7IELE

Vice-President

President. - I call Sir James Scotr-Hopkins to speak
on behalf of the European Democratic Group.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - Mr President, may I
take the opponuniry of exrending a welcome ro rhe
President-in-Office and to congratulate him on one of
the most exhaustive speeches that I have ever heard on
what the new presidency intends to do over the
coming six months. I shall have ro study with interest
the full derails of his speech which, as I understand
from what he said jusr now, is being circulared as an
unofficial documenr.

I want in poinr of facr to draw his artention to just a

few of the problems which our Community will be
facing in the coming six monrhs. Of course during
next month's debate on the Commission's programme
we shall be going into rhe details of the fonhcoming
Community action. I am going to confine myself
today purely ro those marrers which fall wirhin the
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Council's purview; and in the Council I include of
course, besides the actual Council, the Foreign Minis-
rers meeting in political cooperation, as he did himself.

Like all presidencies this one will inherit a cenain
amount of unfinished business. Therefore the first
question that I must ask is what exactly is the Presi-
dent-in-Office going to do to follow up the European
initiative on the Middle East which was taken last

Seprcmber? I have looked again at what he said while
the other two honourable Members were speaking and
I am not clear in my mind exactly what initiatives he

intends to take following Mr Thorn's tour when he

was President.

I ask this particularly relevant question in the light of
the highly critical remarks which were recently made
by Dr Kissinger. I do not know exactly what his posi-
rion is in the new Reagan administration, but he did
call into question the value of our European initiatives.
He did it in a particularly unpleasant way, and he

commented in very plain terms on the impossibility of
maintaining united defence and separate policy.
Clearly this is an issue which just cannot be allowed to
drop and which must be examined further. I hope that
the President-in-Office will do everything in his power
to make sure that, in the field of foreign policy, inde-
pendent European initiatives which, unlike Mr
Penders, I think are of great value do not upset the
European/United Smrcs relationships. And it is those
reladonships that are equally crucial. So it is a very
delicate task that I think the President-in-Office will
have in the coming six months. Ve must maintain the
solidarity of the alliance.

May I add in parenthesis how much I think that the

development of a specifically Community foreign
policy - and this is what I am sure he is actually
working towards - would gain greatly from the esta-
blishment of a permanent secretariat for the confer-
ence of Foreign Ministers. I would ask him once again
to look at that particular issue.

From the Middle East may I now turn quickly to the
question of energy prices. The decision by the OPEC
countries to increase their prices by $ + a barrel yet
again throws us into turmoil and again seems to rake

away the small advantages vre have gained. Oi[ prices

have trebled in two years and we have really reached a

point where any increase in gross domestic product is

axed by an immediate increase in the price of oil by
the OPEC countries. Existing le'iels of employment
are proving difficult to maintain in those circum-
stances and the finance that might have been set aside,

and should have been set aside, for new investment
and new jobs is being removed. At the same time the
lack of economic growth weakens the Community's
abiliry, as he said himself, to aid those countries of the
Lomd Agreement to which we attach particular
importance.

I ask the oil-producing States rhetorically what is the
point of these higher oil prices, what purpose is served

by doing this, when one is running the risk of
economic and social instability amongst their custo-
mers? It seems to me to be absolutely lunatic. The

. Arab oil-producing States and Iran account for 85 %
of the Community's oil supplies. It will be the particu-
lar task of the Dutch presidency and Durch diplomacy
to give an impulse, as he mentioned himself, to the

Euro-Arab Dialogue. Unless there is effective Commu-
nity action and coordihation in this and other aspects

of energy policy, particularly in encouraging the- use

of coal and the building of new nuclear electricity
generating plants, there is no political ideology or
philosophy which will protect the people of Europe
from the growing unemployment and the spread of
already worldwide recession. That really must take top
priority in the programme of the Dutch presidency
during these six months. \fle must try to maintain, or
try ro achieve, a plateau of energy prices.

Now I turn finally, Mr President, to the last matter,
the arrival of a new Commission. This is my first
opportunity, as chairman of the European Democratic
Group, of expressing formally on behalf of my group
our great sorrow at the death of Finn Gundelach. He
was a great friend of all of us, and I will say no more
than that we shall miss him very badly indeed.

Over the past fev/ months the institutional questions
have come up. I am glad that the President-in-Office
actually referred to the fact that on 20 November we
passed in this House a resolution saying that we
wanted a decision taken on the seat of Parliament by
16June 1981. I also note his remark that one of the
Member States - he did not say this, but France n'as
the country in question - raised the issue of the single
sear, saying that member governments must take the
decision. Although his words today were a little equi-
vocal, I sincerely hope that member governments
working in cooperation will, in fact, take this decision.
I would draw his attention to the speech made yester-
day, I think, by the French Prime Minister, which
perhaps will make his task easier. The French Prime
Minister said he was not interested at all in the
opinions of the European Parliament. So , quite
obviously the French do not care where the Parliament
goes. If the Prime Minister and the Government of
France are not interested, as has been reponed quite
clearly, in what Parliament says, or indeed what it
does, then that will make it much easier for the Presi-
dent-in-Office to come to a decision as to where we
should have our single seat.

(Applause)

Over the past few months we have called attention to
the continuing absence of any action on the eminently
sensible report, which he mentioned himself, of the
Three \7ise Men. I do hope that that report, which is
now 14 months old, will not be allowed to moulder on
the presidency's shelves, because it is of great import-
ance. The recommended institutional reforms were, in
the view of the committee responsible and also indeed
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in my view, to have become established practice by the
time of the arrival of our new colleagues from Greece
whom we have all welcomed here during this week.
But what has happened? Absolutely nothing! Now rhe
President-in-Office really cannot allow that to
continue. That repon is lying in a limbo berween the
European Council, which originally asked for it, and
the Foreign Ministers, who were told to consider it.
That is just not good enough. I sincerely hope that
that report will not suffer the fate of a similar previous
one by our colleague, Mr Tindemans, who is not actu-
ally here at the moment, which seems to have gone
inro limbo. So I really do ask the President-in-Office
to look into that and see whether he cannot get the
Council moving to take some action on the reforms
suggested in that report.

In conclusion I wish the President-in-Office well in
the very large tasks that lie ahead of him. I am sure he
will apply his mind to those tasks wirh rhe vigour and
the intelligence that I know he has. On behalf of my
group I wish him the very best of good fortune.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Galluzzi of the Communist
and Allies Group.

Mr Galluzzi. - 
(I) Mr President of the Council, I

wish first and foremost, on behalf of the Italian
Members of the Communist and Allies Group, to give
you credit for the dme which you devoted in your
statement to what we regard as the most interesting
European initiative which the Council has taken for
many years - the attempt to find a peaceful solution
to the Middle East question, decided upon at the end
of the Venice Summit.

Moreover, as you know, Mr President of the Council,
it is an initiative which has fully and directly occupied
Mr Thorn in the last few months and which was
revised at the beginning of December by the European
Council held in Luxembourg shonly before the transi-
tion from the Luxembourg to the Netherlands presi-
dency, as a central pan of the Community's interna-
tional relations. It was therefore difficult not to discuss
the subject, and indeed I must admit that you
discussed it in full; but I would say that you spoke of it
as if we were still in June 1980 instead of January 1981

- 
as if we were still in Venice 

- 
since you reiterated

exactly what was proposed then, without telling us

anything 
- 

although more rhan six months have
passed 

- 
about the real content and significance of

this initiative, and without taking account of the events
of the last few months.

Mr President of the Council, what is behind the iniria-
tive of the Ten? On what analysis of the Middle East
situation is it based? !flhat do its instigators make of
the Camp David peace agreemen!, of the Israeli settle-

ments criticized by the United Nations General
Assembly, of the quesdon of Jerusalem, of European
recognition of the Palesdne Liberation Organization?
That recognition is somerhing different from the
hoped-for panicipation of the PLO in the peace nego-
tiations, for it is a precondition of Palestinian parrici-
pation in those negotiations, which in turn is the
condition stipulated once again by the Arab League at
its last meeting with the European Community for
peace in the Middle East and rhe resumption of the
Euro-Arab Dialogue. The latrer is essential, as you
know, for the revival of the North-South Dialogue
and for solving the energy problem - a problem of
some interest for Europe.

Mr President, as orher speakers have pointed our, you
did not mention this, although it is an urBenr problem
for the European Community. Moreover, you cannor
be unaware thar in the last few days Dr Kissinger, in
the course of a visit ro the Middle Easr on behalf of
the new American Administration, issued a press srate-
ment in which, after describing rhe iniriative of the
Nine as a damaging one which hindered American
policy in the Middle Easr, he defined its limirs, warn-
ing the Europeans nor ro conr.inue on rhar road bur to
scuttle back under the American umbrella and give up
any foolish aspirations ro autonomy. As Sir James
Scott-Hopkins reminded us just now, Dr Kissinger
plainly stated, in a mosr, unpleasant way, that he could
see no reason why counrries should have different
foreign policies if they have a common defence policy.
He is thereby letting us know beyond a shadow of
doubt that rhe American military guaranree, as far as

the United States Government is concerned, is'condi-
tional on the full acceptance by Europe of the srrategy
of the Atlanric Alliance. This is a disturbing sraremenr

- and I hope you will agree, Mr President of the
Council - all the more so when one remembers thar
the step taken in Venice was nor in conflict with
American policy, since it was merely stated that in
order to solve the Middle East problem, ir was neces-
sary [o look for an overall solution which would take
account of the rights of all rhose involved, and pani-
cularly of rhe Palesrinian people's righr to self-deter-
mination. Not a policy; rhen, of opposition ro our
chief ally, but one aimed solely at calling for a say -for a greater role - in rhe determination of American
strateSy.

That is why rhe failure to take a stand, to ralk about
real issues, to raise the slightesr objection to this new
and blatanr interference in European politics is some-
thing which can only be deplored, and which is bound
to worry all those who call for greater autonomy for
Europe.

But beyond quesrions of principle, Mr President of the
Council, we are concerned abour the things which
were said after the pressures - first Israeli then Amer-
ican - were broughr ro bear. Indeed, we have infor-
mation about pressures on the part of various Member
States of the Community to freeze the initiative pend-
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ing American decisions. It has been stated that we are
still in a very vague initial phase, when on the contrary
it is well known that there is a report by the Directors
of Political Affairs containing precise proposals for the
key points of a possible overall negotiation on the
Middle East.

Mr President, in concluding your statement on this
point you told us that you felt committed to provide,
in the coming months, direction and substance for the
Ten's effons to contribute to a peace settlemen[ in the
Middle East. However to do this it will not be enough

- as you suggested - to convince all the parties
concerned of your sincerity and that of Europe.

It is necessary to follow through with this initiative
courageously and independently, not against anyone
or on behalf of anyone, but giving it some real mean-
ing of its own and countering any attempt to block or
vitiate it. That is what we Italian Communists expect
from the new Netherland presidency, Mr President
of the Council, for orherwise all the statements,
however interesting on Europe's role in the process of
ditente and disarmament, in the Nonh-South
Dialogue and in overcoming the most serious crises
and conflicts, would have the hollow ring of the old
Europeanist rhetoric designed to camouflage what
would be essendally a policy of acquiescence and
renunciation.

(Applausefrom the lifi)

President. - I call Mr Berkhouwer to speak on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Berkhouver. - (NL) Mr President, I naturally
associate myself with Sir James Scott-Hopkins'
remarks on the tragic death of our friend Finn Gunde-
lach. In common with others our group offers its
condolences to the Commission.

Ve also of course wish the new President-in-Office of
the Council success, courage and inventiveness in the
performance of his duties. He will need very broad
shoulders, for he will have some very heavy burdens to
bear. I am glad rc see Sir James Scott-Hopkins enter-
ing the Chamber. I have just mentioned his name, and
I should like to add a personal word of congratulation
to him, since we share in the honour which has been
bestowed upon him by I{er Majesry Queen Eliza-
beth II. '$7e congratulate you on your knighthood, Sir
James.

With respect to what has become known as rhe que-

relle budguairL we should like to state that the
primary function of the President-in-Office of the
Council is to improve the consultation procedure in
the Council itself. This relates not merely to the coor-
dination of the various specialized Councils, but also
to the so-called jumbo Council. This can be of major
importance in consultation with the Council and the

other institutions, particularly Parliament. As regards
conciliation, I was delighted to hear Mr Van der
Klaauw say tha[ he intends to submit specific propos-
als to Parliament on the improvement of the concili-
ation procedure. We look forward eagerly to that.

In his highly-detailed speech the President-in-Office
mentioned many major and minor problems, but what
we really would like to see this President-in-Office do
is concentrate in the coming months on a number of
specific matters which must be brought to the stage of
solution and implementation, on the basis of the
central goal: the improvement of consultation between
all the institutions and improvement of the decision-
making procedures in the Council.

Here I would like to make a couple of commenm and
ask a couple of questions. For instance, what is the
position as regards the political responsibility of the
European Council, this body which has become,
almost by customary law, the most imponant body in
the Community? The European Council takes deci-
sions which are, in fact, not always carried out by the
Council of Minisrcrs. But I wonder whether it would
not be useful to draw up a list of all the decisions
taken in the European Council since the first one met
at the end of tgl+. I am thinking particularly of the
decision which was taken on that occasion to give the
European Parliament greater legisladve powers, and
of the solemn decision - and here I turn again to a

proposal of which I may claim to be the 4u1hs1 - ss
set up the famous passport union, a matter about
which the ordinary citizen may have something to say
in the next six months as he gets ready once again to
go off on a trip somewhere. Perhaps he will be able to
get rid of that expensive national passport, the price of
which is gradually becoming prohibitive. I see that the
President-in-Office is smiling, and I hope that that
smile means that he is going to be able to rcll me
something pleasant in his answer, that he will be able
to get the passport union going. He and I can then
walk together hand and hand into the history books

- I as the instigator and he as the man who put it into
effect.

(Laugbter)

As regards the Council I would say this. The Three
'\fise Men have urged the abolition of the Luxem-
bourg Agreement, and cenainly something must be
done about that, especially now that there are ten of us

and shonly twelve. I do not need to remind the Presi-
dent-in-Office of that, he knows that well enough.
But, if I may take up the point made by Sir James
Scott-Hopkins, Parliamen[ must now keep a yery
watchful eye open to ensure that the repon of the
Three Vise Men does not suffer the same fate as that
of Mr Tindemans, now a Member of this Parliament,
and is simply forgotten. You will recall, indeed, that
rhe Tindemans Report was not the first to suffer that
fate; the Vedel committee some years ago produced
another major institutional report, which did not lead
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to much either. It, too, was simply forgotten. But as

European parliamentarians we are entirled ro express
our gratification - Mrs Van den Heuvel has already
done so - that the Presidency now inrends ro ser up
this jumbo Council, for the resuh should be an end to
the working at cross purposes of all these different
Councils. Apan from rhar, the quesrion immediately
arises - will this Council also be accounrable to the
European Parliament? !fle naturally are yery pleased
to hear the President-in-Office say rhar he expecrs a
fruitful dialogue between the European Parliament
and this jumbo Council, for I would like to repear on
behalf of my group that we prefer a fruitful dialogue
between Council and Parliarrrenr on rhe basis of
contructive proposals from the Parliament to srcrile
verbal conflicts.

A final question - I am dealing only wirh institutional
aspects - I have been very struck by the fact that in
the context of the proposal by the Three nflise Men,
Mr Penders has asked the Presidenr-in-Office on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany
whether we can expect the Netherlands Prime Minis-
te? to come to this Assembly, afrer rhe European
Council meets in Maastricht, to render an account.
'!7'e are very interested in his answer.

President. - I call Mr Isra€l to speak on behalf of
the Group of European Progressive Democrats.

Mr Isra€l - (F) !7hile listening ro you, Mr President
of the Council, I had the impression of very consider-
able goodwill on your part. In the light of your
remarks, I am convinced that relarions between the
Council and Parliament will improve considerably,
and that far from being - as has been suggested -natural enemies, Parliament and the Council can
become natural partners. Of course there is no lack of
causes of friction. Parliament has a cerrain power of
initiative. for expenditure, while the Council holds rhe

Purse stnngs.

But how can one forger, Mr President, rhat Parliament
is the great original fearure of European integration. Ir
enables Europe ro avoid rhe pitfalls of a technocratic
sysrem. Is ir too much ro ask that the Council should
be always attentive to Parliament? It is not that we are
more knowledgeable or thar we have a monopoly on
European goodwill, bur that berrer coordinarion
between the Council and Parliamenr - a rarhe.r less
detached arritude ro our opinions - could make for
better operation of the 'machinery' of Europe.

I would draw your arrenrion ro one panicular point.
You mentioned rhe work of the Committee of Experts.
It is displeasing in a Parliament, to be rold rhat a
Committee of Experts filters and analyses what rhe
representatives of the European peoples are quite
capable of analysing for rhemselves, and in some cases
have already decided upon.

The budget of the European Communities is an
important event in Parliament's life. The President of
Parliament has finalized it, and for us ir exists. The
Council should draw the appropriate conclusions from
the difficulties we encounrered. I am also pleased, Mr
President, that you insisted resolurely on rhe import-
ance of social problems. Unemploymen[ is ruly the
scourge of our society, and anyone who did not
endeavour to solve this problem would really be failing
in his public duty as a European.

The common agricultural policy is essential to
Europe. I would say, paradoxically, that it comes
before the budger - ir is the very essence of European
solidarity. However, one should not be too afraid of
possible-restructuring. Let us try t6 see what improve-
ments can be made. Any improvements must mee[
certain absolute requirements. The farmers, who
regard agriculrure as the chance rc draw resources for
human beings from the soil, musr nor be penalized.
Agriculture is very differenr from industrial produc-
don which is very often based on processes which do
not involve our soil. The chairman of my group, Mr
de la Maldne, frequently makes rhe following observa-
tion - that many people approach Europe [angen-
tially, draw profit from it and leave ir once more.
Obviously, the most imponant thing is to understand
that the policy of surpluses is very troublesome. There
is some sort of contradiction between world hunger
and the inevitability of surpluses. Our argumenr -you are familiar with it, for Mr Debr6 expounded it
here a few days ago - is rhat clearly one cannot toler-
ate agricultural overproduction in European countries
when famine is raging in the world. In our view, rhe
Council ought, in accordance with Ardcle 135 of the
Treaty, to ask rhe Commission ro make proposals for
improving the agricultural policy, with a view ro
avoiding surpluses and ensuring rhat our agriculture
conrinues to operate for the benefit of all.

The subjet of political cooperarion is cenrral, Mr Pres-
ident. You mentioned our relations with the ACP
countries, and expressed the view that more must be
done. I would say rhat more must be done not only in
economic terms but also in moral terms. It is anomal.
ous - and here I am expressing a personal view -that we should have this relatiorship with the 60 ACP
countries without rhe question of human rights, in
particular, being raised in any way. Of course, there is
no question of giving Europe idealogical conrrol over
the ACP countries, but it is a quesrion of working out
with them ro what exrenr rhings can be improved.

You alluded ro rhe Helsinki negoriarions. In rhat
context, it is inconceivable that in our relations with
the socialist countries some mechanism cannot be
found for comparing progress achieved in human
rights, i.e. in practical rerms, in improving the lot of
individuals.

Now a word about the Euro-Arab Dialogue. Mr Presi-
dent, you must understand that many of us are
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shocked by the fact that this dialogue is aking place
without the involvement in the negotiations of the
most powerful and populous Arab State, the one which
has shown the greatest desire for peace in this region
of the world, namely Egypt.

Finally, you reiterated, with considerable feeling, the
terms of the Venice Declaration. For my pan, I shall
tell you once more that it is anomalous for you to have
stated that the Palesrine Liberation Organization must
be involved in the negotiations. Vould you say that it
should be involved in any case, Mr President, or
would you set conditions for the participation of the
PLO?

This matter, like the other poinrs I have raised and
everything which concerns Europe, is very imponanr
to us. You will understand that the questions I am
putting to you do not detract in any way from all the
good wishes which I have the honour to express on
behalf of my group for the success of the task which
you are about to perform in accordance with the grear
tradition of Dutch diplomacy.

President. - I call Mr Bogh of the Group for the
Technical Coordination and Defence of Independent
Groups and Members.

Mr Bogh. - (DK) Mr President, I am speaking on
behalf of the Danish People's Movement. In his state-
ment, the President-in-Office of the Council
mentioned the importance of the accession of Greece
as the 10th member of the European Community,
which is, in my opinion, undoubrcdly the most impor-
tant innovation at the start of this year. But we did not
hear very much about the serious problems which will
ensue both for Greece and for ourselves from this
enlargement of the Community. Ve know that the
political and economic prospects for Greece are
virtually unpredictable. 'We know that the Greek
people have very mixed feelings and expectations
about the Community, which has been foisted on them
without their having had the chance to consider the
issues and express their opinion in a referendum. 'We

know that economic life and the job market in Greece
will be exposed to a more violent onslaught than that
experienced by some of the other nine Member States
in rheir period of adjusrment to the Community.

But the other nine Member States too will be faced
with incalculable economic, administrative and linguis-
tic problems as a result of the number of Member
States reaching double figures. Any funher enlarge-
ment of the Community from now on will bring with
it qualitative - as well as quanti[ative - changes to
the Community. As spokesman for the largest Danish
group, I shall do no more than mention those prob-
lems which will be exacerbated by any funher enlarge-
ment of the Community from the point of view of a

small Member State like Denmark. The four pillars
which are supposed to guarantee our security are

weaker than before, and will become weaker still with
the accession of each new Member State. I am think-
ing here of the agricultural market organizations, the
small Member States' relative over-representation in
the Community's executive institutions, the right of
veto and the official status of Danish as an official
language.

Ve Danish opponents of Community membership
would like to express our fellow-feelings with the
Greek people, who will now be faced with the same -or even worse - problems we have had to contend
with throughout. our membership of the Community.
At the same time, though, we shall look forward to
joining with the Greek Members in this House to
protect. the small Member States from all the attacks
on their sovereignty, which is something far more
important and more vital for the small Member States
than for the big guns. I should therefore like to
address a personal word of welcome to the representa-
iives of a people which is like the Danish people in
wanting at long last a lively debate on the repercus-
sions of Community membership. This is a role which
is eminently suited to the country which is the cradle
of democracy.

President. - For the first time in a debate with the
Council, a Greek Member is going to speak.

I call Mr Pesmazoglou.

Mr Pesmazoglou. - (EL) Mr President, we listened
with grear interest to the President of the Council
presenting the action programme for the next six
months. I shall not go into the details of what the
President said, but shall refer only rc certain points
relating to the policy of international cooperation in
the European Community and more generally to
matters of external policy. A number of Members
stressed the imponance of Greece's presence, and I
think it goes without saying that the Greek people
want peace and cooperation with all nations, especially
im neighbours. I am naturally referring rc all the
Balkan nations, the Arab and other Mediterranean
nations and those of the Middle East. But in view of
the critical nature of world developments as a whole,
we feel that a vigorous approach to tackling interna-
tional problems is called for, and I shall refer to three
specific questions on which we should like to hear the
President-in-Office's views.

Firstly, what policy will the Community pursue in
future in order to prevent local wars and invasions?
This is a particularly serious matter since local inva-
sions can lead to a world-wide crisis, a world-wide
threat to peace, and so any invasion or occupation
whatsoever of foreign territory must be condemned.
On this point I am bound to draw your attention to
rhe fact that the occupation of Cyprus is continuing
and constitutes a most serious and abnormal interna-
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tional situation. I would further refer ro rhe Presi-
dent-in-Office's remarks on the Cyprus problem, and
I feel I mus[ mention in this House that rhe talks
resumed in recent weeks between the two communities
on the island have not produced ro dare any indicarion
whatsoever that progress may be achieved. And yet if
peace and security in the area are to be resrored on a

lasdng and just basis, progress rowards this end cannot
be made unless the Unircd Narions resolurions are
implemented and the island is demilitarized, so rhar
the entire region is free of danger, i.e. trouble of any
kind is excluded. This is a matter of concern ro all
European nations and to all peace-loving nations in
the world.

The second which I feel requires clarification is what
the Community's policy will be on a number of very
wide-ranging matters which concern all the nations in
the world. More specifically, we should all very much
like to hear what son of unified Community action
there is going to be in the following imponant fields:
firstly, the law of the sea, which concerns the zone of
national or Community interest and national and
Community control as regards both the problems of
the continental shelf and rhose of control and of
protection against pollution in the regions which
surround us. This is obviously of interest not only to
Greece but also to the whole of Europe and to rhe
Community, which is surrounded by sea. '!7e attach
particular importance to clear rules, international
rules, to regulate these matters.

I should also like to add a third subject to which we
attach very grear importance: we believe rhar the
protection of human rights and the creation of a new
form of society which will carry all rhe narions of
Europe and the world into the twenty-firsr cenrury
cannot. be achieved unless new institutions are created.
\7e are making a specific proposal on rhis, and I hope
that the Presidenr-in-Office of the Council, and more
broadly the Community, will srare rheir position on it.
'We propose rhar citizens of Member States who settle
in another Member State on the basis of free move-
ment in order ro mke up employmenr and to exercise
free professions as doclors, lawyers, engineers and
architects should be able to rake part in local elections.
Ve feel that this will be the beginning of a wider and
deeper cooperarion between rhe European narions
which make up rhe European Community.

I hade confined myself ro [hese three subjecrs on
which we should like the President-in-Office ro smle
his position.

President. - I call Mr Jaquet.

Mr Jaquet. - (F) Mr President, ar rhe beginning of
this year, and at the moment when the Dutch presi-
dency has come into office, I would like, afrer my
friend Mrs Van den Heuvel, to make a number of
observations on the situation and future of our

Community. For many months the Community has
been in crisis, and no real light has appeared ar rhe end
of the tunnel. The reasons for this crisis in European
integration have frequently been outlined by us, and I
shall confine myself to summarizing rhose which seem
to me to be essential.

There is no doubt that the European Community has
not fulfilled, and today is still far from fulfilling, the
hopes we pinned on it. Our ambition was to creare a

grouping of peoples and States determined ro ac[
together, which would be capable of meeting the great
challenges of our time. It was ro that end that we
adopted common rules and mechanisms designed to
provide us with 'own resources'. The main aim of this
scheme was to facilitate consulrarion, harmonization
and joint measures, and above all to promote common
policies drawn up in accordance wirh a common inrer-
est, i.e. the well-perceived interest of all the countries
which make up the Community.

Let us admit thar in many respecrs we are far from
achieving our aims. It is true that we have 'own
resoLlrces', but where are [he really effective joint
measures, and above all the common policies? Of
course, in the agricultural sector a European policy
exists. It is far from being perfect, and even conrains
numerous unjust elements, but it is a reality, and it is
something on the credit side. Ve willingly admit thar
it needs to be revised and amended in certain respecrs,
provided that we remain faithful to the basic principle
which inspired it. \7e hope rhar this study will be

.undenaken soon, away from the passions normally
aroused by the budger debaces, and that ir will be
undenaken by our Parliament as well as by rhe other
institutions of the Community.

But outside the agricultural sector, can one talk of a

common policy? In panicular, is there a social poliry,
at a time when there are more than 7 million unem-
ployed in the Community and when underemployment
is increasingly regarded as normal? Our action in the
regional field is insignificant in the face of the scale of
the imbalances. Is there an industrial policy, when the
crisis in the steel and automobile industries appears
increasingly severe? 'What serious progress has been
made in the energy or research fields? Little more rhan
idle chatter. Meanwhile, inflation is increasing
throughout the Community.

You have had the opponunity to note all these inade-
quacies several times. Ve are obliged ro norc rhem
rcday yet again. Indeed, it is much more a free trade
area which we have creared then a really united
Community.The laissea-faire policy involved in such
an approach has clearly not made it possible either to
reduce social inequalities and regional imbalances or
to prepare the reforms which are essenrial in order to
safeguard our independence in the face of the growing
threat from the multinationals. The Community crisis,
moreover, became even more acute when the problem
of the British contribution to the budget arose. This
problem was presented badly and solved badly. It was
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presented badly, for it is obvious that the rule of'fair
return' is difficult to envisage within a real community.
It was solved badly to the exrcnt that the Council, by
its very considerable concessions, behaved in a way
which obviously damaged the Community spirit.

Today we have the right to put this question ro rhe
Council: where are we heading? If we continue with
this easygoing policy, there is a risk that we shall go
down one more step towards something which would
be little more than the fre'e rrade area I mentioned just
now. If this long decline conrinued to im logical
conclusion, in what situation, would our States and
peoples find themselves? In panicular, would we be
able to retain a Parliament elected by universal
suffrage? Moreover, what would be rhe point of it,
and how could it perform a monitoring role if there
was no longer any'thing to monitor?

It is precisely at this momenr, when we are beset by all
these worries, [hat some would like to compound rhis
Community crisis with a new instirutional crisis. I must
admit that I do not understand the reasoning of the
governments which are opposed ro the implemenration
of our recent budgetary decisions. '!7e have voted a

supplementary budget for 1980. On rhar occasion we
used the scope for manoeuvre which remarned avail-
able for last year, and which we would have been enti-
tled to use earlier. Thar does nor seem shocking ro me.
Moreover, the Council had rhe chance to object to it.
We would have then had a second reading of the
supplementary budget. Council did not do ihis. Nor
only did it fail to organize any real consultarion with
Parliament, but in addition it failed to decide on the
amendments which we had adoprcd by a considerable
majority. This shows once again how litde importance
it attaches to rhe work of rhe European Parliament. At
all events, Anicle 203 of rhe Treaty is unambiguous.
Since the Council did not modify any amendment
adoprcd by Parliament, the supplementary budget was
ipso facto finalized. The same was r.rue of the ordinary
budget for this year, and the President of Parliamenr
could not bur note rhis.

These observations do nor mean in any way that we
regard the budget which was vored as a good budger.
It can be criticized in many respects. In panicular, rhe
French Socialists regretted the reduction of 2% in the
expenditure of the Guarantee Secrion of the EAGGF.
Moreover, the Socialist Group as a whole feels thar
the budget in its present form will definitely not permit
the creation of the common policies which we wish to
see, and which are so sadly lacking. But this is anorher
aspect of the problem, and we are obliged to admit
that the budget, however unsarisfactory, has been
properly drawn up. '$7'hat, then, is the reason for this
dispute initiated by some governments, which is taking
on such a dramatic character a[ of a sudden in some
countries - and I do not know why?

The President of the Council told us very little about
this in his statement. Could he enlighten us funher in
his reply?

However, I would not wish to end on too pessimisric a

note.

I would still like to believe today thar rhe European
Community will find within itself, in its insritutions
and its peoples - and I hope also in its governments

- enough strength to overcome our current. difficul-
ties, and that it will manage in the end ro meer rhe
challenges of our time and ensure really democratic
control of its social and economic life. I would like rc
believe also that the Dutch presidency will play a deci-
sive role rc this end. I would like m believe this,
because I hope that it will be the case. Finally, I wish
to say to the Council that unless we acr quickly it will
be too late !

President. - I call Mr Travaglini.

Mr Travaglini. - (D Mr President, Mr President-
in-Office of the Council, ladies and gentlemen, the
periodical presentations of programmes by Presidents
of the Council - which are rruly too frequent because
of the very shon period of responsibility each Presi-
dent has - should be considered, narurally, as a proof
of the viability of Community institutions, but we
must also, and perhaps above all, view them as oppor-
tunities for Parliamenr to confronr the power of the
Member States.

This confrontation is only meaningful if ir atremprs ro
answer one of the basic questions which people both
inside and outside Europe put ro us, as rhe representa-
tives of the peoples, and to you, as representatives of
the Member States, who have funhered progress
towards a Community with all the ups and downs this
has meant, whilst maintaining our courage and
far-sightedness. The question is 'Can the Europe we
have face up to the challenges now before it?'

It is difficult even for the Presidenr of rhe Council rc
give an affirmative reply to this question, which is
definircly an urgent and all top unavoidable one.

No-one can deny that there exists today in Europe a

feeling of resignation because of our inability to meet
the demands of economic and social problems - such
as the serious unemployment problem, the difficult
situation for young people, the continual increase in
the number of oumiders, and the gradual rise in
regional imbalances lead rc situations on which the
increasingly powerful process of the disruption of
political life is based, a process which threatens the
very backbone of our society.

The European Community is - and must remain - a

Community made up of democracies and free peoples.
'$7'e cannot remain indifferent to the danger of our
freedom and democracy falling. And our first line of
defence against this can be found in ourselves. The
first ruly decisive step towards political uniry should
be rhar of progress towards establishing firm shared
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mechanisms which will protect all, member countries
against the risk of a political upset.

But over and above the methods and terms through
which the Community can and must assume responsi-
biliry for this rype of concern, we ought also to move
rapidly towards greater cooperation and bold steps.

This shift in policy should be capable of enlisdng
unflinching support for the existence of Europe based

on a real and heanfelt consensus of our peoples.

ilo*.u.., in the immediate future what we need are

some concre[e measures which would lead once and

for all and with no more hesitation to the removal of
the major shortcomings in the every day working of
the Community, shoncomings which this House has

pointed out times without number. I should also here

refer to the perverse and reprehensible refusal to grant
the Community - through increasing own resources

- the means to advance in a much more decisive way
than has been the case up to now, by furthering the
common policies which can in their vast majority
stimulate development and convergence between our
economies and re-establish the balance between our
regions.

In this respect, transport policy has lived up to almost
none of im promise. Theoretically at least, regional
development policy is considered as the meeting point
for all common policies but its sphere of action must
be redefined for all the less-favoured areas and
various sectors according to common measures which
originate from the Community, the Member States

and from the regions. However, the financial appro-
priations for structural policies remain ridiculously
small, especially when compared with the huge
demands placed on them by the enlargement of the
Community to include the Mediterranean countries.

A more responsible language may perhaps be used in
the next few months when we consider the Commu-
nity's shortcomings in industrial structures policy.
The speaking time I have available means that I am
unable to go into this extremely imponant topic,
which we shall certainly have to refer to again in rhe
near furure and consider with courage and clear-sight-
edness. I shall simply say that a Community indusrial
structures policy is pan and parcel of the obligations
of the Treaties, that it is greatly behind schedule and
that its inadequacies during this period of overall
restructuring of the European production apparatus,
threaten to hamper the none the less imposing Commu-
nity potential for readaptation, because the individual
Member States, even though they are suffering under
the same shon-term economic pressures, are under-
taking this process of restructuring and readaptation
completely independendy of each other, without
matching experience and knowledge gained at
national and regional level. !7hat is more, the
Commission has repeatedly denounced the very real
dangers which exist. Its repons drawn up during the

70s are a series of cries of protest against the Council.
The fact that they denounce these shortcomings is

naturally not enough to reduce their own liability in
this matter. !fle must intervene in a coherent manner
and at the opponune moment.

The President of the Council's speech was wholly
concerned with she prospecrc for beadng stagflation.
Deflationist policies have reduced employment in all
countries. A reflationist policy which we will all sooner
or later be forced to apply, cannot. be applied country
by country, wirh no consideration being given to its
repercussions on other countries in the Community.
Therefore, a common policy is all the more necessary,
a policy which should be pursued as a single entity
throughout the whole Community in conjunction with
a careful and effective regional policy.

Similarly, we must. put an end to the tiresome argu-
menrs which take place in all searc of Community
institutions on the procedural difficulties linked to the
budget. It is well known that there are very many
rechnical problems involved in this. They can, and
must, be examined and discussed in time, away from
the burning passions which rage during the concerta-
tion procedure.

However, the problem is much wider in scope.'We are
faced with a huge political problem. Everywhere in
Europe, and not just in Europe, a massive demand for
a share in the building of the best possible future is

making itself felt. Is it possible to turn a deaf ear to the
growing and insistent demands to share in this task?

Some of the top leaders, during the period just after
the Second Vorld Var, put forward and achieved the
first steps towards this Community. At that time, the
similariry of intent was apparenr in concerted action,
not jusr because of shared history but also because of a

shared vision of human life and history. Since then the
politica\oudook has changed in Europe.

It is no longer enough to have exchanges of views
between States. The dialogue should now basically
and in the first instance be carried out between the
major political forces which have given this Parliament
the basic root onto which political representation at
European level has been grafted. Europe can only be
built with the broadest possible grouping of political
forces, and therefore the European People's Pany
turns with this request to the Member States and to
national governments, but also turns with the same

force and passion to the major political forces repre-
sented in this House, so that a productive confron-
tation may take place, through a critical assessment of
the distance covered and in order to agree on what
should be the major stages in rhe furure consrrucr.ion
of Europe.

The European People's Pany has placed great faith in
an examination of how to improve and perfecr, whilst
respecting the Treaties, the relationship between rhe
various Community organizations and procedures for
and methods of implementing Community pro-
Srammes.
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Mr Penders mentioned this and we are all behind him
in his demand for an improvement in quality which
should be achieved as quickly as possible. 'We 

have
brought together in a motion for a resolution some
precise demands we put to the Commission in order to
rationalize and give new impetus to its work, by
greatly improving its constructive dialogue with
Parliament.

\Thilst recognizing the inabiliry of p..s.rrt Community
structures to achieve real solidarity between rhe
peoples of Europe, to provide for a harmonious devel-
opment of their economies, to reduce the imbalance
between regions and make Europe safer and bolster its
role as a defender of peace in the world, we should
like to see a democratic Community leading on to
European Union as was outlined at the Paris Summit
of 1972.

Even if the Heads of Government seem to shy away
from the political courage shown on that occasion, our
group will not fall down on what it stated in its

ProSramme.

There may well be disagreement on the means and the
time needed to do these things, but we are sure that we
shall receive on this objective, which is the very reason
for our presence in this House, the backing of all the
political forces here, fully aware that this is the only
way in which they can live up to the remit delivered to
them by the peoples of Europe.

President. - I call Mr Martin.

Mr Maurice Martin. -- (F) Mr President, in my
speech I would like to concentrate on what seems to
me to be the essence both of the current life of the
Community and of the introductory statement by the
President-in-Office of the Council.

'!7e, rhe French Communists, believe that the grave
concern which we have already voiced so often here
about the independence of our countries, and espe-

cially of France, within the Common Market is justi-
fied by your statement.

Your programme could be summed up in two points:
even more austerity for the workers, and more supra-
nationalism.

Projects which threaten national independence are
proliferating. They come from the luxurious cabinets
of the Commission and of the European capitals. They
are approved here by the great majority of political
forces in this Parliament, and particularly of the
French Members. I do not wish to state this without
citing precise examples, such as the enlargement of the
Community to include Greece and the prospective
accession of Spain and Portugal. The industrial and
agricultural risks entailed by the latter are well known
on both sides of the Pyrenees. Once more we hear the

siren song of those who would like ro impose on our
country European decisions rejected by the French
people. !fl'e are rold: Don't v/or{, the Tindemans
Repon and the Repon of the Three !7'ise Men both
commissioned by the President of the French
Republic, have been shelved. But does not Mr Thorn
himself, the new President of the Commission,
propose to question once more the unanimity rule
which still permits a Member State to reject a Euro-
pean decision which is not in its interests?

I have not so far heard any protest from the Members
of the Council about that statement. Nor have I heard
anything in Paris or from the office of the French
Prime Minister. A pretence is being made - indigna-
tion is now being feigned for electoral reasons over a

budgeary fait accompli by Parliament which only the
French Communists and their allies have been
denouncing for years, for it is a recurring event. As far
as the Council is concerned, I heard Mr Genscher, the
Vest German Foreign Minister, arguing rhe case for a

common foreign,policy which would be similar to the
notorious 'European foreign policy centre' advocated
five years ago by Mr Tindemans. That would mean
the end of any chance of an independent foreign
policy for our country, and would lead to a foreign
policy aligned in effect with that of the United States.
The coup d'itat in Turkey provides rhe most recent
proof of this. Supported by NATO and encouraged by
the Community, the r6gime of the Generals is now
financed from the European budget, and not so long
ago a delegation of senior officials from the Commis-
sion visited Ankara without being at all concerned at
the thousands of arrests, the dissolution of parties and
trade unions, the state of martial law, and rhe torture
occuring in the prisons.

In Brussels, Paris and Bonn, no-one seems panicularly
concerned at these violations of human rights - for
that is what is taking place in Turkey. And yer, only
three days ago the ediror-in-chief of the moderare
newspaper Huriyet was arrested. The newspaper

Q,umhuriyetwas banned, reducing the Turkish press to
the military press alone.

Mr President, will the Council at last protest against
these violations, or will it continue, in this conspiraro-
rial and approving silence, to finance the r6gime of rhe
generals and to urge the resumption of diplomatic
relations with it?

Finally, Mr President, after this rapid review of Euro-
pean threats to our independence, I wish to address
you formally. I have before me a note by the Commis-
sioner Mr Davignon accompanied by a report from an
'independent' expert, Mr David Greenvzood. This
note comes out in favour, subject to the usual provi-
sos, of a common policy for arms production. Mr
Davignon even proposes to create a special body for
this, with which the Commission would be associated.
He proposes that a debate be held in Parliament and
that the governments should discuss it. Mr President,
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what does the Council think of this initiative? lfill you
refuse, as Miss Ftesch did last month, ro confirm that
defence questions are not to be discussed within the
European Community? I would add that all Members
of Parliament have been informed of this document
and that we have not heard any French Member
Prorest here.

You will realize, Mr President, of the Council, that
Europe already has a bad press in our country on this
matter. And, in conclusion, I would say that you can
rely on us to remind everyone of election promises
which have been totally forgotten by now. The French
Communists and Allies will continue whenever necess-

ary to oppose your plans which threaten the independ-
ence of their country.

President. - I call Mrs Castellina.

Mrs Castellina. - 
(I) Mr President, Mr President-

in-Office of the Council, I should like first of all to
make a comment on the general approach used. I am
well aware that the President of the Council has to
take account, when speaking in rhis House, of the
point of view of all ten member governmenrs and rhat
since rhese pornts of vrew drffer he is obliged ro choose
the path of saying nothing in order to avoid offending
anybody. However, even though I understand the
reasons behind this choice, I do not think we can
continue in this manner if we do not wish to lower the
standard of our debates and of the contacts berween
the Council and Parliament. This is why I ask you all
to focus your attention on these problems, and in
particular to ask yourselves if it would not be a much
more serious approach if the President of the Council
gave us details of the various points of view existing
within the Council imelf, thereby enabling us to make
a closer assessment of the question and above all to
relieve the feelings of frustration which I presume to
be general. Today, for example, the newspaper Ze
Monde had a leading anicle entitled The EEC\ inter-
necine struggle , whilst you, Mr Van den Klaauw, in
your speech concerning the budget, pretended that
absolutely nothing was going on.

This way of acting means that Community policies are
restricted to a series of statements which are always
the same because they are unaffecred by time and
world events. I should like ro give jusr one example:
Palestine. Have we retreated or advanced on the views
adopted ar the Venice Summit? You all know rhat we
have retreated. Since then many Israeli settlements
have been established in rhe occupied rerrirories,
Palestinian mayors in the occupied rerritories have
been blown up by dynamite or expelled. Vell, would it
not perhaps be necessary, if we wish to conform ro the
views of the Venice Summit, ro condemn the Israeli
Government in strong terms, insread of merely repeat-
ing this statement, worrhy of Ponrius Pilate, according
to which Israel has a right to a State bur the Palestini-
ans have a right ro having their legitimate righrc recog-

nized? I think we have retreated even in comparison
with what was said in Venice because you, Mr Presi-
dent of the Council, succeeded in not uttering even
once the letrers PLO. You talked about processes, but
in Italian at least a process is by definition something
which 'moves'. \7ell, what direction are we moving in?
To be perfectly frank, Mr President, it is difficult to
glean that from your speech.

You also talked about Lom6. As far as I know, the
Lom6 Convention has reached a grave point of crisis. I
would rather hear something about this from you than
from the rumours running round the corridors of this
House. You talked about human rights too. On this
topic, Mr President, there are times, moments of
priority in which one subject or ano[her ought ro be
stressed. Thus, Mr Van den Klaauw did well ro talk
about them. Today rhe most drastic problem apparent
in this respect is that of El Salvador, notjusr because it
has been proved that a rerrible battle and massacre are
taking place there, but also because we know from a

document published in the United States, whar the
intentions of the advisers of the President-elect of the
Unrted States, Mr Reagan, are. His published views
have extremely serious implications for Latin America.
'Wel[ then, what does the Communiry have to say? Are
these theories in line with Community policy or nor?
Amongst other things, if you, as President of the
Council, had mentioned El Salvador then you could
not have avoided referring to marters which did nor
concern you. The fact unfortunately remains that the
speakers of the Group of the European People's Party,
even though they are av/are that members of rhe inter-
national Christian Democratic Movement are part of
the Fascist government of E[ Salvador, felt no need to
utter a single word on this affair.

In conclusion, there is yet again rhe problem of
North-South relations. Here again I had hopes rhat
you would refer to this wirhour telling us why rhe
negotiations did not work our or referring ro rhe fact
that the majority of the resolurions passed by this
House concerning steps to be taken to aid developing
countries were rejected. Mr President of the Council,
you stated that Nonh-Sourh negotiadons should be
based on flexibility, invenriveness and conciliation. I
only hope that our more or less ritual confrontations
with the Council will become a lirtle more inventive, if
this is possible.

President. 
- I call Mr Romualdi.

Mr Romualdl 
- 

(I) Mr Presidenr, ladies and gentle-
men, it would be insincere of us ro srare rhar at rhe
present time relations berween the Council and Parlia-
ment are at their best. Obviously, this is no-one's fault
in particular and even less thar of the successive presi-
dencies. It is the fault, in our opinion, of the insriru-
tions whrch are growing old and are no longer in step
with the changes rime brings with it or of rhe demands
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and the specific narure of the economic, social and
polidcal difficulties which it is our responsibiliry to
deal with. For some rime, we have had the feeling that
the Council had nor yet truly grasped the new srare of
affairs which a Parliament freely and direcrly eleoed
by universal suffrage represents, not jusr in terms of
numbers but also of political weight, with a view ro the
pursuit of European policies.

Mr President of the Council, ir is no longer possible
for Parliament merely to be called upon, as you have
said, to express opinions, bur it should be considered,
not just by the Commission, but also, and especially,
by the Council, as the ultimate powerhouse of the
Community designed to creare a healthier economic
and polidcal Community of Ten. This can be achieved
only through pooling all resources which can meer the
need to protect the Communiry's own inrerests and
through its becoming, as it musr, an insrrument for
restoring the balance of power and guaranreeing
safety for peace and freedom throughour the world.

The day before yesterday, when rhe new Commission
was being presented ro us, we expressed to Mr Thorn
the wish that he might succeed in preserving his own
sphere of independence and initiative. The Council
must become aware of this need for the Commission
[o act as the executive organ of the Communiry, but it
should above all recognize rhat it is Parliament which
is the direct expression of rhe interests and hopes of
the peoples who elected it.

After having referred to the thorny problem of rhe
budget and to the decision taken relating to it by the
President of Parliament, which was approved by the
President of the Commission and on which we feel
there can be no going back, the President of the
Council explained that there were four very urgent
problems which the Council intended to tackle: the
common agricultural poliry with the resulting read-
justment of Community expenditure, the economrc
and social crisis with its distressing accompanying
factors such as unemployment which has now reached
8 million, inflation and recession, the question of
external economic relations, of the Nonh-South
Dialogue with the complex interplay of inreresm
involved and finally the problem of the insritutions.
Ve do not contest how important and urBent these
problems are and we shall have to devote our attention
to them specifically when the matters rc which they
are related are submitted for our consideration. But we
should like to point out that there is one other prob-
lem, of extreme imponance, without which it would
be extremely difficult to coordinate rhe various
Community policies, and this is the question of
regional and social policy, which you, Mr President of
the Council, if I am not mistaken, did not talk about.

This is a fundamental, sensitive and difficult question
which must be squarely faced up to if we wanr [o see

Europe rid of the poveny-stricken patches it now has,
which go against our notion of civilization and our

constantly reaffirmed determinarion ro progress
earnestly towards balanced and harmonious develop-
ment in Europe. In this respecr, I am forced ro nore
with great regrer tha[ norhing was said about rhe inter-
vention the Communiry needs to carry out to help the
areas of southern Italy recently struck by an earrh-
quak'e - our ln[eresr in these areas should nor be
considered as diminished because of the firsr barches
of aid granted last monrh. And nothing was said either
on the scourge which terrorism represenrs. This is a
phenomenon which is having an exrremely serious
effect on life and polirics in ltaly ar the momenr bur
which is a porenrial source of danger for the whole
Community and the whole \Testern world. It is a

rcrrible problem which should be faced as if ir were a
shared problem with all that implies in terms of crime
prevention and political acrion.

As for political cooperation, we naturally could not
expect anlthing new during the first speech by the
President of the Council, but we do not understand
how he could define as 'good' the results recently
obtained at the Madrid Conference. It is true that rhe
Conference did take place, but only, unfortunately, in
order to avoid a complete breakdown in cooperation
and because of our total surrender. It was a long way
from defending human rights and a long way from
recognizing peoples' rights rc freedom and indepen-
dence! Russia is determined to save dttente by way of
the Madrid Conference but this will be one way only
and aimed at seeing the conference on European
disarmament which is its real objective organized. This
is an objective which is unfortunately showing signs of
being achieved with the aid of certain srcps, which to
say the least are improvident, uken by cenain States
and certain leading figures of this Community.

Ve had many other things to say on the subjecr for
example of Poland, which as the President of rhe
Council rightly pointed our is ar rhis time a cause for
concern, and also on the subjecr of the increasingly
more complicated and sensirive siruarion in rhe Middle
East, in particular wirh regard to recognizing the
sacred and inalienable righr of the Palesdnians ro rheir
independence, which we should not however like to
see confused with recognition of one of rhe roors of
cenain forms of rerrorism by giving official recogni-
tion to an organization such as the PLO which does
not in fact seem as yet to have soned itself out suffi-
ciently to be viewed as a facror for uniry and peace in
this strife-torn area.

There were also other things which we should like to
have said on Afghanistan, a country which is not just
occupied but truly crushed - without rhe same world-
wide protests being raised as can be heard from time
to time in this Parliament - as we did a short time
ago - to protest against what is happening in cenain
American republics, which are above all guilty of not
having wanted to become communist.

But we shall have occasion to say all this at other rimes
whilst paying close attention to rhe work of the Coun-
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cil during the difficult months ahead of the Dutch
presidency, and to the new President who spoke this
morning for the first time in this House, we extend
our best wishes in his work.

President. - I call Mrs \flalz.

Mrs \Valz, Chairman of tbe Committee on Energy and

Researcb. - (D) Mr President, Mr President-in-
Office of the Council, I should like to begin by

expressing the hope that Mr Van der Klaauw's good

intentions - especially as regards cooPeration with
the European Parliament - will be crowned with
success, because it is a fact that, with the world in its
present state, the European Community must work
iogethe. as closely as possible and accomplish as much
as possible. That is the only way we shall be able to
assert ourselves in world affairs.

Unfonunately, a common European energy poliry is,

to all intents and purposes, conspicuous by its absence.

Everyone is out to save his own skin. It is true that the

consumption of oil has been cut by a few PercentaBe
points thanks to industry's effons to change to other
ior.ces of energy and thanks also to savings achieved

by consumers, but the political decisions taken by the

Council of Energy Ministers and at the economic

summit in Venice provide for only 400/o of our energy
requirements to be met by oil by 1990. However, I
very much doubt whether the proposal put forward
yesterday by the Socialisr Group to create a European
oil-buying consortium to cut out the multinationals is

the right way of going about this, panicularly as the
multinationals have provided us - and panicularly the
countries being blackmailed - with very good
supplies at times of crisis.

'The aim is for coal and nuclear energy to provide
750/o of our electricity-generating capaciry by 1990,
compared with 50% now. That, at least, is the idea.

But what, pray, is being done to implement these

summit declarations and to make it possible for us to
take them seriously? I would expressly exonerate
France from this criticism.

Ve now have eight million unemployed in the
Community, an intolerable figure. It is a fact, though,
that adequate supplies of energy are a prerequisite for
all economic activities and all economic growth.
Hundreds of thousands of jobs could be created every
year in the energy sector by increasing our production
of fossil fuels - especially coal and coal processing -by stepping up the use of nuclear €n€rgl, by energy
saving and conservation and by developing alternative
energy sources.

For all this, though, we need a genuine Community
will and an investment. programme which will make it
possible for us to achieve these aims, and which will
require considerable sacrifices to be made by all
concerned. The most expensive form of energy is that

which we do not have, both politically speaking -where we have become open to blackmail - and

economically speaking, where we must draw up a joint
energy programme to enable us to reduce the level of
unemployment.

\7e hope, Mr Van der Klaauw, that you will, in your
all too brief period of office, be able to do something
ropoint us in the right direction.

President. - I call Mr Paisley.

Mr Paisley. - Mr President, I would like to associate
myself with what has been said about the tragic death
of Commissioner Gundelach.

In the short time that is mine I want to say that there
are cenain imponant things that the Council of Minis-
ters, now under the Dutch presidency, could do to
help Nonhern Ireland. And if the EEC really wanrs to
assist us, then let it tackle these matters with resolution
and purpose.

For example, in the all-important area of agriculture
there is a I 40 million package for the less-favoured
areas of Northern Ireland, which to date the Council
of Ministers has blocked. At meeting after meeting it
has been adjourned for funher discussion and put on
the long finger. Now while this package is not some
wondrous panacea for the severe difficulties of Nonh-
ern Ireland's agricultural industry, none the less its
implementation would be of some help rc those areas

covered by it. Therefore I appeal to the new Presi-
dent-in-Office as a matter of top priority to ensure
that the 'less-favoured areas' package is given an

immediate go-ahead. As I have told this Assembly
before, the agricultural industry of Nonhern Ireland is

haemorrhageing to death. \7hile this EEC package,
envisaged since last June, will not save our industry, it
might at least act as something of a transfusion and
shon-term relief.

However, even more pressing in the agricultural
industry of Northern Ireland is immediate aid for the
intensive livestock secror which, due to the excessive

cost of feedstuffs in Nonhern Ireland resulting from
the unique costs involved in importing grain, is in the
gravest danger of total collapse. Remembering that it
is the EEC which prevents Nonhern Ireland from
availing imelf of cheaper grain on the world market,
the Council of Ministers must in the next few months
sanction some short-term relief such as was afforded
to Italy through the Italian levy rebate scheme and
must settle upon a long-term solusion. As I reminded
this House on Monday, rhe only long-term solution
that I can see is to permit the storing of intervention
grain in Northern Ireland, so that the EEC bear the
cost of transportation and the Nonhern Ireland farm-
ers could then avail themselves of grain at prices more
in keeping with those prevailing in other parts of the
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Communiry. !7ith an all-time high of 617 000 ronnes
of grains now held in inrervention in Great Brirain,
this surely would be a very viable undertaking. I trust
that serious and sympathetic consideration will be
given to this proposition 4nd thar by rhe time.we come
to look back on rhe Dutch presidency, we will be able
to say with relief that realistic sreps were taken ro save
the intensive livestock industry of Nonhern Ireland.

The plight, Mr Presidenr, of Northern Ireland's farm-
ing could not be. over-exaggerated. Farm incomes have
fallen in the last rwo years by a staggering 500/o per
annum, with rhe result that ir is anticipared rhar
incomes for this year will, in real rerms, be only 200lo
of the 1978 level. Farmers are tottering on rhe brink of
disaster, as evidenced by the fact rhar in the lasr
l2months they have had to borrow an extra 937
million. Such a situation cannor conrinue; action must
be taken and taken quickly. In Northern Ireland we
have a large number of young go-ahead farmers.
These have invested heavily in new equipmenr and
new buildings. The interesr rares on borrowed capital
are now crippling these men. Direct borrowing facili-
ties at low interest rates from the European Invesrment
Bank would be an immense help.

To date there has nor been in my opinion the political
will to face up ro rhese issues for Nonhern Ireland.
Tomorrow Mr Peter 'S7alker, the United Kingdom
Minister for Agriculrure, will mee[ rhe representatives
of the Ulster Farmers' Union. I trust rhat when he next
meer his colleagues in the Council they will listen
sympatherically to what he has ro say abour Northern
Ireland farming and rhat rhey will be able ro rake
appropriate action.

President. - I call Mr De Goede.

Mr De Goede. - (NL) Mr President, I should like to
use a part of rhe few minures available to me to offer
my warm congratula[ions ar rhe start of the Dutch
presidency. It is true, of course, that a presidency of
six months can only be of marginal significance against
the background skerched by the President-in-Office. I
should personally like to add my hope that this presi-
dency will be no less effective than rhat of Luxem-
bourg and before that of Italy. Though six months is a
short rime, adequate - that is, major - effons are
required to solve the very major problems confronring

The four priorities which have been mentioned, Mr
President, are in our view correcr. But I should like to
make a couple of comments.

The first is that I share the view that neither rhe basic
principles of the common agricultural policy, nor rhe
common financial responsibility should be tampered
with. However, restructuring must not in my view
merely mean a regrouping of budget figures, with the

aim of giving the agricultural expendirure a cosmeric
facelift. No, restructuring must mean primarily radon-
alization of the many excesses, including surplus pro-
duction. I feel that a Dutch presidency which is know-
ledgeable in this field can cenainly contribure much to
achieving this, and this musr be given top prioriry.
Perhaps the President-in-Office shares this view.

Now that I have menrioned the word 'budget', I wish
to express my disappoinrmen[ rhar rhe President-in-
Office failed - and I find this a serious omission - ro
discuss adequately the problem of the exhaustion of
own resources. If there is one urgent problem threat-
ening the future of our common policy it is rhis one.

This afternoon we shall be debadng here the excellent
Spinelli report on these problems, and I should like to
ask the Netherlands presidency to promise that from
next week rhis repon will appear on rhe Council
agenda. \7e should then be able to artach some credi-
bility to the promise made by the President-in-Office
this morning rhat the opinions of Parliamenr will be
treated as they ought ro be rreared. I endorse fully Mr
Penders's remarks on [he conr.inued necessary consul-
tation between Council and Parliament with respect ro
budgemry procedure.

Secondly, I believe thar the combarring of the
economic crisis is rightly set as the number two prior-
ity. But I find the suggesrions as to how ir might be
achieved inadequate. The only specific element is the
announcement of the decision by the European Coun-
cil to call a special Council, rhe so-called jumbo Coun-
cil, to discuss unemploymenr.

I believe that the Durch presidency has an obligation
to act much more vigorously than irs expressed inten-
tions indicate. The 1980s will be years of even grear.er
problems. May I therefore ask you to come up with
some imaginative iniriatives to help achieve a coordi-
nated tackling of the economic problems? The past
offers good examples.

I also find the passages on energ'y remarkably uninfor-
mative, even though ir is in this area rhar the cause and
to a large extent rhe solution to our problems may be
found. A document of 37 pages, which contains so
little on this key problem, can only be regarded as

uninspired, imprecise, and not up to much. I really
wonder whether there is sufficienr realizarion of the
problems which face us.

My third comment relates to the Communiry insriru-
tions. Nothing thar was said on the functioning of the
institutions has inspired me with much confidence. Sir
James Scott-Hopkins and others have rightly pointed
out that the Repon of the Three Vise Men has led rc
lirtle, if anything, specific. The problem of the sear of
Parliament is pan and parcel of this. Vhat is the Presi-
dent-in-Office going to do about it now?

May I also say something on [he suggesrion thar rhe
Dutch Prime Minister should come here as Presidenr
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of the European Council after the Maastricht Summit.
He must not yield to pressure from anybody not to
appear. Ve expect him here.

My founh and final point, Mr President, relates to
European political cooperation. I approve the policy
which has been pursued as regards Poland, which has

been more uniform and more effective than that on
Afghanistan. As regards the Middle East I can

summarize by saying that I agree with the remarks and
questions of Mr Penders and Mrs Van den Heuvel. I
find the passage devoted to cooperation with the
Unircd States extremely weak. !flhat is very necessary,
and this applies also to the Middle East as recent
events show, is a Community poliry more closely
aligned to [hat of the Unircd States and vice versa in
ma[ters relating to foreign policy and major economic
problems. I would mention Japan in this respect. Now
thar a new administration has taken over in the USA,
there is not only a new possibility but a new necessity
to achieve a less fragmented policy in the \7est in the
face of the much increased tensions in the world. I
hope that the President-in-Office will be able rc give
us, this afternoon or in his answer now, some more
specific indications than he did this morning.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Van der Klaauw.

Mr Van der Klaeuw, President-in-Offce of tbe Coun-
cil. 

- 
(NL) Mr President, I have listened with great

attention to this, my first debate in the European
Parliamenr. In the run-up rc the first direct elections I
made a number of speeches in various parts of the
Netherlands in which I stressed the imponance which
I attach to this directly-elected Parliament. It is my
conviction that Parliament must play an increasingly
great role in European Community cooperation, but
as history has repeatedly demonstrated Parliament will
have to conquer this role for itself. It is not a matter of
being given but of fighting for a role of its own, and
the Netherlands presidency will do its utmost to
strengthen that role, Much has been said on this, great
hopes have been expressed, and there have been some
ra*rer sceptical reactions to what I said. But I do
believe that Parliament will have to fight and fight
hard. For my part I shall try to help this process by
working strenuously for it, for the actions of the Presi-
dent of the Cour'rcil on this are of primary imporunce,
and my aaitude is favourable. I wish to make that clear
right from the start.

It is naturally almost impossible to deal with all the
questions which have been put here. I should like to
assure you that I have listened with great inrcrest and I
have the feeling that this is indeed a vital parliament,
and one that is serious about wanting to exen influ-
eoce on rhe Council and the Commission. I welcome
rhar I have listened with atrention and interest and
have learned a great deal from this debate.

Following this general comment I should like to try to
answer a number of your questions. The extremely
important problems of the restructuring of the budget,
rhe agricultural policy and the consequences thereof
have of course been discussed. As one of the last
speakers said, the Spinelli Report is of imponance in
rhis context. I do not believe that the Spinelli Report
should be put on the agenda for next Tuesday's Coun-
cil meeting. But I do believe that the Spinelli Repon
should be an important element in our discussions on
restructuring. It is part of this discussion, for these are
not matters which should be dealt with separately. The
problem of own resources is, of course, very complex.
As we all know, one of the reasons for the restructur-
ing is that own resources are threatening to become
insufficient, with all the problems this entails. My own
belief is that we shall have to raise own resources in
due course, but I also feel that we must work towards
a rationalization of agriculture - I quote Mr de

Goede - at the present time so that we can devote
more attention to other policy sectors - Mr Paisley
spoke of regional policy - and carry out a better
regional and social policy. If this happens, and the
Community accepts ir responsibilities in these areas,
this will provide grounds for the national governments
to provide the Community with additional own
resources. The first thing we have to do is to restruc-
ture. Mrs Van den Heuvel described my use of the
word 'adjustment' as feeble. But it makes no difference
whether I use the word 'adjustment' or the word
'restructuring'. '!7hen I speak of adjustment I also
mean the maintenance of the common agricultural
policy. There are indeed excesses, and these must be

remedied, but we must retain the common agricultural
policy. This is an essential element of the Community,
as I pointed out in my earlier speech. As regards the
timetable of the restructuring, the Commission has
been instructed to repon on 15June. That date has
been fixed. Of course I do not believe that the Council
should sit idle until 15June. I am convinced that it is

vitally imponant that the restructuring should get
moving this year and that we should take decisions this
year. That means, of course, that if we only stan to
progress afrcr 15 June, with the summer holidays and
so on, things will become extremely difficult, and it is

naturally of great importance to solve these problems
before the end of this year, panicularly in the light of
the 1982 budget. This also brings to mind the problem
of the British contribution. This being so, we have to
stand by the basic principle that it is the Commission
which must put forward initiatives. That is the
Commission's job and the Council must not steal the
Commission's clothes, but I do consider that it is

vimlly imponant that the Council should maintain
constant contact with the Commission on these prob-
lems so that there is a high degree of certainty that
when the Commission comes with im proposals in June
they will be acceptable to everyone.

Vith respect to the jumbo Council, the Council of
Economic, Financial and Social Ministers, I am
convinced, like other speakers, that what is imponant
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is the results. I do not find ir imponanr in itself rhat
this Council will be meeting with a Dutch chairman.
The Netherlands did not propose this Council in order
to gain prestige: the imponant rhing is rc be able to
employ all the resources of the Community to pursue
an economic and social poliry which will combat
unemployment. That is the objective of this Council
and that is the imponant thing. The question of the
seat of Parliament was also raised. First of all, I 'vould
emphasize that this quesrion is not limircd to three
countries in the Community. It is a matter on .vhich
the entire Community must make a decision. This
question will be discussed at the conference of
Member States, and it will be discussed again next
week. It is being actively sudied at the present time,
but I am unable to say anything about the results of
these studies - and I think this is wise - even about
such questions as whether it is national interest or effi-
ciency that is at stake. I believe that many ele:ments
have a role to play, and these undoubrcdly include the
element of efficiency.

Mrs Van den Heuvel .orn-.nr.J that I didt not
mention agriculture in the context of the negotirrtions
with Spain. I believe that we must all be sufficiently
realistic to understand that in the negotiations with
Spain the question of agriculture is the most difl'icult,
as the Spaniards themselves realize. A great many
factors are at play; we only have to think of our own
restructuring, our own agricultural policy which we
have to put in order. The Dutch presidency will ,Co its
best to help this along, together with its other tasks,
but given our own problems it seems sensible to post-
pone the discussion of the agricultural problem, just
because it is the most difficult, to a later date. It is
none the less viral thar we continue these negotiarions
with Spain and Portugal, because rt is rmportanr to
support these democracic countries so that therr can
accede to the Community, and to do so energetically.
There are more than enough problems to be discussed
and it is indeed the intenrion of rhe Netherlands presi-
dency that this should happen and that negotiations
should really stan in earnest. Agriculture will therefore
be added to the agenda in due course.

As regards the Middle East, the present situation is

that there will be funher consultation next week and I
hope that we shall see agreement on [he [erms on
which I shall carry our the mission. The decisi,rn to
send me on this tour was taken by the European
Council in December and I shall naturally carry out
my mandate conscientiously, in full awareness of the
responsibiliry of the Netherlands presidenry. It will
not be a simple task, it will be an extremely dil'ficult
one, but I believe that it is good that Europe should
show its face in the Middle East, that ir should put
genuine questions, and try to clarify the various stand-
points so that the parties can, if possible, be brr:ught
closer together. Europe is not putting a peace plan
forward - it cannot impose its views - but Europe
does have a task in the Middle East, because thir; area
is so close to us and because we have so many tier; with

it. It is Europe's duty to try to bring the people and
countries in that region closer rogether again. I am
convinced that this rour should not conflict wirh the
initiatives of the United Srates. I believe thar the
important thing is for Europe and the United States ro
try, possibly from different points of view, bur acting
along parallel lines, to bring peace ro rhar pan of the
world.

I see that Mr Berkhouwer is back with us, and I
should simply like to say to him on the quesrion of the
European passport that this matter will be on the
Council agenda for decision - I repeat for decision

- in March. I am hopeful that this will inde.ed prove
rc be possible, because I consider it a step forward for
the Community, even in the eyes of the world.

The Council of Ministers of Foreign Affairs discussed
the Repon of the Three Vise Men. It was also
discussed at the last European Council. If I may speak
briefly as a Netherlands minister I consider this an
excellent report and I believe that a great deal of it can
be put inro effect. In general I would say that a

number of points have been implemented and a

number have not yet been implemented. But I do
believe that these points should continue to receive
attention. One of the items raised by various speakers
is that of the accountability of the European Councils
to Parliament. This is one of the matters that has nor
yet been decided and on which discussion is continu-
ing. So I cannot at this time tell you what the result of
this discussion will be or what the consequences will
be for the European Council in Maastricht. If the
Netherlands Prime Minister is unable to come,
although he is personally quite prepared to come here,
I myself will repon on this Council meeting to Parlia-
ment.

Mr IsraEl spoke of the Euro-Arab Dialogue and parti-
cularly of the fact that Egypt is not panicipating in it.
That is indeed so. I believe it to be imponant, and it is
our intention to ensure that this happens, that in the
context of our own Middle Eastern policy we Euro-
peans maintain good contacrc with Eg12t, which is an
important Middle Eastern country. Egypt has a poliry
of its own which is of vital imponance in the Middle
East situation, and we shall keep these contacts going.

Our new Greek colleague, Mr Pesmazoglou, put three
questions to me, firstly about local wars. \7e are of
course against these, and within the limits of its
powers the Community is trying to use its good offices
here. But this is by no means always possible, for
example in the war between Iran and Iraq which we
naturally all greatly deplore, and which we hope for
many political and economic reasons will shonly
cease. None the less, we all know how little success
attempts at mediation by Islamic counries, for in-
stance, have had. Naturally, we should like to see the
Community having a role here too.
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Mr Pesmazoglou's second point touched on the law of
the sea. As far as I can make out, [he Conference on
the Law of the Sea has gone generally well.

The Communiry has also adopted common positions
at this Conference. I am hopeful that this Conference
can finish this year, and that it will lead to a break-
through in the law of the sea. I believe thar this is one
of the things we can look forward to with some opri-
mism, and that it is a matter of exrreme imponance for
the entire world, from a political and from an
economic and legal point of view, and also as regards
the exploitation of marine resources. It will be a real
achievement if we can manage thar this year.

Finally, he raised the question of municipal elecrions
and the panicipation of EEC citizens in municipal
elections in other countries. This is, of course, a highly
complicated question, involving voting righm, registra-
tion, and so on, but it is something which is being
actively studied and I hope we shall achieve some
results, because it would in itself be a good rhing.

Mr President, El Salvador - I am hopping about a bit
because the various questions came up one afrer rhe
other in the debate - El Salvador is an area which is
causing us all grear concern, of course. The murders
and the violence which are taking place there musr
move the conscience of any normal person. It is nor
easy to see to what extenr the Community can play an
active role there, but it is certainly something which
we shall look at during the next political consultation.

The Commissioner's repon about a Community arms
industry is unknowh ro me - Mr Manin referred to
this - I do not know it, and cannot therefore express
any views on it.

Two final comments, Mr President. A number of
Honourable Members expressed surprise that I did nor
discuss the current budget problems. This may have
been because they had my speech before them in the
form in which it was originally composed. I did,
however, add a passage in which I discussed the
budget problems, and referred to the primary respon-
sibiliry which is the Commission's at this moment, and
the willingness of the Presidenry ro rake action if this

Proves necessary.

As regards the salaries, discussions are going on at
Brussels at the moment and rhe Presidency has made a
number of proposals which are being examined at the
present time. I hope that we can reach a solution. I do
believe, of course that we on our side must respecr rhe
legal obligations which we accepted in the'past year
ois-,i-ztis the officials. On the orher hand, I do believe
that when we look ar salary policies in rhe individual
countries of the Community, and the colossal
economic and social problems facing us, and when we
understand rhe need to make economies in all areas, a
sacrifice will have to be asked rhis year of the officials
of the Community, for all our sakes.

President. - Ladies and gentlemen, on behalf of all
those who have stayed undl the end of the debate, I
regrer that the Chamber is not as full as I would have
hoped, since a number of Members are absent at a

religious service in town for the late Mr Gundelach. I
hope that the President of the Council will not take
this amiss.

5. Urgent debate

President. - Pursuant to Rule 14 of the Rules of
Procedure, I have received

- from the Commission a request for urgent debate
during this pan-session on im proposal for a regula-
tron on cereals (Doc. 1-701l80).

The reason put forward to jusdfy urgent debarc is the
fact that this proposal should have been adopted by
15 December 1980.

I would poin[ out that a repon on this ma[ter was
placed provisionally on the agenda for l5 January, but
the Committee on Agriculture was unable to adopt
this report.

The vote on this request for urgent debate will take
place at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting;

- from the Council a request for urgent debate during
this part-session on proposals for regulations on sugar
and isoglucose (Doc. 1-700/80).

Since the Committee on Agriculture has submitted a

repon by Mr Delatte on this subject (Doc. 1-792/80),
there is no need for urgent procedure.

The proceedings will now be suspended undl 3.00 p.m.

The House will rise.

(The sitting u)as suspended at 12.45 p.m. and resumed at
3.00 p.m.)

IN THE CFIAIR: MR POUL MOLLER

Vice-President

President. - The sitring is resumed.

6. Council statement on the programme of the Dutch
presidency

(continuation)

President. - The nexr irem is the conrinuation of the
debate on the programme of the Dutch presidency.
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President

I call Mr Nyborg.

Mr Nyborg. - (DK) Mr President, I shoul<l like to
begin by addressing a word of welcome to the Dutch
presidency represented by Mr Van der Klaau w. A lot
of Members are, like me, looking forward to the
Dutch tenure of the presidency because thr: Durch
have always been regarded by their European
colleagues as being very good at getting things; done. I
hope that this reputation will prove jusdfied in their
work for the Community, not only as regards
whatever new problems crop up, but also in :erms of
their ability rc dig out some of the things which are
lying in the Council's drawers waiting for a ,lecision.
It is always frustrating and depressing for the
Commission and Parliament to discover that much of
the work to which we devote so much ent.husiasm
simply gets stuck into the Council's drawers and all
too often does not even get discussed, lt:t alone
decided on.

As the Dutch presidency undoubtedly reali zes, our
speaking'time is strictly limited in this House, and I
shall therefore confine myself to a few remarl,.s. I very
much hope we shall see a real effort made tc, get the
customs union to function as it was suppi)sed to.
'$7hat I mean by this is the removal of r.echnical
barriers to trade - the kind of barriers which are
difficult to get around when it comes to transporting
things or people from one part of the Comnunity to
another. I very much hope that a start will be made on
a Community fisheries policy wonhy of the nrme, but
not at the cost of any one Member State I have
confidence in the Dutch presidency's abiliur to get
things moving here.

I also hope that the Dutch presidency will b,: able to
solve the problems which are curren[ly plaguing the
common agricultural policy in such a way that the
principles which have applied so far and which have
proved to be a cornerstone of the Communit'r remain
unaffected.

I think that, perhaps to a greater extent than we have

so far, we should concentra[e on implemerting the
provisions of qhe EEC Treaty rather than taking politi-
cal decisions and coming up with political gestures
which do not fall within the Treaty frameworl:..

The Nine the Ten - will, I am quite sure,
give the Dutch presidency plenty of work to be getting
on with over the next five to six months. Civen the
economic conditions obtaining at present, it is in my
opinion essential to extend cooperation as much as

possible between the countries of the Commt nity and
'Sflestern Europe as a whole, especially in the fields of
economics, energy and the environment.

I wish the Dutch presidency the best of luck in its
work.

7. Community's own resources

President. - The next. item is the report (Doc. 1-

772/80), drawn up by Mr Spinelli on behalf of the
Committee on Budgets, on the Community's own
resources.

I call Mr Spinelli.

Mr Spinelli, rdpporteur. - (l) In the short time at my
disposal, Mr President, I shall not be able to explain as

I should have wished how much of this report is due to
the individual work of the six members of the working
party from the six major political groups in the House
and also to our close team-work. You will find their
names on the first page of the document in front of
you. Sf'hat you will not find, because it is not custom-
ary, are the names of our helpers from the committee
secretariat. I should like to mke this opponunity of
thanking them all, and especially Mr Guccione and

Mr Giraud. Vithout their willing and expert help we
should not have found it so easy to cope with the task
we had.

A parliamentary motion on the Community's new own
,.sou.ces proved necessary, Mr President, because of
the last Commission's obvious and shocking reluctance
to fuffil one of im specific dudes. The old Commission
knew better than any other institution that the
Community resources covered by the Treaties were

about to run out and on several occasions it
announced its ideas. But all it could come up with was

a white paper in which various tax-related alternatives
were considered. I know it is useful for the Commis-
sion to prepare white papers and memoranda, but its
special jbb is to produie proposals for regulations and
directives and changes to the Treaties.

This depressing allegation of deficiency does not apply
to Mr Tugendhat. As we all know, he was constantly
trying to stir the old Commission out of im lethargy,
but without success. \fle hope he will be more sucess-

ful with the new Commission, in which we are

delighted to see that he has kept the same job as he

had before.

If Parliament adopts this motion for a resolution -
and this is what I am asking on behalf of the Commit-
tee on Budgets - it will be asking the Commission to
comply with what the motion demands. This will be

the crunch point in the hoped - for cooPeration
between the Commission and Parliament. For this
reason we do not expect. Mr Tugendhat to be very
specific in outlining the Commission response to this
report. Ve appreciate that the new Commission will
not have had time to discuss it, but we exPect an

anss/er next month.

The proposal to provide the Community with new
fiscal resources is inextricably linked rc the adoption
of regulations and directives on the organization ofPresident. - The debate is closed.
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agricultural markets. \7hile complying with each and
every one of the Treary conditions on agricultural
policy, the new legislation will nevertheless put an end
to the soaring costs of the price supporr sysrem and the
creation of expensive surpluses. If this condirion were
not satisfied, it would be inadmissible and irresponsi-
ble to go looking for more money for this bortomless
pit. It is not our job to say what the new agricultural
policy sould be at this time, but we were duty-bound
to make quite clear - and this we have done - what
budgetary policy it will have rc comply with.

New resources are needed because new common poli-
cies are needed. !fle are asking the Commission, when
it submits its programme to rhe Council, to undenake
to propose without delay rhe abolirion of the 10lo ceil-
ing on the VAT yield and the VAT corrective mechan-
ism. 'We want i[ to undenake ro presenr proposals for
developing the loans policy in line wirh the wishes of
the European Parliament, and we wanr it to include
the co-responsibiliry levy in the budger revenue. Ve
want precise details of the timetable for presenting
proposals on complete harmonization of rhe basis of
assessment and subsequendy of VAT rates, introduc-
tion of the declararion-based method of VAT collec-
tion, supervision of collecrion of duties, issue of
ECU-denominated Community bonds and possible
harmonization of the basis of assessmenr and of rhe
rates of direct and indirect r.axarion. Finally, we wanr
the Commission to withdraw the 1973 proposal for an
amendment of Anicle 201 EEC and introduce a new.
proposal in line with the decision-making mechanism
suggested by the European Parliamenr.

I should like ro mention in more demil two pcints
which may perhaps be considered the major innova-
tions in our proposal. The first point is that we need to
introduce grearer equity among the Member Srates in
the Community tax system. For this purpose a correc-
tive mechanism which will nor affecr the method by
which own resources are paid by rhe cidzens of rhe
Communiry bur which will raise the Community VAT
rate for the richer counrries and lower it for rhe
poorer ones. Mr Arndt devored himself ro working
out this idea with exceprional skill and artention and

fre wil! probably have an opponunity of explaining it
himself in greater detail.

The second innovation we propose has wider implica-
tions. The Community and its Member Srates are
separare political enriries, each with im own insritu-
tions, its own policies, its own budget and therefore its
own resources. Both the Community and the Member
States are financed in rhe same way,by taxes paid by
the citizens who are ar rhe same rime citizens of rh.i.
own counrry and rhe Community.

'!7e therefore propose that Parliamenr, as represenra-
tive of the Community's citizens, should in rhe first
year following its election consider with the Commis-
sion whether, and under what conditions, rhere should
be a reallocation of responsibilities and financial

resources between the Member States and the
Community for rhe nex[ five-year period, and rhat it
should also adopr a draft joint declararion on the
Community's financial needs and resources. This
would serve as a genuine guideline programme in
political and financial terms for the following five
years.

Since we are already in the rhird year, we think rhis
idea could be introduced ar once, ar leasr for the time
we have left before the nexr European elections. This
would be a very democratic way of finding out which
of the fiscal resources should be switched for a time
from the national to the Community budget or the
other way, and there would be no risk - which we
fear just as much as the Council and some of the
governments do - that rhe Community's financial
autonomy would degenerate into financial irresponsi-
bility. It is an open question where, in which institu-
tion, the danger of irresponsibility lurks.

On the lasr and umpreenrh occasion that a budgetary
crisis split Parliament and the Council, one Head of
Governmen[ said that when it came ro deciding on the
Community's revenue rhe governments had the final
say. He was way off the mark. It is Parliament which
has the last say on [he enrire budget, both revenue and
expenditure, apaft from rhe so-called compulsory
expenditure.

You just have to read the Trearies, and as someone
who spent years in the Commission, which acrs as rhe
guardian of the Treaties, I ought ro know what I am
talking about.

It is about time we stopped this squabbling which
recurs a[ the end of every year berween rhose of us

who think thar the Community is doing too litrle and
making a bad job of it and the Council which consi-
ders that too much is being done. A way out can be
found only if we introduce an opponunity for
multiannual programmes which have been democrari-
cally discussed and adopted, and scope for policies to
be implemented and consequently resources ro be
distributed.

Mr President, this topic of own resources really
deserves more detailed commenr on my parr, but it is
typical of the crazy rimes we live in that a debare of
this imponance has to be over in an hour and a half.
So I am stopping now.

(Applause frorn oarious quarters)

President. - I call Mr Arndr to speak on behalf of
the Socialisr Group.

Mr Arndt. - (D) Mr President, rhis reporr raises a
number of questions of principle, such as how to
finance expenditure, how to deal with the extra load
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placed on the Member States and how these resources
are to be collected. There will probably be a good deal
of debate on these various aspects, but as far as my
group is concerned, the really basic question is vzhat
do we want more money for. \7e are not content
simply to say that we q/ant another 50 or 100 million
EUA. The main question in the opinion of my group is

what are the Community's main tasks. Ve would
therefore have preferred to see a more thorough
preparation for this debate.

Let me just give you a simple example. Our Greek
friends have only just been given copies of this report,
which means that they are hardly in a position to go
through all the details and give their opinion on it. The
Greeks, for instance, could legitimately say that, if all
the Community wants is more money, why should we
vote in favour. But the situation would be quite differ-
ent if the report and this debate were to make it clear
what the money is intended for and what use the addi-
tional own resources would be put to - for example,
for improving the economic structure of a country like
Greece. On a number of occasions in the past, the
Socialist Group has made it quite clear what it regards
as its most imponant mandate from the electorate.

No-one would deny that the development of the econ-
omy and im financial interests took priority in the first
twenty years of the European Community's existence.
It is really high time we tackled the aim enshrined in
the Treaty of Rome of reducing the differences in per
capira income and economic structure between the
regions of Europe.

Comparing 1980 with 1957 or 1958, one is bound to
conclude that there has been a trend towards less

equality, and that the gap between rich and poor
countries has widened substandally. This comparison
also brings out the fact that we have failed rc solve the
enormous problem of unemployment, and we shall
never alter this trend by relying on market forces.
Anyone who is acquainrcd with the rules of the market
economy will know that they will never bring about
social jusdce of their own accord. A combination of
being situated on the oumkins of Europe - as is the

case with Ireland, southern Italy, pans of Great Brit-
ain and Greece - and structural handicaps are bound
to result in disadvantages under the market rules. '$7'e

are also aware of the fact that the growing divergence
in economic power and prosperity will endanger the
Community. Our demand that the gap between rich
and poor in Europe be reduced can only be met if we
are prepared to exert an influence on social and
economic developments - and that is something we
can do. This must be the central point in the debate on
more resources for the European Community.

My group is not concerned solely with getting more
money. Our basic political programme states quite
clearly that more resources should be made available
for regional and social policy, with the aim of reduc-
ing the large discrepancies between regions and

sections of the population. How often have we heard
in this House that more economic convergence
between the Member States is one of the Community's
main rasks? Ve in the Socialist Group are therefore in
no circumstances prepared to endorse a demand for
more resources without closing the gap between rich
and poor in Europe; we are not prepared to join in the
clamour for more resources simply to produce struc-
tural surpluses in the agricultural sector or to enable
the Community to carry on in the same old way.

Vhat the Socialist Group wants to see is more solidar-
ity between the regions. Ve are in favour of structural
reforms. 'We are in favour of providing aid to enable

science and technology to modernize obsolete indus-
trial structures and create new industries. $fl'e want to
see funds made available for the regional policy. Ve
want ro see funds made available for employment'
structural and shon-term economic policies. \7e want
to see funds made available for an effective
programme on energy supplies and the development of
alternative energy sources. 

'We want to see funds made

available to enable Europe to show its solidarity with
the poorer regions of the world by providing those

regions with concrete development aid. The Socialist
Group is prepared to support the demand for addi-
tional own resources provided they are put to use for
these purposes.

Our discussions with the Council of Ministers on the
budget over recent weeks and months have shown us

that we are right to be sceprical because, if we encoun-
ter this kind of trouble over the paltry additional
amounts we have demanded for regional and social
policy, one is bound to wonder whether - given more
own resources for these policy sectors - the money
will really be paid out. 'S7'e, the Socialist Group, say
quite clearly and categorically - and this is an addi-
rional element in the dispute over the budget - that
what we want is for those Member States with a

higher standard of living to pay more than the poorer
countries. That is why we are so disappointed at the
fact that precisely those Member States with a higher
standard of living, and which have derived the greatest
benefit from the Community in the past, are now
refusing payment of the necessary funds in the dispurc
over rhe supplementary budget for 1980.

(Applause)

Those are my group's maxims. As far as we are

concerned, the technicalities of how to increase the
Community's own resources are only of secondary
imponance. The main thing is rc decide for what
European purposes - and hence for what people -this money is to be used. That is the yardsdck we shall
apply in deciding whether or not it is right to commit
more own resources to these poliry sectors.

(Applause)
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President. - I call Mr Barbi to speak on behalf of the
Group of the European People's Pany (Chrisdan-
Democratic Group).

Mr Barbi. - (I) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
on behalf of the Group of the European People's
Pany let me say that we endorse rhe Spinelli Repon
and hope that it will get the approval of Mcmbers in
all the groups. It represents a significant point of view,
in political as well as in technical and economic terms.
Vhat we in the European Parliament have to do and
what we have to make the Council do, Mr Presidenr-
in-Office, is to reach a decision on the financial
resources which are essential for the implemenration
of Community policy. Vhat is more, we have to reach
a decision which will boosr the credibility of rhe
Community in the eyes of rhe general public and of
our voters, so that rhere is no longer that vast gap we
complain abour nowadays between rhe solemn and
high-sounding pronouncemenr.s of the Europe an
Council meetings and things as they really are.

Many Members, including myself, here in rhis Cham-
ber have had occasion in the past to poinr out to the
Council and the Commission that the fact of staning
up the European Monetary System withour doing a
thing - a good two years after the Bremen sratemenrs

- to introduce a policy for the economic convergence
of the various regions in the Community is ranramoun[
to jeopardizing the continuing existence of the EMS.
This is because economies which vary so much and
which are linked to such a wide range of inflation
rates cannot, in the long run, depend on rhe same
monetary system. Ve have also had occasion to say
that the Venice statement on the intention ro imple-
ment a Community energy policy wirhour financing it
properly - and indeed ir was srressed rhar we should
keep within the 10lo VAT limit - meanr rhar rhe
people of Europe were being raken for a ride and rhar
any European energy policy would be practically
impossible.

But these policies are vital, nor jusr for the develop-
ment but for the very survival of the economies of rhe
individual Member States, in view of the challenge
posed by the current world situation and by the way
things are developing polidcally and economically
around us. There may still be the odd political group
or individual ready to believe thar these challenges can
be met with the national resources of individual coun-
tries, but these people are really kidding rhemselves
because our economies have now developed to such a
degree of mutual inregration and interdependence rhat
the tdevelopment of one depends on rhe developmenr
of another and any difficulty, crisis or recession exper-
ienced by one has an adverse effect on the economies
of the stronger and more rhriving counrries. This is
panicularly apparent in monerary affairs where infla-
tionary trends in the weaker countries have serious
economic repercussions on trade and therefore affect
production and jobs in the stronger counrries.
Anyvray, this is really why the EMS was ser up.

The same can be said about energy where rhe rempta-
tion to go it alone can be very enticing - I am think-
ing of the United Kingdom, for example, with its
Nonh Sea oil - bur here the risk of kidding ourselves
is even greater because of the vast implicarions
involved, the speed of technological and economic
developments and the tremendous amounr of research
required, and rhe tightly-knit parrern of economic
interdependence.

Most of our fellow Europeans are well aware of all
this, and those of us in the majoriry in rhis European
Parliament are also convinced of ir. Even the Council
of Ministers has shown that it is convinced on several
occasions, but if you are going to put such beliefs to
logical use, you need the proper, adequate financial
resources. It was with a view m offering a thorough
and 'definite response to this requirement that the
Committee on Budgets considered, amended and
finally approved the working party's report which is

now before the House. I am sure that Members will
have had the courtesy to consider the document.

There were numerous points in the repon which
prompted lengthy, exhaustive and hearcd debate, first
within the working party - of which I was privileged
to be a member - and rhen within rhe Committee on
Budgets, but there are only two which I want to
mention here, as I feel they are relatively imponanr.

The first point concerns the balance between agricul-
tural and other spending. Almost everyone agrees rhar
the balance is wrong and has ro be put righr. Just this
morning the President of the Council was saying that
we have to achieve a better balance in Community
spending. He is quite right, you know. But I should
not like us to fall into the rap of kidding ourselves
again, in the sense of believing that we can achieve this
balance simply by amending agricuhural expenditure
and thereby reducing it, so that we can boost spending
on other policies.

Ladies and gentlemen, we all want ro see the common
agricultural policy changed, especially some of those
automatic procedures which have led to unconrrollable
and abnormal expansion and which encourage
surpluses in sectors, such as the dairy sector, which
really have nothing to do wirh agriculrure, by which I
mean the farm workers out in the fields. Ve all want
[o see this change, but nor everyone is fully aware that
there is no way that changes like this will manage to
provide the financial resources we need for the other
policies. The facr is that we do wanr ro see rhe
common agricultural policy changed, improved and
brought to perfection, bur we do not wanr to see it
destroyed or eliminated. !flhat we wanr to see along-
side the common agricultural poliry and the iron and
srcel policy - which was rhe first to emerge with rhe
ECSC - and the cusroms policy are other Commu-
nity policies, such as policies for energy, industrial
reconversion and transpon, or else we want to see [he
expansion of those Community policies which have
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barely got off thr: ground, such as the regional and
social policies ancl our policy for rhe development of
the Third !florld. rVe wanr these new Community poli-
cies to bring our Member Stares rhe same benefirs of
economic dgvgl6,pment and savings in na[ional
expenditure which accrued from the iron and sreel
policy, the custonrs policy and the agricultural policy,
to our own gener,rl sarisfaction and to rhe admirarion
and enry of those outside the Community.

Vhat this means ,of course is that we have to spend
more, a lot more. Our document mentions the
MacDougal repon which speaks of uipling the current
level of Community expenditure - from 0. 8 to
2.50/o of the Cornmunity's GNP reasonable
prerequisite for making Community activity a viable
economic proposir.ion. Of course, this is not a level
which has to be au.ained ar once, just like that, but ir is
a goal we have tc' move rowards gradually, taking a

realistic approach, as each new policy gets under way
and develops. Ho'wever, it is a goal which has to be
visible at the end of the road, and this is why we
suggest eliminating the VAT ceiling and why we
propose a new decision-making machinery, a merhod
which will enable increases in revenue and expenditure
to be subject to the democratic approval und supervi-
sion of Parliamenr and, what is more, to be consid-
ered, discussed and voted on every five years by the
voters, the people ,rf Europe.

There is a second and final point I want ro make.
Among the arguments put forward - with the voters
in mind, if the trurh be known - against the proposal
to increase the Community's own resources, the one
that stands out is r:he reluctance to allow any increase
in public spending, with pressure on the tax-payer as a
result, at a time when our economies are struggling to
cope with the general crisis and our governments are
striving to rescue the economies from the grip of
recession and inflation. If you ask me, this is specious
humbug because rnost Community spending has not
meant, does not nrean and does not have to mean in
future an increase in public spending in our countries.
It simply means a shift in the dividing line berween
national and Communiry expenditure. Another point:
the use and utilizadon of Community funds can and
will be possible only to the extent that they are more
advantageous and more likely to give a general boost
to the economy than spending financed individually by
the Member States. They represent alternative, not
additional spending and, what is more, it is spending
that is more pro,fitable than national expendirure,
which means th:rt the money of the European
taxpayer will be used better, more efficiendy and
more usefully. Ve have already seen this with our
policies on steel, farming and the customs union. It is

so obvious thar almost everyone - even the most
ardent nationalist critics - acknowledges that the
Community has managed to organize such a profitable'
ecoriomic system that it would be impossible to
dismantle it withc,ut disastrous repercussions for the
individual Member States, the individual economies

and, in particular, our businessmen and traders. It is so
obvious that no-one wants to leave rhe Community
and instead they are queuing up to join. Greece has
just come in - and let me take this opportunity of
expresslng my welcome ro the Greek Members - and
nexl in line are Spain and Portugal, who we hope will
be here with us as soon as possible.

It is not illogical and wasteful, Mr President, and it is

not a misuse of public money ro advocate expanding
the activities and therefore the spending of the
Community. On the conrrary, rhis is the best course,
the most reliable way in economic rerms and rhe most
enlightened and astute way in polirical rerms, ro serve
the real interests of our fellow citizens. For this
reason, I hope that our pointer rowards new methods
of raising Community finance will be followed by the
Council and that a new era of developmenr in our
Community will begin, an era rich in material and civil
progress for the people of Europe.

I therefore call on the Members in the Socialist and
Liberal and Democratic Groups ro use rheir influence
with their national governments. Mr Arndt, we fully
endorse what you said. The people that have ro be
convinced, when it comes to national reluctance on
the matter of Community development, are Chancel-
lor Schmidt and Presidenr Giscard. They are the
people who are against the idea of increasing own
resources. In expressing what is an old and deeply-
rooted belief of mine, I appeal to the Members in these
groups, because it is only with the help of Europe's
political panies that rhis European Community of ours
will make progress.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr J. M. Taylor to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.

Mr J. M. Taylor. - Mr President, many of my
colleagues had not seen these documehts in their own
language until this week, so that whilst I am my
group's speaker, you will understand if I say that our
final view will have to be that reflected in our amend-
ments in due course. None the less, I think I can fairly
say that my group cautiously welcomes this document.
Indeed, anyone who wishes to see Europe develop
must acknowledge any serious thought about future
budgetary arrangements. Ve applaud any sincere
desire to make progress; Mr Spinelli has worked hard
on his repon, and that should be appreciated by this
Parliament.

His opening recitals I think entirely fair although some
may feel that it is a little hard to predict the future
performance of customs duties with any precision in
light of their erratic performance in the last two years,
going up when all the orthodox economists said they
would go down.
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The report goes on to deal, in Section I, with the
growth of the budget and anticipated transfers of
responsibilities from Member States to the Communi-
ties.

In this regard, I must say that my group would want to
register two caveats. First, it would like to see econ-
omy of scale and effectiveness, and we think that any
reasonable European taxpayer would want to see that
too. Secondly, we look for what we think may well be

growing evidence that the Community as a treasurer
achieves as good an efficiency rating as the treasuries
of the Member States. Then I think we should be

considerably relieved about transfers of responsibilities
and resources. In Section III of the resolution, we are

uneasy about paragraph 14 and we shall be tabling an

amendment there. It is not that we do not believe in
rhe thorough supervision and enforcement of revenue
collection, but we do think it more realistic to oblige
the authorities of the Member States to carry out lhis
role at least in the foreseeable future.

Meanwhile, we find a lot that we like in Section II,
concerning what is called the 'unity and comprehen-
siveness of the budget'. \(/e have always believed that
all the entries should be in the books and that all the
books should be available to the Parliament. !7e find
the section on borrowing and lending attractive and
progressive, and many of us like the possibiliry of indi-
vidual investors being able to subscribe for Community
bonds.

Mr President, my two final observations in the limited
time are perhaps my most important.

Firstly, with regard to the remarks in rhe resolution on
financing the Community budget in what is called rhe
short term, here perhaps alone the report is, disap-
pointingly, a little less imaginarive. Is an increase in
VAT really the only solution in sight? Do we not
perceive considerable political difficulties from some
of the larger Member States in rhat respect? Or will
inflation and agricultural spending force such a deci-
sion on the Member States? Meanwhile, what about
Mr Lange's excellent proposals of November 1979 for
contributions based on per capita GNP? And what of
the Commission's mandare up and coming? And are
we now actually beginning to put aside rhoughts of
energy taxation, disciplining consumpr.ion, containing
imports and concentrating attention and resources on
how we cope with our energ-y problems?

Lastly, Mr Presidenr, this group would not, I rhink,
agree that much political enrhusiasm is likely to be
readily to hand for Community income raxarion of
corporation taxes, ar least not in such a period as this
document calls the medium rerm.

These, however, are only precaurions. They are
merely caveats from rhis corner of the Parliament.
There is much in this document thar is stimulating and
provocative and progressive, and Mr Spinelli has

worked hard and done well to bring it here today. Our
thanks are due to him and, mainly, our good wishes
go with his report. It was on that point that I opened
and it is on that note that I conclude.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Baillot of the Communist and
Allies Group.

Mr Baillot. - (F) Mr President, on behalf of the
French Communists and Allies I should like to point
out that the discussion of the report on the Commu-
nity's own resources is taking place at a time when our
budgetary problems are once again in the news in
Europe.

This year has seen a revival of Parliament's aspirations
to increase im budgetary powers, despite the fact that
this contravenes the Treaties in force, and the appar-
enr disagreement over the 1980 supplementary budget
between the French Government and the European
Parliament - and the Commission, according to Mr
Thorn's statemenm - does nothing to belie this
appraisal. There is no fundamental disagreement
berween Parliament and the French Government. It is

purely circumstantial considerations - let us say elec-
toral considerations - which are at the origin of the
artitude of my country's government, and as proof let
me mention an article in yesterday morning's Ze
Figaro. Let the government keep responsibility for
appropriations. Some people would even go so far as

to say that the resoluteness of Val6ry Giscard d'Esr-
aing and Raymond Barre is intended more to embar-
rass rheir allies of the political majority than to oppose
the European Parliament. And if we need any funher
proof that we are far from witnessing a crisis or a

catastrophe as some claim, we have this in the state-
ments made by the President-in-Office of the Council
this very morning in this forum.

The French Communist and Allies deputies cannot
accept this proposals made by the Committee on
Budgets, reponed to us by Mr Spinelli. Our opposition
is not due to technical budgetary or financial consider-
ations, but to mainly political considerations, based on
our view of Europe as we presented it during the
European election campaign and on the commitment
we gave to our fellow countrymen in 1979. Not every-
body in France can make the same claim and the
present situation provides ample proof of this. The
attitude of our UDF, RPR and Socialist members of
Parliament speaks volumes in this respect. A superficial
reading of the repon might leave one with the impres-
sion that the Communiry is experiencing budgetary
difficuldes. !fl'e are rcld that the shonage of resources
will make the implementation of a restructuring policy
for industry and enlargement more difficult, with
obvious social and cultural consequences, that the
common agricultural policy - which absorbs more
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rhan two-thirds of the budget - must be changed,
thar new common policies must be set upr etc . . .

However we are not told that the worsening of the
crisis and its effects on the purchasing power of the
people is reflected in a decline in domestic consump-
tion in all countries and therefore in income from
VAT, which represents the bulk of Community
resources. Ve are not told that the ruthless competi-
tion in trade between the capitalist companies which is

very often to the advantage of the Unircd States, has,

as a result of tariff agreements, led to a relative drop in
Community customs' duties, not to mention [he
impact of the smuggling of products from Common-
wealth countries, in particular New Zealand, into the
European Community by way of the United Kingdom.

However, on more thorough reflection we see that the
Committee on Budgets' intentions are of quite another
nature. As a result of the search for own resources, in
particular the striving after the impossible ideal of
economic, social and cultural convergence, will not
the inequalides between the Community countries and
within each of them become even worse? The aim is to
draw the Community ever funher along the path
towards integration and supranationality, and in a

recent speech in Munich Mrs Veil expressed this more
clearly. In our view this is basically unaceptable. I have
no doubt that the large majority of Parliament is being
thwaned in its objectives. If it could it would call for
the levying of a European tax, but considers that this
would not be judicious in the present economic situ-
ation. Such a tax would add to the present excessive
burden of direct and indirect taxes in each of our
countries and many Members of Parliament fear that
the popular discontent caused by such over-taxation
would be fuelled even more. But Parliamenr's restrainr
is only temporary. It hopes to be able to resume action
when the conditions are right. In the absence of such a
new tax, the repon proposes transferring Member
States'resources to the Community. Thus programmes
and achievements would be abandoned at national
level to be taken over by the European institutions. 'n7'e

say quite plainly that such transfers are unacceptable.
Apart from the-fact that the cost of such programmes
and achievements at European level is much higher
than at national level, as recent analyses and statistics
show, in principle 

- 
and this is the essential point 

-such transfers detract from the independence of each
of our countries and represent a move towards
increased European integration and supranationality.

Since there is no more time to discuss this important
problem now, we will take the opponunity next month
during voting on the repon presented by the Commit-
tee on Budgets to defend an amendment which will
reflect our opposition to the report presented by Mr
Spinelli.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Nord to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Nord. - (NL) Mr President, my group feels
that today's debate - to be continued next month -is perhaps one of the most imponant we have had in
this House so far. Vhat is at stake is the future financ-
ing of the Community's activities and hence the future
of the Community itself. To a certain extent, we are
also talking about the first stage in honouring a pledge
which was implicit in the staging of the first European
elecrions in our hismry, and which was stated expli-
citly by a number of parties during the election
campaign - namely, that the newly-elected European
Parliament would devote its attention to the way in
which the Community should develop in the future,
and the kind of Europe our peoples want. Logically
enough, the question of the Community's financial
resources is bound to be a staning point in any such
process. The financial question is a topical one -indeed, it has become an acute problem - and it is,
moreover, one of the things on which the new
Commission must present its proposals before the
summer. This debate may help the Commission to bear
certain things in mind when it comes to putting
forward its proposals in the near future.

Mr President, the background to this debate is that the

definitive text of Mr Spinelli's repon was not made

available ro us until the day before yesterday. As a

result, preparation of the debate within the political
groups was bound to be unsatisf acLory, and, as far as

my group is concerned, I must add the proviso that, in
view of the fact that our discussion of this matter has

not yet been completed, our opinion on certain
matters may be subject to funher refinement, or may
even give rise to views and amendments which I am
not yet in a position to reveal. This proviso applies in
particular to the difficult problem of the redistribudon
mechanism - the revenue apportionmen! - a matter
which is fraught with snags here and there, and which
we still want to discuss in more detail.

'Vith that proviso, I should now like to comment
briefly on cenain aspects of the Spinelli Repon. I
believe that the basic philosophy behind the repon is

spot-on. '!?'e are nearing the ceiling of VAT revenue,
and we cannot be conten[ forevermore with a

Community which is concerned only with agriculture.
The Community must be given powers over other
policy sectors. It is a mistake to think that, by saving a

bit on the agricultural side, we shall release enough
money to enable us to pursue real policies in other
sectors. In other words, whas we need is more finan-
cial resources, bu[ not so that this would add to the tax
burden on our peoples. '!7hat we need is a transfer of
policies which were hitheno financed at national level,
as is the case with agriculture. The fact is, Mr Presi-
dent, that any decision to take joint action at Euro-
pean level is taken because it is felt that the same

things can be done better and cheaper acting together
than by every man for himself.

The conclusion we are bound to draw from this is that
the present VAT ceiling cannot remain unchanged.
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However, instead of ad hoc decisions to increase the
VAT percentage - each of which will involve ten
separate national ratification procedures - we musr
do away with the ceiling as such and set up a Commu-
nity procedure to be applied in the future to the
Community's financial requirements. '!7e can proceed
here - as the report does - on the basis of rhe
proposals put forward by the Commission as early as

1973, which just need to be reactivated and revamped
somewhat. Of course, Mr Presidenr, it will nor be easy
to put this idea into practice, but in the final analysis,
we must accept the fact that, where Communiry policy
is to be financed by the Community, the financial
decision-making policy must also be of a Community

- rather than a national - na[ure. It is precisely
those people who are wont to claim that Parliament
acts irresponsibly whenever it increases expendirure
without taking responsibiliry for revenue at the same
time who should be delighted at the introduction of a

system whereby Parliament accepts pan of the respon-
sibility for revenue as one arm of the budgetary
authority, and can thus play a full pan as the represen-
tative of the people who have to supply the revenue in
the first place.

Mr President, I should like to conclude my brief
remarks by thanking Mr Spinelli on behalf of my
group. It is thanks to his initiative rhat we have now,
made a start on a debate which we pledged ro our
voters during the election campaign.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Vi6 to speak on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats.

Mr Vi6. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
the problems raised by Mr Spinelli's repon are of such
magnitude that it is really not possible rc deal with
them in a few minutes. I therefore have no alternative,
speaking on behalf of the Group of European Progres-
sive Democrats which I represent, bur to emphasize
the points which we consider as being most viral and in
doing so to limit myself rc two main observations.

The first is that in our opinion rhis repon is based on a
fiction, that of a Europe which does not exist in the
way Mr Spinelli imagines or wishes. If ir did rhen
undoubrcdly the conclusions which he draws would be
both peninent and necessary. In my view the mosr
imponant quality in a politician is realism, and if we
ignore the present limits within which the European
institutions, including our own, the European Parlia-
ment, musr function, then we are building casrles in
the air and behaving irresponsibly. So what is the real
situation? There is no Community budger in the sense
with which the word 'budger' is normally used in our
national parliaments. There is, happily or unfonun-
ately, a single common policy for which funds are
necessary. These funds, which we rarher loosely call

the Community budget, can only be provided after
policies have been defined. On several occasions -and even just now in this House - our group and
others have called for new common policies for indus-
try, trade, energy, space, but without success for the
moment. If a decision were taken to introduce one or
more new policies then of course we would be rhe first
to work eagerly to find resources in the most rechni-
cally appropriate manner, but not before. Bur to ask
for new resources now without knowing exactly what
they are for is, I repeat, totally unrealistic. \7hat
national parliament would dare to say ro its elecrorate:
we are going to increase your raxes by 300/o; we will
tell you later what the money is ro be used for?

The second observation concerns the common agricul-
tural policy. Parliament knows how much imponance
our group armches to it. This is purely a matter of
logic on our parl - after all, it is our only common
policy. If we did nor pur our heart and soul into imple-
menting it and perfecring it we would be poor crafrs-
men indeed. I cannot and my group cannol agree wirh
points I and 2 of Mr Spinelli's reporr in which he
refers to the agricultural surpluses.

'lfith its temperate climate, Europe is naturally one of
the most productive areas in the world. It is Europe's
dury, both a moral and political duty, to produce as
much as possible in order to be able to provide suste-
nance for other less climarically-favoured peoples. The
production surplus is not, as lr is made our-ro be, a
regrettable accident of temporary duration. On Euro-
pean soil production surpluses are an imperative duty.
Vhar we need of course, on rhe other hand, is a
common trade and expon policy. Is it not downrighr
hypocritical rc be wringing our hands one minute
about hunger in rhe world, and rhe next to clamour
for voluntary restraint in food production. Of course,
we do not deny, and everybody knows, that rhere are
substantial problems, but in our opinion these mainly
involvq anificially-imponed products which only enter
Europe to be re-exponed - with added commercial
value, it is true, and rherefore providing a source of
profit - but without really having any bearing'on
agricultural production on European soil. Bur where
European soil is concerned, let me repeat, the
surpluses are self-evident: rhey are rhe result of our
geography and climarc and we have a duty to mainrain
them.

There is not enough rime, as I said, to analyse the
more technical aspects of rhis repon, bur the follow-up
to this debare and the amendmenrs which we will be
able to submit will give us an oppor[unity to broach
the technical aspects larer.

I thought it imponant, in rhe course of this debate and
on behalf of my group, to remind this House of rhe
real context within which we mus[ work.

All of us here, whoever we are, are committed
passionately, but also, and this enriches our debates,
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with a great diversity of opinions and views, to the
construction of Europe. This cannot be achieved by
dreams and by the sole force.of the imagination, even
a magnanimous imagination, but by the down-to-earth
realiry of policies patiently drawn up and imple-
mented.

Let us not spoil the future of Europe by measures of
this kind. Magnanimity is a sentiment which does
credit to humanity and which, I am convinced, does
credit to us all. It is needed for our task, but it is

cenainly not sufficient to construct the rich, free,
fraternal and united Europe to which I am sure we all
aspire.

President. - I call Mr Bonde to speak on behalf of
the Group for the Technical Coordination and
Defence of Independent Groups and Members.

Mr Bonde. - (DK) Mr President, the People's
Movement will be voting against the repon which
proposes to increase the Community's own resources.
Ve are not in favour of raising the VAT ceiling, nor
of introducing any new taxes such as income taxpaya-
ble to the Communiry. !7e have seen just what
happens when this House is given an inch. In its eager-
ness to wrest more control over the Community's
purse strings, one half of the budgetary authoriry did
nor hesitate to take the unfonunate Italian eanhquake
as a kind of hostage, as it were, to be used in its own
ambitious plans. Instead of accepting the Council's
proposal to send Dkr 312 million to Italy sb that the
money would get to Italy with all due speed, the issue

was taken as a cue for adding a few thousand million
kroner ro all the other projects, and that is why we are
now well and ruly in an institutional crisis. Parliament
floured all im own interesss in trying to get more
money out of the national coffers. In view of that kind
of conduct, there are no grounds for giving the
Community more money to squabble about.

The lesson to be learnt from the other supplementary
budget should instead be that next time, the money
should be given to some other sensible projecr - for
example, sending more money to the victims of the
Italian earthquake - so that the money is not sent via
Brussels, but direct from the national exchequers, the
aim being to get around this delaying and cost-raising
intermediate stage.

President. - Icall MrTugendhat.

Mr Tugendhtt, Member of tbe Comrnission. - Mr
President, I must say I had a great deal of sympathy
with Mr Nord when he said at the beginning of this
speech that we were talking about something which
goes far beyond finance. \fle are talking about some-
thing which really affects the future of the whole
Community. I think that when I turn to the work of
rhe committee which Mr Spinelli has chaired that is

very much my impression as well. A number of
Honourable Members, some of whom have in fact
spoken today, have contributed to the work of the
committee. But though they were dealing with very
technical matters, they were matters which go to the
very hean of the way in which the Community should
develop. I think it is right, therefore, that in dealing
with a matter of this kind the House and the Commis-
sion should stand back for a moment and reflect some-
what cautiously and open-mindedly on the various
propositions that have been put forward and the aven-
ues which'have been explored. I do not think this is an

occasion for jumping to conclusions or for rushing
into decisions. But I would like to say to Mr Spinelli

- with whom I have had the pleasure of working for
four years and with whom I look forward to a closer
association than we have had in the past - that I think
this is really a fundamental document and a document
which is going to act as a basis for discussion and is

the fulcrum within which debate actually mkes place
for quite some time.

I would also like to take the opportuniry of thanking
him, on a more personal basis, for the kind remarks he

made about me. I am only sorry that, like some other
Members, I sometimes wrongly anticipate when
debates are going to begin and I was not therefore in
my place when he actually made those comments. But
I am grateful to him for them.

Now, as I said, a number of people have already
spoken, some of whom contributed to the repon. I
would particularly like to draw attention to the speech
by Mr Arndt because I thought that in dealing with
this technical financial matter he showed a breadth of
view and a generosity of spirit which is unfonunately
all too often absent from discussions on the Commu-
nity's finances. I only wish that the objective way in
which he looked a[ these matters was more prevalent
when matters of Community finances are discussed.
All too often in this House, as well as in other fora,
orie finds that one can forecast fairly accurately the
arguments which are going rc be put forward and the
interests which are going to be deployed. It is refresh-
ing to find somebody who adoprc a more independent
attitude and I would like, if I may, to congratulate him
for it.

The Commission, as I have said, will wam to look in a

very detailed way at the resolution before the House
and the relationship between the argumentation in the
report and the terms of the resolution. I do not think
that now is an occasion for me simply to say that we
agree with this and we do not agree with that.

There are, however, a number of points which I think
I need to make in order to show what our initial
approach to these matters is and to give some idea of
the kind of direction in which our thoughrc are
moving.
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I would also like to draw attention - I am surprised
really that no-one has yet done so in rhe debate - to
the Mc Dougall reporu, one of rhe most inreresting
and valuable documents on Communiry finances and,
in some ways, I felt, a precursor of some of the things
which are mentioned in Mr Spinelli's report today.
'When one looks ar the furure of the Community's
finances, one finds in that reporr roo a grear deal of
basic work which will not only inspire rhe work of the
Parliament but may also have an influence on some
other institutions as well, although, as in this case,
there are some propositions abour which I think it is

necessary to take a cautious view. '!(i'here I disagree
with Mr Spinelli - let us take a point of disagreement
first - is the proposition thar rhe ECSC budget
should be governed by the same procedure as rhe
general budger. This is somerhing which Honourable
Members will recall I have spoken against from rime
to time in the past, and I would urge on the House the
view that the flexibiliry governing rhe ECSC budger,
deriving from the relatively simple procedures embod-
ied in the Paris Treaty, is of some value. I know rhere
are doubts in Parliamenr abour the exrent of Parlia-
ment's control and I sense rhar rhe suspicion which
Parliament has of the ECSC budger is, perhaps,
mainly a result of the problem of parliamenrary
control. I think that we, at all events, have shown that
we have no desire whalsoever ro use rhe ECSC budget
as a means of gerting round parliamenrary conrrol,
and I would urge Parliament for its pan ro consider
very carefully the advantages of the ECSC procedure
before condemning them out of hand, as I think rhere
is a dangerous tendency somerimes ro do.

On the prospects for financing the Communiry
budget, the repon concenrrates, ar least for rhe shorr
[erm, as Mr Taylor said in his remarks, on VAT, and
Mr Taylor himself drew artention ro some of the other
ideas which have been under discussion, including
those associared with Mr Lange, the chairman of rhe
Committee on Budgets. Now VAT is a very complex
subject indeed, and when I read the repon of Mr
Spinelli's committee I was srruck by a number of iron-
ies, if I may say so. The resolurion on which the
House will.be called upon.to express a view suggests
very sweeping measures of harmonization; and yer Mr
Burke's experience when he was dealing with taxarion

- and I dare say also my own, now thar I am dealing
with taxation - is rhat even when the Commission
puts forward very limited proposals for rax harmoni-
zation, we often find ourselves running into a great
deal of criricism in rhis Chamber and being atacked
for what are regarded as needless and busybody inter-
ventions, ra[her than being praised for pushing
forward the frontiers of Europe. I do not say lhar in
any spirit of hosrility - and I can see rhar I have
struck a chord, perhaps with Mr Lange, with whar I
say - but I would ask rhe House, in the light of its
own protestations, let alone anything else, ro consider
very seriously what in demiled and practical terms
would be involved in paragraph 12 of rhe resolution.

I would add a lasr word on this point. 'S7hen the reso-
lution calls for the abolition of fronrier checks on
intra-Community trade, it is, of course, asking for the
harmonization of all fiscal charges, and that is, as I
say, something which the House imelf has ofrcn
tended to express a different view on when it finds
imelf dealing with particular proposals.

The resolution also calls for VAT to be collected on
the basis of individual declararions, with the aim of
isolating the element of Community VAT. !7ell, the
House knows very well that the Commission considers
this would be a better merhod rhan the staristical one
decided upon by rhe Council; and rhe Commission for
its pan cenainly wishes to see the Sixth Direcdve
implemented in the same way as rhe House does by
the Member States.

The question of an independenr rare of VAT is a
rather separate issue and one which raises complex
legal questions which will, I think, need ro be looked
at extremely carefully. Thar is all I have to say for rhe
moment on VAT.

I now rurn to the question of loans. The resolurion
states that the Communiry borrowing and lending
activities, exclusive of rhe European Investment Bank,
should reach 250/o of the amount of rhe Community
budget and that an increase up ro rhis rate should be
achieved rapidly. I think rhe view of the Commission
on loans is well known. The Commission srrongly
agrees with the drafr resolution in rhe sense that we
attach a very considerable importance ro [he develop-
ment of loans, and we believe that that form of acriviry
has an extremely important role to play in the evolu-
tion of a more modern, pracrical and flexible sysrem of
Community financing.

I would, however, caution the House against entering
into a firm commirmenr to a particular figure and I
would also caurion the House against commirting
itself to a rapid build-up ro a parricular figure. Of
course, the exrcnr of the build-up and the figure are
very much interrelated. But I think one does have to
consider a number of pracrical problems of which the
ability of the markets to absorb Community paper is

certainly one thar needs very careful examination. I
think too that loans have a very useful role ro play and
I have shown my own approach to rhis is positive. But
as my colleague, Mr Orroli, and others have already
explained to rhe House, we are dealing here with a
very sensitive plant and I think we need to be careful
about setring objectives for roo rapid or large a
growrh. '!7'e want somerhing thar can rake root and
endure, nor a mushroom which springs up and mighr
be quickly cut down.

The resolution, Mr Presidenr, also looks forward to
proposals from the Commission for ECU bonds for
direct sale rc the public. Ve regard chis as an imagina-
tive and far-reaching idea which, we believe, deserves
serious considerarion by the Commission. \fle should
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need, however, to be quite cenain that a scheme of
this kind does not itself have a disruptive effect on
currency movements inside the Community. I draw
attention to that problem not in order to build it up as

an obstacle but to draw attention to the problem
which, I think, must be overcome before we can
embark on a path which both of us would like rc
follow.

\fhen it comes to financing the Community budget,
the resolution rules out the option of the funher use of
the Common Customs Tariff as a source of Commu-
nity revenue. I say'further use' because, of course, we
afteady derive a considerable proportion of our
revenue from the customs mriff - 

the latest figure is

somerhing of rhe order of. 35 o/o 
- 

and clearly we
could not do without it. So we are dealing here with
something which we actually have, and the question is

whether we should seek to take rather more from it,
or not. I must say rhat it is not clear to me why the
draft resolution should rule out the prospect of nking
more as a matter of principle. Mr Barbi, who is no
longer in the Chamber, expressed some views on this
subject and I know perfectly well that views differ on
some of the ideas which are currently being put
forward. But my own view of the Community as an
evolving organism, something that evolves rather rhan
moves forward by revolution, suggesrs to me rhar, as

we do derive a substantial proportion of our revenue
from the Common Customs Tariff, it would be very
unwise indeed to rule out as a principle the idea of
deriving more from it. I think that this is something
which ought to be looked at more closely rather than
set on one side.

The resolution then tackles the question of how
further finances might be raised and calls for the
removal 'or at least the raising without delay' of the
1 % ceiling and it requests the Commission to intro-
duce a proposal to this effect. It also talks of a VAT
corrective mechanism, which is then set out in some
detail in paragraph 26 of rhe resolution. I shall
comment on this latter aspect in a moment. But as the
House knows, the Commission has made it clear on a

number of occasions that the development of the
Community and its budget cannot be artificially held
back by financing constraints and that an increase in
revenues will be necessary. 'S7'e have made that clear in
the past and I make it clear at the outset of this
Commission once again.

' Todry, however, the Commission cannot take a posi-
tion, either on when such an increase will be right or
necessary, or when it will put forward a proposal on
this request. The matter lies at the hean of the prob-
lems which have to be solved in the context of restruc-
turing the Community budget, and the Commission
takes note of the view expressed in recital (g) the
preamble to the resolution, and here I quote, 'whereas
the alteration of the ceiling on own resources is condi-
tional on a more rational and more economical
restructuring of the Comrnunity budget'. I think it is

right that that particular paragraph should be
included, and I draw attention to it because I think
that, before the Community has an extension of its
existing revenue, we must be able to demonstrate that
the money we now have is being properly spent in the
interests gf the European taxpayer. I am glad that
Parliament itself recognizes that that is something we
have to do before we go on to extending the financing
system. As I have said, we do not believe that the deve-
lopment of the Community or its budget can be held
back by these constraints, but that is a condition which
we must ourselves fulfil and I think Parliament is right
ro draw attention to it.

I think too that this is too imponant a matter to rush
into taking a position on. I think we would be neglect-
ing our duty to the Communiry if we simply commit-
ted ourselves to a particular proposition without first
undertaking all the research we are now engaged upon
and we are committed to finishing by the deadline 

-Mr Spinelli is beginning to look a little uneasy but Mr
Spinelli knows he is beginning to press upon us.

Now it may be right, as the draft resolution suggests,
to adopt the solution of raising the VAT ceiling. But
Mr Taylor, in his speech, said that it may be right to
think of other ways round this and he drew attention
to the problems which some Heads of Government
have themselves drawn attention to. I think that at this
stage the Commission would be wise not to exclude
other options which have not been mentioned in this
resolution. So on two points I am saying really to the
authors of the report that I think one ought not to
exclude at the outset of one's researches cenain possi-
bilities 

- 
we would like to include certain possibilities

before reaching conclusions.

I said too, Mr President, that I would want [o
comment on the mechanism which is outlined in para-
graph26. I shall be very brief on ir. The aurhors have
chosen a mechanism which takes gross domestic prod-
uct and population in a certain ratio 

- the one to the
other - and then, using a deviation index, arrives at a
weighdng coefficient rc be applied to Member States'
VAT shares.

Now the Commission itself, some time ago, said that
progressivity in the context of VAT should be exam-
ined, so the idea raises no difficulties for us - it is
something we have been talking about for some time.
But I am not at all convinced that it would be wise to
come out in support of a proposition of this sort
before a great deal more work has been done on it. I
did not find myself that the argumentation was
convincing and I think a more rigorous analysis will be
required. So I express my continuing interest and
support for the idea of producdvity. I express doubts

- 
really quite substantial doubts 

- 
about the particu-

lar ideas which were put forward here.

Finally, Mr President, the resolution calls for a revised
role for Community institutions in the matter of own
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resources. As its earlier proposals show, the Commis-
sion takes the view that institutional evolution is

appropriate. I am sure it is a sound maxim that those
who spend money should take some responsibiliry for
its raising 

- 
and this is a point which I have heard

mentioned in this House on many occasions and I
know that this House does not duck the idea of having
some responsibiliry for raising revenue.

Others take the view that it would not be appropriate,
but not this House . . .

(Interruption)

This House would be prepared to undertake these

responsibilities, it is others who would deny to this
House the possibility of doing so, but for my pan, I
believe that it is a sound maxim that those who spend

money should take some responsibility for rhe raising
of it. I think we agree on that point.

There are other points, Mr President, that I could take
up, but I have already spoken for rather longer than
anybody else in this debate and I do not want to
prolong my statement excessively. \flhat I think the
enumeration of the poinm contained in the resolution
shows is how wide-ranging and, I would say, funda-
mental to the future structure of the Community's
financing the resolution is.

The authors of the repon have put a great deal of hard
work into the subject and their conclusions contain
ideas which are both imaginative and radical. The
Commission welcomes that. I think it is fair to point
out that it has taken some time to produce the report.
The work began, as I recall, in 1979 and the Commit-
tee on Budgets have had the draft repon in front of
them for some months.

Parliament itself of course, as Mr Nord and, I think,
others have pointed out in the course of this debate,
have only just found themselves confronted with it and
have naturally been cautious about jumping to conclu-
sions. That is certainly our view too. I need to discuss

with my colleagues - 
my new colledgues as well as

my former colleagues - 
the ideas that are contained

herein, not only because they are important in them-
selves but because they touch on the iesponsibilities of
other Members of the Commission as well as myself.

At this stage, therefore, the Commission is not in a

position, as the resolution requires, to submit a

detailed timetable for a series of wide-ranging propos-
als affecdng the fundamentals of Community policy.
Nevertheless, Parliament will obviously wish to adopt
a resolution on the question of own resources at an

early date. If it does so, I hope it will understand and
accept that it would not be right to try rc bind the
Commission at this stage in cenain ways and on a

particular timetable in macters on which some very
considerable time is necessary for internal discussion

and which witl be intimately linked to decisions which
have yet to be taken on the mandate and on which the
Commission will subsequendy be called upon to act.

I will, however, undenake to the House that the

Commission will consider the House's opinion - an

undertaking I would have given in any case even if
rhere were not a motion for a resolution. I would also

ask the House before it next debates the matter to
reflect upon the remarks that I have made and also, if I
may say so, on the remarks which Mr Arndt, Mr Vie,
Mr Taylor and Mr Barbi have abeady made and
which the other honourable Members who are going
to speak will be making, because I think all of us

understand that we are dealing with something which
requires further examination.

I conclude, Mr President, by saying that I hope Mr
Spinelli will recognize that although I have been more
cautious than him in my response to some of his
proposals I have also gone further than him in certain
other respects where he has put up a barrier and I have

said that we should not put up a barrier, we should
look funher. I hope that shows that the imaginative-
ness and the willingness for change is therefore not all
on one side. There is willingness for change and for
evolution on our part as well as on your part.

(Applause)

President. - Mr Tugendhat, although you have
made the debate longer, |ou have also added interest
to it. However, I should like to ask the two Members
of the Commission to keep an eye on the time, since
orherwise there will be no rime for the Members to
speak.

I call Mr Notenboom.

Mr Notenbo (NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Pany, I should like - following on from Mr
Barbi - ro address a sincere word of thanks to Mr
Spinelli and the other members of his working pany

- Messrs Ansquer, Arndt, Barbi, Nord and Taylor -for their fast and inventive work, which was done to a

very high standard. Like Mr Spinelli, I too fail to
understand how it is that such a fundamental debate as

this should have been allocated so litde time on the
agenda. Short speeches are good in themselves, but if
they are too short, they may give rise to serious misun-
derstandings.

A number of amendmenm may be nbled by our Group;
then again, they may be not. I hope not, but at any
rate we support this motion for a resolution. It incor-
porates cenain compromises, and I should like to
thank Mr Spinelli too for being prepared to accept
these compromises. It is a fact that his original repon
was a lot different from the one we have before us
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now. I saw myself what a laborious business it was to
get it through the Commirtee on Budgets and how
much trouble it sometimes took to make concessions,
but Mr Spinelli was insrrumental in creating a majority
in favour in the Commirtee on Budgets, and next
month we shall have to make sure rhar there is a
majority in favour in this House, because it is time
Parliament spoke out on rhis issue - not, of course,
on every single detail, and of.course rhere are things
here which can be lefr undl later - but it is time
Parliament came oul in favour of raising the own
resources ceiling quickly and with the necessary quali-
fications. Mr Spinelli has already ried his luck, as has
my Group, but neither of us have been successful so
far. I hope that Parliament will manage in February ro
pronounce on this matrer. In rhis respect, I must say
that I thoughr Mr Tugendhat's speech contained roo
much in the way of hesitation, diffidence and doubt. If
this was due to the facr rhat he has ro speak on behalf
of a Commission which has only just been installed, I
can appreciate the problem, but if rhis is to be the
Commission's position over the coming four years,
then there are bound to be difficulr rimes ahead in rhis -

House. I hope thar what Mr Tugendhat had ro say ar
the end of his speech to rhe effect rhat he still had to
discuss the matrer with his colleagues applied to his
whole speech, but I must say rhar, generally speaking,
I found his speech disappointing and over-cautious.
Of course, we think thar the besr way our is for more
kinds of own resources to be made available. Of
course, we are open [o fresh ideas, including rhe
Commission's, but at the present time, the best way
out would seem [o be rc do away with the ceiling of
1 % VAT.

There are two comments I should like rc make on own
resources - one on the question of quantity and one
concerning quality. As regards rhe quanritative aspect,
I can only say rhat this is not a revolurionary idea; the
decision on own resources was not designed ro cunail
own resources but, on the contrary, to increase them.
The 1 % ceiling was probably introduced for experi-
mental purposes, but the decision on own resources
was designed to be a step forwards rarher than back-
wards. Historically speaking, rhen, it is perfectly logi-
cal to call for the ceiling to be removed. Of course, we
then need more agreement between the Council and
Parliament in the annual budgetary procedure rhan is
the case right now. I should therefore like to see Ani-
cle 203 of the EEC Treaty improved; after all, the
removal of the I % ceiling is a perfectly justifiable
proposal from the historic poinr of view.

Mr Ansquer's colleague, Mr Vie, claimed that it was
not right and proper to ask for more resources. The
fact is that s/e are not asking for one extra penny from
the budget; what we are asking for is for the ceiling to
be removed so that, when we are agreed on new poli-
cies, we shall not first of all have [o go rroming off ro
ten Parliaments for a ratificarion procedure which will
take between two and three years. Thar is the point at
issue here: this proposal - if adopted - will not

mean one extra penny on rhe budget; instead, it will
remove the present obstacle - rhe time that a ratifica-
tion procedure takes. That is the whole problem, and
that is why progress is needed on this issue. My Group
too supports rhe poinr made in g), concerning the
conditions which will have to be ftrlfilled. Parliament
must not ask the Council to give us our own resources
so that we can then disribute rhem. '!7hat we wan[ are
'new resources - under cenain conditions - so thar
we can use [hem sensibly in those areas where expend-
iture at a European level would be more efficient than
at a national level.

Mr Arndr sressed rhe distributive aspecrs - rhe Social
Fund and the Regional Fund - bur ir seems ro me a
bit out of date to differentiare berween distribution
and producrion. The two rightly belong rogerher, as
do energy policy and development aid, as mar,ters
which can serve the cause of progress, in which term I
include economic progress. I am absolutely convinced
that these matrers can ofren be organized more effi-
ciently, more effectively and more cheaply ar Euro-
pean level. Thar is the basic idea, and it is one we
suPPort.

As regards the qualitative aspect of own resources, Mr
Spinelli made a number of important comments in his
report. He did not make things easy for himself. He
made very precise observations, stressing once again
the importance of own resources for the Community
and for its financial autonomy. The conceprc of finan-
cial autonomy and own resources have suffered a

severe mauling over the last few years. That is why Mr
Spinelli has set out - and we all suppon him in this -to resurrect the idea. Own resources mean that money
flows directly from the people of the Community to
Europe without first of all having to pass through the
national budgets. That is the point ar issue, and the
way in which the problem of the British contribution
to the budget was presented violarcd the principle of
own resources. As I have already said, I vored for rhe
decision, but the way in which it was presenrcd viol-
arcd the principle that Europe should be financed by
its own resources. Over the last few weeks, we have
witnessed yer another violation of rhis principle. No
Member State can say that it will only transfer
resources to Brussels to finance policies it approves of
and not for those policies it disapproves of. That is a
violation of the principle of own resources and finan-
cial autonomy. 'l7hoever feels that the budget is not
legally valid must take his case to the European Court
of Justice, but if the budget has been legally signed,
the resources must be made available automatically
and that is something for which the Member States are
responsible. I would compare these Member States
with a lady in the Netherlands who last year refused to
pay over a proportion of the tax due from her because
she disapproved of defence expenditure. She was
immediately forced by the coun ro pay over the full
amounr on rhe grounds rhat no taxpayer has rhe right
to reduce his or her tax bill by an amount correspond-
ing to expenditure which he or she does nor approve
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of. Likewise, no Member State has the right to reduce
its contributions to compensate for expenditure which
ir does not approve of. That is a violation of the princi-
ple of own resources and that is why it is so imponant
that Mr Spinelli should have made such imponant
commenm - with our support - on the qualitadve
aspects of own resources.

I have one final remark to make on paragraph 13. !7e
fully suppon Mr Spinelli's idea that it is essential for
our people to understand why it is right for own
resources to come direct from value-added tax, this
being the most direct route. On the other hand, we
Members of the Group of the European People's
Pany do not want to see small and medium-sized
undertakings, in panicular, saddled with an enormous
amount of paperwork by virtue of the collection and
channelling of own resources. Europe needs these
firms, and because many of them are in a difficult
position, we do not want to implement to the full any
high-falutin ideas which may jeopardize their very
existence. That is the essence of the compromise we
found in paragraph 13 , and it is merely up to the
backroom boffins to find out how these two aspects

can be combined.

That completes [he remarks I wanted to make. Mr
Spinelli mentioned some names himself, and as I have
already thanked the Members of the Committee for
their excellent work, I should like to take this oppor-
tunity to mention our officials who have put in so

much work for us, in particular Mr Guccione and Mr
Giraud, who have undoubtedly contributed towards
the production of this outstanding report. I very much
hope thar the Commission - after a period of reflec-
tion - will be more enthusiastic towards our repon
than they were today. Ve are not just mlking about
money here. One's reaction rc this idea is closely
linked to one's attitude towards progress in Europe or
the disintegration of Europe. That is what the Spinelli
Report is all about. It is only superficially about
money; the real issue goes much deeper.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Jackson.

Mr Robert Jackson. - Mr President, I should like to
join with those who have congratulated Mr Spinelli on
rhe work that he and his colleagues have done in this
working pany, and I should like to welcome a number
of important passages in the Spinelli repon and in the
Balfour repon which is being debated with it.

The first thing which I think we must welcome is the
way in which these documents promote the concept of
a'convergence budget', rather than a budget which is
simply a cash register for policies that have been separ-
ately agreed. I think that this will help us to prevent in
future the existing perverse pattern of resource Eans-

fers within the Community. A second element in the
Spinelli report which I welcome is the insistence that
new own resources should be conditional upon bring-
ing agricultural policy spending under control. And a

rhird feature of the Spinelli document is perhaps its
most important feature, as Mr Notenboom has

poinrcd out, and that is that a living and developing
Community must have growing financial resources in
order to do what it can do more effectively than the
Member States can. So far so good.

However, there is a problem, and that is the problem
of the relation between the Spinelli report and the
shon and middle-term issues of budgetary reform
which now face the Community - the son of prob-
lems being considered by the Commission in the light
of the mandate given to it last May by the Council.
The Spinelli group was set up on 17 April 1980 before
the mandate was given, and essentially the aim of the
Spinelli group, as I read the resolution and repon, was
to consider the long-term budgetary development of
the Community. However, the report does contain
two sections which can be read as constituting at least
the elements of a European Parliament contribution rc
the fulfilmenr of the terms of the mandate given to the
Commission - Section 5 on financing the budget in
the short term, and section 6 on redisribution through
budgetary measures, which refers to the concept of
equity.

Notr, while I salute the Spinelli repon as a long-term
document, I am afraid that it is not by itself a sufficient
or suitable basis for the European Parliament's contri-
bution to the work being done on the mandate given
to the Commission, nor by itself does it answer the
short- and middle-term ques[ions about budgetary
reform which are the subject of that mandate. The
basic reason for this is that the concept of making the
VAT progressive, on which Mr Spinelli bases his
proposals for the short term, simfly will not be enough
to do the job of making the budget more equicable so

that it can better serve convergence.

On the issue of equity, there are at least two sons of
what are now called in Community jargon 'unaccepta-
ble situations' in the budgetary arrangements of the
Community. There is on the one hand the Bridsh
problem, of a less prosperous country making a

disproponionate net contribution. To this there has, of
course, been found the temporary solution of 30 May
1980, which we will have to be addressing again in
four months in the context of the 1982 budget proce-
dure. Then there is the other unacceptable situation of
which perhaps we are not yet sufficiently aware. That
is the one experienced by Germany, a more prosper-
ous country, which is making a disproponionate net
contriburion compared with other prosperous Member
Stares who are in the same economic position and
enjoy the same economic strength.

Now the trouble is that the idea of progressivity in the
VAT simply cannot by imelf solve either of these prob-
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lems. '\7e need to do the arithmetic, and I am not sure
this arithmedc was done when the Spinelli report was
prepared. I have looked into this. The fact is that as far
as the less prosperous country is concerned, progres-
sivity in the VAT can hardly be expected to do more
rhan offset the disrcnions caused by levies and duties,
let alone compensate for the distortions caused by the
Community's existing partern of expenditure. It simply
will not provide enough [o correct that unacceptable
situation. If we look at the other unacceptable situa-
rion, that of the more prosperous country bearing
disproponionate burdens - the German problem, if
you like to call it that - progressivity in the VAT will
only add to the burdens carried by that country with-
out doing anything to spread the burden more equita-
bly among the other more prosperous Member States.

So, Mr President, to sum up, I believe that the Spinelli
document is very useful. I agree tha[ a progressive
VAT has an important part to play in assuring a fairer
budger, although I think that perhaps we have gone
into too much detail about the mechanisms of that. I
am afraid, however, that Parliament will have to do
more work if it is to rise to the full challenge set by the
dimensions of the problem of budgetary reform in the
conrexr of the mandate given to the Commission. In
the first instance, I suppose, this is a task for the
Committee on Budgets. I believe it could do worse
than to look again at the ideas of the Lange resolution
which were adopted by Parliament in November 1979,
but which are not referred to or discussed in the
Spinelli repon.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Leonardi.

Mr Leonardi. - (I) Mr President, in this short
speech of mine I should like to point out that the
problems of our own resources have always coincided
with times when there has been a crisis of development
in our Community. This was the case in the mid-sixties
and again at the beginning of the seventies when, with
the ending as it were of the customs union, there came

into being the current system of own resources which
we now want to see expanded.

This happening because the Community as a whole is

going through a period of crisis, as has happened
before. It feels a need to expand and naturally greater
financial resources are required. Consequently, we
cannot look on the matter of own resources as a prob-
lem in isolation; we have to see it as part of a wider
problem which calls above all for a political response.

Just consider all the European Council statements that
have been issued lately and the undenakings given by
the Heads of State and Government for the develop-
ment of various policies - data processing, industrial
conversion, and so on - and then consider how they
behave in quirc the opposite manner when it comes to
taking a decision on increasing own resources. Or just

consider the hankerings - which have always existed
in the Community and which have been more or less

contained - after a juste retour, which really would
mean the end of this Community of ours.

As I said, the problem is primarily political. This is the
poinr we have to hammer home if we want to win over
public opinion. Ve do not think there is any need to
increase finances just to transfer one or tvo national
policies to Community level. !7e wan[ more funds for
different policies which require a Community
approach and which will enable the money to be put to
more efficient use, which means that the tax burden
could very well be eased. You see, we are convinced
that Community action in various areas will have such
a positive effect on the development of income as a

whole that the burden of public expendiiure will be

reduced.

This is what we have to convey to the public, instead
of the impression I have got from lisrcning to a lot of
the speeches here, that with this request for more
finances we are going to increase mxes. This is just not
true! !U'e are aiming at just the opposite: putting
expenditure to more efficient use in order to cut taxes
if possible. People in the Community have to get used
to the idea of not viewing Community spending as

something on top of national spending, but rather as a
different, better and essential kind of expenditure for
problems which now require a Community approach.

This means that the Italian Members of the Commun-
ist and Allies Group support the motion for a resolu-
tion and the proposals which have been put forward.
However, I think it would be useful if we had a look
at cost-effectiveness. Among other things this would
help us get used to the idea of monitoring with greater
care spending and its effects, and pursuing a policy of
increased harmonization, more progressivity, greater
use of loans, and so on. I cannot of course go into
these very important but specialized aspects here.

As for the political effects - to which we shall have to
pay special attention - I do not intend to spend a lot
of time on that aspect of the problem which has also,
quirc rightly, been mentioned. I am referring to the
fact rhat Community spending and the Community's
own resources represent in the final analysis only a

dny pan of the Member States' general public spend-
ing or of income and that, when all is said and done,
the increase we are asking for would be a marginal
amount compared with general public spending. This
is not rhe major aspect of the matter. !fl'e are not going
to make excuses the Italian people for asking for more
resources of our own. Ve are asking for these
resources because we believe that with their help, and
with the help of the finances we shall get rc implement
Community policies on a Community scale, our coun-
tries and the Community will enjoy even greater bene-
fim in the form of greater economic and political inde-
pendence and fresh opponunities for development.
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The people of Europe have to realize rhar nowadays
even modest Community acrion, with Community
policies on data processing, energy, research, training,
and so on, can stimulate a new' rype of development
and give a boost to developmenc in rhe Member States
and in the Community as a whole. However, we have
to have Community spending, wirh Community poli-
cies and the Community's own resources.

The simple fact is that the problem we are discussing
today in considering and asking for an increase in own
resources is closely linked to changes in the Commu-
niry which are pushing it towards acrive measures
which require new policies and exrra finance.
However, as I said before, rhe results which we think
can be obmined wich these financial resources will
more than compensare for any grearer burden which
we think the people of the Community may have ro
bear.

For these reasons, which are primarily political and
not simply financial or economic in nature, the Italian
Communists will support the motion for a resolution
tabled by Mr Spinelli.

President. - I call Mr Visentini.

Mr Visentini. - (I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the tremendous imponance of the subject of this
debate has aheady been pointed out, but this is even
more true in the case of the institutional aspecrs it
touches on. I therefore think it is ridiculous [hat a

subject of such imponance is sacrificed for lack of
time. !flhat I mean is that there is practically no chance
to consider or discuss the matter, since each of us has
been given only a few minutes, with the resulr that we
have to condense our comments without being able rc
develop them and expound them in a logical manner. I
must add that the Groups did not have time ro discuss
the matter either, and so I am speaking here in a

strictly personal capacity and nor on behalf of the
Group.

The first point - and this has to be stressed - is that
the expansion and developmenr of the Community's
actions and operations require new resources. You
cannot expect to develop Community action simply by
cutting expenditure in rhe agriculrural sector. A berrer
balance between agricultural and other spending, in
connection with rhe fresh iniriatives which the
Community needs to mke, will and must come from
the increased resources which rhe Communiry must
obtain.

The second point is basic ro the Spinelli repon and is

one which I suppon wholeheanedly. \fle have ro be
determined that this new level of greater finance is
established according to Community procedures and
with the panicipation of Parliamenr. However, I musr
say in connection with paragraph 31 and Annex I of

the motion for a resolution - and I reserve the right
to table an amendment of my own on this - that the
opinion of the Council should be adopted by a quali-
fied majority rather than by unanimous agreement..

My third point concerns loans. As Mr Taylor's excel-
lent and thorough repon makes clear, the Community
loans which are granted by various bodies and accord-
ing to various mechanisms consist of loans which are
granted to third parties by the Community authorities.
The Community is therefore norhing more [han a

financial intermediary as far as these loans are
concerned. In my view, Community borrowing in
future should also be used to finance the Communiry's
own operations. Of course, these will have to be
investment operations or operations which bring
medium or long-term economic productivity or profir-
abiliry. Naturally, the circumstances are differenr from
the situation of an individual Srate. The point is that
when an individual State borrows in order to finance
medium and long-term investment programmes, it can
in theory - at least this is whar one learns at univers-
ity - service the debt by means of rhe increased prod-
uctivity which the investment Benerares. The Commu-
niry has no direct income of its own, and so ir will be
the Member Sntes which will have to increase rhe
Community's own resources on the basis of the ensu-
ing general increase in producdvity.

Let me just say in closing thar with these changes
which I intend to propose - and which in facr fit in
with the tenor of the Spinelli repon and are I think
also in line with his own yisq/5 

- we really have ro
move forward, especially on [he institutional level,
because this is the major significance of Mr Spinelli's
rePort.

President. - I call Mr Tuckmann.

Mr Tuckmann. - Mr President, I have been very
impressed with the work that Mr Spinelli and the ream
around him have done, and I want to say that as far as

the long term is concerned, I am very much behind the
spirit, the aims, the large scale. I have more worry
about the detail. As far as rhe shon rerm is concerned.
I cannot go along wirh it. I should, incidennlly, srress
that our Group have not had a chance to discuss it, so
what I am saying is just my view, not a Group view.

As far as the shon rerm is concerned, I want ro see the
I % VAT ceiling rerained ar rhis time. I am one of
those who have to look after a lot of workers who are
in ancient industries and who fall into unemployment

- I instance here textiles, shoes and the like - and I
still cannot see, even after l8 monlhs of being exposed
ro influences from colleagues in this House, that if a
steel-worker has to move out of his job because rhe
sub-stratum, rhe demand from the consumer, has
gone, he is to be differendy treated from a farmer
whose product may nor be wanted in rhe same degree
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any more either, I know that in saying this I am in very
fundamental disagreement with the bulk of this
House, panicularly those from south of the Alps, but
nevenheless I continue to feel that way and therefore I
must say it. Therefore, until the CAP is sorted out -
and I do not mean by that that it should be abolished. I
do mean that these enormous surpluses must go - I
would not agree to abolishing the VAT; and in that, to
my surprise, I seem to be in tune with the Council of
Ministers, whose attitude I usually find much too
restrictive.

I would, if I may, just refer - afrcr all it is supposed

ro be a debate - to something said by the new Gaul-
list colleague just to the right of me. He said we

should produce as much in the way of food products

as is pcissible. \7ell, you know, this is a question of
price and politics. Ve could go and Put the whole of
European production into armaments or education or
social welfare if we made the price low enough; but
the result would be thorough misery in all sorts of
orher sectors, and I feel that this ignoring, or wanting
to ignore, the market principle is evidenced as a bad

thing. Look at Russia, with an enormous territory rich,

in giainproducing potential: they are near starvation if
America does not produce the grain. !7ell, I think that
is an example which should be used as a comparison,
and therefore I think this whole notion of trying to
take agriculture out of the economic sphere is an

error. One more example: we have in Europe - parti-
cularly I know about it in England and I know about it
in Germany - taken another sector out of the

economic sphere by just putting the price extra-ordi-
narily low, and that is housing. The result is that our
populations feel deprived if they do not have as much
housing as they would want. Yet they have about five

time! as much as the average Russian. Relatively
speaking, therefore, I think we have reduced what is

available in other sectors. On the whole front, I find
that you have to have better reasons for ignoring the
normal market principles than this House normally
seems able to accept.

Now I turn to the long term. Here I go very much

along with the spirit that lies behind the Spinelli
report. It seems to me [hat we very often concern
ourselves here with small-scale, short-term matters,
whereas in fact what we are really engaged in is trying
to build for ourselves a mechanism which the USA
built for itself some 150 years ago, only they had a

much easier job. They built their federal structure
before the bulk of the people had arrived in their
country. They built it at a time of l3 States, and today
there are 50. They also built it before their population
had been shaped and shaped into a one-language
system. \fle in Europe are trying to operate with many
different cul[ures, many different chunks of hisrcry
and a very diverse mentality, as is shown by the fact
that I find myself so heavily in opposition to many
colleagues. Therefore, to consider what mechanisms

could be brought about to bring us together, both on

the financial and on the content side, is an enormously
valuable and important exercisb.

Basing oneself on the McDougal report, which exam-

ined a number of subjects which have not generally

been considered by our colleagues so far, was an

important exercise. To take McDougal's indications of
where a modicum of effectiveness may be found and
to base one's policies on them seems to me to be an

imponant and highly valuable approach and some-

thing that should be pursued funher. Therefore, in
tune with a great deal of the Spinelli report, I hope
that this House will gradually come to accePt it.

This leads me to my final point. I think it is extremely
important that we in this House regard ourselves not
mCrely as a doctor using the thermometer to find out
how the patient is today but rather as opinion-formers
who lead the populadons of our countries to see that a

united Europe on a number of subjects and fronts is

needed, and that we push them in that direcdon by
having reports of this kind ahead of the time for their
implementation, so that by the dme they come to be

discussed nationally they have already become part of
the accepted way of thinking.

INTHE CHAIR:MRZAGARI

Vice-President

President. - I call Mrs Boserup.

Mrs Boserup. - (DK) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, I have no need to wait until February to
reveal that I shall be voting against this proposal on
the Community's own resources. It is true that the

report sets out a number of points of which we are all
aware and which I would not, of course, seek to deny'
Nonetheless, the proposal does include cenain
assumptions which my constituents and the majority
of Danish voters cannot accept. Ve are by no means

convinced of the need for the Community to add to its
commitments and burden itself with new tasks.

Ve have taken this view not because of a lack of soli-
dariry but because we believe that the kind of joint
policy we are mlking about here will be in the best

interests of ordinary waBe-earners, who make up

80 % of the population in Denmark. The Common
Agricultural Policy, which is the best developed and,
in fact, the only real common policy we have, has been

shown to be a very good thing for large-scale agri-
culture and the big multinationals trading in,- and
producing, feedingsiuffs. On the other side of the

toin, regional policy, to which many people would
like to see more resources devoted, and which we

should perhaps have supponed too, has not benefircd.
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In this respect, I go along enrirely wirh whar was said
by Mr Arndt. The gap berween rich and poor coun-
tries has widened rarher rhan narrowed. Social policy,
which we are seeking to develop, consisrs of isolated
programmes, and the only result is that we have sdll
more people unemployed and a more widespread feel-
ing of despondency. Ve have a decent Government in
Denmark - a social democratic government which
follows the Commission's advice on economic poliry.
The result is a fall in rhe level of real earnings, a fact
which the Governmenr itself says is desirable; for in-
stance, whenever wages fall, the Government comes
along and asks rhe workers to contribute more to [his
Communiry. But that is simply nor on. You cannot
simply come along and help yourself m a bigger slice
of the VAT cake, nor can you change rhe distribution
key, and you can certainly nor get your way by
harmonizing income and consumption taxes.

Abolidon of the ceiling on rhe Community's share of
VAT revenue is, as far as we are concerned, out of the
question; we refuse to enter into a commitment to
pour taxpayers' money into a botromless pit. The
Committee on Budgeary Control, of which I am a

member, puts a lot of honest effon inrc scrurinizing
the use of resources. Bur to what purpose? Yesterday
in this House, Mr Batrersby's reporr, on behalf of the
Committee on Budgecary Control was adoprcd. Poinr
7 of that reporr says that Parliamenr is sadsfied wirh
the Commission's efforts to limit carry-overs from one
accounting year to anorher. Thar is recorded in yester-
day's minutes. This should ensure respect for the
budget in the form in which it was passed. And now
we are supposed to be passing somerhing like this less
than a month after reaching full agreement with the
Commission on rhe supplementary budget, the main
aim of which was to enable carry-overs ro be made
from one accounting year ro another. Thar is what I
would call two-faced behaviour, and I deplore rhe facr
that the Danish Governmenr has stooped so low as ro
pay its share of the bill which ir had no need ro do.
There is, after all, no need ro be complianr ro rhe poinr
of crawling, especiaily nor for a Governmenr in a coun-
try where interesr in rhe Community is so lukewarm as
in Denmark.

As I said before, I cannor supporr rhis proposal to give
the Community more own resources. Instead, I would
advise the Commission to apply irs ralenr ro working
within the given framework.

IN THE CHAIR: MR HANS KATZER

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Moller.

Mr Msller. - (DK) Mr President, I rhink Parliament
has done an admirable job of work in trying ro show
how difficult it will be to solve the economic problems
facing the Community once rhe ceiling on own
resources has been reached. But is seems ro me [hat it
would have been more useful to show how we could
avoid the problem of rhe ceiling in the first place. Mrs
Boserup referred to the problem of unemployment and
said that the problem would not be solved by an'
rncrease ln own resources. \fle believe that increasing
own resources might - even if they were allotted to
the Social Fund - lead to an increase in unemploy-
ment, because the money we rake from the taxpayers
cannot be put to orher uses by those [axpayers. A more
wonhwhile undenaking would therefore probably be to
get by with the resources we have and to make stren-
uous effons to bring about changes in budgetary
policy and spending policy with the aim of making do
with the resources which are already earmarked for
the Community.

If we were to tackle the problems of the scope for
action offered by new resources, we should firsr of all
have to give some thoughr to whar new things could
be financed. Before we set abour thinking abour creat-
ing new resources, we should first of all ascenain what
needs they are supposed to meer.'S7here, pray, is [he
long-term budget which is supposed ro rell us that,
within a period of four to five years, we shall have to
create more resources if we are to solve the problems
facing Europe? Ve can see norhing of the kind. Ve
cannot see how social problems or unemployment
problems will be solved by crearing additional
resources ro be mken from the raxpayers and doled
out to [he unemployed or the poorer regions. That will
only make the poor regions even poorer.

I would therefore repeat thar we could perhaps do
with a long-term budgeu No matter how valuable it
has been to take a fleedng look behind rhe veil of the
future, and no matter how valuable Mr Spinelli's view
of what may happen in the future, I am still afraid m
have to say that we could get by for a long time with
the present ceiling so long as we concenrrare on
cuttinB expenditure drastically.

Mr Tugendhat said in his speech somerhing ro rhe
effect that those who spend money should also creare
new resources and raise those resources themselves. I
am nor sure whether that applies to rhe Commission,
the Members of the Commission, Commission offi-
cials, Parliament's Secrerariat-General, Parliament's
accounting staff and so on. As far as I am concerned,
it concerns firsr and foremost. rhose people who have
to pay the money. Ve could give some thoughr ro
setting up a Community rax payable by all employees
in the Communiry. But any arrempr ro get hold of
funds by this means would nor be very well received in
a Community where employees and workers have as
much influence as rhis particular case.
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k is a point I would raise to add to the useful
comments made by Mr Tugendhat in his speech. Vhar
I have in mind is a long-term budget from which we
can see that if, over a period of four to five years, we
can no longer get by with the resources we have, we
must, create new revenue sources, and from which we
can see what resources we have and what possibilities
are open to us. I believe it would be very bad for the
Community to go to the taxpayers and say that we
now wan[ to introduce a Community tax as wefl as an
increase in VAT - which is perhaps the cheapest and
the most sensible solution - and as we[ as an increase
in direct taxes, property taxes or other sources of
revenue, because the Community is costing more than
we had expected. I think I can promise you - like
Mrs Boserup, although her view of the European
Community differs from mine - that any such
suggestion would fall on extremely stony ground, and
would give Mrs Boserup and the other members of the
Danish People's Movement - who are unfortunately
not here at the moment - an excellent cue to agitate
against the Community.

But when we talk about a long-term budget, we must,

also bear in mind the harmonization of resources. This
question crops up over and over again. Clearly, we
cannot carry on with different taxes and levies, but
how should we go about the task of harmonizadon? In
our effons to bring about harmonization, we have
already run into all manner of difficuldes whenever it
came down to the question of taxes and levies. My
view is that no decisions on this matter will be forth-
coming from the Commission or the Council or the
Parliament. Harmonization must be a national matter.
If we cannot hold our own in competition, we must
harmonize our taxation policy in agreement with
neighbouring countries so as to restrict border trade
and even all rade to neighbouring countries where
prices are lower than in our own counrries. '!7'e must
therefore simply take steps - as Denmark is now
having to do - for example to reduce its tax on wine
so rhat the Danes do not buy their wine only in Mr
Arndt's country. Of course, we like the delicious
German wines, and it is nice rc be able to buy them in
Germany itself, but because of the high level of taxa-
tion on wine, we are trying to Bet down to a level
where we can manage the Danish trade ourselves.
That is the road towards harmonization. Harmoniza-
tion is something which will come about of its own
accord so long as we apply free trade policies to the
full, because then the people will buy wherever things
are cheapest and best.

'!7e rend to place too much stress on compulsory
harmonization instead of saying that the result of
pursuing a policy of free trade will be harmonization. I
have made a study of the situation in the United
States, where some taxes are collected by the indivi-
dual States and not by the federal authorities. People
who are acquainted with this system have told me that
a 7 0/o drfference in prices between rwo neighbouring
States would have the effect of forcing the more expen-

sive of the two to reduce im overheads and im level of
taxation on its own account without any intervention
from the federal government or from the Congress in
\Tashington.

I should like to mke advantage of this first debate to
point out that we must first and foremost oppose the
idea of a long-term budget settint out what we want
in 1982, 1983, 1984 and so on. The kind of thing we
need is four-year budgets which we can revise year by
year and step by step as we see that new problems are
cropping up. If we can see that something will be

coming along in 1985 which will have to be taken into
account, we shall have to decide what to do about it:
whether to build the Channel Tunnel or whether to set

to work on one or other of the projects announced in
this House. Of course, we must make provision for an
expenditure policy setting out priorities for a four to
five-year period, and try to bring revenue into line
with the policy we have worked out in a long-term
budget.

Ladies and gentlemen, that concludes what I had rc
say on this occasion, having been called as the last
speaker. I do not think we can expect much more on
this point from question time.

President. - I call Mr Spinelli.

Mr Spinelli, rapporteur. - (I) Mr President, can I just
point out that both Mr Tugendhat and some other
speakers have mentioned another debate. There is not
going to be another debarc; we are simply going to
present the amendmenr and vote on them.

In this connection can I ask the chair - and I am
speaking here for Mr Lange, too - for a definite
deadline to be set for the amendments, so [ha[ the

Committee on Budger has a chance to look at them
and arrive at a considered opinion one way or the
other, without leaving it up to me to interpret as best
I can the views of the committee at the next part-
session. Several Groups say that they have not thought
about it yet. I find this surprising. Ve have been work-
ing on this subject for a year, and plenty of ideas and
drafts and almost final documents have been around
for a while. The matter could have been dealt with by
now.

As for the various speeches we have heard, I am not
going to bother about those which were actually
against the development of the Community and which
are therefore against any plans to increase the
Community's resources. The reasons for this opposi-
tion are political and consequently have nothing to do
with budgetary problems. If these people form a

majority in Parliament, a motion like this will not get
through. If it is going to get through, these people will
have to be in a minority. I have nothing else in particu-
lar to say on this point.
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I shall respond instead to those who said they were
convinced that the Community had to develop. In the
first place I should like to make one or two comments
about what Mr Tugendhat said. Now if I were a

cartoonist, I should draw a picture of him hopping
about beside a tonoise and rclling it: 'For heaven's
sake take it'easy, there's no rush; take your time, don't
go rushing into thingsl' The Community we have
takes months and years to carry out the simplest oper-
ation. You know very well, Mr Tugendhat, that if we
do not want [o end up in a year or so in the same state
as we almost found ourselves this year, we have to
start right away to submit proposals on the matter of
ow'n resources, because it all needs to be discussed, to
be mulled over by the Council, and to be approved by
the national parliaments. There is no cime to lose.

Mr Tugendhat also mentioned the tremendous prob-
lems related to the changeover from a statistical to a

declaration-based method of VAT collection. Two
countries are already using the method of individual
declaration without any problems. It is a well known
fact, because it was rhe opposirion of Belgium -behind whom all the other countries fell into line -which meant that this system was not introduced right
from the start. At the time it was said that everyone
should be using the declaration-based method by
I January 1985. But what has the Commission done to
bring this about? The Commission has been widdling
im thumbs and now it comes and rclls us there are
problems and complications. I fail to see why these
problems, which Denmark and Ireland managed to
solve, could not be solved in other countries which
were basically ready to deal with them five or six years
480-

If the Community needs to develop, it must have the
opponunity to do so. This is the point we are trying to
make. If there is no need, it will not make use of the
opportunity. The impression we did not want to give
was that Parliament was asking for the I % limit to be
abolished simply because, in a momenr of madness, it
felt it had to put forward ideas for vasr expenditure.
'$/hat we said was that we needed to introduce a
method of preparing things and working rhem our,
whereby we had to progress in parallel fashion by
units which are naturally longer rhan a year. This
explains why we referred ro legislative terms in which
the Community will have to be ready to tackle prob-
lems of this kind for the succeeding five years 

- 
and

this is why it is going to need rhese financial resources

- 
so that all the Member S[ates, the national parlia-

ments, the governments, the Commission and Parlia-
ment know what is going on. The tenor of.rhe budget
debates will then be one of setrlement and everyone
will at last know whar the general poliry of the
Community is.

This is the only way we are going to give rhe lie rc thar
specious argument which mainrains that rhere can be
no mlk of new resources until v/e have some policies.
How often did we hear the cry rhar Parliamenr could

not be elected because it had no responsibility and that
it could not be given responsibiliry because it was not
elected? The same thing can be said now: there can be
no new resources because there are no policies, but no
policies can be inroduced because the resources are
lacking. Consequently, it is up to us to say [hat we
need new policies, explain why, work out an agree-
ment and therefore give the Community new
resources.

If this is going to be done, we cannot resort. to some
involved procedure each time. 'What we have to do in
a way is create the opponunities and then make sure
that they can be suitably implemented. This is why we
suggested for a start that the 1 0/o ceiling should be
abolished. A few Members who have obviously not
read the report very carefully have put forward the
argument that we have failed to realize that corrective
mechanisms are required and that we should therefore
go back ro those proposed by Mr Lange. Can I just
point out that Mr Arndt's contribution on [he correc-
tive mechanisms constitutes the finishing touch to [he
need oudined by Mr Lange as part of a European tax
system. 'We want to put this together, although of
course it is not going to be the answer to all our prob-
lems. It is a corrective mechanism, after all. Complex
spending, meaning spending which is not restricted to
one policy, needs to be overhauled but this is not the
job of a report on the Community's new resources..We 

can just point out the need and this is whar we
have done.

As for the loans policy, our report is perhaps not
explicit on the matter but it indicates clearly enough
that poliry on investment and development must nor
be limited simply ro raking out loans and rhen granting
them, which is what happens ar rhe moment. The
policy has to be conceived for invesrmenm and for
development and nor jusr for currenr spending or to
cover debts which have been incurred for rhis purpose.

Several Members have said that this resulr could be
reached in the long run. One Member said especially
that he was against abolishing the I 0/o limit, but rhen
wenr on to ralk about the limits mentioned in the
MacDougal reporr. You cannot have two things ar
once. You have ro make up your mind: one rhing or
the orher. 

.!7e 
realize rhat some of rhe needs we have

outlined here will take years. \fhen Mr Tugendhat
tells us the Commission cannor give any dates, we
should like to know when ir intends ro srarr on the job
and how long, more or less, ir reckons it will take.
Vas it nor some English lord who said 'Death closes
all, but somerhing ere rhe end may yet be done'?

Mr Tugendhar correctly said thar he could not give an
answer to all rhese quesrions here and now. I had
pointed out however thar I was not expecring an
immediate answer from the Commission. The new
Commission took over only a couple of weeks ago and
naturally will not have had the time to discuss rhese
matters. Since ar the same rime rhe Commission has
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said that it cannot cover a whole range of issues and
that it has various views, I should like to offer it one
specific proposal. For the time being this is a personal
suggestion, but I hope that next time it will be a

proposal made on behalf of the committee and with
Parliament's backing. The point is that the Commis-
sion is undoubtedly going to look at our report and
the MacDougal report, consider the views of the

Commissioners and come up with a few ideas. You are
going to disagree with us on many points, to be sure.
As you think things over, however, we should like you
to come back and discuss matters with us, principally
rogether with the Committee on Budgets but now and
then here in Parliament as well. You could tell us how
your thoughts are progressing and give us an idea of
how you see things. You could suggest how some pan
or other of a resolution might be reworked and offer
ideas for changes, and so on. Let Parliament in on this
process of working things out. It may be your job, but
do not keep it to yourselves behind closed doors, or
just with Coreper, which means sole regard for
national interests, but come and discuss things with the
committee and with Parliament itself. Let us not have
a repeat of what happened in the case of the regulation
on amending the staff regulations. This was a docu-
ment which you in the Commission drew up but which
was discussed by Coreper even before the Commission
gor round to considering it. Just look at rhe dates! !7e
should like this document we have adopted to have a
different fate. Stan discussing it with us, and let it be a
srarting point for all the debates we have with you. I
have no doubrc about commitment to Europe at the
head of tie Commission, and so I am sure that if we
go about things like this we shall be able to clarify our
ideas and reach some atreement and that you will feel
you are getting more support than you have been
accustomed to in the past.

I want to wind up with these words, although there is
something I should like to urge upon every Member. I
realize that a few amendments need to be made, even
though only one comes to mind at the moment, the
point Mr Visentini made about streamlining the final
decision-making mechanism, which is certainly a

problem that needs rc be looked at closely. Anyway,
what I want to say is that Members should ry rc table
as few amendments as possible and make do with the
most relevant ones so that we do not get overwheimed
by modifications. I should like them to remember that
this document is the fruit of a year's labour and that
people from all sides have been involved and have
given their opinion. This means that the report already
offers a fairly wide basis for agreement.

President. - The debate is closed.

The ubling of amendments and the vote on the
morion for a resolution will take place during the
February part-session.

According to the agenda the next item should be the
repon by Mr Balfour. However, since Question Time

is due to begin at 5.30 p.m., I would ask,Mr Balfour
whether he would not mind his repon being post-
poned undl tomorrow, together with that of Mrs Van
den Heuvel. I should be grarcful if you would agree ro
this.

I call Mr Balfour.

Mr Balfour. - Mr President, of course I must agree
with that, but I would not like this opponunity to slip
by without noting the fact that this House seems to
conduct its debates without any kind of discipline
whatsoever. Speeches are made of the most inconti-
nent narure that drag on for hours, as it seems. For the
first time in my life I have sat through a debate from
beginning to end where I am not one of the rappor-
teurs. I would remind the House funher that the
Balfour repon was, in fact, completed at committee
stage nearly 9 months ago. !7e have been waiting a

very long time, and it is tiresome in the extreme to
have to sit down and wait for people to continue
speeches without a single interruption, so that it is not
even a debate, it is a series of formal declarations with-
out any kind of discipline. Any other assembly or
parliament in Europe can conduct its business better. I
suggesr we institute procedures immediately to
improve the order of business.

(Applause from oarious quarters)

President. - Mr Balfour, I fully agree with you and
could not have put it better myself. I took the Chair a
quarter of an hour ago and could do nothing about
the way the debate was going.

8. Qaestion Time

President. - The next item is the second part of
Question Time (Doc. No 1-778l80).

'!fle shall start with the questions to the Council.

I call Question No 53, by Mr Davern (H-a79/80):

Does the Council agree with the views expressed in a

recent study by the German Ministry of Agriculture,
which states thar the EEC beef market is now close to
self-sufficiency and that concessions on impons in future
should only be granted in extreme cases?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Ofice of the Council.

- 
(NL) The uend of beef and veal production and

consumption does in fact show that for 1980 the
Community is again self-sufficient. The Council will
shortly hold a general discussion on the state of the
market in the light of proposals which the Commission
has recencly submitted to it on the annual estimate of
beef and veal impon requirements.
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Mr Paisley. - Vould the Presidenr-in-Office of the
Council not agree rhat the reducrion of impons of
beef inrc the EEC would increase demand for indigen-
ous EEC production? And is he aware of the decline
of the beef herd in Nonhern Ireland rc 66 0/o of what
it was in 1974?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The Council considers ir
desirable that this sector should nor come ro face even
grea[er difficuldes through an exrension of conces-
sions granted to third countries. However, Mr Presi-
dent - and I must emphasize this - the Council is
faced with a complex problem, panicularly as regards
the requirements to be me[ on producers' incomes and
the consequences for the budger, as well as inrerna-
tional commitments and international trade agree -
ments.

Mr Maffre-Baug6. - (F) The concessions granred to
cenain rhird counrries on beef and veal have cost the
Community budget 423 million EUA in lost levies. To
ensure that EEC stockbreeders are not faced wirh
unfair competition, does the Council inrend to ensure
that the principle of Communiry preference is
respected in the case of beef and veal from third coun-
tries, particulally as regards exporrs from Yugoslavia
to Greece?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I already indicated in my
reply to Mr Paisley that this is a complex subject. I
drew attention to our international commitments and
to the budgetary aspecr. Among rhe other points I
referred [o was, I think, rhe one menrioned by the
honourable Member in his supplemenrary.

President. - I call Question No 54, by Mr Remilly
(H-a80/80):

Since the Council has not been asked to consider any
proposal from rhe Commission on possible financial aid to
the wood processrng and construction industries, does it
have any proposals in mind for this sector, which is of
fundamental imponance to the future of the European
economy?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Offce of the Council.

- (NL) This question relates ro a subjecr which has
frequently been raised in Parliament. As my predeces-
sor stated in reply to rhe oral quesrion pur by Mr
Fanton, the Council has not receivid any proposal
from the Commission of rhe European Communiries
to undertake, ar Communiry level, infrasructure
action with financial supporr in the wood-processing
and manufacruring indusrries.

Mr Remilly. - (F) Alrhough Parliament has
frequently put questions to both the Commission and
the Council about the need to esablish a Communitv

foresry policy, and we have always been given affirm-
ative ansvers, we have never had any concrete results.
Vhat, therefore, are rhe obstacles in the way of estab-
lishing this forestry policy, to which Europe should
give priority in view of the energy crisis?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I said in my initial answer
that this subject has frequently been raised in rhe
House - and the honourable Member confirms this.
However, he says that nothing much has yer emerged
in the way of a policy. Let me say rwo things: Firstly, I
made it clear in my answer that rhe Council has nor
received any proposals from the Commission.
Secondly, I would point out to rhe honourable
Member that timber does not figure in the list of agri-
cultural products in Annex II to the Treaty, so rhar ir
is not possible to introduce a general forestry policy
under the Common Agricultural Policy.

Mrs Ewing. - In rhe light of rhe facr rhat the
Community is a net imponer of dmber products, is ir
not irresponsible that we can have a situation such as

that in my area where a large mill was allowed ro shur
while making a profit, with the result rhat now [he
timber is exponed to a third counrry, Norway, at Ereat
expense and re-exponed from rhere back in again at
further expense? Surely, ihis is the kind of siruation
that cannot be assisting the Communiry in any way
whatsoever. Can the Council nor rake some iniriative
or think of some initiativi that could be taken to srop
this nonsense?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The honourable Member
points out that the Communiry is a ner imponer of
timber, and if I understood her question properly, she
say this is an unacceptable situarion, since it may cause
cenain problems in some regions. My view is thar this
forms pan of the Community's general trade policy,
and up till now one of the main features of rhis policy
has been thar it is as open as possible. Even in iuch a
difficult situation, it is always a quesrion of balancing
requirements, but the requiremenr which I have jusr
mentioned - a trade poliry which is as open as possi-
ble - must cenainly not be disregarded in this
context.

Mr Hutton. - M.y I assure the President-in-Office
of the Council, whom I congrarulare on his appear-
ance here for the firsr time today, rhar rhose of us
interested in forestry are not seeking a common
forestry policy but a coordinated forestry policy? Is he
aware thar in March last year this House was promised
proposals from the Commission which have not been
forthcoming, alrhough they were promised for the end
of last year, and would he use his good offices during
the term of his presidency ro press the Commission to
be a little faster in the production of these proposals?
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Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I should like to thank the
honourable Member for his kind words. He calls for a

coordinated forestry policy and wonders whether the
Commission should not make some proposals. In my
initial reply I pointed out that the Commission had not
yet made any proposals, and I would have thought -
and the honourable Member knows this best himself

- that a Member of this House is best placed rc put
questions to the Commission if the European Parlia-
ment so wishes.

Mr Adam. - \flould the President-in-Office of the
Council tell his fellow members of the Council of the

tremendous importance of suppon for the forestry
industry in rural areas, where employment Prospects
would be greatly helped by a coordinated policy in this
particular field?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) Since there have been no
proposals from the Commission, the matter has not yet
been discussed by the Council. Does that mean that
the Council is not free rc discuss it with the Commis-
sion? Mr President, I think the Commission will
undoubtedly read what the various Members who put
supplementaries on this subject have said, and I think
my replies will indicate to the Commission that I join
with those Members in underlining the importance of
this question.

President. - Since the author is absent, Question No
55, by Mr Ansquer, will be answered in writing.r

Question No 56, by Mr Cronin, has been withdrawn.

I call Question No 57, by Mr Howell (H-636l80):

If the Council is aware of the growing threat to the Nonh
Sea, ecologically and economically caused by oil pollu-
tion, what action is the Council intending to uke in order
to facilitate greater safety in shipprng movements, grearcr
integration of pollution control in Member States, and
grearer accountabiliry of offending ships flying flags of
convenience dumping oil ballast outside the rcrritorial
limits of Member States bordering the Nonh Sea?

Mr Van dcr Mei, Presidenrin-Ofice of the Council.

- 
(NL) The Council is well aware of the growing

threat to the North Sea caused by oil pollution and has

made the prevention and combating of marine pollu-
tion one of iw major objectives. The following
measures have already been adopted: a Directive
designed to facilitate and encourage the use of suffi-
ciently qualified deep-sea pilots in the Nonh Sea, and

a Directive to monitor the movements and safety of
tankers entering or leaving Community pons.

In addition, the following measures are under consid-
eration: a Directive to harmonize implementation in

Community ports of the standards and International
Conventions regarding the safery of ships; a Decision
introducing a Community information system for the
prevention and combating of oil pollution of the sea.

In addition, in accordance with the Council action
programme of 26 June 1978 regarding hydrocarbons
discharged at sea, the Commission is studying
measures to be adopted with a view to more effecdve

application of the 'polluter pays' principle.

Mr Howell. - For once, I think, we have had a

rather Bood answer from the President-in-Office,
which is not always the case, and I am grateful to him
for it. I hope that he will continue to set a good exam-
ple in this matter for those who will follow him in the

presidency. I should like to ask him one funher ques-

tion, and that is on shipping crew standards. Is he

aware that it is still possible for individuals to walk
into the embassies of countries which operate flags of
convenience and buy for a very small amount docu-
ments entitling them to be masters of ocean-going
ships of any size or standards? Indeed I have one of
rhese documents in my possession. \7ill the Commis-
sion and the Council bring forward proposals to
ensure that we can police not only shipping safery

standards but also crewing standards, so as to make
sure that we do not in future have to face the same

sort of disaster on our coasts as we faced with the
Amoco Cad.iz and in my own constituency with the
Eleni W Vill he treat this with the utmost urgenry in
view of the increasing flow of oil and other substances

through the waters of the North Sea?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) Let me start by thanking
the honourable Member for his kind words. Secondly,
I must say that I think the situation that he refers to,
i.e. that anyone - if I have understood him correctly

easily become masters of ocean-going ships

without qualificadons and may thus jeopardize safety
at sea, is primarily a matter for the Member States.

In conclusion, I would point out that the Council gives

im full support to measures aimed at improving safety
at sea - measures such as those taken by IMCO and

the IAO - the regional conference held in Paris on
safety at sea, and the memorandum of agreement
between the Nonh Sea countries. The Council has, for
instance, taken steps to try to have the system embod-
ied in its Directive on pilots incorporated in a recom-
mendation from the Assembly of IMCO.

Mr Seeler. - (D) Mr President-in-Office, you are

probably aware that infringements of the regulations
you have just mentioned are usually punished by fines.

However, these fines are often lower than the costs

saved by the ships when they pollute the sea. May I
ask you whether you are prepared to Press the Council
and the national governments to increase the penalties

considerably, so thar in additon to fines such pollutionI See Annex.
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Seeler

of the sea will in future be punished by ieims of impri-
sonment.

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The honourable Member's
question as ro wherher the Council is prepared ro press
for penalties for cenain infringements to be increased
has not yel been discussed by rhe Council, and it is
therefore difficulr for me ro reply ro it at rhis juncrure.

Mr De Goede. - (NL) Since, after rhe recenr almost
disastrous pollution of the Norrh Sea, reporrs are
beginning to appear in the press that drilling platforms
may also have been responsible for rhe pollution, I
would like to ask wherher rhe Council will be taking
this aspect inro accounr in any funher studies and
measures.

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) Mr De Goede draws arten-
tion to rhe dangers which may arise from drilling plat-
forms and asks whether the Council will take rhese
dangers inro consideration. I would have thought thar
this is one point which, no matter how genuine, in the
first place requires the Commission m do somerhing,
to propose somerhing. I do not deny the imponance of
the point, but I would suggesr that ir is somerhing rhar
must be solved through appropriare procedures which
have proved reliable in the pasr.

President. - I call Question No 58, by Mr Cl6menr
(H-s53l80):

\Vhy, ar irs last meeting, did the Council reject, the
specific programmes proposed by rhe Commission for the

- improvement of agricultural srucrures? Vould it not
agree that the resulting delay will be damaging ro the
agricultural srrucrures of the regions concerned?

Mr Van der Mei, Presidenrin-Ofice of the Council.

- 
(NL) At irs latest meerings in November and

December, rhe Council was nor in a position to deal
with the Commission proposals on srrucrures policy,
since orher prioriry quesrions, and in panicular the
extension of Community agriculrural regulations to
Greece, required its full artention. The Commission
proposals as a whole involve a substantive review of
the 1972 Direcrives and the introduction of a number
of specific measures and integrated programmes which

- 
in the inreresr of the whole of agriculture in all the

regions of the Communiry 
- deserve to be examined

with the grearesr care. The Council will nor fail to
devote as soon as possible all the rime necessary for a
deuiled examinarion of these proposals.

Mr Cl6ment. 
- 

(F) In rhis context, the Council had
asked Parliament ro give an urgenr opinion on a draft
Commission directive, so rhar ir itself could reach a
decision as soon as possible. Parliamenr gave irs
opinion and approved rhe draft direcrive on 17 Octo-

ber last. In view of rhis, is the Council aware rhat its
delay in reaching a decision is likely ro have an adverse
effect on the economic developmenr of less-favoured
rural regions such as rhe French DOMs, where the
unemploymenr rare among rhe active populadon is
25 o/o?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) In reply to rhis quesrion
drawing arrenrion ro rhs adverse effecrs of the delay
which has arisen, I would poinr ou[ rhar rhe Presi-
dency will do everything ir can ro have this marter
discussed in rhe Council and settled as soon as possi-
ble.

Mrs Ewing. - \7hile rhanking rhe President-in-
Office for his answer because ir still seems ro leave the
matter open, I want to remind him that in one of the
areas concerned, namely the Vestern Isles, rhe people
there have been led by the publicity which emanated
from rhe Commission to believe thar rhey have been
selected. Could I ask him to consider that rhere can be
nothing worse for rhe Communiry than people being
told that they are gerring some benefir because the
Community cares about rhese peripheral areas and
then suddenly being told that the Council has changed
irc mind?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) Mrs Ewing referred ro one
of the three integrated developmenr programmes for
the islands off the west of Scotland. However, rhere
are numerous other regions which are awaiting a final
decision on rhese proposals. I would remind you of
whar I just said - that rhe Presidency will make every
effon to ensure rhar these proposals are adopred as
soon as possible after discussion by the Council.

President. - I call Quesrion No 59, by Mrs Four-
cade (H-556/80):

Can the Council srate whether rhe oil agreemenm
concluded between cenain Member Stares and certain

' Persian Gulf Smres contain clauses prohibiting the resale
of oil to other Community countries? Are such clauses
comparible with rhe Treary of Rome?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Offce of the Council.

- (NL) The Council has nor had occasion to discuss
the subject raised by the honourable Member in her
questlon.

Mrs'Fourcade.- (F) If this is so, whar would
become of the sharing procedure laid down by the
Council imelf for periods of shonage within the
Community?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I do nor rhink the honour-
able Member's question as ro whether panicular
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Ven der Mei

clauses are contained in bilateral oil agreements and
the question on implementing the sharing procedures
really belong together.

Mr Galland. - (F) Mr President-in-Office, I am
amazed at your initial reply to Mrs Fourcade's ques-
tion. This question was put down in good time, and
the Council has had several weeks in which to
consider irc reply. It is not necessary for the Council to
have discussed this matter formally - the question
was, after all, accepted - for the President-in-Office
to look into whether or not Mrs Fourcade's question is

justified.

My question to you is thus whether, since the Council
has not discussed the subject, you yourselves have
considered whether what is stated in the question is

true or not..

Mr Yan der Mei. - (NL) The question as to whether
the Council has considered the matter simultaneously
raises the question of whether this is something for
which the Council is responsible, and my view is this is
not the case.

Mr Seligman. - Does the President-in-Office agree
that direct oil agreements between Member States and
certain Persian Gulf Smtes constitute an undesirable
interference in the normal working of world oil
markets, as carried out by the major oil companies?
\7ill he ask the Energy Council to look into this and
rry to get some berter coordination between Member
States in order to reduce this sort of government-to-
government trading?

Mr Yan der Mei. - (NL) The question of whether
direct oil agreements between Member States and
oil-producing countries are inherently undesirable is,

in my view, not one for which the Council is responsi-
ble.

President. - I call Mr Galland on a point of order.

Mr Galland. - (F) Mr President, at the last part-
session we had an extremely difficult Question Time
with Miss Flesch, and Miss Flesch told the House that
she would ask the Council to improve the procedure
for replying to questions.

Mr President, it is obviously essential for the Bureau
to look into this. There are only two possibilides:
either a question is acceptable, in which case it is indi-
cated in the document which we receive and the
Council replies to it, or else it is not acceptable, the
Council says so, and it is nor indicated in the docu-
ment. '$7e cannot go on Betting into this kind of situa-
tion.

( App laus e from oarious q uarte rs )

President. - I call Question No 60, by Mr Vi6:
(H-558/80):

In view of the present deadlock in the negotiation of a

cooperarion agreement between the Community and
Comecon, is ir proposed to resort to bilateral agreements
either in the agricultural sector or in the industrial sector?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Ofice of the Council.

- (NL) The conclusion of bilarcral trade agree-
ments between the Community and each of the
member councries of Comecon is one of the Commu-
nity's constant obiectives. As long ago as November
1974, the Community made an offer to all State-trad-
ing countries to negotiate trade agreemenrc to replace
the Member States' bilateral agreemenrc which had
expired. This offer is still open, and the Community
would welcome a positive reply from any one of these
countries which wished to norrnalize its relations with
the Community by establishing contractual links.
However, this offer from the Community is not an
alternative ro the process of negotiation with Come-
con initiated in 1976 at the latter's initiative; no signi-
ficant progress has in fact been made with these nego-
tiations in recent months.

Mr Vi6. - (F) Vith regard to Poland, has the
Community made any concrete proposals to the Polish
authorities for food aid in the form of cereals and
dairy products? Has any agreement been reached, and
if so, what are the financial deuils?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) As regards the attitude to
Poland, the Commission has submitted a proposal to
supply limited quantities of agricultural products to
Poland at reduced prices. The answer.to the honoura-
ble Member's question is thus affirmadve.

President. - I call Question No 51, by Mr de
Lipkowski (H-5591 80) :1

'S7hen does the Council intend to adopt the measures

ro increase agricultural prices for the 1981/1982

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Office of the Council.

- (NL) Agricultural prices are scheduled to be fixed
before I April 1981, on which date the milk marketing
year begins. The Council will begin its proceedings on
the matter and will consult the European Parliament
as soon as the Commission proposals have been laid
before it.

Mr Fanton. - (F) I won't dare to call my question a

supplementary, since I do not feel I have yet received
any reply.

I For whom Mr Fanton deputized
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Fanton

I believe the Council will try to have the prices fixed
before 1 April. However, since we are told the same
thing each year, and eachyear there is a delay in fixing
the prices, I should like the Council not to rest on its
totally inadequate reply and tell us how it intends to
meet that deadline.

I would point out that the marketing year starts on
1 April. There were delays in fixing the prices in other
years, and since I know that some quarters frequently
complain about the national aids some Member States
are obliged to Brant their farmers because of this
delay, I should like to know whether - in the unlikely
case of a 'slight' delay in April - the Council intends
to grant aid to farmers who are already. hard hit by
inflation and will be even harder hit if the Council is

late in fixing prices.

Mr President-in-Office, contrary to what you have
done with the preceding questions, I should be glad if
you would try to give a real reply to a real question
rhis time.

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I would deny that my
previous answer was not courteous. I made clear that
the Council intends to fix agricultural prices before
I April 1981. The honourable Member and I cenainly
do not differ over the importance of the matter, but
we both realize rhat both a Commission proposal and
an opinion from the European Parliament are firsr
required. Once we have these, the Council can acl.

Mr Howell. - Can I ask the President-in-Office of
the Council if at the dme of fixing the price proposals
he would also bear in mind that a common price
mechanism throughout the Community is becoming
increasingly unworkable in view of the differing infla-
tion levels in different countries? It is also becoming
increasingly unworkable because of the differenr levels
of national aids in different countries and, in parricu-
lar, I would draw his attention to the level of narional
aids at present being granted in France. Can I ask him
to draw the attention of his colleagues in rhe Council
to the national aid problem at the same rime as he
looks at the proposals for agricultural price increases?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) Mr Howell menrioned a
number of factors which play a cenain role in agricul-
tural prices policy - and not jusr rhere - and poinred
out that it was important rhar these factors should be
taken into account, when fixing agricuhural prices
within the next few monrhs. I feel sure that the points
raised by the honourable Member will be given due
consideration in the forrhcoming discussions on agri-
cultural prices.

Mr Martin. - (F) \7hen fixing the agricuhural
prices, does the Council intend to adopr the objecrive
method, i.e. to take accounr of the increased produc-

tion costs and cost of living, a's called for by farmers'
organizations?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I know that the application
of the objecdve method has been a mat[er of concern
to many people in the past, and this will mosr probably
continue to be the case in the future, but I rhink ir is
asking roo much at this stage to say exacrly what we
shall be doing as regards this method. As I said before,
we must await the relevanr proposal from the
Commission and the opinion of the European Parlia-
ment.

Mr Delatte. - (F) As regards the deadline for fixing
the prices, I can see no reason why the Council should
not be able to fix rhe prices before April, since the
Committee on Agriculture has decided to discuss this
question in February. This means that Parliamenr will
be able to give its opinion by March at the latest, so I
think the deadline of t April should be met.

As regards the national aids paid last year because of
the delay in fixing prices, there is naturally no quesrion
of aking these into accounr when fixing rhe prices for
l98l/1982, and I rhink the Council can confirm this.
On the other hand, when the prices are being calcu-
lated it will be importanr to take accounr nor only of
the ob.jective merhod but also of the loss in income
suffered by farmers as a result of rhe inadequate rise in
prices in 1980.

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) Mr Delatre made a number
of points, starting with his view that there are no
grounds for a delay. I can only repear what I have
already said: we are awaiting the Commission's
proposal and Parliament's opinion, and only then will
we know whether there are grounds for a delay. As
regards the national aids and the objective merhod, I
would point out - as I have jusr said already in reply
to another question - thar these factors will undoubr-
edly play a role in our discussions on [his question.
However, I think the time is nor yet ripe for a debate
on this.

Mr Vi6. - (jc) \7hile waiting for the procedures to be
implemented as soon as possible, I rhink rhe House is
unircd in hoping that there will be no delay rhis year.
For our information, Mr President-in-Office, could
you tell us whether you have akeady formed any
opinion on the estimare by the European farmers'
organizations that the price level this year will have to
be more than 15 0/o than last year's? Have you any
opinion on this, Mr Presidenr-in-Office?

(Laughter)

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I cannor answer that ques-
tion as the Council has not yet reached any decision
on this point.
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Mr Coust6. - (F) High time it did!

President. - I call Question No 52, by Mr Coust6
(H-57a/80):

'Vith a view to combating recenrly noted abuses, does rhe
Council inrend to adopt specific measures so that the
practice may be stopped of sending remporary employees
to an EEC counrry other than rheir own withour any
guarantee of the social security cover ro which they are
entitled? If ir is unable ro do this, could it not at least
recommend to rhe Member States that they keep a close
watch to ensure rhar their legislation is properly applied to
temporary employees, even non-nationals?

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Ofice of the Council.

- (NL) On 30 October 1980, the Standing
Committee on Employmenr discussed the various
aspects of the problem of remporary employmenr on
the basis of a communicarion from the Commission.

'!7ith panicular regard ro remporary employment
abroad, which involves rhe risk of illegal pracrices,
there was a convergence of views on [he objective of
combaring such prac[ices and any possible abuse. It is
for the Commission to rake rhe appropriate initiatives
to enable the guidelines which emerged from rhe
Standing Committee on Employmenr's proceedings to
be implemenred and to submit any proposals ro the
Council.

Mr Coust6. - (F) My supplementary follows auro-
madcally. Since you say rhere is a convergence of
views within the Council, I should like to know on
what?

My question was quite clear; do you or do you not
intend to protect temporary employees senr [o an EEC
country other than their own, so [har they have
adequate social security cover?

My supplementary is rhus automaric, since it would
appear that this convergence of views has not yet
produced any concrete moves such as a directive or
even a simple recommendation to the Member Srates
to ensure that their own legislation is properly
enforced within their own counr.ries, regardless of
whether their own narionals or foreigners are
involved.

The problem is so clear-cut I wonder why the reply
was so vague.

(Laughter)

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I poinred out in my reply
that the Standing Commitree on Employmenr had
taken a close look at this quesdon last year and that, as
regards remporary working in another country, ir had
noted the risk of illegal practices and the need to

combat them. fu I also said in my reply, it is for the
Commission to srudy the opinion of rhe Standing
Committee on Employment and rhen submit suitable
proposals to the Council.

Mr Schmid. - (D) Mr President-in-Office, you are
quite right in theory to say thar it is now up ro rhe
Commission to make proposals. However, you know
as well as I do that things can be done differently in
practice, and that the Council can drop a hint to rhe
Commission that ir wanr such proposals. May I rhere-
fore ask you if the Council is prepared to drop such a

hint.

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) This question has already
been looked into by one major Community body -the Standing Committee on Employment. This
committee made iu views very plain, so plain in fact
that it will undoubtedly enable the Commission to
draw any conclusions which may be necessary.

Mr Doublet. - (F) Are there any plans to work
towards general harmonization in all Communiry
countries, in the light not only of the present enlarge-
ment but also of the possible future enlargemenr?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL)The honourable Member is
asking me something I cannot answer, ar least not in
the way he would like, since he is looking ahead to
something which is nor yer there. The facr is rhar I do
not know what kind of proposal the Commission will
be making, and only when I know this can I answer
the question. \7e therefore look forward extreme
interest to whatever the Commission will be sending
us.

(Laughter)

President. - I call Question No 53, by Mrs Ewing
(H-531l80):

'!(ill the Council use its good offices to persuade rhe
Bridsh Government thar ir would be an appropriare -and long overdue - gesture ro rerurn the Elgin Marbles
to Greece in the spirit of the Culrural Commitree of
Lom6's recommendarion that objects of an should be
returned to their country of origin?

Mr Van der Mei, Presidenrin-Offce of the Coancil.

- (NL) This point is solely a marrer for bilateral
relations between the Governmenr concerned.

Mrs Ewing. - Surely the President-in-Office does
not think that the day of rhe grand Community
Besture is over akeady? As it was a Scotsman who
perpetrated this massive plunder, rhe originals are in
the British Museum. Since we know rhar museums in
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Europe and other places have the spoils of war and

plunder on display, would it not be aPProPriate for the

Council to consider the desirability of recommending
that such great national treasures should be restored,

as copies today could be made and retained?

(Laughter)

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) As far as the second pan of
the honourable Member's question is concerned, she is

overestima[ing my knowledge. I do know what trea-

sures are held by which museum or where exactly they

come from.

(Laugbter)

However, as for the first part of her question, I can

only repeat what I said before - this is a typical
matter for bilateral relations between individual coun-

tries.

Miss Roberts. - M"y I ask the President-in-Office
of the Council for an assurance that when Mrs Ewing
tables a question asking him to use his good offices to
have the Stone of Scone returned from 'l7estminster to
Scotland, he will respond in an equally vague manner?

(Loud laugbter)

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) Mr President, I am only
too pleased to reassure any Members who may need

reas;urance, although I must naturally remain within
the limits imposed upon me by the Presidency of the

Council.

(Laughter)

President. - I call Question No 54, by Mr Seal

(H-5a8/80):

In the light of Mrs Oppenheim's recent PaPer on compul-
sory country of origin marking covering a wide range of
consumer goods, would the Council accept that it
contravenes Anicle 30 of the Treaty of Rome, and, given

the extent of fraud since 1978 and the imponance of the
paper (based upon the views of numerous Consumer
Associations), would it now admit that there is sufficient
case for origin marking? Vould the Council be in favour
of uniform criteria requiring all clothing to carry a clear
indrcation of country of manufacture?

Mr Van der Mei, Presidenrin-Offce of tbe Council.

- (NL) The Council is aware that some Member
States have taken steps to regulate the indication of
the origin of some produos, panicularly textile and

clothing products. In this connection, it would seem

that while there should be provision for effecdvely
monitoring products' origins and consideration should
be given to consumers' concern for information, it is

also vital to ensure that the smooth oPeration of the
Community market is maintained by avoiding the crea-

rion of barriers to the free movement of goods within
the Community.

It is in any case for the Commission to assess whether
a measure is compatible with the Treaty. I would
remind the honourable Member that, after notifying
the Council last March in a communication of im

views on matters related to origin marking, the
Commission put before the Council in October 1980 a

proposal for a Directive on the approximation of the

iaws of the Member States relating to the indication of
the origin of the certain textile and clothing products.
The European Parliament was consulted on the matter
on 15 October 1980. The Council is awaiting the

Opinion of the European Parliament before adopting
any position on this proposal.

As far as fraud in this area is concerned, the Commis-
sion submitted to the Council at the end of Iu lv I 980 a
proposal for a regulation based on Article 113, which
contains a number oi rncasures to combat fraud more
effectively. These measures are being studied in the
Council.

Mr Seal. - I would like to thank the President for
his answer, even though it only answered pan of the
question I asked. Could the President assure us that
the problem of fraudulent origin marking is discussed
quickly by the Council and that it will report back to
Parliament on this very important matter?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) I just said in my initial
reply that, as regards fraud, the Commission had sent

rhe Council a proposal for a regulation at the end of
last July, based on Anicle l13. In this proposal the

Commission calls for an improved exchange of infor-
mation between the Member States and between the
Member States and the Commission, for improved
methods of investigation with the setting up oT a

Community investigation body, for more effective
measures to deal with fraud, and for an extension of
administrative cooperation in this field.

Mr Paisley. - Is the President-in-Office aware that
these products are striking at the very hean of the shin
industry of Nonhern Ireland? Is he aware that these
shirts are first imponed into an EEC country on the
Continent and then transponed to Nonhern Ireland
under terms greaiy detrimental to the clothing indus-
ry in Nonhern Ireland, which is in great jeopardy at
the present time?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The matter referred to by
Mr Paisley has already been raised this afternoon and

- if I am not mistaken - this morning as well. I
think, Mr President, that we can take note of what the
honourable Member has said, and I would draw your
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attention to the replies given by the Presidency to
Parliament this morning as well as this afternoon.

Mr Fanton. - (F) I did not quite understand what
the President-in-Office was referring to just now
when he spoke about barriers to trade caused by
labelling laws. \fhat worries me abour rhis reply is the
fact that, according to whar he said, the Council has
been in possession of proposals since lasr July, and still
no decision has been reached on this matter. The
result is that each Member Starc is obliged to rake
special measures separarely co pur a srop ro this unfair
competirion. Could the Council tell us its views on this
question, which is of vital imponance for the future of
the rcxtile industry in the Community.

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The honourable Member
raises a number of points - barriers ro competition on
the one hand and legislarion in the field in quesrion on
the other. In my answer to the first quesrions - and I
would ask the honourable Member to read thar
answer carefully so as to save time - I stated clearly
how we saw rhis connection. Funhermore, rhe
Commission submirred a proposal to the Council in
October 1980, and the Council is awaiting Parlia-
ment's opinion on this. I assume rhat rhis opinion of
the European Parliament will cenainly go into rhe
ma[ter to which I have just referred rhe honourable
Member in my answer rc his supplemenrary.

President. - I call Question No 65, by Mr Hutton
(H-552l80):

In order to inform the directly-elected European Parlia-
ment of the intpacr of its Resoludons on Council deci-
sions, will the Council agree to make a monrhly reporr ro
Parliament, as is done by the Commission, on the action it
has mken on Opinions and Resolutions adopted by
Parliamentl

Mr Van der Mei, President-in-Ofice of the Council.

- (NL) The Council is always prepared to inform
the European Parliament of the action it has taken on
the latter's Resolutions, either on the basis of written
or oral questions or in reply to a specific request by the
President of the European Parliament.

Mr Hutton. - Mry I ask the President-in-Office if,
in view of the admission made by his predecessor, Mrs
Flesch, at the December part-session of what she
called 'a certain legal void or lack of democratic
control' arising from the Council's refusal ro inform
either this Parliament or rhe narional parliaments
about its decisions he would bring this matter before
the Council and obmin its agreement before July on
the question of providing substantially more informa-
tion to this Parliament on all aspecr.s of the Council's
work?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) Firstly, a press commu-
niqu6 is issued after each Council meering conraining
exact information on whatever decisions the Council
may have reached.

(Laughter)

Secondly, I would once again sress wha[ I said in my
reply, i.e. that the Council is always prepared to reply
as exhaus[ively as possible to written or oral quesrions
put down by Parliament. Mr President, I should like
to emphasize this readiness on behalf of the Dutch
Presidency.

Lord Harmar-Nicholls. - The answer on the face of
it, seems conciliatory and helpful, bur in point of fact
it did not undenake rc do anything, and something
ought to be done on this. Of course they will answer
questions that are specifically pur ro rhem, bur jusr like
the Commission, the Council ought formally, within
the framework of 'their own machinery, to give a

report as to what has happened to the things that have
been submitted to them.

I remember that at the November pan-session Mr
Gaston Thorn, rhen President-in-Office, said what has
just been repeated, namely that we should read rhe
press agencies. But the press agencies are nor a formal
part of Parliament's machinery, and unless they pay
for an advertisement in the newspapers giving a full
report as to what has been submitted to rhem, it does
not become pan of Parliament's machinery. Cannot
the President-in-Office go rhar step forward, instead
of being just conciliatory and saying it will answer if
asked? \flill it do what rhe Commission does, which
has proved to be helpful, and give a formal reporr, on
what they do with the opinions Parliament sends
them?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The honourable Member
states that my reply does not contain any undenaking.
It is always extremely difficult ro determine whether
or not something is of the nature of an undenaking.
Since, however, I said in my reply that the Council is
prepared to answer oral and written questions from
the European Parliament as extensively as possible and
to keep Parliament informed through suitable chan-
nels, should it so wish, and since I also said, Mr Presi-
dent, that the Durch Presidency will make an effon in
this respect, I do feel that this ro some exrenr repre-
sents an undertaking. However, when the honourable
Member calls for a report from the Council to Parlia-
ment, I think he is confusing the position of the Coun-
cil with that of the Commission. The positions of the
Council and the Commission are defined differently in
the Treaty, and it is this difference in definidon which
determines their relations with Parliament.

Mr Hord. - Is not the present situarion an example
of the Council exercising power without responsibility,
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and in the light of the reply given by the President-in-
Office, is it not a fact that nr'e now have government
by press release? I should like to hear from the Presi-
dent-in-Office whether he feels that the Durch Presi-
dency can give such negative answers for the six
monrhs it is in office. Vill he now agree to take this
question back, reconsider it in Council and return to
the Parliament with a positive reply before Easter?

Mr Van der Mei. - (NL) The honourable Member
makes a number of points. To start with, he said that it
was a matter of the Council exercising power with
responsibility. In this context I would draw your atten-
tion to the Treaties; as I said a moment ago, [he posi-
tions of rhe Council and the Commission as regards
relations with Parliament are defined differently in the
Treaty, and my reply was based on this fact. Secondly,
it is not true tha[ the Council is exercising Bovernmen[
by press-release - this is something I strongly deny.
Thirdly, I would repeat what I said about the Presi-
dency - not just the Dutch Presidenry - to the
effect that each Presidency is prepared ro provide
Parliament, through appropriate channels, with any
information Parliament may ask from it.

President. - 
!fle come now to questions to the

Foreign Ministers.

I call Question No 78, by Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli
(H-62al80):

The press has reponed that the EEC and Turkey have

decided to organize discussions on a permanent basis

between the heads of their political depanments.

Does the Council not feel that initiating political
consultations at this time in the context of polidcal
cooperation with Turkey, which is governed by a mili-
tary regime that has abolished the constitutional rights
of its citizens and dissolved Parliament, would be a

purely negative act which would conflict wich the
democratic spirit of the EEC and the Member Smtes
and the concern expressed by Parliament?

Does the Council not feel, funhermore, that initiating
such talks might be construed by outside observers as

giving encouragement to the Turkish regime, on
which pressure should be brought to bear in every
possible way with a view to restoring democrary?

Mr Van der Klaauw, President-in-Offce of the Foreign
Ministers. 

- 
(NL) The regular contacts between the

Communiry and Turkey represen[ not consulutions
but rather an opponunity for the mutual exchange of
information, so that whenever necessary the Commu-
nity and Turkey can inform each other on questions
which have been discussed by the Ten and which in
some way concern Turkey's specific interests in the
international field. ln this connection, it is important
[o nore - as was pointed out in the satement issued

after the meeting of Foreign Ministers in Political
Cooperation on l5 September 1980 

- 
that the Turk-

ish Government, in accordance with the assurances it
had given in this respect, is making an effon to create
the conditions for re-establishing democracy as soon
as possible, as well as respect for human righm, while
at the same time giving assurances on [he treatment of
polidcians under house arrest.

Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli.- 0 I should like to
thank the Minister of Foreign Affairs for his reply,
which nevenheless does not allay our understandable
concern. '!fle read disturbing reports - only a few
days ago three hundred persons were arrested, most of
them political leaders. Is there not a case for asking the
Turkish Government to fix a deadline for the re-esta-
blishment of civil righr and, hence, for elections,
which would at least give this Parliament a talking
partner. The fact is that, as things stand at present, we
cannot have relations with Turkey as there is no-one
we can nlk rc. In addition I should like rc know
whether, within the framework of political coopera-
tion between the Ten - not between the Ten and
Turkey - the meetings which I assume have been
held at ambassadorial level in Ankara have regularly
produced common stances on the various questions
discussed, and if so on which questions.

Mr Van der Klaauw. - (NL) I think we would do
well ro recall the situation in Turkey before the army
came [o power. I myself happened to be in Turkey on
an official visit shortly before, and I saw for myself
that the country had landed in a complete economic
and political impasse. The public authorities were no
longer operating, and while democrary still existed in
theory it no longer functioned in practice. Of course
this is a regrettable situation, and of course it is

regrettable when the army takes such action. The army
in Turkey regards itself as the guardian of Turkey's
national heritage - rightly or wrongly, this is how
they see their job.'!fle have been given explicit assur-
ances that the aim is to re-establish a functioning
democracy in Turkey, and I have no grounds at all for
thinking that the army will not be prepared m fulfil
this commitment. As regards political consultation
between the Ten, the ambassadors in Ankara are
naturally in contact with one another, bur equally
naturally I myself have discussed these marters with
the politcal affairs committee and with the orher
ministers, and the position of the ten Member States
over Turkey is one and the same.

Mr IsraEl. - (,F) Mr President-in-Office, our
concern derives basically from the fact that we were
given cenain promises at the rime of the coup d'6tat.
You appear optimistic as regards these promises, but I
am much less so, since there is the marter of a date.'!7hen democracy was abolished, we were told it
would be re-esablished very soon - i.e. one month,
two months, three months or four mon[hs, which is
more than enough without democracy. May I rhere-
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fore ask you whether you have fixed a date after
which you will consider the situation irreversible.

Mr Van der Klaauw. - (NL) I do not rhink it is up ro
the Ten to set a date - that is something for the
Turks to do, and they are perfectly aware that the Ten
consider rhe re-establishmenr of democracy in the near
future feasible and desirable. I think this demonstrates
clearly enough our pressure on developmenrs in
Turkey.

Mr Schinzel. - (D) Mr Presidenr-in-Office, Turkey
has a milinry dictatorship under which rorrure, arresrs
and murder are daily occurrences. Ir is scandalous thar
this Parliament should have ro listen to you defending
it.

At the time a military dicarorship took over in
Greece, the Netherlands rcok sreps ro have Greece
expelled from rhe Council of Europe because it no
longer fulfilled the basic requiremenrs for membership.
Are you prepared to take similar sreps in the case of
Turkey?

Mr Van der Klaauw. - (NL) I have already made it
clear that the Ten consider a rerurn to democracy in
Turkey necessary and desirable, and thar they have
made this view clear to the Turks. Another important
factor is that the Ten have received assurances from
the Turkish authorities that they are striving to
re-esnblish a functioning democracy, and I rherefore
do not think that the comparison between rhe situarion
in Greece then and rhe situation in Turkey now is
valid. Democracy in Greece was functioning, whereas
democracy in Turkey was unfonunately no longer
functioning, and that is why the necessary conditions
for its functioning must be established as soon as
possible. Funhermore, the honourable Member should
no for one moment doubt the intention of rhe Dutch
Government - as of the other governments of [he
Ten - to protec[ and promote democracy.

Mr Chambeiron. - (F) Mr President-in-Office, my
question is quite specific. You told us rha[, since the
Turkish army took over power in Ankara, it has been
trying to create the necessary condirions for a return
to democracy. However, the number of arrests has
been increasing continuously ever since then. The
representatives of democraric newspapers have just
been arrested, and hundreds of trade union activists
and leaders have been sentenced under arbirrary laws.
In your talks with the Turks, have you asked what
concrete steps have been taken ro release from prison
those people who have been detained illegally? Vhat
undertakings have the Turks given in this respect? And
do you not think, on the basis of this reply, that your
relations with that country should be marked more by
firmness than by the cenain softness which we regret
to note?

Mr Van der Klaauw. - (NL) I thoughr I had already
made clear the importance we attach to the re-esta-
blishment of democracy. It is naturally a marter of
panicular concern ro me thar people are currently
being arrested. However, I would poinr out - and it
is extremely imponant ro remember this - rhar while
it is regrettably rue that people are being arrested
now, the chain of polidcal murders in Turkey had
reached enormous proponions before last September.
The situation in the country was desperate. I do not
defend polirical arresrs - you cannor expec[ rhar from
a Durch minisrer or from a President-in-Office - but
I would ask you to give some thought to what had
been happening in Turkey, and I think rhat, with rhis
understanding and our commitment to a return to
democracy in Turkey, we are best placed ro put pres-
sure on the Turks.

Mr Sch-idt. - (D) Mr Presidenr-in-Office, since
our views on the basic attitude to democracy obviously
differ, I will lower my sights and simply ask you
whether you are ar leasr prepared ro press for torture
to be abolished in Turkey.

Mr Van der Klaauw. - (NL) I have no information
on torture in Turkey. Should rhis be the case, you may
rest assured thar we will protesr against ir, since that is
a completely different marrer.

Mr Van Minnen. - (NL) Mr President-in-Office, do
I understand from the reply you gave ro Mr Schinzel
that your interprerarion of rhe fact rhat democrary in
Turkey was no longer functioning implies rhat the
Turkish army thereby had a moral righr to inrervene,
and that we cannot, rherefore expec[ you to take steps

- such as those taken by your predecessor, Mr Van
der Stoel - to have Turkey expelled from rhe Council
of Europe under rhe presenr circumstances?

Mr Van der Klaauw. - (NL) I rhought I had already
myself clear. The situation in Greece was different. A
regime came to power which had no intenrion of
restoring democracy. In Turkey, the situation was thar
democracy had completely ceased to function and that
the country was heading for anarchy. That is regrerra-
ble, and it is also regrettable that it was necessary for
the army to intervene. I naturally do not defend such
events as such, but it was a completely different situa-
tion from that in Greece.

Mr Papaefstratiou. - (EZ) I should like rc ask rhe
President-in-Office, quire apan from the important
matter of the restoration of democracy in Turkey -in which we are all naturally interested - what he
feels about the continuation of relations between the
European Community and Turkey, and about possible
economic aid, at a time when Turkey, conrrary to the
explicit decisions of the United Nations, is sdll occu-
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pying a large pan of the independent and sovereign
State of Cyprus.

Mr Van der Klaauv. - (NL) As you know, relations
between the Community and Turkey are governed by
an association agreement. Alongside that, there are

agreemenls on the exchange of political information,
ai I mentioned in my initial reply. That is the basis for
the relations which the Community has had with
Turkey for a long time now.

President. - Since the next two questions concern
rhe same subject, they will be answered [ogether.

I call Question No 79, by Mrs Lizin (H-626/80):

Vitl the Foreign Miniscers explain in detail how they
intend to follow up the initiatives taken by Mr Thorn and

translate them into specific proposals?

and Question No 86, by Mr IsraEl (H-667/80):

Do the Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation

believe that it is still possible for them to follow up their
initiatives on the Middle East, when the nine Member
Smtes of the Community cannot even manage to vote the
same way, notably in the debates of the Llnited Nations
General Assembly?

Mr Van der Klaauw, Presidenrin-Ofice of the Foreign
Ministers. - (NL) One of the resulm of the European
Council meeting on 2 and 3 December 1980 was the
publication of a statement on the follow up to the
moves made by Mr Thorn. In this statement, the
European Council instructed the Durch Presidency to
esnblish new contacts with the parties involved in
consultation with the foreign ministers. Such a meet-
ing to prepare the way for new contacr is scheduled
for 20 January.

Let me turn now to Mr Isradl's question. In the state-
ment issued after the European Council meeting in
Venice on 12 and 13 June 1980, the nine countries of
the European Community laid down the principles for
a basis on which an overall settlement of the Arab-
Israel conflict might be found. Mr Thorn's mission
confirmed that these principles do in fact contain the
elements necessary for an overall just and lasting
settlement, as a basis for negotiations between the
parties involved. Although it was not always possible
to arrive at a common position at the General Assem-
bly of the United Nations on cenain aspects of the
siruarion in the Middle East, the countries of the
European Community have shown a tendency to agree
more frequently than has been the case in the past.

This shows clearly that there is basic agreement.
between the Member States of the European Commu-
nity on the principles on which a solution to' the
Arab-Israel conflict will have to be found. The effons
made by the Ten subsequent to the statements of

Venice and Luxembourg last year will therefore be

continued.

Mrs Lizin. - (F) May I start by asking the Presi-
dent-in-Office to explain why the answer to this ques-

tion was already contained in the text given to us this
morning. I suppose that, although he felt he could go

inro detail about his mission, he could not do it this
afternoon. This is to be regretted. I hope that the jour-
nalists will not - as happened recently in Belgium -be better informed than the Members about the
content of this initiative.

My supplementary question concerns one Particular
passage in this morning's text. You said 'The Ten
consider that the principles which I have just indicarcd
in general terms - and which the newspaper Le Soir
had described in extreme detail - must be respected

by all the parties concerned, hence including the
Palestinian people and the PLO, which must be asso-

ciated with the negotiations'. It is this somewhat
strange plural verb [in French] which I should like to
ask you about. How do you envisage the organization
of this 'and' and of this plural verb in 'must be asso-

ciated', and how do you envisage the organization ol
rhe representativity of the Palestinian people? Is there,
in your mind, a dissociation between the PLO and this
rePresentativity ?

Mr Van der Klaauw. - (NL) I can refer you to the
sta[ement made after the European Council in Venice,
which states that the Palestinians, and hence the PLO
as well, musr be associated with the negotiations - I
rhink that is the correct phrase.

Mr Galland. - (F) If the follow-up to the Thorn
mission in the Middle East is to succeed - and many
of us are not convinced it is a success at the moment,

- do you not think that would be better to improve
Europe's negotiating position? To be specific, do you
not think our position could be improved by issuing a

clear call rc the PLO to delete, before any discussions
started, Anicles 19 and 22 of its Chaner, which as you
may know call for the destruction of the State of
Israel? I would remind you that many Members of this
House have already advocated this preliminary step.

Mr Van der Klaauw. - (NL) The approach adopted
by the European Governments is aimed precisely at
breaking this vicious circle. On the one hand, the
Palestinians have included the destruction of Israel in
their Chaner and refuse to give Israel any recognition
at all before the Palesdnian problem is settled, while
on rhe other hand Israel refuses to talk to the Palesti-
nians before other matters, including Israel's security,
have been settled. The main point in the European
initiadve is to see whether we can break this vicious
circle.'!7e are therefore thinking along the same lines
as the honourable Member. However, I think we must
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try to achieve this through talks - even with the PLO

- rather than through laying down prior conditions,
either to the PLO or to Israel, because that will natur-
ally get us nowhere.

Mr Provan. - \flould the Minister not agree that the
best initiative that Europe could show at this point of
time would be a strong sratement. saying that there will
be no further negotiations with the PLO until we
make further progress on the Camp David Agree-
ments ?

\7e must realize that Egypt is by far the largest coun-
ry, holding over 50 0/o of the Arabs, and that until
progress is made on that front we cannot really expect
any progress elsewhere. And the initiadve akeady
shown by Europe is in fact holding up further progress
on that front.

Mr Van der Klaauw. - (NL) I disagree with the
honourable Member. I do agree with him that the
Camp David Agreement is an importanr factor, and I
do agree with him that Europe must do nothing which
might run counter to the Camp David process. So far
so good, but I do not agree with him when he says
that the European initiative is hindering funher
progress on the Camp David procedure, which is

currently marking time. I think there are other reasons
for thal

Mr Purvis. - M"y I ask the President-in-Office, as

Mr Henry Kissinger seems set to play an influential
part in American policy towards the Middle East in
the new American Government and in view of the fact
that he has made some very critical, even dismissive,
remarks about the EEC's initiative in the Middle East,
has the Council of Ministers made any representations
to the incoming American Government on this matter
and, if not, is it going to and what would it say it were
to make representations ?

Mr Van der Klaauw. - (NL) Mr Kissinger is of
course a great statesman and he knows it. He has been
travelling all over the world and making conucts in a
private capacity, and we have taken note of this. In the
context of our moves in the Middle East, it will
undoubtedly be important for us to establish contact as

soon as possible with the new American administra-
tion, and all the necessary steps to do so have been
taken.

Mr IsraEl. - (F) Mr President-in-Office, in the light
of the reply you gave [o my question, do you not think
that what you are aiming at is no more than theoreti-
cal agreement between the Nine on the Middle East?
Are we preparing an article for a specialized journal,
or are we trying to establish to what extent the
Community can speak with a single voice on the

Middle East? In this context, what point does Mr
Thorn's mission now have, when the Member States

of the Community cannot agree when they come to
vote on specific resolutions in the Unircd Nadons?

Mr Van der Klaauw. - 
(NL) The honourable

Member is undoubtedly aware that, in our European
political cooperation, we try pragmatically and wher-
ever possible to establish and formulate a common
foreign policy. This also applies to the Unircd Nations.
I think I have made it plain that we agree on the main
principles, but there are cenain aspects on dhich we
vote somewhat differently. This is not the only context
in which this happens - there are orher poinm of
policy on which our votes differ. However, our efforts
are aimed at having continous talks to establish

whether or not we can find a common standpoint.
Moreover, Mr President, this is naturally much more
than an inrcllectual exercise, it is an exercise of the
grearcst possible political significance, since the fact is

that political cooperation, alongside the imponant
cooperation on the basis of the Treaty of Rome, is the
basis for the United Europe which is the ultimate aim
of us all.

Mr Moreland. - Mr President, if I may refer to two
answers given by the Minister on this subject: first of
all, is he seriously rclling ps that there has been no
contact whamoever on this subject with the leading
lights of the Reagan Administradon, particularly as

there appears to be some danger of a rift between the
Community and the United States on this subject?

And, secondly, when he mlked about preconditions
for the PLO, or indeed no preconditions, surely he

would agree with me rhat one precondition must be

respect for the exisrcnce of the State of Israel, at least

on its pre-1967 boundaries?

Mr Van der Klaauw. - (NL) As regards the last
point, I repeat that all moves made by the Nine are

naturally based - and this is made clear in the Venice
declaration - on the continued existence and security
of the state of Israel. There can be no uncertainty
about this, and it will be emphasized - and has been

emphasized by Mr Thorn - in contacts with the

PLO. As regards'\ contacts with the new American
administration, there have been procedural contacts to
arrange for talks ro be held as soon as possible on the
Middle East in particular, and I hope to be visiting
Vashington soon. However, real talks can naturally
not take place until the new administration is installed.
Until then, it is not possible even informally,
apparently - to have really detailed mlks on the
Middle East and other problems.

President. - The second part of Question Time is

closed.l

1 See Annex
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9. Urgent debate

President. - I have received the following motions
for resolutions with request for urgent debate pursuant

to Rule 14 of the Rules of Procedure:

- by Mr Hume and others on behalf of the Socialist
Group and Mr Lalor and others on the Irish Rugby
Football Union's South African Tour (Doc. l-801/
80);

- by Mr Van Minnen and others on the situation in El
Salvador (Doc. l-803/80);

- by Mr Coppieters and orhers on the fate of six Corsi-
can prisoners (Doc. l-806/80).

The reasons supporting these requesm for urgent
debate are contained in the documents themselves.

I shall consult Parliament on the urgency of these
motions for resolutions at the beginning of tomor-
row's sitting.

10. Agendafor next sitting

President. - The next sitting will take place tomor-
row, Thursday, 15 January 1981, at 10.00 a.m., 3.00
p.m. and 9.00 p.m., with the following agenda:

- Decision on reques$ for urgent debate

- 
Vote on the modon for a resolurion on membership of
committees

- 
YIalz report on decentralized energy production

- 
Conrinuation of joint debate on the Carossino repon,

, rwo Maij-\(/eggen repor$ and the Spaak repon on
pollution of the sea

- 
Alber report on a research and development
programme in the field of environment

- Combe report on maximum levels for pesticide resi-
dues

- Hooper report on recovery and re-use of waste paper
and board

- Balfour report on budgetary questions

- 
Van den Heuvel report on human rights in Uruquay

- 
Delatte report on sugar and isoglucose

- 
Louwes report on the EEC-Brazil cooperadon agree-
ment

- Nyborg report on the imponation of cenain goods

- 
Schall report on the Community's information policy

- 
Interim report by Mrs Pruvot on cultural workers

- 
Prag report on linking work and training for young
persons

- 
Castellina report on STABEX

3 p.m.: Voting time

The sitting is closed.

(The sining u)as closed at 7.25 p.m.)
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ANNEX

Questions which coald not be ansutered during

Question fime, witb written ansu)ers

I. Qrcstions to tbe Commission

Question No 14, by Mrs Nieken (H-528/80)

Sub.iect: Income suppon for workers in the shipbuilding industry.

Vith reference to Anicle 1(1) of the proposal from the Commission (COM (80) 410 final),r will the
Commission please state whether this proposal will include workers employed in yards where ships
are built for both military and civil use, and if not, which yards in Denmark fall outside the scheme
and how the Commission plans to distinguish between differenr rypes of workers with regard ro this
question in panicular?

Answer

The Commission proposal on assistance from the European Social Fund to provide income suppon
for workers in the shipbuitding industry was not adopted by the Council. In spite of the fate of the
proposal, I feel.that che question is peninent and shall do my best to answer it.

The Commission proposal which reserved the aid forworkers inrhe cioil shipbuilding industry did
not in fact contain any derails in regard to shipyards with mixed activities, both civil and naval.
However, the logic of the proposal and in pafticular the close link between rhis social measure and
the segment of activity for which restructuring was considered to be particularly necessary, help us to
distinguish the beneficiaries intended in this case.

Thus it would have been necessary to adopt a cenain flexibility in applying the measure to workers
whose tasks are not limited purely to civil or naval shipbuilding. On the other hand, workers in an
undertaking wirh mixed activities and working either full time on naval shipbuilding or in a separate
yard dealing with this type of building alone, would have been excluded.

'\7hen it presented im proposal, the Commission made no atrcmpt to specify beneficiaries at the level
of the undenaking, either in Denmark or in the other Member States.

++

Question No 1 8, by Lord Bethell (H- 5 78/80): po*poned

x.

Question No 19, by Mr Hane (H-577/80)

Subject: Milk production in the Community.

Vill the Commission comment on the effect on milk production within the Community, of the
increasing impon of non-levy high protein ingredients for the production of animal feedstuffs, and
indicate what steps are being proposed to deal with this problem?

Answer

The rise in milk production in recent years has been caused by several factors, namely the increased
and berrer use of compound feedstuffs, which has led ro increased impons of protein.

I Doc. l-370/80.
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The Commission is concerned about these rises in impons and producrion and, as we stated in our
recent memorandum on the common agricultural policy, we 'wanr ro try ro tackle the problem in
several different ways: by agreements with the producer countries, such as the one we are negotiating
with Thailand on manioc; and possibly by changing the price relationship between milk and feed-
stuffs and by means of the co-responsibitiry lery.

Question No 20, by Mr Collins (H-591/50)

Subject: Compensatory finance for the loss of colleges in Scorland.

Scotland is recognized by the Commission as an area of acute deprivation, but is the Commission
aq/are that the British Government intends to close cenain colleges of education in Scotland and can
they provide any hope of compensatory finance for the loss of these colleges?

Answer

The Cbmmission is aware that the British Government has it in mind to close cenain colleges of
education in Scotland. I have to say however that there appears to be no means for the Community to
offer compensatory finance for the closure of those colleges. The Commission is however examining
the position.

Question No 21, by Mr Knk @-601/80)

Subject: Labelling of prepacked bread and cakes.

Is the Commission aware of the problem which has arisen for thousands of small independenr bakers
in Europe who do not have the financial, rcchnical or manufacturing resources to comply with the
tabelting requirements for their modest, but for them financially crucial production of prepacked
bread and cakes, which they sell either locally or in their own shops, and how would the Commission
propose to solve this problem?

Ansuter

All prepacked foods covered by Anicle l(3)(b) of,Council Directive 79/112/EEC of 18 December
1978 on the approximation of the laws of the Member Sutes relating to the labelling, presentation
and advenising of foodstuffs for sale to the ultimate consumer are subject m rhe provisions of rhis
Directive. In its sixth recital it is stated that the Directive is inrended to inform and prorect the
consumer, and the Commission attaches considerable imponance to this requiremenr.

The Commission is of the opinion that the compulsory labelling of prepacked bread and cakes ought
not to cuase greater problems for bakers than for the other professional groups affected by the appli-
cation of this Directive.

Question No 22, by Mr Radoux (H-602/80)

Subject: Strengthening of the EMS

In view of the statement issued by the European Council meeting in Luxembourg on 1-2 December,
to the effect that it will 'continue to seek to strengthen the EMS until, 'at the proper time', it can
proceed to the institutional phase', can the Commission state what its attitude is towards this manifest
delay?
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Answer

Since ir came into force, rhe European Monetary System has worked satisfacrorily: the rates of
exchange of the currencies concerned have been stable, the two cenral rate adjustmenr were only
minor and they were carried out smoothly. This smooth operation of the EMS is all the more remark-
able since the international monetary situation has been seriously upset; in particular, the oil price
rises have led rc the recurrence of considerable disequilibrium with regard to balance of paymenm,
inflationary pressures have increased and there has been considerable fluctuation in the yen and the
dollar.

'!/ork on proceeding to the instirurional phase of the EMS began as long ago as May 1979. Following
prepararory technical work, the problems were assessed and the options defined. In the repon on the
European Monetary Fund submitted to the European Council in March 1980, the Commission took
stock of rhe work done so far and the problems involved. Since then the Commission has actively
pursued this work and has sffengrhened the system in a number of imponant poinr, of which I shall
quore only two: the adjustment of the mechanism of Community loans, on which Parliament gave im
opinion at rts last pan-session; the development of the role of the ECU as the numiraire lor Commu-
nrty loans.

'Vhat is now required is to define the institutional phase of the EMS in such a way that it meets fully
the needs which have gradually become apparent over the last two years and to set it up in the way
which best accords wirh the basic aims of the sysrcm. Vork on this is progressing, but some aspecrc

have still to be clarified, since there are problems which it was impossible to foresee in 1978. The
Commission hopes rhat these decisions can be taken in the near future; this is how it interprem the
statement by the European Council at its meeting in Luxembourg on 1-2 December.

Question No 23, by Mr Megahy (H-60a/80)

Subject : Textile unions

'!/hat 
is the reaction of rhe Commission rc the recent walk-out by European textile unions from talks

in Brussels?

Ansuer

The honourable Member is doubtless referring to the meeting held on 30 October 1980 between the

Commitree of Textile and Clothing Trade Unions and a European Commission delegation, concern-

ing which an answer was given on l5 December 1980 to Quesdon No H-555/80 by Mrs Fourcade.

Since rhen, on 12 December 1980, Mr Davignon met a delegation from this committee of European

textile unions.

At that meeting both sides were able ro engage in a thorough exchange of views on curren[ problems

in the textile aid clorhing secror, in parricular the problems involved in the renewal of the Multifirbre
Arrangement.

It was agreed that rhis type of consultation would take place regularly during the present PreParatory
phase of the Community position regarding the renewal of this arrangement.

Question No 24, by Mr Nicokon (H-505/80)

Subject: Informadon retrieval service

Can the Commission say whether it has any plans to provide an inexpensive praoical retrieval to
allow MEPs' rheir staffs and interesred pafties to obtain information regarding existing and proposed

legislation on any subject?
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Answer

The Commission is not planning to set up a super-sysrcm ro provide documenurion on the national
laws of the Member States. Several sysrcms are operating ar narional level, and the Commission has
been instrumental in setting up EURONET, which will facilitate access ro the information they
contain.

The inrer-institutional computerized documentation syscem for Community law (CELEX) operares
under the joint responsibiliry of all the Community institurions, and should be able rc satiify rhe
Honourable Member's documentary research needs.

+

Question No 25, by Mr Price (H-607/80): postponed

Question No 26, by Mr Patterson (H-609/80): postponed

Question No 27, by Mr Bettiza (H-610/80)

Subject: Satellire transmission of radio and television programmes

Individual Member States of the Community are planning to transmir radio and television
Programmes by satellirc and the Commission is looking into a proposal rc introduce a European
channel.

Does the Commission consider that it would be desirable ro arrange news broadcasts to provide
ob;ective information abour the European community ro the citizens of Eastern Europe?

1.

Answer

The Commission will examine with interest any proposal seeking ro crearc a European channel ro
transmit radio and television programmes by sarellite. However, the Commission has so far not
taken a decision to stan work on such a project.

Of course the Commission is fully in i.rou, of disseminating objective information about the
Community, however, and wherever possible. There is also a draft resolution (Doc. 1-409/80),
currently being studied by the Parliament's Committee on Yourh, Culture, Education, Informa-
tion and Spon, on rhe setting up of a Community broadcasting organization.

Apan from any technical complexities, the Commission would stress thar ir will be impossible to
set uP a Community programme unless there is agreement on its content. Any such agreement
would be one of the most desirable results of the effon to achieve political cooperation.

Qnestion No 28, by Mr Hanis (H-611/SO)

Subject. Herring landings in Boulogne

On 10 December in Brussels, I presented formally to the Commission a dossier, including photo-
graphs, which had been compiled by one of my constituenrs, Mr A. Besley, on the large-scili land-
ings in Boulogne on I December of herring which is alleged to have been caughr illegally by French
boats. On that day, 960 boxes, each weighed out to hold 50 kilos of herring, were sracked on the
market, the fish having come from the stern Eawler Orrer Bank. Smaller boais were also unloading
herring. Vhat action has the Commission taken to invesrigate rhis specific complaint and what is thi
Commission doing generally to see that the herring ban is enforced by all Member Statei?

2.
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Answer

Immediately afrcr receiving the dossier from the honourable Member, the Commission asked the
French and Belgian authorities to supply all the relevant information on herring landings in the Nonh
Sea and Channel pons. Ve are awaiting their replies.

\flith regard to the more effective enforcement of the herring ban and other conservation measures,

on 16 December 1980 the Commission sen[ to the Council a communication on the setting up of a

supewising and enforcemenr body ro harmonize and assist the work of rm national counterparts in the
Member States.

!.

Question No 29, by Mr Curry (H-612/80)

Subject: EEC food manufacturing industry

'!7hat plans has rhe Commissioner for Agriculture to meet representatives of the EEC food manufac-

turing industry (Commission des Industries Agricoles et Alimentaires)?

Answer

I hope that in the coming year I shall have rhe opponunity to meet representatives of the EEC food
manuf acturing industry.

o*o

Question No 30, by Mr aan Aerssen (H-614/80)

Subject: Revision of the OECD export credit scheme

'!7hat 
progress has been made with the reform of the export credit arrangements, and what ideas does

the Commission have for reducing the serious disparities which exist between the USA and Japan on
the one hand and the EEC countries on the other?

Ansltter

1. The Commission regrem thar no progress has so far been made with the effons to reform the
expon credit arrangements.

2. The Commission also regrets that the European Community's proposal for a | 0/o increase (0.8 0/o

in the case of developing countries) in the minimum interest rates for export credits has not been

accepted by its OECD partners. Thus for the moment the large disparity between these rates and

marker and government-supponed agreed interest rates remains.

3. Afrer the breakdown of negotiations ar rhe end of 1980, the Commission is considering how to
reduce the conflicm of interesr between the main exporting counries. It will submit proposals for
new negotiating guidelines to the Council in time for the next meeting of OECD countries in

May 1981.

4. The Commission still holds the view that ir must be the aim of all the OECD Smtes to bring to an

end as soon as possible, by means of State subsidies, the race for the best terms and thus to
respond ro rhe appeal by rhe Heads of State and Government at their Venice conference on
22-23 June 1980 (point 32 of the sratemenr issued after the 'Vestern Economic Summit of
22-23 June 1980).

{.

+,1
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Question No 35, by Sir Peter Vanneck (H-627/80)

Subject: Apicle 2(l) of Council Regularion (EEC) No 2527/80

Anicle 2(1) of Council Regulation (EEC) No 2527/80 (1) states thar 'it shall be prohibircd ro use or
to. haul any crawl, etc_. .'. Is the Commission aware that, under this Reguladon, the carriage of ners
with meshes smaller than the specified minimum sizes is not rendered illegal and thar theiefore rhe
enforcemenp of the minimum mesh sizes in this Regulation can only be effected by inspections of
vessels at sea while fishing, and, in view of this, with Council Regulation (EEC) No 2527 /80 having
expired on 20 December 1980, will the Commission, in any Regulation which replaces ir, propose to
outlaw the carriage of nets with meshes smaller than the specified minimum sizes so rhar the .nfo.ce-
ment of minimum mesh sizes can also be carried out on vessels in harbour or ar sea while not fishing?

Question No 31, by Mrs Fuillet (H-61 7/80): postponed

Qaestion No 32, by Mr Coutft (H-61 8/80): postponed

Question No 33, by Mr Ansquer (H-620/80): postponed

Qaestion No 34, by Mr Renilly (H-621/80): postponed

Question No 35, by Mr Enight (H-622/80): postponed

Ansuter

By Regulation 3458 of 17 December 1980 the Council extended the application of Reguladon 2527l
80 until 31 January 1981.

The Commission does not consider that it should include, in a proposal for any funher prolongation,
a prohibition to carry nerc with meshes smaller than a cenain size. Such a prohibirion would unduly
hamper the rational exercise of fishing by those Community vessels whose operarions require the use
of ners of different size during the same voyage.

Question No 38, by Mrs Eaing (H-630/80): see Question No 2

Question No 39, by Mr Balfe (H-fia/l7): postponed

Question No 41, by Mr We @-538/50): postponed

Question No 42, by Mr Moreland (H-639/80)

Subject: Commission ponfolios

Does the Commission agree that its role as a 'powerhouse of ideas' for rhe Community would not be
well served if Commissioners hold the same portfolio for more than four years?

Answer

In reply to this question, I would refer the honourable Member to what I said on the role and
composition of the Commission.r

I See debates of 12 January 1981.
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Question No 43, by Mr Caloez (H-643/80)

Subject: Internal monitoring of production pursuant to Anicle 58 of the ECSC Treary

The provisions of Article 58 of the ECSC Treaty have been in application within the European

Community srnpe 1 Ooober 1980, following a Council decision on a proposal from the Commission.

This anicle provides for the institution of a number of procedures for the internal monitoring of
production, to.make the anti-crisis measures fully effective.

The firms which have been given quoras are required to provide the Commission with their produc-
rion records, to enable it to analyse the statistics properly.

Ve should like to ask the Commission how many firms have in fact provided this information to date,

and which firms?

Answer

Atl th iron and steel firms to which Decision 2794/80 applies are obliged to supply the Commission

with staristical data in accordance with the questionnaires annexed to the said Decision.

Apan from a few small-scale firms which for rechnical reasons find it difficult to do so, all iron and

steel firms abtually provide such data.

Question No 44, by Mr krail (H-6a 5/80) : postponed

Qaestion No 45, by Mr Pearce (H-646/80)

Subject: Allocation of Community funds to butter

\fill the Commission allocate Community funds to enable the rerail price of butter in the United
Kingdom to be cut by 33'3 o/o for a rwelvC-month period in order to esablish what reladonship exists

theri between the price of butrer and irc consumption, to avoid funher subsidized sales of butter to
the Soviet Union and to let the British people have some of the benefit of 'taxpayers' money spent on

disposing of surpluses?

Ansvter

The Commission does not intend to use Community funds for this purpose since a subsidy equivalent

ro 15 o/o of rhe rerail prices is already paid in the U.K. (45.94 ECU/100 kg.) and this is entirely

financed by Community funds.

In operaring the subsidy schemes ir has been apparent that the response_of butter consumption to

p.ic. in the-U.f. has been low, and this result is confirmed by various studies which have been made

of the price elasticiry of demand for burter in the U.K. This subsidy is th.erefore very expensive in

relarion to other measures in rhe butrer sector. Indeed, it can be estimated that each additional 100

kilograms of butter sold as a resulr of the U.K. butter subsidy costs the Communitybudget 660 ECU

as alainsr only 125 ECU for rhe expon market. This is because only 5 to 10 % of quantities subsi-

dized on the internal marker can be regarded as additional consumption whereas vinually all butter

exponed represents additional sales.
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Question No 46, by MrTurcat (H-647/80): postponed

Question No 47, by Mrs De March (H-6t2/80)

Subjecr: Sheep exports

Attempts are being made by the Unircd Kingdom to have ir exports of sheep ro third countries indi-
rectly subsidized by the European Community. The concessions demanded by the Unircd Kingdom,
which are in blatant contradiction with EEC Regulation No 1873180, would have serious repercus-
sions for French sheep breeders.

\(lill the Commission reject these demands which give an unfair advantage to British exponers?

Answer

The implementation of the common organization of the market has not brought abour the price
slump feared by some trade sectors. Thus market prices in all the Member States are currenrly above
the level reached prior to the implemenation of rhe common organization of rhe market, and ar the
beginning of January 1981 the Community average is higher than that at the same time last year.

During the first weeks following the implemenation of Regulation (EEC) No 1837180, rhere was a

considerable drop in exporr from the United Kingdom to the other Member Srares and an almost
total halt in expons to third counrries (Switzerland in panicular).

The Commission therefore considered it advisable to restore rhe traditional pattern of trade berween
the Member Smte in ques[ion and third countries. This is why it decided, as a ransitory measure, ro
suspend recovery of the variable premium on exports to third counrries. This decision was taken on
8 December 1980 and is valid until 31 March 1981. It is agreed, however, that expons are nor ro
exceed the quantities usual in the past, otherwise the application of this measure may be reviewed
before 31 March 1981.

Consequently tltis measure, intended as it is to maintain rraditional parrerns of rade, does not affect
the incomes of French producers.

Qxestion No 48, by Mr Pranchire (H-653/80)

Subject: Expons of beef and veal to Greece

Even before Greece officially becomes a member of rhe Common Market, some rhird counrries are
calling for preferential arrangemen$ for rheir expons of beef and veal to Greece.

Grven that the concessions granrcd to cenain third countries for beef and veal have cost rhe Commu-
nity budget 423 m EUA in lost levy revenue, will the Commission, in order nor to penalize French
breeders, ensure that the principle of Community preference is observed in the case of beef and veal
exports to Greece from third countries?

Answer

l. Since I January'1981 the common organization of the market in beef and veal is applicable in its
entirety to Greece.

In its trade with third countries Greece applies the Common Customs Tariff dury and Community
levies.

In its trade with other Member States Greece is gradually phasing out intra-Community cuscoms
duties and has agreed to an additional reducion of these duties on I April l98l (from 20 o/o to
12 o/o for fresh mear). Thus Community preference is fully guaranteed.
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2. Some third countries are asking for a preferential sysrcm. For example, with regard to imports of
beef and veal from Yugoslavia, it is planned to hold negotiations between the European Economic
Communiry and Yugoslavia.

Once the Councrl of Ministers has adopted negotiating guidelines for adjusting this cooperadon
agreement to take account of Greece's accession to the Communiry, the rules governing impons
of beef and veal from Yugoslavia co Greece will be drawn up.

Question No 49, by Mrs Poirier (H-654/80)

Subject: Tobacco stocks in Greece

Greece currently has 125 000 tonnes of tobacco in stock, ro which a furcher 30 OOO tonnes will be
added from the 1980 crop.

Vhat srcps does the Commission intend to take to prevent rhese stocks being sold on the Community
market, which would have serious consequences for French tobacco producers.

Answer

On 1 January 1981 the Council adopted a regulation on the sale by the Hellenic Republic of stocks of
raw tobacco held in Greece and originating from pre-adhesion crops.

This regulation lays down that each year the Commission is to dercrmine, according ro rhe procedure
of the Management Committee, the varieties and quantities of tobacco from the Greek stocks
earmarked for sale in the year in question which may be disposed of on the Community market. The
Commission will base its decision on all the available data on the sale of Community varieties and the
state of Community stocks.

The Commission will make every effon, as it does whenever it deals wirh the sale of Community
tobacco stocks, to avoid any disturbance of the Community market.

Question No 50, by Mr Fischmdnn (H-6t6/80)

Subject: Economic crisis in Europe

In view of the rncreasingly serious manifesmtions of poveny as a resuh of rhe worsening economic
crisis in Europe, does the Commission intend to updarc the srudy which was conducted ar its requesr
in 1976 on poverty in Europe?

Answer

Following the Council discussions on 27 November 1980 (Employment and Social Affairs), the
Council approved - on 22 December 1980 - a decision concerning a supplementary protramme to
combat poverty.

Under Anicle I of the Decision, within the limim of the appropriations remaining available under
ArticleS06 of the budget of the European Communities for 1980, the Commission may, until
30 November 1981, promote, complete, finance or carry our srudies and seminars intended ro fill
gaps in various imponant aspects of the fight against poverty.

The available appropriations total EUA 700 000.

The Commission will consult the representatives of the Governments of the Member States and inde-
pendent experts on all matters of imponance concerning the application of rhrs Decision, in panicular
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as regards ihe conditions in which Community financial aid is'granted and the way in which opera-
tions are carried out.

In this context, the Commission could indeed consider updating the above-mentioned study, but the
limited rime available to carry out the supplemenmry programme means that it would be practically
impossible to revive the study. The first study in fact took more than a year to be completed. The
proposal could, however, be suitably included in those that the Commission is to make in connection
wirh the fight against povefty in its final evaluation report to be submitted to the Council in June

Question No 51, by Mr Galland (H-658/80)

Subject: Closure of customs posts used for steel impons into Italy from other Community countries

Has the Commission been informed of rhe recenr decision by the Imlian Government to close

rwo-thirds of the customs posts used for Italian impons of steel? Although the ostensible purpose of
this measure was ro monitor imports from third countries more effectively, it affecm a number of the

cusroms posrs rhrough which steel from other Community countries is exclusively or mainly
imponed. Has rhe Commission made representations to the Italian Government - or does it intend
to do so - ro put a stop fonhwirh to rhis administrative protectionism, which undermines one of the
very foundations of the ECSC Treary, namely rhe freedom of movement of steel products within the
Community?

Answer

As soon as the Commission was informed of rhe Italian Finance Minisrer's decree of 14 November
1980 reducing the number of customs posts responsible for impons of iron and steel products to
twelve, it made numerous representations to the Italian authorities with a view to ensuring compli-
ance wrth Community rules on the free movement of goods. In doing so the Commission made

special reference ro the fact thar rhis reducrion in rhe number of authorized customs pos$ cannot be

.iustified either as being measures for the monitoring of deliveries under Anicle 58 of the ECSC
Treaty (such monitoring is carried -out by their inspectors in the undenakings, not by the customs

authorities) or by rhe need ro derermine rhe basis for assessing turnover tax, since there are other
means by which the checks connected with the proper levying of this mx may be carrted out.

The Commission is making further representations to the Italian Government.

Question No 52, b7 Sir Frederick \Varner (H-662/80): postponed

II. Questions to the Courcil

Question No 5 5, by Mr Ansquer (H-493/80)

Subjec: Hormones in feedingstuffs

Can the Council indicate whether the problem of hormones in feedingstuffs had already been raised
earlier at Council level, in panicular when the Directive of 23 November 1970 concerning additives in
feedingscuffs was adopted.
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Ansuter

The question of the possible use of substances with hormonal or anti-hormonal effect or of similar
substances with anabolic effect was raised several times in the Council when the Directive on addi-
tives in feedingsruffs was adopted.

Each time the Council rejected the possibility of authorizing such substances, which did not seem to
be in line with what rhis legislation was intended to achieve.

Since the Directive stipularcs that the addirives which ir aurhorizes musr be 'contained in feeding-
stuffs' and 'may not . . . be used in any other way for the purposes of animal feeding', it follows thit
subsmnces with hormonal or anti-hormonal effecr or similar substances wirh anabolic effect are
forbidden for purposes of animal feeding, not only when added to feedingstuffs but also when adminis-
tered in drinking warer, by injection or by implants.

I would add that the Council has consulted Parliament on a proposal for a regulation concerning rhe
use of hormonal or thyrostatic substances on domestic animals, and so it cannbt deal with this matrer
until Parliament has delivered its opinion.

Question No 67, by Mr Price (H-608/80)

Subject: EAGGF stocks

Vhich Member States show stocks of agricultural produce, puchased by their intervention agencies
on behalf of the EAGGF, in their national accounts as assets of rhe Member State and what vi& does
the Council take as to whether, in the event of such itock being desroyed by fire or srmilar hazard,
the owners of the stock upon whom the loss would fall would be the Member Srate concerned or the
European Communiry?

Ansuter

The Council does not possess sufficiently accurate information to reply to the first pan of rhe ques-
tion. The Honourable Member could, if necessary, address himself to rhe Commission in this regard.

As to the problem of the ownership of stocks and the possible consequences in case of an accidenr, it
is not for the Council to settle thrs legal question, which involves not only Communiry legislarion but
also national legislation and the solution of which in rhe last reson depinds on che judghent of the
competenl courts, subject to interpretation by the Coun of Justice of the European Communities.

Question No 68, by Mr Pedini (H-615/80): pottponed

Question No 69, by Mr Habsburg (H-61 6/80) : postponed

Question No 70, by Mr Berkhoawer (H-660/80): postponed

Question No 71, by Mr Lomas (H-623/80)

Subject: Proposed British nationality law

Is the Council aware that the British Government has made proposals in a lfhite Paper on nationaliry
law which would deprive the children, born of British citizens living abroad, of British nationality and
would also create five different forms of nationality?
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As this is clearly againsr rhe Convention on Human Rrghts to which the British Government rs a

signatory and also against the princrples of free movement and establishment as laid down in,the EEC
Treaues, rs the Council prepared to ask the Government to reconsider these proposals?

Anszoer

It is not for the Council to ask the Government of a Member State to reconsider proposals such as

those mentioned by the Honourable Member.

Question No 72, by Mrs Lizin (H-625/80): postponed

Question No 7j, by Mr Moreland (H-640/80): postponed

Question No 74, by Mr Bogh (H-Ga2/80): postponed

Question No 75, by Mr Turcat (H-548/80): postponed

Question No 76, by Mr Patsley (H-550/80): postponed

Question No 77, by Mrs Le Roux (H-65 5/80)

Sub;ect: The EEC's trade deficit with the United States

The EEC's trade deficit with the Unired States rn agriculrural products has worsened considerably in
rhe recent past

Vill the Council take steps to obtain rhe hfting of the restrictions introduced by the United States on
impons of agricultural products from rhe EEC and also to limit expons from the United Srates to the
EEC at preferential rariffs?

Ansuter

Since the beginning of the GATT multilateral trade negotiations, the EEC and the Unired States have
made every effon within these negotiations and by means of high-level bilateral contacts to improve
access for agricultural products to their respective markets. Both sides have made considerable
concessions, and at the end of the multilateral negotiations n 1979 it proved possible to achieve a

result which, in view of the overall economic situation, may be regarded as satisfactory.

Furthermore, the permanent high-tevel contacts between the EEC and rhe Unired States mean rhar
a-ny problems concerning the access of agricultural producm to both markets can be taken up at any

Lastly, it should be pointed out that rn the Community there are no preferential rates for American
exPorts.

III. Questions to the Foreign Ministers

Question No 80, by Mrs Euting (H-532/80)

Subject: Disappearance of former Erhiopian Education Minister

\7ill the Foreign Ministers use their good offices ro raise with the Government of Erhiopia the case of
a prisoner who disappeared in July 1979, namely Seifu Mehetme Selassie, aged 53, who was rhe
mrnrster of education, arrested with other government officials in 1974, detained without charge or
trial, of whom no trace can now be found despirc enquiries made by Amnesry Internarional?
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,4nswer

The Foreign Ministers of the Member States of the European Communities have already expressed
on numerous occasions their concern at violations of human rights all over rhe world. The violations
of human rights in Ethiopia have also been followed closely in the conrext of European polirical
cooperatron.

Funhermore, the Member States seek individually, whenever the opponunity arises, to influence the
Ethiopian Government. so thar it respects human rights.

Question No 81, by Mr Paisley (H-633/80): postponed

Que s t ion No 8 2, by M r M ore land ( H-5 5 7 /8 0 ) : pos tpone d

Question No 83, by Mr Chambeiron (H-6t7/80)

Subject: Four-Power Agreement of 3 September 1971

Underthetermsof theFour-PowerAgreementof 3September 1971rhe l7esternsectorsof Berlindo
not constitute part of the Federal Republic of Germany. Do the Foreign Ministers consider rhat the
holdrng of working meetings by the European Parliament in Vest Berlin is in keeping with rhe rcrms
of the quadripanite agreement to which two Member States of the Community are signatories?

Answer

The President would point out to the honourable Member that the interpretauon of the four-power
agreement of 3 September l97l and other agreemenr between the four powers concerning Berlin
falls within the exclusive competence of the signatory States. This being the case, the question raised
by rhe honourable Member is not among those discussed as part of political cooperation.

Question No 84, by Mr Haagerup (H-551/80)

Subject: Informarion about the deliberations of the Foreign Ministers' meerings

Are governments of non-member States provided with special information about the deliberations of
the minisrcrs meedng in political cooperadon, and what form does this information cake?

Answer

In view of the confidential nature of the work done as pan of political cooperation, rhe governments
of the Ten do not, as a general rule, provide the governments of non-member Sares with any special
information on the deliberations of the Foreign Minister meetlng in polirrcal cooperarion. However,
in individual cases and on a pragmatic basis, the Ten may, after unanimous agreement, authorize the
Presidency to supply such information during its usual diplomatic conracrs with rhe represenatives of
rhird counrries.

Furthermore, the Presidency would remind the honourable Member that rhere is a mutual informa-
tion procedure by which the Communiry and Turkey may, where appropriate, obtarn information on
questions being dealt with by the Ten as pan of European political cooperation and which concern
anything which panicularly affects Turkey in rhe international sphere.

+{.

Question No 86, by Mr Israil (H-567/80): see Question No 79
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Galland

have suddenly disappeared this morning. Did the
Bureau decide or not to include them in the debate,
and if so, how is it that they have been explicidy
included in all the agendas until this morning, when
they are no longer there. I would also point out thar
this not only concerns oral questions to the Commis-
sion but also oral questions to the Council which are
due to be dealt with this morning in the energy debarc.

President. - You are quite right, Mr Galland.
Vhether the omission is due to a printer's error or
whatever, you may be assured that the agenda as

adopted yesterday is authenric.

l. Approoal ofminates

President. - The minutes of proceedings of yester-
day's sitting have been disuibuted.

Are shere any funher commenrc?

The minutes of proceedings are approved.

2. Dootments receioed

President. 
- I have received various documents,

details of which may be found in the minurcs.

3. Decision on r.trgenc!

Presidcnt. - The next i[em is a decision on five
requesB for urgent procedure.

\7e shall begin wirh the requestfiom the Commission:
Proposalfor a regulation on the common organization of
the marhet in cereals (Doc. 1-701/80).

I call Mr Sutra on a point of order.

Mr Sutra. - 6) Mr President, I would ask you to
remove this item from the agenda as inadmissible even
before the vote is raken. There is more than one
reason why this is so. FirstlS this mamer has been
urgent for seven years and the Council has been trying
to bully Parliament. Secondly, direcdy concerning the
Treaties, t}is request for urgent procedure is contrary
to the Treaty . . .

Prcsident. - Mr Sutra, this is not a point of order.
The item is on the agenda and musr come in front of
the House. It cannor be removed excepr by the urish of
the Flouse, which can be expressed by a vote against
ur8ency.

I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. - (F)Mr
President, I should jusr like to explain briefly why the
Commission has tabled this request for urgent proce-
dure. As Parliament is aware, Protocol No 19 of the
Treaty of Accession originally provided for the intro-
duction by rhe Community of measures to facilitate
the export of spirituous beverages obtained from
cereals.

Two Commission proposals on the common organiz-
ation of the market in alcohol have still not been

approved by the Council. Since some Member Srares
are adversely affected by the failure ro implement this
protocol, the Council undenook to adopr, before the
end of 1980, measures ro be applied under rhe
common organization of the marker in cereals. Thus,
in order to be consistent with whar was agreed on
agricultural prices in May 1980, the Commission urges
Parliament to deal with this matter by urgent proce-
dure.

President. - I call Mrs Kellett-Bewman to speak on
a point of order.

Mrs Kellett-Bowmen. - It appears rhar a lot of our
colleagues have been rying rc track this document
down. I know that the Committee on Agriculture have
had it but it does nor appear to be commonly available
to the rest of us. Could we nor pur this off until
tomorrow until everybody has had a chance of getring
hold of it?

President. - Mrs Kellert-Bowman, rhe document
has been freely available ar least since November.

I call Mr Friih to speak on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture.

Mr Friih. - (D) Since I see that the chairman of the
Committee on Agriculrure is not yer in rhe House, I
shall have to give my opinion on rhe request for urgent
procedure in my capaciry as first vice-chairman.

On behalf of rhe Commirtee on Agricuhure I should
like rc point our rhar we have discussed this document
in demil this week and have decided by a large major-
ity not to rejecr the document, bur only to postpone it
for a few weeks until February, when we shall be
having a hearing on rhe legal situarion in the agricul-
tural alcohol sector. The facr is rhat, at presenr, no-one
knows what the posirion really is in rhrs field. Afrcr the
hearing we shall immediately be prepared to draw the
necessary consequences.

I am extremely sorryrhat I must contradict Mr Davig-
non. It is true rhat this problem has been pending for
years, and I appreciarc the pressure not only on rhe
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Friih

Commission, but also on the Council, which has

decided in the price negotiations that, if no alcohol
market organization is finalized in the current year, an

arrangement will be introduced before the next price
round under the common organization of the market
in cereals. To that extent, gentlemen of the Commis-
sion, you are under pressure, and I fully appreciate
your position.

Vhat Parliament wants, however, is a genuine and
overall solution. '!7hat we do not want is a partial solu-
tion - simply because someone did not keep his word
or could not meet the deadlines - followed by
another partial solution, and rhen another, with the
final result that no-one knows where we stand. For
[hat reason, the Committee on Agriculture voted by l5
votes to 8 - and you can imagine where the 8 votes
came from - not to reject a study of this question, but
to postpone it. Immediately after that, i.e. once [he
legal position has been clarified, we are prepared to
look into this problem so that there are no more
delays. .

Speaking of delays, there is one thing we should not
forget. This problem has been pushed back and
forwards for the last eight years. The Committee on
Agriculture therefore does not understand why this
question should now be declared urgent simply
because one wants to keep a promise.

Mr President, excuse my lengthy remarks, but they
were perhaps necessary because of the confusion. Ve
are prepared to cooperate. Ve are willing to help, but
not under these circumstances. I have given you the
official view of the Committee on Agriculture, and I
would ask the House to reject urgent procedure, since
we v/ant our deliberations to produce something
constructive, something on which the entire House
can agree.

(Applause from oarious quarters )

President. - I call Mr Curry.

Mr Curry. - Mr President, this is a proposal to pay
restitution to producers of cenain alcoholic beverages,
notably whisky, both Scottish and lrish. The Council
has requested urgency. Under the rcrms of Bridsh
accession these restitutions were pledged under the
Treaty, under an ethyl-alcohol regime. That ethyl-
alcohol regime has never come into existence because,
as the Commissioner has said, of opposidon in the

Council, not because of opposition in this Parliament.

In last year's price fixing, as part of that whole price
package, it was agreed that if there was no ethyl-
alcohol regime in prospecr by the end of 1980, the
restitutions owed since 1973 would be paid by the
cereals regime. It is remarkable, Mr President, that
that is the only part of the price package of last year
which has not been implemented, and I would like to

see the reaction of Mr Fri.ih and some other people
had the price increase in other agricultural secrors not
been implemented nine months after the date for rheir
introduction.

There is no ethyl-alcohol regime, Mr President. The
Commission has prepared the means to pay under
cereals; the money is in the budget; that budget was
voted by this House. In December the whole Parlia-
ment, my group included, voted against urgency on
the grounds that we did not have the documents. '$(ie

now have had the documents. The Committee on
Agriculture had the whole of Monday and Tuesday to
deliberate upon those documenm. \fhat it actually
deliberated upon was whether or not it wanted to re-
establish the link with ethyl alcohol.

So we now have an absolurcly firm commitment made
at every political level to pay this mon€/, and the
committee is trying to link it to a regime which does
not exist and, according to the Commissioner, is

unlikely to exist for some time. That is a manifest
injustice; it has been an injustice for seven years and it
is a matter of urgency to correct that injustice and to
correct it immediarcly.

(Applause from the European Democratic Group)

President. - I call Mr Dalsass.

Mr Dalsass. - (D) Mr President, I shall be brief,
since Mr Frtih has already spoken on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture.

At the time, I was chosen as rapporteur on the ethyl-
alcohol regime. The aim was to introduce an arrange-
ment for the production of whisky from cereals under
the alcohol market organization. The Commitrce on
Agriculture already has a draft report on this matter,
but it has decided to await clarification of the legal
position. As has akeady been poinrcd out, this will be
the subject of a public hearing in February, and once
that has taken place, the Commitree on Agriculture
will decide on the further procedure.

If this Protocol 19 is to be implemented - as we all
think it should - it is much better for it to be imple-
mented under the general alcohol market organiz-
ation. Ve are all in favour of this and have said so in
the Committee on Agriculture. However, our view is
that it no longer matters if a few more months are lost
now, since we shall then be able to find a sadsfacmry
solution.

For this reason - and since the regulation in question
will have retrospective force - no damage will be
caused. I therefore call upon Parliament to rej'ect
urgent procedure.

(Applause from ztarious quarters )
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President. - I call Mr Ferri to speak on behalf of the
Socialist Group.

Mr Ferri. - (1) Mr President, I am speaking to
express my support, which is shared by the majority of
the group, for this request for urgency which has been
tabled. The reasons which I am very briefly going to
outline do not refer to the substance of the matter but
are concerned with the rigorous defence of the inter-
institutional balance for which the Treaties make prov-
ision and, in this specific case, with Parliament's para-
mount role and powers of consultation.

In a recent debate Mr Prout used great kindness and
charm in dubbing me, in my capacity as chairman of
the Legal Affairs Committee, as a resolute defender of
Parliament's righrc. It is precisely because I am proud
of this title that I have to warn the House, as it carries
out its tasks, against the adoption of methods which,
albeit legal and legitimate, may hamper the role which
is our duty as well as our right. !7hat the vice-chair-
man of the Committee on Agriculture said seemed to
me to be an indication of a negative view.

The motion for urgency on this proposal for a regula-
tion is based on the assumption that, because of the
tremendous amount of time needed for general organ-
ization in the case of alcohol, the Commission and the
Council felt that as a matter of urgency arrenrion
should be focused on the particular subject of this
proposal. Now, in dealing with a request for urgency
which mighc well be justified on more solid and better
grounds - this is for the benefit of the Commission
and the Council - but which is basically a requesr for
urgency deriving from the essential nature of rhe
proposal, in the sense that the urgency is inherent,
Parliament can give a negative answer. It can say -and the justification will be relevant this time - rhar ir
is against the regulation because it is not right in its
view to adopt these specific rules and that we can and
must wait for general rules on alcohol. In this case

consultation, which resuh in a negarive opinion; is

none the less consulration. Ve.are duty-bound to do
this if we really want to safeguard our role and rhe
balance, of the instirutions. Consequenrly, and on
behalf of the Socialisr Group, I am in favour of the
request for urgent procedure.

President. - I call Mr Fri.ih on a point of order.

Mr Friih. - (D) Mr President, if rhe interprering is
correct and the chairman of the Legal Affairs Commir-
tee has addressed himself ro me personally, saying that
the opinion might amounr to anriciparing an unfavour-
able opinion, I should like to point out the follow-
lng: ...

President. - Mr Fri.ih, you cannor speak on that
point.'nfle cannot hold a debare on rhar marrer now.

I call Sir James to speak on behalf of the European
Democratic Group.

Sir James Scott-Hopkins. - Mr President, I am
grarcful to Mr Ferri for the way he has spoken. I do
not think I need to elaborace on what has been said by
Mr Curiy in favour of urgency for this panicular
motion. Listening to the comments which have been
made, I find it difficult to believe that this House will
wan[ [o go back on an agreement which wds reached
in the agricultural price review of tggO and that rhe
one issue which is outstanding should not be settled as

a matter of urgency. As it was not settled before the
end of 1980 ir should be dealr with at the earliest
opponunity. I can understand the reasons why Mr
Frtih and others say they want to link it to ethyl-
alcohol arrangements. Perhaps they will be in place in
a month or two, perhaps they will qot. That is the
whole point of trying to have urgency for this particu-
lar cereal request and I earnestly ask the House to
honour what was agreed in the past and fulfil its obli-
gations, which are quite clearly definpd. Therefore, on
behalf of my group I wish to srarc rhar we shall be
supponing urgency for this mar[er.

President. - I call Mr Pranchdre of the Communist
and Allies Group.

Mr Pranchire. - (F) Mr President, I feel this is both
a weighry and a serious matter as far as the issues are

concerned. The Committee on Agriculture has

rejected the debate. Now we are ignoring its view.
Any'way, how can you justify the fact that whisky is

not covered by the alcohol arrangements and so, with
this stratagem, the distillers are ge[ting subsidies of
around FF 35 million?

On behalf of the entire Communist Group, and with
special regard to the situation in France, I must say
thar rhis would be a remendous blow to producers of
wine-based spirits, and also to fruit producers.

It is clear that the French Government is not entirely
without blame in this affair. Quirc the contrary, as it
has agreed to the lavish concessions granrcd to Mrs
Thatcher and also, when matters were being discussed
in France, it proposed a 500k tax.hike on spirits. 'I7e

are against urgent procedure today because we are
basically against the measures which have been taken.
Our producers are very grateful for the kind atrenrion
of the Council and the Commission, thanks to the
good offices of Mr Davignon who after torpedoing
the steel industry now wants ro lay waste our farm
production, and especially our alcohol production.
They also appreciate the kind artention of Mr Onoli
and Mr Cheysson, who have just been reappoinrcd by
Mr Giscard d'Estaing.

(Cies from oarious qaarters)
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In speaking out here against a measure which is in no
way justified 

- I mean the refunds - we are standing
by the interesrc of alcohbl producers in France. Fine
words will nor make them forget the blows they have
had to put up with and which they have to suffer here
shanks to the whisky producers' lobby. As a result, the
French members of the Communrst and Allies Group
will be voting against urgency and against this debate.

(Applausefrom the extreme lefi)

President. - I call Mr Louwes to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Louwes. - (NL) Mr President, my group has its
doubm. On the one hand there is the commitment
under Protocol 19, which must of course be fulfilled.
On the other hand, this involves only one alcoholic
drink, exports of which are to be given special treat-
ment, whereas there are scores of other alcoholic
drinks which are produced in the EEC and panly
exponed, just as whisky is. My group appreciates that
many people involved in this matter want this special
arrangement for whisky to be incorporated into the
proposed general Community arrangement for the
alcohol market, and we also appreciate the views of
the Committee on Agriclrlture, which have just been
expressed by Mr Frtih. !fle thus feel that we should
vote against urgency, especially since the Commission
only submitted this proposal on 20 November 1980,
although it had known - or should have known -for a long time that it would take Parliament some
time to form an opinion on the general alcohol
arrangement, and although it must have been aware
that the commitment under Protocol 19 was akeady
seven years old. Ve do not a[ this stage want to attri-
bute the blame for this delay in fulfilling the commit-
ments given, but the Commission's request for urgent
procedure, if approved, would prevent Parliament
reaching an unhasty, reasoned opinion, panicularly in
this sensitive field. \7e find it difficult to give our
approval to this procedure, and the maiority of my
group will therefore vote against urgent procedure.

President. - I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. - (F) Mr
President, can I just say a word to Mr Pranchire?
Parliament knows full well that the only reason I am
speaking rcday is because Mr Gundelach can no
longer do so. I am sure the House will appreciate Mr
Pranchdre's tactful criticism.

(Sustained applause)

President. - I understand Mr Davern wishes to
request a roll-call vote on behalf of his group.

Mr Davern. - Yes. I think in various interests we
want [o know who is European and who is not.

President. - It will be a roll-call vote and therefore
we shall vote electronically.

I call Mr Pranchdre on a point of order.

Mr Pranchire. - (F) Mr President, since I have been
accused in a most amazing fashion, let me pay tribute
to Commissioner Gundelach. !7e often failed to see

eye-to-eye at committee meetings but we always had
the greatest respect for each other.

I cannot tolerate what Mr Davignon said just nowl

'(Loud 
cries)

President. - I am sure there was a misunderstanding.
I rhought I had explained this.

(Parliament rejected the reqaest for argent procedure by
roll-call oote)t
I call Mr Gautier on a point of order.

Mr Gautier. - (D) Mr President, I would ask you to
ensure that this item - as u,'as originally intended -remains on today's agenda after the report. on isoglu-
cose. You will have noticed that this is an extremely
controversial subject, and Parliament should discuss it
today - in its night sitting, if necessary - and not
tomorrow morning, when most Members are already
leaving. I therefore able the procedural motion that
this item be insened into the agenda after Item 315,
Mr Delatte's report on isoglucose.

President. - The deadline for tabling amendments to
this rext could be set for two o'clock this afternoon
and the item could be included on Friday's agenda.

Since there are no objections, that is agreed.

I call Mr Friih.

Mr Friih. - (D) Mr President, as vice-chairman of
the Committee on Agriculture I should like rc say the
following: '!7e have vorcd in favour of urgent proce-
dure, but we do not yet have a report. 'S7'e have voted
in favour despite this mad voting system - which is

what a Labour Member called ir. I accept the result,
although we still have to work out how the voting
figures were arrived at. I therefore suggest that the
Committee on Agriculture meet at 6 p.m. this evening,
so that it can submit a report to Parliament tomorrow
and discuss the amendments. Since the proposals also

I Deailed results of roll-call
minutes of proceedings.

votes will be found in the
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have major financial implications, I also suggest that
rhe Committee on Budgerc meet and produce an

opinion, so that we have a solid basis for our debate.

President. - Mr Frtih, it is not our responsibiliry
collectively rc decide when committees can meet.
Under Rule 39, the committee shall meet when
convened by its chairman. If you are acting as chair-
man, [hen you are perfectly entitled to convene a

meering and to send out the appropriate notices to
your members.

President. - Ve shall now consider the request for
urgent procedure on the motion for a resolution
(Doc. 1-795/80) by Mrs Van den Heuoel and others:
Conscientious objector Chistos Nounis.

I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.

Mrs Van den Heuvel. - (NL) Mr President, the
motion for a resolution with request for urgent debate
which has been tabled by myself and some of my
colleagues concerns the case of the 21-year-old Greek
conscientious objector Christos Nounis. He comes
from Thessaloniki and, as a result of a car accident,
has suffered from a serious mental disorder since his
childhood. On 21 December 1977 he was summoned
to appear before the call-up board, and because of his
state of health he was exemp[ed provisionally for two
years. On 27 March 1980 he was called up and
assigned to a special unit for persons who had been
provisionally rejected, since he obmined a mark of 14

in his test. If he had obtained a mark of 15, he would
have been declared totally unsuitable for military
service. He had to report to his unit on 4 April 1980 -I would ask Members [o note the date - and Nounis
asked for a doctor, but his request was refused. He
was ordered to put on a uniform, but Nounis, who is a

Jehovah's !?'itness, refused to do so. On 8 April - i.e.

four days later - he was arrested, and the next day he
was taken to a military hospital. On 19 April - i.e. 15

days later - he was released and declared unfit for
military service. For those Members who are inter-
ested, I have here a photocopy of the relevant deci-
sion, numbered 597 and dated 18 April 1980. This
starcs that Nounis is suffering from a serious and
chronic psycho-neurodc disorder and is mentally
retarded. As a result of this he was sent home with a

mark of 15. Despite this, on 6August 1980 - i.e. a

few months later - Nounis was interrogated by the
police and sent for court martial. He was again
arrested and detained in a fon originally built by the
Turks and now used as a civilian prison. On
13November 1980 Nounis received a summons to

appear before the military court in Thessaloniki. His
case was heard on 12 November 1980 and the judge-
advocate - you will not believe this - called for a

sentence of eight years' imprisonment. The final sent-
ence was four years' imprisonment. This young man,
who docrors have said has suffered from a serious
psycho-neurotic disorder ever since his childhood, is

sdll being held in this mediaeval prison. It will be

obvious to Members that rhis is an urgent matter, and
I therefore assume that everyone will vorc in favour of
urgent procedure for my motion.

President. - I call Mr Bournias.

Mr Bournias. - (EL) Mr President, I regret that
Parliament has been given totally wrong information
by gullible people such as the lady who has just
spoken, and I condemn these informants, since I feel it
harms our cause when we say such things as I have just
heard. I can assure you [hat when I was looking into
the matter yesterday, I asked to be put through rc the
responsible Greek minister, Mr Averof, the Minisrer
of Defence, who rclephoned us rhis morning to say
that there was no-one by the name of Christos Nounis.

(Applause)

There is rhus definircly a mismke!This is an imponanr
subject, and I myself was involved in getting a law in
Greece - since the matter had been taken before the
Council of Europe - despite the provisions of the
Greek Constirution and despite the opposirion of the
Greek Church, which has made sacrifices on rhe
subject of milinry service, since even our priests
fought and were tortured and hanged in the Greek
wars of independence. Despite the objecdons of the
Church, the press and legal experts - since it would
involve a law indirectly contrary to the constitution -the Greek Government passed a law allowing
conscientious objectors not to bear arms. '!7e passed a
law under which they may, exceprionally, do auxiliary
service. However, they then do rwice the normal
period of service. Many have acceprcd this, while,
others do not accept it because they do not want to do'
any service at all. In the latter case, they are taken to
coun and sentenced, but here again we have made
things easier for them. They are sent to prison farms
where, by law, they do half the normal period of'
servlce.

How, therefore, can such statements be made? I am
also informed by rhe Minisrer rhar a Greek Human
Righrc Commission chaired by Professor Vegleri
produced a lisr of 100 persons it was claimed had been
sentenced and maltreated, and no[ one of the cases
was genuine. This is therefore a serious matter which,
in the final analysis, concerns rhe reputation of Greece
and the Greek Governmenr. I therefore advise against
urgen[ procedure until we have, the relevant docu-
ments confirming what I have said.

(Applause from the centre and the ight)
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President. - I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (Christian-
Democratic Group).

Mr Klepsch. - (D) The great majority of Members
in my group feel that, in this case as in all other simi-
lar cases, the competent committee is the only body
which can study all the points which have been raised
here. \(e fail m understand why this problem should
be discussed under urgent procedure in the plenary
sitting, and we shall therefore be voting against urgenr
procedure.

(Applausefrom the centre and the right)

President. - I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Glinne. - (F) Mr President, as far as the Socialist
Group is concerned, we have enough documents, in
Greek and in English translation, to feel that the
request for urgency is justified.

President. - I call Mr Fergusson to speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.

Mr Fergusson. - Mr President, it is a funny thing,
after what Mr Glinne has said, that everything that I
can discover about this case from independent sources
shows that the facts as stated in the resolution and in
the justification are either misleading or simply wrong,
right down to the question of the name of the
conscientious objector and the person on whom any
sentence has been passed.

Of course we all, as different nations, have different
attitudes towards conscientious objection, and I fully
commend the attitude taken by my own country; but I
would like to say this, that at a time when the trend in
the matter of conscientious objection in Greece is

towards liberalism, I think this motion is thoroughly
unfriendly and unfonunate. \7e oppose urgent proce-
dure not least because the justification in no way
argues that the question, if valid, should be taken
tomorrow rather [han at any other dme. I would add
rhat I should have thought that in this case the Coun
of Justice was a more proper forum for the matter to
be raised in. In the meantime we oppose urgent proce-
dure.

President. - I call Mr Haagerup to speak on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Haagerup . - (DK) I can be very brief, Mr Presi-
dent, since we feel that we cannot express an opinion
on this whole question of conscientious objectors on

the basis of one single and insufficiently-investigated
case. Moreover, the subject of conscientious objectors
is already being studied by the Legal Affairs Commit-
tee. May I add, on behalf of my group, that this
Parliament cannot set itself up as a court of justice. I
therefore recommend that urgent procedure be
rejected.

(Parliament rejected the requestfor urgent procedure)

... 

*' 

*-

President. - Ve shall now consider the request for
urgent procedure on Lhe motion for a resolution by Mr
Hume and others (S) and Mr Lalor and others (Doc.
1-801/80): Irish Rugby Football Union\ South A,frican
tour.

I call lv{r Hume.

Mr Hume. - Mr President, I ask the House to
support the request for urgent procedure on this reso-
lution because the decision of the Irish Rugby Football
Union to tour South Africa was only recently taken,
and if the opinion of this House is to have any effect
then it should be given immediately.

I would point out that this tour has been condemned
both by the Irish Government in the Republic of
Ireland, and by the British Government in Nonhern
Ireland, and among the signatories to this resolution
are all 15 Members from the Republic of Ireland:
every single Member of the European Parliament from
the Member State concerned has signed this resolu-
tion, thereby underlining the strength of feeling that
obtains in Ireland itself on this issue.

\fle should be under no illusions as to the use which
the regime in South Africa makes of tours such as this
to bolsrer up their vicious system of apartheid; neither
should we be under any illusions as to how that system
invades spon itself in that country.

Therefore we should use all our influence as a Parlia-
ment to dissuade those who would give any sustenance
whatsoever to that regime, whatever their intentions.
A decision by this Parliament that this is a matter for
urgen[ debate will be ample demonstration of the
strength of European feeling on this issue and will,
perhaps, have the positive effect of having this tour
cancelled.

(Applause from certain quarters on the lefi)

President. - I call Mr O'Leary.

Mr O'Leary. - Mr President, the decision on the
part of the Irish Rugby Foo$all Union to accept an
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invitation to tour South Africa is, as Mr John Hume
said, in direct conflict with rhe Irish Government's
frequendy repeated condemnation of the apartheid
practices of the South African regime.

The proposed visit cannot be regarded as a simple
sponing event because, by going to South Africa, the
Irish touring side will automatically confer approval
on the Beneral apanheid policies of the South African
regime. More panicularly the tour will encourage
those directly responsible within South Africa for the
discriminatory organization of spon within that coun-
try. Until the South African aurhoriries banish all
racial discrimination within their own borders, rhe
athleric unions of democratic States should be vigilant
in ensuring that they give no supporr by any action of
theirs ro the perperuation of racial discrimination
within the counrry.

Democratic States must ensure thar polirically, econ-
omically and culturally an international boycott should
be maintained against South Africa until that country
grants basic human righr to all its inhabitants.

(Applause from certain quarters on the lefi)

Finally, Mr President, it is right that the voice of this
Parliament should be heard on this matter since the
significance of the visit cannot be confined to Ireland
alone.

President. - I call Mr Beazley to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Mr Bcazley. - Mr President, on behalf of the Euro-
pean Democratic Group, I would like to advise you
that we shall vote that this House reject urgency on
this resolution. Firstly, the tour does not stan next
week or even before the next session of this Parlia-
ment, so urgency is not called for. Secondly, as much
as this group abhors apanheid it nevertheless notes
that multiracial rugby football at national level is today
normal in Sourh Africa (cries fron tbe lefi). Finally, it
considers that the resolution as presented is misleading
because the Irish Rugby Football Union comprises
players both from the Republic of Ireland and from
Northern Ireland.

(Applause from certdin qudrters of the European Demo-
Udtic Group)

President. - I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group).

Mr Klepsch. - (D) Mr President, on behalf of my
group I should like to oppose the request for urgent
procedure, and that for a very simple reason. Ve are

outraged at the way in which the gentlemen's agree-
ment betc/een the groups in this House is being
broken so blamndy this week.

(Applause from oarious qudrters in the centre and on tbe
right)

Ve have a tentlemen's agreemenr nor to hinder
Parliament's work with a flood of requests for urgenry
which are no more than propaganda. Ir is time we
spoke frankly - and I say thar ro rhose who have
submitted the many requesm for urgenry this week. If
every group followed the example of whar one pani-
cular group has done this week, we would have 40
requests for urgent procedure and would be able to
debarc urgency and nothing else. This is why we
reached this gentlemen's agreemenr. However, if one
panicular group feels it can no longer abide by it, ir is
no longer binding on all the other groups either. Up
till now, we have not heard any real justification for
urgent procedure for this motion - the President also
implied as much himself. I can only say rhar, if we go
on like this - it is now 11 a.m. - we will be talking
about urgent procedure and not be able to get down ro
our real work.

(Applausefrom the centre and the right)

Finally, let me poinr out that one typical case - this
Parliament's srance on Sourh Africa and racial discri-
mination - has already been agreed and clarified in
numerous resolutions and debates in this House. I
cannot imagine whar funher clarification is necessary.
Nobody can [herefore convince me of the point of this
request for urgency, except for cenain propaganda
aims, and I believe these ro be beneath the digniry of
this House.

(Applausefrom tbe centre and tbe right)

President. - I call Mr Maher to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Maher. - \fhile I personally supponed this
motion, as far as the Liberal Group is concerned rhere
is a free vote. However, I should like to make the
point very strongly that racial discrimination is not the
only kind of discrimination. I remember lasr year,
when we debated the question of the paniciparion of
our countries in the Olympic Games in Moscow, the
Socialists appeared to supporr. the idea of going to
Moscow.

(Ciesfrom the lefi)

Frankly, whatever the South Africans may have done
in infringing human rights - and I am opposed rc all
infringemenrc of human righr - ir is norhing
compared wirh what the Russians have done and
continue to do.
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(Loud applause from the European Democratic Gro*p -Protests from the lefi)

I think that this House should be consistent in
condemning infringements of human rights, whether it
is on racial grounds or on any other grounds what-
soever.

(Applause from tbe European Democratic Groap)

President. - I call Mr Glinne to speak on beiralf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Glinne. - (F) Mr President, the Socialist Group
is very anxious m abide by rhe gendemen's agreement
which seeks to restrict the welter of motions tabled
under Rule 14. I do wish, however, that people would
take an objective look at how all the groups are behav-
ing on this matter before tossing accusarions in our
direction. Be thar as it may, I should like to ask any
Members of this Parliament who harbour doubr
about the urgency of this matrer to read the extracts
from the South African press which are already avail-
able. They show that the idea of a rour by the Irish
Rugby Football Union is elready being exploired for
political ends by the r6gime in South Africa. In these
circumstances we feel that urgent procedure is enrirely
jusdfied.

(Applause from certain quarters on the lefi)

(Parliament rejected tbe requestfor argent procedure)

oo *

President. - Ve shall now consider the request for
urgent procedure on the motion for a resolution

(Doc. 1-803/80) by Mr Van Minnen und otbers: Situ-
ation in El Salaador.

I call Mr Glinne to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.

Mr Glinne. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gende-
men, the primary reason for urgency in our view is the
dramatic and inrcnsely distressing turn in the violent
events occurring in El Salvador. The new American
administration is taking office and that, coupled with
the fact that US military aid rc the junta 

- which had
been suspended for a while after the murder of some
American nuns by a rightwing teirorist group - at the
beginning of December was running at a level of at
least five million dollars per year, means that there is a

pressing need in our view to speak out against any
foreign military interference in this conflict which is

destroying the country.

Likewise, we need to make a statement on the political
background to the events, a[ a time when Parliament is
about to send off a delegation to a meetinB in Bogoti
and when Mr Ungo, with the approval and even the
welcome of the Archbishop of San Salvador, has just
nken over as president of the Revolutionary Demo-
cratic Front, a multi-pany organization opposed to the
junta. For all these reasons, Mr President, we think
there can be no argument against urgency, panicularly
as we feel that each group in the House should make
clear right away exactly where it smnds with regard to
the problems of Latin America.

In closing, may I say that our group wants a roll-call
vote on this request for urgency?

President. - I call Mr Klepsch to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Pany (Christian-
Democratic Group).

Mr Klepsch. - (D) Mr President, I should like to
make a procedural point. \fle have referred two
motions for resolutions on El Salvador rc the Political
Affairs Committee, which is currently drawing up a

report on the basis of these and of the motions
currently under discussion. Ve can see no grounds for
particular urgency. The argument that the fonhcom-
ing change-over in the US Administration justifies the
urBency in fact speaks against urgency, since we all
know that everybody is waiting to see what. action the
new American Government will take. No other argu-
ment in favour of urgenry is indicated. My group feels
that the repon of the Political Affairs Committee
should give an objective view of the matter. As far as

the visit by our interparliamentary delegation to Latin
America is concerned, our colleagues will have an
opportunity to gather further information on the spot.
Moreover, my group has proposed that an inter-group
delegation should go to El Salvador to compile infor-
mation. In view of all rhis, we see no grounds for
urgent procedure.

President. - There has been a request from a politi-
cal group for a roll-call vote. Explanations of vorc are
not permitted in the case of requests for urgent proce-
dure.

I call Mr Manin of the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Martin. - (F) Mr President,. there, are just three
things I wanr to say very quickly by way of explaining
the vote of the French Communists.

The first point is that El Salvador is in the grips of a
bloody struggle. A whole nation is rising up in arms to
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bring down an evil dictatorship which caused rhe
death of thousands of men, women and children in
1980. Ve stand by the people of El Salvador in their
struggle against the tyrants. These tyrants musr move
aside and let the people of El Salvador choose their
destiny in freedom. \7e stand shoulder-ro-shoulder
with the Revolutionary Democratic Fronr which is the
rallying point for all opposition forces in the country.
'We stand by the Farabundo Marti National Liberation
Front which has taken up arms for freedom and for
the motherland. !fle insist thar all foreign aid ro rhe
dictatorship of Napoleon Duarre be ended. The US
military aid to the junta must be stopped. There has to
be an end to military interference and invasion from
Guatemala and Honduras.

Second point: we do not think that the text as it stands
is strong enough in its criticism of the Unircd States,
the champion of the so-called free world, and its plans
for El Salvador, which are to turn the country into a
bloodbath, just as the Unircd States has done in
Guatemala. To say that we are penurbed, which is

how the document puts it, is not enough. There has to
be strong condemnation of the American position and
their threats of interference.

(Cries of 'lVhat about Afgbanistan!'in the centre and on
the right)

My third and final point: we no[e lhat not a single
governmen[ voice in the various Community capitals
has been heard in response to this exceptional situ-
ation.

Having said all that, and in view of this exceptional
situarion which I have just described, we shall be
voting in favour of urgency.

President. 
- I call Mr Haagerup, to speak on behalf

of the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Haagerup. 
- @K) Mr President, my group in

no way denies that there is a serious situation in El
Salvador because of the civil war [here. However, as

Mr Klepsch has just said, this matter is being studied
by the Political Affairs Committee 

- 
and it is a typical

case for study by that committee. My group has in fact
been looking into this situation in some detail, and we
will gladly cooperate in efforts to establish whether
there is anything we can do in the way of humanitar-
ian aid, or whether there is any other way we can help
to alleviare the difficult situation in El Salvador. I
might also say that I do not consider ic particularly
appropriate that this Parliament should be assuming
the role of an advisor on Unired Stares policy rowards
Latin America only a few days before a new American
President and administration are due to be insmlled.
Let us have a demiled reporr from the Political Affairs
Committee on the siruation in El Salvador. On behalf
of my group, I therefore recommend rhar urgenr
procedure be rejected.

President. - I call Mr Van Minnen on a poinr o{
order.

Mr Yan Minnen. - (NL) Mr President, Mr Klepsch
has either not read the motion properly or he did nor
want to read it properly - at any rate he has given a
wrong interpretation of the arguments. Ir does nor -and this is not the reason for the motion - refer to
rhe foncoming American presidential elections, but
ratherto...

President. - Mr Van Minnen, that is not a point of
order. If you correctly or incorrectly int-erpret what
other people say, or if people say somerhing that you
agree or do not agree with . . .

Mr Van Minnen. - (NL) You have ro pur rhings
right if someone is misleading Parliament!

President. - Thar can be done during rhe debate.
\7e are now dealing with reasons for urgency.

I call Mrs Bonino of the Group for the Technical
Coordination and Defence of Independen[ Groups
and Members.

Mrs Bonino. - (I)Ladies and gentlemen, I think this
request for urgency is really justified 

- and I am talk-
ing about the acrual urgency of the matrer rather rhan
the content of the motion, because as we all know that
can be changed tomorrow - [ss4g56 there is a war
going on and American military aid is smning up
a8aln.

There is jusr one brief remark I want to make ro the
House. 'We are all ready and willing 

- rhank heavens

- to adopt motions of urgency on rhe Sovier invasion
of Afghanisan. I should like our friends on rhe righr
to remember this fact. If you ask me, all military inva-
sions are ro be condemned, both in rhe East and rhe
Vest. This Parliamenr took a stand on Vietnam and
Cambodia. Thar is all very well, bur it is no use criti-
cizing only one kind of inrerference and imperialism.
This Parliamenr musr. have rhe courage to take a stand
on rhe other kind of imperialism. I would hope that
the readiness rhe House showed in the cases of Viet-
nam, Cambodia and Afghanismn will be repeated
again today in the case of El Salvador. The situation is
the same. I should like Parliament to be consisrent.

\7e have always stood for the respect of human rights
and the independence of individual narions against
military intervention from oumide. The least we can
do, I feel, is to adopt a consistent posirion on even6
which may occur in the East and the Vesr I rherefore
think that it is vital for the European Parliament to
express at least a preliminary view.
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(Parliament took a roll-call oote using the electronic
system which failed to function correctly)

President. -- I call Mr von der Vring on a point of
order.

Mr von der Vring. - (D) Mr President, in view of
this situation, could you not posrpone rhe vote by
roll-call until 3 p. m.? If the electronic system is nor
working, a vote by roll-call would take a full hour.

(Mixed reactions)

President. -- That is an eminently good suggesrion,
but we shall make one funher attempr [o use rhe elec-
tronic votinl; system.

(A third attenpt ako proaed unsuccessful)

I call Mr Boyes to speak on a point of order.

Mr Boyes. - My point of order, Mr President,
concerns thLs crazy electronic system. On four occa-
sions now I have asked the President ro invesrigate
what is going wrong and report back to the Parlia-
ment. It looks as though we are never going ro ger a
report, bece,use we are always being reassured. It is

always OK, until rhe next time we use ir. Ir is abso-
lutely crazy that we are wasting time on sophisdcated
machinery like this when all other Parliaments and
other concerns thar use it can get ir working properly.

I am going to demand once again that the President
report to Parliament on what is wrong with this sysrem
so that Parliament can help to ge1 it put righr.

(Applause)

President. -- I could not agree with you more, Mr
Boyes. If you were sitting up here you would feel even
more strongly about this.

I call Mr Van Minnen.

Mr Van Minnen. - (NL) Mr President, we cannor
accept this state of affairs in the voting. I urgenrly
request you to announce when the next votes will be
taken, i. e. at three o'clock this afternoon, otherwise
Parliament will be making a fool of itself.

President. -- Since there are no objections, that is

agreed.

President. - $7e shall now consider the motion for a
resolution (Doc. 1-805/80) by Mr Coppieters and others:
Fate of six Corsican prisoners.

Although it has not been translated, there is another
text on this same issue. It will be considered at the
same time as Mr Coppieters' text if the House votes
for urgent procedure.

I call Mr Coppieters.

Mr Coppieters. - (NL) Mr President, I think that,
firstly, this motion for a resolution fully sadsfies the
requirement for urgency under this procedure. It is of
an urgenl na[ure and concerns people who are on a

hunger strike, which for some of them has already
lasted more than fifty days, so that they may well die
very soon. Secondly, the motion for a resolution
concerns human rights, on which we have heard
resounding statements from Mr Thorn and Mr Van
der Klaauw, the President-in-Office of the Council,
who said that we champion human rights all over rhe
world, because we are a democratic Community.

I hope everyone knows where these hunger strikers
are, since you can visit them if you so wish. Contrary
to Anicle 309 of the French penal code, six of them
are bound to their beds for six hours per day so that
they can be given food and blood ransfusions againsr
their wishes.

The matter is even more sensitive because, as you may
know, legal expens all over Europe consider the coun
which smned hearing this case yesrerday - rhe Cour
de Sureti Ginirale - to be a special courr. ft. is nor
terrorists that are involved, but people who were
imprisoned after one event which did nor involve a
single terrorist act; and some of those involved were
set free provisionally while others were nor.

I believe that, for all these reasons, and panicularly the
fact - you should read the rexr of the motion itself
and form your opinion on the basis of rhat alone -that this involves people on hunger strike who may
well die, and if we want to prevenr rhis as a democratic
Europe in which each country should set an example
as regards the upholding of human rights, we should
not let this opportunity ro inrervene pass untaken. The
matter cannot be referred ro committee, since the
court hearing started yesterday, Mr President, and rhe
prison doctors found that four of rhe prisoners were
too weak to be taken to rhe courrroom. For all these
reasons, ladies and genrlemen, I would ask you ro
support the request for urgent procedure.

President. - I call Mr Estier to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Estier. - (F) Mr President, as you said earlier,
there are two texrs on rhis subject. The Socialist Group
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has tabled a motion for a resolution which is specifi-
cally concerned vith the fate of six hunger strikers
whose lives are at risk. \(e hope that urgency will be

adoprcd in respect of both texts. This is the view of the
Socialist Group.

President. - I call Mr Baillot of the Communist and
Allies Group.

Mr Baillot. - (F) \7e have said many times that we
want infringements of human righm and freedoms,
infringements affecting the citizens of the ten
Member States, to be discussed here in this Assembly.
Mr Marchais in fact tabled a motion but it has not yet
come up for debate. Just now we voted for urgency in
the case of Christos Nounis and we shall therefore
vote the same way with regard to these six Corsican

Prlsoners.

President. - I call Mr Galland to speak on blhalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Galland. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the Liberal and Democratic Group will vote
against Mr Coppieters' request for urgent procedure.

Mr Coppieters, it is about time you realized rhat
France is a great democracy with an excellent and
independent system of jusdce. France is a model of
freedom in the world and human rights are safe-
guarded there in exemplary fashion. It opens its arms
to political refugees from all over [he yorld, and all
prisoners receive excellent medical treatment, conffary
to the false accusations you have made.

The tenor of this motion for a resolution is therefore
unaccepmble. It is amazing how confused ma[ters are
here. In five minutes we have jumped from South
Africa rc El Salvador and now to France.

(Cries from the lefi)

There is another point which is even more serious.
Corsica is pan of France and this Parliament has no
right to interfere in French domestic matters. The
House has always had the good sense to adopt this
approach and not so long ago it rejected a request for
urgency concerning a similar problem in Ireland.

Mr Coppieters and his colleagues want to lead this
institution down a slippery and suicidal path. The
Members here have a sense of responsibility and it is

for this reason, ladies and gentlemen, that the Liberal
and Democratic Group urges you to vote with us in
rejecting this request for urgenry.

(Applausefrom various qudrters on the right)

President. - I call Mr Geronimi to speak on behalf
of the Group of European Progressive Democrats.

Mr Geronimi. - (F) I shall not speak for long. I am
surprised at Mr Coppieters' eager enthusiasm on the
subject of Corsica. He is perhaps forgetting that
Corsica has a representative here in this Parliament -and I am he. Undl we have any proof to the contrary,
Corsica is pan of France and apan from myself there
are plenty of French MPs here who are capable of
speaking about a French department instead of Mr
Coppieters.

Vith that said, it is clear that on humanitarian grounds
the transfer of the prisoners in Bastelica back to an
island prison could have been considered. Mr Coppie-
ters, however, is probably unaware of the indepen-
dence of the judiciary in France. It goes without saying
that every prisoner must be in a good enough state of
health to be able to conduct a lucid defence. I appre-
ciate the concern of these prisoners' families and I
have faith in the good sense of the judges in France. If
you ask me, the purpose of Mr Coppieters' motion for
a resolution was purely political, and as a result I do
not think it is a matter for this Parliament.

(Applausefrom certain quarters on the right)

(Parliament rejected the requestfor argent procedure)

4. Membersbip of committees (oote)

President. - The next item is the vote on the motion

for a resolution tabled by Mr Glinne (S) Mr Klepsch
(PPE), Sir Janes Scott-Hophins (ED), Mr Fanti (COM),
Mr Bangemann (L) and Mr de la Maline (DEP):
Membership of the committees (Doc. 1-788/80).

( Parliament ado p ted t h e re s o lution )

5. Agenda

President. - I call Mr Balfour.

Mr Balfour. - Mr President, I rise as rapponeur for
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs on
convergence and budgetary matters. And I would like
to submit under Rule 32 a motion that this debarc be

postponed until the next part-session in protest, on the
one hand, against the fact that the report (Doc. l-136/
80 rev.) from our committee, which was completed
last April, should have been subordinated to the

Spinelli Repon, and secondly, in protest against the
management of the agendas of this House both on
Vednesday and today. It is impossible for this
extremely imponant debate to be given the prime time
of Parliament if the son of shambles we have
witnessed this morning is allovred to continue.
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President. - It is remarkable to see how, when mlk-
ing about the organization of agendas, it is quite possi-
ble rc blame someone else. Quite frankly, the way
Members have behaved this morning, wishing to speak
on every possible issue, is also to be deplored, and I
sutgest that Members themselves take this point to
heart.

On Mr Balfour's motion, submitted under Rule
32(1)(d), does anyone wish rc speak?

The motion is adopted.

6. Decentralized energy production

President. - The next item is rhe report by Mrs lValz,
on behalf of the Committee on Energy and Researcb, on
tbe possibilities and limits of decentralized energy prod-
uction (sofi technologies) (Doc. 1-695/80).

I call Mrs \Valz.

Mrs 'S/alz, rdpportear. - (D) Mr President, my
report is entided 'Soft technologies', and let us hope
for a 'softening up' of the harsh tones we have just
been hearing.

The repon you have before you today is no more than
a first attempt. to examine the scope for, and limita-
tions on, the decentralization of energy production. As
finite systems do not allow for infinite growth, there is

no getting away from the increased use of renewable
energy sources, although there is no need to make this
a philosophical issue. For several years now, discussion
has been going on on this apparently new form of
energy production wirh the watchword 'soft technolo-
gies'. In particular, the process has been given a boost
by the publication of Amory B. Lovins's book Soy'

Energy Paths. Towards a Durable Peace and, F. E. Schu-
macher's book Small is beautiful although both
authors have made this into a philosophical issue and
have made a considerable impression on some of our
people - especially the young - in America and
Europe. For these people,,the whole thing amounts to
a reorganization of our society from the point of view
of energy and industrial policy.

All in all, then, the debate on soft technologies
involves far more than just energy. '!7hat we are talk-
ing about is a change in the economic and social struc-
tures which have emerged since the first industrial
revolurion, the aim being the introduction of soft - in
other words, decentralized - energies to give people
a meaningful and less complicated life in our society in
harmony with nature and the environment. Karl
Marx's classless society is thus transformed into the
liberation'of man by vinue of a 'return to nature' and

the free development of all man's crea[ive talents, thus
guaranteeing peace and libeny. But is this not the road
to emancipation, missing out solidarity? According to
those who take this view, we must set out along this
road immediately so that, in 50 years' time, we shall be
using only renewable energy sources and simple tech-
nology. Is this a practical utopian vision or is it not
simply a gross miscalculation of the way world popu-
lation will grow, especially in the developing coun-
tries, the increasing need for raw materials, the greater
need for finance and - in the industrial countries -the scarcity of land, which is essential rc any'back to
nature' movement? The imponance of developing
strategies for energy-saving, energy conservation and
every form of energy production was shown clearly by
the eleventh !7orld Energy Conference held in
Munich in September 1980, where it was estimated
that, in the year 2020, energy consumprion will be
something like three rimes the presenr level, and then
only assuming rhar rhe industrialized counrries main-
tain their presenr standard and the developing coun-
tries catch up slowly. The Vorld Energy Conference
thereby confirmed vinually all the findings of the
study entided '\7orld Energy: Looking Ahead to
2020', which assumes global energy needs of 10.6
thousand million tonnes coal equivalent in 1980, 19.2
thousand million ronnes in the year 2000 and 34. I
thousand million tonnes in 2020, even assuming
savings of 30% by vinue of technological improve-
ments and 170/o by vinue of strucrural changes. That
would mean achieving energy growth amounting to
1% of GNP from less than 0.60lo energy input, and if
this target is to be reached, there will have to be a
worldwide effon on an enormous scale.

Firsdy, the production of coal will have to double by
1990 and increase fivefold by the year 2000. To
achieve this aim, enormous amounts of money will
have to be spent in mining, especially on infrastruc-
ture, transport, ports and shipbuilding. Special
resources will be needed to develop the high-tempera-

ture reactor for coal gasificadon and liquefaction.

Secondly, nuclear energy - including the fast-breeder
reactor, which will increase our uranium reserves to
200 years - must be developed with all due speed,

something which the developing countries pointed out
again recently in Lisbon with the utmost severity.

Thirdly, oil must be replaced in power-stations by coal
and in oil-intensive households by heat pumps and
solar energy.

Founhly, the alternative energy sources - solar
energy, wind, water, tides, geothermal and biomass
energy - must be the subjects of far more research
and development aid than has been the case so far,
even though only berween 5 ar,d 700/0 of world
energy consumption can come from these sources by
the year 2000. The fact is, though, that they are abso-
lutely vital to the developing countries.
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Fifthly, the finance needed for these enormous invest-
ment projects will have to be raised jointly by indusry
and the oil-producing countries. All the projects will
have to be tackled without any further delay to ensure
that the energy is available when needed. In view of
these future prospects, discussion on 'soft energy' wilI
have to be both realistic and objective. The first point
worthy of note here is that, in most cases, exploitition
of renewable energy sources is at best at the research
and development stage. It will take dozens of years of
effort before they have been refined to the point where
they can be used economically on a large scale. One
vitally imponant characteristic of these soft technolo-
gies should on no account be ignored. Large-scale
solar energy poq/er-s[ations are just as much soft tech-
nologies as nuclear power-stations or coal liquefaction
planrc 

- at least from the point of view of their prota-
gonists.

Vhat is more, there should be virtually no transpona-
tion and distribution losses 

- 
at least only very little

- 
if consrruction time is to be kept shon and the

operating technicalities kept simple enough for every-
one to understand. At the moment, only hydroelectric
power is being used to any significant extent, while
other sources - for instance the potential geothermal
sources such as solar power, wind, waves and tides 

-are being exploited in only very few experimental
installations, and then only on a predominantly small
scale. It is true that expens regard geothermal energy
potential as practically unlimited, but the fact is that
there are considerable rcchnological problems. The
current installed power of alI geothermal power-
stations 

- all of which are to be found in the volcanic
regions of the earth - 

is some I 800 megawatts, so no
significant conuibution can be expected from this
source in the next few years. Solar radiadon can be
subjected to various transformation stages to generate
heat or electricity. There are a large number of me-
thods under discussion, concentrating on the degree of
transformation efficiency. Photo-voltaic generators,
for instance, can convert solar radiation direcdy to
electriciry at an efficiency rating of berween 10 and
200/0. The drawback is that conventional generators
can only be used for smallish power-stations with a

capacity of between 10 and 100 kilowarrs. However,
there can be no doubt that future prospecrs for rhe use
of heat pumps in conjunction with solar energy for
space heating and water heating in houses are promis-
ing. In the developing counrries, solar energy could
represen! a vital alternative to oil, especially in
largish-scale power-stations.

'!(ind energy could come into its own in panicular in
coastal and mountainous regions where the wind
speed needed for the economic exploitation of this
energy source - four miles per hour 

- 
is exceeded. A

battery of wind generators with high-speed rotors
have an efficiency rating of more than 400/0.

However, here again, as with solar energy, we have
the same problems regarding availabiliry, storage and
transport. '!7e would need something like 350 wind-

powered installations with rotors of a diameter of
100 m to replace just a single nuclear power-station.
That would create a dreadful environmental problem,
apan from which the electricity generated would be

twice as expensive as that produced in a coal-fired
power-starion. These were the findings of i study
carried out recently by the British firm Taywood Engi-
neering, quoted in Nature (Volume 284, page 65).

A larger share of renewable energy sources could
come from bioenergy - x1 lszss, in the vicinity of
smallish units and developing countries covering a

large geographical area - by vinue of the production
of ethyl alcohol and methanol or of oil from plants
such as rape. This form of energy has a long tradition,
but the scientists warn us not to attach too much hope
to biomass - at least not in our pan of the world. The
American National Research Council published a

study in 1981 warning of the ecological repercussions
which have by no means been fully researched. The
Coastal Ecology Laboratory attached to the Louisiana
State University (Science, Volume 7, page 302)
speaks of a high level of expenditure, low yield and
the loss of agricultural tand which could be used for
the production of food. The picture is rosier only in
the developing countries - an outstanding example
being Brazil.

However attractive it may sound, then, the soft rcch-
nology alternatlve will require an enormous research
effort to yield the anticipated 5 to 100/o of world
energy supplies. The population explosion and world
hunger make it incumbent on us ro utilize every avail-
able source of energy and to switch from those
resources which are now running out to non-exhaust-
ible resources, which include coal and uranium. All this
will cost a fantastic amount of money, money which
will therefore not be available to boost consumprion,
although we shall then be presented with a means of
tackling the unemployment problem.

'\7hat is more, decentralized energy production
requires not only more capiral bur also more raw
materials. It is all very well, ladies and gentlemen, to
dream of a world on a human scale, as in Greek philo-
sophy, but for that we need a world popularion as it
was in the 17rh cenrury and not as ir is in the larter
pan of the 20th century. The industrialized countries
have a duty to utilize their high technologies and to
leave as much oil as possible for the developing coun-
tries. Utopian visions may well give us useful food for
thought, but the realiries of an overpopulared world
are bound to rurn our rhoughm in orher directions.
There is no alternative to coal and nuclear energy. I
would ask you ro approve this repon, which was
passed by twenty-three vores ro one in the commitree.

(Applause)

Presidcnt. - I call Mr Van Aardenne.
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Mr Yan Aardenne, President-in-Ofice of tbe Council.

- 
(NL) Mr President, I am pleased to be able to

present to this House an outline of the Council's activ-
ities in the energy sector. Mr Galland and Mr Muller-
Hermann have mbled searching questions to the
Council on this subject. I shall try to reply to these
while outlining the Council's work.

!7ith regard to Mr Galland's question, the Council is

aware of the great importance of the problems affect-
ing the energy sector and has done its utmost to
ensure that the objectives defined on various occasions
by the Council are turned into positive Community
action, and it is determined to continue the work so

urgently needed in this field. Many of the Council's
decisions on energy should be regarded as steps on the
way to achieving these objecdves as part of a general
and coherent Community policy. At the sitting of
13 May last year the Council noted the Commission's
intention to draft a report on energy poliry and on the
Member States' energy investment programmes. The
Council understands that the Commission will be

submitting this report - which is thus an appraisal of
national effons - early this year.I think this should
provide a sound basis for funher harmonizatiori in
energy policy.

In addition, the Council has taken various decisions to
contribute towards national investment in energy. I
would also point out that a large proportion of the
available funds of, in panicular, the European Invest-
ment Bank is used for energy purposes. In this connec-
tion I would like to discuss the activities which the
Dutch presidency intends to embark on in the first half
of 1981. This naturally gives me the opponunity to
answer the questions put by Mr Mtiller-Hermann
concerning, in particular, the Council's reaction to the
problem of oil supplies in the Middle East. I would
remind you, however, that in outlining this I am not
implying that we expect all the measures which I shall
be mentioning to be complercd in the first half of
1981; indeed, I should think that subsequent presiden-
cies will also have to concern themselves with energy
problems.

Vhen we consider oil supplies, and in panicular the
Middle East problem, it becomes apparent that the
fear which we had some months ago that the war
berween Iran and Iraq would seriously disrupt the
Community's oil supplies was unfounded. In fact, Iraq
has resumed ir expons in pan, with some interrup-
tions; other oil-producing countries have increased

their production, and there were also the large stocks

which my predecessor mentioned during a meeting of
the Committee on Energy and Research. These make

ir possible to limit the effecrc of the hostilities in the
Middle East for the time being. Fortunately, therefore,
there is no acute crisis at present. But prices are under
pressure, and we should do our utmost to combat [his'
especially in view .of the general economic conse-
quences of energy price rises. Because of this the Council

of Energy Ministers, as you know, decided on
27 November of last year to concenffate on combat-
ting these pressures. The Member States have taken on
the task of requesting the oil companies to use [heir
substantial stocks to avoid funher imbalance berween
supply and demand on rhe open market, with all their
repercussions, including those affecting price forma-
tion. They also made it clear that they are trying to
prevent disruptions in supplies to individual countries
and companies. \(/e believe, moreover, that we shall
need more lasting international agreements on prob-
lems like those which have now emerged in connec-
tion with crude oil, and these should not have to be

preceded in every case by lengthy neBotiations. Each
crisis and mini-crisis will have its own peculiarities, but
ir should be possible to react swiftly according to
general ' rules. OPEC has meanwhile decided on
further price increases which will worsen the economic
situation, which, as we daily see, is already precarious
in all industrialized countries, but this will also exacer-
bate the problems of the non-oil-producing developing
countries to a dramatic degree. '!7orld trade is no
longer growing as it should for the benefit of the
developing countries and of rhe structural reorganiz-
ation of world relations in the light of changing roles.
'\7e 

should therefore rry to become much less depend-
ent on oil as a source of energy. On 20 November of
last year Parliament adoprcd a resolution on this, and I
don't think there is any difference of opinion. The
resolution also contains a number of subsections,

which I shall discuss in a moment. It should be poss-
ible, therefore, to implemen[ it in the foreseeable
future.

As I have said, I cannot at the moment predict whether
this will happen in March or later in the year. To
return to the matter under discussion, considerable
effons have already been made to reduce our depend-
ence on oil, and here and there tangible results have
been achieved in energy conservation. Such efforts
must be continued at all levels - Communiry,
national and in the home. The Council calls upon you
to cooperate in making the people of Europe even
more aware of this major issue. But these effons
cannot. be sufficient to resolve the problems ve are
facing.

Merely by replacing oil with other sources of energy it
will be possible, both in the public and in the private
sectors, to achieve substantial savings in oil consump-
tion, and as I said, this is also extremely imponant.

I would like first to discuss electricity production: the
Community has now taken the decisions which will
result in substantially reduced oil consumption in that
sector by 1990. Coal and nuclear enerry are the first
to be considered as replacements for oil. Obviously,
however, their use will depend on the situations in the
individual Member States. Many new nuclear power-
stations are to be built in the next few years. Some of
these - and this is a subject with which Parliament is
righdy concerned - will be located in frontier areas
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within the Community. This could lead m problems,
which will have to be overcome. The question of fuel
supplies - in this case uranium and coal - to these
power plants is another imponant matter for the
Community. In this context I would mention che talks
which we are having with a number of non-Commu-
niry countries which supply uranium. These are about
to be brought to a successful conclusion, which will
increase the security and diversity of energy supplies.

I now turn ro the problem of coal. The Commission
will shonly be publishing a report on the use of coal in
electric power-stations. 'We are therefore ready to
examine together the prospects for rhe future and to
compare them with the agreed objecdves in this field
in which a serious effon is called for. But while we
appreciate the need in the Community to generar.e
electricity using fuels other than oil, we should bear in
mind that such a measu{e, however necessary, would
be insufficienl The oil used for electricity generation
in the Community as a whole accounts for only 130/o

of total oil consumption: it would undoubtedly be a

major step forward if we could do withour oil for rhe
generation of eleccricity, but this would only be a first
step towards reducing oil consumption. Oil consump-
tion in industry in general should also be reduced.
There too, coal is the most suitable substitute. The
potential for the coupling of rhermal energy should
also exploited in order [o increase energy efficiency.

The Council inrends, on the basis of anorher Ccimmis-
sion repon, to initiare discussions on the replacement
of oil by coal in industry. This is a highly important
project, which will require exrensive research and
determination on the pan of all concerned if decisions
are to be reached. In such a situation we should - as I
have just said - make every effon rc increase coal
consumption. The procedure for imponing and
re-imponing coal and for increasing coal consumption
should be made easier and less time-consuming.
Community coal and imported coal should borh play a
part, and we should obviously try to keep the relation-
ship between the rwo as good as possible.

In the shon term coal will be used as a solid fuel, but
in the longer term it will probably be used to a

substantial degree as a raw material for the manufac-
ture of liquid and gas fuels. It is up to the Community
to play its part in renewed industrial activity, which
could prosper considerably in the not too disant
future. The Council should also examine positive
proposals from the Commission concerning demon-
stration projects on the liquefaction and gasification of
coal.

To turn from the sub.ject of coal, Mr President, the
Council also intends, during my country's presidency,
to study the measures which rhe Commission wishes ro
see adopted in connection with natural gas supplies.
Their objectives are rhe development of domesric
production, the diversificarion of natural gas impons
from third countries and the development of substirure

gases. In addition the Council will soon be required to
take a decision on Commission proposals to increase
the Community's financial assistance for demonstra-
tion projects on solar and geothermal energy - I
think this is in line with the repon just presented by
Mrs Valz.

Mr President, after that brief survey of the work
which the Council expects to carry out in the various
fields connected with energy supplies, I would like to
comment briefly on the general situation as regards
energy poliry, rc which the Council must and, indeed,
shall devote its attention in the near future. The
Commission was intensely active in compiling informa-
tion in 1980 and is now drafting a report. on [he
national energy programmes. I alluded to these a

moment ago. So we shall soon be able to gain an
impression of the energy prospects of the Community
as a whole up to the 1990 and we shall be in a position
to attempt a general appraisal of these. On the basis of
its own observarions ir is claimed that the Commission
will make the proposed investment aid available and
will examine the possibiliry of additional national or
Community investment and the form which rhis could
take. \(/e anticipate that rhis will all take place against
the background of the Council meedng of 27 Novem-
ber last held on the initiative of Commissioner Davig-
non, who was [hen, and still is, responsible for energy.
The purpose of this meeting was ro clarify the objec-
tives of the Community energy policy. I rhink rhis
question has been discuised Uyitis House on several
occasions. Ar the Council meering we agreed to a large
extent that Community energy policy can assume
many forms; it can be co-ordinated or cohesive, or be
tightly organized, or if you prefer, centralized. Ve
were wise in concluding that as far as rhe future devel-
opment of Community energy poliry is concerned,
each of these forms has its own merits, and one of the
most important criteria for deciding which form to
adopt in a given siruarion is its effecr on rhe Commu-
nity as an economic unit. The energ'y price poliry,
which is closely related ro comperirion and economic
integration, is just one example in this secror which
has hitheno been sadly neglected. I feel that grearer
co-ordination is called for here, in other words a
Community sysrcm musr be developed for taxation
and charges levied. If we undersrood the discussion in
November correctly, the Commission will be guided in
the longer term by considerations like those I have just
mentioned.'!fle welcome this.

'!7e should nor forget how vital ir is for rhe Commu-
nity to make progress in achieving an energy policy in
the way I have just indicated, and rhe Members of the
Council should pass on this message to their national
pArliamenrc just as such matters are discussed here,
and clearly stress the world-wide significance of
energ'y problems. No power on earrh, including the
Community, can solve them alone, and for rhis reason
the Communiry should conrinue ro make an acrive
contribution towards the work of the various interna-
tional organizations dealing wirh energy marrers, for
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example the United Nations and in panicular, the
Economic Commission for Europe and the OECD. I
feel it is essential that we continue the dialogue with
other countries which are imponant - and basically
they are all imponant - for overcoming our energy
problem in order to seek joint soludons to the difficul-
ties we are facing in the world.

These difficulties are not all connected with energy,
bur as I said just now, energy lies at the root of many
of the economic problems confronting us today.

(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MR BRUNO FRIEDRICH

Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. - (F) Mr
President, can I just say that I think it would be more
useful if Parliament could speak directly to the Coun-
cil while the President-in-Office, who has other
commitments, is still with us. As for myself, I shall
comment on everything I have heard at the end of the
debate. I am saying this by way of apology in connec-
tion with the lValz report. There are some comments I
should like to make - all of them favourable, for that
matter - but as I said I think it would be better, since

I am going to be here this afternoon, to make way for
the Council this morning.

President. - I call Mr Galland on a point of order.

Mr Galland. - (F) As a follow-up to what Mr
Davignon has just said, Mr President, I should like to
point out that the Council has had the kindness, on
this occasion, to turn up on a Thursday, which is not
normally its day. I think the Council is here basically
because an oral question, mine, has been put to it. In
the circumstances, I think it would be better if I could
address the Council in my capacity as author oi the
question while its representative is still here.

President. - According to Rule 47 of the Rules of
Procedure, Mr Galland, oral questions with debate

shall not be included in the agenda if that agenda

aheady provides for the subject to be discussed. The
Rules of Procedure do not state that the author of the
question should be given any privileged position in the
debarc. This would create a precedent, for which I
cannot be responsible, for the future business of the
House. I am supposed rc call the group spokesmen
first.

I call Mr Adam to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.

Mr Adam. - Mr President, this repon by Mrs Valz
is a brisk response ro those who believe that the energy
problem can be solved by a few windmills, solar cells

or wave-energy machines. Not that I am in any sense

against those sources of energy, nor is the Socialist
Group.

It is a pity that this report was not taken on its own,
because it brings very sharply into focus the urgency
with which alrcrnative and smaller-scale energy
sources need to be developed. The other resolutions
which have been coupled with the report dilurc this
emphasis.

Vithin our older advanced-technology societies, there
are some strands of thought that our living standards
can be maintained, or even improved, without any
great effon. Nothing could be funher from the truth,
and this repoft before Parliament rcday should shatter
any such complacenry. It is perhaps a pity that in
English the word 'soft' can be taken to mean easy: the
application of new technologies or the revival of
almost obsolete sources is far from easy.

\Tithin the dme span that encompasses the planning,
design, construction and working life of a Power sta-

tion, the world population will double. Unless there is
a vast expansion in the energy available there can be

no improvement in living standards for a great many
people in the world. That is a prospect which I find
unacceptable. Mrs Valz referred to the \forld Energy
Conference and the suggestion that there would need

to be a threefold increase in energy resources by the
year 2025.If, however, the per cdpitd consumption of
energy in the world at that time were to riach the
presenr level in the United States, the need would in
fact be something like nine times the present availabil-
ity of energy. It is therefore right that we should stress

in this debate the demand there will be for energy in
the future.

'$7e know that oil is being used at a faster rate than
new resources are being found. As recently as last

April, a Commission document dhowed that the trends
in the Community current at that time would cause an
increase in ren years'time of 100 million tonnes in the
demand for oil. More immediately, we know that
Saudi Arabia, which supplies 20 0/0, or thereabouts, of
the Community's imponed oil, is now reviewing its
output on a monthly basis, and I understand that the
economy of that country is geared m a daily output of
3 million barrels of oil, whereas it actually produces
10 million barrels per day. There is in fact within the
Saudi economy ample scope for a reduction in output.
Price reviews, too, may become much more frequent.

The world thus faces a huge increase in the demand
for energy with a very uncenain supply situation. As
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we know in this Parliament, there is a clear strategy to
be followed and one which commands widespread
agreement. The more efficient use of energy and
energy-saving schemes can make an imponant contri-
bution to ease the increase in demand. These schemes
must be mckled very much more vigorously than they
have been hitheno. Dependence on oil must be
reduced. About 25 0/o of the electricity we generate is

oil-fired: coal should take its place. In terms of price
per therm, United Kingdom coal, which is vinually
unsubsidized, is only half the price of oil-generared
electricity. In industry too, there are big possibilities.
Last year in the United Kingdom 14 million tonnes of
fuel oil, which is equivalent to 23 million tonnes of
coal, were used for heat-raising, and these are only rhe
more obvious ways. The rcchnical problems are nor as

great as the President-in-Office of the Council seemed
to indicate when he spoke. But of course the porential
coal output is limired as well, and this means rhar
every other possible source of energy musr be investi-
garcd both as ro type and as ro scale and pilot projects
set up to ensure [hat energ'y programmes for rhe future
can be planned on a secure technical basis.

Mrs \Valz has admirably surveyed the possibilities and
limitations this morning, and I need not add to this.
She has had understandable difficulties of definition,
which she has dealt with in paragraph 5 of her explan-
atory statement. I broadly agree with the views
expressed. My main reservation concerns some of
the economic aspects. At this stage, the technology is

more important than economic assessments. The
motion for a resolution in the report. sets out the prob-
lems and indicates the straregies that I have outlined
very briefly. It will have the suppon of the Socialist
Group.

Ve have, however, tabled an amendmenr ro delete the
source references in paragraph 5 because the lisr is

incomplete and includes sources whose viabiliry has
not -yet been derermined. To that exrent the phrase
confuses an orherwise logical resolution.

The resolution calls for a comprehensive energy policy
and programmes. I am quite cenain it will have the
support of the Parliament. The Community is in a very
strong position to give a lead. '!7e have mapped out
the strategy. 'What we now need are rhe policies to
implement that strategy, because we need to demon-
strate to the people of the developing world thar we
share their aspirations and that our policies will be
specifically geared to their needs. I do not believe rhat
there is, or needs to be, a shonage of energy, or thar
we are anywhere near the limit of possible technical
developmenrc. Today, poliricians are much more
aware of the trends than they were a hundred years
ago, but we have yer ro prove thar we have a greater
abiliry to shape our policies ro this knowledge. The
Parliament has made its views known on rhe energy
question very frequendy. Ve conrinually ask the
Council of Ministers for a positive response. I would

ask that we have an even more vigorous response than
we have had so far this morning.

President. - I call Mr Mtiller-Hermann to speak on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Party
(Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr Miiller-Hermann. - (D) Mr President, I should
like rc begin by thanking Mrs \flalz for her excellent

repon, which received a very broad measure ol
support in the Committee on Energy and Research. I
should also like to take this opponunity of addressing
a word to the Council. I should like to thank the
Council not only for being here today, but also - and
I might say, for vinually the first time - for going
into more detail on the problems of energy poliry and
the matters we have,raised over and over again in the
past.

(Applause)

However, I cannot share Mr Van Aardenne's some-
what over-optimistic assessment of the situation. His
reference to the brim-full oil mnks is something we
have heard often enough in the past. Let us not forget
that these are strategic reserves which may be full to
capacity at the moment, but which in a serious crisis

- which I would admit is nor the case right now -would disappear as quickly as butter left out in the
sun. The fact that oil consumption has fallen - in all
Member States of the Community, as far as I am
aware - is due in part to the worrying fact that a

direct result of the energy situation has been a general
economic downturn. That is the main reason why our
energy and oil consumption has fallen. The situadon is

enough to give us the jitters. Our main suppliers are in
the region whose instabiliry is brought home ro us day
by day. Production is being systematically cur by rhe
oil-producing countries, and ar the same time, rhe
price of oil is increasing. Ler me say wirh all due
candour that it is just nor enough ro curse the
oil-producing countries or rhe multinationals and
bemoan the situation. Ve should put ourselves in the
position of the oil-producing counrries, whose argu-
men6 cannor be dismissed just like rhar. \7e also rhink
it unfortunate and worrying that pracrically every
national government is trying somehow to come to
terms wirh irs own problems. A really joint effon on
the pan of the Community is evident only in very
vague outline. You poinrcd our yourself, Mr Van
Aardenne, that this is a worldwide problem. It is also a
problem which affects rhe Third Vorld in parricular,
and we - as one of the strongest economic regions -have a very definite responsibility in rhis respect. Given
the magnitude and the worldwide imponance of this
problem, ve cannor just go on as we have been doing,
whereby one governmenr may think ir will be in a
rather better position if it indulges in arms sales, while
another may lurn a blind eye when somerhing happens
in an oil-producing counr,ry which we cannot really
approve of. And ler us nor forger thar a country which
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has its own oil reserves is busily turning the price rises

to its own advantage.

!flhat we have had so far is an uncoordinated policy
which, far from being persevered with, should be

replaced by a joint effon and responsibility and more
solidarity. Only then shall we be in a stronger position
ois-ti-ztis rhe oil-producing countries, and only then
shall we be facing up ro our own responsibilities, to
our own peoples and to the Third Vorld.

I have already referred rc the fall in the level of oil
consumption, which is something we welcome. Let me
point our, though, that - with the exception of
France - the effons being made to introduce nuclear
energ'y vary greatly. I think it is high time the Socialist
Group abandoned its ideological reservations with
regard to nuclear energy. However great an effon we
make to find alternative sources of energy, nuclear
energy is the only thing we shall effectively have for
the next 10 or 20 years. That does not mean to say-
as Mrs lValz's repoft brings out - that we should not
make a great effort to develop new energy systems. I
can see only very limited scope for increasing coal
production in the Community to the level we have
been rying to achieve for a long time. There are many
reasons for this shonfall, no[ least of them the shor-
tage of manpower. !7e shall have to try to buy in a lot
of imponed coal if we want to make greater use of
coal, and we shall then be faced with enormous prob-
lems with regard co shipping capacity and port, stor-
age, handling and processing facilities. The European
Council came up with wonderful-sounding statemenrc
in Venice, but when, pray, will the necessary conclu-
sions be drawn from these fine promises? The Council
is the guilty pan. The Commission is at least making
an effon. There are two more things I should like to
mention. Firstly, we shall have to find a fantastic
amount of capital if we are to solve the energy prob-
lems. All the political groups are discussing these prob-
lems, and I hope it will not be very long before we can
come up with a plan of our own for directing and
channelling the capial accumulated 'in the wrong
places'- that is to say, by the oil-producing countries

- with their help to where the money is needed most
urgently. That will be a matter of fundamental impon-
ance for us over the next ten years if we are to avoid
stagnation, unemployment and economic collapse.

The other point I wanted to mention is the need for
decisions to be taken urgently. Anyone who is
acquainted with the subject will know that a political
decision taken today or tomorrow will take eight, ten,
fifteen or more years to come to fruition. Every deci-
sion the Commission and, especially, the Council fails
to take today will exacerbate the problem in ten years'
dme. All our questions are designed to make the
Council and other panies concerned aware of their
responsibilities. It is high time the Council did some-
thing and convinced itself of the need to take the deci-
sion which are essential if we are to have guaranteed
future energy supplies without undue complications.

President. 
- I call Mr Seligman to speak on behalf

of the European Democratic Group.

Mr Seligman. 
- 

Mr President, I also welcome the
presence of the Minister at this debate.

Since the Energy Council in May insrructed rhe
Commission to examine energy invesrment
programmes in each Member Stare, we have heard
almost nothing. I am glad to hear from the Minister
that we shall soon be having a report on this invest-
ment programme. \7irh the new Commission, which
we welcome, we must regain momentum.'We have lost
eight months since last May, and rime is short. Ve
must stabilize energy prices and we need energy
investments in cheaper energy and more energy as a

way out of recession and unemployment.

Governments, however, seem to think that the price of
all energy should be tied to and move up along with
the artificial price of oil. This policy needs a rethink. A
high-price policy will certainly encourage more effi-
cient use of fuel by industry and the general public and
it will also encourage a search for new sources of
energy. But the problem is that high energy prices also
cause high unemploymenr. They make ir difficult for
industry to compete wirh American industry, and rhat
applies panicularly to the energy-intensive indusrries.
So we must find a way to untie the price of elecrricity,
coal and gas from the ever-escalating price of oil, and
we must base the price instead on rhe cosr of produc-
tion in the broadest sense and on a fair and
non-monopoly market price. 'We musr rhen get the
cost of production down by invesrment in new and
better energy production merhods, and this investment
itself will provide jobs. Invesrmenr in more efficient
use of energy will also provide more jobs.

Mr President, the best way to reduce dependence on
oil is through the use of electricity, and the cheapest
electricity comes from nuclear power. It can be, as you
know, three times cheaper than oil-fired electricity.
The French realize this and they are going flat out on
nuclear power: one new nuclear power station every
three months . 22 0/o of their electricity will come from
nuclear posier this year and by 1990 it will be 75 %.

So what is stopping the rest of us? The answer is

scare-mongering by the environmentalists. Do they
realize what they are doing? Every time they prevent
the building of a new nuclear power station they are
destroying thousands of jobs for the construction and
equipment workers who will build that factory. They
are also destroying many more future jobs which will
come from industrial revival based on cheaper energy
and more stable energy prices. Nuclear scare-monger-
ing is a luxury that the '!7est cannot afford. The
answer must be firm courageous action by govern-

[..r;r:..."0,.d 
with complete frankness when incidents
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Priority number two is investment in the moderniza-
tion of Community coal production. \flhy has Italy
continued to block Community expenditure on coal
modernization? Ve all agreed to support Italy's Super
Sara project, why can't Italy reciprocate by agreeing
to the proposal that 250 million ECUs be invested in
modernizing the Community's coal production,
which would then help all member narions by reducing
oil consumption?

Priority number three is Frau V4lz's soft energies; not
as an alternative to hard energies but in addition to
hard energies. \7e support her proposals wholeheart-
edly. 

.

Concerning finance for energy investment to cure
stagnation and unemployment, if the ECSC, Euratom,
Ortoli facilities and the European Investment Bank
loans are not enough, and if Mernber States fear to
increase their borrowing, why not bring private enter-
prise into energy investment and create some competi-
tion for the State monopolies? Let us bring the oil
companies into all energy supplies including gas parti-
cularly.

To conclude, Mr President, it is not only the powerful
members of the Community who need investment in
cheaper non-oil energy and nuclear power; all
members of the Community and the Lom6 Convention
need it to reduce their dependence on imponed oil.
That is what the Community energy policy should be:
larger nations helping smaller nations to reduce their
dependence on imponed oil. That is why we want to
hear from the Commission about this new energy
investment programme which was launched on May
13.

President. - I call Mr Veronesi of the Communist
and Allies Group.

Mr Veronesi. - (I) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, in view of the time allotted to my Group, in the
context of a general reduction in speaking time for all
the subjects to be debated today, I now only have a

few minutes in which to give an explanation of the
vote of the Italian Communists and their Allies on the
morion for a resolution and repon submitted by Mrs
\/alz.

For this reason I shall not deal at length with specific
problems but restrict myself to giving some general
views which I nonetheless consider to be relevant to all
the problems raised in the repon. The first general
remark I should like rc make is that we should be
grateful to Mrs Valz for having assumed the task of
dealing with such a complex and burning problem. I
think that I can state without fear of exaggeration that
the topics under discussion here are the ones which
have fuelled the energy debate the most fiercely and to
the greatest extent from all points of view. This means
both the rational and responsible subjects which have a

ii.- foundation in objective assessments of energy
problems, and other more passionate and less realistic
topics.

Torrents of ink and words without number have been
spent in supponing the various views which are now
opposed. Mrs'Walz's repon places in opposition, in a

way which in my opinion is perfectly justifiable, the
fundamental characteristics of soft and hard energy
technologies, as they are called. Here it is a question
of establishing the true meaning of these words, a

point which is open to debate. It is my humble opinion
that these two adjectives are inappropriarc. However,
Mrs Valz made this contrast whilst placing the energy
question against the background of the basic need for
survival and development which both indusrialized
and developing regions experience.

This method of approach corresponds precisely to the
queries raised in the three main qqestions included in
the lValz report.. These three points cover the whole
range of the true requirements, priorities and risks in
this field, which should neither be ignored nor minim-
ized.

The second remark I should like to make is that it
seems clear, from the analysis of the problems carried
out, that the energy question cannot and should not be

approached via a single solution. By this I mean that
the ways and means for meeting the problem and solv-
ing it depend on 'a very large number of variables.
These are not always very simple to separate. They
cannot. be given an absolute and identical weighting in
any specific set of circumstances. Systems analysis has,
on the other hand, reached a very advanced state of
progress and highlighted that in any specific situation
tests must be carried out. The factors which influence
any decision are the general social context, the level of
industrial and economic development, the initial
cultural and technological background, environmental
conditions - both climatic and of own energy
resources - the status of infrastructures etc. and rhis
list is not an exhaustive one. Therefore we must in all
cases carry out a rational assessment of the factors
which permit us to judge the question, whilst shaking
off prejudices and beliefs, and not taking refuge
behind a palisade of irrational and dogmatic creeds. It
seems to me that Mrs Valz's report draws our atten-
tion to thi| point. The wealrh of bibliographical refer-
ences for and against soft and hard energy sources,
and the unbiased quotation of differing opinions help
us to understand the problem berrer,

My third remark is the following. There is no doubt

- as the repon shows - that side by side with some
cenain facts there are also some fuzzy areas both
economically, ecologically and socially speaking, and
these are pan of all - and I repear all - the options
and paths we might follow in energy policy. There is
no one ideal, trouble-free route. Side by side with the
need to re-orient industrialized societies towards a
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pattern of development which is not so sraccato and
uneven, a pattern which places man as an individual
and as a cpmmunity made up of individuals ar rhe
centre of its interests, the requirement for a conscious
change in the approach, the time schedule and the
means [o achieve rhese objectives still remains. Simi-
larly, faced with rhe need for speedy economic, social
and cultural development of the Third !7orld coun-
tries, options mus[ be mken which are nor based on a
view of countries as second or third rare socieries. The
fact that they try to avoid the misrakes and inequalities
of developed countries, which somer.imes have
extremely serious consequences, should not mean [hat
they are permanently allotted a subordinate role in
world affairs.

'Whar conclusions should we then draw from the
document v/e are now exainining? They seem ro me ro
be quite clearly expressed in .the rpotion for a resolu-
tion. '!7e shall vote in favoui of,the motion with
cenain qualifying remarks which I shall now under-
take to make by way of a conclusion.

I should like to sum up our opinion in the following
way. '!7e are faced with a historic challenge which
mankind must mee[ if it is ro survive. In order to mee[
this requirement, mankind musr rake every occasion
which arises to use the resources it has in a balanced
manner. This leads us, and in my opinion this is the
meaning behind the quesrions included in Mrs'S7'alz's
report, to undenake top priority measures and to
recognize the absolute need for a unired effon by rhe
Community in rhis field. Ve must rake urgenr
measures and have shared inrenrions. These are the
two basic points which the Council ought to bear in
mind. The worst possible choice would be to wait and
not do anything.

During the budget debate, Mr Tugendhat bemoaned
rhe fact that the major statements on steps to be taken,
on a determination to act, issued at summit confer-
ences of the Council of Ministers or of the European
Council rarely had any specific, practical or adminis-
trative repercussions in the Community. The new
Commission will therefore have to face these problems
with greater energ'y than has been displayed in the

Past,.

On the subject of the amendments tabled - I do not
know if this is being somewhat impolite to the rappor-
teur, and I apologize if it seems that way - we cannot
approve the amendmenm to Paragraph 5. These deal
with the possibility of blocking the production of
nuclear energ'y and breeder reactors. \(e have already
had occasion, at meetings of the Commiftee, to voice
our doubts on this matter, because we noted that the
wording itself of the paragraph was not to our satis-
faction. \fle believe, from the experience acquired in
experiments conducted up to now, that breeders are
not yet commercially viable. (I should however, like to
see the normal term used becoming the one I have just
used and that all other expressions, such as fast

breeder reactors and descriptions of this kind be done
away with because they do not correspond to the
meaning and essence of the operation of such installa-
tions.)

'V'e are not in favour of the sale of such installations
today, but we are in favour - and I have supponed
this point of view on many occasions - of intensive
research and study projects in order to achieve the safe
operation of these complgxes. Ve have, if we multiply
the number of reactors by their years of operation,
several thousand years of experience with tried and
tested reactors and this fact is our guarantee: this is

precisely the definition of tried and tested. For breeder
reactors however, the situation is not the same and we
must proceed with caution.

Having made these points, we shall vote in favour of
the motion for a resolution mbled by Mrs Valz and
already approved by the Committee on Energy.

President. - I call Mr Galland to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr Galland. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, first of all I should like to address the Minister.
Our energy debare, Mrs Valz's excellent report, my
own question to you are all taking place on a Thurs-
day, a day on which there is no Council meeting.
However, you, Mr van Aardenne, are prepared rc be
present and it is with men such as you rhat we can
hope for better consultation between and better func-
tioning of our institutions. May I also say 'bravo' and
thank you, Minister.

It goes without saying that my question was addressed
to rhe Council, because I thought that the Council
would panicipate in our debate, however, Mr Davig-
non, you realize of course that in principle it is also
addressed ro the Commission.

Ladies and gentlemen when speaking of energy, one
speaks of crisis, recession, price increases, unemploy-
ment, war; this is vocabulary regularly associated with
the word 'energy'. There is no point in repeating here

- because those in the Chamber a[ present are all
energy specialists - the problem facing us. !7e all
know the principal facts. It is now more imponant
than ever to come to grips with the remedy that the
situation calls for, and I am well aware of the fact that
the energy issue is going to be a pioneer in Europe. In
my view it is the best symbol of the new vistas opening
up for renewed European construction, and before we
go on to the actual substance of the debate, I should
like m make it clear that I am in no vray a fanatical
advocate of European unity. It is clear that in very
many sectors it is not the Community's vocation to
replace the Member States. But as a responsible politi-
cian I am convinced that in areas where the Commu-
nity can be more effective, we must act through its
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inrcrmediary. Ve have done this in the agricultural
sphere by investing together to make Europe self suffi-
cient and a bigger exporter of foodstuffs. 'When we
introduced the Common Agricultural Policy it was to
support our agricultural sector, and this was also in the
best interests of our taxpayers, for whom a common
agricultural policy is far less costly than ten national
policies. I claim that today the time has come for a

Community energy policy in cenain well defined
sectors. This can only be [o our advantage, Minister,
whether from the point of view of Europe's political
independence, the revival of our economies or the
budgetary cost, that is to say it is in the financial inrcr-
est of our taxpayers. Obviously, what is needed is a

polidcal determination on the pan of the Council
which goes beyond declarations of intent; in addition,
the new Cbmmission must draw up the indispensable
comprehensive proposal. The subject is a complex one
and I admit that the presenr polidcal climate of the
Community is unfavourable. Thar is why each person
must, more than ever, shoulder his responsibiliry. In
this spirit I am going to define for you rhe basis of the
Community energy policy as we in the Liberal Group
see it.

The first aspect concerns the need for a Community
purchasing policy. If one day there is a shortage for
whatever causes, nobody wi[ escape. However, in the
present situation, with more or less normal supplies,
there is at least one step which is essential. Europe
must have a united policy with regard to the Rotter-
dam market, so that it does not itself put pressure on
prices, thus providing an alibi for the increases decided
by OPEC. I dare not elaborate, Minister, on this
purchasing policy, rhough more could be done; let us
begin with Rorterdam.

The second aspect concerns rhe need for a selective
Community investment policy. Such a policy is jusri-
fied especially in the lighr of the substantial budgets
allocated for research into new energy sources and
new technologies. Ve are all working separarely to
achieve rhe same end. Ir is time ro pool our budgets
and our scientists in European research centres where
we will save money and be able rc progress more
rapidly. The time factor is of primary imponance and
the present momenr is propitious. A srudy would
demonstrate that, for the moment, in the sphere of
new energies which Mrs Valz speaks of, rhe Commu-
nity Member Srares have invesred in complemenrary
areas. Thus ir is srill possible to introduce a Commu-
nity policy withour requiring distressing revision at
national level; romorrow it will undoubredly be roo
late.

Take, for example, a European centre which would be
the main centre for research into solar energy and
biomass. Today its most obvious location would be
France, because in the pasr France has accounted for
50 % of all Communiry investmenrc in this field.
However, the Unircd Kingdom is now beginning to

invest in research into photovoltaic processes in the
solar sphere; it is thus duplicating French research,
and neither the United Kingdom nor France are
making the most efficient use of their investments. In
this very promising sphere we can make faster progress
if we work toBether.

For the same reason, Minister, the principal research
cenrre inro georhermal energy should be esablished in
Italy, wind energy should be studied in the Federal
Republic of Germany and Denmark, and the principal
centre for research on tidal energy should be set up in
the United Kingdom, because it is these countries
which have made the greatest progress in these fields.
Only under these conditions can we hope to exceed
the maximum potential of 5 o/o of energy consumption
currently forecast for new energies by the year 2000.

'!(e must combine our investments in the indispensable
new technologres which require massive investment.
This is a case of nuclear fusion and coal gasification,
which you mentioned and which promises to provide
coal with a new lease of comperitiveness. The same is

true of drilling at great depth which offers so much
hope.

After these joint investments, our third point concerns
the search for increased market unity. Market unity is
a fundamental principle of the Community and it
should be applied more strictly, at least where energy
is concerned. The gap between the countries with the
highest and lowest prices for energy amongst the ten
Member States is too large at present: 4l .5 0/o.differ-

ence for premium grade petrol; 63.20/o for electricity
for a standard industrial consumerl 41 .7 0/o for
domestic fuel oil. From these figures it is evident that a

gradual effort at harmonization is called for.

The fourth aspect concerns a common energy policy
which is the natural complement to rhe Common Agri-
cultural Policy. None so blind as those rhat will nor
see! Tomorrow our agriculture will be a decisive
sector contribudng ro our energy independence.
Green energy is the link between agricultural policy
and energy policy. Ir is a solurion which, in the
medium term, must not be neglected as a means of
reducing our dairy surpluses.

Green energy is also a vital factor in reducing our
energy dependence. It is urgent, Minister, that the Ten
adopt a concened plan to study and launch a motor
spirit product whieh could be mixed in a proponion of
15 % with petrol. The respec-tive advantages of beer
and Jerusalem artichoke mus[ be studied. Already,
with the constanr increases in the price of oil, we are
almost becoming competirive. One might also consider
studying ways of converting into alcohol the I 300 000
tonnes of suagr which we purchase from ACP coun-
tries under the Lom6 Agreement. May I remind you
that the disdllation of sugar cane is extremely easy and
competitive. An inidal European motor spirir plan
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would, as you know, enable us [o reduce our oil
imports by 3 0/o; moreover, in the event of a conflict, it
would provide us wirh a sraregic reserve of motor
spirit for agricultural machinery which is indispensable
for our independence during a conflic of long dura-
tion. It is time also ro rationalize rhe use of rhe secon-
dary products of the biomass. For example, the energy
capacity and the volume of straw and brushwoods
make transpon inconceivable. However, they could
very easily be utilized on rhe spor with rhe possibiliry
of adapted plant which could make the rural through-
oud the Community panially self-sufficient in energy.

The fifth problem of a Community poliry, Minisrer, is

of course that of financing it, and nor to broach this
problem would obviously be to evade the immense
difficuldes which this raises. If a Community policy is

introduced, then it must obviously be financed. If
there is a political consensus as to rhe usefulness of
such a policy, various methods of financing ir must be
studied: increasing the VAT rate is obviously the
simplest solution, but the financing of a large Commu-
nity loan which will recycle the petrodollars should
also be looked into. Before concluding, I should like
to call to mind Mr Mansholt, 

^ 
great European. Vhen

he was drawing up rhe initial guidelines for rhe agri-
cultural poliry he was regarded as Utopian, unrealis-
tic, an irresponsible financier, an incompetant supra-
national politician. Undoubtedly, his first project
contained errors and rhus had to be changed. Bur
events have vindicated this pioneer; today nobody ques-
tions the advantages of the Common Agricultural
Policy; I say that we musr be disciples of such pioneers
and we must launch a Community energy policy. To
make this possible the Commission musr use its
powers, its talent, the means at its disposal to draw up
a coherent and realistic proposal. Mr Davignon, may I
say very honestly that this Parliament is expecting a lot
of you. To succeed - and this is rhe most difficult
patt - the Council musr renounce its static vision of
the Community and have the will to conceive a
dynamic Europe, a Europe in evolution, a Europe
adapted to the requiremenrs of the modern world. The
political courage of our Parliamenr is needed to disre-
gard the widespread demagogy which tends to criticize
Europe rather rhan emphasizing its positive sides. It
must be stated publicly that a Communiry energy
policy is more necessary rhan ever in a period of budg-
etary restriction, because ir is in rhis way thar our
taxpayers' contriburions can be most effecdve and will
be put to the best use. Supranationalism is not conceiv-
able, but hypernarionalism is to be condemned just as

much. Between the rwo rhere is the happy medium
which is thar of a Europe united politically, and of a
European Economic Community playing its role in rhe
light of the economic situation. It is in this spirit that
we must draw up a Community energy policy. This is
the conviction of the Liberal Group and I believe,
Minister, it is the conviction held by a very large
majority of this House. It is time for the Council to
share it and for rhe Commission ro finally make the
proposal through which ir can be translated inro fact.

7. Documents receioed

President. - I have received from Mr Gaurier and
others a motion for a resolution (Doc.' 1-813/80) on
the proposal from the Commission for a regulation
amending Regulation (EEC) No 2727/75 on rhe
common organization of the market in cereals (Doc.
r-7 0t / 80).

'l7ithour prejudice to the application of Rule 14 of the
Rules of Procedure, the motion for a resolution was
referred to the Committee on Agriculture.

The proceedings will now be suspended undl 3 p. m.

The House will rise.

(The sitting was suspended at 1.05 p. m. and resumed at
3 p.*.)

INTHE CHAIR:MR DANKERT

Vice-President

President. - The sitting is resumed.

I call Mr Fergusson on a point of order.

Mr Fergusson. - Mr President, on a point of order
while people are taking their places, because what I
have to say is really addressed to the chair. On the
third day of the Luxembourg session Sir Frederick
'S7'arner and I put down a resolution for Parliament ro
consider dealing with matrers of considerable impor-
tance like world peace and that son of thing and we
still have not seen any paper coming out of the
machinery relating to'*h.i we pur ln. '!7e have
enquired everywhere w'e can - it took one of my
assistants two hours even to track down the area
where she oughr ro be searching in order rc find our
the necessary information. All we have found our is
that whatever document we pur in is still in Luxem-
bourg and that, as far as we know, the process of tran-
slating this particular resolution has not even begun.

Now I protest vigorously. It is very hard rc find out
from anywhere or anyone what has gone wrong and I
would like an investigation to be srarted ar once into
what has happened ro rhis parcicular resolution, which
now will not be distributed to Members rhis week ar
all and presumably will not be seen undl February.

I am prepared ro give the details to anybody you like
but I think by this time somebody in the secretariar of
Parliamenr will know what we are talking about. May
I register therefore my protesr and hope rhat some-
thing will be done about this kind of matrer.
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President. - Mr Fergusson, as far as I understood
your resolution on world peace was a resolution under
Anicle 25, and I hear from the Grefe that it has been
sent. to the competent committee. Vhether it is in the
secretariat of that committee or in the hands of
Members I do not know, so perhaps you can check
wirh the competent committee or its secretariat on the
present state of affairs.

8. Votes

President. - The next item is the vote on the motion

for a resolution contained in the Delorozoy report
(Doc. 1-538/80): Directioe on aid to shipbuilding.

(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraph 1)

On paragraph 2, Mr Caborn has tabled Amendment
No 1 seeking to reword the paragraph as follows:

Points out that the future of several firms in the Commu-
niry's shipbuilding industry and the jobs of tens of thou-
sands of people are still constantly under threat (remain-

der deleted)

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Delorozoy, rapporteur. - (F) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, the effect of this amendment would be

the deletion of the second pan of paragraph 2, which I
am sure you have in front of you at the moment. I
appreciate that it may not be very nice for the Member
States where there has been least effon to see them-
selves, if not actually named, a[ Ieast called to order by
the Commission, which is calling on them to bear their
fair share of the burden. Consequently - and here I
am not speaking for myself but basing my opinion on
what I have gathered from the discussions of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs - I
do not find this amendment acceptable.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1 and adopted
paragraphs 2 and 3)

President. - On paragraph 4, Mr Caborn has tabled
Amendment No 2 seeking to reword the paragraph as

follows:

Reircrares how urgent and imponanc it is for the Commu-
niry co develop a sectoral structural poliry covering the
inrcrdependent sectors of shipping, shipbuilding, ship-
repair and trade poliry; believes, therefore, that the rules
governing Member States' aid to shipbuilding should be

seen as part of such a structural policy; funhermore, calls
on the Commission not to proceed on any funher reduc-
tions in manpower until adequate provisions are available
to deal with regional and social consequences; calls on the
Commission m draw up specific proposals for implement-
ing the scrap-and-build programme which it elaborated in
1979.

'\7hat 
is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Delorozoy, rdpporter4r. - (F) This amendment is

unacceptable because there is a technical error in it. It
calls on the Commission not to proceed on any funher
reductions in manpower. Is is not the Commission
which can do this, but each of the Member States. The
Cqmmission simply ensures that the aid comes into the
appropriate category.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 2 and adopted
paragraph 4)

President. - On paragraph 5, Mr Caborn has tabled
Amendment No 3 seeking to reword the paragraph as

follows:

Regrer that the Community policy regarding shipbuild-
ing does not comprehensively cover the many different
ways in which national assistance or preference can diston
competition and therefore the rational restructuring of
the industry (remainder deleted).

Vhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Delorozoy, ntpportear. - (F) Against, Mr Presi-
dent. The amendment seeks to delete half of para-
graph 5, which simply outlines the facts as they
emerged during the committee's work.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3 and adopted
paragrapb 5)

President. - On paragraph 6, Mr Caborn has tabled
Amendment No 4 seeking to reword the paragraph as

follows:

Notes that the various means of providing suppon for
shipbuitding in the Communiry have increased in number;
accepls that rhis is a result of rhe persistent conjunctural
crisis in the shipbuilding market, exacerbated during 1980
by irresponsible Japanese expansion of their market share
in breach of burden-sharing agreements; urges that while
the long-term aim must be to allow the industry to
support imelf without State aid, nonetheless so long as the
present market situation persists, then suppon in various
ways will continue to be required, subject to Community
regulation.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position ?

Mr Delorozoy, ft.pporteur. - (F) This amendment is

rather a tricky one in she sense that it seeks to replace
the exisdng paragraph. !7hat Mr Caborn's amendment
says is quite true, but if it is adoprcd and takes the
place of the other paragraph in the motion, this will
mean that the idea of uniform systems of aid will have
to go. I shall let the House decide which is the more
appropriate course. As I see it, the ideal solution
would be to have both the existing paragraph and this
amendment.
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(Parliament rejected Amendment No 4)

President. - I call Mr Rogers on a point of order.

Mr Rogers. - I am sorry, Mr President, but I think
if you check with Mr Delorozoy he was quire happy
to accept the amendment as an addition to the para-
graph, and if an amendment in rhe view of the rappor-
teur was to be helpfil, then it could have been
accepted.

President. - No, Mr Rogers, the rapporteur said he
was open to the verdict of the Assembly, which means
that he was ready to accept the amendment buc he was
also ready not to accept it. The Assembly has pron-
ounced against and that means rhe amendmenr has
been rejected and I have ro act like rhat.

(Parliament adopted paragraphs 6 and 7)

On paragraph 8, Mr Caborn has tabled Amendment
No 5 seeking to reword the paragraph as follows:

Recalls that in most Member States the limit for cutbacks
in capacity (i.e. restructuring) has been reached; calls on
the Commission, in the light of this fact, of the current
depressed state of the shipbuilding market and of the irre-
sponsible marketing behaviour of the Japanese, to allow
production aid to be granted under Anicle 6 in order to
sustain a viable level of capacity in the shipbuilding indus-
try, given its strategic, economic and social imponance in
the Community, while pursuing the aim of degressivity in
aid on a practical basis.

Vhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Delorozoy, rdpporteur. - (F) \7ith Amendment
No 5 Mr Caborn wants production aid to be granted
in order to sustain a viable level of capacity in the ship-
building industry. It is clear from the com_mittee's find-
ings, however, that production ald to sustain capacity
without a lasting market is simply economic folly and
results in social problems which can be even worse. I
am therefore against the amendment.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 5 and adopted
paragraph 8)

President. - On paragraph 9, Mr Caborn has mbled
Amendment No 6 sbeking to reword the paragraph as

follows:

Notes that, in rhe absence of Council agreement on the
draft of the directive and with the advent of Greek entry,
there is an opponunity for assessing the whole situarion in
shipbuilding and associated industries in order ro argue
the approach recommended by the committee in para-
graph 4 above.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Delorozoy, rapporteur. - (F) Mr President, the
amendment speaks about 'assessing the whole situa-
tion in shipbuilding'. There is an annual report on this
by the Commission. Furthermore, ar this particular
time, we cannot jump to conclusions about the Coun-
cil's possible agreement rc the draft directive. I am
very sorry but I am therefore bound to reject the
amendment.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 6 and adopted
paragraph 9) 

.

President. - On paragraph 10, Mr Caborn has
tabled Amendment No 7 seeking to reword the para-
graph as follows:

Urges the Commission to submit proposals to the
Member States creating a dynamic framework for this
industry such as will make the sector compedtive in the
long term without resorting to permanent subsidization.

Vhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Delorozoy, rapporteur. - (F) I am against the
amendment ,because it calls for the creation of a

dynamic framework for this industry. Throughout its
work rhe committee felt that before anything was
crea[ed we had [o reorganize and restructure what was

aIready there.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 7 and adopted
pardgrdphs 10 and I 1)

President. - I call Miss Quin for an explanation of
vote.

Miss Quin. - Mr President, I would like very briefly
to explain my vote. I shall vorc against the Delorozoy
report because I am disappoinred that so few - in fact, I
think none - of the amendments put forward by my
colleague Mr Caborn were accepted. As a result I feel
that the document is a totally inadequate response to
the needs of the Community shipbuilding industry at
the present time. It does nothing. In fact, it is even a

continuation or a weakening of an already feeble
policy which has done little to help European yards in
the face of Japanese competition. The accent is very
much on the reduction of Sate aids, rather than recog-
nizing the large amount of help that is needed for the
'shipbuilding industry. This will no doubt be welcomed
by those of our governmenm who are very niggardly
about public expenditure.

I feel strongly that the Community will largely sand
or fall by the response that it makes to industries in
crisis, such as shipbuilding, and I da'not feel that this
repon will really do anything to reassure workers in
the shipbuilding industry that the EEC cares about
their future.
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(Parliarnent adopted the resolation as a whole)

9. Decision on urgency continuation

President. - The next item is the roll-call vote on the
urgency of the motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-803/80)
by Mr Van Minnen and others: Situation in El Saloa-
dor.

(Parliament rejected tbe requestfor urgent procedure)

Pursuant to Rule 25 of the Rules of Procedure, the
motion for a resolution is referred to the appropriate
committee.

10. Agenda

President. - I call Mr Pedini to speak on the agenda.

Mr Pedini, Cbairman of tbe Committee on Youth,
Culture, Educatiott, Informatioi and Sport. - (l) Mr
Presidenr, rhank you for letting me speak on this point
of order. Item 320 on the agenda is the report on
information which Mr Schall prepared on behalf of
the Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Infor-
marion and Sport. It is a subject which has been gone
into with a great deal of care and artention and which
is of interest to the general public and especially our
esteemed guests up in the press gallery. It is somewhat
difficult to have a debate on information and the press

if the press is not there, and I imagine that there are
going to be few reporters present this evening when
this report is down to be debarcd.

In view of the imponance of this subject and for the
sake of the press and the general public, I should like
to invoke Rule 32 of the Rules of Procedure and
adjourn the debate. There is one condition, however,
in view of the urgent nature of the subject. \7hen the
Bureau considers my request, could it please put the
debate at the beginning of the next part-session in
Luxembourg next month, perhaps even on the
Monday afternoon? I hope my plea will be heard.

President. - There are 49 amendments. In order to
avoid a lengthy vote, I propose that the repon and the
amendmenm be referred to committee and included on
the agenda for the next part-session.

I call Mr Pedini.

Mr Pedini. - (I) Thank you for your cooperarion,
Mr President. I am sorry if I have to insist on the
straightforward adjournment of the debate.

The amendments which have been tabled are so simple
and cosmetic that there is already a basic feeling of
agreement among us. If the report were sent back to
committee, it would be practically impossible for us to
presenr it in the House ai'the February part-session.
This is why I am asking you, along with a plea to be as

speedy as possible in finding anjgreement with those
who have tabled amendmenr, simply to adjourn the
debate without referring the repon to commitrce.

President. - I call Mr Schwenke.

Mr Schwenke. 
- 

(D) Mr President, I should like to
interpret your constructive proposal as asking those of
us who have tabled very similar amendments to
present one single version. This would avoid the need
fot referral to committee. This would only delay our
work, since what is involved here is after all Parlia-
ment's informadon policy as well, and not just that of
the Commission.

I therefore ask for this information repon to be
debated on the Monday, i.e. at rhe srart of the pan-
session in Luxembourg.

President. - It is not for me to determine a time for
the debate. This is something which the Enlarged
Bureau will be discussing this afternoon. My proposal
was to refer the repon back to committee 

- 
this is the

official procedure 
- 

but there are naturally other
ways of achieving the same thing. The report is thus
removed from today's agenda.

I call Mr Schall.

Mr Schall, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) Mr President, our Rules
of Procedure lay down that both the chairman of the
committee and the rapporteur have the right to move
that a repon be postponed. \flith my full agreement,
Mr Pedini, the chairman of our committee, has moved
that this report be postponed until the Feburary part-
session - 

but only on condition that we have, by the
end of today, an assurance that this repon will be put
on the agenda for Monday evening, or Tuesday morn-
ing at the latest, of the next part-session. Vithout such
an assurance from the Bureau, neither of us is

prepared to accept any postponement. In that case we
shall insist that the repon be debated mday. The
measure of agreement that has been reached on the 48

amendments is already so Breat that it will not take
long to vote on them tomorrow.

President. - 
The Chairman and rapponeur of the

Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Informa-
tion and Spon have asked both for a postponement of
the debate and for an assurance that the debate will be
held on the Monday of the next pan-session. The
postponement is a matter for Parliament to decide. As
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President

far as putting the debate on the agenda for the
Monday of the next pan-session is concerned, the
most. I can say is that I will do my best. I therefore ask
Parliament to vote now on whether the Schall report
should be removed from today's agenda.

I call Mrs Viehoff.

Mrs Viehoff. - (NL) Mr President, you just asked
whether one supporter and one opponenr of Mr
Pedini's motion wished to speak. I put up my hand
because I wish to oppose the motion. Ve have been
working on the Schall repon for more than a year
now, and I think it should be debated as soon as possi-
ble. It is true that there are 49 amendments, bur they
are not very complicated and many of them even have
the same wording. I think the best thing would be to
have the debate now, especially since we cannor be
given any assurance rhat the report can be placed on
the agenda for the Monday of the next parr-session. I
would ask the House to stop consrantly chalging the
agenda and removing items from ir. The argument lhar
there are no young people in the House rhis evening is

in my view not valid, and presumably the journalists
will also be smying here, since they will have to cover
the votes tomorrow. If they are genuinely inreresred in
providing information abour this Parliament, rhey will
hardly disappear this evening.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Pedini.

Mr Pedini. - (I) On behalf of Mr Schall as well, Mr
President, I asked for the debare to be adjourned to
the next part-session on condition that my requesr be

accepted. I do not know whether there is provision in
the Rules of Procedure for a qualified request of this
kind.

Since I get the impression that with all the will in the
world you are nor in a position to give an assurance on
this, we should prefer to carry on according to sched-
ule with the debate during the presenr sitting, unless of
course you can guaranree rhat the debate will be held
on the Monday or Tuesday of the next pan-session in
Luxembourg.

Thank you for your cooperation, Mr Presidenr, and I
am sorry that we have had ro raise rhis point of order
out of courresy rowards the official information
orEans.

President. - I cannot speak for the enlarged Bureau,
Mr Pedini. I can speak only for myself and for no one
else. The only thing rhe Rules of Procedure allow me
to decide is to remove your committee's repon from
this week's agenda. If you wirhdraw your request, I
must ask Mr Schall if he stands by his proposal.

I call Mr Schall.

Mr Schall. - (D) I withdraw my request.

President. - This means that the debate on the
Schall repon will be held this evening.

I call Mr Beyer de Ryke on a point of order.

Mr Beyer de Ryke. - (F) Mr President, I request
thar this debate be postponed undl the next partses-
sion.

(Parliament rejected tbe request)

President. - I call Mr Bersani.

Mr Bersani. - (I) Mr President, again on the
agenda, Mrs Castellina - author of the repon under
Item 324, which is the last item on today's agenda, on
a Commission communication on STABEX and fi/o
special repons by the Coun of Audimrs on rhe opera-
don of STABEX - has asked Mrs Veil to postpone
discussion of the report. undl tlre February pan-
session, because neither she nor Commissioner Cheys-
son can be present. This is a very important subject,
one of the essencial factors for the proper operarion of
the Lom6 Convention, and like Mrs Castellina I
should like to see the debate postponed.

(Parliament agreed to the requcst)

ll. Decentralized energy production(continuation)

President. - The nex[ irem is the conrinuarion of rhe
debare on the report (Doc. 1-696/80), drawn up by
Mrs Valz on behalf of the Committee on Energy and

. Research, on the possibiliries and Iimits of decencral-
ized energy producrion (soft rechnologies).

I call Mr Turcat to speak on behalf of rhe Group of
European Progressive Democrats.

Mr Turcat. - (F) Mr Presidenr, like the previous
speakers I will not confine mysel{ to Mrs'!Valz's very
interesdng report but will discuss the whole of the
energy question, and try avoiding repeating what has
already been said very convincingly by orhers.

One Member said yesterday that the Yenice Sunrmit
had defined a Community energy policy without prov-
iding the financial resources. Is this really uue? In
reality, the Venice Sumrnit defined nothing of the sort.
It merely made a declaration expressing in sadsfacrion
at the decisions taken and the approaches adopted by
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Turcat

the Member States. As regards the Council of May
1980, by defining both energy objectives for 1990 and

new so-called Community measures in the area of
energy savings, it would appear to be proposing in
reality nothing of a Community nature, but simply
common measures, that is that each Member State

must fix objectives and take measures which are in line
with the common approach. Thus it is necessary to
differentiate between a 'common' and a'Community'
approacy. However, in spite of today's statements, the
very absence of any reference to an energ'y policy in
yesterday's speech by the President of the Council is

an indication of the lack of seriousness of such
propositions.

It is therefore with every right that our fellow Member
Mr Galland asks why nothing concrete is proposed to
implement the objectives defined at Community level.

And since our fellow Member is far from naive, he is

asking this question not tcj throw light on a mystery,
because there is nothing very much concealed behind
the cloud of smoke, but to arouse a new awareness in
our institutions. '!7hat straightforward reply is he

likely to receive? He will be told that the situation in
our institutions. '!7hat straight forward reply is he
energy dependence, to allow a European energy
policy to be defined, or rather that since energy is as it
w€re the life blood of a country the instinct of self-
preservation dictates the approach 'every man for
himself'. I could add more on the subject of one coun-
try's uranium, another's oil and a rhird country's gas.

However I do not want to continue on this pessimistic

note but wish solely to arouse awareness of this reality,
and the aim of my speech on behalf of the Group of
European Progressive Democrats, is not to ask for
appropriations without policies, but to join other
Members in appealing for such a policy. Is it really not
possible, not only rc define common, even multina-
rional, muldlateral objectives, but also to take jointly
much more determined measures which transcend
divergent interests? It was obviously an exaggeration
on my part ro assen that [here were no Communiry
measures and that the appropriations called for had no
target. Apart from the long-term Community ther-
monuclear fusion project, one concrete example of
measures undenaken is that of energ'y saving, since the
programmes set up by the Commission, with a view to
research and pilot projects in this field, are experienc-
ing rapid success, indeed too rapid from the point of
view of the abnormally low ceiling on appropriations,
a subject to which we will return in this Chamber. Ve
approve of course Mrs $V'alz's clear repon on the
so-called soft energies and technologies but we all
know the limitations of such ambitions. I therefore
take the libeny, very modestly, of suggesting that the
range of possible measures has not been entirely
exhausted and to mention, by way of example, three
rcchnical approaches, which are in fact much more
than this, which are public knowledge and on which
we would like the Council and the Commission to

develop and outline objectives and proposed

Programmes.

First technical point concerns heat discharges, which
you all know are colossal - [wo or [hree times greater
than the energy actually ransformed in the electrical
power stations - but which are difficult m exploit by
the Carnot principle. However, in addition to.heat
pumps, there are two methods which merit major
research programmes and pilot projects. One is recov-
ery at source for urban heating networks, the other
direct agricultural utilization - this would, inciden-
tally, involve the possibility of producing proteins for
animal consumption which could greatly help our
trade balance.

The second technical point concerns certain higher-
risk methods of extracting oil which would make it
possible to at least double the quantity extracted from
wells, though at a higher price of course. I leave you
to contemplate the consequences of such an advance.

The third technical point is to consider the energy
content of the most common materials - paper,

cement, metals - so as to encourage transition to
materials and processes which are more economical in
their use of energy, requiring obviously new or greater
investments. After these technical points allow me,

before concluding, to pose t.wo political problems.

The first is already raised in a written question by our
fellow member Mr Berkhouwer: it concerns the new
dependence towards which we are moving unwittingly
through our use of Soviet gas. In this context we must
correct here the information provided by governments
claiming a reduction in our dependence by the
replacement of oil with gas. \7ill the Community
pronounce on this?

The second political problem was called rc mind by
the recent proposal of a Member State, made at inter-
narional level, for the setting up of a 'oil storage bank'
to which each State would contribute and on which it
could call in the event of a supply crisis affecting it.
'!7ould it not even be possible to enter into a form of
association, providing closer mutual assurance at
European level, which would give us greater strength
in the event of crisis and would enable us to .ioin
together rc better resist the blackmail of the oil canel,
which in 1980 had a balance of payments surplus of
120 000 million dollars whereas the developing coun-
ries had a deficit of 50 000 million?

Ladies and gentlemen, those are a few unpretentious
and in no way exhaustive suggestions which I offer
with the sole objective of showing that, while being
aware of the realities and the inviolable egoism of each
of our countries in the face of the energy supply prob-
lem, there are channels open for a Community policy
and we are now waiting for it to be defined, made
public and put into practice.
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President. - I call Mr Coppieters of the Group for
the Technical Coordination and Defence of Indepen-
dent Groups and Members.

Mr Coppietes. - (NL) Mr President, Mrs 'S7'alz's

report, for which we warmly thank her, is by nature
not an adequate basis for an in-depth debare on 'sofr'
energy. The decision to hold such a debate was raken
at the first meeting of the Enlarged Bureau in 1979,
and in preparation for it a number of committees have
drafrcd reports and organized meetings. Half a day
was also to have been earmarked for it during the
plenary sitting, whenever this was held. Ir was our
group which asked for this debarc, bur reluctance has
delayed it. Also, Mrs \Valz's repon is now long out of
darc. It is a long time since she first undenook ir, and
it is no longer sufficiently abreast of the latesr scienrific
developments. Our main reason for seeking an
in-depth debate is the key quesrion asked by millions
of people, including those in economic and indusrial
circles: how far and how soon can sources of'soft'
energy meet our energy requirements, assuming that
the stdtus quo on nuclear energy continues remporarily
and that the nuclear industry is totally abandoned in
the longer term? This is the burning question, and ir
ought to have been discussed today. A wide variery of
reports on the subject are available, and given rhe
general reluctance to tackle the question, I shall myself
see to it that a repon by internationally recognized
experts is submitted to you. However,.I shall arrange
this outside the framework of Parliamenr, in view of
the lack of good will and comprehension shown by
most of the members on rhis subjecr.

At first sight the'lValz repon is extremely positive on
the question of soft €n€rgfr but it then presses for
maximum exploitation of all energy sources without
indicating the consequences for health, employment,
etc. Nuclear energy is even referred to in the report as

vitally imponant, which we dispute, and I have tabled
amendments accordingly. So once again today we find
ourselves powerless, obliged to hold just one fragment
of an energy debate, since the majority in Parliament,
the Commission and the Council have long since
decided to give priority to nuclear energy, against the
will of the general public and the elected political
bodies at regional, municipal and village level, as, for
example, in France. Hence the imponance of the fact
that yesterday two mayors (of Plogoff and Golfesc)
had the opportunity of handing in their petition to the
President of this House and telling of the resistance
they had had to put up to the siting of nuclear power
plants in their areas, despite President Giscard d'Esta-
ing's assurance that les centrales ne seront pas imposies
contre la oolonti des populationslThe facts gave the lie
to his promise, and they took the form of forced occu-
pation by gendarmes and soldiers, of tear gas, intimi-
dation and months of provocation in the areas I have
jusr mentioned. Yes, and these very high capacity
power stations are not even necessary to cover

France's energy requirements, since it is a fact that the
same amount of capial spending vould have permit-
ted soft energy sources to be developed on a scale

nev€r seen before.

'!7har 
is rhe Community's attitude on the matter? One

of refusal to investigate openly and thoroughly the
potential of soft energy and provide adequate
resources for it. Not only is there defiance of the will
of the people, but also a refusal to provide urgently
required information on the dangers of the nuclear
poliry being followed. This policy is based on pluton-
ium. It resm on the grand illusion of the fast breeder
reactors, which are really thermal reactors using fast
neutrons, and on the technology of reprocessing
highly irradiated spent fuels, a technology which in
the past meant hea\y capital spending for military
purposes. Even today this technology has not been
perfected; this has become apparent in the.Unircd
States and has been officially admitted. So, thank
God, it will not yet be possible in the near future to
produce the plutonium necessary for rhe plutonium
cycle.Not only is the reprocessing technology imper-
fect; it is extremely dangerous, as the repeated acci-
dents in La Hague prove - first accident in January
1980, a near-disasrer in April 1980, more accidents in
May, September and October 1980 and finally last
week the fire in a spent fuels depot, which subjected a

number of ivorkers to severe exposure and trearened
the entire area. This is why we asked for an in-depth
debate on soft energy and a thorough investigation,
which has not yet been possible, apparently,- in this
House.

In conclrtsion a few more questions to the Commis-
sion. Viscount Davignon is the Commissioner for
energ'y policy. Is he prepared to clarify and perhaps
revise the Commission's thinking on reprocessing and
fast breeder reactors? Commissioner Richards is
responsible for social affairs. Is he willing to go to La
Hague for an on-the-spot enquiry with the workers?
Is Commissioner Narjes prepared to make a serious
start on an active indusrial poliry in the field of soft
energy?

Briefly, on the whole subject of energy policy we are
hoping to see a Commission which is open and ready
to lisrcn, a Commission which will not meekly bow to
previous decisions and the views of the nuclear lobby.

President. - I call Mrs Dekker, non-attached.

Mrs Dekkcr. - (NL) Mr President, this afternoon
we are to conclude the debate on urgent measures to
prevent and deal with pollution of the sea by hydro-
carbons. In this connection Parliament has expressed
its great concern at the enormous direct damage
inflicted on our aquatic environment by oil. But this is

only one of the many alarming consequences of our
current energy policy. In addition to considerations of
safety and the environment there are also serious
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economic and social, srarcgic and even military risks
attached to our energy policy as it has been pursued to
dare. All the more reason, therefore - more, alas,

rhan in the past - to give priority to alrcrnative
sources of energy and use the opponunities and
instruments offered by the Community, our collective
ingenuity and resources, to coordinate the develop-
ment and use of energy sources which firsdy, and
unlike oil, gas, coal and nuclear energy too, are renew-
able or permanent; which, secondly, do not create [he
dependence on ouride suppliers which is currendy
causing us so much concern and which, thirdly, do not
bring the far-reaching and undesirable consequences
ro which I have just alluded. Anyone expecting a

well-reasoned report on the imponance of possible
uses of alternative sources of energy and the concrete
proposals for policy and action which these imply has

been sold shon. The Valz repon is downright disap-
pointing. For a stan it quite unnecessarily begins with
polemics between advocates and opponents of 'hard'
and'soft'energy and the rapponeur's own rendering
of the views of Amery B. Lovins. It is a great shame
thar Mrs \flalz did not apply her considerable talents
more constructively here. The preparadon of her
report was prompted by colleagues who are not
proponents of nuclear energy. Plenry of'energy' has

already been wasted on simple pro and con discussions
on nuclear energy. The rapporteur's shifting of these
pro and con discussions to the question'for or against
alternative sources of energy?', thus implicitly making
the issue one of'for nuclear energy and against alter-
native sources' versus 'for alternative sources and
against nuclear energy', mus[ be energetically repu-
diarcd, rogerher wirh the association made in para-
graph 5 of the resolution between programmes for the
development of new energy sources and funher uses

of coal and nuclear power. In any case the view taken
in this paragraph regarding the use of fast breeder
reactors and high temperature reactors is unacceptable
to us, and I shall certainly suppon any amendments
which reflect our view.

Naturally, alternative energ'y sources cannot be
dismissed as a kind of catchword which has recently
been gaining popularity with public opinion or as a
sort of exotic cult preached mainly by idealisrc. There
is no panacea for the energy problem and any socially
accepable further source must be welcomed. Certainly
in the long term alternative energy sources will have to
play a major role in replacing conventional sources
which are likely to run our. Mr Veronesi is right in
ulking here of a historic challenge, and we could do
with a little vision ourselves as regards the future! I
emphatically do not share the view that alsernarive
energy sources can only be an addition: I think new
energy sources really can replace conventional ones.

Not least, there is as yet no special EEC programme
on this subject, in sharp contrast to the great efforts
being made on behalf of conventional energy sources
and above all for nuclear energ'y. Energy debates in
this House have dealt with the following programmes:

nuclear waste, plutonium cycle, siting of nuclear
power stations, energy saving and energy objectives
for the next ten years. Scant consideration has been
given to alternative energy sources. The rapponeur
says in her conclusion that a final judgment on how

'far 'soft' energy can be used can be made only after a

full and democratic debate. The Netherlands Govern-
ment is currently preparing a so-called 'broad social
discussion' specifically on nuclear energy. My pany is

a firm advocate of this. It seems to me a good idea to
hold a broad social discussion in the wider European
conrcx[ too, but such a discussion should cover all
forms of energy. If the rapponeur's proposal is meant
along these lines, I gladly suppon it. As regards her
conclusion that alternative energy sources may in 20
years' time account for 5 to 8 % of total consumption,
I would add the following point in the interests of
clarity: despite the enormous financial and other
effons made to develop nuclear energy, this source

still provides not more than 3 0/o of our total energy
needs.

The true debate on the significance and funher deve-
lopment of alternative forms of energy is yet to be

held, and it will require careful prepararion. The
Commission will have to give us concrete data and
proposals and more information on measures which
have already been taken. In a document going back to
1979 the Commission stated that the gap between
successful development of new energy sources and
laboratory testing of energy-saving techniques on the
one hand and full commercial exploitation of them on
the other hand was often attributable to difficulties in
obtaining credits in the initial phase. The Commission
has repeatedly declared that progress in the develop-
ment of new energy technologies is a matter of
urgenry, but not until 1978 

- 
and then only on a very

modest scale 
- 

did it make a first financial contribu-
don by aiding projects for new sources and energy-
saving techniques. The first calls for projects in 1978
and'1979 straightaway brought more than 600 applica-
tions for projects on energy-saving technology. Only
50 projects received financial assistance to a total of
27 million units of account. The others, although
meriting assistance, received none because there was
not enough money. According to the Commission, the
projects received were extremely numerous and of
high quality, clearly reflecting the need for this kind of
assistance and the degree to which the Commission
can provide it. In 1978 the Council earmarked a maxi-
mum of 55 million unim of accounr in research aid, ro
be spread over four years, i. e. an average of 13

million unir of account per ye^r. Quire apan from the
fact that this was non-compulsory expenditure, so rhat
the Council had absolutely no righr to sripulate a

maximum 
- 

indeed the Commission quire rightly
protested against this 

- 
the funds earmarked are

clearly far too limited. This is rrue also of financial
assistance for the exploitation of alternarive energy
sources, panicularly since the recent budget debates
have shown that only 9 o/o of. rhe other funds set aside
for energy are actually spent.
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Up to now no adequate proBramme for alternative
energy utilization and new forms of energy has been
forthcoming. The Commission does not even have
statistics on the subject, let alone concrete forecasts
and objectives.

Mr President, my conrribution ro this debate has
focussed deliberately on the matter in hand, that is, the
development of alternative sources of energy. A
number of oral questions on this point have been
added, which naturally are imponant, but which are
really only incidenral to the subjecr proper. So far this
has meant a fairly wide-ranging debate, a touch of
'something for everyone', which cenainly does not
make for effective handling of the subjecr. In any case
these questions are no longer lisrcd on roday's agenda.

Regarding the presence of the Council, we must.

welcome the fact that Minister Van Aardenne has
attended this debate, at least the first part of it. It is a

pity that his detailed starcment contained (lircrally)
only one sentence on alternative and new energy
sources and that he merely mentioned the possibility
of more funds for demonstration projects, solely for
solar and geothermal energy. This shows very well
how little attention the subject has received so far at
EEC level. My questions m the Council which I was
holding in reserve I shall keep for another time.

I shall end, Mr President, with the hope that the
outcome of this debate will, before too long, be a

discussion - extremely desirable and a matter of
urgency - on alternative energy sources. However,
the substance of this discussion should be properly
prepared, and there should be not exchange of point-
less polemics.

Presidcnt. - I call Mrs Charzat.

Mrs Charzat. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, on 18 November 1980 rhe Commissioner, Mr
Davignon, appeared before the European Parliament
and defined the Commission's major and urgent task,
namely to ensure thac the Council of Minisrers of
27 November take the necessary steps to ensure rhat
the shortage of two million barrels per day did nor
lead rc additional pressure on rhe market. To this end
the Commission had made proposals to rhe Council,
for procedures to be adopted and objectives ro be
fixed.

Almost two months have passed since the Council
meeting. \7hile the conflicr berween Iran and Iraq
rages, the Member Srates of the Community have
simply agreed to discourage oil purchases ar abnormal
prices and to introduce levies on stocks. In the present
situation one cannot but emphasize the absurdity of
the measures proposed for the coming months.

In reality, the Member Srares' current policy of hold-
ing excessively high oil stocks runs counr,er ro the

Community's objecdves of attaining energy independ-
ence.

On the one hand the measures designed to reduce
pressure on prices and to lower stocks will not enable
Europe to cope with a critical economic situation in
the event of a heightening of rcnsion in the Middle
East. The facts are clear: the Member Starcs of the
Community are incapable of making an act of will rc
achieve energy independence and solidarity. The
International Energy Agency reflects an absence of the
will to act in concen rather than submit.

Secondly the end result of the Community's current
policy of overstocking is in fact to increase the
Member States' economic and energy vulnerability.
Overstocking is the worst possible response to rhe arri-
ficial energy crisis, for the four following main
reasons:

Firstly, overstocking increases the Community's
dependence ois-i-ais the multinational oil companies.
Since the Iran-Iraq conflict is continuing, the mulrina-
tional companies reserve the right to invoke the force
majeure clause in order not ro meet. obligations ro
supply, or to reduce supplies of, crude oil. Since the
bulk of supplies comes from Saudi Arabia, which has
greatly stepped up production to mitigate the Iraqi
deficit, the addidonal tonnage comes, principally from
the consonium of American companies. Multinational
companies control the markets and the oil trade with-
out being obliged to submit supply plans to the
Member States, with the result that rhe national oil
companies of the Nine find themselves under increas-
ing pressure to join the big muldnational canels. Their
only srategy and logic is that of maximum profit. It is
becoming more and more evident that such action
undermines the effon to arrive at a stable and
balanced relationship with the countries of the Third
\7orld.

Secondly, Mr Davignon, overstocking only heightens
the antagonism between the crude producing countries
and the consumer countries. The last OPEC ministers'
conference.demonstrated convincingly the link which
exism between price development and the state of the
market. The multinationals are regarded as bearing the
main responsibiliry for the runaway prices which they
pass on to consumers. This speculative leap in prices is
linked to policies of overstocking which make it possi-
ble, in the wording of the Algerian Minister, to trans-
fer pan of the producing countries' deposits to the
consumer countries. Such atdtudes accelerate inflation
and deflation, unemployment and recession in the
Community counries. Faced with the growing aware-
ness of the States and continents which are rich in
energy resources and in raw materials, the European
Economic Communiry, despite its economic potenrial,
appears as the big loser in the restructuring of the
world economy.
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Thirdly, overstockint is very cosdy for the Commu-
nity countries. Insrcad of relying on the short-sighted
policy of tl-re multinationals or remaining under the
influence of the International Energy Agency, a better
approach would be to adopt economic management of
energy resources [o encourage the best use of invest-
ments. So far the Communiry Member States have not
really made a voluntary decision ro take strps to plan
resources, research and energy investments.

To conclude - and this is my fourth and last point -the Communiry could form a coherent and innovatory
diplomatic cenrre ro meer rhe aspirations of the Third
Vorld, of which the Middle East is the most devel-
oped pan. A foolish alliance of the United States and
the Soviet Union makes the world into a prison for the
Third Vorld. If the European Economic Community
is to speak the language of peace and reason, it must
first ensure the optimum conditions for its own energy
independence. As long as the Community weakens its
own institutions by recourse ro rhe Internarional
Energy Agency, the chances for an Euro-Arab
dialogue, the chances for new North-South relations
remain flimsy. In reply rc a question by a French
Sunday nev/spaper, the new President of the Commis-
sion, Mr Thorn, stated that there would have to be a

readiness to speak together on the question of defence.
Insrcad of continuing along the path of error, it would
be better rc lay the basis for energy independence.

President. - I call Mr Sassano.

Mr Sassano. - (l) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, Mrs Valz's speech is undoubtedly logical and
strictly rarional in giving soft technologies their proper
place.

There is no doubt that the essential task before us is

that of continuing with great commitment, the deve-
lopment of nuclear ene.gy and the use of coal in order
to reduce our dependence on oil, bearing in mind the
economic reasons for this.

Meanwhile we cannol and must not neglect the
programme of research, experimentation and above all
development of new sources of soft rcchnology
energy. \fhile we are convinced that by the year 2000
we can rely on renewable energy sources for about
7 0/o of the toal energ'y consumption, we cannot fail
to bear in mind that a more forceful commitmenr on
the pan of the Community could increase the share of
the total available through soft technology by the year
2000.

But, of course, it is not possible to obtain significant
resulm as long as we have to rely on the investmenff so
far provided. Indeed, investments in the nuclear field
and for liquefaction of coal are equally limited. I know
this from experience, because I was rapporteur for a
rather restrictive regulation on the subject.

Unfonunately, it is clear that there is little confidence
in Europe, and each Member Sate, in the misguided
belief that it can do better wish its not enormous -indeed extremely modest - resources, is opposed to a

Community energy policy which is the only thing
which, insrcad of our dispersing our resources, wguld
pur us on a par with the Soviet Union and the Unircd
States.

I feel obliged to remind you once more that the
shon-sightedness of our energy'non-policy' does not
even give us the opportunity - I am addressing these
remarks panicularly to Mr Davignon - to have
Community standards for the building and operation
of nuclear plant. Europe will, unfonunately, bitterly
regrel the absence of such standards in the near future.

Vith regard to soft rcchnology energy, we are running
the same risk! Once again sectoral initiatives are proli-
ferating in the various Member States, with few if any
initiatives undertaken by the Community.

In a few years action by the Community will appear
more necessary and then, as is now happening for
nuclear energy or initiatives in the field of coal lique-
faction, we shall meet rhe same difficulties caused by
the divergent policies of the Member States.

Today we have the opportunity to promote an effec-
tive energy policy, ar least in the field of soft technol-
ogy, provided that the Commission finds the strength
and capacity to create one, although I must admit that
personally I am beginning to have serious doubrc,
because of the reluctance shown by the Commission to
propose bold Community energy programmes with
clear expenditure estimates which would have to be

considerably greater than the present modest sums.

Of course we shall not be able to take account of
economic questions l- and Mrs \Valz does well so

menrion them - but we shall have the opponunity to
promote initiatives which could give us advantages of
every kind, and which above all could help to bring
the Member States closer [ogether.

I must tell you that the esteem which I have for Mr
Davignon, to whom I wish every success in his work,
leads me to hope that it will be possible, bearing in
mind the difficulties we shall have to overcome in
order to free ourselves from the trammels of the
restricted possibilities allowed by the budget, for the
Commission at long last to let us know the policy
outlines, time-scales and above all costs of a Commu-
nity energy programme.

Ve must ask ourselves whether it is acceprable for the
Community to continue to ake acrion in dribs and
drabs, when it is well known that adequate invest-
ments and substantial development programmes could
give us very different results.
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In panicular, while it is true that the potential of soft
technology and solar energ'y is considerable, we musr
not neglect to give adequate suppon rc the develop-
ment of biomass energy. The 'use of biomass could
lead to a new productive orientarion of Community
agriculture with the specific aim of developing
energy-yielding crops. I hope Mr Galland will nor
mind my saying that I regard it as more useful for any
biomass energy centre [o be locarcd in France and any
solar energy centre in Italy. I say fiis because I greatly
appreciate his proposal for these cenr.res, and I there-
fore wished ro draw arrenriorrro ir.

During the last Parliament parr-session a resolution
was approved to provide aid to the vicrims of the
eanhquake in southern Italy, and I am panicularly
grateful to Parliament for this. I would like to quote
paragraph 9 of this resolution, which I proposed:

Requescs also a srudy to be made of an energy plan which
must then be implemenred to supply energy to newly
constructed public and private buildings in the affeoed
zone, including solar energy and remore hearing installa-

I therefore urge the Commission to study as rapidly as
possible the measures which need to be taken in order
to provide adequate solar energy and disrict heating
for the houses and public buildings which need to be
reconstructed.

Of course it is not easy [o solve rhe problem, but it is a
way of beginning to creare operarional programmes
run by the Commission.

President. - I call Mr Beazley.

Mr Beazley. - Mr President, on behalf of my
Group, I wish to deal with rwo aspecrs of today's
debate: firstly, Mrs Valz's repon and, secondly, the
conserva[ion aspect of our oy/n resolution.

I must say that I was most surprised and disappointed
by the quite unsubstanriared assertions made by Mr
Coppieters, because I had hoped that he would use his
time to provide a serious defence of his views and
those of his Group. However, he appears to have
treated this opponunity merely as one ro drop in and
make a speech and then leave the Chamber again.

I cannot accep[ that the Valz repon does not provide
a sufficient basis for a proper debate on sofr technolo-
gies. I believe it is for Mr Coppieters and his Group to
show how soft energy can completely replace nuclear
energy, because that is his assertion and because
nobody in this group and, I believe, in the majority of
this House believes it rc be the case. Certainly the
governmenm of the ren Member Srares in rheir fore-
casts do not show this ro be the case.

I also utterly reject his staremenr that rhe use of
nuclear power is nor rhe will of the people of Europe. I

agree that there is a very voluble minority who would
like to make the people of Europe imagine it to be the
case, but democracy as we know it is the will of the
majority and not, as sometimes appears ro be the case
in this House, rhe will of the minority.

To get back to Mrs \Valz's report, I should like to
congratulate her on her initiative and complimenr her
on rhe objective way in which she has addressed
herself to the subject of so-called sofr energy technol-
ogies. Her objecdvity has enabled her to consider the
subject in unprejudiced fashion, and her good judg-
ment has enabled her to analyse the problem raised by
these propositions by thinkers like Amery B. Lovings
and Mr F. E. Schumacher. I further srongly suppon
the determination of the Committee on Energy and
Research to have this subject debated, because the
arguments for and against must be clearly srared in [he
open and not only in the Committee on Energy and
Research but what is even more imponant, in the
European Community and the Sflest as a whole. Ve
must really get to grips with the mosr serious threat ro
our economy and our society that man has known
since the days of pest and world war. Hence my grear
regrel that Mr Coppieters and his Group have not
accepted their challenge. Lovings's proposition would
reject not only the use of nuclear energ'y, which is the
only new source of energy of sufficent size and cheap-
ness [o alter the balance, bur also centralized energy
production from the current sources - oil, coal, gas
and water-power - which represenr some 95 0/o of
today's total production. Mr Lovings does not suggesr
that the replacement should be achieved immediately,
but over a period of from fony rc fifty years; but he
does propose that these soft and decentralized energy
sources are alternative forms of energy. His criterion
would in fact resulr in the remarkable situation where
the most decentralized and mobile forms of power for
irrigadon in impoverished Indian and African commu-
nites - that is, the diesel engine and the rracor -would fall outside the desirable mechanical aids
because they were based on oil and because they were
produced on mass-production cenrralized systems.
Similarly, as communities in developing countries
grow into townships, it is thought undesirable to
connect them up with national grid systems based on
large-scale coal-fired power-stations.

Now I think rhat the soft-technology proposition is in
fact more concerned with a new form of society than
with alternative sources of energy. Meanwhile, rlrere is
no indication that either developing or developed
nations wan[ tha[ form of sociery which the proposi-
tion would imply. Nor is ir at all clear rhat the forms
of energy proposed do really offer an alternarive. I
consider that such energy forms are not substiturional
but additional forms of energy. On present calcula-
tions, they would not supply more rhan approximarely
l0 % of our energy requirements over lhe nexl [wo
decades, and present esrimares of rhe cost in terms of
capital and revenue show them to be the mosr unecon-
omical forms of producing energy even if it were
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possible to exploit them on a large scale. There is,

funhermore, no likelihood of its being possible to
exploit them in that way for a considerable number of
years. The proposition of a zero-grow'th or even a

low-growth economy is most unlikely to find favour
anywhere in the Vestern world and naturally not in
rhe newly indusrialized world or in lesser developed
countries. Nevenheless, our Group is in favour of
research into these forms of energy and their ProPer
evalution and development as appropriate.

Vhat, however, is most imponant about these propos-
als is the need for energy conservation. Not only does

this offer the main chance of solving our problems in
the shon term but, once the opponunities which
conseffation presents are fully realized, they will have

very considerable medium and long-term effects on
energy consumption. They will not change the nature
of society but will make it more efficient.

The two main sectors of energy consumption are

transport and housing, which consume approximately
30 0/o each of oil-based energ-y. In the shon [erm u/e

can deal with the housing situation, but in the medium
and long term transpon is by far the most important
section. \7e shall be dealing with this matter in the
report on the energy and transport hearings, so I will
not go inrc demils here. I will merely say that the
opponunities which they present are yery satisfactory,
and I bear in mind that they will need time and money
to exploit them.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Delorozoy.

Mr Delorozoy. - 
(F) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, it is my belief that we have reached broad
agreement in this House on the need for a common
energy policy. And I'should like to draw your atten-
tion to the great difficulties which arise from the
present state of the energy question, which.is that the

systems in operation vary greatly according to the
main energy source. For oil and gas there is a free
market system. For coal, the free market system is

often warped by grants from certain States. For uran-
ium, the Euratom Treaty imposes a stringent system.

It is therefore our duty to achieve a certain degree of
harmonization of the ways in which various energy
sources are treated in order to make it possible to set

up a real common policy.

'World energy consumption is increasing inexorably
for several different reasons which I do not wish to go
into here and which you are all perfecdy aware of.

Oil producers are able increasingly to restrict their
supplies for political motives as well as others. Oil has

become an effective lever, as we are now learning.
Under these circumstances, providing enerB'y for the
Community will doubtless become more and more
difficult.

Naturally, we should not iBnore the potential of
renewable or new' energy sources, but all the specialists

in the international conferences dealing with energy,
and in panicular at the last \7orld Energy Conference
held in September 1980 in Munich, have shown that,
at best., these renewable energy sources will account in
the year 2 000 for from 3 to 5 0/o of rctal world energy
consumption. Thus, leaving aside energy savings,

which are only too dear to be wished for we must
turn towards those energy sources which are real and

effective alternatives: coal and nuclear power.

In the Community, the fact that our domestic coal is

difficult to extract increasingly forces us to reson to
imports. This is a good thing in that it spreads supplies

over several sources, but the possibilities are of necess-

ity restricted both by reason of the large volumes
which must be transponed and handled, and of the
difficulties in using such imports.

The hard fact is that a shift towards nuclear power is

thus more than ever necessary, as the latest energy
forecasts for the end of this century prove. This is

because, in addition to the problem of guaranteeing
supplies, we cannot. continue rc pay for energy at any
price without running the risk of a recession.

Recently, Sheik Yamani, stated in an interview, that
rhe price of oil might well reach 50 dollars a barrel by
spring 1981. Even if they have not gone that far, the
latest price increases decided on by OPEC in Bali have

completely reshuffled prices for I kilowatt-hour prod-
uced from various energy sources.

Far be it from me to contradict Mr Coppiercrs, but in
France we know how to add up. I have here the latest
price estimates - expressed in French francs at
current rates - for 1 kilowatt produced by various

rypes of power station, for plant commissioned
between 1985 and 1990, allowance being made for the
latest decisions taken by OPEC in Bali. Nuclear power
comes to 16.61 centimes per kilowatt-hour, coal
25.65 centimes and fuel oil 53.5 centimes, and if
proper consideration were given to the environment,
and the sulphur removed from the coal and the oil
used, then these prices would be much higher,28'53
centimes for coal and,57. l0 centimes for oil. It is clear
that as a result it is quite unreasonable to burn fuel oil
in boilers and that we should keep this precious subst-
ance for higher things, as a raw material in the petro-
chemical industry and for land and air transpon.
Therefore, we should use coal, and electriciry prod-
uced from coal and from nuclear power, to the full.

In addition, and for some time to come, the countries
of the Founh \7orld will have little access to advanced
nuclear technology. Therefore the developed countries
have a duty to use nuclear power to the full in order to
make the oil available first and foremost to developing
countries who will not easily be able to use other fuels.
The Community must provide support for this and not
make the task of member countries more difficult
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through regulations enabling minorities to block rhe
installation or operation of the equipmenr needed ro
provide an alternative to oil. It is true that one of the
difficulties in setting up nevr indusrial installations lies
in the scale of the intestment to be made. This is why
we feel that over and above the resources already
available a large Communiry energy loan should be
floated which would help to solve these problems. The
Community is a large financial entity and could have
quite easy access to the market in perro-dollars in
particular, which musr be recycled in order ro encour-
age producers not to reduce their output. Private
investors or public bodies ought to be able rc pay back
in the normal manner rhe annual payments on
Community loans. In addition, the Community could
grant reduced interest rates to rhe most promising
projects. The Liberal and Democraric Group places
special emphasis on this poinr, which it feels to be
essential, in order to give new impetus to rhe common
energy policy. Lastly, we feel that a superlery on
petroleum products, which has akeady been suggested
several times, would be difficult m apply for several
different reasons. Firstly because European countries
who are producers of oil or gas would stand to gain
more from it, and secondly because this would give
the OPEC producers rhe idea that oil is not expensive
enough ye[ because the industrialized countries would
themselves be adding a superlevy ro the price. For
these reasons, we awair with great interest the specific
proposals the Commission and Council will make on
rhese subjects.

Mr Coppieters, as Mr Beazley has already mentioned,
often talks - and I hope he will not mind my being so
frank - about anything and everphing! In his speech
just now he appealed ro our humanitarian feelings,
feelings of which he doubdess shares, towards workers
said to have been contaminared, and he quoted incor-
rect da:'a on an accidenr ar the La Hague reprocessing
plant. I have here incontrovertible evidence, and this is
not mere idle talk, Mr Coppierers. I should like ro
state here and now that the very low level and type of
localized contamination which occurred afrer the acci-
dent bears no risk ar all for the workers of this plant.
Since you have no precise information and are there-
fore saying whatever you like, please allow me to rell
you [hat on 7 January supplementary checks were
carried out, at the staff's request, on the staff and vehi-
cles. At the same time, a special meeting of the site
Safety and Health Commitrce was called for the
morning of 8 January. Funher checks were carried out
at the request of this Committee on the premises
which were open on I January and all these checks
proved negative. The same is true for the vehicle pool.
I have before me a report from the central depanment
for protection against ionizing radiation of the Minis-
try of Labour and Public Health, which states that
checks are continuing, samples are being taken of the
air, the grass and milk in the whole risk area and
analysis shows that the levels of radioactivity have in
no case reached even [he lowest of the regulation
levels. Also none of the integrating dosimeters in the

region has detected radiation of any magnitude
whatever.

The siruation is, therefore, totally under control,
workers' safety is toally guaranteed and the people
living around the plant are in complerc safety. If you
acted and spoke out of humanitarian motives, I hope
this has reassured you. If your speech had a different
aim, then we will have to return to this subject in a

later debate.

(Applause from the right)

President. - I call Mr Schmid.

Mr Schmid. - (D) Mr President, we are ulking
today about the need for a common energy policy. I
am very pleased that we are gradually feeling our way
towards more joint action in this House and not
simply reading out set pieces we have drawn up at
national level. I was very interested to hear what Mr
Mtiller-Hermann had to say about our relations with
the OPEC countries. I was also very interested to hear
Mr Galland's views, most of which I share. In my
opinion, we are on the right road. It is a good thing
that the Commission has now desisted from sending
isolated papers on isolarcd problems to the national
governments, but that - at least, this is the impression
I get - Mr Davignon is now trying to establish

common guidelines as a first step. As a result of the
process we have followed so far, energy policy is like a

net which is very fine-meshed in a number of places,
but which is riddled with holes in others. Any fisher-
man will tell you that you are not goin$ to carch any
fish with a net like that, and we are in the same kind of
boat as regards energy policy. The Council of Minis-
ters has still not changed. The national minisries
house the strategists of national self-seeking, and the

ministers are simply packed off rc the Council meet-
ings with ready-made prompt cards.

'S7'e must make progress if we are to get what we all
need. You cannot, on the one hand, talk about the
bonus of achieving a European solution and at the
same time think this benefit is going to accrue for free.
That is just not on. If one thing is clear, it is - as the
debates here have shown - that government interven-
tion is essential in the enerBy sector because energy
sources cannot be created at will, because demand
cannot be cut as and when required - indeed, to
some extent it cannot be manipulated at all - and
because what we are faced with is a market - like the
oil market - with very few suppliers, and which is
governed by forces we can read about in economics
rext-books under the heading 'Oligopolies'. The
mechanics of such a market include price-fixing. As we
do not have the resources ourselves, we are bound to
import them with all the problems that entails.

To some extent, these problems simply cannot be

solved at national level, and there are problems which
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- 
given rhe existence of the Common Market - 

it
would be sensible to solve at European level, because

that is the most economic way. This applies, for inst-
ance, to the problem of the current account balance,
on which the European People's Party has now
submitted a proposal which I would comment to your
attention. Energy is a cost factor in production. At the
same time, we have the Common Market; and the two
together add up to competition distonion, because we
have different energy prices. Thar kind of thing can
only be solved at European level.

Likewise, the problem of concentration and the crea-
tion of oligopolies in the energy market can only be

tackled by a market surveillance system organized at
European level, precisely because we have a Common
Market.

The European Community maintains external trade
relations with many countries, including those which
supply us with energy. However, these relations are
not being used in a coordinated and consistent way to
the benefit of energy policy. At the moment, the bonus
we have by virtue of our trade relations is simply being
cast to the winds. Here again, a purely national solu-
tion is impossible.

One final remark: many people seem to insist that, as

far as they are concerned, the problem is solved by the
fact that they themselves have access to oil or gas

reserves. They forget, though, that the bulk of their
rrade relations are nowadays with the Member States

of the European Community. If the other Member
States get into trouble, they will suffer the economic
consequences.

'!fhat, then, is the significance of all this in terms of oil
policy? I believe that we must do more to make
uncontrolled speculation on the open markets more
transparent and more conrollable. !7e must do some-
thing about the balance of payments problems. As
regards market clout and the exploipation of the exter-
nal rrade bonus, the Committee on External Economic
Relations are now discussing the very interesting
proposal aimed at creating, alongside the existing oil
companies, a public-benefit oil company organized at
European level, with the aim of exploiting the addi-
tional advantages we have. I deliberately use the word
'addidonal' to make sure that there is no misunder-
standing here.

I should like to address one final remark to the
Member of the Commission responsible for energy
questions. In my view, the biggest gap we have at the
moment is in relations between the European Commu-
nity and the OPEC countries. On the occasion of your
last appearance before the Committee on Energy and
Research, you said, Mr Davignon, that the time was
not right, in your opinion, for discussions with the
OPEC countries. I do not share that view. 'l7hoever

thought that price decisions would be affected by the

fact rhar two of the OPEC countries are at war with
each, other has been taught a lesson.

I believe - nalr I know - that the Community does
not at present have any proper plans for actively
indulging in oil-diplomacy. That is something that
must change. So far, the Community has adopted a

passive role within the terms of classic trade policy.
The agteements we have reached so far with the
Mediterranean countries are not enough. 'Sflhatever

contact there is with the OPEC countries is at best
informal and irregular. I was astonished to hear thar
the Commission's Head of Direcrorate responsible for
hydrocarbons has never spoken to Mr Oniz of OPEC.
\7e therefore call for the establishment of regular
contacts with OPEC. The Communiry's office in
Vienna can be used for this purpose, so long as well-
versed energy experts and diplomats are posted there
with the aim of establishing a running dialogue. I also
believe that thought should be given to establishing
regular contacts at high level between OPEC and rhe
Community. Ve must make sure rhat rhis matter does
not get clogged up somewhere within the various
depanmenm of the Commission. l7henever you ask an
official, the only reply you ger is rhar cooperarion is
mking place. I know for a fact that, as in every
national minisrry, this is nor so. The only way out, Mr
Davignon, is to ser up a rask force - for insrance, a

Community-OPEC rask force - which is not subject
to hierarchical or bureaucratic constraints and which
can tackle this problem and forge links. These are rhe
essential problems which we could solve quickly and
without any substantial budgemry resources.

President. - I call Mr Fuchs.

Mr Fuchs, - (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, today's energ'y debate has, all things considered,
been an encouraging one insofar as it has become clear
that the problem is being [aken extremely seriously
and that there is a cenain consensus of opinion. One
other encouraging aspect, to my mind, is the fact that
the President-in-Office of the Council gave at least
some definite indication of what he intends to do. I
rrust this will turn out to be more than just a flash in
the pan.

The new Member of the Commission responsible for
€D€rg/, Mr Davignon, is well known to us, and of
course he has a stronger foundation to work on thanks
to his connections with industry. Ve are placing great
hopes in him and in the gentleman sitting next to him,
Mr Narjes, who will be closely involved in the security
issue.

There is no need to panic, thenl nor do we have any
cause to get discouraged. But I believe that we must
draw certain conclusions and build our political acrivi-
ties around them. I am almost tempted to declaim:
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Enough of words - the time has now come for
action !

That advice is addressed first and foremost to the
Council. Ve hope that, in this repon, things will
improve in the future, and on this point, I should like
to address an appeal to you, Mr Davignon. In
February last year, the European Parliament adopted a

resolution on energy policy aims for 1990 in which the
House called for regular information on develop-
ments. A year has now passed since then, and I would
ask you to ensure that this information is fonhcoming
in the near future.

Let me now move on to deal with the conclusions I
feel should be drawn. !7e should recognize realities,
and for that reason, I am very grateful to Mrs Valz
for having done just that in her admittedly very atrac-
tive repon on soft technologies, and for rightly refer-
ring to nuclear energy and the most advanced types of
reacror in point 5 of her motion for a resolution. That
of course is the point we shall have to decide on. Mr
Adam of the Socialist Group side-stepped the issue

very elegantly by claiming that the amendment had
been tabled because the list was incomplete. I beg his
pardon, but I rather doubt whether that is the real
reason. In my opinion, the real reason is that you want
to avoid having to make a decision. That will just not
do, and in that respect, Mr Coppieters has followed a

more logical line. The only problem, Mr Coppieters, is

that you do not recognize realities - that is your basic
failing. As far as I can see, there are three groups who
are against nuclear energy. The largest of these
consists of people who harbour indefinable fears. They
require far more enlightening information than has so

far been available. The second group is one we know
very well in the Federal Republic of Germany. It is a

small group, but capable of anything. These people
have appropriated the fight against nuclear energy as a

weapon to be used in a revolution aimed at overthrow-
ing society as we know it. These people must be put in
their place by legal and democratic means. The third
group consists of people who yearn for a paradise lost.
These are often young, idealisitic people whose atti-
tude - which finds expression in the soft technologies

- I understand, although I am sure it will lead us

down a blind alley. I am afraid that when these people
wake up and emerge from their dreamworld, they will
be plunged into a world of which they had no concep-
[ion, a world of poveny and also perhaps of social
chaos.

I think it dangerous here to talk about alternative
energy, although people are doing it all the time. The
fact is that we have no alternative energy. All we have
is a range of energy sources available to us. This, I
think, is somerhing we must appreciate at all costs if
we are ever [o make any progress. The real alternative
we have is rc develop all these energy sources for all
we are wonh or to capitulate. The latter course would
mean a falling standard of living and - if I may be so

brutal - a signed and sealed death sentence for the
poorest peoples of this world,

That will be the consequence; that is the real alterna-
rive, but I hope that no one would advocate it.

Very briefly, the second conclusion must be to take a

clear decision to give priority to energy policy. That is

easier said than done. It is true that the proponents of
energy policy are now in a strong position, because

without a successful energy policy, all the other polid-
cal problems will become insoluble. Let me just remind
you of such things as employment policy and develop-
ment policy. This way, other sectors of politics can be

made to take an interest in energy poliry, and this is
an aspect which should be stressed in the future.

Thirdly, we need immediate ac[ion. Someone has

already said that ma.ior investments will involve a time
lag of beween 10 and 15 years. Let me remind you
that the time bomb is primed and is titking away, that
with every passing day we are being cut off from our
oil supplies and that. the available resources will be

exhausted in the foreseeable future. For that reason,
the time factor is far more imponant in energy policy
than in any other policy. That is something we must
always bear in mind.

Founhly - and very briefly - energy policy must be

recognized as a Community policy. I was pleased to
hear many Members take this line, especially Mr
Galland, whose words I found most impressive and
convincing, and for which I should like to thank him
most sincerely.

Ler us remind ourselves of the magnitude of the prob-
lems we are grappling with. Let us bear in mind the
way rhey are linked to general policy considerations. It
is then surely obvious that, without a Community
policy, there can be no progress, and I believe -fifthly - that this energy policy can and must give a

lead for the development of the Community into an

Economic and Monetary Union, and finally m politi-
cal union. I would therefore urge that all the powers
available to us under the terms of the Treaties -including in panicular Article 235 - be used to the
full. If energ'y policy founders, how are we to safe-
guard the future Common Market and how are we to
go about developing the Community in the direction
of Economic and Monetary Union? I believe this
House has a lever to apply here and it is prepared rc
use tha[ lever. Let the other two institutions be in no
doubt about that.

Let me up by saying that there is no need for despair,
but we must act decisively, and I should like to address
an urgent appeal to Mr Davignon in panicular - and
to all the other Members of the Commission here
roday - to act in this spirit. I am convinced that, if we
do so, we shall not be found to have been wanting,
because posterity will judge us by what we do rather
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than by what we say. I hope posterity will have a good
word to say about us.

President. - I call Mr Purvis.

Mr Purvis. - Mr President, this is a rather strangely
constructed debate. The centre-piece is Mrs 'S7'alz's

very interesting and useful report on soft technologies,
but onto to that have been hung various elaborate
pieces of costume jewellery which expand the debate
really into one of world energy policy - at the very
least Community energy policy. However, that may be
just as well as it is the first occasion on which we have
the new Commissioner for Energy in the House and I
hope he will be telling us where he intends to go and
what the role of the Community is going ro be in
energy poliry, if I may conceivably widen the scope as
has already been done by -y various predecessors
speaking this afternoon.

Certainly the Council can be castigated and has been
castigated as recently as a few minutes ago by Mr
Fuchs for fine words, little action, much procrastina-
tion, a son of delaying policy which leaves the solu-
tion of our energy problems al worst to change, at best
to market forces. But I think this House itself could
just as well be criticized for indicating that govern-
ments, whether national or supranational, can solve all
the problems by rushing in with a heary dose of inter-
vention, with central direction of investment, with
massive central funding, in shon by obliterating the
market forces.

If I might put forward a calming word for a proper
balance between these contrasting attitudes. It is theo-
retically possible to make the Community self-suffi-
cient in energy. Every farm, every suburban villa,
every block of flats could have its own windmill or its
hydroelectric plant, though grids would still be essen-
tial if we were [o assure reasonable security of supply.
'!7e could provide massive aids to the European coal
industry or to nuclear industry. \7e could provide
subsidies for everything from biomass ro fusion
research. \fle could put prohibidve taxes on fuel use.'!(e could provide granrs for hermetically sealing our
factories and houses.'\7e could exploit every conceiv-
able indigenous resource regardless of cost or we
could impose legal fiat or rationing.

But what in the process would we do to our industry's
costs and taxes, industry that depends on competing in
the world markets for its livelihood? !7hat would we
do to our people's standard of living and the cosr of
living?

On the other hand, if we disregard rhe political impli-
cations of a laissez-faire policy, this would be just as

dangerous for rhe opposire reasons. If we do not
attempt to free ourselves from rhe political bondage
that dependence on others enrails we will leave

ourselves, our industry and the people of Europe with
a permanent crick in the neck as every move,
economic or political, would have to consider the
implicadons for our energ'y supplies.

Now food is just as fundamental - the fundamenal
jusdfication for the CAP is self-sufficiency in food. A
very similar justificadon can be made for some positive
form of energy policy, but there is a limit. It cannot be

at any cost, whether financial or in its beggar-my-
neighbour attitudes to other economic blocs and coun-
tries. Or in its economic impact on the competitiveness
of our industry or on our people through its inflation-
ary effects. \7e have to achieve a balance berween
lhese extremes. Ve have to take a macroeconomic
view. Ve have to take a responsible world view. Ve
have to take a practical and political view and we have
to take a practical financial and technical view.

Take coal for example. The Council stressed rhis
morning that this was our first line of defence. That
was where we were going. That was where the hope
was, and we are scared at the moment about a 50 0/o

dependence on imported oil. Imponed largely from a

bloc of counries who can combine and have combined
to squeeze our economies and constrain our political
initiatives. Yet the programme proposed by the
Commission, as a result of requesrs from rhe Council
and exhonations from this House, will leave us on
their own reckoning more [han 50 0/o dependent on
imported coal, imponing over three hundred million
tonnes by the end of the century, consuming six
hundred million tonnes, twice whar we consume a[ the
moment. Imagine the environmensal and logistical
problems.

Certainly it will not come from the Middle East. But it
will come from two or three major suppliers, the USA
and Australia above all. Cenainly they are very good
friends at the moment and long may they be so. But
private, commercial and national interests are bound
to loom large. Do we want [o tie our politics and our
economics irrevocably to these economic blocs or
suppliers of our raw materials?

The advocates of indigenous European coal industry
will say we have boundless supplies right here if only
we invest massively or provide a protected market. But
someone has ro pay, the taxpayer or the energy
consumer. !7e have energy-consuming industries
which compete with our American competitors, who
will have cheaper energ'y srocks, feed stocks. Surely
the present state of our petrochemical indusry is only
fair warning of what can happen.

It is a matter therefore of finding a balance, not
massive amounts of money necessarily, though in
some cases this may be useful. It is resoludon and
common sense, communiry of interest within Europe
and in our dealings with orhers that will ensure our
economic well-being, rhe quality of life and political
freedom.
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President. - I call Mr Maher.

Mr Maher. - Mr President, my conBratulations to
the rapponeur and those who helped so much [o Pro-
vide a sound basis for the exchange of views we are

having on this imponant topic here this afternoon.

May I say at the ouret, Mr President, that we should
draw some comfon from the fact that at least in rela-

tion to one form of energy we do not have to worry;
rhere is plenty. It is the most imponant source of
energy, because without it none of us could get on for
very long. Indeed, had we had an energy poliry in this

Community at the same time as we had an agricultural
policy it could well be that today we should be debat-
ing how to reduce the resources going into that energy
policy so as to eliminate the cost of the surpluses that
h",re to be exported. \flell, I would argue, of course,

that that would be a far more healthy position to be in

than the one we are in today where we are extremely
vulnerable because we havE to impon large quantities

of energy from sources that are not very reliable, polit-
ically or otherwise. So I think it is well to remind this
House that we have plenry of food for human beings.

In fact I wonder whether the figures compiled by the

experts for the proPortion of soft energies that we are

using, include food. I think it should be included
because it is a source of energy..

Having said that, Mr President, I accept, of course,

that we must have adequarc supplies of other sources

of energy; and while I am not against nuclear energy I
would have to say that there is a danger that, because

of the polarization between the pro-nuclear club and

rhe anti-nuclear club, we could get into difficulties on

this argument. In that argument we could lose sight of
some of the fundamentals and of the fact that we

should not neglect to make use of any possible source

of indigenous energy in our various countries.

Mr President, I do not think any single source of
energy is going to meet all our needs. But on [he other
hand, every time we can replace oil with whatever
source of energy that we have that is indigenous to us,

or replace nuclear energy if we can do without it - I
am not arguing that we can - I believe we must do so.

Surely, we should try to exploit the others, and for
some communities these are very imponant.

For instance, the whole question of timber production
is one that has been hanging fire in the Community for
many years. !7e sdll do not have a forestry policy, in
which I would include the whole question of biomass.

INTHE CHAIR: MRJAQUET

Wce-President

Mr Gundelach, God rest his soul, the other night here

in this House said he would like to see a full debate on

forestry. The Council has refused to accept the
Commission's proposals and has done nothing about
it. They are there on the shelf gathering dust for years.

Yet we have in the Community vast regions that could
be planted, that could be producing timber, that could
replace some of the imponed energy that we use, both
directly and indirectly. In addition to replacing it
directly as fuel, timber could replace high energy-
consumptive materials like brick and concrerc for
building, plastics, etc. Ve now know how to fireproof,
pestproof and weatherproof timber. \7e could there-
fore use timber for buildings materials and that would
save a lot of energy.

Moreover, Mr President, forestry provides employ-
ment. It is an alternative use for land. If we are pro-
ducing too much food, we could divert some land to
timber production. In my own country' for instance,

we are using peat as a fuel for electricity production'
That is going to run out in a few decades. 

'!7'e must
find some way of fuelling these power stations, other-
wise we will have to build new power stations. !7e are

beginning to plant with scrub and bamboo the areas

where the peat has been taken out. This is the way in
which we can use these power stations on a contin-
uous basis with a renewable energy source - one that
will not run out as long as the present climate in this
Community persists.

Hydroelectric power: in all our countries we have

mountain areas where continuous sreams of water
could be tapped to supply a few farmhouses, small
villages or towns. All this would be a contribution to
rhe saving of energy. After all, the Dutch used wind
power to keep the water out of the farmlands won
back from the North Sea for many years before elec-

rricity was introduced. There are possibilities here.

Mr President, I should not like to see this argument
polarized. I think we should look at all these sources

for their worth and try to concenffate our energies on

developing them and using them, particularly the ones

rhat we have directly under ourown control.

My final point, Mr President, is that we often talk
about the failure of common policies in the European

Community and we often talk about why we cannot
afford the common policies because they cost too
much money. Yet, why is it that the countries of this

Community have not taken a common approach
towards oil purchases? Immediately oil got scarce we

were in disarray. \7e ran off in all direcrions, trying to
buy from here, there and everywhere and in fact
puih.d up the price of the oil we have to buy. It would
haue cost us nothing, it would have saved the peoples

of the Community money, if we had adopted a

common approach to the oil exPorting countries. I
hope we can do this in future, because in this way we

shall demons[rate that we are a community and that
we can act collectively.I

I
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President. - I call Mrs Lizin.

Mrs Lizin. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
as the last Socialist speaker I should like, on behalf of
my Group, to lay special emphasis on one aspect of the
conclusions given in Mrs lValz's report, and rhat is the
financial side of the question. This in no v/ay preven$
me from sharing Mr Purvis' opinion that this debate is
strangely conducted, and an example is the fact rhat
this repon purs forward, in a seemingly innocent
phrase, an opinion in favour of breeder reactors. I
have tabled an amendment on this subject.

Let us, however, keep to the financial side of the ques-
tion. It seems to us that if we suppon Mrs \Valz's
repon this decision to choose decentralized methods
of energy production musr have immediarc and large-
scale effects in terms of directing the financial
resources available and in dividing rhem up berween
the various energy sources.

This would require some rearrangemenr of present
practice and regulations. Firstly, Euratom loans,
whose size was recently trebled, can no longer be
strictly reseffed for financing invesrment in nuclear
plant. Those loans should be available for other invest-
ments in energy such as the ones put forward in Mrs
Valz's report.

Secondly, rhe budget debate was unsarisfacrory
because it produced a refusal to make the Orroli facili-
ties available to invesrments aimed at enerry savings.
,None the less, we hope that the Commission will very
soon present a regulation ro make rhis change in
policy possible.

Thirdly, the policies of the European Invesrment Bank
ought to be more closely conrolled where energy is
concerned. To give an example, in Belgium rhe Bank's
funds have been centred on Dool and Tihange, which
goes against one of the Bank's own rules laying down
that it can only rake pan in investmenr which cannot
be financed through the normal capital market. If
there is one type of invesrmenr which today floum rhis
criterion then it is definitely investment in nuclear
energy. Conversely, the measures recommended in
Mrs \Valz's repon do need financial suppon and
public guarantees.

My founh and last poinr is thar one change rhe
Commission could undoubrcdly make is ro make its
investment policy subjecr to specific terms and condi-
tions. For example, it could make financial suppon in
the form of Euratom loans for nuclear facilities
dependenr upon rhe observance of rhe consultarion
procedure laid down in the Regulation on the siting of
nuclear power srarions in frontier regions. There is
nothing ro srop rhe Commission from doing rhis with-
out waiting for rhe Council to amend this Regulation.
If this were rhe case, there would be no money for the
EDF power stations at Chooz unless the procedure

laid down in the regulation was followed ro rhe saris-
faction of both panies.

Vithout financial supporr, Mrs lValz's conclusions in
support of soft and renewabl" .nirgy sources have no
real hope of becoming facts. The imbalance berween
the amount of European money set aside for the
nuclear option and the crumbs which are left for other
energy sources is quite unacceptable. So, Mr Davig-
non - because the facr is that once more the Commis-
sion is rhe only inrerlocuror we have in this debate -in Belgium and elsewhere it has been said thar you
have an important ponfolio and this is cenainly the
case where energy is concerned, but perhaps you actu-
ally lack one responsibility, that is responsibiliry for
coordinating all rhe financial side of rhis problem. Ve
in the Socialist Group would like you ro ser our rhe
broad lines of the action you intend to take in this
resPect.

President. - I call Mr Herman.

Mr Herman. - (F) Mr President, I should like to
make four very brief poinrs.

If we want [o see progress made in the acceptance by
Member Srates of a better coordinated and more
systematic common energ'y policy than we have at
present, then rhe Commission must respond rc a plea I
made, which is that the Commission should rapidly
make an inventory of all rhe budger allocations and ail
the policies which are, ar narional level, aimed ar or ser
aside for energy policy, and that ir should then elimi-
nate any overlaps and calculate the true cost-effecr
ratio of such policies, in order ro show how much the
European raxpayer would stand ro gain from a berter
coordinated and more sysremaric approach to energy
policy. In my opinion, a study of this nature would 6e
very convincing.

My second point is that the Commission ought ro take
rapid srcps to sandardize rhe rerms of oil supply, in
particular where contracB between governments are
concerned. At the momenr, because of political pres-
sures and depending on how submissive the various
governmenrs are towards the oil expoftint counrries,
we are accepting wildly differenl rerms regarding price
and supply, which means thar the qlready unstable oil
marker is becoming more and more difficult to analyse
and gewing quite out of control. Ve musr, rherefore,
make an effon to standardize terms of supply.

Thirdly, I should like to supporr the views of Messrs
Galland and Turcat who, you will recall, made several
suggesrions regarding the pooling of storage capaciry
in Europe. As you know, because of expremel| nadon-
alisdc regulations, in parricular rhe ones which allow
one State to commandeer stocks which are on irs
national territory even when such stocks belong ro
companies from other counrries, srorage capaciry is
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used irrationally from an overall Communiry view-
point. This is another piece of work for the Commis-
slon.

My fourth and final point is that I should like to see

the Commission, which is due to carry out. an in-depth
reappraisal of the common agricultural policy and

also to set up an energ'y policy, try to unite the two.
The fact is - Mr Galland made this clear and Mr
d'Ormesson will very shonly be tabling a motion for a

resolution along these lines - that we could make
Europe's agricultural sector, which is at the moment a

large consumer of energy, vinually self-sufficient in
energy if we could stimulate and extend investment in
methods of producing gas from biomass. Such meth-
ods are today quite workable and economically viable,
but meet with a whole range of traditional attitudes
and difficulties, with a lack of investment and encour-
agement, even thou8h they could make a substantial
contribution not just to reducing our dependence on
others for energ'y, but also to exploiting agricultural
produce of which we have a surplus. 'We could there-
fore kill two birds with one stone. I think that the
Commission has a chance in this matter to take an

original and extremely effective step by uniting and

harmonizing these two policies to which it should be

devoting all its attention.

President. - I call Mr Price.

Mr Price. - Mr President, nowhere in the world is

there an energy-imponing country which has

managed to isolate itself from the economic aftermath
of the oil price rises. So clearly we face common prob-
lems, and the interplay of demand and supply means

that the only way in which we can find a real solution
is through common action. If the European Commu-
nity did no[ exist, we might now have to invent such

an organizadon. This is a great opportunity to exploit
the advantages of our Community.

Funhermore, the problem result\ from the success of
collective action by the oil-producing countries them-

selves. Our reladonship with those countries is at the

moment one of comPeti[ion, and in that comPetition
the negotiating strength is almost all on the other side.

Our objective should be to change that relationship to
one of cooperation, and I do not believe that that is an

impossibility. But we will achieve it only if we can

identify the objectives we have in common with the

OPEC countries.

The chief one is that we all want to see a reduction in

the demand for oil. The producers wanr to avoid a fast

rate of depletion so thar they can have this source of
wealth for a longer period. 'Sfle have a similar interest
in reducing demand, panly because of the risk that it
will not be met, the security of supply aspect, and

panly because it forces 
-up. 

the price with. all the

economic consequences. So having identified a poss-

ible common interest what can we do about it?

\7ell, first of all we must take conservation seriously in

Europe and also persuade the United States to do so.

If we can cut wastage and find rcchnical ways to use

energy more efficiently, we can reduce demand for
energy without 'harming 

economic Browth rates.

Secondly, we must develop all the practicable non-oil
sources of energy - nu6ls41, coal, renewable kinds
.rnd decentralized forms - as Mr Fuchs and others
have pointed out earlier.

Now part of this programme can be achieved by using

the same resources differently and better, but much of
it can be achieved only by large-scale investment. The
focal point of cooperation between the oil consumers

and the oil producers should be in the provision of the
necessary investment funds. \7e talk a lot about rery-
cling oil surpluses, but there has been very little action.
I believe this is because action has not been focused
on a clear common interest. This common interest
should now be directed into energy - orientated
investment, which would reduce the demand for oil.
This would help the consumers both in the industrial-
ized world and in the Third \7orld. It would also help
the oil-producing countries.

Europe, particularly after its Middle Eastern peace

initiatives, has the political strength to launch a new
initiative of this kind. It would need to use, in my
view, a world organization such as the \florld Bank as

the forum for both an agreement and for a large part
of the work of selecting projects. But it is only if
Europe speaks with one voice that we really stand any
chance of solving the world's most basic economic
problem of the last part of the 20th century.

President. - I call Mr Moreland.

Mr Morcland. - Mr President, I should like to
congratulate Mrs lValz on her resolution and also the
proposers of the Oral Questions with debate, who
have raised very pertinent questions.

I want to concentra[e on one aspect, namely energ'y

conservation and in particular pricing policy, for I
believe there is a specific need for a Community
approach rc the pricing of energy sources.

All of us know that the United Starcs and Canada have

squandered energy resources as a result of low prices

for gas, oil and electricity. In this context we should all
welcome the speech by the designated American
Secretary of Energy, Mr Edwards, on Monday to the
Senate Energy Commitcee in which he advocated
deregulation, an increase in nuclear outPut and an

energy conservation policy based on the market place.

Nonh America, of course, is highly inefficient relative
to Europe and Japan in its use of energy. A fact borne
our by statistics.

This situation adds [o the pressure on the OPEC
countries; it leads to unfair competition in terms of the
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price of goods from Nonh America, panicularly in
chemicals and products where energy costs are signifi-
cant. Consequendy I urge the Commission ro discuss
this subject wirh the new United States Administra-
tion, and indeed also with the Canadian Administra-
tion, as soon as possible and perhaps rc bring pressure
to bear through the Economic Summit in Otrawa.

But North America is not the only squanderer. Energy
price must reflect its scarcity. To use [he economists'
jargon: a selling price must reflect the long-run
marginal costs. Does this happen in the Community?

I need only refer to the Dutch gas-for-agriculrure case
for the answer. Did the Commission act swiftly? The
Commission acted like a dancer - slow, slow, slow-
slow-slow was the response. I hope rhe Commission
will act a little more swifrly on rhese issues. If I might
appeal to the Dutch presidency: I think it would
certainly help their image if rhey were rc take action
because there is a growrh of ill-feeling towards
Holland on this particular issue although of course
there is overwhelming goodwill on many other issues.

But there are, of course, other cases: there is wide
concern amongst industry in my own country that ir
pays higher charges than some of its Conrinental
competitors for energy. The problem is not one of
standard charges but of charges made for bulk use and
for off-peak pricing. This appears to be what happens
in cenain Member Stares - for example in '!7est

Germany. Indeed, in the past, my own counrry has not
been without sin in this respecr.

'!fle know rhat in 20 years we will have little natural
gas in the Community. Is it really desirable ro have a

situation in which the more you use the less you pay?
Does this nor encourage waste? Consequently I would
su8ges[ that the Commission must work on a common
approach to energy pricing. Indeed it is essential for a

common market and of course it is esscndal for energy
conservation. I hope rhat over the period of the
coming Commission it will give leadership on rhis
panicular issue.

President. - I call Mrs Valz.

Mrs Valz, rapporter4r. - (D) Mr President, I should
like to begin by thanking all rhe Members who have
contributed so expenly to this debate. I think we have
discussed all rhe aspects of soft energies. Despire the
fact that rhe motion for a resolution was approved by
twenty-three votes ro one in commitree, the House is
certainly nor in agreemenr on all the aspects and espe-
cially the exrenr ro which soft technologies can replace
other energy sources. I myself regard them nor so
much as alternative energy sources - more as addi-
tional sources which we urgently need because the
energy shonage means thar we must utilize every last
drop. The first srep, though, must be ro decide which

of these soft rcchnologies will be of use to us and
which will nor. I should like to poinr our to Mr
Coppieters that I think I was bang up to dare in quot-
ing from 1980 issues of 'Nature' and 'science'. No
more up to date scientific repons are available. The
anicles in 'Nature' and 'Science' claimed thar wind-
energy was a highly dubious business, characterized by
a high level of investment and inadequate yield. I do
not think, Mr Galland, that Germany would be pani-
cularly well advised to invest in wind-energy although
it does have some coastline. The anicles also poinrcd
out - and this is a point I would commend ro the
attention of all those who rely too heavily on biomass

- that in the USA, of all places, governmenr research
institutes had come to rhe conclusion that the reper-
cussions of exploiting biomass were as yer inade-
quately researched, so that no-one knows how much
of the biomass can be used without disrupting the
ecological cycle. This is somerhing which musr be
cleared up at all costs. Of course, as rapponeur, I musr
take issue at rhe idea that nuclear energy should be
discarded. As I said, the soft rechnologies are addi-
tional sources of energy, but they cannor possibly
replace the main sources. Ve shall see abour rhat at
tomorrow's vote. At any rate, I should like to rhank all
those who have taken pan in this debate.

President. - I call Mr Davignon.

Mr Davignon, Member of the Commission. - (F) Mr
President, I should like m speak on tu/o separare
subjects. The firsr is the rheme of this debare, that is
Mrs \flalz's reporr.. The second ropic is the Commis-
sion's general policy on energy and in this conrext I
shall refer ro rhe quesrions which have been put, and
in panicular ro rhe ones pur ro [he Council rarher rhan
to the Commission.

Mr President, I should like to srare how much we in
the Commission appreciate the quality of the rext
presented by the Committee on Energy and drawn up
by Mrs !fl'alz. This is because it places rhe problem in
its true perspecrive. I have been following all of today's
debate attentively and am forced to admir thar I was
sometimes very surprised to nore that some speakers
when referring to Mrs lValz's reporr pur forward
different argumenm from those which are conrained in
it, and I must say thar all these alternarive arguments
were inferior ro rhose in rhe repon, if I may speak
quite frankly in rhis matrer.

It is.my belief thar this repon in fact places rhe prob-
lem in its rrue perspecrive. In order ro further technol-
ogical progress, for reasons of securiry and quite
simply in order to obrain energy supplies, we need to
look inrc what can bi done in the field of renewable
energy sources. Naturally, it is possible that some of
thes6 technologies will not be economically viable in
Europe bur they will be viable in other counrries, and
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by funhering them we can improve the overall energy
situation. This is all in Mrs Valz's report and that is

why I shall try not to do what I just criticized, that is I
shall not put forward argumenrc which are nor in rhe
report, since we in the Commission feel that the views
in the repon are admirable.

Our problem is to decide what means may be used for
incorporating these renewable energy sources into an
overall Community approach, since renewable energy,
even though not a decisive factor in the shon term,
will later become indispensable. For the fact is that we
cannot do without renewable energ'y sources. There is
a whole series of reasons for this. Ve must, therefore,
incorporate them into the Commission's overall
approach to energy, and in this respecr I should like to
rcll Parliament that I am unable at the present time to
foresee the broad lines of this approach for the next
four years. The new Commission has been in office for
less than a week and it would be unreasonable of me at
this juncture to paint a broad picture of our policy, as

this would surprise my fellow Members of the
Commission as much as anyone else, because I have
not had a chance to discuss it with them.

However, I can give two undenakings. In the declara-
tion which the Commission's President, Mr Thorn,
will deliver in February, we shall make perfectly clear
what role energy will play in the political priorities the
Commission has set itself for the next four years. I
suggest, therefore, if this suits the Chairman of the
Commirree on Energy, that at its meeting of 29 Janu-
ary, which is still before Mr Thorn makes his speech,
we should have an exchange of views on various
topics, many of which have been brought up in one
way or anorher rcday. I think this is the best v/e can
do.

My second promise is that, once the political priorities
of the Commission have been mapped out in its overall
programme, we shall supplement a document which
was drawn up by the old Commission for the Commit-
tee on Energy concerning the various approaches to
the problem, so as to present a work programme for
energy. I also feel that the own-initiative repon which
the Committee on Energy inrcnds to draw up will
enable us to return to Parliament with a broad view of
[he various problems involved. At such time, Mr Presi-
dent, we will also need the help of the enlarged
Bureau.

I should like here to make two procedural remarks.
Firstly, I say enough bad things about the Council to
be able from time to time to say some good of it. I feel
sure that the President of the Council came here today
without having as much time as he would have liked to
discuss this matter with Parliament, mainly because of
his work schedule, because today is not the day on
which Parliamenr normally holds a debate with the
Council.

Secondly, I think that it is very difficult in a single
debate to have to discuss a specific problem on the
basis of a specific text - in this case Mrs Valz's
report - and to try at the same time to deal with the
huge problem of relations between the Community
and the OPEC countries. I should now like to tell Mr
Schmid that I will answer all his other questions
during the general debate and in Committee. For the
moment, I should simply like to tell him that if he

thinks that we have no relations with OPEC, then he
thinks we are even sillier than we really are . . . here I
am speaking for myself, naturally!

(Laughter)

I should like to point out to him that we have even had
a trainee from OPEC in the Commission, thus he at
least found his way here, even if we are unable to find
our way to them. But we will talk about all this and all
the other points raised at alater darc.

I should like to say to Mr Coppieters, on the subject of
nuclear power, that I cannot make a snap statement on
breeder reactors and on the role they play within the
general framework of nuclear policy. This would not
be right.

As for those of you who asked excellent questions,
and who would like to have an organized debate
which might lead to some conclusions, I think that in
order to do this we would once again need the help of
the Bureau in order to establish a framework for our
discussion. At first sight, it might seem a good idea to
deal with all energy problems together, but in fact they
are far too varied to be put together in one basket.

I should like rc make two more points, this time to Mr
Seligman. I did answer questions on oil supplies, albeit
somewhat vaguely, in November, because we were on
rhe eve of difficult negotiations. But I am sure you all
noted that in the ensuing negotiations for the first time
the Community actually adopted a firm stance. Ve
adoprcd a stance aimed at using our oil stocks in a

determined way to prevent prices from soaring. Once
we had adopted this stance, we managed to persuade
our partners in other industrialized countries, particu-
larly the Unircd States and Japan, to follow suit. I
believe, therefore, that we did something useful in this
resPect.

This, Mr President, is the point we have now reached.
I should now like to sum up the feelings of the
Commission.'!fle are fully behind Mrs'$flalz's report.
It should not be pushed to one side, and we musr rhink
of ways of incorporating it into the general energ'y
debate.

I also noted, Mr Fuchs, your request that, during the
debate on the Commission's priorities in energy
policy, we should include what I might call the list of
topics in last February's resolution, and to look into
how the various points made should be inserted.
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As for the amendments to Mrs \Valz's report, I think I
can say that the Commission is in favour of the various
amendmenc, but that there are [wo on which the
Commission has reservations. Firstly, amendment
No 3 by Mr Adam, which automatically removes [he
problem of brecder or high-temperarure reacrors,
simply by excluding them from the report. The
Commission has no difficulty in approving Mrs Lizin's
amendment, which is less categorical. Parliament will
decide. However, Mr Coppieters will not be surprised
when I rell him rhat his amendmenr to paragraph 5 of
the motion for a resolution is not in line with Commis-
sion thinking.

In conclusion, if Parliament permits, I should like rc
make two dates with it concerning energy poliry. The
first is to establish in Committee a specific work
programme on the various topics we will have rc
cover. The other date is of a political nature, for a

debarc on the energy priorities which the Commission
will be presendng to the House in February. Lastly, I
must reassure Parliament that this is the last time rhat
my answers to its questions will be this vague.

President. - The debate is closed. The morion for a

resolution and the amendments which have been
tabled will be put to the vote at rhe nexr voting time.

12. Verification of credentiak

President. - At its meeting rcday the Bureau verified
the credentials of the 24 Greek Members whose
appointment had been announced earlier. Pursuant rc
Rule 3 (1) of the Rules of Procedure, the Bureau
found that these appointments conformed with the
provisions of the Treaty. It therefore asks the House
to ratify these appointments.

Since there are no objections, [hese appointments are
radfied.

13. Preztention of pollution of the sea (continuation)

President. - The next item is the continuation of the
joint debate on the reports by Mr Carossino (Doc.
l-708/80), Mrs Maij-Veggen (Docs. l-709/80 and
l-473/80) and Mrs Spaak (Doc. l-467 /80) on preven-
tion of pollution of the sea. I

I call Mr Koutsocheras.

Mr Koutsocheres. - (EL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I have often had occasion to speak in this
chamber as a member of the Parliamentary Assembly
of the Council of Europe to protest strongly about

pollution of the sea, the effects of which are more
serious and more destructive in the seas of my own
country because of the passing tankers carrying oil to
the industrialized countries.

As I have often said elsewhere, the hisrcry of my
country, which is surrounded by the sea, lashed by its
waves and born along on its breezes, is liquid history.
Our Aegean islands and the Aegean civilization are
synonymous with the civilization of Greece as a

whole. It was from the clear waters of Cyprus that
Aphrodite emerged. Ve Greeks have our roots in the
realm of the sea and it is from the sea that we draw
our raditions. It is in our seas that we find a refuge for
both our minds and our heans. You will therefore
understand what it means for us if the seas of Greece
become lifeless. You will understand what an enor-
mous .loss we suffer, especially if you remember not
only what our seas, our islands and our beaches bring
us from tourism but also, since the bottom of the sea is

littered with archeological treasures, what we suffer
from the point of view of our ancient heritage. Unfor-
tunately the Mediterranean, which has rightly gained
the title of the cradle of civilization, is being polluted
by the oil carried in tankers on their way ro where it is
needed in other countries. Large numbers of these
tankers pass through the Mediterranean. You may
have heard that Pilos too has suffered from oil ship-
menrc of this kind to other countries - Pilos, the
place with the magnificent harbour whose beauty was
sung by Homer.

Apan from these shipmenc, however, the Mediterra-
nean is also plagued by all the waste carried down to
the sea by the rivers in the industrialized counrries.
This is perhaps much the same situation as that
suffered by the Netherlands with the Rhine, which
pollutes the sea with waste from the chemical works in
Switzerland, the pomsh works in Alsace, IG Farben in
Germany and so many other industries.

The protests of my Dutch colleagues in the Parliamen-
tary Assembly of the Council of Europe are still fresh
in my mind and I am sure they will remember our
strong protests at the harm being done to our waters
by waste of this kind. In making these brief observa-
tions, which I mention only by way of example, I
should like tb express my profound sympathy with the
crews of the ships, with the workers-toiling away and
with our seamen at the mercy of the waves, who are
themselves in no way to blame.

I would ask you to take whar I have said as a srrong
protest at what is happening, nor only in the waters of
Greece but everywhere, and also as a srong protest
marking the need for radical measures to prorecr our
seas from the modern monsrcr called pollution of the
environmen!. I would ask those of you who represent
more panicularly rhe industrialized countries which
consume large amounts of oil rc call for a directive on
this question and funhermore to call on your govern-
ments to put a srop to this thoughtless mechanism ofI See debates of 1 3 January 1 98 1 .
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pollution, which is fuelled by the insatiable appetite for
profit of the monopolies and multinational companies.
I should like rc remind you in conclusion of a great
truth expressed by Jean Paulhan, who said gdgner sa

oie c'est quelquefois la perdre.

President. - I call Mr Katsafados.

Mr Katsafados. - (EL) Mr Presidenr; ladies and
gentlemen, the probfem of protecting the environ-
ment, which also covers the more panicular problem
of the pollution of the sea, is not simply a serious
problem, it is a question of life and death. Destroying
or damaging the environmenr means upsetting rhe
conditions for the existence both of man and of all
living creatures, with incalculable consequences for all
forms of life on our planet. Although this aspect of the
problem applies to the whole world, it is of even grea-
ter significance for Europe, for ir is here that we find
the combination of t*o factors which threaten the
environment: the greatest population density and the
highest level of technological development. As a new
Member of the European Parliamenr, I am not in a

position to know whether and in what way measures
have been taken to deal wirh this problem. I am,
however, in a position to know that even if such
measures have been taken they have not been effec-
tive, and this is a view shared by 400 million'l7estern
Europeans whose lives are plagued by this enormous
problem.

I am sorry to have to conclude that there has been

either a failure to recognize the imponance of the
problem or a lack of the necessary sense of.responsi-
bility on the part of the relevant Community authori-
ties, and this situation can clearly not be allowed to
continue. !7e must call on all those who are in a posi-
tion to initiate action in the various Community insti-
rutions to take immediate and effective steps to tackle
this situation. Accordingly, I am glad that the problem
of environmental protection, with particular regard to
the pollution of the sea, has been made the subject of a

debate here in Parliamenr It is a cause for regret,
however, that we have not faced up to the problem
either in all its aspects nor with the necessary impar-
tiality. It has not been tackled in all its aspects because
just one aspect, pollution of the sea from ships, has

been given panicular attention, whereas everyone
knows that the main factor contributing to increasing
destruction of the sea is the release of indusrial waste.
According to data from international organizations, it
is indispumble that the seas around large cities and
large indusrial complexes have been turned into life-
less seas. And the reason the problem has not been
tackled on an impanial basis is that, contrary to what
should have happened, it has been linked with a pani-
cular category of ships and shipowners, whereas it is

self-evident that all without exception must be subject
[o rhe measures which have been taken or will be

taken.

Finally, I should like to say how sorry I am that a

number of Members have been irresponsible in invok-
ing data to support. their views which conflict with
official, irrefuable data from international organiza-
tions. I do not think, ladies and gentlemen, that this
helps to raise the level of debate in this Parliament. In
conclusion, I propose that the relevant Community
institutions should draw up a programme for the erad-
ication of the sources of environmental pollution
within rcn years and for the raising of special revenue
to be used ro help the Member Sates of the Commu-
niry in implementing this programme.

President. - I call Mr Narjes.

Mr Naries, Member of the Commission. - (D) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, I should like first of
all to thank the four rapporteurs for their excellent,
thorough and constructive repons on the various
forms and aspects of hydrocarbon pollution of the sea.

I very much hope that these repons and the compre-
hensive debate we have had in this House - which
has provided the Commission with a large number of
suggestions for which it is very grateful - will help
convince the Council of Ministers of the enormous
backlog of decisions, the enormous need for action
that has built up in the past few years and of the
amount of time that has been wasted. For me person-
ally, one welcome result of the disribution of port-
folios in the Commission is the fact that I have been
given responsibility for this sector, since for a number
of years I held political responsibility for a coastal
region on the Nonh Sea. Funhermore - to take a

very specific example - I have for years pleaded in
the Bundestag for a qualitative jump in improving the
mechanical facilities for combating oil pollution by
coordinating as far as possible at European level the
construction of special ships. The danger of the
ecosystem in Europe's coastal waters being irreversibly
destroyed for a long time has indeed become so great
that I cannot imagine how anyone holding public
office in the coastal States could continue to accept
responsibility for failing to take the necessary action
and thereby contributing to or even accelerating this
trend. The Commission therefor-e regards the
measures discussed in this debarc as only a first step, as

a move to join the struggle against hydrocarbon pollu-
tion of the sea, which is a task for the Community. I
am particularly pleased that all the Committees
involved in this House are agreed on this and that in
all quaners approval has been given to this interpreta-
tion of the responsibilides. It is not the Commission's
intention to seek or encourage overlapping and dupli-
cation with international treaties. In our view,
however, the Community's policy can and must go
beyond the lowest common denominator of possible
solutions. This applies in particular when wider inter-
national agreements are nor sufficiently effective. Still
less is it the Commission's intention to stir up inter-
ponfolio conflicts belween, for example, environmen-
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tal and ffansport poliry. Virhin rhe Commission such
conflicts are in any case prevenrcd from the stan by
the collegiate principle reiterated by Mr Thorn and all
the Members of the Commission. It musl also,
however, be recognized that in all the Communiry
institutions conflicts can arise berween objectives
which can only be resolved rationally and with any
chance of lasting success if adequate anendon is paid
in this dialogue to the artuments for environmenral
protection and the interests of the environment and if
these interests are backed by organizational measures.

I should like to stan with rwo general observarions
before going on to discuss the three repons. First of all
I should like rc point out that however good a

Community decision or directive is it cannot fulfil im
purpose if it is implemented only half-heanedly, roo
late or not at all, or if infringemenm do not lead to any
perceptible consequences or sanctions on those
responsible.

A European environment policy can in the long run be
effective only in so far as ir proves possible actually ro
implement its provisions in everyday marrers. I should
like secondly to say rhar it will not do rhar for five or
six weeks after each major accident public declarations
are made and solemn promises of improvement given
which are never, however, followed by concrete deci-
sions. One aim of this poliry will have to be to change
the auirudes and established procedures of the
narional bureaucracies, institutions and organizations
of all kinds involved by applying the prioriries of prev-
endve environmental prorecrion. I should now like to
comment on the individual repons.

The Commission, as you know, has for a long rime
been working on the dangers of serious pollution of
the Communiry's coasts and seas caused by the large
releases of oil. This concern was firsr expressed in a
communication to the Council in 1977, following the
accident on the Bravo platform in rhe Ekofisk field.
The urgency of far-reaching Communiry acrion was
then once again broughr [o rhe fore by the Amoco
Cadiz disaster off Brirtany. It was not, however, until
April 1978 that the European Council expressed the
view that the Communiry should make rhe preven[ion
and combating of sea pollution, panicularly pollution
from hydrocarbons, one of its major objecrives. Two
months later, in June 1978, the Council adopted, on a
proposal from the Commission, an action programme
for the monitoring and reduction of oil pollution in
the sea. I should like m recall the six headings in rhis
ProBramme.

Firstly, setting up an informarion sysrem for exisring
dam on means of combating pollution. Secondly,
ensuring the availability of essential data on tankers.
Thirdly, increasing cooperation berween and rhe
effectiveness of emergency teams in the case of an
accident. Founhly, Communiry paniciparion in the
design and construction of clean-up vessels. Fifthly,
necessary changes in the legal system regarding cover

for unforeseen polludon risks. Sixthly, research on
new measures to combat pollurion.

The results of the studies .drawn up under this
programme have served as the basis for the Commis-
'sion's proposal for the introduction of a Community
information sysrcm. This system provides for a perma-
nent inventory of all means for combating pollution in
the Member Smtes, details of the propenies of hydro-
carbons with regard to rhe suirability of rhe various
means of conrol and in particular details of the design
features of tankers and of pasr infringemen$ of inter-
national regulations.

The Commission has also decided ro set up an Advi-
sory Commitree on the control and reduction of
hydrocarbon polludon in the sea. These two proposals
are dealt with in the - as I have already said - excel-
lent report which Mrs Maij-\Teggen presenred to us

on Tuesday. The Cbmmission shares rhe rapporteur's
view rhat the dara fed into the proposed system should
be made availablb to interested non-member countries
and in particular to the signarones ro the Bonn Agree-
ment on the Nonh Sea and rhe Barcelona Convention
on the Mediterranean. The Commission also agrees
that once this system is adopted by the Council
non-member counrries should parr.icipare, on the basis
of separate prorocols, in implementing ir. If these
countries are actually ro parricipate in rhe proposed
system it would be only natural for them also ro take
part in the work of the Advisory Commirtee I
mentioned just now. The Commission accordingly
proposes to make appropriare changes in the statutes
of the Advisory Commirtee when the rime comes.

I also welcome the rapponeur's proposal to incorpor-
ate into the proposed informarion sys[em rhe offshore
hydrocarbon ex[raction industry operaring in Commu-
nity waters. I can rcll you nov/ that initial conracrs
have already taken place between the Commission's
depanments and represenratives of the indusry.

Mrs Maij-l7eggen righdy points out that the Commis-
sion proposal is only a first step. As I said ar the begin-
ning, other specific proposals for implementing the
June 1978 action programme are in preparation.

These funher proposals relate specifically to rhe
following points. Firsrly, the prepararion by the
Member States of emergency plans for acrion against.
massive pollution; secondly, specifications for the
physical and chemical means applied m combar pollu-
tion, in order to ensure greater compatibiliry and make
these methods more effecdve; thirdly, supporr from
the Commission for cenain pilot projects, panicularly
with regard to the training of personnel.

The Commission is also having studies carried our on
mechanical means of combaring oil pollution, which
brings me on to Mrs Spaak's report.

I should firstly like to recall thas rhe Commission has
carried out a study on possible Community panicipa-
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tion in the design and development of suction recovery
vessels. 1'he study showed that views on this solution
are still divided. Discussions with expens from rhe
Member States are still in progress and will be contin-
ued in the Advisory Committee.

The Commission is also investigating the possibiliry
firstly of Community certification of chemical prod-
ucts and secondly of standardizing mechanical oil
control equipment. As soon as the results of these
studies are available the Commission will put forward
proposals as to how the equipment can be improved
and macle more effective. The prime aim of these
proposals will be to ensure compatibiliry between
mechanir:al devices and thus enable rhem ro be used in
all Member Stares.

Mrs Spaak also mentioned the problem of research.
Here I can confirm that the research work on chemi-
cal dispersants under the Second Research Programme
is already under way; as for mechanical means of
control, these are included in the draft Third
Programme, and this is the subject of the repon by Mr
Alber which we shall be dealing widh in a few
momentS.

I now come to the problem Mr Muntingh raised in his
motion for a resolution on marine deposits of oil and
gas and the problem dealt with in Mrs Maij-!(ieggen's
report. As the rapponeur rightly said, imponant work
has been done at international level, particularly with
regard to civil liability in the event of damage resulting
from the extraction and use of mineral resources
beneath the sea bed. The Commission is following
developments in this field and will not hesitate to draw
the nece.ssary conclusions when this work produces a

definite result.

The Cornmission will also endeavour to gather from
the relevans international organizitions the informa-
tion the rrapporteur asked for and will make this avail-
able rc the European Parliament as soon as possible. I
should also like here to point out that in the various
States concerned the indusry for prospecting and
extractinB offshore mineral resources is already subject
to strict controls imposed by the governmenm, whose
business it is to license extraction operations.

I should like finally to anss/er a number of questions
raised in the debate relating to ways of reinforcing
Community action.

Mr de Lipkowski sketched a positive and ambitious
programme. I note three basic points. Firstly the idea
of notification to the Commission of infringements
committed by merchant ships. Then the suggestion of
imposing more severe penalties in cenain cases which
could be used to set up a fund for areas affected by
pollution,, and finally the idea of increased Community
solidarity.

I inrcnd ro put these three basic points to the Advisory
Commitrce as soon as possible so that the Committee
can discuss them and advise the Commission.

I can also assure Mr Muntingh that the Commission
will be taking steps to protect bird life. Looking
beyond this, however, it is my view that we should not
draw up a special srateg'y for birds and one for fishes
and one for the purity of the water. I think the overall
success of a comprehensive poliry will be of benefit to
all species on the coast, including man, and the stra-
tegy here should be directed at the whole rather than
at individual aspects of the ecosystem.

Mr Johnson and Mr Muntingh rightly drew the atten-
tion of the House to the need to devote significant
amounts of money to preventing pollution of the sea

from hydrocarbons. It is a source of regret rc the
Commission that the 600 000 EUA previously applied
for for setting up an information system vrere no[
granted. Both speakers rightly regretted the fact that
there is no chance of getting funds approved for envi-
ronmental protection in the 1981 budget. The
Commission hopes this debate will help to persuade
the Council of Ministers to change its attitude if - as

I intend it should be - this request is repeated for the
1982 budget.

The position is equally dismal - if I may put it so
bluntly - with regard to saff, i.e. the number of posts
on the establishment plan available to deal with envi-
ronmental measures. This is something we shall have
to discuss in greater deail another time.

Mr President, the questions we have discussed in this
long debare are all interrelated. I can thus refer back
to what my colleague Mr Contogeorgis said here
when the first repon was being discussed. Ve are
donvinced that the effective, coordinated application
of international agreements in the Communiry is also a
particularly good means of preventing disasters result-
ing from the pollution of the sea by hydrocarbons. S7'e

must, however, always be in a position to take effec-
tive measures if an accident does occur.

As I said before, the proposals under discussion today
are a first srcp. It is now up to the Council to decide
on rhese proposals. The Commission will do all it can
to have the Council of Ministers reach a decision with-
out delay. It counts on [he European Parliament to
give irc support with properly publicized initiatives of its
own, so that the idea of effective control of pollution
in European waters, in the Mediterranean and in
nofihern coastal waters, can finally - backed by
broad public consent - be taken a stage funher.

President. - I call Mr Collins.

Mr Collins, Chairman of tbe Committee on the Enoi-
ronment, Public Heahh and Cons*mer Protection.
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- Mr President, I must apologize to you and ro the
House for not being present earlier. I was speaking to
a group of studenm from the United,Kingdom and we
were discussing the Community's environmental
policy among other things.

May I begin by extending a welcome to the new
Commissioner responsible for environmenml policy. I
hope that the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protection and rhe Members of
the Parliament will esnblish a friendly and useful
working relationship with him in the coming monrhs
and years. May I also acknowledge the role played by
the outgoing Commissioner responsible for the envi-
ronment. Mr Naali was clearly reponsible for a fair
bit of the work that has gone into producing these
reports, and I thank him for this conribution.

This debate has shown that the expression 'oil crisis'
has more than one meaning. !7'e are used to describing
the energy shonage, cost inflarion, political and mili-
tary conflicts and so on in terms of the oil crisis. But
this is another kind of oil crisis rhar we have been
discussing today and on Tuesday: this is the oil crisis
which affects the health of the environment, which
affects the livelihood of the people who inhabir that
environment. I join with my colleagues who spoke
earlier - Mr Muntingh and Mr Johnson in panicular

- who regretted that more funds had not been made
available for this kind of undenaking because many of
us believe that combating environmental pollurion is a
field in which the European Community has a very
real, positive and helpful parr to play if the environ-
ment is to be kept fit for human beings and other
species to live in.

There are several reporrs here of course representing a

wide spread of political opinion, and I find it remark-
able that there has been so much unanimity both in the
reports and in the debarc. For example, it is now
widely accepted by the Parliament and by the
Commission that there is a wide disparity of safety
standards in tankers and oil plarforms and that there is
a need for Community action. Only very occasionally
do we find people from the left and the right and from
several Member States uniting, as in this debare, ro
declare without any reservations that there is a real
problem and that Communiry acrion is indeed
necessary.

I would point out to the House, and ro rhe Commis-
sion too, that some of these reports spring from
motions for resolutions which were tabled by
Members. They were not prompted by the Council or
by proposals from the Commission, they came from
Members of this House; and this shows a clear will-
ingness on the part of Parliamenr to acr as spokesman
for public opinion, which occasionally finds it difficult
to make its voice heard in some fields of political acdv-
iry in the European Community. I find this entirely
satisfactory, because if this Parliamenr has a role, rhen
it is to express the public opinion of Europe.

I was conscious during pan of the debate that one or
two of our newer cofleagues seemed to feel that some
mileage was being made of rheir particular situation. If
there are any Greek colleagues in the Chamber at this
moment, I should like to reassure [hem that it was not
in the mind of the Commitree on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection, nor, I think,
of the Committee on Transpon and cenainly not of
the Commission, I am sure, that the Greeks were here
during this debate to be used as a whipping-boy. \7e
look forward ro hearing their contributions in future
debates on the environment.

Both the causes and the results of pollution are fairly
well known and have been fairly well dealt with in this
debate, and I do not think I need go over the ground
again. Several speakers have mentioned that 35 000
birds were killed as a result of the recent accident in
the Nonh Sea; others have gone over the ground of
Braoo and Amoco Cadiz;.I would go even funher
back to accidents like the Toney Canyoz. These have
an irrevocable effect on wildlife - not only the higher
forms of wildlife but also right down ro plankron -and I am very happy to hear that research is going on,
that the Commission intend to continue devoting
attention to this problem. I am cynical enough to
believe that some of the work which is being done has
nothing at all to do with the effect on wildlife but
rather has a great deal to do with the fact that job loss
is pretty central to this whole question. None the less, I
accept that a global approach is likely to achieve satis-
factory resul6, and I welcome the Commission's srare-
ment on this point.

So far as we are concerned, our demands can be put
very simply, and they are that Member States must
raufy and implement existing agreements. Economic
death and ecological death are imponant matters, and
therefore pious hopes are not enough. Ve must rake
these matters seriously, we must implemenr them,
enforce them. I think, too, that action must be mken at
European level and that standards musr apply, for
example, rc all vessels using Community pons and not
just to Community vessels. 'We must go funher than
that and cooperate with non-member States. $7e must
cooperate with the Norwegians. \fli must cooperate
with those States which lie just ouride the Community
but whose activities and whose environment clearly
impinge on the European Communiry.

Ve need a satisfactory informarion base, and the
information must be accessible. 'S7e need conrinued
research into the methods of dealing with oil pollu-
tion, the effects of oil pollution as well. For example, I
must say that I personally still have some doubts about
the efficacy of some of the mechanical methods. I am
not convinced, for example, rhat these really cope with
the very large waves which occur in the Nonh Sea.
Nor do I believe thar we can enrirely free the oil com-
panies from responsibility or even blame for this state
of affairs: we have got to draw them into our research
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and even into the way we go about dealing with these
problems.

I think this debate has resulted from a great deal of
painstaking work on the pan of several committees
and the Commission. Apan from the Committee on
Transport and the Committee on the Environment,
Public Flealth and Consumer Protection, the Commit-
tees on Budgets and Agriculture have also been
involved, and some of the opinions given by these
committees have been of a very high quality. In pani-
cular, I refer to the one by Miss Quin from the
Committee on Agriculture. I think this is a very useful
document and one which should be studied very care-

' fully.

Vhen Members come to vote on this tomorroy/ -and I must say I regret that it will be tomorrow - all I
ask is this: that they will set aside the pettier feelings of
national pride and narrow interest and recognize the
wider imponance of the economic and ecological
health of this planet and of Europe in panicular.

Finally, having listened to this debate and read those
pans of rhe debate that I have been unable to listen to,
I would say that the European Parliament has made irc
views very clear. I welcome the views of the Commis-
sion today as an expression of greater or lesser agree-
ment with the Parliament. But we must recognize that
in this Community at this time, if we are to have exec-
utive action, then- that action must come from the
Council; and I hope that this time, having listened to
these views expressed very strongly and clearly by
Members of this Parliament and by members of the
Commission, the Council, collectively and indivi-
dually, will take note and that we shall at last see

action [o protect our environment for the future.

President. - I call Mrs Maij-\fleggen.

Mn Maij-Veg1en, r.tpporteur. - (NL) Mr President
first of all I would like to thank all the Honourable
Members, especially our Greek friends, for their useful
contributions to this debate. The most important pan
of the debate was on Tuesday. This is just the tail end
of it. I think we would all agree that tremendous inter-
es[ has been shown in this debate, and that we have
been very much united in our views. I hope that the
Commission and the Council will bear this in mind.

There is just one more point that I want to make clear,
which is why I am taking this opponunity to speak
again. Various speakers, including myself and Mr
Collins, just a moment ago, have insisted that it is of
the utmost imponance that the ffeaties concerning the
safety of shipping are ratified as quickly as possible by
the Member States. At the recent Ministerial Confer-
ence in December, the Dutch chairman promised that
a conference would be convened of all ten EEC
Member States and four other countries involved,

above all to make sure that the most important treaties

- the SOLAS Convention, the MARPOL Conven-
tion, the ILO Convention and the STCV Convention

- are ratified by 1982. Mr President, I believe that
this an imponant initiative, because I think that it will
serve to spur the Council into adopting the proposals
which have been put forward. I would emphasize that
the Commission has a part to play in furthering the
work of this conference. I must also emphasize that we
intend to hold the Dutch presidenry to this promise,
and that this is not the last time the matter will be

raised. This is what I wanted to add to this debate and
once again, Mr President, I am panicularly grateful
that it has been held in such a good atmosphere and
has been so well conducted.

President. - The joint debate is closed. The motions
for resolutions will be put to the vote at the next
voting time.

14. Research and deaelopment Progranne in thefield of
enoironment t

President. - The next item is the repon (Doc. -
l-660/80), drawn up by Mr Alber on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on the

proposals from the Commission to the Council (Doc. -

1-330/80) for a decision adopting a sectoral research and

development programme in the field of environment
(environmental protection and climatology) (indirect and
concened actions).

I call Mr Alber.

Mr Alber, rdpporteur. - (D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the repon I have the honour to
present and introduce today is concerhed with the
establishment of a sectoral research and development
programme in the field of the environment, with
special reference to environmental protection and
climatology. Vhat we are dealing with here is the
extension up to 1985 of the research programmes
which began as long ago as 1973 and the extension of
the rebearch programme on environmental protection
which expired ar rhe end of tggO. At the same time, we
are concerned with the consolidation of current
research programmes, in other words, with the
concentration and coordination and incorporation of
these programmes into a suitable multi-annual frame-
work. Finally, we are concerned with the provision of
suitable financing arrangements, estimarcd at 43

million EUA for environmental protection and 8

million EUA for climatology. These are estimated \

costs. The Committee on Budgets is prepared to
support the proposal, albeit stressing the purely indica-
tory nature of these figures. The committee's chair-
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man, Mr Lange, has empowered me to make this poinr
on his behalf to save rime.

The research programmes cover research agreements
concluded with organizations in rhe Member Stares -known as 'indirect 261iens'-, the coordination of indi-
vidual Member States' protrammes 

- known as
'concened actions'- and research carried ou[ in the
Joint Research Centre. Bearing in mind rhe doubrless
correct principle that ir is betrer to prevenr environ-
menml damage in rhe first place than to put it right
after the event, the programme concentrates on
research into new 'cleaner' technologies, especially
those which produce less waste and consume less in
the way of natural resources. Ir is also concerned with
waste managemen[, waste disposal problems and ways
of effecdng savings in energy and raw materials as well
as research into noxious substances - in panicular
lead and cadmium 

-, 
noxious organic micro-organ-

isms and the increase in rhe level of carbon dioxide in
the atmosphere. It goes without saying that, in view of
the imponance of these issues, the Committee fully
supports the repon. I would therefore ask the House
for its suppon too, although what we really need is for
these programmes to be intensified and their scope
widened.

Allow me just to go into a few detailed poinrs. !fle
very much welcome the research in rhe environmental
field. Appropriate legislation can be passed only on rhe
basis of adequarc knowledge of the facm. But in view
of the lack of dme and the limircd financial resources
available, it is right to concentrate the research effon
on those fields which are imponant to the Commu-
niry. There is in existence a research programme deal-
ing with the effects of noise on people's well-being
and efficiency. This kind of research may be interesr-
ing in itself, but we do not need any research to rell us

that noise is disruptive and damaging. Even if there
were no negative effects, it would be nice to reduce
the level of noise. In the field of climatology, there is a
programme aimed at reconstructing earlier climarolog-
ical conditions. This too may well be interesting in
ircelf, but its importance is debatable. I do nor believe
that research should be allowed to become an end in
ircelf.

In view of the shonage of funds, ir is rherefore more
sensible to concentrate on imponant fields. Anorher
pan of the programme is concerned with establishing
the link between the pollurion of water by polychlori-
nated diphenyls and the death of seals. I have no doubt
that this too is imponanr, but unforrunately, if
research goes on for much longer, there may be no
seals left in the Vattenmeer. A more sensible move,
then, would be to find a replacement for these sub-
stances before the evenr.'Sfe therefore feel that direct
actions undenaken without any further delay would
be more effective than long-rcrm research. At any rate,
all the research programmes must be speeded up so
that subsequent direct actions will be effecdve. Thar is
why we propose that Anicle 3 be amended, and why

we recommend that the programme be reviewed after
two rather than three years.'Sf'e should also like to see

the European Parliament more closely involved in the
review procedure.

One extremely imponant point - and one which goes
far beyond the scope of the curren[ research
programmes - is rhe need for intensive coordination
of national and private environmen[al research activi-
ties, not only as a means of saving substantial time and
money. All the isolated woik rhar goes on is a waste of
intellectual effon. Thib. is true of research work in
universities as well as in industry. This point would be
debatable if all we were concerned with was industrial
processes or material interests; to take an example, the
development of alternative energ'y sources or clean
technologies is something which concerns all of us.'!7e all need the results of this research in the near
future. It seems ro me rha[, if there is such a rhing as

the social obligadons of material wealth, rhere musr
also be such a rhing as the social obligations of intel-
lectual wealth or knowledge, disregarding the legal
aspec[s of ownership. This would have repercussions
not only on [he exploitarion and application of inven-
tions; it would also mean [har research findings would
have to be made generally known rather than kept
hidden away, jealously guarded, in a back-room. This
would have an effect on what research was done, and
how it was done.

I would stress the social aspect of research in this field,
and I believe that we need fresh ideas in this respeo.
At any rate, I believe there is no gerring away from the
need for concentrarion and better coordination of
national environmenral research activities. The same
applies [o [he need for priorities and decisions on
where the research should be carried our. Environ-
mental protection and environmental policy are not
matters limircd ro rheir narrov subject field. Environ-
ment poliry is something which concerns all of us and
which affects all secrors. The research programme rhis
report. is concerned wirh is rherefore no more than
pan of an imponant whole. I hope that this House will
continue to cooperare effecrively with rhe Commission
and especially with Mr Narjes - and I am pleased
that he has been made responsible for rhis subjecr field

- in completing rhis edifice, which is so imponant ro
all our futures.

INTHE CHAIR: MR POUL MOLLER

Vce-President

President. - I call Mrs Schleicher to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Parry (Chris-
tian-Democratic Group).

Mrs Schleicher. - (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, as always when a new programme is
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presented, the thought occurs as ro whether it is really
necessarF, because as we all know, there are many
programmes of rhis kind and of course they all cost a
great de'al of money.. On the orher hand, there is

increasinLg awareness in our countries of the whole
problem of environmenml pollution. There is a very
real fear a.ong the public ar large rhat the narural
environment could be deprived of its regulating func-
tion and that the resultant damage could be irrepar-
able. Th,e lack of information and the lack of clarity as

to current, developments generates fear in the public at
large and leads to the rejection of politically essenrial
decisions. It is also a fact that rhere are substantial gaps
in our knowledge of, and research on, the resiliance of
whole ecosystems and the long-term effects of cenain
factors.

I expect this Commission proposal rc fill the existing
gaps - no more and no less. I would therefore call on
the Commission to ensure, when putring the
programme into effect, rhar rhere is no duplication of
effon and that the various programmes are consrantly
coordinated, as Mr Alber mentioned jusr now. The
point is, after all, that we should do everything in our
power to investigare the really imponant things and
concentrate on these particular points.

The programme should be checked again and again
during im life to make sure thar rhe criteria I
mentioned just now are - as I hope - being properly
applied. The Group of the European People's Party is

in full ag;reement with this repon, and we hope rhat it
will soon be put into practice.

President. - I call Mrs Pruvot to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mrs Pnrvot. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the Liberal and Democratic Group also fully
supports Mr Alber's report. \(e approve of priority
being given to scientific and technical research into
climatology and the environment. This research is

clearly absolutely vital to all the projects concerned
with the prevention of environmental damage and the
replacement of environmental nuisances by solutions
which do not involve pollution.'!7e therefore advocate
that the programmes now in progress be continued. If
we are ever to be successful in our aim of preventing
pollutionL, it is vital that we be aware of the factors
which are adversely affecting rhe quality of our natural
environment and the conservation of the world we live
in. !7e are of course delighrcd at the grouping
together of various existing research programmes, but
this must go hand in hand with more effective coordi-
nation of national programmes. Environmental policy
must be one of the Community's priority areas. All the
Member States must play their pan if we are to avoid
discrimination and if we are to protect. our environ-
ment from serious damage. [t is therefore vital that
research be concentrated on those areas which are
imponant from the point of view of the Community.

Likewise, long-term research must be harmonized by
the Member States. \7e can therefore only encourage
the Commission to persevere with its effons and to
make the ongoing environmental protection effort more
effective. Environmental policy is increasingly concen-
trating on the prevention of pollution by protecting
water, air and land. It would be unfonunate if this
new trend were to be denied its full measure of
imponance.

President. - I call Mr Narjes.

Mr Narjes, Member of the Commision. - (D) Mr
President, ladies and .gentlemen, let me begin by
addressing a word of thanks to the rapporteur for his

repon. It seems to me that the brevity of this debate
has a lot rc do with the quality of the repon, which
was so brief and prepared so thoroughly that it could
be accepted without comment.

The Commission proposal which is the subject of this
report concerns a research programme in the field of
the environment. This is an area of pre-eminent
imponance for the Community research effon. I
should like to remind you that this fact was acknow-
ledged by the European Parliament and by the Coun-
cil at its 619th meeting on 20 December 1979. The
programme itself has two aims. The first of these is to
obtain the scientific and rcchnical knowledge to imple-
ment a joint environmenml policy, and the second is to
coordinate national research programmes on the envi-
ronment. The Commission is using Article 235 of the
EEC Treaty to extend the research work carried out
so far in the wide-ranging field of the environment. At
the same time, the plan is to group ongoing
programmes together in a single sectoral protramme
so as to rationalize rhe research effon and make it
easier to keep track of work carried on in the Commu-
nity over recent years. The proposed sectoral
programme comprises two sub-programmes, the first
of which is concerned with environmental protection
and the second with climatology. This second
programme was approved by the Council on 8 Decem-
ber 1979.I shall therefore restrict my remarks here to
the sub-programme dealing with environmental
protection. This is an extension of work going back
over several years and which has come up with a

number of important findings of great interest as

regards the Community's environmental poliry and
which have been published in a large number of jour-
nals. This work, supponed by financial aid from the
Community, has made it possible to improve coordi-
nation of national programmes and thus to render
more effective the overall effon in the environmenral
field. Several hundred research agreemenrc have been
concluded, and more than a thousand national
projects are currently being coordinated by way of
'concerted actions', with even third countries being
involved by dint of COST. It is imponant that these
effons be continued and the scientific framework rhus
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brought into line with the need for environmental
research.

Vhereas the main emphasis was placed inirially on
environmental polludon - its incidence, its effects
and the means of reducing it - increasing importance
is now being atuched to the prevention of pollution,
in panicular by the introduction of low-emission rech-
nologies producing less waste and less pollution. There
is also more interest in protecting the natural environ-
ment, conserving fauna and flora and improving living
conditions, which are affected not only by environ-
mental pollution but also by the sum total of ecologi-
cal variables. As regards environmental pollution in the
narrower sense of the word, there is a continuing need
for intensive research into the classic pollutants like
lead and cadmium. There is also increasing concern
about the effects of chronic exposure to organic pollu-
tants. This is true both of the problems caused by
various sources of pollution and the 'invisible' effects
of atmospheric polludon on crops. The question of the
safety of old or new chemical substances has, in recent
times, led to increasing public concern, and rhe same
goes for the dangers of contamination as a result of
accidents in factories - as in Seveso - or with tank-
ers, as in the case of the Amoco Cadiz and Braoo acci-
denm mentioned earlier. Finally, the high level of
carbon dioxide in the air has become a global problem
of considerable imponance. I am sure that this House
will be called upon to discuss this specific problem
more often in the future. The new Community
research and development programmes must cover all
these aspects since their scope extends to shbrt-term
applied research and the strategic, Iong-term solution
of ecological problems. The Commission proposes that
43 million EUA be allocated to the sub-programme on
environmental protection. Bearing in mind the
research needs discussed earlier, five areas of research
have been idensified. The first of these concerns the
sources, processes and effecm of pollutants. This area
covers work on the effects of pollutants on human
beings and rhe environment, the identification of
sources of emission and the extent of pollution in the
environment. The Commission pgoposes that roughly
half the tonl resources be allocased to this area of
research.

Secondly, the scope of the area of research dealing
with the reduction and prevention of environmental
pollution has been considerably extended compared
with the previous research programme on environ-
mental protection. In addidon to the classic means of
reducing the level of pollution of water, air and land,
the Commission has incorporared research on
low-emission technologies, something I mentioned
earlier.

Thirdly, the area of research concerned wirh the
protection, conservation and management of the
natural environment is largely concerned with natural
ecosystems and the ways in which man interferes with
them. The proposed research covers invesrigarion of

these ecosystems and the repercussions of human
activities, including modern agricultural methods. The
central element here will be sensitive ecosystems and
the protection of endangered species. The Commis-
sion proposes to devote between 15 and 20% of the
total amount requested to this sector.

Founhly, we have the field of environmental informa-
tion management, which is concerned in panicular
with the establishment of a data bank for environmen-
tal chemicals, to be set up in conjunction with the

Joint Research Centre. This will mke up between 5

and 200/o of the money available for the programme.

lifthly and finally, there is the question of overall
inter-relations between man and his environmens. This
is a new field, the first stage being to establish a meth-
odology for dealing with the whole problem of the
complex inter-relations between man and his environ-
ment.. Our main concern here is to investigate rhe
effects of environmental disturbances due to natural
causes or to man on human health in the widesr sense
of the world. To begin with, a maximum of 5olo of the
available resources will be commirted to this field of
research. As regards the implemennrion of the
programme, the idea is to improve the coordinarion of
research financed at national level as well as financing
Community research agreements. A million units of
account have been set aside for the conrinuarion of
several concened actions which are already in progress
within the framework of COST, involving third coun-
tries.

Additional concened actions will be iniriated during
the life of the progiamme, and special effons will bi
made to facilitate cooperation with third counrries in
general. The Commission wholeheanedly supporr,s [he
repon drawn up by the Committee on rhe Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection which

- I believe - is to be voted on in this House r.omor-
row. I have already made the point that the aim of
environmental protection must be increasingly shifted
from repairing the damage done to preventing such
damage in the first place and consenring the flora and
fauna and man's natural environmenr. I believe that
the programme you have before you now is very much
along these lines.

I have only one brief commen[ to add on the proposed
amendment to the Commission's proposal. The period
of three years was proposed by us for very pracrical
reasons because a rwo-year period would mean thar
we would already have io sran discussing rhe continu-
ation of the programme in the second year when, ar
best, we would have only statistical material and the
results from the firsr year. lf you take three-year
periods, you have at leasr rwo years' experience behind
you and you can then talk about rhe continuation of
the programme in the third yiar. That is why we
proposed the period of three years in Anicle 3, so that
the next review could be prepared on a reliable basis in
the best interests of environmenal protection worthy
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of the name. !7e believe there is a lot to be said for the
Commission proposal on rhis point. Otherwise, I
would thank you for your reporr and for rhe suppon
you have given to the Commission's work.

President. - The debarc is closed. The motion for a

resolution will be pur ro [he vore ar the next voting
time.

15. Directiaes on maximum leoekfor pesticide residues

President. - The next i[em is the repon (Doc.
l-729/80), drawn up by Mr Combe on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on [he

proposals from the Commission to the Councit (Doc.
r-806/79) for

I - a directive on the fixing of maximum levels for pesti-
cide residues in and on cereals intended for human
consumption

II - a directive on the fixing of maximum levels for pesti-
cide residues in and on foodstuffs of animal origin.

I call Mr Combe.

Mr Combe, rdpporteur. - (F) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, we all know that the protection of
crops is one of the factors in modern agriculture which
make it possible to increase yrelds, improve the quality
of food produce, and thereby encourage trade. The
high yields of the industrialized countries where agri-
culture is intensive - which account for 400/o of
world wheat crops on 280/o of the total land area used
for wheat growing, and 590/o of the maize crops on
340/o of the land used for growing maize - have been
obtained over the last 30 years only by the combined
application of new agricultural techniques. I would
mention in panicular the growing use of chemical
fenilizers, the simultaneous use of plant health prod-
ucts designed to protect the single-crop fields and
orchards, better supplies of water for irrigation, and
the creation, by crossing or genetic research, of high-
yield variedes and strains which are more resistant to
Pests.

The result of this regular growth in agricultural yields
is that the markets of she !flest are now regularly
supplied with healthy produce of high nutritional
value at all times of the ycar. Had it happened a

century ago, the drought of summer 1976 would have
killed tens of thousands of people in France and other
European countries. Let us remember - and this does
not go back rc the dawn of time - that in the 19th
century alone the years 1812, 1815,1847,1854 and
1862 were synonymous with agricultural disasters and
famine. The depredations of insects and infestation

with weeds and diseases combined to aBgravate lhe
then endemic scourges, food poisoning and nutritional
imbalance. Meat was a rare commodity and fruit
remained a luxury until the end of the lgth century.

Vhen the fight against parasites is discussed, people
tend rather too often to think only of chemical means.
That is totally misguided, for there are other equally
important means, but in many cases chemicals have
become a necessary supplement which we should
know how to use discerningly. To that end, one must
first and foremost know which pesm attack panicular
crops, and the risks which they entail for the plants. It
is equally e$sential to inform oneself about the nature
of a pesticide and the rules governing its use in order
to avoid damaging one's own crop, that of one's
neighbours, and the human beings and animals who
are the final consumers of the harvested produce, and
also in order to protect the environment and obtain
maximum effectiveness from the treatment. Plant
health treatment must be carefully thought out and
prepared, and carried out only when necessary. In this
respect, any user of pesticides should be extremely
careful about two essential points - respect for the
recommended dosage, and respect for the times of
application. It is a matter for satisfaction that there
exisrs a Commission proposal for directives on the
fixing of maximum levels for the most harmful and
persistent pesticide residues in and on cereals and in
foodstuffs of animal origin for human consumption. It
is important to take such measures, since human
health can be threatened if maximum levels are not
fixed for rhese residues. It must be pointed out that the
proposed directives relate to the level of pesticide resi-
dues at the moment when the cereals and the food-
stbffs of animal origin come into circulation, i.e. when
rhey are made available for human consumption. It
must also be poinrcd out tha[ the maximum levels for
pesticide residues stipulated are extremely low.

Our committee has, I think responsibly, examined the
content of this proposal for directives and has

proposed some amendments which seemed to it essen-

tial in view of the criteria which it follows - protec-
don of the environment, of public health and of the
consumer.

That is why, Mr President, I am convinced that Parlia-
ment will adopt this report, which represents the unan-
imous position of the Committee on the Environment,
Public Health and Consumer Protection. I would like
to add that this report could be improved by some
amendments. I am thinking panicularly of Amend-
ment No 1 by our colleague Mr Sherlock, which
would indeed complement the existing repon very
well. \7ith regard to rhe two other amendments which
relate to the problem of the beta isomer, the rappor-
teur cannot, accept Amendment ,No 3 by Mrs Manin,
since it was rejected in committee. However, I think
that Mr Delatte's amendment could be accepted. \7e
would then have a repon which would make it poss-
ifle to have very useful directives on a very imponant
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problem affecting the public health of Europeans in
general.

President. - I call Mrs Cresson to speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mrs Cresson. - Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
the repon which has just been presented ro us is an
interesting one which provides a good deal of techni-
cal information.

For my part, I would like to approach the question
from a slightly different angle. Pesticide residues in
cereals also create economic problems and, I would
even say, problems of choice of social models. Indeed,
you must still remember what happended recently - I
refer to protests by consumers over the problem of
'hormone-ridden veal', [o use a rather telegraphic
style. Ve shall encounter this type of protest more and
more when the consumer is offered products which
would in some way be harmful to public health. Allow
me to tell you that farmers - panicularly French
farmers - care about public health, and they also wish
to contribute to it. They wish ro supply qualiry pro-
duce. In order to do so they have to live. Just as stock-
breaders are governed by the whole of the food pro-
duction system of which they are prisoners - and
particularly by all the industries on which they depend

- they are led to produce commodities which are not
always what we would like them to be. Pesticide resi-
dues in cereals pose exactly the same problem. In these
circumstances I would like to draw your attention to
one fact - that the income of French farmers has
been dropping for six or seven years and that it is

particularly low this year, particularly in view of the
rate of infladon. !7'e can always hope that technical
measures may be taken - and they are desirable - to
reduce the amounts of pesdcides and other chemical
products which may be found in cereals or other agri-
cultural products. However, the real solution requires
the problem also to be tackled in terms of agricultural
policy. Farmers wish to supply qualiry produce, and
they also v/ant to be able to make a living. They are
not asking for alms - such as they receive in my
country on the eve of elections. They are asking to be
paid according to the work which they do. And so that
they may be paid, it is necessary that the agricultural
prices fixed for them by the common agricultural
policy should in effect no longer be indicarive prices
but firm prices, so that they know where rhey stand.
Since one cannot subsidize a whole profession by firm
prices - when some farmers produce very large
quantities - and if one wants quality to be mainrained
by the small and medium producers as well, it is essen-
tial that these firm prices should be slightly degressive,
since it is necessary to have sizeable srocks and since it
is wrong to say thar the Community has a real surplus
of cereal products. It is necessary to have surpluses if
one wants rc be able to export, and if one wants to
introduce a common trading policy for agricultural
products.

Pricing policy must therefore be revised in the context
of the common agricultural policy. Account must be
taken of production costs, and the prices musr no
longer be indicative, but firm. If these conditions are
met, ladies and gentlemen, there will be high-quality
production by small and medium-scale farmers as well
as by large-scale farmers. I would stress this point. I
hope that in the very interesting study carried out by
the relevant committee on rhe problems of pesticide
residues, which relates to a recent debate as well as to
other debates which we shall no doubt have in the
future, Parliament will take into accounr the problem
of agricultural incomes.

President. - I call Mrs Lentz-Cornette to speak on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany
(Chrisdan-Democratic Group).

Mrs Lentz-Cornette. - (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, on behalf of the EPP Group, I would like
first of all to congratulate Mr Combe on his precise,
clear and succinct written and oral repon on the two
directives in question.

The two directives are concerned with fixing the maxi-
mum levels for the most harmful and persisren[ pesri-
cide residues found at present in agriculture and
stock-breeding. Pesticides are substances used to fight
all kinds of parasites which are harmful to plants and
animals. At the present stage of our knowledge, this is
the only way of guaranteeing harvests and increasing
plant and animal productivity.

A total ban on all pesticides, as dreamr of by consu-
mers in cenain countries - and no doubt by some
Members of this Parliament - would in a shon rime
bring about, even in the countries with intensive agri-
culture, famines like those which were endemic in past
centuries, in a Europe with a much lower populadon
than today's - as Mr Combe said.

Even today, depending on [he crops and region of rhe
world - and in spite of the moderate use of pesticides

- [ssq,.ssn a quaner and a rhird of the harvesm are
lost to parasites. Ir has been shown in the Unircd
States that a ban on the use of pesticides would lead to
a drop in yield of about 50Vo for wheat and poraroes
and of about 250/o for meat and milk. This panly
explains the increasingly urgenr need for anri-parasire
products in order more or less ro ensure food supplies
for the world population. Before the 1950s, ir was
expected thar all problems arising from planr diseases,
harmful insects and weeds could be overcome by the
use of increasingly effective organic pesticides. Since
then it has been realized, rhat their use led ro very
serious disadvantages - the appearance of insecr
species resistant to insecticides, risks of pollution of
the natural environmenr - ai1, water and soil - the
accumulation of large quanrities of pesticides in plants
and in the organs of animals, and a cenain degree of
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toxicity to animals and human beings. This last point
reminds me of Paracelsus, who stated in the 15th
century: 'Everything is poison, nothing is poison -only the dose makes a poison'.

Vith regard m the first directive, dealing with residues
in edible cereals - wheat, rye, oats, rice, etc. - these
can arise from two stages of the rreatment - firsdy
from the [reatmenr of the planr, with the residues
diminishing during growth as a result of rain and
general weather conditions so rhat the amounr left is
minimal or vinually nil, and secondly from treatment
during storage and transpon.

Most of the residues covered by these directives arise
from trearment after growth has ended. Very consi-
derable attention must be paid to the atmospheric and
hygienic conditions during storage and transpon. This
would enable one to avoid the trearment of grain
pesticides as far as possible.

It is natural that the cereals which we import into the
Community (in small quantities) should be subject to
the same regulations as those which circulate wirhin
Community territory. !/ith regard to cereals which are
exported, panicularly to hot and humid regions, I
agree with our colleague Mr Sherlock when he
stresses the need ro distinguish berween the pesticide
level ar rhe rime of marketing and the level at the time
of consumption of the grain. [t is panicularly when we
expon cereals to rhe Third \7orld counrries that weeks
or even months may pass before the grain arrives at its
destination and is consumed. So we have to choose -either we fix at the outset maximum levels for residues,
which would be the same as for Europexn seu111is5 -and we then run the risk of the grain being destroyed
by parasites and climatic conditions during transport
or in the hot countries themselves - or v,re tolerate
values higher than those laid down in the directive so
that the grain arrives at its destination in good condi-
tion. If the latter course is chosen, one must. be careful
to use pesticides of lower toxicity which gradually
decompose. The dme-limits and rhe levels correspond-
ing to those limits must be indicared on the packaging
and if possible checked on thc spot. !7e would rhen be
choosing the lesser evil, since rhe greater evil for rhese
countries is famine.

'!7e must also remember that haqdly anywhere are
cereals consumed raw, for they are rransformed by
processes of fermentation and cooking for quirc a long
time and at quite high temperarures. Since rhe levels
fixed are relatively low, we are jusdfied in thinking
that the absorption of pesticide residues is minimal or
even nil.

'!7ith regard to the second directive, relating to resi-
dues in and on foodstuffs of animal origin, it is neces-
sary to make some comments. The non-biodegradable
pesticides used for their prolonged effect on parasites

- panicularly because they are insoluble in water but
soluble in fats - leave more or less sizeable residues in

plants, the organs of animals and eventually those of
human beings. These residues accumulate if ingesrion
is repeated. It is a question panicularly of organic
chlorine compounds. If the animal which is the
primary consumer becomes the prey of another, the
process is repeated with a higher level of absorption.
Vhen the food chain is an extended one, there is

concentration at each stage. This is true for domestic
and wild animals living in a biotope treated with the
pesticides concerned. The concentration of residues
becomes very substantial in aquatic fauna. That is why
I wish to see fish and other marine creatures included
in Annex I to the second directive, unless they are
regarded as covered by the overall heading ex 02.04
'other meat and edible meat offals'.

\Thereas cereals are nearly always consumed in the
cooked state, the situation is different for meat, but
above all for milk, cheeses and eggs which are ofren
consumed in the raw state. This is a reason for dealing
with these foodstuffs in a separate directive and devot-
ing to them very special care. Vhen one hears menrion
of substances such as pesticides, hormones, estrogens,
antibiotics, colouring agents and others which may be
found in isolation or together in meats, one ends by
wondering what the real cost, real colour and above
all the nutrirional value of such meats is.

For both the first and the second directives, it is necess-

ary ro implement as soon as possible the measures for
sampling and the means of Community analysis. Arti-
cle 7 of the two directives envisages thar in certain
conditions urgent measures would be raken in the light
of new scientific knowledge. 'I7e, the members of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Healrh and
Consumer Protection, understand this, but we would
like to know about funher developmenrs in rhis
matter.

I shall conclude rhese remarks, ladies and genrlemen,
by expressing my belief thar rhese directives musr be
implemented from I July 1981 and that rhey will guar-
antee adequate protection of consumers in the
Community and third countries.

President. - I call Mr Sherlock to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Mr Sherlock. - Mr President, believe it or not I
have 15 seconds in which I congratulate Mr Combe on
his customary thoughtfulness and admirable presenta-
tion, present formally my amendment and note that
rhere are two s/ays of approaching this, each of which
is equally implemented, and equally effecdve in the
Community a[ the present time. I happen to prefer the
one not used in this directive but it will still command
avery great deal of my support..

(Laughter)
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President. - I call Mr Newton Dunn to speak on
behalf of the European Democratic Group.

Mr Newton Dunn. - tvt. P.lsident, I have fraction-
ally more seconds than my colleague Dr Sherlock. I
shall therefore be very blunt indeed.

I find this proposal from the Commission a very bad
one and I am asking my colleagues in this group to
vote against it. The reasons are very simple indeed. I
want to quote a couple of facts. First of all I quote
from the annual report of the UK laboratory of the
government chemist - a government [esting organiz-
ation. 'Comparisons with similar studies carried out
in other EEC countries show that the pesticide resi-
dues in human fat in the United Kingdom are among
the lowest in Europe.'

That is fact number one. The UK is very low in pesti-
cide residues. The consequince of this proposal from
the Commission would be to vastly increase the
amount of supervision and sampling that would be
necessary in the Unircd Kingdom and therefore to
raise the cost. However, since the UK is already ar the
bottom of the league for residues there would be no
benefit. Therefore, there is no possible benefit to the
Unircd Kingdom in accepting such a proposal.

Mr President, directives should lay down only the
broad objectives for protection of consumers, nor rhe
detail, and Member States should be left free ro
choose, as my colleague Dr Sherlock hinted, their own
methods for implementing the objective in detail. That
is why I consider this a very bad proposal from the
Commission and will be asking my colleagues ro vore
against it.

President. - I call Mr Narjes.

Mr Narjes, Member of the Conmission. - (D) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, it is not without a

certain emotion that I take the floor to speak on this
report on behalf of the Commission, as this subject
was the responsibiliry of our late colleague Mr Gunde-
lach. The last time but one that I spoke to him he

asked to take over this dossier and transmit to you -to the members of the Committee and to the rappor-
teur - his special congratulations on the report and
rhe proposals put forward. I do so now, as I said, in
memory of an outstanding colleague.

On the matter in hand I should like to say this.
Although the use of pesdcides in modern agriculture is

of decisive imponance to protect crops from the
ravages of pests and weeds, the residues remaining in
foodstuffs are not without danger for human health.

Most Member States have therefore introduced regu-
lations on the maximum permissible levels for these

pesticide residues. These regulations vary, however,
and constitute trade'barriers w.ithin the Community
for the product concerned. Community regulations on
pesticide residues in foods and feedingstuffs are there-
fore justified by the need to safeguard the internal
ma,rket, to provide the consumer with adequate
protection against the dangers caused by residues and
to harmonize the national regulations already adoprcd
in this field. They thus constitute a substantial contri-
bution not only to the Community programme for
approximating legal provisions in the field of agricul-
ture but also to our environmental and consumer
protection policies.

The present proposals cover pesticide residues in
cereals and producm of animal origin. They supple-
ment previous Commission proposals for fruir and
vegetables and for feedingsruffs. It was suggested in
the debate that similar direcrives should be issued as
soon as possible for fish. On this poinr I have a nore
here to the effect that there is at presenr no sufficiently
reliable scientific basis for a corresponding directive on
fish.

On the proposals themselves I have rwo general
commen[s. Firsdy, it should be pointed out that these
proposals aim at a system of complere conformity, in
other words the establishment of common maximum
values to be monitored officially in each Member State
at least on a sample basis.

Although the earlier proposal I mentioned for fruit
and vegetables was subsequently modified by the
Council to provide for only panial harmonization, the
Commission sticks to the view that laying down a

uniform Community system in this field offers more
effecdve consumer protection and also avoids the
difficulties in intra-Community rade which would
result from panial harmonizarion. At this poinr I
should like to comment on a remark made by the last
speaker. Even if the available scientific findings do
vary from one Member State ro anorher, as far as I can
see from the dossier the view of the British organiz-
ation he mentioned is not shared throughout the
Community. All our proposals have been discussed
with the relevant Scientific Advisory Commirtee and
reflect its views, and we have no knowledge of a

dissenting opinion on rhe pan of the Brirish members.
But even if this were [he case, the interests of uniform
trade conditions, accepted trade practice and the
single internal market, togerher with the need to elimi-
nate internal protectionism, mean that here too,
despite differing views, we musr arrive ar harmonized
measures, and it would be wrong to remain aloof from
the Community on grounds of sectional marker inter-
ests.

As to the change in Anicle 9 contained in your
detailed proposals, I am sorry to say rhe Commission
cannot agree to the deletion of this article. Our view
is that it is basically up ro rhe imponing counrry ro
decide itself on its own conditions for trade in the
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products offered. Many third countries already have
their own regulations on maximum levels for pesticide
residues and we should take account to the fact that
there may be sound, objective reasons why in cerrain
circumstances these requirements differ from Commu-
nity regulations. Ve should not force our own regula-
tions on them, but deleting this article would be tanta-
mount to trying to do so.

Such a step could cause irritation and would subjecr
Community exporters from the sran ro less favourable
conditions than their international competitors who
are able to take account of third-country require-
ments. However, I appreciate the concern expressed in
the repon with regard ro consumer prorecrion in third
countries, panicularly in countries where there is as

yet no adequate control. In the Commission's view this
problem can best be solved bv an international agree-
ment, and we have been aking an acrive part in the
work on drawing up a code of conduct for inrerna-
tional trade in foodstuffs under the ILO and \7HO
food standards programme. '[he final version of this
code is expected to be published shonly. The Commis-
sion will then consider what measures need to be taken
at Community level. \7ith this reservarion, the
Commission will be glad to see Parliament adopt rhis
resolution, which it would regard as an incenrive ro
continue its own effons in this field. If I may, I should
like to add just three comments on rhe amendmenrs.
On Amendment No 1 I musr express some reservarion
on the part of the Commission. This proposal should
be looked at again more closely. The proposed moni-
toring system is foreign to the regulatory mechanism
envisaged in the Community directive and represenr
an additional check. That could lead to duplication,
and this arrangement would only be jusdfied if the
additional check also gave additional protecrion, in
other words if elements were being monitored which
would not be covered by the systematic procedure
provided for in the directive, i.e. the tesring of rnaxi-
mum levels.

As regards Amendment No 2, I musr also express a

reservation. At present I have no scientific basis for rhe
new value of 0.t% proposed for Annex II. The
Commission was advised by the Scienrific Advisory
Committee for pest control, which was unanimouq in
proposing the value given in Annex II. I cannot see any
'way to change this value here wirhour sufficient evi-
dence. As regards Amendment No 3, I supporr rhe
rapporteur's proposal not to accept it.

President. - I call Mr Combe.

Mr Combe, rdpporteur. - (F) Mr President, after
listening to Mrs Cresson's speech, I must say on behalf
of all the members of the Commitrce on the Environ-
ment, Public Health and Consumer Protection that
we, [oo, thought about agricultural incomes. The very
fact of trying to regulate the pesticides necessary to

agriculture - without going to extremes, but correctly

- in the interests of the consumer proves that all the
committee members, whatever their political pany,
were pursuing the same aim. But since their primary
task is to protect health and defend [he consumer, it
was in that context that all of us worked. I simply
wished to remind you of this so that you would not
imagine that our committee had forgotten that there
are people who work hard to earn their living. \7e
have not forgotten this.

I thank all my colleagues who have ipoken. The only
small reservation which I would like to express is that
my neighbouring colleagues did not comment during
the discussion in committee. I could have discussed it
with them, in order to see how we could have reached
agreement, for I fully appreciate their cncern. But
they will no doubt consider [he matter, and I think
that tomorrow we shall be able to vote unanimously in
favour of this report as a whole.

President. - I call Mrs Lentz-Cornette.

Mrs Lentz-Cornette. - (D) Mr President, may I ask
Mr Narjes a further question? I wanted to know
before if it would not be possible to incorporate fish and
other sea creatures into this directive. Did I under-
stand correctly that you said this was not the case as

yet? My question is, therefore, why does the directive
refer to 'foodstuffs of animal origin'? Fish and other
sea creatures are after all animals. Are these animals
included in Annex I under heading 02.04, which says

'meat and other products'? To pur it plainly, are fish
included in this directive or not, or is there to be a

special directive? In that case the dtle should be

changed from 'Directive on maximum levels for pesti-
cide residues in and on foodstuffs of animal origin'. I
ask again, are fish included or not?

President. - I call Mr Narjes.

Mr Narjes, Member of tbe Commission. - (D) Mr
President, as I said before, we are aiming at a separate
directive for fish, because we do not at present have
sufficiendy well-founded scientific dara, which we
need in order to prepare a directive properly. It
follows from this that in the Commission's view your
interpretation of the Second Directive is not correct.
Fish are not included. I take your point. Perhaps we
shall clarify this as the procedure takes its course and
find a suitable formula to.specify that fish and every-
thing derived from fish and sea creatures are not
covered.

President. - I call Mr Sherlock.

Mr Sherlock. - Mr President, I should like to clarify
with our excellent new Commissioner one aspect of
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anxiety that he has. The insertion I suggesied the
Commission might consider is in line with my usual
efforts to ensure implementation, of trying to ensure
that these things are carried out and carried ou[ to the
same extent in every one of the Member States. This is

one of our responsibilides, Mr Commissioner, as well
as the simple one of preventing damage to the health
of our Community.

President. - The debate is closed. The motion for a

resolution will be put to the vote at rhe next voting
tlme.

16. Greeh nominations to tbe committees

President. - I have received from the Bureau a list of
the Greek Members nominated to the committees of
Parliamenr. This list is now being disriburcd to the
Members.

I propose that the deadline for the nbling of amend-
ments to these proposals by the Bureau be set at 9 p.m.
this evening.

Since there are no objections, that is agreed.

I would point out rhat only Greek Members can be

nominated. The vote on the candidarcs will take place
romorrow morning afrcr the voting on requests for
urgeirt procedure.

77 . Recoaery and reuse ofutaste paper and board

President. - The next item is the repon (Doc.
1-659/80), drawn up by Miss Hooper on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on

the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. 1-210/80) for a Council recommendation to the
Member States concerning the recovery and reuse of
wasrc paper and board.

I call Miss Hooper.

Miss Hooper, rdpporteur. 
- 

This proposal is pan of
the Community's active an[i-wasre poliry and reflects
the fact that the recovery and reuse of wasre paper and
board was adopted as a first priority in the Commu-
nity's action programme on the environment. I
welcome recycling wherever it is practicable and
makes economic sense, and I welcome this parricular
proposal, the intention of which is to encourage
Member Srates to define and implement their own
policies to promote the use of rerycled paper and
board. The emphasis is on increased urilization at this

stage, since it is anticipated that an increased recovery
will then automatically follow. It should be noted by
Parliament that the proposal is in the form of a recom-
mendation which does not, of course, have binding
force. This is welcomed, because although at first sight
the subject-matler may seem simple, important and
complex economic problems are involved. Funher-
more, there has in any event been a natural increase in
the use of recycled paper and board as a raw marerial
ln recen[ years.

I think, Mr President, that Parliament should also be
aware that the Council of Ministers has already
considered this proposal at irc December meeting. I
understand that it was approved in principle, awairing
Parliament's opinion. The figures on which rhe
proposal is based were calculared by indusry in 1976.
They show that the Community provides less than half
of its own raw materials, some 450/0, of which approx-
imately 320/o was calculated to be recycled paper. The
latter figure has increased since then to an average of
somerhing around 40%. The 550/o deficiency is made
up by imponed raw materials, mainly in the form of
wood-pulp.

The benefits sought by encouraging the use of re-
cycled paper and board are, first, to reduce dependence
on imponed raw materials and secondly, to reduce the
pollution caused by the accumulation of waste and to
alleviate other problems connected with the disposal of
waste which include financial costs. At present it is

estimated that 25 million tonnes of waste paper and
board could be recovered and recycled within the
Community, but only 10 million tonnes are recovered,
so the source of supply is there.

The Committee on the Environmenr, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, in considering the
proposal, felt that ir should be dghtened up. Other-
wise, in the words of one of the members, it is not
worth the paper it is written on. To achieve this tight-
ening-up process the committee felt that Member
States should aim ar a target figure. Ve were advised
that the maximum pracricable use of recycled paper
and board is 600/0, and since in cenain member coun-
tries, notably the United Kingdom, a figure of over
500/o has already been achieved, that 600/o seemed to
us to represenr a worrh$/hile aim. Ir was also felr, bear-
ing in mind the enormous quanriry of paper used by
Parliament and rhe other Communiry institutions, [hat
they should nor escape the effect of those recommen-
dations and should also consider and implement poli-
cies in this respecr. I am very happy ro norice during
the course of rhis week, Mr Presidenr, rhar our group
at any rate is already using recycled paper for the
work of the Parliament. Bearing in mind the availabil-
ity of unutilized waste paper in domestic wasre, ir was
also considered that rhe proposal should contain a
recommendation to encourage voluntary schemes for
selective recovery. The alreracions proposed by rhe
committee were therefore minor.
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In conclusion, Mr President, rhe Committee on the
Environmenr, Public Health and Consumer Protection
considers that a growing public senrimenr exists in
favour of the concept of waste recycling and accepm
that in this particular conrexr a reduction in consumer
standards in appropriare cases may be necessary ro
enable paper containing recycled marerials ro compere
more effectively. Therefore the Community's own
resources policy in this field should be based on an
increasing level of recycled paper and board as well as
on wood-pulp. It is hoped rhat rhis policy will be
developed in parallel with research borh ro improve
the quality and to find alternarive uses for wasre paper
thereby increasing stabiliry in the wasre paper market.

I trust, Mr Presidenr, rhat Parliament will supporr rhe
Committee on rhe Environment, Public Health and
Consumer prorec[ion by accepting rhis repon.

President. - I call Mrs Fuillet ro speak on behalf of
the Socialisr Group.

Mrs Fuillet. - (F) I am speaking in this debare on
the problem of the reuse of waste paper and board
not on behalf of the Socialist Group but in a personal
capacity, because I wanr to propose thar the sixrh
indent of the preamble be withdrawn. I feel thar it is
unrealistic to aim [o recover 600/o of waste paper
when the present figure is only about 300/o.To try to
double rhe amount would raise technical and financial
problems, apan from the fact rhat recycled paper is
mainly used for packaging and board. The withdrawal
of the sixth indenr of rhe preamble would, I rhink,
largely be compensared by the sixth indent of rhe draft
recommendation proposed by Miss Hooper, whose
ideas are on the same lines as my own. It is somewhat
contradictory ro maintain rhe sixrh indent of the
preamble and the sixrh indent of the draft recommen-
dation. These are my reasons for requesting the with-
drawal of the sixth indent of the preamble.

President. - I call Mr Purvrs to speak on behalf of
the European Democratic Group.

Mr Purvis. - Mr President, I lisiened to Mrs Fuil-
let's remarks, and I must admit on looking at rhe
committee's amendments that it seems to me person-
ally that no harm can be done by having an aim which
is going to save timber and energy in the future.

But my concern is in moving another amendment
standing in my own name and that of the group. For
many years we in my pan of the world, Scotland, have
happily eaten our fish and chips from newspaper. I
even understand from my doctor friend here on my
left that if I am caught in a taxi delivering a baby an
unused newspaper is recommended as a suitable wrap.

It is quite adequately hygienic and provides good heat
insultation.

(Laughter)

However, in the name of hygiene and no doubr wirh
the best of intentions the Community has enacted
directives, in particular Direcdve 76/893, which make
it virtually impossible ro use recycled paper for food
packaging. Since then and more recently saving energy
and timber has become a priority and the use of re-
cycled paper can perhaps help. \7hen I checked the
Commission's proposals with a paper company in Fife
in Scotland which uses very large amounrs of waste
paper as its raw material, the managing director
considered them laudable, although in his opinion
waste paper would only be recycled so long as it was
commercially viable to do so. But on [he other hand,
he expressed the opinion that ir might be considered a

sour joke that the Commission's own actions of four
years ago prevented one of the main commercially
viable outlets for such paper, food packaging, from
being availed of.

I therefore move my amendment, which is also in rhe
name of my group, which asks the Commission ro
reassess urgendy those of its directives which may
prevent the use of recycled paper and to make new
proposals in the light of the current energy and timber
supply position and any new technology that may have
developed in the meantime.

President. - I call Mrs Pruvot to speak on behalf of
the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mrs Pruvot. - (F) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, [he Liberal and Democratic Group on the whole
approves and suppons this draft recommendation,
which aims both to prevent wastage and achieve lower
consumption, and at the same time follows the lines of
the directive on vaste control. However, the amend-
ment to introduce a new sixth indent to the preamble,
recommending the recovery of 600/o of presenr
consumption of paper and board, should, I think, not
be adoprcd. A small calculation has shown that toal
consumption of paper and board in the Community is

at present about 33 million tonnes, so that 600/o
recovery would represent a little under 20 million
tonnes. Since present total production oi paper and
board in the Community is around 23 million tonnes,
this would mean [har ;i eOoto recovery were achieved
and all this recycled more than four-fifths of all paper
and board produced would come from recycling.'$7e
do not feel that this aim is realistic, neither for consu-
mers nor for producers, and for this reason we will
vote against this amendment.

President. - I call Mr Sherlock.
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Mr Sherlock. - Mr President, in view of the time we
are now using which might otherwise have been spent
in eating fish and chips from newspapers, I intend to
stray a little beyond the quaner of a minute which is

my true allocation from my group and say tha[ we
must - those of us who are in the Chamber at this
time - realize that this is a recommendation, a

recommendation made, I am quite sure, by the

Commission initially knowing full well the delicate
balance pulp prices and reclaim prices upon which this
highly refined industry moves from day to day, let
alone from week to week and year to year. It is a

series of sensible projections, though I cannot imagine
where we have clawed out this 600/o recommendarion,
which in the presentltate of the trade, I am assured, is

a total inachievable nonsense.

I do feel that we must emphasize the recommendative
quality of this whole issue. It is not a directive, it is not
a command, it is not a, fiaL I am sorry Mrs Agnelli is

not here, I meant no reference to her firm.

(Laugbter)

These are then voluntary schemes and I trust that the

Community institutions will see this in the same light,
thar this is something we are hoping co do together. It
is a fine thing to try and save the forests of this eanh.
On this I am desperarely serious. Possibly shat will
result in helping in the salvation eventually of
mankind, as we know mankind at the moment. The
objectives are wholly laudable. Therefore, though it is
a joke in the printing trade every now and then to put
together an assemblage of ill-assoned anicles and

publish them under the name of 'printer's pie', I hope

this will not prove to be pie in the sky.

(Laughter)

President. - I call Mr Narjes.

Mr Naries, Member of the Commission. - (D) Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, I should firit like to
thank Miss Hooper very much for her precise and
interesting report and for the sugSestions that have

emerged from the discussion and preparation of tfris
report in the relevant committee. In view of the very
serious problems faced by industries engaged in the
recovery and reuse of waste paper, the Commission
welcomes the help and suppon for its work provided
by this repon and by the present debate in the Euro-
pean Par[iament.

I have a few remarks on the proposed amendmenm,
which I shall take in order. The amendment to the
third recital of the preamble adding the words 'on a

selective basis' is thoroughly acceptable to the
Commission. The same goes for the amendment to the
fifrh indent of the preamble, which is a change made
in committee; this too is acceptable. The same can

unfortunately not be said for thi proposed addition of
a sixth indent to the preamble. It is normal practice for
the ideas put forward in the preamble to be explained
and developed in the fnain part of the recommen-
dation. There is no recognizable link beryeen this addi-
tion and any ideas developed in the main pan. From a

purely practical point of view, quoting a percentage

figure is misleading. The figure of 700k originally
mentioned is both technically and economically
unrealistic for the Member States. $(ith rhe possible

exception of two of the 10 Member States, the same

can be said for any figure above 550/0. Let me,

however, make it quite clear that I do not want us to
squabble over percentages, even if they are too ambi-
tious; at best this is a small piece of wishful thinking
expressed in percentages and in real terms no harm is

done. The price mechanism may in fact under cenain
circumstances be more of a help than is apparent at
present. Both the Commission's working group of
national experts and the Council's working party on
rhe environment have examined the possibility of
including figures and both came to the conclusion that
this was not practicable. The first two amendments to
the draft recommendation are wholeheanedly
supponed by the Commission, as these ideas were
expressed in the original explanatory memorandum [o
the draft recommendation.

The proposed amendment to the third indent of the
draft recommendation may perhaps have arisen from a
misapprehension as to the Commission's original
inrention. Vhat we mean[ was that it might be possi-
ble, on re-examining speeifications, to incorporate
more low-value 'mixed'waste paper and still produce
paper suitable for cenain uses, which is precisely the
opposite of the proposed amendment.

This brings me to the fifth indent of the draft recom-
mendation. The intention behind the proposed amend-
ment is understandable. Any funher restriction on the
possible outlets for the collectors of waste paper would
mean a further deterioration in an already shaky
trade position. Particularly at collector level, the
waste-paper indusry suffers from, a relationship
between supply and demand which is determined by
cyclical trends. The Commission take the view that the
businessman's responsibility for his decisions should
not be interfered with. In addidon, the re-examin-
ation of specifications provided for in the third indent
of the draft recommendation could radically alter the
concept of what is or is not suitable for reuse.

The Commission's objections to the proposed new
sixth indent have nothing to do with the idea put
forward. The Commission's intention in launching this
draft recommendation was primarily to take action on
the demand side. All the proposed measures therefore
relate to the stimulation of demand. For this reason
the Commission takes the view that the question of
supply is separate from that of demand and should be
dealt with accordingly, if necessary by means of separ-
ate measures. The Commission does not believe that
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simply adding three lines to the present draft recom-
mendation can significantly contribute to solving the
manifold problems on the supply side in this sector. As
I said before, the Commission welcomes the report
and will submit to the Council a revised version of the
draft recommendation taking account of both the
report and today's debate. In light of this, I should like
to say on Amendmenr No 1 rhar the Commission is

not in favour; on Amendment No 2 I originally
wanted to say thal I saw no reason to go along wirh
this. Having heard, however, that in Scotland babies
are born wrapped in newspaper, I am prepared to
re-examine this and take accounr of these
considerations.

(Laughter)

Amendmenrs No 3 and No 4 are acceptable.

President. - The debarc is closed. The motion for a

resolution will be put to the vo[e a[ the next voting
time.

18. Agenda

President. - Mr Nyborg has requested pursuant to
Rule 32 of the Rules of Procedure that his report
(Doc. l-646/80) on the final imponation of certain
goods be deferred to [he next part-session.

Since there are no objections, that is agreed.

79. Human ighu in Uruguay

President. - The next irem is the repon (Doc.
l-693/80), drawn up by Mrs Van den Heuvel on
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee, on violations
of human righr in Uruguay.

I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.

Mrs Van den Heuv,el, rapporteur. - (NL) Mr Presi-
dent, anyone who follows the situation in Uruguay or
who reads the reports of such international organiz-
ations as Amnesty International and the International
Secretariat of Jurisrs for Amnesty in Uruguay, can
only experience a deep sense of disgust. The facts
revealed in these reports are so horrible that they are
difficult to grasp. The common reaction is to want to
ignore them. For this reason I am glad that a number
of motions have been mbled in this Parliament which
will oblige us to face up to this subject.

The volume of material available to me as rapporteur
was overwhelming. Only a few of the horrific facm

documented in this material are contained in the
report. I have submitted. But, of course, it is not poss-
ible to know at any given moment all the violations of
human righm in Uruguay. The truth, alas, the terrible
tru[h is that they are occurring all the time.

Even when my report was completed the press was
publishing many new horrors. I wish to mention a few,
not - as I assure you from the depths of my being -for sensational reasons, but because we simply must
know the faos if we are not to be lulled into inaction.
On 13January the Siiddeutsche Zeitung reported thac
Hugo Dermit, a student, was tonured to death shonly
before he was due rc be released from prison, in which
he had spent eight years. The Dutch newspapers,
undoubtedly in common with others, printed an illus-
tration of the latest Uruguayan instrument of torture,
a box in which the prisoner is suspended over a bar at
an angle of 90 degrees. The lid can be pressed down-
wards, squeezing the unfonunarc victim in a kind of
human press.

I was also deeply shocked by the repon by the pianist
Miguel Angel Estrella, who spent more than two years
in the Libenad prison. He was made to wear a black
hood and was kept permanently in handcuffs and
subjected - relatively privileged though he was, since
a major international campaign was launched on his

behalf - to constant intimidation, beatings and humi-
liation. It is heanbreaking to read: 'Merely to give a

crumb to a pigeon which landed on your windowsill
was enough to arouse the fury of the guards'. They
even went so far as to poison pigeons so that no
contact was possible, even with a dumb creature.

Obviously the European Parliament's task is to think
carefully about what it can best do. Ve are well aware
that a resolution by this Parliament will not change the
situation in Uruguay from'one day rc rhe next.
None the less, we can cooperate with all rhose who
oppose torture and dictatorship, and it is in this light
that Parliament has dealt with the problem of Uruguay
on a number of previous occasions.

Various political groups have submitted motions for a

resolution. Statements have been made in this Assem-
bly both by the European People's Party and the
Socialist Group.

On 21 November this Parliament adopted a resolution
relating to the referendum with which the dicntorial
regime, which is still unconstirutional, wished to estab-
lish its own legitimacy. On 30 November the people of
Uruguay made their views clear in this refeiendum
and said 'No !' to a regime that was trying to give itself
a legal basis, and thus implicitly rejected a procedure
which was designed to create the impression that there
are democratic freedoms in Uruguay. The people of
Uruguay deserve our admiration.
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\7e must, however, be careful no[ to allow these
events to mlslead us. There is no democracy in Uru-
guay, none at all. The people are gagged and the
victims of arbitrary pov'er. The reports in the
Sii.ddeuuche Zeitung and conversations which I have
had with Uruguayan refugees confirm that repression
in Uruguayan prisons has intensified since the referen-
dum. The reports of the various international organiz-
ations collaborate this. It is still the case that one in
fifty Uruguayan citizens is arrested, one in a hundred
citizens is tonured in prison. They must have a lot to
hide in Uruguay, for the International Red Cross has

still not been permitted to carry out an independent
investigation. Moreover, a delegadon which the Dutch
Parliament wished to send to Uruguay w'as not permit-
ted to enter the country.

It is hardly surprising that even those persons in Uru-
guay who originally were in favour of the mini \florld
Football Championship, which I mentioned in my
report, have changed their view and argued in favour
of a boycott. The Durch Parliament and the executives
of the two major political panies, the Socialist and the
Christian-Democratic parties, also called for a

boycott. Despite this the Dutch players took part. in
the competition, arguing that sport and politics should
be kept separate, and received the enthusiastic praise
of the regime for their effons. They were told literally:
you have demonstrated that you do not believe the lies
which are spread about our country. In fact, therefore,
they were used as political tools of the regime.

I give these examples to illusrate the nature of the
Uruguayan dictatorship. I can only repeat that [he
European Parliament will do all it can, though that is

not much, to support. the opposition to these prac[ices.
This is the purpose of the motion which the Political
Affairs Committee has submitted to Parliament. The
motion calls on the Foreign Ministers rc take suitable
joint measures and to protes[ to the Government of
Uruguay against each new violation of human rights.
Ve know that persistent international pressure has at
least some effect. And of course, and this is in accor-
dance with Parliament's earlier declarations, the

Bovernments of the Member States are urged imme-
diately to cease all participation in the supply of
weapons to Uruguay.

Mr President, the people of Uruguay, *hose courage
vras lauded in all our countries following the
30 November referendum, deserve our suppon. If the
world shurc its eyes to these horrific facts it is the
dictatorships who gain. This is something which the
European Parliament, which represenm the citizens of
Europe, must not countenance.

President. - The proceedings will now be suspended
until 9 p.m.

The House will rise.

(Tbe sitting anas suspended dt I p.m. and resumed at
9 P.^.)

INTHECHAIR: MRZAGARI

Vice-President

President. - The sitting is resumed.

I call Mr Lezzi to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group. .

Mr Lezzi. - (l) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, the Socialist Group gives im full suppon to Mrs
Van den Heuvel's report, which is marked by in-depth
analysis, ample documentation and vigorous argu-
ment. You will forgive me, Mr President, for saying
rhat I find it extremely depressing that this debate,
which should, after all, demonstrate the united support
of the European Parliament for the sruggle being
waged by democratic oppositions, should rake place in
an empty Chamber. The blame for this must fall, in my
view, nor only on those who are absent, but on the
Bureau, which was incapable of appreciadng that it
would have been better to discuss a matter of such
imponance as the freedom of the Uruguayan people
earlier instead of fish or beef and veal.

I am taking the libeny of making this mild protesr to
the Presidenr of the House, in the certainty that he
will be kind enough to pass it on, since it reflects the
feelings of the Members presen!, who are thus pre-
venced from panicipating in a debate on a report
which could only have been so amply documented and
compiled by someone with the democratic and anti-
fascist convictions of Mrs Van den Heuvel. It is parti-
cularly unfortunate, Mr President, since before even

being discussed in the European Parliament this report
drew the attention of the Uruguayan press.

On 3 November, i.e. even before the Political Affairs
Committee finally approved this report, the Montevi-
deo daily La Mafiana published an anicle entitled
'Agresion a nues[ro Pais' which showed a thorough
understanding of the work of the European Parlia-
ment. If La Maiana tells its readers tomorrow that this
debate took place in the presence of ten Members, it
will obviously give the impression that we do not take
our commitment of solidarity seriously. Yet this is a

real and genuine commitment. Similarly, whbn we
have to turn [o the Council, as Mrs Van den Heuvel
has just done in paragraph 4 of the morion for a reso-
lution, to ask the Ministers acting in political cooper-
ation to adopt common positions at government level
and in the various international forums, we find we are
speaking to empty Council seats in this House.
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The concern of the government-controlled Uruguayan
press was that the actions of the European Parliament
might impede the mini \7orld Foo$all Championship,
even though rhis was not the objective of the proposals
put forward by Mrs Van den Heuvel. She wished to
encourage the spons organizadons to coordinate their
approach so as to preven[ this championship from
being used to glorify the regime, and for this purpose

- as the Montevideo newspaper La Mafiana knew
well - she turned to the press to urge it to draw
public attention on [he occasion of the Mundialito to
the.oppressive and tyrannical nature of the military
reglme.

I do not know what the situation was in other coun-
tries, but in Italy, which has certainly contributed in
the past and continues to conrribute ro rhe struggle
against fascism at home and abroad, I did not have the
impression that the mass media paid sufficient arren-
tion during the mini Vorld Championship ro the
misdeeds and crimes of the military regime in Uru-
guay.

I am limited to a speaking time of six minutes, and I
only whish to say that I hope that the Polirical Affairs
Committee under its chairman Mariano Rumor will
take up these questions again, because I do not believe
that when it approved the repon by Mrs Van den
Heuvel the Political Affairs Committee had had the
opponunity to consider various new elemenm affect-
ing human life and the situation in the world, particu-
larly the election of Reagan, which has been heanily
welcomed by the military and tyrannical regimes of
Latin America, including that in Montevideo. Likewise
I do not believe that the Polidcal Affairs Committee,
and thus this Parliament, has yet analysed the results
of the 30 November referendum.

The result of the referendum held in Uruguay on
30 November merits attention and close study by the
European Parliament, since it shows that, confronted
by a rragic reality, deriving from five years of ryranny
which has been admirably described in the repon, rhe
Uruguayan people rejected the plans of rhe military
regime to consolidate its powcr by dressing ir up wirh
so-called democratic norms, which were, however,
formulated by the notorious COSENA, the Council of
National Security, and not, of course, by any consriru-
tent assembly elected by universal suffrage.

In our debate on 2l November we asked the question,
on the assumption that the Noes would carry the day,
what would happen to the opposition troups, the
democrats and anti-fascisx among the Uruguayan
people. I should like to ask the President-in-Office of
the Council, who can draw on the services of the
representatives of the Member States in Uruguay in
the context of political cooperation, what the present
situation in Uruguay is. Has the repression got worse?
\fle can learn the answers to rhese questions from the
opposition forces underground and in exile. !fl'e can
know then at first hand, since we do have people

there, but are rhe represenratives of rhe Member Stares
of the Community in a position ro answer enquiries
from the President-in-Office immediately on the state
of affairs in Uruguayan political life following the
30 November referendum?

Otherwise all we are doing is continuing to make the
appropriate declarations of solidariry, whereas we are
now at a stage where the European Parliament elected
by universal suffrage should be demanding to know
from the President-in-Office of the Council, of the
Commission, of all the Community instirurions, a

Communiry which moreover has economic and
commercial relations with the countries of Latin
America, starting with Brazil (we shall be discussing
the relations beween the European Community and
Brazil in the next day or so, and this is a counrry
which has a decisive influence on the internal affairs of
Uruguay) an explanation of what the Presidency of
the Council and the Commission are doing, by means
of action in the economic field, to insist on cenain
behaviour which can help lead to the release - I
repeat - of Seregni, Massera, Liliana Celibeni, Teti
and many others, which can lead to rhe tearing-up, to
the destruction of the lisrc of proscribed persons so
that they can come back and take pan in democratic
life, limited though ir may b., following the
30 November referendum.

The Socialist Pany, which has major responsibilities,
calls for solidarity from rhe Christian-Democraric
Pany, the Liberal Pany and the Communisr Pany,
which the consti[ution, fonunately thrown out by the
population, would have suppressed, merely because of
the common links which the Uruguayan political
parties have with their counterpans in Europe and
elsewhere in the world, represenring as rhey do the
main streams of idealism and rhought.

Mr President, I appeal to your renowned European-
ism, your inti-fascist convictions, your commitment as

a militant socialist and democrar, ro use your aurhority
in the Bureau or elsewhere to ensure that this matter is
discussed again, perhaps in rhe Political Affairs
Committee, following the meeting of the European
Parliament and the Latin American parliament in
Bogoti, an event of importance for the European
Parliament which will bring together numerous dele-
gations of Christian-Democram, socialists, liberals and
communists from the various countries of Latin Amer-
ica.

I was delighted to hear that Christian-Democrat
colleagues will be going to Uruguay. There they will
discover how different the viewpoinm of the Uru-
guayan Christian Democrass are from those in El
Salvador. Let us hope that they return with full docu-
mentation on which they can base reports which will
permit us to pass, as we must, from the phase of polit-
ical propaganda, necessary though that is, to a more
practical phase in this Parliament and in the Commu-
niry institutions.
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President. - Mr l*zzi, I have no desire to act as

counsel for the Bureau but I must say that the Bureau
is not responsible for how things run. As you know,
this debate was supposed to be held this afternoon. Be

that as it may, I shall pass on your requests which I
consider to be of extreme imponance.

I call Mrs Cassanmagnato Cerretti to speak on behalf
of the Group of the European People's Parry (Chris-
tian-Democratic Group).

Mrs Cassa'magnago Cerretti. - (I) Mr President,
ladies and gentlemen, despite irc long tradition as a
country of democracy and social progress Uruguay
has seen its political and social institutiorls destabilized
by the combined effect of a serious economic recession

since the 1950s and of the guerrilla campaign of the
Tupamaros. The urban terrorism and the political
kidnappings of the latter have encouraged the estab-
lishment of an increasingly openly repressive and
authoritative regime composed entirely of soldiers and
based on the ideology of what is termed 'national
security'.

All forms of democratic opposition, all criticisms
however constructive, all expression of social and
trade union rights have become acts of subversion in
the eyes of the miliary regime and have been conse-
quently dealt with according to the military criminal
code.

This military criminal code restricts the elementary
righrc of rhe defence. But what is worse, questioning
and arrests are carried out without any protection of
due process or legal Buarantees.

Political prisoners are arresrcd, physically and
mentally tonured and even killed. Sometimes, indeed,
they disappear without trace, as in Argentina.

Ve hear that in Uruguay one in every thousand inha-
bitants is a political prisoner, but to this sad figure
must be added the half million exiles and outlaws our
of a population which tomlled 2700 000 in 1973.

As for the trade unions, it is worth remembering that
Uruguayan workers have seen their purchasing power
diminish by 530/ol And these workers, already so

exploited, are refused 
.even. 

the slighrcst possibility of
expressing or organizing themselves, in spite of the
so-called improvements in the labour sector intro-
duced by government regulation, which are the result
of agreements in which only the powers that be pani-
cipated.

In the political sphere we have had the constitutional
referendum of 30 Norrember, organized by the regime
in circumstances marked by manipulation of public
opinion and a total absence of any libeny of expres-
sion.

None the less, the Uruguayan people struck a severe

blow against the dictatorship, since it rejected the new
proposed constitution by 580/o of the votes cast, to
say nothing of the absrcntions which the country's
rulers did not mention.

This vorc has prevented the military leaders from
taking decisions for the future: the planned timetable,
including the pseudo-elections for the presidency in
November 1981, has been suspended.

I should like at this point to congratulate Mrs Van den
Heuvel on her repon, which makes a real effon to
reveal the character of the Uruguayan dictatorship,
although I would point out that there is only one

Chrisdan-Democratic parry in Uruguay, conrary to
what she said in her introduction.

This Christian-Democratic pany was one of the prime
movers of the 'Frente Amplio', and panicipated in all
the joint efforts of the political and trade union group-
ings to achieve real democracy. It consequently
supponed the common candidacy for the post of pres-

ident of Liber Seregni, who has now been in prison for
seven years.

Moreover, even ihis Christian-Democratic paffy has

been suspended and threatened with final dissolution
by the regime. Its leaders and militant workers have
been deprived of their political rights for fifteen years

and its presidenr, Juan Pablo Terra, has been in prison
five times and has had his passport confiscated on [wo
occasions. The press organs of our pany have also
been suppressed. 1973 saw the final closure of the
newspaper Ahora and the pany's weekly has also
been closed for two weeks and the editorial staff sent
to prison. Thousands of officials and teachers who
suppon the Christian-Democrats have lost their jobs.

Finally, the Group of the European People's Pany
gives its full support to the conclusions of this repon
and to the motion for a resolution.

The Commission, the Council and the Foreign Minis-
rcrs meeting in political cooperation must seriously
study the case of Uruguay and undenake coordinated
and systematic action at the various levels, such as:

- strict moniroring of the EEC-Uruguay uade
agreemen$, bearing in mind the populations
concerned I

- 
joint action at the Unircd Nations, and inidatives
to ensure that independen[ international investiga-
tions are carried out in Uruguay;

- closer cooperation with all the democratic Uru-
guayan movements for defence of human rights
and fundamental freedoms.

I should like, however, to stress two practical aspects:

- it is high time that the European Community
established a policy and a suitable means of moni-
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toring exports of arms to countries which are guilty
of severe violacions of basic human righm. It is not
sufficient nowadays ro condemn this or that deliv-
ery of arms by one of our Member States; what is

essential is rc esmblish common horms which will
put all of rhe Communiry on a footing of equality.
In addirion, it would be advisable to extend this to
all the \Testern countries by means of the OECD.

In this context, I should like rc see the Coppieters
motion on the export. of arms from EEC countries,
which has been suspended in the Political Affairs
Committee for far too many months, being dealt
with much inore rapidly, and practical conclusions
being drawn from it;

- we must be extremely demanding with respect to
the follow-up to the report which we are debating
here today. This is, in fact, the first time that the

Political Affairs Committee has presented such a

detailed and systematic document on a single
country. 'We must therefore consult with the

Commission and the Minrsters of Foreign Affairs
in six to eight months'time, taking this report and
the motion for a resolution - which we approve
as ir stands - as our basis, since the resolution by
the European Parliament will have no value unless

it is followed by specific action and a careful exam-
ination of the resulr obtained.

President. - I call Sir John Stewart-Clark.

Sir John Stewart-Clark, drafisman of an opinion. -Mr President, I should first of all like to move
formally three amendments by Mr Fergusson -Nos 1, 2 and 3, which are self-explanatory, and to
withdraw Amendment No 4 as the text is now correct.

I speak on behalf of the Committee on External
Economic Relations and I speak also on behalf of my
political group. Our conclusions are the same. I speak
to this Parliament, but I hope also in some way to the
people and the government of Uruguay. I speak as one
who lived and worked in Uruguay for a full year in the
1950s. At that time, Uruguay was an example to all of
South America and indeed the world. There were free
elections, a free press, free speech and a srong and
democratic government. Vhat a contrast this was to
the dicatorial and oppresive regime of Juan Peron in
Argentina across the waters of the Rio Plata! Yet
in the 1960s, the economy of Uruguay fell into
decline: world commodiry prices collapsed; there was
increasing corruption within Uruguay ircelf and a lack
of modernization in agriculture.

Ve saw the emergence of left-wing urban terrorist
groups and the strong democratic government, as it
had been known, fell inrc disarray. It was understand-
able that measures had rc be taken to put the economy
onto its feet, to fight terrorism and to restore law and

order. But throughout the 1970s the military regime
in trying to achieve economic recovery, increasingly
resorted to imprisonment without trial, to torture and
ro vinual eliminadon of free speech. I put it to this
Parliament, to the government and people of Uru-
guay: Uruguay of course must have order but only
with justice, only with a freely-elected Parliament.
Uruguay must see a return to democracy and to a

proper rule of law. No-one wants to see a return to
urban guerilla terrorism, but we do not want. to see

terrorism exercised by the Uruguayan Government.

Meanwhile, this Parliament should remember the vital
part that the Community plays ih its trade with Uru-
guay. The Uruguayan people depend upon us for their
trading outle$, and we should cenainly not abrogate
our trading agreements: to do so will be to hun Uru-

Buayan farmers and Uruguayan industry. Butwe should
not extend the trade agreement; we should review it
every year, and this should be dependent on the real
moves taken by the government in Uruguay to restore
freedom and human righm. Strong nations and stronB
economies have seldom lasted in history under the
reign of repressive dicmtorships. No man has the right
to persecute and tonure his fellow man. No govern-
ment has the right to persecute its own citizens. Let
Uruguay return again to its previous strength under
democracy and enlightened law and order, and let this
Community help it to do so!

President. - I call Mrs Baduel Glorioso of the

Communist and Allies Group.

Mrs Baduel Glorioso. - (I)Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the late hour, the absence for good reasons
of many colleagues, and indeed the introductory
remarks of Mrs Van den Heuvel, our rapponeur,
together with the speeches by Mr Lezzi and Mrs
Cassanmagnago Cerretti, make it possible for me to
limit these remarks which I am making on behalf of
the Italian members of the Communist and Allies
Group.

First of all, I should like to draw your attention to the
long delay in submitting this motion to Parliament.

Mrs Van den Heuvel was given the task of drawing up

this report and presenting a motion for a resolution in

January 1980, and this is now January 19811 The
timetables in this Parliament are so varied as to justify
a vigorous protest against the fact that some items are

dealt with urgently and others are left, as it were, to
ripen by themselves. If they go rotten, of course, then
nobody's interested and its nobody's fault. This morn-
ing, just to give an example, I heard a senior member
of a major political group in this Parliament starc that
there was plenry of time for El Salvador and for the

urgent motion for a resolution submitted by Mr Van
Minnen because it was not necessary for the European
Parliament delegadon which will be going to Latin
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America shonly to presenr the clear and precise posi-
tion contained in the moderate Van Minnen morion,
which could have indeed been approved this morning.
So I suppose we shall ger round ro discussing El Salva-
dor in June 1982! If in the meanrime El Salvador
drowns in a sea of blood we shall simply srand here in
all sereniry and discuss the consequences.

If we believe that this is the way ro demonsrrare
Europe's power and the political influence of rhe
European Parliament, we are not so much infandle as

thoroughly cynical. I would remind you all, whatever
your attirudes and political positions, that we live in a
democratic society, rhat ir is our dury ro give our views
on events as they actually happen if we wish Europe to
earn in the world rhe recognition and respecr which it
deserves, and which in particular the European Parlia-
ment deserve

On this point I would like ro say, and this is my
second remark, rhar unfonunately the Van den
Heuvel repon takes no. accounr., evidendy for rhese
reasons as well, of the recent developments in Uru-
guay. The figure of 57 rc 580/o of the population who
said 'No', is rhe official figure, and is perhaps lower
than the real figure if we are ro believe cenain
accounts from there which have appeared in the press.

However, let us accept these figures, which are enor-
mous in themselves. This referendum has highlighrcd a

very interesting and increasingly common phenom-
enon in Latin America, which is that a revolt has grown
up around the front which unites the Socialisr,
Communist and Chrisrian Democrat movemenr, some
Liberal Narionalist units, rhe [wo parries which have
traditionally alrernared in rhe governmenr of Uruguay
throughout ihe last 100 years, the colorado pany and
the bhnco p^rty, a revolt organized behind the scenes
which began ro grow only two years afrer these demo-
cratic and anti-dictatorship panies, which was born
only two years ago, in exile, in the prisons and whose
strength and force have only become evidenr since the
'No' vore in the referendum, since until ren days ago
many of us were uncenain as to the results, knowing
as we did the pressures, rhe blackmail and rhe siruation
in Chile, which is well described in rhe Van den
Heuvel report. I do not wish to engage in demagogy
by repearing all rhat Mrs Van den Heuvel and orhers
have said on rhe instruments of rorr.ure, the disappear-
ance of citizens, exile, forced emigrarion, rhe living
standards of the workers and the use of the army [o
maintain a privileged class. All of this is a funher sign
that in Latin America some[hing is beginning to stir
again, after several years of silence. For something
more than a year we have been watching the events in
Nicaragua, Honduras, Bolivia - a democratic experi-
ment which was brought to a rapid end, but which,
none the less, has left its traces - and in El Salvador
and Uruguay. This is why I do not believe thar
Europe's role in the world is ro accepr, even before it
is even asked to, rhe positions of the United Stares, but
instead to indicate to the USA, with all rhe experience
which we unfonunarely possess and which we bear in

the eyes of the world, of fascism, of nazism, of coloni-
alism, as well as [he culture, technology, science,
philosophy - for rhis herirage, roo, we also bear - to
indicarc to the USA, as our contriburion ro an alliance
between independent enriries, between different forces
and major economic and political realities, our own
views on things, and in so doing demonstrate our soli-
dariry with the countries of Latin America.

'$7'e are extremely concerned by the atrirudes adopted
and statemenrc made by the new American President,
Mr Reagan, which appear to be confirmed by the
mere fact that Dr Kissinger has reappeared on the
scene. S7e must. not forger that this man has boasted
publicly not merely of contributing to but of actually
causing Lhe coup d'6tat in Chile, and of causing it in
order to stop the communists from remaining in
power! This is rhe reason Kissinger gave himself. !7e
are extremely concerned ar this, nor only because it
would again alter a cenain parrern which had been
re-established in the Unired States following the end
of rhe Viernam war, in spite of the waverings of the
Carter presidency, but panicularly because it would
constitute a grave threat to world peace.

If Europe wishes to follow this roure, and ro accepr
orders blindly, it will not only be marching againsr
history - since rhe movemenr in Latin America is
unstoppable; ir may be halted in the shon term bu[ nor
in the longer bur it will also lose ihe alliances
it has gained by the shelter given ro political refugees
and the assistance given in various ways by rhe demo-
cratic European parries. And when Europe loses this
wealth of alliances it will be our survival which will be
at stake.

I have one final remark ro make. Paragraphs 4 and 5
of the Van den Heuvel morion for a resolution call
upon rhe Ministers of Foreign Affairs of the Ten to
take measures to improve the situation in Uruguay and
appeal to the governmenrc of the Member Srares to
cease all panicipation in the supply of weapons m rhar
country.

I should like to add thar we consider it necessary rhat
this Parliament and this Community should demon-
strate a clearer, more rapid and more timely solidarity
with respect to the countries and events in Larin Amer-
ica. Our group will not vore in favour of rhe amend-
menrc tabled, because we find the repon sufficienr in
irelf, and we approve it fully.

President. - I call Mr Vi6 ro speak on behalf of the
Group of European Progressive Democrats.

Mr Vi6. - (F) Mr Presidenr, ladies and genrlemen, I
take the floor on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats, for whom, as is obvious, the
problem of human righm is of fundamental impor-
tance. Our very name, with its attribute 'progressive',
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would have no meaning unless it referred to progress
in human rights and liberties.

I should like to begin by saying that we are pleased
that the report which we are debating this evening has
been dealt with in [he context of the Anicle 25 proce-
dure, and has thus been preceded by a discussion in
committee. The result is that we have a repon of
outstanding quality, in which great care has been
taken to record as faithfully and fully as possible the
dreadful situation in Uruguay. !fle regard this as an
excellent repon and we shall vore in favour of it. The
evidence in this repon and all rhe other available evi-
dence confirm that flagrant and systematic violation of
human righm is taking place in Uruguay. All rhe signs
are there, in this reporr and elsewhere, to indicate that
in Uruguay inhuman and degrading rreatment and
torture are everyday events, and the evidence is that
this inhuman and degrading rrearmenr is not fonuirous
but effectively a form of governmenr.

\fle have not forgotten, of course - and rhe repon
discusses this in detail - the situarion in Uruguay
before the present. regime came to power, bur I do not
believe that this provides any excuse at all: one crime
never justifies anorher. And without going as far as
Mrs Baduel Glorioso did a few minutes ago on rhe
questions of foreign policy, I do believe thar it is vital
in this kind of debare for the inrernarional Community
which we represenr ro offer ro rhese suffering peoples

- without inrerfering in foreign policy problems, of
course - evidence rhat we supporr them wholehean-
edly, and to contribute by our public condemnarion ro
the solution of these problems. Let us hope rhar the
Uruguayan people will soon regain rheir libeny.

President. - I call Mr Van Minnen.

Mr Van Minnen. - (NL) Mr President, a superficial
observer could get the impression that this Parliamenr
is concerned day and night with the persecution and
terror in Latin America. This morning we discussed
the severe repression in El Salvador and this evening
we have turned our attention to the chronic persecu-
tion in Uruguay. It is a dark and sinisrer,picrure, and
Mrs Van den Heuvel was righr ro draw it to our notice
in her excellent and detailed reporr. It is dark and
sinister, not only for the countries and peoples
concerned, but - and this is what I should like. rc mlk
about briefly - for ourselves. Even in rhis Parliament
we have today witnessed the incredible hypocrrsy with
which a number of Members refused rhis morning to
concern themselves with rhe suffering peoples of Latin
America, and specifically of El Salvador. This is in
striking contrast to the speeches we have heard this
evening. Perhaps, as Mrs Baduel Glorios,c said,
perhaps we'll get round to ir during 1982. Today,
none the less, the majority of rhis Parliament took the
view that it need nor be overly concerned wirh this
persecution by criminals in uniform, this persecution

which is driving Christian Democrars, social demo-
crats, churches and trade unions to underground
resistance. Everyone of us - when we are all here, ar
least - must surely share common convictions or at
least common humanity with those who are the vicrims
of this terror.

Yet while the events in El Salvador were apparenrly
not such as to merit our direcr a[rention, those in
Uruguay are. In terms of days rhe Uruguayan situation
is perhaps less acure, bur in terms of years the situation
in both countries is comparable. Both suffer from the
most inhuman kind of dictatorship, rhe kind of dicta-
torship which will be given an exrra fillip shonly by
President Reagan. How else are we to explain the
words of Reagan's new ambassador to the United
Nations? He said literally that when the United Srates
had to choose between whar he called 'quasi-dicraror-
ship', in other words a dictatorship which was nor
over-panicular about human rights, and a governmenr
that, whatever its other characteristics, rcnded ro be
less friendly to rhe United Srates, then the United
States would have to support the dicmrorship. This is

the happy message which Reagan's ambassador is

sending to all the dictatorships in Latin America,
dictatorships which, by the way, are in power owing to
the Unircd States. This is the new unambiguiry which
President Reagan has brought: at leasr *e know where
he stands, which is more than can be said for some
people in our own Parliament. Ve must therefore put
the question of whether the votes of the Chrisrian-
Democrats on El Salvador today must be interpreted
as meaning that reforms in Uruguay, Paraguay and
Brazil should be rejected in line with the thinking
expressed by Reagan's new ambassador.

I should like to rurn now briefly rc the questions of
boycott and mini Vorld Football Championship,
because here again we are confronted with a practice
which is in sharp conrrasr rc the fine words which will
undoubtedly again resound through this Assembly rhis
evening. Moreover, whar I have to say abour this is
contained in Amendmenr No 5 submitted by o,y
group. Does what we profess by word match what we
actually do? There is always'plenty of enrhusiasdc mlk
in this Parliament about boycotting unsatisfactory
regimes, abour whom ro boycorr and how. This has
happened again in the case of Uruguay. Obviously
delegations mus[ go there, for this gives hope to those
who have remained trapped in those counrries, delega-
tions such as rhose from rhe European Parliamenr,
which can show our oppressed and imprisoned
colleagues in rhose countries that we have nor forgor-
ten them. Thar is the kind of visit which the ruling
regimes invariably refuse to welcome; these are the
kind of visitors rhat are not allowed [o cross the fron-
tiers. Both this Parliament and a delegation from rhe
Second Chamber of Nerherlands Parliamenr vrere very
recently refused permission to make such visits.
Contact with the outside world is also necessary -particularly with Uruguay - and I fully agree with Sir
John Stewan-Clark on this, because Uruguay was a[
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one time almost an exemplary democracy. This need
for contacts with the oumide world is an urgent need,
but it is also a need which is most definitely not satis-
fied by those people who visited Uruguay in the past

few weeks to attend this vaunted football tournament.

Here I should like to quote literally the remarks made
by anorher Member, who said: 'There is no doubt that
ir is an illusion that spon, foodall championships and
political events can be kept separate, as if spon and
football championships could be held in a vacuum,
indeed as if football championships were not a display
of power and a recognidon of the host country.' I have
quoted this statement with approval - although the
colleague I have quoted perhaps does not remember
his text so exactly. It was all a year or so ago. Perhaps,
indeed, he does not remember this quotation at al[,
because the original version contained the words
'Olympic Games', instead of 'football championships',
and 'the Soviet Union' instead of 'Uruguay'. None the
less, it is fair to ask whether this quotation retains its
validiry for the Member who spoke it. It is surely diffi-
cult to conceive that colleagues who previously argued
so strongly in favour of a boycott of the Moscow
Olympic Games should suddenly have no objection to
these mini foo$all championships taking place in a

country where the political parties and the trade
unions are prohibited on the grounds that they are a

danger to the State, where a third of the population is

forced to flee the country by political and economic
pressures, and where the remaining population
performed a litde miracle of their own, just before the
colourful opening ceremonies and in spite of the police
repression which characterizes that land, of rejecting
by a large majoriry a so-called proposal for a constitu-
tion put forward by the military. That is something
which led immediately and during the football cham-
pionships to a new and even more intensive wave of
arrests, panicularly among Christian-Democrat lead-
ers, although nothing of this appeared in the reports.
Ve find it hard to believe that the Christian-Demo-
cratic spokesman in this Parliament should suddenly
have no more objections [o a regime which unambi-
guous reports from respected organizations such as

the !7orld Council of Churches and Amnesty Interna-
tional show to have developed a system of tor[ure,
murder and degradation and desruction of human life
in Latin America to an extent which would previously
not have been thought possible.

I do not even wish to critize the sponsmen themselves,
nor can I condemn the people who cheered so vocifer-
ously in the streets of Montevideo following the

success of their national foo$all team: the man in the

street in Montevideo has little else to cheer about. Our
criticism is of the regime in Uruguay. But how does it
happen that in Parliament rhose who argue that politi-
cal and sponing prestige are linked when it comes to
the Moscow Olympic Games, are suddenly indifferent
to this question when it comes to the football cham-
pionships in Montevideo? That is why we have
submitted Amendment No 5, an amendment which

was unfortunately rejected in the Political Affairs
Committee, which is why my astonishment is not of a

purely theoretical character. This is why I and my
group are surprised at an amendment in which the
kidnapping of an ambassador by the Tupamaros is

declared to be an act of terrorism, and the arbitrary
arrest, the disappearance, [he tonures and the terror
of what is claimed to be a legitimate governmen[ are

accepted as legitimate acts. Vhat kind of logic is that?
\flhere are your moral standards? The governmenm
and all those in Europe who not only agreed to send

football reams to Uruguay, but all those who approved'
the broadcasting of this spectacle in Europe, are the
people who share the responsibility for strengthening
the regime in Uruguay. These are the people who have

helped rc disguise and falsify the image of this horrible
dicntorship among the European public. It is our
moral duty here in the light of the repression in Uru-
guay to attack this misuse of the mini world football
championships, and that is why we have tabled this
amendment.

President. - I call Mr Vernimmen.

Mr Vernimmen. - (NL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I should like rc join in congratulating the
rapporteur, Mrs Van den Heuvel, on her objective and

balanced report on the violation of human rights in
Uruguay. My group is particularly appreciative of the
fact that Mrs Van den Heuvel consulted countless,
indeed unsuspected sources to arrive at a uue picture
of the situation. It is a description of facts and situ-
ations which send cold shivers running down the spine

of every true democrat. Once again we read of man's

inhumanity to man, and of situations which illusrarc
the blindness and cruelty of dictatorships of whatever
hue.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, this Parliament is

right to deal with these problems, even though we
made a remarkably united protest against the farce of
the referendum held in Uruguay on November 30,
1980. Had the proposal for a new constitution been
acceprcd the military regime would have been enabled
to legalize a situation of repression and continuing
violation of fundamental righrc and freedoms by
giving a legal basis to the pover which the military
have in fact held since the couP d'6tatin 1973.

Despite clear intimidation from the armed forces the
draft 'Constitution' was rejected by a large majority,
and in addition some 20o/o of the population of Uru-
guay has fled the country and sought shelter else-
where. Moreover, the miliary authorities are hunting
down political opponents, even abroad, with the
connivance and even suppon of some governments,
such as that of Argentina. They do not stop at murder
and kidnapping even of political refugees protected by
the High Commissioner for Refugees of the Unircd
Nations. On the domestic scene I would simply
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remind you rhar Uruguay holds the sad record of the
largest number of political prisoners in relation to the
popularion of the country. The elimination of demo-
craric freedoms - I am referring to both political and
trade union freedom and, to constitutional rights -has allowed a regime of terror to come into being in
which repression, torture and murder are everyday
even6, all the vital forces in the country are crushed,
the economy is tottering and the poorest sectors of the
populadon are brought to the brink of starvation.

The fact that some days ago the national foo$all team
of Uruguay presented the mini !florld Cup to the mili-
rary junta before the eyes of a large number of the
world's citizens does not alter the case. Instead, it
simply means that a spon even has once again been
scandalously misused for propaganda purposes.
History is repeating itself, and that is why I find it
srrange that those who shouted loudest in favour of a

boycott of the Olympic Games in Moscow now stand
silent.

However that may be, the undisputed rejection by the
Uruguayan people of the draft constitution shows
clearly that the forces of democracy remain very much
alive in that country, and do not plan to accept the
suppression of democracy and of the fundamental
rights and freedoms. In this they are entitled to our
support.

This Parliament must accept the challenge of continu-
ing to monitor the evolution of human rights through-
out the world, panicularly now that in Reagan's
America this concern for basic human rights could
well be forced into the background. \fle who have
been fonunate enough to have been elected following
free elections by direct and universal suffrage owe this
not merely'to ihe European voters, but, in my view to
all democrats wherever they may be. Although there
are occasionally sneers about Parliament's concern
with these matters it remains one of the ways to
unmask dictatorships. Dictators are in general afraid
of the truth - why should they otherwise falsify the
[ruth and repress liberty so systematically? If,
moreover, we can in some cases also make the suffer-
ing of those who are oppressed more bearable, this
must be our encouragement in this Parliament to
continue along this road.

President. - I call Mr Coutsocheras.

Mr Coutsocheres. - (EL) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, human rights are being hit - and hit hard

- at the present. time. Even those international bodies
whose raison d'€tre is to protect human rights are
merely making resounding sutemenr without impos-
ing sanctions. Both these bodies and the Member
States will have to share the blame for these infringe-
ments because of their unacceptable policy. In the
Council of Europe - and its business, in panicular, is

human righm - I never cease [o speak out against this
policy of roleration. Now that I am speaking for the
first time in the European Parliament, I can only say
that it, too, is unfonunately becoming an accomplice,
because it is a sad fact that the European Parliament
gives priority to economic relations and trade instead

of to human rights. This is not iust my own view -and I have experience of what a bitter dictatorship is

like - but an international view. Let us not be

mistaken - this intimidadon will continue as long as

the dicatorship in Uruguay lasts, and it will continue
as before in the neighbouring countries as well, while
Carter - and, I assume, his successor - will devote
themselves to speaking out on human righm.

I feel it is high time the international organizations
abandoned this policy of hypocrisy and that the
United Nations' resolutions stopped being ignored. I
have extremely bitter experience of the seven years of
dictatorship in my own country - a country which
gave binh rc the Athenian democracy and where every
single citizen is born a democrat. Despite this, because

of the intervention of foreign interests, we spent seven

years under the colonels' boots without seeing those

international bodies or Europe not iust speaking out
but mking active steps. Believe me, ladies and gentle-
men, we were waiting for you to help us in our strug-
gle, and time and time again we would see representa-
tives of foreign governments arriving in Athens to
haggle over sales of arms. And rc whom? To the colo-
nels - at a time when the prisons were full of demo-
cratic citizens and our sons and daughters were
protesting and fighdng on the sffeets. I saw all this
with my own eyes, and I had to suffer a lot - as did
many of my colleagues who are now here in the Euro-
pean Parliament. I should like rc make a protest and

draw your attention to another dramatic situation,
over which we do not really see Europe mking any
active steps. I would remind you, ladies and gentle-
men, that for six years now the martyred Starc of
Cyprus has been suffering arragic fate, and that there
are still 200 000 Greek Cypriots who are refugees in
their own country, while 2 000 are still unaccounted
for. In the meantime, a series of Unircd Nations reso-
lutions has been passed - to no effect. Let there be no
mistake, if we allow dictatorships to survive and if we
trade with such totalitarian regimes, we share the guilt,
and we are not promoting the cause of genuine
democracy or doing anything to stop ordinary people
being tortured, imprisoned and murdered. If we do
not strengthen human rights, mankind will never
know real peace.

President. - I call Mr Coppieters.

Mr Coppieters. - (NL) Mr President, it is proper
rhat we should be discussing the report and motion for
a resolution on the violation of human rights in Uru-
guay. Our [ext t(is time is an extremely interesting,
indeed brilliant report from Mrs Van den Heuvel. '$7e

know that the sirution is frightening. Previous speak-
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ers have given examples and I should like to add
another one, namely that one in every thousand Uru-
guayans is imprisoned for political reasons; note that
this figure does not include the 500 000 or so Uru-
guayans rn exile. Europe is right to point out this shock-
ing state of affairs.

But words alone are not enough, and I should like m
touch briefly on one aspect, which is the direct respon-
sibility, the shared guilt of the arms trade in the
repression by this regime. Unfonunately Belgium has

played a shameful role in this, for example by granting
a permit for the expon of 22 armoured cars to Uru-
guay. I am ashamed to say that my country has for
years been a major supplier of light arms and ammuni-
tion; only last week an entire ship loaded with arms
and ammunition left the Belgian pon of Zeebrugge for
Uruguay.

This is the reason for my amendment, Mr President,
which aims to insen a paragraph 5 a. It follows from
the fact that in the foreseeable future there is likely to
be no further conflict between the neighbouring States

of Brazil and Argentina that any supply of arms can
only serve the violent repression of the population. !7e
in Europe, with our constant talk of regulations and
agreements among the Member States on all sons of
rrade products, have been disgracefully lax in this
respect, panicularly since the arms trade has a marked
political aspect, and various governments, including
the Belgian Government, have never rendered an

account of it to their own parliament.

My motion for a resolution on the arms trade of the
Member Starcs was nbled for discussion six months
ago. I have heard little of it since. This attitude of
Parliament contrasm unfavourably with this report,
which is idealistic, specific and competent.

I hope that this will encourage us to think seriously
about the arms trade, which is why I have submitted
this amendment and made this shon speech.

President. - I call Mr Andriessen.

Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission. - (NL)
Mr President, it is difficult to know what. rhe Commis-
sion can add to this debate, after the many heartfelt
speeches which we have just heard. Ve have first of all
the clear and penetrating analysis of the rapponeur,
together with many comments, and even personal
experience, relating to the question of the practical
violation of human rights among the many presenr-
day dictatorships.

I can assure you that the Commission has no hesita-
tion in echoing the condemnation contained in this
repon and in the speeches we have heard here of prac-
tices which, as has been stated this evening, are
vinually indescribable. It seems to me tha[ it is the task

of parliaments - and in panicular the European
Parliament, given its supranational dimension - to
bear unremitting witness so our condemnation of such
practices. I agree with what the documenm say: that it
is only by publicizing and constantly drawing attention
to what is happening that progress can be made in the
long run in the fight against the violadon of human
righs, and I believe that a debate in a parliament such
as rhis one, which in this area can certainly, and where
necessary must cenainly, influence other parliaments,
can itself help - no matter how fruitless our effons
seem in the shon term - to combat this phenomenon,
which is really unwonhy of our 20th century civiliz-
ation. On behalf of the Commission, therefore, I wish
to express my agreement with all those who have so

impressively declared their rejection and condem-
nation of these dictatorial practices this evening.

Mr President, the words expended on a subject like
this may be many or few. Having heard what this
Parliament has had to say, I rhink the Commission can
be brief. Perhaps I may make one commen[ on an

economic aspect which has been mentioned by a few
of the speakers in this debate. For its pan the Commis-
sion has avoided any direct contact with the present
government of Uruguay, and has also refused to
attend the meetings of the Joint Commission deriving
from the trade agreement. I would point out, by the
way, that this is a pure trade agreement, which does
not contain any preferential elements with respect to
Uruguay.

It is my view, Mr President, and I should like to
emphasize this here tonight, that there is no reason at
all rc believe that if this conract were annulled -admittedly the motion for a resolution does not call
for this, but a number of speakers did imply this in the
debate - it would lead to any kind of improvement of
the situation with regard to human rights in Uruguay.
The Committee for External Economic Relations has
given im views on this.

The imponant thing, and I should like to emphasize
this at the end of this brief speech, is that the Commis-
sion considers it of vital imponance that every time a
violation of human righm akes place, and panicularly
when such violations are as flagrant as they are in this
case, [he elected representatives of the people should
make their views known, and should exen pressure on
everyone who can do anything at all to remedy the
situation, to make use of their influence, no matter
how limited it is - and you know that the influence of
the Commission, too, is limircd.

President. - I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.

Mrs Van den Heuvel, rdPportear. - (NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I should like first of all to thank all of those who
were kind enough to comment favourably on . my
work, alrhough I attach little imponance to such
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praise, but particularly to thank those who have
endeavoured to contribute something by their
speeches. I found the account of our Greek colleague
most impressive. It demonstrated yet again that inter-
national support is of great importance in difficult
times, such as those which the Greek people had rc
live through during the rule of the colonels.

Nonetheless I feel I must correct him in one respect.
Europe did not leave the Greek people in the lurch
during the colonels' regime. I am proud to be able to
say that my friend, Mr Van der Stoel, made great
efforts for the oppressed Greek people as rapporteur
of the Council of Europe on the question of Greece.
This is the way I wish to conrinue working. I know
from experience - it is something I observed when I
visited Greece as part of a Dutch parliamennry dele-
gation - how greatly the Greek people appreciated
the effons of Mr Van der Stoel. This is the spirit in
which we must all try to work, panicularly when the
situation is such as we have described here this
evening.

President. - The debate is closed. The motion for a

resolution and the amendments which have been
tabled will be put to the vote at voting time tomorrow.

20. Regulations conceming sugar and isoglucose

President.'- The next item is the repon (Doc.
l-792/80), drawn up by Mr Delatte on behalf of the
Committee on Agriculture, on the

proposals from the Commission to the Council (Doc.1-
700/80) f6r

I - a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No
1111/77 laying down common provisions for
isoglucose

II - a regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No
1592/80 on the applicadon of the system of pro-
duction quoas in the sugar and isoglucose sectors
during the period from lJuly 1980 to 3OJune
1981.

I call Mr Louwes.

Mr Louwes, deputy rapporteur. 
- 

(NL) Mr President,
it is a big jump from Uruguay and the violation of
human righrc to one of the everyday problems of the
Community. I will not dwell on Uruguay: I should just
like to congratulate my two compatriots, Mr Van den
Heuvel and Mr Andriessen, on their excellent
speeches on this question.

To turn now to isoglucose and sugar: as Mr Delatte
has had [o leave Strasbourg, he asked me to introduce
this report on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture.

Since rhe mid-7Os it has been possible to produce
isoglucose from maize starch, and this made it neces-
sary to draw up a regulation for marketing the pro-
duct. Isoglucose is a liquid sweetener, which can be
used as a sugar substitute for some purposes. For
sugar, there was and sdll is a Community regulation
imposing a production quota and heavy financial
co-responsibiliry on producers, both beet growers and
sugar manufac[urers. This made it essential to regulate
the isoglucose market, so that the position of isoglu-
cose on the sweetener market was similar to fiat of
sugar. Obviously, if one parry - in this case the sugar
growers and manufacturers - is subject to restrictions
and levies, the other cannot be allowed complete free-
dom. Neither Commission nor Council had much luck
in drawing up or implementing a regulation on this.
The Coun of Justice has twice had to reprimand the
Council, and the Commission, for their negligence;
the first because of a more or less arithmetical imper-
fection with regard to content, the second time
because of a procedural error involving our Parlia-
ment. The Council had adopted the regulation, which
was due to enter into force on [he I luly 1979, without
waiting for Parliament's opinion. In this instance the
Coun ruled that the regulation at issue must be
declared void simply because of this infringement of
procedure, and in my view it was quite right. The
Court established that the actual content of the regula-
tion was in conformity with Communiry law. All the
facts and details of the proceedings are examined in
the explanatory statement in the repon and I shall
therefore not go into them any further now.

I should like to make a further remark in connection
wirh rhis subjecr. Isoglucose is often said to be a pro-
duct of the future, a product of advanced research. I
have my doubts about that and I will explain briefly
why. In the first place - let's get this clear from the
start - I do not wan[ to criticize the research work in
the starch industry, which is going through a bad
parch. Bur I do not think it is true to say that this
research has led to the derielopment of a product
which can compete well with sugar. In most Member
Srates isoglucose has only won a modest share of the
market thanks to tax benefits. Funhermore I would
like to point out to rhe honourable Members that this
sweetener can so far only be manufactured from
imported maize, a raw material which is in very shon
supply in the EEC. Sugar on the other hand is entirely
a product of the Community and a certain amount is

exponed every year, largely at the expense of the
producers, and not at the expense of the taxpayer, and
therefore not at rhe expense of the EAGGF. All praise
to the enthusiastic research being carried out in the
starch industry, but isoglucose is unlikely, in the
circumstances in Europe, to represent a breakthrough
into a new era of sweeteners.

My second and last remark deals with the queries put
by some lawyer members about the supposed - and I
repeat: supposed - 1su's261ivs effect. I too am against
retroactive effect, if it creates legal uncertainty. Of
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course, every member of Parliament would oppose
rhat. But there is no question of legal uncenainty herel
All rhose involved were aware beforehand of the terms
for the production of isoglucose. The Coun of Justice
also ruled that these terms were in conformity with
Community law. Most producers, then, paid the
required levies imposed by this draft regulation. All
kept within the quotas, although they were not offi-
cially obliged to, because the Council had declared the
regulation void, simply because of the infringement of
procedural requirements. This procedural error is

now, I hope, abour to be rectified, but in all this time
no-one has mentioned legal uncertainty. I would like
therefore to appeal to my colleagues with more legal
learning to drop their formal objections and I would
like to ask all of you to approve this repon of the
Committee on Agriculture.

President. - I call Mr Vernimmen to speak on
behalf of the Socialist Group.

Mr Vernimmcn. - (NL) Mr President, I would of
course gladly comply with your request, but might I
just point out that for cenain regions this problem is

so important that - even though at first sight it
appears to be of small interest - it deserves to be

debated seriously in Parliarqent. The problem we are

now facing is however, in my opinion, more a problem
of indusrial development than simply an agricultural
matter, as has been made clear by the rapporteur
himself. The production of isoglucose or liquid sugar

is in fact, as the deputy rapporteur has also said, the
result of advanced scientific research in the starch
industry, and very advanced technology. Could we
prbrcnd that Europe does not need industries like this?
That would be indefensible, for in a few years we
could bind ourselves in deep water - the car industry
should be a warning to us - when our economies and
jobs are at the mercy of other countries with an even
more advanced technology. Let's just consider why
there are so many objections to this regulation?
Isoglucose is, in the opinion of the sugar producers a

competitive product which could pose a threat to their
age-old monopoly. This is what has been claimed, and
I must say at once that it is nonsense. Liquid sweet-
eners can only be used in cenain sectors of industry
such as soft drinks, confectionery, etc. Total produc-
rion in Europe now stands in fact - despite the free-
dom allowed by the absence of regulations - at only
1.7 o/o of total sugar production. Vithout the imposi-
tion of any quotas, isoglucose holds at the moment
only 2 0/o of the market. I feel that for an old industry
like sugar such a percentage must be completely negli-
gible, especially in the eyes of those who oppose
protectionist measures so strongly, and are so much in
favour of maintaining the free market economy. There
are many who confuse sugar with sugar beet; indeed,
the income of many of our farmers depends on sugar
beer. In the present day struccure of our agriculture,
sugar beet is an important resource, and in some cases,

in some areas, the only source of income.'Whenever
this situation arises, agricultural experts must urgently
consider whether such one-sided production is not in
the long run somewhat dangerous for agriculture as a
whole. In some European countries, premiums are sdll
awarded for the production of sugar beet, ofrcn in
areas where the climate and soil could almost certainly
produce cenain crops which at the moment have to be

imponed on a massive scale. In fact, if in the near
future the sugar market collapses - and I hope it
doesn't - it will in the first place be the farmer, and
not the sugar industry, who will have to foot the bill.

The sugar indusry has put forward another argument

- more or less along the lines of the European
Commission's argument, namely: the maize starch
indusry uses raw materials 50 % of which have to be

imponed into the Community. \7e do not grow maize
on a large scale simply because we don't want to. It
has been claimed that maize is being bought against
world prices, but nothing could be funher from the
truth. The levies are so high that the cost price of
mai4e processed in Europe is double the world market
price. Vhen the raw material is so heavily taxed to
begin with, any levy is simply absurd. The product
might as well be banned, which would be an infringe-
ment of the EEC Treaty. This proposal comes vinually
ro the same thing.

The founh and last argument against the isoglucose
regulation: this regulation was declared void by the
Coun of Justice on 25 October 1978, and again on
25 June 1979. The Commission, as though nothing
had happened, is now proposing that the old regula-
tion be declared valid with reffoactive effect to
25June 1979, at a time when the new regulation is

already in preparation in the Committee on Agricul-
ture. This proposal consequently meets with disap-
proval from Parliament. The concept of 'retroactive
effect' is always problematic from the legal point of
view, and the regulation might well give rise to legal
problems. Indeed the inclusion of a clause in the regu-
lation to the effect that production may only amount
to 85 0/o of the industrial capacity, is a slap in the face
in a period of economic crisis. For all these reasons I
shall vote against this regulation, which amounts to
more than just protectionism, and protectionism inside
the Community, at that.

President. - I call Mrs Barbarella to speak on behalf
of the Communist and Allies Group.

Mrs Barbarell^. - U) Mr President, I would like to
make one or [wo remarks on our contribution to the
proposals nbled by the Commission.

'!7e feel that rhe new regulations proposed for the
isoglucose sector would fill a legal gap which has been
left open for far too long. Secondly, we feel thar the
measures embodied in these regulations are in line
with the decisions taken by the Coun of Justice which
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did not contest the substance, but only the irregular
procedure by which they were adopted, that is, with-
out obtaining our Parliament's opinion.

'W'e are, therefore, in agreement with the general

content of the Delatte report, but we feel nevenheless
that it should be stated, at the beginning of the resolu-
tion, that the approval of these proposals must in no
way prejudice the future provisions on isoglucose.

These provisions will be discussed in due course in the
appropriate offices of the Commission, the Council,
and our Parliament. This is why Mr Diana and I
abled an amendment which, in our view, serves simply
to state more clearly what is in part contained in the
Delatte report. I hope I have been brief enough, Mr
President.

President. - I call Mr De Keersmaeker to speak on
behalf of the European People's Party (Christian
Democrat Group).

Mr De Keersmaeker. - (NL) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, I want to begin by saying that we are
ill-advised to regard this subject in such black-and-
whirc terms. Of course, everyone is inclined to present
their arguments as forcefully as possible. Indeed, if I
wanted to follow suit, I could very easily settle the
whole debare by pointing out that the Court of Justice
has already supplied all the arguments on the sub-
stance of the matter, since it declared this regulation
void on the grounds of infringement of essential
procedural requirements, but rejected all the

.complaints of those who had appealed against the
regulation, who claimed that it violated the principles
of the law of competition, proportionality and equaliry
of treatment, and created discrimination. All the -admittedly respectable - arguments advanced by the
isoglucose producers are invalidated by the fact that
the sugar market is controlled by a system imposing
production quotas. It was the aim of the European
Community to draw up a similar system for a sector
similar to sugar and in competition with it. The ques-

tion is then quite simply whether this system is really
comparable, fair, and efficient. As to the fairness of it,
the Coun of Jusdce has put forq/ard conclusive argu-
ments and we must not waste time repeating what is

already stated very clearly in both the Commission
repon and the Delatte report. I would just like rc
mention that a regulation proposed by the Commis-
sion for the fats and oils sectorwas based on similar
arguments. In this case a co-responsibility levy was

introduced for the farc and oils sector, which was

competing with cenain sectors of the dairy industry.
In fact Parliament and the Council dropped the
Commission's proposal, not on the ground of discri-
mination or unfairness, but for reasons of consumer
protection.

The second point is whether this ruling is useful; in
other words, is it achieving what it was intended to

achieve? Some people are trying to claim that isoglu-
cose is only a liquid sweetener and so cannot really
compete with the traditional suBar sector. This of
course is not true. That is one aspect of it, but it is

certainly not the whole truth. Others point out that it
only accounts for 2 0/o of total production in this
sector: this does not get to the heart of the problem
either. I do not think we should try to make out thar
this measure is acting as a damper on the funher deve-
lopment of what is really a progressive sector of the
industry. I would just point out that one of the most
prominent isoglucose concerns is situated not far from
my home, in the middle of my European constituency.
I can assure you [hat I take the greatest possible inter-
est in it, especially from the point of view of the
employment problem in this sector, but that should
not exempt us from the obligation to look at this
sector from every point of view. I am fully aware of

- the problem but, as with other sectors - the car
industry and the steel industry for example - we must
consider it in the light of the need to maintain or
recover the balance of trade in this sector. Ve should
look to the future - and this is the aim of the Bocklet
report - and try to formulate an overall market plan
for the sugar sector. But in the meantime, for the
reasons put forward both by the rapporteur and the
Commission, our Group will suppon the draft resolu-
tion for this transitional period, under the condirions
set by the Commission.

President. - I call Mr Remilly to speak on behalf of
rhe Group of European Progressive Democrats.

Mr Remilly. - (F) Mr President, ve are dealing
once again with the fundamental problem of sugar
substitutes, and in this case with isoglucose. This is a
product whose chemical composition and properties
are virtually identical [o those of inven sugar, which is
obtained from saccharose, and which can be used as a

substitute for the latter in a large number of producm
in which sugar is used.

In the Community, where isoglucose has begun to be

produced, the potendal of the industrial plants built so
far is growing. This rapid growth is linked to the exist-
ence of three types of disrcnions of competition,
working to the disadvantage of beet and cane sugar:
che first production refunds on maize starch; the
second, tax on sugar, in particular excise duties in
several countries of the EEC: Germany, Belgium, the
Netherlands, Italy; and third, the fact that the produc-
tion and marketing of beet and cane sugar is subject,
in the EEC, to controls and restrictions, and to the
payment of a contribution to marketing costs, while im

direct rival has so far escaped any control, restriction,
limitation or contribution.

A Community policy whose effect is to promote the
use of glucose syrup to the detriment of beet and cane
sugar is therefore completely irrational. On the one
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hand it increases the need to impon maize, on the
other hand, it decreases the outlets for sugar, making
it necessary to export. Every tonne of glucose syrup
with a high fructose content sold in the EEC means
that an equivalent quantity of Community sugar musr
be exported. By pursuing this policy, which results in
twofold expenditure for the EAGGF - production
refunds for maize starch, export, refunds for sugar -we are in fact increasing the Communiry sugar produ-
cers' contribution to marketing costs.

'We therefore welcome this desire ro conffol produc-
tion. The Commission's original proposal for a prod-
uction levy was a satisfactory first srep; rhe Coun of
Justice felt otherwise. The Commission is now propos-
ing a similar system to the one used for sugar with a

range of quotas, but let us not forget that isoglucose is

a semi-industrial product and is therefore no[ subject
to natural fluctuations in production conditions.
Because of this, the application of quotas could be
more strict and therefore less complex. One very
restrictive quota might be adequate. Ir would allow
better protection for our sugar and beet producers,
especially for sugar cane producers in France's over-
seas departments.

May I, Mr President, conclude by complimenting Mr
Delatte on his repon and assuring him, on behalf of
my Group, of our full suppon.

President. - I call Mr Richard.

Mr Richard, Member of the Commission. - Mr Presi-
dent, I should like first of all to thank Mr Delatte for
his repon and indeed for producing it as quickly as he
has done. May I also say, since this is the first time
that I have had the privilege of addressing the Parlia-
ment, [ha[ it is a pleasure for me to be here. I see all
the ranks packed in order to listen to my maiden
speech !

(Laughter)

Ve have had a brisk debate, Mr President, on an issue
of some imponance to which the Commission has
indeed given a great deal of thought. I think Honour-
able Members will find that the Commission's explan-
atory memorandum accompanying the two proposed
regulations explains in full the circumstances in which
the Community now finds itself. There are a number
of points which I think are wonh emphasizing. Most
of them indeed have been raised in the course of this
short debate.

Briefly, the situation is that on 29 October lasr year,
the European Coun annulled cenain legisladve
proposals which were previously applied to isoglucose
as part of the common agricultural policy. The result is

that the essential elements in thar policy, namely prod-
uction quotas and production levies, are at present

inoperative. The Court's decision to annul the Council
regulation concerned was based on the fact - and I
emphasize this point to Parliament - that the proce-
dure for consultation with Parliament was not
properly followed by Council before the regulation
became law. I think one must also draw Parliament's
attention to the fact that the Court affirmed that the
annulled provisions were fully in conformity with
Community law ircelf. In orher words, the annulment
was based on an infringement of procedure and not on
the nature of the provisions themselyes.

Ve, therefore, Mr President, now have what I
suppose one could call a juridical vacuum exrending
back to I luly 1979, and the Commission believes
strongly - and I very much hope that Parliamenr will
share this view - that it is both necessary and urgent
to fill .the gap by revalidating.the previous legisladve
provisions as soon as possible. This is necessary
because the Community must resrore the legal basis on
which cenain actions were Eken, notably the charging
of a production levy on isoglucose in respect of the
1979/80 marketing year. It is urgent because the delay
in restoring the status quo which exisrcd previously
would inevitably lead to uncenainty for all concerned,
not least. the isoglucose industry itself. It will also
make it difficult to implement a policy which is

designed primarily io ,chiere a faii and' reasonable
balance between the sugar and isoglucose sectors.

It i! for these reasons that the Commission could not
accept Amendments Nos 3 and 4, because rhey would
negate the whole purpose of our proposal. On rhe
other hand the Commission has grear pleasure in
accepting the amendment which was moved by Mrs
Barbarella.

I would like to stress one funher poinr. Vhat we are
now seeking to do by way of restoring previous provi-
sions is wirhout prejudice to the future isoglucose
regime. The restored provisions would in any case
lapse next June, would be replaced by a new five-year
regime, the proposals for which are now before Parlia-
ment.

I was encouraged, Mr President, by the very positive
endorsement given to Mr Delatte's repon by the
Committee on Agriculture lasr Monday, and I hope
Parliament imelf will find no difficulty in approving
rhe committee's proposed motion for a resolution on
this matter.

President. - The debate is closed. The motion for a

resolution and the amendments which have been
mbled will be put to the vote at voting time [omorrow.

21. Frameutorh agreement for cooperation betuteen the
EEC and Brazil

President. - The nexr irem is rhe repon (Doc.
l-529/80), drawn up by Mr Louwes on behalf of the
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Committee on External Economic Relations, on rhe

proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-456/80) for a regulation on the conclusion of a frame-
work agreement for cooperation between the European
Economic Community and rhe Federative Republic of
Brazil.

I call Mr Louwes.

Mr Louwes, rapporteur. - (NL) Mr President, I am
sorry that I have had ro ask for exrra rime, despite the
late hour, but we are dealing with an agreement with a
great and proud country, and I think it only right that
this House should devote some rime ro it.

On behalf of the Commirtee on External Economic
Relations I should like rc discuss a few imponanr
points which we decided to include in our report ro
Parliament on rhis agreemen[ berween the EEC and
Brazil.

During rhe Committee's discussions we felr it
extremely important ro emphasize that Brazil is a
country which has only recenrly become indusrial-
ized, thar ir has enormous production capacity and
potential, and rhat ir is able [o exporr a range of indus-
tri4l and agriculrural products ro rhe Community. !7e
are [herefore dealing with a uading panner, and it
should be emphasized in the agreemenr thar rhe agree-
ment is not abour development aid but about paving
the way for trade and economic cooperarion. Our
Committee rherefore decided thar this morion for a
resolution should make it clear thar this agreement
between Brazil and, the Communiry should be based
on reciprocity.

Ve also analysed Brazil's economic structure and
drew atrention, in panicular, to the way thar counrry
has developed over rhe past 20 to 30 years and is still
continuing to develop. Just imagine, last year alone
Brazil's economic grow[h reached 8-5 0/o, while in the
Community it hardly exceeded 0.5 0/ol Brazil is now
an economic power of the firsr order. True, ir is srrug-
gling with serious economic problems, mainly as a

result of the need to impon increasingly large amounts
of oil. Our report states that rhe proportion of the
export revenue used [o pay for energy impons has
increased from 9 Vo ten years ago 48 0/o last year. This
has contributed towards a sraggeringly high rare of
inflarion of l13 o/0, inconceivable for us wesrern Euro-
peans, and has of course prompted drasric economic
measures, for example the 30 0/o devaluation of the
cruzeiro in 1979 together with a shift of emphasis
from the economic policy to domestic agriculture, and
if my information is correct, this last measure has been
successful.

The EEC is the largest single market for Brazilian
goods and in 1978 absorbed about one-third of Brazil's
exports. Obviously, therefore, this agreement is as
much in Brazil's interest as in the Communiq/s. This is

borne out by the fact that over the pas[ year the
Community's trade deficit with Brazil has amounted
to 1 thousand million units of account. And now a few
other comments. Brazil is deliberately restricting the
flow of Community goods onto its own market by
means of impon duties and deposits, by making it
difficult to obnin import licences and by introducing
legislation under which imponers must prove that no
similar domestically produced goods exist which are
comparable in terms of price, quality and delivery
dme. If such goods do exist, the importer must pay
heavy impon dudes. Such a policy over the long term
is tomlly unaccepuble to the Community. Once again
I would draw attention to the requirement for reci-
procity in these rade arrangements.

Another very imponant problem with regard to Brazil
is investment by indusrial undenakings which have
their headquaners in the Community. Brazil's consi-
derable indusrial developmenr has been largely due to
imported. technology and foreign investmenr. In rhis
cooperalion agreemenr arrenrion is paid to the prob-
lems of prorec[inB such investmen[. Unforrunarely,
owing to a disagreemenr berween the Member States ir
was not possible ro produce any clear-cut wording of
the text on rhis issue. Some of rhe smaller Member
States had wanted to see specific provisions applied in
this area instead of the vague declararions of good will
which the agreemenr now conrains. But, Mr President,
this may be achieved later after rhe five years covered
by the agreement.

Another problem connected with rrade with Brazil is
that of discrimination against ships flying a foreign
flag. For years Brazil has been pursuing a policy of
discriminadon against ships flying a foreign flag as a
guaranrce that goods exponed from Brazil to Europe
are transponed on Brazilian ships. The trade agree-
ment which preceded this one contained a declaration
which referred to this problem and in which an under-
taking was given that a solution would be sought in
the future. So far nothing has been achieved, and rhe
Committee on External Economic Relations has there-
fore found it necessary to smre rhar empty declarations
of this kind are no longer sufficienr. The dme has
come for Brazil to realize rhar it has to adjust to the
general rading rules observed by industrialized coun-
uies. My committee ended ir report by menrioning
cenain conditions which it feels Brazil should meer in
the near future. These include the requiremenr thar
Brazil should become a signatory of GATT, abolish
tariff and non-tariff barriers to trade, halt expon
subsidies for its indusrrial products, faciliute capital
investment for companies in the Community and prov-
ide investors from the Community with a greater
measure of security.

Lastly, my Committee y/anrcd to draw attention to [he
need to limit the concessions granted to Brazil under
the rystem of generalized preferences. The Committee
feels that this rystem should normally benefit the
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poores[ countries in the world rather than the more
indusrialized nations.

Mr President, I am approaching the end of this brief
survey of my Committee's discussions on Brazil and

would like to conclude by saying that the report now
before Parliament was approved in its present form by
all the groups in the Committee. It'is more than just a

set of economic observations concerning uade with
Brazil alone. It also contains a number of comments
which could be applied to Community trade with
cenain other countries which have only recently
become indusrialized. These comments - and I
would sress this point - should rherefore be

regarded more as statements of principle.

Brazil is an unimaginably vast country. It is the largest
of the Latin American countries and, all things consid-
ered, politically and economically one of the most
stable. It is exremely imponant that the Community
should esnblish close links with Latin America, a

con[inent. with enormous potential. If it is to explore
these possibilities, the Community should be prepared
ro open up im markets so that the yqunger industries
which are growing in South America - and in pani-
cular in Brazil - are able to export their products to
the Community. The only demand we make is that the
arrangements should be mutual, that is access to the

Brazilian market, and to those of the newly industrial-
ized countries in general, should be made easier for
our products. This is far from being the case at
present. But I hope - and here I think I speak for the
enrire Committee on External Economic Relations -that our trade with the newly industrialized countries,
will grow considerably in the coming years and that
polidcal and economic considerations will lead us to
forge closer links with Brazil. That is furthermore
completely in,line with the Community's Iiberal trad-
ing ideals, according to which exchanges of goods and

services should be as intensive as possible and benefit
everyone - at least, that is how my Committee inter-
prets them. On behalf of the Committee on External
Economic Relations I therefore call upon Parliament
ro aPProve rhis repon.

President. - I call Mr Seeler to speak on behalf of
rhe Socialist Group.

Mr Seeler. - (D) Mr President, ladies and gentle-
men, I should like rc thank Mr Louwes most sincerely
for his excellent report in which he sets out the
economic imponance of this agreement,. I can thus put
aside three pages of notes and concentrate in my shon
speech on a second aspect of this treaty. Besides the
economic effects already discussed, this treaty also has

numerous political consequences. South America is

increasingly demanding more attention from us in
Europe. They no longer want to be a son of backyard
to the United States but are seeking relations of their
own with the European Community. Although Latin

America will in the future undoubrcdly be of increas-
ing economic imponance for the European Commu-
nity - both as a supplier of raw materials and as a

market for European producm - the development of
political relations is of no less importance.

Ir is here, ladies and gentlemen, that I,'see the prime
significance of this cooperation agreement with Brazil.
So far, however, it is not very clear what conception
the Commission is pursuing, either in relation to South
America in general or in relation to the rest of the
world. I should therefore like to insist that the
Commission should in the near future present and
explain to Parliament its South America policy, if I
may call it that, and also, I would add, its poliry with
regard to cooperation agreements.

Alrhough it would be wrong to overestimate the
content of the agreement, I should like, if I may, to
make two critical comments. The safeguarding of
investments is dealt with in this treaty only in very
general terms. If experience hitherto with Brazil is

anything to go by, this is far from satisfactory. My
second remark concerni seaborne trade, which the
rapporteur has already discussed. The conrcntious
question of the transpon of goods by sea between
Brazil and the European Community has once again
remained open and is to be dealt with simply by an

uldmately meaningless exchange of letters.

My Group therefore intends to vote tomorrow for
Amendment No I by Mr Mtiller-Hermann. The same

goes for Amendment No 2. It must naturally be the
aim of the European Community to use its cooPera-
tion policy also rc help improve the position of work-
ing people and reduce poverty. I would add that our
aim is and will continue to be to suengthen democracy
and democratic conditions.

My Group, does not, on the other hand, suppon the
third amendment tabled by Mrs Squarcialupi, not so

much because we do not share the aims expressed in
this amendment - calling for the observance of inter-
national standards in working conditions in Brazil -but quite simply because this has no place in a cooper-
ation agreement.

Ladies and gentlemen, we in Europe must be careful
not to arouse the slighrcst suspicion of interference in
the internal affairs of our partners. \7e do not want to
be schoolmasters to the world, and the truth is that we
are not an untarnished example for the world either.

I should like in conclusion, if I rnry, ,o comment on
the procedure applied here. Together with the budget,
external trade is one of the few genuine responsibilities
of the Community, and it is therefore regrettable that
this point could'not be dealt with until this evening,
when the public gallery is pracdcally empty. This'
observation is nothing new. Many of the Members still
here have previously commented on this sort of thing.
'We should, however, for once give some thought to
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whether this cannot be changed. My proposal - and I
address this to the Bureau - is that Quesdon Time,
which is only attended by rhose interested, should be
moved from Monday and !flednesday to Thursday
evening; this would. give us three hours for dealing
with this and other similarly imponant reporrs.

Ladies and tentlemen, let us be under no illusions: in
the outside world Europe's political weight is often
given greater imponance than in our own countries. It
is up to us as Members of Parliamenr to take accounr
of this fact - and to do so quickly.

President. - Mr Seeler, the Bureau will take accounr
of your sugtestion.

I call Mr Van Aerssen to speak on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Pany (CD Group).

Mr Van Aerssen. - (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, the Group of the European People's Pany
would like to thank Mr Louwes most sincerely for his
report. !7e suppon him on this matrer and appreciate
his conclusions. 'S7'e rherefore hardly need to go into
the details of his analysis now.

In political terms, we rare rhis agreemenr very highly.
Ve believe that with this agreement we have managed
to forge a link with the Latin American continenr. This
is the European Community's first atremp[ to forge
contacts in these countries on a joint and, I think,
fraternal basis, for Europeans in particular have a

special responsibility towards these counrries, having
influenced this continent culturally for many centuries.

I believe that the European Community, as rhe biggest
rading power in the world, which has no armed
forces at its disposal but is a major force for peace, can
in future achieve great things from this link, and I also
think that when we meet our colleagues of the Larin
American Conference next week in Bogori we should
present this cooperation agreement as a very useful
example of how we can further democracy and free-
dom.

I am extremely grateful to Mr Seeler for his remark
that it is not for us ro be consrantly interfering in the
internal politics of other counrries but rhar we should
make it our concern to use our good offices in the
world and try to find a basis, by means of more stable
economic conditions, for funhering peace and free-
dom throughout the world.

Against this background we are panicularly glad that
this agreement has gone through with so litde delay
and so unanimously, panicularly as with Spain and
Ponugal our family in the European Community will
shonly be joined by members who have as ir were a

natural role as interpreters to Latin America and who

can work with us to help achieve our joint iim of
improving economic and political condidons.

\7ith this agreemenr the European Community has
also, however, taken a funher straregic step. It has
shown its derermination to diversify its heavy depend-
ence on raw materials - we talk mainly of being
dependent on oil, but the same goes for other raw
materials - and to develop conmcm wirh a counry
which is in a posirion to ease the strain on [he Euro-
pean Community in this respect. That is something
which deserves emphatic supporr, and we should make
it our business to see that the necessary investment is
undenaken.

Mr Louwes made it clear in his report rhat there is as

yet no final solution ro the problem of invesrments and
the protection of invesrments in Brazil. I think the
same goes not just for this one counry bur in general,
and in this connecrion I should like to state on behalf
of my Group thar we supporr the Commission's effons
to draw up a chaner f.or all invescment measures in
countries of the Third Vorld and in the new induscrial
counrries. This has our wholeheaned suppon and we
panicularly welcome the document submitted by the
Commission on this quesrion.

Mr President, like Mr Seeler I am sorry we are hold-
ing a debate roday which is basically too late, that is
too late to give the European Parliament, as [he sover-
eign representative of rhe people of Europe, any
chance of influencing the course and content of rhe
negotiations. Ve know that this is a situarion we
cannot conlinue ro accepr. Today's debate puts the
seal on what is right; we do not, however, as responsi-
ble representarives of our electorate, have any funher
chance of saying ro our friends in Brazil how we
would like rhings to be or what we could do berrer.
Mr Louwes talked abour what could have been done
differently. Vhar this means, Mr President, is that the
only way open to us is to improve the Luns-Vesrenerp
procedure, and I would therefore ask you, Mr Presi-
dent, to inform the Bureau rhar we as responsible
members of the Legal Affairs Committee are abso-
lutely determined to see rhar Parliament is granted the
right ro be involved in shaping the European Commu-
nity's external trade agreemenrs.

My Group, Mr President, would like to raise a funher
point which Mr Louwes was nor able to include in his
report but which, as he made quite clear, he and his
colleagues have considered, i.e. that representatives of
the European Parliament should be able to take parr as

observers, or even as fuil members, in the so-called
cooperation committees. These committees are what
actually gives substance ro these framework agree-
ments. There is a great need for these commitrees to
take a creative and dynamic approach, and ir is very
imponant for expert representatives of the European
Parliament, as members of the corresponding delega-
tions, to have at least rhe opportunity of taking parr in
these cooperation commitrees. This does nor, Mr Pres-
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ident, mean mixing up the executive and the legisla-
rure. '!(i'hat it does mean is that the legislature, in other
words this directly elected European Parliament, must
be given a chance to influence the shape and further
development of these agreements. My Group reserves

the right to raise this matter again in this House and to
ask other Members to join us in this, as we know there
are Members of other groups who also want to move
in this direction and have been considering suitable
initiatives.

Mr President, finally I should like to say that we
cannot support the amendment by Mrs Squarcialupi of
the Communist Group, as it is our view that this must
be dealt with in the Cooperation Committee. It is not a

matter for the Agreement as such but a problem which
can be discussed with the Brazilians in that committee.

In conclusion, Mr President, we value this agreement
as a contribution to stabilizing democracy in Brazil
and stabilizing relations between the European
Communiry and South America. Ve should like once
again to thank Mr Louwes and all those who have
contributed to this report in the Legal Affairs Commit-
tee, as we have hereby finally succeeded in forging a

link with Latin America.

President. - I call Lord O'Hagan to speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.

Lord O'Hagan. - Mr President, I hope you will rap
your gavel very hard if I exceed my time- limit but
please allow me one extra second to congratulate my
compatriot Commissioner Ivor Richard on his first
and characteristically penetrating intervendon in our
debates.

This is a very imponant subject. The Community is

Brazil's largest export market and we, the Members of
the Community, are the largest foreign investors in
Brazil.

I should like, on behalf of my group, to pay tribute to
the persistent and imponant work of Mr Louwes in
bringing forward this repon to the debate.

It is very important that the Member States of the
Community give the Commission a clear mandarc to
negotiate with Brazil on [he same basis as we did
recently with Japan. Ve need a simple position with
clear objectives for all the Member States to back the
Commission in these neBotiations. I am only sorry that
Mr Louwes did not include the five poinm on pages 21

and 22 of this excellent report in the actual memoran-
dum.

Mr President, there is one danger in these debates. '!7e

indulge in too many mutual congratulations. All we
need to say tonight is that this repon is 9n the right
lines. Ve need to make cooperation agreements some-

thing real, not just a formal exercise in themselves.
They must be developed into political reality. Brazil is

importanr to the Community - we are important to
Brazil. Let us have a basis of reciprocity between us

both. I hope Mr Louwes' excellent work will be trans-
lated into full political actuality soon and I hope that
Mr Louwes will not find my compliments rc him and
his excellent and formidable work [oo sugary.

President. - I call Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli of the
Communist and Allies Group.

Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli. - 0 Mr President, we
are in favour of the agreement, which is in line with
the development of relations with Latin America and
therefore with Brazil, which is the chief partner of the
Communiry among Third Vorld countries.

Given this trade poliry position, with which - I
repeat - we agree, and accepting the line taken by
our rapporteur, whom I, too, wish to thank for his
painstaking work, I would like to mention a few things
which perhaps could not be said in the agreement, but
which we as a European Parliament must undoubtedly
bear in mind. In the background there is a Brazilian
realiry which we cannot ignore, and which we must
bear in mind in order to see what can be achieved in
applying the agreement.

Firsdy we would like to mention that the sysrcm of
expon subsidies implemented on a massive scale in
Brazil prevents Brazilian industry from diversifying,
developing and becoming competitive. $7e must real-
ize thar for some products the position is on the verge
of dumping. These are wood, soya, stainless steels and
steel tubes. Secondly, Parliament must be aware, and
keep in mind, that the economy and internal life of
Brazil suffer from two serious handicaps.'The first is

the absence of an agrarian reform, which is very far
from being launched, and this has repercussions, with
which we are all familiar on employment, on urban
development - where I would not hesitate to describe
che position as tragic - and in the expulsion of small
landowners from Amazonia and the Mato Grosso.

The second handicap is the absence of a fiscal reform,
and if this is not carried out Brazil's public debt will
increase. This is one of the factors which most weigh
down the Brazilian economy, as our rapporteur rightly
pointed out.

Thirdly, we do not think that the process of democra-
tization of that country can be so calmly regarded as a
foregone conclusion, Mr President. I would say
frankly to the rapporteur that in our view a mere
mention of social tensions is not enough, because we
are all aware of the social and regional disparities in
that country, and of the repressive measures directed
at trade union activity. Moreover, arrests of trade
union leaders and suppression of strikes are quite
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frequent. '$/e know what working conditions are like
in that country. That is why we are in favour of
Amendment No 2 and take the view that perhaps the
tablers of Amendmenrs Nos 2 and 3 could combine
those amendments, with the spirit of which we entirely
agree.

I would add that, in my view, in the repon itself there
should have been a more explicit reference ro the
tragic unemployment in Brazil. Since we talk about
our very serious employment crisis, I think we should
also admit that the employment crisis in Brazil is really
disastrous. To this mus[ be added the problem of free
movement of persons a principle which is

constantly dispurcd in that counrry. Moreover, no
democrat can fail to be concerned at the news of
attacks against the Church rhere.

I am entirely convinced thar Parliament, in drafting a

repon and approving it, and approving what is in
essence a new and closer relationship with rhe great
country of Brazil, canno[ ignore these aspects, which
concern us all and our consciences as European demo-
crats.

President. - I call Mr Andriessen.

Mr Andriesse n, Member of the Commission. - (NL)
Mr President, I would like to begin by expressing my
appreciation, on behalf of the Commission, for the
excellent work carried out by the Committee on
External Economic Relations and of course in panicu-
lar by its rapporteur, Mr Louwes, in his report on the
conclusion of a framework agreement between the
European Economic Community and the Federative
Republic of Brazil. The fact that the Committee
approved the report unanimously is in ircelf seen by
the Commission as an indication of its quality. I also
echo the view expressed here that it is extremely
imponant for Europe to develop the best possible
trade relations with Brazil, and with Latin America in
general, since this would be of enormous benefit ro
both continents.

The Community is very imponant to Brazil, and vice
versa. In the field of investment in particular consider-
able opponunities are open to the Community in
Brazil. I haye no doubt that this new cooperation
agreement will strengthen existing relations and that
they will be more effective as a result. Of course, the
Commission is willing to comply with the request
made in the resolution that Parliament and its commit-
tees should be supplied with all information needed to
make a continuous and satisfactory assessment of what
is being achieved under the agreement. If the agree-
ment were continuously assessed, this could help to
ensure that it is implemented effectively, for as has
been rightly pointed out, we shall have to work on the
agreement in the future, because cenain sections are

rather vague and need to be reworded more specifi-
cally in concrete cooperation agreements.

I may briefly return to this point in a moment when
discussing the procedure governing international uea-
ties.

Obviously, the Commission notes with approval the
comments concerning contacr between the Parlia-
menrc of both - I would almost say - 'conr.inenrs',
because Brazil can almost be described as a continenr.
As a former parliamentarian I am aware that contact
between parliaments can be very useful - though
honesty compels me to say that this is not always the
case - but they can play a valuable part and can
promote developmenr like those referred to in this
agreement.

I would now like to reply briefly to a number of posi-
tive questions raised by cenain Members. Mr Louwes
and another speaker referred to the problem of ship-
ping. This problem, the significance of which I appre-
ciate, should be the subject of multilateral negotiations
and regulations, and it should be possible to resolve it
in the context of a bilateral agreement of this kind. As
far as the procedure for approving such agreements is
concerned - a point raised by Mr Aerssen, among
others - I have noted his comment that his Group
would be submitting proposals to Parliamen[ on ways
of improving this procedure. I am well aware that
Parliament has already discussed this matter. Natur-
ally, the Commission is eagerly awaiting these propos-
als and is willing to discuss ways of improving institu-
tional procedures with Parliament and the other insti-
tutions. Vhether this should include the panicipation
of Parliament in groups which prepare cooperation
agreements is a point which I think we should discuss
again. The honourable Member has already stated that
he wishes to draw a clear distinction between the exec-
utive and legislative povers. I think we would do well
to discuss the subtle differences between these at a

later stage.

The Commission is of course prepared to enter into
discussions with Parliamenr on general matters of
policy on this issue and on our policy ois-ti-ois Larin
America.

Finally, to turn [o the suggestion concerning the prob-
lem of working conditions in cooperation agreemenr:
Parliament is aware that the Commission has repeat-
edly tried to take account of this problem in inrcrna-
tional agreements. The Lom6 Convention is a case in
point - as Parliament is also aware - but so far the
Commission's effons have not produced the desired
result. In conclusion I would like to express my thanks
for Parliament's conribution rc this imponant topic
and for the way in which it has nckled this problem.

President. - The debate is closed. The motion for a
resoludon and the amendments which have been
tabled will be put to the vote at voting time tomorrow.
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22. Information policy of the Community

President. - The next item is the repon (Doc.
1-596/80), drawn up by Mr Schall on behalf of the
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Informa-
tion and Spon, on the information policy of the Euro-
pean Community, of the Commission of the European
Communities and of the European Parliament.

I callMr Schall.

Mr Schall, rdpporteur. - (D) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, I would first like rc thank you, Mr
President, and all those members present for your
patience and forbearance. I might begin with a quote
from Schiller: Nacbt mu! es sein, anenn Friedlands
Sterne strahlen.

The Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Infor-
mation and Spon set itself an ambitious task in prepar-
ing the own-initiative repon on information policy.
Firstly, the Community's entire information system
was examined and assessed from its origins a few
decades ago to the present day, and an appraisal made
of its present relevance. The purpose was to apply the
Community's many years' experience of developing its
information service in preparing an information policy
which is futuristic and appropriate in view of the
importance of the merging together of Europe.

Such an ambitious task had to be carried out without
fear of political, organizational and informational
considerarions or criticism, where this was felt neces-
sary. Those carrying out the investigations had to be

receptive to new ideas and suggestions.

The repon is based on four fundamental principles,
which form the backbone of the motion for a resolu-
tion.

I shall discuss these principles by way of introduction
to the report and shall not. dwell on the individual
assessments, recommendations and deailed proposals,
as these may be read in the motion for a resolution
and in greater detail in the explanatory starement.

The first and most imponant principle expressed in rhe
report is the conviction that even the besr information
policy cannot turn a half-heaned or even misguided
policy into a sound, futuristic policy which can be
grasped by everyone; on [he other hand, in modern
pluralistic democracy, i1 the presenr technological
consumer society even the best policy is doomed, if
not to failure, then to incomplereness if such a policy
is not made appealing and convincing ro rhe general
public who, in a democracy, are the ultimate rulers. In
other words, a sound policy is a prerequisite, but good
information is the basis on which such a policy can be
applied to the future.

This brings me to the second principle, which deter-
mined the form of the report, its structu're, inner logic
and - for a parliamentary documen[ - its doubtlessly
unusual degree of detail.

Following rhe first direct elections to [he European
Parliament, it should be a fundamental requirement
for each member of Parliament, apan from questions
of political detail and expens' questions, to have an
overall picture of the Community's general informa-
tion poliry. No one depends more on being able to
make his personal and political actions clear, under-
standable and therefore convincing to his fellow citi-
zens than the parliamentarian, who is elected on the
basis of confidence in his ability and judged according
to his success or failure after five years. No member of
Parliament can gain an accurate impression of all the
ramifications and constraints of all fields in which
politics in general play a pan.

Public information on the political effectiveness of the
European Commission as the executive body of the
European Community and on the European Parlia-
ment as the initiadng and progressive agent moving
towards European union and as a supervisory body is

of vital imponance if, as we hope and strive for, the
authority of Parliament as a whole grows along with,
on a more local and personal level, that of its
members.

If there is one political field dealt with by Parliament
for which the motto Tua res agiturhold,s true for each
of its members, then it is information policy.

In line with this principle I tried rc give a very detailed
account of the historical background and present state
of the information services both of the Commission
and of Parliament, weighing up the importance of one
medium against the other and sorting out the impor-
tant from the unimponant. My overall purpose was to
help all members of Parliament, and not only those
concerned with information policy in the Commission
and Parliament, to become more sensitive to the role
of information, its shoncomings and future prospects.

The whole information service of the European
Community is a world-wide organization employing
many hundreds of expens and is a major institution. It
is well-known that large institutions mainly draw on
four kinds of resources, which can operate successfully
if successfully applied. They are the following:

firstly, an organization effecdvely nilored to the aims
and tasks of the institudon;

secondly, the timely and effective use of fesources to
achieve these tasks, in this case the use of appropriare
information media;

thirdly, an appropriate personnel policy, i.e. effecdve
selection, allocation of tasks and staff training;
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founhly, the financial resources needed for the effec-
tiveness of the organizarion, personnel and rhe infor-
mation media needed.

In line with the principle of running an institution rhe
prerequisites already nrenrioned for a successful infor-
mation policy were therefore examined and assessed in
the report. In such an analysis the principles governing
the allocation of tasks among personnel can obviously
be kept fairly brief. Organizational recommendations
and criticisms required more derailed justificarion.
References to the necessary financial resources appear
virtually throughout rhe analysis. The examination of
the information media used hirherto and to be used in
the future must take up mos[ space. The presenr reporr
takes account of these four considerations.

The financial resources needed for information policy
call for special comment.

The most casual glance reveals the discrepancy
betweert the tasks of modern information and advenis-
ing and the financial resources set aside for these. This
is without doubt the most delicate and thorny problem
in the whole iepon, but it lies ar rhe heafl. of any polit-
ical decision which Parliament may take in the future.
True, money can hardly compensate for poor organi-
zation; it is wasrcd if personnel poliry is weak and
cannot improve the effectiveness of mischosen infor-
mation media. On the other hand, theoretically opri-
mum tasks, effective organization, personnel policy
and use of information media can never achieve their
full potential without the funds required in keeping
with the political significance and necessary scope of
modern information systems. l7ithout adequate finan-
cial resources they are doomed to failure from rhe
outset. The most important political decision which
this repon requires Parliament to take is that it should
recognize this fact and act accordingly in the future.
For in basically recognizing this fact Parliament will
have to decide whether it really wants to change rhe
public's widely acknowledged lack of awareness of the
merging together of Europe, or whether it will
continue to be content with complaining, without
having the courage co do anything about it.

As far as the information media and the detailed
analysis, assessment and recommendations made in the
report are concerned, we have to adopt a scale of
priorities. \(/hat is essential to the achievemen[ of our
objectives, and what is merely desirable? The desira-
ble, as we ail know, can never be complercly attained.
So it is all the more imponant for us to distinguish
between the necessary and the desirable. The repon
therefore contains the bulk of the material ro be
analysed and the majority of the recommendations,
and allows ample scope for specific evaluations and
new proposals.

Lastly, I would like to mention a fourth principle
which has radically influenced both the form and

content of the report, namely the separate treatment of
the information policies of the Commission and of
Parliamenr.

The preamble to the motion for a resolution and the
introduction to the explanatory statement take full
account of this principle. Although their tasks differ,
the ultimate aims of both institutions, namely to pro-
vide political information and promote a united
Europe, are [he same. But even this House is divided
on this point. For the repon is founded on the deter-
mination to support European union on the basis of
the Rome Treaties and to help develop this further
using the modern techniques of information and pub-
licity.

Those who are half-heaned or even hostile towards
Europe will certainly object to many aspects of the
report, which may even be used as a test of dedication
to the European cause. In addidon to the necessary
factual information for the citizens of Europe and
their information disseminators and lobby groups, a

quite deliberate attempt is made in many pans of rhe
report to make an emotional appeal. People who 20
years ago were fascinated by the idea of a united
Europe should once again come to feel and recognize
that the time is ripe for endowing Europe's greatness
and economic influence with a definitive political form
necessary to ensure that in future we live in peace and
cooperation with all nations. The repon should there-
fore also stimulate a rebirth of information policy and
not be a mere factual description the value of which is

soon forgotren in everyday political life.

In the closing section o[ the motion for a resolution it
is recommended that in future annual reports should
be submitted to the Commission and the Directorate-
General for Information of the Parliament to monitor
the implementation of the repon and that the execu-
tive and legislative authorities should joindy ensure
that the necessary progress is being made in informa-
tion policy. Parliament's task is therefore to continue
to perform its statutory monitoring functions while
constantly striving to improve the policy.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, having outlined
the four major principles on which this repon is

founded, I attach particular significance to the fact
that the report was accepted unanimously by the
committee, irrespective of the differing political views
of its members. On behalf of the entire committee I
would like at this point to extend my warmes[ thanks
to our ihairman, Mr Pedini, for his wide experience,
skill and patience with which he directed the drafting
of the report and the many technical discussions right
up to the final meeting.

'!(hen drafting the final version of the repon it was
possible to accommodate the ideas and wishes of
members of the most widely differing political groups
in a spirit of mutual understanding and compromise
without eliminating any awkward points which had
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been deliberately included. Again, as rapponeur, I
would like to extend my sincere thanlss to my fellow
committee members, regardless of their political affi-
liations, for their consistently positive criticism and for
numerous suggestions which have been included in the
report and which will be the subject of numerous
motions for amendment.

The committee's unanimous acceptance of the report
prompts us to hope that, in keeping with the impon-
ance of the Community's information poliry and the
need to strike out in new directions, the repon will
mee[ the approval of as many members of this House
as possible.

President. - I call Mr Naali.

Mr Natali, Member of the Commission. - 
(I) Mr

President, I regard it as a happy coincidence that,
having taken over the responsibility for Commission
information policy only a few days ago, I should see

on this dark night a star shining in the form of the
Schall Repon - a weighty report which has been

presented this evening competently, passionately and,
I would even say, lyrically.

My speech will be extremely brief and concise, panly
because, as the rapponeur righdy stressed, both he

and the Commission intend this report, I would say, to
be the beginning of a new life. Perhaps after that
quotation from Schiller, I may be allowed to quote
something in Latin: 'Incipit vita nova'. But, clearly, a

new life must also take account of past experiences
and of a series of activities which are bound to be the

object of srudy and debate.

I would like ro 3ay at once that I hope - 
and I have

already informed the chairman of the committee, Mr
Pedini, to whom I address my Breetings - 

to have a

meeting as soon as possible with the parliamentary
committee to discuss matters in an even more specific
way, in order to study together the means by which
our common objectives can be achieved.

Indeed, we are faced with a considerable problem 
-how can an ever closer union among the European

peoples be brought about without involving in it the
individual citizens of the ten countries of the Commu-
nity?

Undoubtedly, the election of Parliament by universal
suffrage was a very significant milestone, but I think
we are all aware that we still have a tremendous
amounr to do together in order to make Europe more
tangible, more human and closer to everyday life. This
Europe may sometimes appear to be the result of
necessiry, but it must also be seen to be the result of a

great ambition and a great hope.

The Commission's aims in information policy seek to
meer rwo requirements 

- 
that of the daily nsk, linked

to Community activity, of communicating information
to our fellow-citizens through all the channels now
available, and that of creating and developing a real
European awareness, without which it would be diffi-
cult, if not impossible, for us to make European inte-
gration progress.

At this point I would like to tell you that our intention
is to pursue these two aims, which together form the
basic objective which we must. try to achieve, making
improvements where that is possible, and launching
new initiatives when the occasion arises. This report is

also extremely important because of the detailed work
which has gone into it.

I would like to say at once that for my part I shall take
account of a number of suggestions which have been
made, and I also undenake to implement a number of
ideas with regard to internal organization, which as

you know is the Commission's responsibiliry, and to
which I intend to devote my attention.

Of course, in this first debate I cannot go into details,
and in any case I do not think it is even the wish of
Parliament to tackle the specific and demiled aspects

of information policy, organizational structure and
future modalities.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, it is not by chance
rhat the motion for a resolution proposes the creation
of a study group to tackle and debate these problems.
This is a suggestion which we can assess, although I
must say that before it can be implemented it will
probably need funher investigation, in order to cover
in addition the legal and institutional problems which
may arise.

I also wish ro say rhat I find panicularly interesting the
suggestion that the Commission's information services

should be more strongly represented in Parliament,
above all during the parliamentary part-sessions.

However, I am not in a position to give my agreement
now to an amendment proposing nothing less than the
creation of a permanent office at the place where the
parliamentary part-sessions are held. I cannot at the
moment accept the creation of permanent structures,
partly for financial reasons, panly for staffing reasons,
but also for reasons related to cenain debates at which
we q/ere present and about which I think we shall have
to think quite a bit.

Mr Schall spoke of four principles. I would like to tell
Mr Schall that I agree on the principles. For my part,
ar rhis srage, I wish rc say only one thing - rhat in
deciding on the type of organization which we must
strengthen or create, I shall follow above all the crite-
rion of efficiency and productivity. All of us here have
criticized the problems which have arisen in respect of
finance and saffing. '!fle cannot ignore one fact 

-
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that we have a budget which has been approved and
which the Commission will implement - as Mr Thorn
has stated. The budget is there. Ve can work with an

eye to future budgets, but at this moment our duty is

not so much to criticize what has happened as to
ensure that we make better use of the means at our
disposal.

I should also say, with regard to the work of the
Commission, that we must be very careful not to make
a clear distinction between the service dealing specifi-
cally with current news and the general information
service. Both of them are useful. Current news gives
people immediate knowledge of decisions that are
taken, but it would not make sense unless it were
placed in a political context, involving questions of
why and how certain decisions are taken and how they
are implemented.

So, when all is said and done, information policy
cannot tolerate a split between curren[ news on the
one hand and the further development of opinion
forming and information activities on the other.

I would also say that I read with interest the pan of
the Schall Repon relating to the European Parlia-
ment's information services.

It is not within my province to speak on this specific
subject, except. to say tha[ the repon makes a very
clear distinction between the tasks of the Commission
services and those of the Parliament services, just as on
the orher hand, it stresses the need for cooperation
between those services without prejudice to the
specific responsibilities of both. It has been rightly said
here that the information services of both institutions
are working to a common end. I would like to assure
Parliament that I am convinced of the need for coordi-
nation and liaison. For my part, I have a very favour-
able memory of the work of the Commission and
Parliament information services during the election
campaign for the European Parliament. I had the
honour at that time to be in charge of this matter in
the Commission, and I can say that we succeeded in
ensuring that the two services cooperated to a single
end, while acknowledging their separate tasks, respon-
sibilities and management.

Finally, I agree with that part of the Schall Repon
which stresses the need to pick out the priority sectors.
I shall mention three in particular-workers, women and
young people. Indeed, where is the future to be found
if not in our young people?

'\U7e should to everything possible to increase the
means available for action in the sector of schools,
secondary education and higher education. Mr Presi-
dent, ladies and gentlemen, we must. jointly prepare to
hand over the reins when the time comes to the next
generation, so [hat our children and grandchildren will
not be able to turn to us one day and ask us why we
failed to put into practice one of the most revolution-

ary ideas of this century - the idea proclaimed by
Robert Schuman on 9 May 1950.

President. - In view of the late hour and the number
of Members who are still down to speak, I propose
that the debate be adjourned until tomorrow.

I call Mr Kavanagh on a point of order.

Mr Kavanagh. - Mr President, do I understand that
the Schall report is being postponed until Friday? Do I
understand that you are postponing the debate on the
report until Friday? Some of us have been here since 8

o'clock this morning traiting to continue this debate
and it is rather unfortunate that this may not take
place now until sometime in the afternoon tomorrow.
I believe we should look at our working programme so

as to ensure that items that are accepted on the agenda
in the morning are continued until they are finished.

President. - You are perfectly right, Mr Kavanagh. I
have done my utmost to ensure that our proceedings
went as smoothly as possible. Unfortunately, it is now
past midnight as a result of the repon by Mr Schall
and Mr Natali's speech, even though it was only shon.

Although the snff are willing Lo carry on, I should in
any case have to interrupt the proceedings shonly on
account of the numbers down to speak. I think the
bes[ course would be to adjourn the debate until
tomorrow, after the votes on urgency. Ve could hear
no more than two or three speakers tonighl

I call Mr Pedini.

Mr Pedini, Chairman of the Committee on Youtb,
Cuhure, Educatioq Information and Sport. - (I) |
think your proposal is acceptable, Mr President, if the
smff are kind enough to wait for a few more minutes
so that a number of speakers can say a few words.

\7hat I should like to ask is that the debate be contin-
ued tomorrow immediately after the necessary busi-
ness - which I believe consists of decisions on
urgency and voting - unless we manage to cram every-
thing into this evening's debate.

President. - That is precisely what I suggested, Mr
Pedini.

I call Mr Kavanagh to speak on behalf of the Socialist
Group.

Mr Kavanagh. - Mr President, I will endeavour to
be as brief as possible. Can I say on behalf of the
Socialist Group that we believe very strongly in the
need for an open outgoing information policy. Citi-
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zens of the Community must have available to rhem all
the necessary knowledge and information about the
Community, its failure and ir crises as well as its
successes, given the ever-increasing role it plays in
their lives and the influence it has over the evolution of
poliry at national level. They must be able to see

clearly how we, their elected representatives in the
European Parliament, are fulfilling our mandates in
their interests.

'!fle believe that rhe information about the Community
must be given in other countries, in view of the role
and the poten[ial of the Community as a force for
peace and smbility.

Mr Schall's report is a very useful basis for the begin-
ning of an ongoing debate on information policies of
both the Commission and Parliament and it makes
very many useful suggestions. Many of these must be

taken up and discussed in greater deail within the
framework of the working Broup proposed in the
report. Funher we believe the committee should draw
up, on a regular basis, a report on the Commission's
annual information programme.

\7e suppon the Schall repon in p.in.ipt.. However,
we have tabled some amendments taking up some of
the points we made in committee where we feel they
were not fully understood on that occasion. I cannot
go into the report or the amendments, as you have
suggested, but I would suggest that, if these amend-
ments are acceptable to us then the Socialist Group
can indeed vore in favour of the Schall report.

Comprehensive cooperation between the information
services and the equivalent services of political groups
is a funher point we believe must be developed, and
we have also introduced an amendment to this effect.
Ve also wanted to underline the need for an exsension
and deepening of the information programme for
groups of visitors. I also believe that a re-examination
of the subsidies available for such Broups is urgently
needed. There has been no increase in these amounts
fcir several years now. This makes it almost impossible
for ordinary people from countries like my own to
make visits rc the Parliament. Indeed, the budgetary
situation in the information field is very serious and
'we are aware that many of the basic plans we make for
actions we regard as essential simply cannot be carried
out because of lack of cash and smff. .!7'e 

must
seriously examine this situation in the coming year,
both in the context of discussions on information
poliry and in the budgetary framework and ensure
that the necessary policies, infrastructure and monies
are available to facilitate the work of our services and
those of the journalists who cover our work.

I do not think I can be any briefer than that, Mr Presi-
dent, in covering this repon, and I thank you for
allowing me to speak at this late hour.

President. - I call Mr Brok to speak on behalf of the
European People's Pany (Christian-Democratic
Group).

Mr Brok. - (D) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
stars have already been mentioned, and I think it is

perhaps a good omen for this work that the Vice-Pres-
ident, Mr Natali, has spoken to us for the first dme
today on information policy; after all, he was also
responsible for information at the time of the signing
of the Rome Treaties in 1957. That great victory for
Europe is perhaps a good precedent for us.

I should like to add my suppon to the views expressed
by Mr Schall in his report and in his speech. I believe
that the European Community and in panicular the
European Parliament are on trial in the public mind
and that this repon on the Community's information
policy provides us with an opportunity to examine
'ourselves critically and make any changes that may be

necessary.

The changeover to direct elections meant [ha[ the
European Parliament was faced with two duties: first
of all to exert an influence on the democratic develop-
ment of the European Community, and secondly, as

directly elected members, to communicate with the
electorate and make it clear to the citizens of the
Communiry thar this is a Europe concerned with
people and not just a Europe of bureaucrats, vetos and
complicated market rules. In my view we have not yet
gone far enough towards fulfilling this second duty;
indeed the mere fact that we are discussing this repon,
which has aroused the attention of many.journalists, at
rhis time of rhe night, is proof that we have not yet

r learnt how to fulfil it.

The Schall repon and the various amendments suggest
ways of improving rhe situation, firstly with regard to
the organization of the European Parliament and the
Commission - amongst other things by facilitating
the work of journalists. I am thinking of such impor-
tant details as providing journalists with decent work-
ing conditions in this building or seeing to it that tele-
vision crews no longer have to allow time in their
schedules for a possible two-hour wait at the border
when they are bringing in film material - this is also a
usk which we must tackle at some point.

'S7e must also examine the European Parliament's own
image and working methods critically from the angle
of public relations, and see to what extent the Euro-
pean Parliament's contacts with citizens have been
improved by the activities of the external offices and
the hosting of groups of visitors.

I think a few illustrations are called for here, for
example on the topic of the hosting of visiting groups.
The groups of visitors who arrive with high expecra-
tioqs at the European Parliament, spend an hour
sitting in the gallery, and are finally fobbed off with a
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one-hour discussion, usually rerurn home disappoinrcd
and are then lost as propagarors of the European idea.
For this reason I believe that we must substantially
improve the informacion conrenr of guided rours for
visitors. For example we musr ensure that we at rhe
European Parliamenr are represenred both in Brussels
when visitors are shown round the Commission and
also here in Strasbourg between pan-sessions, so rhar
visitors do not get the impression that rhis European
Chamber belongs solely to rhe Council of Europe and
that we are not presen[ here ar all.

Thirdly, in my view there is a need for joint European
Parliament/Commission/Press working panies, for a
sub-committee on informarion within' the appropriate
Parliament Commirtee, and also for improved conracts
with the Press in the Member Srates and the setring-up
of a suitable information service to facilitate the work
of correspondents a[ the European Parliament.

Founhly, I should like to poinr our rhar whether ciri-
zens receive a favourable impression of rhis Europe is

also related ro the quesr.ion of Parliamenr's locarion;
we mus[ succeed in arriving at a fair but clear solution
which is acceptable rc all.

Fifthly, Parliament's public relations must also be
geared to fact that we must concentrare on the most
important topics and make this fact clear to the public.
Parliament must not fall into the error of becoming
tied up in isolated issues and lose sight of its prime
dury of expressing the political will to create European
unity.

This Parliament is called upon ro make it clear to the
people, through the communicarion which I men-
tioned, that Europe is pursuing a course of freedom,
peace and social .iustice, and indeed I am not always
sure thar this goal remaihs at all visible with Parlia-
ment's overcrowded agenda. The facr thar a Parlia-
ment is peacefully engaged in solving conflicts
between States and citizens in Europe represents for
me a great srcp forward compared to rhe methods
used for solving conflicm in Europe in the past and
which are still used in some orher parrs of the world.
For this reason we need ro improve rhe situation and
make this clear ro the people of Europe. '

To conclude, I should like to say tha[ when we are
speaking of public relations we must make it very clear
that this is not just a technical marrer bur thar ir is also

-related to the political will of this House. '!7e must
make it clear that the European Parliament cannot be
the vanguard or rearguard of any national pany politi-
cal struggles, that this Parliament cannor waste its time
on urgent motions tabled by Members who are
prepared to abuse the system to satisfy a craving for
local or ideological success. Ve must make it clear that
Parliament cannot present a responsible image to the
public as long as we have unworkable rules of proce-
dure, rules of procedure which are manipulated by

those who reject the European idea, who use rhese
defective rules to ensure tha[ the public do not receive
an impression of radonal progress by Parliament or by
Europe as a whole and thereby disillusion citizens with
Europe. Funhermore rhe European Parliament agenda
must in future take the work of the media inr.o account
so that the topics which are rc be broughr ro rhe
public's notice are dealt with at suitable times and can
be broadcast as required by the press or by television
and radio networks. The very best information policy
is of absolutely no use if it is not backed up by a good
Parliamentary record on pracrical issues. But may I
conclude also by saying that in addidon to self-criti-
cism, an appeal musr also be made to journalists. The
construction of Europe is an immense task and we will
not succeed in this task merely by cynically highlight-
ing the inadequacies and defects which undoubtedly
exist, but also by stating that we are open to criticism,
that, we welcome commenrs on Europe's. That is the
msk of the founh estate, bu[ we musr also make it
clear that we wanr ro work towards improving rhe
situation by panicipating in a joint dialogue with
people's represen[a[ives and with the representatives of
this founh esmte, thereby demonstraring that we are
jointly responsible for freedom, peace and social
justice in Europe.

President. - I call Mr Hurton ro speak on behalf of
the European Democraric Group.

Mr Hutton. - M"y I thank rhe saff for indulging
the Members of the Parliamenr on rhis debate.

Mr President, is this not a classic example of how this
Parliament manages to make a complete mess of im
information? This subject is one of rhe most imponanr
to this Parliament, but just look ar rhe lime ar which
we are debating itl There is no one from the press
here. I could just count the number of specrators here
on one hand, and there are precious few Members.
Now I do not think that is because the Members of
this House are nor interested in seeing the people of
Europe better informed about rheir Parliamenr, but it.

is a perfectly crazy Lime of the day to hold a debate on
an important subject. It is almosr as rhough we wanred
to be a secret society. General Schall has done us the
honour of producing a mosr importanr document on
how we can make the people of Europe very much
better aware of our work and of our very exisrcnce.
The people of Europe have sent us here and they
deserve to know what we are doing on their behalf,
but here we are behaving as though we were ashamed
to be seen and heard.

You might say that by doing nothing, by saying
nothing and by keeping our heads down no one will
criticize us and that means that nobody is against us.
That appears, I am sorry to say, to be the view that
Parliament's information services have been taking,
but it is not a view that I can take as a Member of this
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House. I want people to know what we are doing
here, and if we do not speak up in this Parliament,
indeed if we do not shout out in rhis Parliament and
make our voice heard, the people of Europe will only
hear the voices of the Commission and the Council.
'S7'e are sent here as the democratic check upon these
institutions, and if our vo[ers never hear from us, they
may reasonably conclude that we are not doing the job
we have been sent here to do and they may just as

easily send us packing at the next election.

Mr President, I do not think that the institutions -rhe Commission as well as the Parliament 
- 

realize
what a valuable asset they have in the Members of this
Parliament. There are 434 of us, who are extremely
valuable in spreading information right down to the
grass roots, to the local levels all over the Community:
the institutions really must help us and give us every
assistance rc do this job well.

I have tabled an amendment pointing out the value of
the Members, and I vrant [o move that amendment as

well as the others in my name. I also want to underline
briefly the amendment I have mbled asking for infor-
mation to be computerized. The example I have
suggested is the progress of legislation through the
institutions so rhat it is easily and quickly available all
over the Community. The technology of communica-
tions is one of the fastest-moving areas of society and
it would be to the shame of this House if we could not
keep up with it.

There is a lot we can do to improve the way we talk to
the people we represent. There are problems like the
cost of television circuits; there are problems here in
the Parliament in getting around to appointing the
people we need to run the very expensive television
equipment which we have bought, but there are things
that we can do now to push the material we produce
into the hands of the people who need it most. And I
believe most strongly that we have got to get our
material into the hands of people like teachers, into
places like schools and colleges and public libraries.
There really is no point ih churning out material if we
do not get it around rhe Community.

Mr President, I want to congratulate General Schall
on his enormous effort in producing this repon. I hope
the House will adopt the repon as rhe srarring poinr
for a rapid and tangible improvement in the way this
Parliament in panicular, and the Commission too,
speak out to the people of Europe.

President. 
- I call Mr Parterson on a point of order.

Mr Patterson. 
- Mr President, I return to the

subject Mr Pedini raised earlier on, rhe quesrion of
when this debate will continue. I understood you ro
say that it would continue tomorroy/ morning afrcr the
votes on urgent procedure but before the debates on

rhese items. If this is the case I am very grateful, but it
is a break with precedent, and so I am anxious to hear
you confirm that and have it recorded in the report of
proceedings.

President. - Mr Patterson, the Rules of Procedure
stipulate that requests for urgency have priority. I said

- and Mr Pedini concurred - that the debate would
be continued first thing after the votes tomorrow. The
debate is of the utmost interest and no one can accuse
the Bureau of underestimadng its imponance. I myself
was given the msk by the Bureau of following this
particular matter.

All those who are sdll hgre can rest assured that the
Bureau has the same intentions as those expressed by
the speakers. !7e are delighted that responsibility has

been given to someone with the vigorous approach of
Mr Natali. He can be sure that we shall work
rogether, in close fashion, so that in the end the image
of this Parliament - which after all reflects the image
of Europe - is as clear as the famous stars in Schiller's
night sky that we heard abour

In spite of the disappointment we all feel because of
the lack of a big audience, y/e can really say that the
will is there and that we really are now startin9 a oita
noo4 if I may repeat the Commissioner's shon Latin
phrase.

23. Urgentprocedure

President. 
- 

I have received four motions for resolu-
tions with request for urgent debate pursuant to Rule
14 of the Rules of Procedure:

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l-807180) by Mr Seeler
and others (S) on the Community fisheries policy;

- motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-8 I a/80) by Mr Helms
and others (EPP-CD), Mr Maher and orhers (L) and
Mr Battersby and others on fisheries poliry;

- modon for a resoludon (Doc. l-810/80) by Mrs Bose-
rup and others on the violation of human rights and
freedoms in Greece;

- motion for a resolution (Doc. l-821/80) by Mr
Glinne (S), Mr Klepsch (EPP-CD), Mr Fergusson
(ED) and Mr Haagerup (L) on the Community's
cooperation with Chad, in the framework of the Lom6
Convention, following the 'merger' between Libya
and Chad.

The reasons supponing these requests for urgent
procedure are contained in the documents themselves.

The vote on rhese requesrs will take place at rhe begin-
ning of [omorrow's sitting.

I call Lady Elles.
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Lady Elles. - On a point of order, Mr President. \fle
do not have the texts of the first two motions on which
you declared there would be a vote on urgency tomor-
row morning. I understood it was now the practice of
the House to have these documenm in circulation for
at least 24 hours beforehand so that Members could at
least see their contents. '$fle have seen the one on Chad
earlier this morning, which is now being presented by
Mr Glinne and others, but the other two we have not
seen. I would therefore request that they should not be

voted on tomorrow morning and should be postponed.

President. - I was just making an announcement.
\7e have reason to believe, however, that the docu-
ments will be ready during the night.

24. Agendafor next sitting

President. - The next sitting will take place tomor-
row, Friday, l6January 1981, with the following
agenda:

9 a.m.:

- decision on urgency

- appointment of Greek Members to committees

- regulation concerning the market in cereals and a

motion for a resolution

- sensinu2ll6n of the debate on the Schall repon on the
information policy of the Community

- interim report by Mrs Pruvot on cultural workers

- Prag report on linking work and training for young
persons in the Community

Votes

9 a.m.:

vote on requests for urgent procedure

10.30 a.m.:

vote on motions for resolutions on which the debate has

closed

afer 10.30 a.m.:

a vorc wi[[ be taken after the closure of each debate

The sitting is closed.

(Tbe sitting ans closed at 12.30 a.m.)
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Mr Von der Vring; Mr Gautier
Explanation of oote: Mr Marshall
o Seeler et al. motion for a resolution (Doc.

1 -8 0 7/8 0) : Community fis herie s po liry :
Adoption of the resolution
c Helms et al. motion for a resolution (Doc.

1 -8 1 4/80) : Community fisberies poliq
Procedural motion: Mr Marsball
Adoption of the resolution
o Glinne er al. motionfor a resolution (Doc.

1-821/80): 'Unification' of Libya and
Chad:

Explanations of oote: Mr Glinne; Mr Isradl;
Mr Habsburg

Adoption of the resolution 286
o tValz report (Doc. 1-696/80): Energy

produc tion ( soft t e chno log ie s ) :

Mrs V/'alz, rapporteur 287

Adoption of tbe resolution 287

c Carossino report (Doc. 1-708/80): Ship-
ping safety and pollution preoention:

Mr Carossino, rapporteur 287

Adoption of the resolution 288
. Maij-\il'eggen report (Doc. 1-709/80):

Marine pollution:
Adoption of the resolution 288
o Maij-lV'eggen report (Doc. l-473-80):

Preoention of disasters during oil and gas

extraction:

Mr Beumer, deputy rapporteur

Explanation of oote: Mr Muntingh
Adoption of the resolution
. Spaah report (Doc. 1-467/80):

pollution:
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284

285

285

285

286

286

Market in cereak - Proposal for a Council
regulation (Doc. 1-701/80) and notion for a

resolution b M, Gautier and others (Doc.
1 -8 1 3/80):
Sir Henry Plumb, chairman of the Committee
on Agriculture; Mr Gautier; Mr Dalsass; Mr
Sutra; Mr Prooan; Mr Andriessen (Commis-
sion); Mr Pranchire; Mr Curry; Mr Louwes
(L); Mrs Cresson; Mr Andriessen; Mr
Remilly 274

Cornmunity fisheries policy - Motions for
resolutions by Mr Seeler and others (S) (Doc.
1-80V/80) and by Mr Helms and others
(EPP), Mr Maher and otbers (L) and Mr
Battersby and otbers (Doc. 1-814/80):

Mr Seeler, author of a motion; Mr Helms,
author of a motion 279

280Mr Andries sen ( Commis sion)

'Unification' of Libya and Chad - Motion
for a resolution by Mr Glinne (S) Mr
Klepsch (EPP), Mr Fergusson (ED) und Mr
Haagerup (L) (Doc. 1-821/80):

Mr Andriessen ( Commission )

Community information policy - Report by
Mr Scball (Doc. 1-595/80) (contd):

Mrs Pruoot (L); Mr Shootnand; Mr
Scbutencke; Mr Bangemann; Mr Patterson
(ED)
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. 288

. 288
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Mr Collins, deputy rapporteur

Mr Baillot
Explanation of oote: Mrs Dehher

Adoption of the resolution
o Alber report (Doc. 1-550/80): Research

and deoelopment in the field of the enoi-
ronment:

Adoption of the resolution
o Combe report (Doc. 1-729/80): Maximum

leoek for pesticide residues:

Mr Combe, rapporter.r

Adoption of the resolution
. Hooper report (Doc. 1-5)9/80): Recooery

and reuse of waste paper and board:

Amendments to tbe proposal for a recommen-
dation:
Miss Hooper, rdpporteur

Consideration of tbe motion for a resolution:

Miss Hooper

Adoption of the resolution
o Van den Heuoel report (Doc. 1-693/80):

Human rights in Uruguay:

Procedural motion: Mr Habsburg

Mrs Van den Heuoel, rapporter,tr

Mr Fergusson; Mrs Van den Heuvel
Explanations of oote: Mr Lomaq Mr Forth
Procedural motion: Mr Hord; Lady Elles
o Delatte report (Doc. 1-792/80): Isoglu-

cose:

Procedural motion: Mr Curry
c Louwes report (Doc. 1-529/80): Frame-

work agreement for cooperation betuteen
the EEC and Brazil:

Mr Louvtes, rapporteur

Mrs Baduel Glorioso; Mr Louwes

Adoption of the resolution

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

Membership of Parliarnent

Community information poliq, - Report by
Mr Schall (Doc. 1-595/80) (contd):

Mrs Gaotti de Biase; Mr Martin; Mrs Lenz;
Mr Pedini, chairman of the Committee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and
Sport

Consideration of the motion jor a resolution:

Mr Schall, rapporteur

Adoption of the resolution

Social situation of cultural utorkers
Interim report by Mrs Pru,uot (Committee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and
Sport) (Doc. I -5 58/80) :

Mrs Pruoot, rapporteur

Mr Scbwencke (S); Mr Pedini, chairman of
the Committee on Youtb, Culture, Educa-
tion, Information and Sport; Mr Hahn
(EPP); Mr Hutton (ED); Mr Estgen; Mr
Andriessen ( Commis sion)

Consideration of the motionfor a resolution:

Mrs Prupot

Adoption of the resolution

15. Linking work and training for young persons
in the Community - Report by Mr Prag
(Committec on Social Affairs and Employ-
ment) (Doc. 1-a60/80):

Mr Prag rapporteur

Mr Boyes

Datesfor the next part-session

Approoal of the minutes

Adjournment of the session

1. Approoal of the minutes

President. - The minures of proceedings
yesterday's sitting have been distributed.

Are there any comments?

The minutes of proceedings are approved.
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(The sitting opened at 9 a.m.)

President. - The sitting is open.
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2. Documents receioed

President. - I have received various documents.r

3. Petitions

President. - I have received various petitions.l

4. Membership of committees

President. - I have received from the Group of
European Progressive Democrats a request for the
appointment of Mr Vi6 to the Legal Affairs
Committee in place of Mr Geronimi.

Are there any objections?

The appointment is ratified.

5. Decision on urgent procedure

President. - The next irem is the decision on various
requests for urgent debate.

The first two reques[s concern motions for resolutions
on the Communities' fisheries policy:

- by Mr Seeler and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group (Doc. 1-807/80), and

- by Mr Helms and others, on behalf of the Group of
the European People's Party (CD), Mr Maher and
others, on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, and Mr Battersby and others (Doc. 1-814/
80).

Since these two motions are on the same subject, I
propose that the [wo requests for urgent debate be
decided on by a single vote.

( Parliament decided for urgent procedure )

These motions for resolutions will accordingly be
placed on today's agenda.

'!7e come to the motion for a resolution by Mrs
Boserup and others, on human rights in Greece (Doc.
I -8 1 0/80).

I callLady Elles.

Lady Elles. - Mr President, as you will know, I have

raised this matter before in this House and it was

decided by the Bureau of Parliament that such
requests for urgent procedure should not be voted on
until they have been at least 24 hours before Parlia-
ment. This document was reponed last night at 00.30
a.m. by the Chair, which was the first time that we had
heard of it. \7e have already had one instance in this
House this week of an attack on the behaviour of the
Greek Government, and it was tonlly unfounded. It is

quite impossible to find out if there are more lies being
rold in this House. I therefore demand that this
request not be voted on [his time but taken next month
if the authors of this motion for a resolution dare to
put this kind of motion before this House again. It
should not be voted on until it has been 24 hours in
circulation for Members to verify the veracity of the

contents of the motion.

(Applause from the European Democratic Group)

President. 
- 

Lady Elles, I think your point is

extremely reasonable, but I have to ask the authors
whether they agree to our dealing with their request
for urgent procedure on the Monday of the next part-
sesslon.

I call Mr Arndt.

Mr Arndt. - 
(D) Mr President, I should be very

grateful if this were possible. Ve have also prepared a

motion with request for urgent procedure on this
question, and it would be well if we could vote on it
immediately on Monday. Then it could be dealt with
as the first motion under urgent procedure on Friday.

Because of the length of today's agenda, the motion
would be dealt with last, and we should not have
enough time to consider this important problem
thoroughly.

I therefore welcome this suggesdon, and at the same

time I would like to announce that my group will
present a motion with request for urgent debate at the
next pan-session.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Chambeiron.

Mr Chambeiron! - 
(F) Mr President, I don't under-

stand Landy Elles' arguments at all. That rule exists
only in Lady Elles' mind, and I have never seen it
invoked in this Assembly. Mr President, I ask you to
put our reques[ for urgent debate on this motion for a

resolution to the vote. l7hether or not our Conserva-
tive friends approve of the substance of the resolution
is irrelevant: we must have a vote. \7hen you wan[ a

decision on your own motions for resolutions, because
this suirs your plans, you Bet them put to the vote. \[e
also ask that this be done: there is no reason, Mr Pres-I See the minutes of this sitting.
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ident, why you should nor pur to the vote rhe requesr
for urgent debate on the motion for a resolution
presented by Mrs Boserup and her associates.

(Parliament decided against urgent procedure)

President. 
- 

\ilfle proceed to the morion for a resolu-
tion tabled by Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialist
Group, Mr Klepsch on behalf of the European
People's Party (CD), Mr Fergusson on behalf of the
European Democratic Group and Mr Haagerup on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, on rhe
'unification' of Libya and Chad (Doc. 1-821/80).

I call Mr Martrn.

Mr Martin. 
- 

(F) Mr Presidenr, for our parr, we
have always denounced polrtical inrerference by the
Community in the internal affairs of other countries. It
is now evident once again that the majoriry in this
Assembly, which represents the politrcal groups in
power in the various Member Srates of the Commu-
nity, wants to become involved in matters which
concern the States of Africa. This rs all rhe more scan-
dalous in that the pretexr for such acrion is rhat rhese
countnes 

- Chad in this case 
- 

are members of rhe
Lom6 Convention. Isn'r it obvious rhat, for these polir-
ical groups who are signatories of the resolution, the
Lom6 Convention is a means of maintarning a

neo-colonial relationship with the young Afrrcan
nations? This is unacceptable. Ve strongly reaffirm
our desire to respect. [he soverergnty and independence
of these natrons and ro esrablish a productive coopera-
tion based on equality and mutual inrerest. For rhese
reasons, we shall vote agalnst. the request for urgent
debate.

President. 
- I call Ladv Elles.

Lady Elles. 
- 

I am speaking, Mr Presrdent, rn favour
of this request for urgenr procedure. It is always
amazing how many people do not want. to inrerfere in
States when things go therr way. Bur Chad after all, in
case the opposite srde of the House is not aware, has
financial, commercial and political relations with the
Communrty, and developments in the internal affairs
of Chad are very much the concern of this House rf
we are to maintain the links whrch exrst through the
Lom6 Conventron, which is surely a matter for urgent
consideration by the Community. And therefore, Mr
President, I would reques[ the ]{ouse to vote for
urgent procedure on a matter which concerns not only
this House but the whole Community in its relations
with the States of Africa and members of the Lom6
Convention.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Glinne ro speak on behalf of
the Socialist Group.

Mr Glinne. - 
(F) Mr President, urgenI procedure is

justified in the text itself, which is very explicit. I
would add that in a few weeks' time the EEC-ACP
,1oint committee will be meeting in Sierra Leone, and ir
is important that we should arrive at this meeting
armed wrth a parliamentary vote on this matter.

(Parliament decided for urgent procedure)

President. 
- 

This rtem will accordingly be placed on
today's agen-da.

6. Appointment of Greek Members to commtttees

President. 
- 

The nexr item is the appointment of
Greek Members to rhe committees of the European
Parlrament.

The list of nominatrons drawn up by rhe Bureau has
been distributed. T-hrs Iist corresponds to the number
of vacancies to be frlled.

Are there any objectrons?

These appointments are ratifred I

7 Market m cereals

President. 
- The next item comprises:

- 
the proposal from the Commission to the Council
(Doc. l-701/80) for

a regulation amendrng Regulatron (EEC) No 2727/75,on
the common organrz.atlon of the market rn cereals,

and

- the motron for a resolution tabled by Mr Gautier
and others ro wind up the debate on rhis subject
(Doc. 1-813/80)

Yesterday, Parliament decided to give its opinion on
this proposal today in response to [he Commission's
request for urgent debate submitted under Rule 14 of
the Rules of Procedure, whrch lays down that ques-
tron which the Parliament has decided to deal with by
urgent debate 

- 
and of that there is no doubt in this

particular case 
- 

may be dealt with on the basis of a

report by the appropriate committee, on the basis of
an oral repor[ or wrthout report.

The text of this proposal was disributed rn December
last year. Yesterday we fixed the trme-hmit for nbling

I See the mlnutes of thrs sittlng
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President

amendments to this proposal, and since then one

amendment and a motion for a resolution have been

tabled.

The Rules of Procedure oblige us to pronounce only
upon the texts laid before Parliament, but since we

have no report or motion for a resolution from the
competent committee, the Committee on Agriculture,
it would, perhaps, be advisable to give the floor first to
the chairman of that committee.

I call Sir Henry Plumb.

Sir Henry Plumb, Cbairman of the Committee on Agri-
culture. - 

Mr President, you have correctly given the
House the information leading up to the circum-
stances we find ourselves in. I think it is as well that
this House should be aware of all the facm leading to
these unprecedented circumstances, the background
information from the Committee on Agriculture. I can

only give those facts by referring to the dates of our
involvement in this matter and in others and report to
you that. at the end of November 1980 the Commis-
sion presented a proposal amending the cereal r6gime
so as to allow for export refunds on spirituous bever-
ages obtained from cereals. On 9 December the
Council requested urgent procedure on this proposal,
and we all remember how, during the December
session, Parliament unanimously rejected this request.

The Committee on Agriculture met on the Monday
and Tuesday of this part-session to consider five
reports on which urgent procedure had been requested
in December. All of them were complicated, all of
them technical, and therefore time is needed to deal
properly with them.

'$7'e decided on Tuesday that a vote on the report by
Mr Davern on the Commission's cereal proposal
which we had before us should be postponed so as to
allow it to be considered together with the report by
Mr Dalsass on the whole of the alcohol r6gime. The
Commission requested urgent procedure on the cereal
proposal on'lTednesday morning, and this request, as

you have reported, Sir, was accepted by Parliament.

The Committee on Agriculture therefore met
yesterday evening again to examine the procedure to
be followed, and, for the sake of clarity and to allow
Members to express their views on the procedure to be

followed, two items were entered on the agenda:
firstly, a decision as to whether the resolution by Mr
Davern should be voted on, and secondly, in the case

of an affirmative decision, a vote on that resolution.

The committee agreed that the Davern resolution
should be pul to the vote on the understanding that if
the resolution was rejected, the proposal of the
Commission would be put directly to the vote in
plenary sitting. Following the vote the two paragraphs
contained in the Davern resolution, which clearly

approved the Commission's proposals, were rejected
and rhe result is, as you have stated, that the
Committee on Agriculture is not in a position to
present a report on the Commission's proposals to the
House.

\7e therefore have before us the Commission's
proposal for amending Regulation No2727/75 for
consideration together with the amendments. That is

the situation factually as we see it following the very
full consideration that my committee has given to this
matter.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Gautier.

Mr Gautier. - 
(D) Mr President, you have cenainly

described.the procedural situation correctly. Since the
Committee on Agriculture, by a narrow majority,
found itself unable to present a report to the Assembly,
there remains before the House only the motion for a

resolution which I have tabled, along with 20 other
colleagues, and the Commission's draft regulation.

I should like to make a few observations, for the ques-
rion is a very difficult one, and all groups have been
very busy manoeuvring for position regarding the
organization of the market in cereals. To those in this
House who oppose the export refunds for whisky
within the framework of the organization of the
market in cereals, the issue is not so much the export
refund itself as it is the organization of the alcohol
market. '!7e must make this perfectly clear. The organ-
ization of the alcohol market, as it is presented in the
debate, is rejected by the Socialist Group for various
reasons which I will not go into at this point. If we
want to be consistent, we must conclude that the
problem of whisky and similar alcoholic beverages
must be solved within the framework of the organiza-
tion of the market in cereals.

There are certainly several possibilities in this regard.
Either we follow the Commission's suggestion or, and
this would be a long-term solution, we align the price
of barley with the world market, thus making export
refunds uirnecessary. I believe the latrer solution is the
only right one in the long run, though at the momen[
there are difficulties in im implementation. For this
reason the majority of the Socialist Group will be

voring for the Commission's draft regulation, but in
the long run our efforts will be directed towards
solving thg problem aia rhe price of barley.

One last observation to the Commission.'We urge you
to make the provisions for implementing this regula-
rion especially clear and precise, so that all possibilities
of fraud which arise from the extended storage period
for whisky and similar beverages are excluded.
Secondly, steps must be taken to ensure that this form
of compensation in no way leads, to a preferential
rrearment of whisky and similar beverages on the
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internal market of the EEC, that is, to more favourable
competirive condirions in regard ro other alcoholic
beverages. Ve musr make sure that these supporr
measures apply only to exporrs.

(Applause)

President. - I call Mr Dalsass.

Mr Dalsass. - (D) Mr President, it is most unfor-
[unate that this question has to be dealt with in plenary
sitting without a report from the competenr
committee. This matter should have been settled seven

or eight years ago. There u'ould have been time and to
spare to consider the question and to prepare a proper
rePort.

The Committee on Agriculture, as you already know
and as the chairman of the committee has rightly
siated, studied this amending regulation last Tuesday,
when it decided by a two-thirds majority that the
matter should be handled in connection with the
organization of the market in alcohol. This did not
ctome about by chance. \7hen we read Protocol
No 19, the first paragraph says merely that such
refunds should be provided, but the second goes on to
say:'

These measures, which may be taken within the frame-
work of the regulation on the common organization of
the market in cereals or of the regulation to be adopted
on the common organization of the market in alcohol,
must fit into the framework of the general Community
policy for alcohol, avoiding any discrimination between
these producr and other alcohol, account being taken of
the particular situations peculiar to each case.

Here it is quite clearly indicated that the Community
is to establish a common organization of the market in
alcohol and that any form of discrimination between
these products and other alcohol is to be avoided. If
we modify only the organization of the market in
cereals to make such refunds possible, we fail to take
rhis second paragraph into account, and is very
regrettable.

I would stress once more that a natural solution within
the framework of the organization of the market in
alcohol would have been possible, and that the whisky
problem should also have been dealt with under this
heading. Unfonunarely, this was not considered desir-
able. Now, however, we find ourselves obliged to
debate such an important rssue without a report from
the competent committee, a procedure which is highly
unsatisfactory. I stated yesterday that we do not reject
these refunds as such, for they are provided for in the
Protocol; other means should have been employed,
however. For this reason we can in no circumstances
accept this proposed measure.

President. - I call Mr Sutra.

Mr Sutra. - (F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, contrary to what preceding speakers have
said, no one made any substantial objections rc the
measure when it was being discussed in rhe Commirtee
on Agriculture. Export refunds for agriculrural prod-
ucts are fair, including those for processed producrs
such as wine, cognac and whisky, and we unquestion-
ably favour them. The Commitree on Agriculture could
have given the refunds for whisky its unanimous, or
nearly unanimous, support in connection with the
alcohol regulation and Mr Dalsass's important report
on alcohol which has already been presented to the
committee orally and which we could, since it is ready,
deal with rapidly in the near future. The unfonunate
aspect of the coup deforce effecred by rhe Commission
and the Council of Minisrcrs is that it led us last night
in the Committee on Agriculture to resist an unaccepr-
able mode of procedure by voting against our ov/n
convictions. Let rhis be made quire clear: no one has
expressed any opposition on the substance of the issue.

To my knowledge, Mr President, and to the know-
ledge of the legal experts, the Members and the staff
of this Parliament, the Commission has never taken
advantage of the lack of a motion from the competent
parliamentary committee to act as it has just done.
Clearly, we have been confronrcd by a coltp de force,
which prevents us from arriving at an untroubled deci-
sion on a proper solution. Under these conditions, Mr
President, we are sorry that we cannot support this
proposal. Ve shall prove our good faith when the
Dalsass report comes before the Committee on Agri-
culture: then, I hope, it will be adopted unanimously.

President. - A small point by way of correction: the
procedure without report is no[ entirely unaccustomed
in this Parliament; it is, in fact, frequently applied.

I call Mr Provan.

Mr Provan. - First of all I would point out both to
Mr Sutra and to Mr Dalsass that according to the
Treaty of Accession signed by the United Kingdom,
Denmark and Ireland - I have ir in front of me - the
regulation we are discussing this morning can be taken
either within the framework of a common organiza-
tion of the market in cereals or a regulation adopted
for the common organization of the market in alcohol.
I think this has rc be clearly understood. Because we
have not been able to reach agreement on a common
organization for alcohol it is necessary, just and fair
that the producers of whisky, which is produced to a

large extent in the country I come from - Scotland -should be looked after.

It is quite unjust that since 1973 export refunds for the
cereal conrent of that product should have not been
paid. It is unjust for several reasons, but one of them
that has not been pointed out, either in committee or
on the floor of this House, is that another product,
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which is used to make whisky, namely malt, does get
export refunds. In fact, we had a debate on that very
question last month in Luxembourg. If malt gets

expon refunds and yet the malt content of whisky
does not get export refunds, we are in grave difficul-
ries.

\tr7hat is worrying a large number of Members of this
Parliament, of course, is that we are not able to
achieve an alcohol r6gime. A large number of people
are also worried about the differential tax problems
arising in the Community and are using this as a lever,
as it were, to try and achieve their aims. Now this is all
very well, but we must realize that on 30 May last
ye^r, as part of a package deal that was agreed in
Luxembourg, the Council of Ministers came forward
with proposals to allow this regulation to go ahead
under rhe cereals r6gime. The area that whisky comes
from is a peripheral area of the Communiry, which
exports large quantities of this product, a very good
product indeed, to the Canadian and American
markets. In those markets we face severe competition
from their own products and yet we are highly
successful. I ask Parliament therefore to approve this
regulation so that we can fight that competition and
use Community products, namely our own barley,
which will mean less surplus barley [o be put into
store. '!(i'e must allow export refunds on this point so

thar we can fight the competition where we need to.

(Applause from the European Detnocratic Group)

President. - I call Mr Andriessen.

Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Mr President, at this stage of the debate I
should like to comment briefly on the two documents
which have been mbled in connection with the
Commission's proposal, namely the motion for a reso-
lurion tabled by Mr Gautier and the amendment
tabled by Mr de Lipkowski and orhers.

In paragraph three of the former, Parliament is asked
to approve the Commission's proposal; without
wishrng ro go further into rhe two preceding para-
graphs, I would naturally like ro express my approval
of this conclusion on behalf of the Commission. I
would also like to add that in implementing these
proposals we shall comply with the Honourable
Member's particular request that abuses and internal
competition should be prevented from occurring as a

result of this measure. I can assure him that I shall
attend to this most carefully.

As regards the amendment tabled by Mr de
Lipkowski, it is quite clear that if this regulation were
to apply from the date of the entry into force of the
alcohol r6gime, this morning's ,whole debate would
become superfluous, because everyone is agreed thar
the alcohol r6gime would probably provide the best

solution. The point is precisely that there is no alcohol
r6gime and that it will not be achieved in the near
future; specific agreements have been made - on
30 May last year ir was pointed out in this Parliament
that rhe agreements had to be observed - and there-
fore, if this regulation is adopted, it must enter into
force at the time proposed by the Commission.

President. - I call Mr Pranchdre.

Mr Pranchirc. - 
(F) Mr President, the pressure

used by the Council and by the Commission to obtain
an endorsement of all the measures of aid for whisky
producers is a significant indication of the interests
which are protected on the Community scale.

The Council and the Commission are not in such a

hurry to protect the interests of the workers, interests
which demand rhar the Treaties be respected. They are

less demanding when it is a question of putting an end
to the whittling away of Community preferences or
the granting of exceprions such as that for the impor-
ration of New Zealand butrer.

The Commission's proposal is dangerous both in prin-
ciple and wich regard to its effect on Community wine
and fruit producers, especially in France.

I will not reopen the discussion on the methods used by
the Council and the Commission, which we have
already condemned rn [he strongest terms during the
vote on urgenr procedure. I am aware that yesterday
rhe Committee on Agriculture once again rejected -and by a malority, naturally - the proposal drawn up
by the Commission. I would, on the other hand, like
to dwell on the arguments advanced by the Commis-
sron ro jusdfy an aid of 60 000 000 EUA to whisky
producers. There being no common organization of
the alcohol market, the Commission was ingenious
enough to remove whisky from the list of alcoholic
beverages, which is truly astounding, and to consider
it only as a processed cereal product. \7ith this clever
bit of juggting whisky finds itself included in the cereal
regulation, which does exist at the Community level.
So what? 

- 
you will say 

- 
the cereal regularion, as it

scands, still doesn't allow, in this case, the granting of
export refunds. This is quite true, and the Commission
is well aware of it. For this reason, in order to reach its
ob.;ective, the Commrssion has murilated its own regu-
lations by inserting 'special' refunds designed, so it
tells us, to take into account specific peculiarities of
production, and in particular rhe aging process neces-
sary for these beverages.

These machinations are all too obvious, and we are
not deceived. The real purpose of all this tinkcring is

clear, and the Brussels Commission itself recognizei ir
rn rts recitals. The question is that of allowing these
products to be 'exported at a lower price than that
resulting from rhe Communiry price system'. This is
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the crux of the problem. \flhile attempting to make
room for Spanish wine, for example, by hastening the
uprooting of vines through measures for restructuring
and conversion, the Commission and the Council want
to replace our quality fruit- and wine-based alcoholic
beverages by whiskies of any and every breed. The legal
juggling engaged in by the Council and the Commis-
sion will not blind us to their guiding principle, which
srill is to dismantle our agriculture to the advantage of
multinationals in the agri-foodstuffs sector.

It is symptomatic, moreover, tha[ those who are
mounting the offensive against the common agricul-
tural policy and the income of farmers, who prevent
the taxation of vegetable fats so as not ro offend
Unilever and the American expofters, are the very
people who now support aid to whisky producers. The
effecr of such aid will be very serious for our wine-
and fruit-growers.

The Commission imelf ...ognir., that the proposed
measures may create distortions of competition as

between whisky and other alcoholic beverages.
Protocol No 19 of the Act of Accession, to which the
Commission and the champions of its proposed regu-
lation refer, also recognizes this, and it calls for the
avoidance of any kind of discrimination between these
products and other alcoholic beverages. Forced to take
account of such abuses, the Commission offers us an

examination of possible remedies in the guise of a

solution. This is making fools of us. '!7'e know what
promises are worth; we are familiar with these

temporary exceptions which last forever. As the
proverb says, 'once bitten, twice shy'. This is one
reason, among others, for our proposals to amend rhe
Commission's regulation. Ve will not say, as some
do, that what we rejecr today will become acceptable
when a regulation for alcohol is adopted. Ve are
consistent with ourselves and with the interests of our
producers.

Our opposition is not a matter of mere form or proce-
dure; it is fundamental. Ve shall continue to refuse aid
to whisky producers at the expense of our alcoholic
products, which have just undergone an arbitrary
tax-increase of 50 o/o in our own country. This will
result in a 40 0/o decrease in sales in the immediately
foreseeable future, which will mean a loss of income
for producers, especially for the smailer ones, most of
whom are located in alcohol-producing regions which
ar e alre ady disadvannged.

I here accuse the French Government of having been

directly responsible for this. In raising taxes on alco-
holic beverages, it submitted to the decision of the
Coun of Justice; it could even be said to have pros-
trated irelf before the Court. Vith the agreement of
30 May 1980, it had already submitted to Mrs
Thatcher's demands by agreeing to raise 400 thou-
sand million old francs from French taxpayers for her
benefiu For Mrs Thatcher, this was the plat de rhist-
ance,but Giscard d'Estaing could not deny himself the

pleasure of offering her, as desseru, an aid of 35 thou-
sand million old francs to whisky-producers.

(Laughter from the benches of the European Democratic
Group)

Giscard d'Estaing had concealed this provision of the
30 May agreement from the French people; and I
think we have to thank Mr Davignon for having
brought it to our attention yesterday in the discussion
on urgent procedure.

I therefore accuse the French Governmen[ of directly
threatening our products and the income of our
farmers.

I also accuse the Commission, and particularly its two
French members, Mr Claude Cheysson and Mr Xavier
Ortoli, whom Giscard d'Estaing has reappointed
because he felt they both had been of considerable use

to him. Farmers and wine- and fruit-growers will
appreciate rhis fact. In the face of this attack on their
vital interests, we are more than ever on the side of the
farmers and workers. Ve will fight with them to
defeat this policv of destruction, symbolized, in
indusrry as well as in agriculture, by the proposals of
this Commission, which is dominated by the Social
Democrats and by the right.'

(Laugbter and applause from some benches of tbe Euro-
pean Democratic Group)

President. - I call Mr Curry.

Mr Curry, - 
Mr President, it always amazes me

when I hear Mr Pranchire reading his speech, because

as he has only got one speech and as he delivers it so

frequently, I should have thought that he would know
it by heart by now!

(Loud laughter and applause from the European Demo-
cratic Group)

It is a commentary upon his lack of retentive powers
rhat he should feel the need to read it so frequently.
However, we do not wish to stop him. \fle wish him to
carry on, because Mr Pranchdre is our secret weapon:
every time Mr Pranchire opens his mouth there is

another fifty votes for us. Such is the measure of the
contempt in which his party is held in this House that
he has only to stand up and speak and immediately the
cause of reason is manifest by its simple silence.

I am also indebted to Mr Sutra, who said that we
cannor do something which did not have a precedent
going back to 1957. Now, Mr Sutra represents a party
which in France is supposed to represent change. I
always find it endearing when my colleagues of the
left engage in such an archaeological search for prece-
denm. Undoubrcdly that will explain why his candidarc
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will be so disastrously defeated in the presidential elec-
tions shortly to take place.

(Loud laughterfrom the European Demouatic Group)

I should like, Mr Presidenr, to draw your attenrion to
two vital poinrc which have nor been considered rhis

. morning. The first is the consequence of refusing to
adopt this measure. The Council has now asked us

twice for urgent procedure. '!fle have declined ir once
on the legitimate grounds that we did not have the
documents. Ve have nor gor those legitimate grounds
this dme. The Commirree on Agriculture has met
twice to examine it. The first time it refused ro
examine it and the second rime ir rejected it. 'We are
now being asked in this House ro refuse ro examine
the basic proposal.

A short while ago, this House made significant
advances in its authoriry as a consequence of the
isoglucose judgmenr. If we now deliberarely refuse to
exercise our funcrion of deliberarion, the Council may
go ahead; and if the Council goes ahead we shall have
lost every single gain that isoglucose brought us, and
that is a very important constirutional poinr.

Secondly, what is so rerrible abour proceeding wirhout
a repon? Ve spend here calories and calories of
energy in wriring reporcs on rhe most minor and
technical documenrs, using up hectare after hectare of
forest to do so, when it would be perfecdy simple ro
treat proposals of a technical ndture on the basis of the
document irelf. That would facilitare and expedire rhe
work of this House and would be a mosr excellent
precedent, which I commend to my friend Georges
Sutra.

(Laughter)

Finally, Mr Presidenr, the impression exists rhat we in
this group are anxious ro roasr rhe death of ethyl
alcohol with a glass of whisky. 'We are nor, ler me
repeat, Mr President, our ro destroy erhyl alcohol by
using whisky. This measure is of grear imporrance ro
us - we have made rhat absolurely clear - bui we ape

as anxious as anybody ro press on wirh our discussions
on ethyl alcohol. \(/e shall submit it to the same rigour
to which we submir all regulations, bur we are no[ in
this House to obstrucr. Those of us who spend rhe
greater part of our time defending Europe in our own
countries cannor afford to come here for purely
obstructive purposes. Ve come here to get business
done, and I hope that this House will now do business.

(Applausefrom the European Democrdtic Group)

President. - I call Mr Louwes to speak on behalf of
che Liberal and Democraric Group.

Mr Louwes. - (NL) Mr President, my group srill
finds it difficulr ro agree on its artirude ro this

proposal, as was shown yesterday in the vote on
urgent procedure. After everything that has been said
on the subjecr akeady,I do not wish to go any furthpq.
into the substance of the matrer, nor into rhe proce-
dure followed up to now. Enough has been said about
this already, and we are resrricting ourselves ro the
factors which played a part in our deliberations and in
the outcome of rhose deliberarions.

I would make just one preliminary remark, which is

that I understand why the Commission and the
Council have requested urgent procedure. For rheir
own reasons, rhey both wish to see rhe matter dealr
wirh quickly, as was also demgnstrated lasr December.
I would imagine that both the Commission and the
Council have realized, as many of us in this Parliamenr
also believe, thar it may still be several years before
rhere is an alcohol r6gime. This is all well and good,
and they are perfectly enrided ro press mar[ers on; but
I would like to ask rhe Commission once again why it
waired until the end of last November before submir-
ting a proposal, when rhe obligarion imposed by
Protocol No 19 had existed for seven years before,
and when this regulation also previously formed part
of last spring's farm package. I can appreciare rhar rhe
Commission and the Council wanr acrion taken
quickly, but why have they not acted quickly rhem-
selves? Do they regard Parliamenr as the only insritu-
tion which has to act quickly? I would very much like
to have an answer from rhe Commission on [his poinr.
The Commissioner's sraremenr did not make rhis quite
clear to me.

Following on from rhis, one secrion of my group
attaches grea[ importance ro the obligarions which we
have entered into towards whisky producers and
exporters, and would finally like ro see these
honoured, thereby also respecring rhe rrearies of
accession and the integriry of the Communiry. They
will therefore vore in favour of the proposal, albeit
with some difficulry. Orhers among us endorse and
share these views, but are unable to reach the same
conclusion because of their fear that producers of
other rypes of alcoholic beverages will be rreated too
unequally and too unreasonably - almost ill-treared,
in fact. They too ask rhe quesrion - why not sooner?
All the members of my group insist rhar once it has
become a regulation, this proposal should be inre-
grated as quickly as possible into a comprehensive
organization of the market in alcohol.

Finally, one further quesr.ion to the Commission:when
will progress finally be made in harmonizing the excise
duties on alcoholic beverages in the Member States? If
we had made a little more progress on rhar score, we
should not have needed ro discuss this proposal, or at
least could have done so in a somewhat calmer armos-
phere.

President. - I call Mrs Cresson.

-&
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Mrs Cresson. - (F) Mr President, I will be

extremely brief, for I have no desire to prolong this
debate, since nearly everything has already been said. I
wish only to say that I am indignant over the manner
in which the Commission is treating us and the
Committee on Agriculture. I would like to stress that it
is imponant to respect the treaties, and that Protocol
No l9,which has to do with spirituous liquors obtained
cereals, specifies quite clearly:

These measures, which may be taken within the frame-
work of the regulation on the common organization of
the market in cereals or of the regulation to be adopted
on the common organization of the market in alcohol,
must fit into the framework of the general Communrty
policy for alcohol, avoiding any discrimination between
these products and other alcohol, account being taken of
the particular slruatlons peculiar to each case.

I am making no attempt to interpret the protocol. I am
merely reading it, and adding at the same time that we
have been waiting for a regulation on alcohol for
seven years, and it has yet to appear. Ve are ready to
approve subsidies for the use of Community cereal
products because we care, more than some others
perhaps, about preference for the Community, and we

seek to encourage it. 'S7e are completely willing to
move in the direction of these subsidies but we don't
wanr the alcohol regulation to be presented to us

piecemeal. \7e wish to be able to discuss it and vote on
it beforehand from an overall perspective.

I wonder what is the purpose of this Assembly if the
Commission intends to imitate certain other parlia-
ments 

- 
like our national Parliament, which uses

aurhoritarian procedures [o pass provisions which
would be rejected by the Assembly. I used to believe
that this European Assemb[y was a democratic institu-
tion, and I have even mentioned in France how
pleasant it was to be in an assembly with democratic
rules.

I see that this is not the case, and that the Commission
has confronted us with a fait accomp/1. For this reason

we will reject its proposals, but rhis will naturally not
prevent us from approving an alcohol regulation which
we have been able to discuss beforehand, nor from
encouraging the use of Community cereals for manu-
facture, and in panicular for the production of whisky.

President. - 
I call Mi Andriessen.

Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission. - 
(NL)

Mr President, I have two questions to answer, both
raised by Mr Louwes.

The first question asked why the Commission only
submitted these proposals at the end of last November,
and why this was nor done sooner. I can understand
why the question has been put: it is certainly not true
to say that the Commission thinks that only Parlia-

ment should act quickly, as Mr Louwes suggested' but
the reason why it has taken so long is because this
matter - as he will appreciate - is both rcchnically
and legally complicated. This has been demonstrated
by the discussions in Parliament, and this is why it has

not been possible to submit this proposal sooner.

As for the question of excise duties, he probably
knows better than I do that this matter has already
been receiving attention for some considerable time,
rhat a number of actions concerning excise duties have
been brought before the Court of Justice, and that a

compromise proposal has now been submitted to the
Council by rhe Commission, on which, however, the

Council has not yet been able to agree; this is why at
the moment it is hardly possible for the Commission to
make any further progress on what is undoubtedly a

very important matter.

President. - I call Mr Remilly.

Mr Remilly. - (F) As you have indicated, Mr Presi-
dent, Mr de Lipowski, Mr Fanton and Mr Clement
have tabled an amendment designed to replace the
second paragraph of the Commission's proposal with
the follou,ing: 'lt will become applicable when the

Community organization of the alcohol market has

been put into effect.'

President. - The debate is closed.

The proposal for a regulation and the Gautier motion
for a resolution will be put to the vote at the next
voting-time.

8. Community fisheries policy

President. - The next item is a joint debate on

- the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Seeler and

others, on behalf of the Socialist Group (Doc. 1-

807/80), and

- the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Helms
and others on behalf of the Group of the European
People's Party (CD), Mr Maher and others on
behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group, and

Mr Battersby and others (Doc. 1-814/80),

on the Community's fisheries policy.

I calI Mr Seeler.

Mr Seeler. - (D) Mr President, in December of last

year the Council once again tackled the problems of
the Communiry fisheries policy, without obtaining any
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posrtive result. The Council has also failed to rake the
necessary steps for the implementation of the fishing
agreement reached with Canada and Norway. This
has caused considerable difficultres for many deep-sea
fishermen, especially on the coasts of Germany but
also in Dutch, Belgian, and Danish waters. As of
I January these fishermen can no longer fish in
Norwegian and Canadian waters, since the old agree-
ment has expired. The danger of unemployment is

now threatening the shipbuilding industry and other
sectors dependent upon fishing.

On 27 January of thrs year the Council shall once
again examrne thrs problem. It is therefore imperatrve
that Parliament, during this month's part-sessron, call
upon [he Councrl in the strongest [erms to implement
the agreements with Norway and Canada, serting [he
ratifrcation procedure in motion so as ro avoid placing
the;obs I have just mentioned in unnecessary jeopardy
over the long term. This is even more important
because, for instance, after April it will no longer be
possible to catch codfish in Canadian war,ers, srnce cod
wrll have migrated elsewhere

I therefore urgently request the House to support the
resolution presented by myself and my associares. I ask
also for the support of rhose delegates who do not
come from countries or constituencies directly
concerned with fisheries problems, for a further delay
on the part of the Council affects the Parliament as a

whole. I am aware of the existence of differenr
opinions on this matter. I know that within my own
group, for instance, every word of the resolution as I
have drafted it does nor command supporr. My group
rs however unanimous in believing rhar ir is now
urgently necessary to take definitive acrion on rhese
problems, and in particular to apply rhe agreemenr in
questron for the sake of the fishermen concerned. I
would like to conclude by saying thar the resolurion
tabled by Mr Helms on behalf of his group should, in
combination with mine, provide [he means with which
to urge the Council to work our a decision through
compromise. I ask you therefore [o support this
motion tabled under urgent procedure.

President. 
- I call Mr Helms.

Mr Helms. 
- 

(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, first I would like ro thank the last speaker,
Mr Seeler, for hrs wrllingness to supporr. my resolu-
tron, which already has the backing of the Group of
the European People's Party and of the Liberal and
Democratic Group. Since his resolution deals wrrh one
aspect of the problem, I believe rhat the combination
of both resolutions would provide Parliamenr with a

sound, pract.ical, and fair decisron. The lack of a

Council decisron on Community frsheries policy 
-with which we have been wrestling for years - has

caused severe tensions and serious economic problems
to the fishing sector and has led to extended srrikes.

You no doubt remember the fishing war berween
France and the United Kingdom and the lengrhy
strikes whrch accompanied it. The situation, as it has
now developed, can no longer be tolerated.

In May 1980 the Council finally agreed ro formulate a
Community fishenes policy by the e.nd of 1980. \7e
are now obliged to realize with grear regret thar rhe
decisron is once again bogged down. This is all the
more deplorable since the comperent parliamenrary
committee, working under extremely difficult and ar
times impossible condirions and with very tighr dead-
lines, has prepared a draft of rhe most essenrial
proposals to be submirted ro the considerarron of the
Commission and the Council. The Council's persist-
ence in delaying and blocking this decrsion is unjusrifi-
able, and rt is inexcusable that progress in this matter
should be hindered by administradve difficulties ar rhe
expense of European fishermen. This we cannor
tolerate, for we believe thar the Communiry-oriented
decisrons drawn up by Parliamenr in Ocrober,
November, and December have provided the Council
with the possibrliry to arrivs ar a decision.

Ladies and gen[lemen, in my view rhis is a matter of
principle. The Council must decide this monrh. Should
the Council continue to behave as in the past, we'may
conclude that the matrer will be postponed funher.
'We must see to it thar the European insrirurions
responsible behave rn a [rustworthy manner, for they
will suffer a loss of credibility if rhere is no change in
attitude.

I pard close attention to the remarks of the President
of the Council when he made his firsr speech on
\flednesday. I was particularly impressed wirh his
declared intention [o presenr parliamenrary decisions
to the Council personally, so rhar they might be exam-
ined in the course of furure deliberarions. This is whar
we desire. Ve wanr our decisions on the essential
pornts of the fisheries policy to be taken inro account.
In that case the Council can decide rhis month, the
ratification of agreements wirh third counrries, such as

Canada and Norway, can proceed, and rhe European
fishermen will finally be able ro rerurn to fishrng. \fle
must guaranree rhat European cirizens do not suffer
through faults in rhe decision-making process.

I urge you therefore to support my resolutron, as we
are prepared to supporr the resolutions tabled by Mr
Seeler and others. In my opinion they represent
together an outstanding staremen! to present ro the
Council at its next meering

President. - 
I call Mr Andriessen.

Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission. 
- 

(NL)
Mr President, rhe Commrsslon can only welcome the
fact that these two resolutions have been rabled, and
sees them as an expression of support for the policy
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which it has followed and is actively pursuing with
regard to fishenes. Parliament knows that the
Commission has submitted the necessary proposals for
a common fisheries pohcy and rhat it regards the rapid
settlement of this issue as a matter of great urgency
which is in the interests of both fishermen and consu-
mers. 'We can only hope that the adoption of these
resolutions by Parliament will contribute to a positive
solution to this problem being reached at the next
Council meeting. This would also serve to honour rhe
memory of Mr Gundelach, as I know how greatly he
himself would have liked to have achieved a solution
to the problems of fisheries.

President. - The debate is closed. The motrons for
resolutions will be put to the vote at the next voting-
time.

9. 'Unification'of Libya and Chad

President. - The next item is the motion for a reso-
lution tabled by Mr Glinne on behalf of the Socialist
Group, Mr Klepsch on behalf of the Group of the
European People's Pany (CD), Mr Fergusson on
behalf of the European Democratic Group, and Mr
Haagerup on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic
Group, on cooperation by the Community with Chad,
under the I-om6 Convention, following rhe 'unifica-
tion'of Libya and Chad (Doc. 1-821/80).

I call Mr Andriessen

Mr Andriessen, Member of tbe Commission. - (NL)
Mr President, Mr Cheysson has specifically asked me
to explain our stance on this important issue to Parlia-
ment, and to give an assurance that rhe Commission
welcomes the fact that Parliament is adopting the posi-
tion on this matter which is indicated in rhe resolution.
The problems of Chad have already given rise to
serious discussions within the Commissron: Chad is a

partner in the Lomd Convention, and rhese will have
to be continued. There are a number of projecrs in
hand in the sourhern part of rhe country. The delega-
tron from the Commission which is monitoring the
course of events there has had to withdraw from these
areas, but is coritinuing rrs acriviries in order to
complete the current projects. In the meanrime, the
Commission has received a relegram from the Chad
authorities and has replied thar it is ready to granr
humanitarian aid as a matter of urgency if there are
grounds for doing so.

Finally, my colleague Mr Cheysson intends ro hold a

further exchange of views on rhis question at rhe
meeting of the Committee on Development and
Cooperation on 22 Ja,nuary.

President. 
- 

The debare is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be pur ro the vote at
the next voring-time.

10. Cornmwnity information poliq, (contd)

President. 
- 

The nexr irem is rhe conrinuarion of the
debate on the report by Mr Schall on rhe Commu-
nity's information policy (Doc. 1-596/80).1

I call Mrs Pruvot to speak on behalf of the Liberal and
Democratic Group.

Mrs Pruvot. 
- 

(F) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would'like to begin by congratulating the
author on the richness of the document presented to
us. I should add that this report was the subject of
e*tentlre debates in the parliamenrary Committee on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information, and Sport,
but the topic is so important that no one will be
surprised by the large number of amendments tabled
by the different political groups of our Assembly.

The Liberal and Democratic Group has tabled six
amendments which say in essence that our Parliament
should take constant pains to ensure that its decisions
are better explained and publicized. '!7hat can our
actions accomplish if no one knows about them? This
is why we believe that the competent services of the
European Parliament 

- 
particularly rhe branch offices

- should not fail ro collaborate with the press services
of the political groups. The polirical groups 

- that is,
the parliamentary representatives themselves 

- are
what makes Europe live: they are [he ones who, day
aker day, are planning the future of our Community.
This being so, it is important to reinforce the currenr
work strucrures of the narional offices, so rhar they are
actually capable of distributing quality information.
Members of Parliament should be able [o conracr rhe
national offices at any time, so that rhe latter may
provide the necessary link between Community,
national, and regional information services. However
important our mission may be, we must nevertheless
realize rhar we will make no progress if the institutions
of the Community do not work toBether. The press
services of the Council of Ministers and of the
Commission in Brussels should continue to have every
facility, but during the parliamentary sittings, Parlia-
ment irself should enjoy the same basic prerogatives.
This is a formal demand on the part of the Liberal and
Democratic Group. Progress has nevenheless been
made, due no doubt to the qualiry of the journalists
who work with us.

I See debates of l5 January 1981.
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In conclusion, Mr President, I would like to
emphasize that the European Parliament must show
itself to be consistent regarding the positions it has
adopted in favour of the Third !7orld, its policies of
information in the area of world hunger, the Lom6
Convention, and im general willingness to engage in
cooperation for development.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, these are in brief
some of rhe recommendarions which our group calls
to the atten[ion of the Assembly.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Skovmand.

Mr Skovmand. - 
(DK) Mr President, in the Scandi-

navian democracies, rhere is an unwritten law
governing the supply of official information which
states that taxpayers' money cannot be used to mani-
pulare the atritudes of taxpayers. The State should
provide informarion on factual matters of public
administration, but should avoid all subjects on which
there are differences of opinion.

In Denmark the EEC question is stilI the political issue

which most divides the popularion. A survey carried
out at the beginning of January by the Conservative
newspaper 'Berlingske Tidende' showed that only
33 0/o of the Danish electorate now approve of
Denmark's official policy on the EEC, while 48 %
were opposed to it. There is therefore great resent-
men[ at the fact that the Government supports the
so-called European Movement, and for this reason Mr
Schall's wish that the EEC's information centres
should try to obtain from national treasuries the
money they cannot get from the Community is

unlikely to gain much sympathy in Denmark.

The Community's information office in Denmark is

paid for by the Community, i.e. with Danish
taxpayers' money. This office's publications constantly
glorify Community policies, launch attacks on opposi-
tion to the Community, and also interfere in other
controversial areas of Danish politics, for example the
question of nuclear power. Most recenrly, they inter-
fered in the voting campaign leading up to the refer-
endum in Greenland on membership of the Commu-
nity.

In view of this past experience of the Community's
disregard for the rules of democracy, it is with a deep
sense of distaste that one reads Mr Schall's report,
with im coarse blend of information and propaganda
activities. Mr Schall is amazed that the press and the
public show so little interest in the European Parlia-
ment. He thinks that interest can be created by drasti-
cally increasing the appropriarions for information
activities, but he overlooks the fact rhat the reason for
the low level of interest is that this Parliament is nor a

parliament, and therefore vinually irc only effective
role is as an instrument of public relations. There is no

legislation here, and consequently no political reality
worthy of interest. Parliament can abandon itself rc
dreams of union and other sectarian issues, which fade
into the background in the more realistic polirical
context of the Council and the Commission. It is
wishful rhinking for Mr Schall to describe Parliament
as a paftner with an equal share in the Community's
executive power. Apart from its limited powers where
the budget is concerned, Parliament has no political
resources other than the argumenr rhat rhe citizens of
Europe want [he same thing as the extremists in
Parliainent. To spread propaganda for Parliament
would be to do so for the business of spreading propa-
ganda. Ve have better things to do with our taxpayers'
money at a time of crisis.

President. - I call Mr Schwencke.

Mr Schwencke. - (D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, we are only deluding ourselves. Even
though we may presenr such exrensive,. obvious, and
rmaginative recommendarions on information po[icy,
nothing will change unless we alter our own parlia-
mentary behaviour. I believe rhat if in the furure we do
not concentrate on the central issues of our work,
even the best information policy will be of no avail. I
have no wish ro criticize the Bureau, but was ir really
reasonable to discuss the informarion policigs of
Parliament and the Commission yesterday euenirig .lust
before midnight? As a result only a handful of journal-
ists and an equally small number of delegates were
presenr when rhis specific quesrion came on rhe
agenda.

'!7hen, immediately before midnight, Mr Schall, our
rappor[eur, took the floor, rhis small group continued
to melt away. I think that when we handle the subject
in this manner it is not to be wondered at rhat we do
not find the support which we so badly need.

If I had been able to speak last evening, I would have
begun with the prophetic line: 'Midnight is coming
ever closer,' and I would have meant tha[ not only in

:l:rl:**, 
but also and especially in the figurarive

'!fl'e are in the process of placing ourselves in a sort of
Babylonian Captivity rhrough our own fault. I believe
that each one of us bears a 434rh parr of the responsi-
bility for this situation. If we do not finally concenrrare
our attention on doing wharever possible to develop
and implement programmes for rhe future of Europe,
we will obtain no advantage from publicity distributed
through an improved information policy. The effecr of
publicity in the media, as everyone knows, depends on
having somerhing factual to say and on being able to
concenrrate on saying the right thing at rhe right time.
The legal status of this Assembly is also extremely
complicated: I think that we must always be aware of
this when we examine the informarion policy in detail.
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Schwencke

,Allow me, Mr Presidenr, ro mention seven short points
otvhich are especially importanr for me and for my
group in this tnotion for a resolurion.

First: a closer relationship between rhe cirizens and rhe
European institutions. I think it could be productive to
increase the number of offices in the Member States. I
wonder why in my own counrry offices besides that in
Bonn are not established - in Hannover and Sturt-
gart, for example, and perhaps also in Munich; offices
which should also be ready with information on rhe
European Parliament, wirhour mixing up the different
types of information . . .

Mr Bangemann. - (D,) Because the Socialist Group
refused the budget enry for it!

Mr Schwencke. - (D) Mr Bangemann, you know
very well how the marrer srands. You are only trying
to confuse the issue.

Second: the accreditation of .journalists. 
'!7e welcome

the fact that more than eighty journalisrs have become
accredited to the Parliamenr. They have founded a

corps and are waiting for official accreditarion. I
believe this to be an importanr srep, and I mupt urge -as we suggested in our proposed amendment - thar
the journalists consider rhe Parliamenr as an indepen-
dent organ and nor as some sorr of branch of the EC
institutions in Brussels.

Third: \fle should conrinue to develop the possibilities
for inviting journalisrs and journalistic specialists, and
I think that the help of the delegates has proven to be
useful as well.

Fourth: the informarion itself - the report has much
to say about this. Mr Schall submitted a whole row of
suggestions in this regard. The informarion musr be
prepared better and more effectively. Ir must address
the European citizen where he lives and where he
works.

Fifth: I believe we must make an efforr to furnish more
information on the Brussels institutions ro journalists
and visitors' groups. Journalists here at the Assembly
should'not have !o run to Brussels ro find a documenr
that should have been available here a long time ago.

Sixth: The visitors' programme is inadequare, as

everyone knows. \7hen one has formerly been a

member of a national parliament, one is ashamed to
invite visitors to participate in such a shabby
programme. I believe we musr increase the qualiry and
quantity of our cooperation wirh those who are
responsible for it. I think rhat rhe suggested 'Arsenal
of Peace', a museum containing a documentation of
post-war development, and especially rhe development
of relations between Germany and France, will be an
attraction for visitors' groups.

Seventh, and final point: we suggesr rhe formation of a

committee which can provide a preliminary orienta-
tion for journalists, and which would thereby exercise
an important function.

The Spinelli report gave us some important perspec-
tives on future development a few days ago. Most of
us fully accepred it, and it is my opinion that within
this restricted framework an effective information
policy will be possible for the Parliament as well as for
the Commission.

President. - I call Mr Patterson to speak on behalf
of the European Democratic Group.

Mr Patterson. - The last speaker but one made a

most curious staremenr. He said that at the moment
most people in Denmark v/ere against Danish
membership of the European Community, and from
this he deduced that what was therefore needed was
less information on the subject. I must confess that I
do not see the logic of this. Indeed, if that speaker had
any message to give us, it is the lamentable way in
which informarion is not being provided. If it is

possrble for the Danes and indeed for some British
people to be so badly informed that they are not in
favour of their country's continued membership, I
should have thought that that was one of the messages
which ought to go out from this debate.

The second message was mentioned in the early hours
of the morning by my colleague Mr Hutton and again
by Mr Schwenke - namely, the fact that the bulk of
this debate took place when the press itself had gone
home is a symptom of the disease which Mr Schall's
extensive and thorough report is designed to cure.
May I also remark on the fact that the Press Bar
closed yesterday evening at 8 o'clock although the
debate went on unril 12.30 a.m.

Thirdly, under the system by which we allocate
speaking-time, I have been given something like 3

minutes, which is going to give me just about time to
move the amendment in my name and shout a few
slogans. I therefore start with Amendmenc No 49 in
my name, which I hope will be adopted by this House
together wirh Amendment No 15, by Mrs Viehoff. It
refers to the reception of visitors and the mechanisms
by which visitors are selected. Clearly, we need much
better facilities here in Strasbourg and in Luxembourg
to receive visitors, but I also think we need to pay
arrenrion ro rhe way in which these visitors are
selected. It.is importanr, is it not, that the constituents
of Members from countries in the Community remote
from Strasbourg and Luxembourg should have an
equal chance to panicipare in assisted visits with those
who are closer to it. For example, a citizen of Ireland
or from Greece should have the same rights to come
and see what is going on here as a citizen from France
or Germany. Now if the allocation of places on these
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assrsted visits is made on the basrs of a particular sum
of money per Member, as Mr Schall's report. suggests
and according to current practice, you will naturally
get more visitors from, say, Belgium than from
Greece, which rs a country with a similar population.
Therefore, my amendment is designed to ensure that
the allocation is based on the number of visitors per
Member.

Now for the slogans. I wish to concentrate very briefly
on one or two points concerning Parliament's infor-
ma[ion service, a matter on which I have had some
personal experience in the past. The first question I
would like to ask, or slogan I would like to shout, is:

could we at last, please, have a firm guidance as to
who is responsible for the Parliament's information
service? Mr Natali yesterday evening made a very
clear statement in reply to the debate as to what the
Commission's information service should be, but who
replies for the Parliament? In the past it has been the
responsibility of the Bureau or a working party. Ve
have now set up a special committee dealing with
information, and there is now talk that it has gone
back again to rhe Presidency. Unless there is clear
political guidance on the Parliament's information
service nothing very much will be done. Mr Schall's
suggesrion of a small specialist working party is the
first construcrive change we could make.

Secondly, publications. Please give us a properly
staffed publications department providing a range of
leaflets and pamphlets which can be read by rhe ordi-
nary man in the European street! May I say that it is

not the fault of the publications staff. The real reason
is that the publications department at the moment is

bogged down with all kinds of other dudes which do
nor enable them to concentrate on their primary task.

Thirdly, give us more visual aids - films, slides, wall-
charts - so that we can, in particular, reach Euro-
peins through Europe's furure generations in the
schools. This was a point made by Mr Hutton
yesterday. If we do not provide information of a

simple sort in our schools and colleges, we are failing
in our duty.

Fourthly, give us more clear informarion on rhe work
of our committees and end rhe semi-secrecy in which
so many of our commitrees work! Everybody knows
that the bulk of the derailed pracrical work that this
Parliamenr does rakes place in the commirtees, and yet
the news that comes our of rhem is provided on an ad
Doc. basis depending on wherher rhe chairman wishes
to issue a sraremenr or nor. That could be remedied
very easily indeed.

Fifthly, please could we have a much better system of
distributing agendas, working documents and so forth,
so that those who wish to find out whar is going on
can do so? External information offices in London,
Paris and Bonn, for example, are often asked ques-

tions on the work of committees whereas rhe agendas
for those commirtees do not arrive in the exrernal
information offices until rwo days after rhe meering
has taken place. This is the kind of thing which brings
an information service into disrepute.

Finally, next time we vote on the Community budger

- a subject dear to my heart - let this Parliamenr
end its hypocrisy and stop calling on the one hand for
more information while on rhe other hand failing to
vote the money that is needed! \7e have a duty as

elected Members of this Parliamenr ro tell the people
who voted for us what is going on, and rhat is why this
repon by Mr Schall is so extremely imporrant and
should be voted through as soon as possible.

(Applause)

President. - This debate will now be suspended, as it
is time to take the votes.

ll. Votes

President. - The nexl item comprises the votes on
those motions for resolutions on which the debate is

closed.

!7e begin with the proposal for a regulation (Doc.
1-701/80) by Gautier er al. motion for a resolution (Doc.
1-813/80): Marhet in cereak.

I call Mr Galland on a point of order.

Mr Galland. - (F) Mr President, I must. ask you to
apply the Rules. This problem is provided for in two
separate rules, the first of which is Rule 26.

The debate shall be based on rhe report of the appropriate
committee. Parliament shall vote only on the motion for a

resolution.

Obviously, this does not apply here. Doubtless, there-
fore, you will refer me to Rule 14, paragraph 4 of
which, since we are dealing wirh a case of urgenr
procedure, states:

An urgent debate may be held without a reporr or on the
basrs of an oral report by the appropriate committee.

A short while ago, Sir Henry Plumb explained quire
clearly to us that the comperent committee, at its
meeting yesterday, had found irelf unable to present
an ordinary oral report; but it was on the assumprion
that the competent committee would be able to presenr
this repon that the Bureau yesterday considered that
this item could be put on the agenda. Since Sir Henry
has shown that an oral report is impossible, it is clear
that Rule 14 (4) cannot be applied. According ro the
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Rules of Procedure, therefore, it is impossible to put
this vote on the agenda.

President. - Mr Galland, I am sorry to say that I
canno[ agree with ycur argument. Once urgent proce-
dure has been adopted, it is quite abnormal that a

committee, by refusing to submit a report, orally or by
any other means, should be allowed to prevent the
House from expressing an opinion. In rhis case, the
urgency of the matter is paramount. It is no doubt to
be regretted that the competent committee should not
have presented a report, but Rule 14 nowhere says tha[
an oral or written report is essential.

I call Mr Martin.

Mr Martin. - (F) Mr President, on the basis of Rule
33 (4), I ask you to establish whether a quorum is

Present.

President. - Is your reques[ supported by the
requisite number of Members?

(More tban 30 Members rose to theirfeet)

President. - I call Mr Von der Vring.

Mr Von der Vring. - (D) Mr President, would you
please explain our position with regard to the proce-
dure? Since the judgment on the isoglucose case, there
are difficulties in deciding what provisions of the
Rules of Procedure are applicable and to what extent.
Further, would you please make it clear that if no
decision on this matter is arrived at today, the consul-
tation procedure is at an end.

President. - Mr Von der Vring, if a request for the
establishment of a quorum means thar the Parliament
will have an opportuniry of taking the vote at the next
pan-session, then the parliamentary procedure is

normally still applicable.

I call Mr Gautier,

IVfr Gautier. - (D) Mr President, would you please

advise me wirh regard to an incident that took place
four months ago? On that occasion, my group had
requested the Chair to establish whether a quorum was
present and then left the Chamber. The interpretation
placed on the Rules of Procedure was that, before a

quorum could be established, the doors were to be
locked and then the votes counted. Pursuant to this
interpretation of the Rules, may I ask you now to have
rhe doors locked and to ask whether 30 Members are

Present.

(Protests)

President. - I call Mr Marshall for an explanation of
vote.

Mr Marshall. - Mr President, representing the
London Borough of Islington, which is the centre of
the London gin ind,rstry, but, what is more important,
being a member ,rf a profession whose motto is

Verbum meum pacttm, I find it difficult to understand
the opposition to rhis proposal, because there is no
doubt that rhe whisky rebates were an integral part of
last May's agricultural price review. They were the
quid pro quo for agricultural price increases.

Those have been given and en;oyed, and if their
whisky rebates do not occur quickly people will feel
they have been let down and as soon as integrity is

called into question, as soon as the word of honour of
a nation is endan6;ered, then the trust which is the
basis of this Community is jeopardized. I hope that no
one is gojng to play a procedural game this morning to
undermine the trust of nations in this Community,
because if they dc then they endanger the whole
future of this Comrnunity, the prosperity of our people
and the peace of the world.

(Applause fron cerlatn quarters of the European Demo-
uatrc Group)

President. - On rhe proposal for a regulation, I have
Amendment No 1, tabled by Mr de Lipkowski and
others and replacing the second paragraph of Article 2
with the following rext:

It shall applv with effect from the date of the entry rnro
force of the cornmon organrzauon of the market rn

alcohol.

I put Amendment ],tro 1 to rhe vote.

(The result of the z.tote shouted tbat a malority of tbe

current Members oJ'Parliament had not taken part in it)

Thrs item is accor,:lingly placed on the agenda of the
next sitting.

President. - I prLt to the vote the Seeler et al. motion

for a resolution (l)oc. 1-807/80): Communtty fisberies
policy.

The resolution is adopted.l

\7e proceed rc thc Helms er al. motion for a resolution
(Doc. 1 -8 1 4/80) : C)ommunity fisheries policy.

I call Mr Marshall on a point of order.

' oJ c 28 ot9 2.1981.
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Mr Marshall. - As there was not a quorum for the
previous votes, can we ask for the establishmenr of a

quorum for this vote under Rule 33 (3)? I wish ro give
notice that I intend to bob up and down asking for a

quorum on every vote. If people can use procedural
devices . . .

President. - Are there 10 Members supponing Mr
Marshall's request?

(More than ten Members rose to tbeirfeet)

A quorum is present.

I put the morion for a resolurion to rhe vote. The reso-
lution is adopted.r

President. - !7e proceed to the Glinne et al. motion
for a resolution (Doc. 1-821/80): 'Unification' of Libya
and Cbad.

Are there any explanarions ofvotel

I call Mr Glinne.

Mr Glinne. - (F) Mr President, after the resolurion
now before us was tabled, the press published the final
communiqu6 which was adopred in Lom6 by fourteen
African governmenrs. It is evident that the govern-
ments in question hold the Lagos agreements of
December 1979 to be still valid, and that in consequ-
ence the 'unification' agreemen[ between Libya and
Chad is unacceprable and must be declared null and
void. In addition, any power contemplating military
operations within Chadian terrirory or basefl in that
territory must abandon such intenrions. The popula-
tion of Chad must be able ro express irs will through
elections which can only be organized under the
auspices of the OAU. The final communiqu6 of Lom6
indicates moreover that the secrerary general of the
OAU possesses a mandate until April 1987 to organize
free and fair elecrions in Chad under rhe auspices and
the control of the OAU itself. This Lom6 communiqu6
fully jusdfies the philosophy of the morion for a reso-
lution which the Parliamenr is now conCidering. There
is also a substantial difference, which there is no need
for nle to emphasize, berween free elecrions such a I
have jusr mentioned and the referendum which,
according to this morning's radio broadcast, Libyan
authorities are new considering.

Mr President, during the debate on urgenr procedure,
I indicated how imponanr ir was thar our colleagues
on the joinr ACP-EEC commirree, who will be going

to Sierra Leone in a few weeks, should be precisely
informed of Parliament's attitude. I think it is impor-
tant for us to uphold the righm of the people of Chad,
and I consider that these rights are incompatible with a

hasty and imposed annexation. This is the thinking
behind this resolution, which we hope will be adopted
by the Assembly.

President. - I call Mr Isradl.

Mr Isra6l - (F) Mr President, I would like ro clarify
for our colleagues that it was only due ro a problem
of time that my group did not associate ircelf with this
resolution. Ve are srrongly in favour of it, however,
and will give it all our support.

I do wish ro make one brief remark, ro the effecr rhat I
feel that the reference ro the movemenr of rhe
non-aligned na[ions is complercly anachronistic, and
cannot be jusdfied. Nevertheless we will join with rhe
majority to approve rhis resolurion.

President. - I call Mr Habsburg.

Mr Habsburg - (D) Mr Presidenr:A short rime ago
a leading Arab political figure told me rhat he had
been in China shortly before the death of Chou-en-lai.
At that time the grear Chinese sraresman said ro him,
'Do not forger that General Ghadaffi is the spearhead
of Soviet imperialism in Nonh and Black Africa.' I
believe that rhis sraremenr by one of rhe grearesr men
of our time contains the truth about the invasion of
Chad. \7e musr be clearly aware rhar this consrirutes a
first step, preparatory to various furrher ir,ritiadves. It is
high rime that we took action ro oppose it, even if it be
only the 'reinforcemenr of a physical border wirh a
moral one. Each European nar.ion which is ready to
act on this issue - as France is ready to do in Cenrral
Africa, in Nigeria, for example - should join wirh the
others to offer moral supporr. For rhis reason I salure
this decision.

President. - I put the motion for a resolution ro rhe
vote. The resolurion is adopted.r

IN THE CHAIR: MR ROGERS

Vice-President

President. - \7e proceed to the morion for a resolu-
tion contained in rhe til'alz report (Doc. 1-595/80):
Energy production (sofi tecbnologies).

, OJC 28of9.2.1981. , OJC 28oI9.z.tg9t.
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President

(Parliament adopted tbe preamble and paragrapbs I
and 2)

On paragraph 3, I have Amendment No 4, tabled by
Mr Coppieters and replacing this paragraph with the
following text:

3. Considers that, rn view of rhe continuing dependence
upon non-renewable energy sources, every effort
should be made to keep energy demand ro a

minimum, notably by energy conservation policies and
concern for the energy-consumprion impact of rech-
niques of production; emphasizes that choices about
additional energy productlon must allow for consider-
ations about rhe health and safety of presenr and
future generatlons.

'\Uflhat 
is the rapporreur's posirion?

Mrs Valz, rapporteur. - (D) I can support Mr
Coppieters's amendment provided it is inserted as

paragraph 3a. Mr Coppieters has said that he agrees. If
this procedure is adopted, it has my support.

President. - Are there any objections to this oral
amendment? That is aBreed.

(Parliament adopted paragraph 3 and Amendment No 4)

On paragraph 5, I have three amendments:

- No 5, tabled by Mr Coppieters and rewording this
paragraph as follows:

5. Takes the view, therefore, that the time has come to
push strongly ahead with funher research and invest-
ment programmes to test and develop new sources of
energy, partrcularly the generation of heat and elec-
tricity from solar energy, wind energy, biomass and
geotherma! energy, in order to add to the existing
range of still vital sources of energy such as coal, orl
and gas and ro permit the rapid abandonment of
nuclear power, and in particular, an immediate halt to
the development of fast-breeder reactors, whilst still
offering economically viable alternatrves which reduce
the dependence of the European Communities on
rhird counrries;

- No 3, tabled by Mr Adam on behalf of the Socialist
Group and deleting the following phrase:

such as coal and nuclear power, including fast-breeder
and high-temperature reactors.

- No 2, tabled by Mrs Lizin and deleting the
following phrase:

including fast-breeder and high-temperature reactors.

'!7har 
is the rapporteur's.position?

Mrs '!V'alz, rdpporteur. - (D) I am against all three
amendments.

(Parliament rejected all three arnendments and adopted,

first paragraph 5, tben paragrapb 6)

President. - On paragraph 7, I have Amendment
No 1, by Mr Turcat, seeking to replace this paragraph
with the following text:

7. Believes that there is still considerable scope for
decentralized lnvestment and energy production in the
highly developed indusrrialized countries even outside
existing electricity grids; considers, however, that such
production, on a small or medium scale, rs even better
suited to developing countries, tos'ards whose
progress rt can make an appreciable contribution,
while at the same time avoiding, through decentral-
rzed distribution, the unreasonable formation of large
urban concentrations.

'Vhat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mrs 'Walz, rdpporteur. - (D) The wording is better
than my own. It has my support.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No I and paragraphs I
to 10)

President. - I put, as amended, the motion for a

resolution to the vote.

The resolution is adopted.l

,, 
",,.

President. - Ve shall now consider the motion for a

resolution contained in the Carossino report (Doc
1-708/80): Shipping safety and pollution preoention.

(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs 1 to 5)

After paragraph 6, I have Amendment No 2, by Mr
Howell and Mr Turner, seeking to add a new para-
graph:

6a. Calls on the Council without delay, to negotiare with
the international agencies a 'special rules status' for
rhe North Sea in line wrth those at present enforced in
the Baltic and Mediterranean Seas, panicularly with a

view to ensuring that means are found of identifying
and bringing to justice ships polluting Community
waters, whether they are destined for Community

POflS Or not

'!7hat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Carossino, rapparteur. - (I) ln favour, Mr Presi-
dent.

(Parliatnent adopted Amendment No 2)

1 0J C 28 cf9.2.1981.
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President. 
- 

On paragraph 7, I have Amendment
No l, by Mr Percheron and Mr Josselin, seeking to
add the following at the and of the paragraph:

. .. urgently requesls the Member States to consrder ways
of taking action within maririme conferences rn which
European shipowners play a dominant r6le so as to ensure
that the application of the various safety standards pro-
vrded for rn these rnternatronal conventions rs actually
taken into account ln the rules for the operatron of these
rnantime conferences.

rVhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Carossino, rapporteur. - (I) In favour, Mr Presi-
dent.

(Parliament adopted in succession Amendment No 1,

paragraph 7 as amended and paragraphs 8 to 1 1)

President. 
- 

After paragraph 11,I have Amendment
No 3, by Mr Howell, seeking to add the following
new paragraph:

I la. Calls on the Commrssron to extend its recommenda-
uons on vessel safety standards to include minimum
crew quaLficatrons for all ships travelling rn Commu-
nity waters'and flyrng any flag, whether or not
destrned for Communrty ports.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Carossino, rapporteur. - U) I consider thrs
superfluous inasmuch as what the amendment calls for
is already contained in an rnternational convention to
which the proposal for a directive refers. I rherefore
suBgest rt be rejected.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 3 and para-
graphs 12 to 17)

President. 
- 

I put, as amended, the motion for a

resolution as a whole ro the vote.

The resolutron is adopred.r

President. 
- 

I put to the vore the motion for a

lution contained in the Maij-Weggen report
I - 7 09/8 0 ) : Manne pollution.

The resolution is adopted.r

reso-
(Doc.

President. 
- 

!7e shall now consider the motion for a

resolution contarned in the Mail-Weggen report (Doc.
1-473/80): Prepention of disasters during oil and gas

extraction.

(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs I
and 2)

On paragraph 3, I have Amendment No l/rev., by
Mrs Squarcialupi, seeking to modify this paragraph as

follows:

3. Calls on the Commrssion to obtain information on the
national legislatron of the varrous states bordering on
the North Sea and other warers surroundrng the EEC
countnes on the offshore extraction of oil... (rest
unchanged).

Vhat is the rapporueur's position?

Mr Beumer, deputy rapporteur. 
- 

(NZ) Mr Presi-
dent, the rapporteur has asked me to tell you that she
rs in favour of this amendment.

(Parliament adopted in surrrsrio, Amendment No 1/reo.,
paragrdph 3, as amended, and paragraphs 4 to 9)

President. 
- 

I call Mr Muntingh for an explanation
of vote.

Mr Muntingh. 
- 

(NL) Mr President, I learned this
morning that the dreadful oil disaster which took
place in the North Sea and which we discussed
yesterday was, according to the British press, caused
by a Greek ranker If that is true, it provides yet
further proof of the urgent need for this resolution
and of the absolure necessity of legislation on pollu-
tron due to orl, and for that reason I shail vote in
favour.

President. 
- 

I put, as amended, the motion for a

resolution as a whole to the vote.

The resolutron rs adopted.l

President. - Ve shall
resolution contained in
80): Marine pollution.

now consider the motion for a

the Spaak report (Doc. 1-467/

(Parlmment adopted thefirst indent of tbe preamble)

, oJ c 28 of9.2.1981. ' OJ C 28 of9 2 1981
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President

On the second indent of the preamble I have Amend-
ment No 1, tabled by Mrs Le Roux, seeking ro replace
this indent with the following text:

- having regard to the fact that oil-tankers and their
owners are predominantly responsible for the repeated
accidents that have seriously affected numerous
coastal regions of the Communiry and rheir popula-
tions, Brrttany in particular,

\7hat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Collins, deputy rapporteur. - Mr President, Mrs
Spaak has given me a note of her attitudes ro rhe
several amendments.

She has asked me to say that she is against this one.
She feels it is unnecessarily brutal, I think, and that we
should be better to stay with the original.

(Parliarnent rejected Amendment No 1 and adopted the

second indent of the preamble; it then adopted tbe last

five indents of the preamble; and paragraph 1)

President. - After paragraph l, I have Amendment
No 2, tabled by Mrs Le Roux, seeking to add the
following paragraph:

la. Recommends that the Commission propose to the

. governments of the Member States rhat rhey
introduce a tax on the profirs of oil companies from
which to constitute a fund to finance research into the
prevention of accidental pollution and help repair the
damage caused by accidenrs rnvolvrng oil-tankers;

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Collins, deputy rapporteur. - The rapporteur
feels this proposal is unrealistic and is therefore against
it.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 2)

President. - On paragraph 2, I have Amendment
No 3, tabled by Mrs Le Roux, seeking to replace this
paragrapi with the following text:

2. Insists rhat the governments of the Member Stares

should genuinely respect the international agreements
to which they have subscribed concerning the preven-
tion of shipping accidents, and ratify the international
conventions rnstitutrng a standard system of compen-
sation for damage caused by oil pollution (1969 Inter-
natronal Convenrion on Civil Liability and 1971
Convention setting up an International Compensation
Fund); stresses the imponant part which the Commu-
nity could play in encouraging Member States to
adopt rules and regulations complementary to interna-
tional agreements to increase shipping safery in their
territorial waters with regard to all vessels carrying
dangerous substances;

'\flhat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Collins, deputy rapporteur. - This is slightly
complicated, Mr President. Mrs Spaak feels that she is
against the first part of this amendment, i.e. lines 1 to 9

in the English version, but she is quite happy to accept
the 'second part. If Mrs Le Roux were prepared to
withdraw the first part, then Mrs Spaak would be

happy to accept the second pan.

I should perhaps clarify that. The phrase '. . .setting up
an International Compensation Fund);' is the closing
phrase of that part of the amendment to which Mrs
Spaak objects. She is quite happy to accept the second
part, from 'stresses the important part which the
Community could play in encouraging Member
States . . .' to the end.

President. - Mr Baillot, would Mrs Le Roux accept
this?

Mr Baillot. - (F) I suggest a separate vote on each
part. It would be much simpler!

(Parliament rejected the ttoo parx of the amendment
separately and adopted paragraph 2)

President. - After paragraph 2, I have Amendment
No 4, tabled by Mrs Le Roux, seeking to add the
following paragraph:

2a. Recommends that the Commission take steps to
induce the governmenrs of the Member States to bring
all research work on the prevention of marine pollu-
tion under the responsibrlity of the universities or
public research organizations';

'!7har 
is rhe rapponeur's position?

Mr Collins, deputy rapporteur. 
- 

The rapporteur is

against this.

(Parliatnent rejected Amendrnent No 4 and adopted

Par^grdPh 3)

President. - On paragraph 4, I have Amendment
No 5, tabled by Mrs Le Roux, seeking to delerc this
paragraph.

Vhat is the rapporteur's view?

Mr Collins, deputy rapporteur. - The committee was

unanimously in favour of this paragraph: obviously,
therefore, the rapponeur is against the amendment.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 5 and adopted
paragraphs 4 and 5)
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President. - I call Mrs Dekker for an explanation of
vote.

Mrs Dekker. - (NL) Mr President, on behalf of
D'66, I wish to say how glad I am that the resolutions
concerning the occurrence and prevention of marine
pollution wilI probably be adopted without any
arrempt ro weaken their impact. I believe.that we shall
thereby be making a big step forward and, as a Parlia-
ment, we shall be making a valuable contribution
rowards solving the whole of this serious problem.

President. - I put the motion for a resolution as a

whole to the vote.

The resolution is adopted.r

President. - I put to the vote the motion for a reso-
lution contained in the Alber report (Doc. 1-650/80):
Researcb and deoelopment in the field of the enoiron-
ment.

The resolution is adoprcd.t

;i :i

President. - Ve shall now consider the Cornbe
report (Doc. 1-729/80): Maximum leoek for pesticide
residues.

.!fle 
must first consider the proposals for directives.

On point 8.2 of Annex II to the second directive, I
have two amendments:

- Amendment No 3, by Mrs Manin:

In the second column, replace '0.02' by'0.2'.

- Amendment No 2, by Mr Delatte:

In the second column, replace '0.02' by'0.1'.

\flhar is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Combe, rdpporteur. - (F) On No 3, unfavour-
able.

Vith regard ro No 2, I leave it tb the wisdom of the
House. Personally, but not as rapporteur, I am in
favour.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3 and adopted
Amendment No 2)

President. - 
!U7e now come to the motion for a reso-

lution.

(Parliament adopted tbe preamble and paragraphs I to 8)

After paragraph 8, I have Amendmenr No 1, by Mr
Sherlock, seeking to add the following paragraph:

8a. Asks the Commissron ro consider amending the direc-
tive to rnclude a requirement that rhe Member States
should carry out regular monitoring and surveillance
of foods, both as sold to the consumer and as earen,
and repon the results on a regular basis to the
Commission in order ro ensure an efficient and similar
degree of enforcemenr throughout the Community;

\7hat is the rapporieur's position?

Mr Combe, rdpporteur. - (F) I am in favour.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1 and paragraphs 9
to 12)

President. - I put, thus amended, rhe motion for a
resolution as a whole to the vore.

The resolution is adopred.r

President, 
- 

\fle now come to the Hooper report
(Doc. 1-559/80): Recooery and reuse of utaste paper and
board.

'\7e musr first vote on the amendments to the proposal
for a recommendation.

On the sixth recital of the preamble, I have Amend-
ment No 1, by Mrs Fuillet, seeking to delete this
recital.

'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?

Miss Hooper, rapporteur. 
- 

Against, Mr President.
The committee voted overwhelmingly in favour of
having a target figure.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 1)

1 OJ C 28 of9.2.1981. ' oJ c 28 of9.2.198r.
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President. - On rhe introductory paragraph, I have
Amendment No 4, by Mr Sherlock, seeking ro amend
the paragraph to read as follows:

Recommends thar Member States define and implement
policies to promore the use of recycled paper and board,
and thar the Community Instirutions do likewise, and
panicularly:

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Miss Hooper, rapporteur. - I am for rhis amend-.
ment, Mr Presidenr. It represents a clarification of the
committee's intention.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 4)

President. - On the sixrh indent I have Amendment
No 3, by Mr Sherlock, seeking ro amend rhe indent ro
read as follows:

- encourage volunrary schemes for selective recovery of
domestic as well as industrial wasrc paper ar competi-
tive quality and prices.

Vhat is rhe rapporteur's position?

Miss Hooper, rdpporteur. - For, Mr President.
Again a clarification.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 3)

President. - \7e now come ro rhe motion for a reso-
lution.

(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraph t)

Afrer paragraph 1, I have Amendmenr No 2, tabled by
Mr Purvis on behalf of the European Democratic
Group and adding the following paragraph:

la. In panicular urges the Commission [o reassess lls own
previous directives and regulations which militate
agarnst rhe use of recycled paper (e.g., in food pack-
aging) and to make new proposals in such areas wrth
all possible speed, raking into accounr up-to-dare
energy and timber supply positions as well as techno-
logical developmenrs;

\7hat is rhe rapporteur's position?

Miss Hooper, rdpporteur. - I am in favour.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 2 and paragraph 2)

President. - I put, thus amended, the motion for a
resolution as a whole ro rhe vote.

The resolution is adopted.r

President. - \7e proceed ro rhe Van den Heuael
report (Doc. 1-593/80): Human rights in Uruguay.

I call Mr Habsburg on a point of order.

Mr Habsburg. - (F) Mr President, I requesr a vore
paragraph by paragraph - ro be more precise, that rhe
motion, excepr for the preamble, be put ro the vore
paragraph by paragraph and even, as regards rhe first
paragraph, indent by indenr.

(Parliament adopted the first five indents of tbe
preamble)

President. - After the fifth indenr, I have Amend-
ment No 1, by Mr Fergusson, seeking to add a new
indent:

- recalling also the rerrorisr activities of the Tupamaros
Organization, including rhe cruel kidnapping and
detention in solitary confinemenc for nine monrhs of a

Brirish Ambassador, Geoffrey Jackson,

'\7hat is the rapponeur's position?

Mrs Van den Heuvel, rapporter,rr. -'(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, this matter was dealt wirh in commirree, where ir
was considered sufficient ro include this point in the
explanatory starement. I leave ir to rhe Parliament,
however, to decide whether it should be included in
the preamble.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No I
indent of the preamble)

President. - On the seventh indenr,
ment No 2, by Mr Fergusson, seeking
indent with the following texr:

' and the sixth

I have Amend-
to replace this

- having regard to its Resolution of 21 November 1980
on the referendum in Uruguay (Doc. l-607/80) and
the fapt that, despire the effons of the Uruguayan
Government, the people did not accept the proposed
new constitution.

\trflhar is rhe rapporteur's posirion?

Mrs Van den Heuvel, rapporteur. 
- 

(NL) I am in
favour of this addition, since it srares a matter of fact.

, OJ C 28 of 9. 2. t98t
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(Parliament adopted Amendment No 2 and tbe eighth
indent of the preamble)

President. - Amendment No 4, tabled by Mr
Fergusson, to paragraph I has been withdrawn.

(Parliamint adopted the first,t second and third indents
ofparagraph 1, then paragrapb I as a afiole, paragraph 2
and paragraph 3)

After paragraph 3, I have Amendment No 5, tabled by
Mr Van Minnen and adding the following paragraph:

3a. Disapproves of the fact that the Uruguayan r6gime
took advantage of the Gold Cup tournament in
Montevideo for purposes of political propaganda;

Vhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mrs Van den Heuvel, rapPorteur. - 
(NL) Mr Presi-

denr, I did submit to the committee an amendment
referring to the mini-world football tournamentl but
the reference was removed by a majority in committee

- 
wirhout, incidentally, any arguments being adduced

- 
and so I must, as rapporteur, assume that the

majority of the committee would be against this
amendment also.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 5)

President. - On paragraph 4, I have Amendment
No 3, tabled by Mr Fergusson and modifying this
paragraph as follows:

4. Requests the Foreign Ministers meeting in political
cooperation to take suitable joint measures, both
through diplomatic channels and in the United
Nations, to improve the situation of the people of
Uruguay and to make strong protests to the Govern-
ment of Uruguay concerning the violation of human
rights and to raise the matter at the next meeting in
Geneva of the Commission on Human Rights
(remainder deleted).

Vhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mrs Van den Heuvel, rapporteur. 
- 

(NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I should have no objection if the addition
contained in this amendment were added to the text
already there. If Mr Fergusson agrees to this, I have
nothing against the amendment; but if it means scrap-
ping the last sentence of my text, then I am against it.

President. - 
I call Mr Fergusson.

Mr Fergusson. - Mr President, I
about that.

(Parliament adopted paragrapb 4,

orally amended, and paragraph 5)

am quite happy

Amendment 3, as

President. - After paragraph 5, I have Amendment
No 6, tabled by Mr Coppieters and adding the
following paragraph:

5a Is incensed, in particular, that arms were just recently
shipped to Uruguay from Belgium;

'\fhar 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mrs Yan den Heuvel, rapPorteur. - (NL) Mr Presi-
dent, I have no grounds for supposing that the

committee would have objected to this amendment. I
am therefore in favour.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 61 and adopted
paragraph 6)

President. - I call Mr Lomas to give an explanation
of vote.

Mr Lomas. - 
I only want to make one point, Mr

President. I shall, of course, vote for the motion as a

whole, but I should like to explain briefly why I voted

against the amendment in which Mr Fergusson
attacked the Tupamaros as acting cruelly towards the
captured British diplomat, Geoffrey Jackson. I do not
condone ;he taking of hostages under any circum-
stances, but I think we could hardly describe this act as

a cruel one: the Tupamaros were quite clearly not
cruel to Mr Jackson while he was held as a hostage.

The Tupamaros are sincere idealists, they have
honourable ethical attitudes and they are dedicated to
a cause.

(Protests from tbe European Demouatic Group)

Mr President, I am very sorry that people on the other
side of the Chamber should jeer at that, because those

are the words of Geoffrey Jackson, the diplomat who
was held as a hostage.

(Applause from certain quarten on the hrt)

I should like ro quote, if I may, just two or three para-
graphs from an interview which he gave following his
kidnapping. He was asked first of all about his rela-
tionship and the conditions while he was held as a

hostage. They asked him about the heat in the cell,
and he said: 'It is sometime hot here, but we have elec-
tric fans.' They asked him whether he read at all. He
said, 'Yes. They have been very helpful with reading-
matrer. I have had Don Quixote, 

'V/'ar and Peace, they
have brought me the complete works of Oscar Vilde
and many other books too.' They then turned to the
question of music, and he listed alI the records and the
equipment to play them that they brought for him,
including Beethoven and Brahms and o[her
comPosers.

(Laugbterfrom tbe European Democratic Group)

t By sitting and standrng
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Lomas

They then went on to ulk about the relationship with
the captors, and this is whar Geoffrey Jackson, despite
what the opposition here are shouting, who know
nothing about the situation between Jackson and the
Tupamaros, said:

They do not want to harm me. I have already reached
conclusions about the type of mentality of the young
Tupamaros, whrch I had not been able to do before.

(Loud laughterfrom the European Democratic Group)

Question :Vhar are those conclusions?

Ansuter: They are hard-working, serious and are
completely dedicated.

Question: Vhat are the differences berween rhe oprnion
you had of the Tupamaros before you were kidnapped
and the one you have now?

Ansuer:l found them much more human than I expected.
They are people dedicated [o a cause and they accepr the
risks involved.

Mr President, I end with these words I quoted ar the
beginning. They are very honourable, ethical and
sincere idealism. They are quite rhe opposire of what
was stated in Mr Fergusson's amendmenr, and I hope
that the Parliament will mke rhe word of Mr Jackson
rather [han of Mr Fergusson.

(Protests from the European Democratic Group. Applause

from certain quarters on the lefi)

President. 
- 

I call Mr Forth to give an explanation
of vote.

Mr Forth. - Mr President, I was initially going to
abstain on this motion, because it is yet another
example of graruitous and unnecessary interference by
the Community in a far-away pan of the world which
occupies an excessive amount of this Parliament's
time, particularly on the very morning when we have
been unable to raise a quorum on a matter vital to the
Community and concerning its own business and its
own citizens. This is another instance of that absurd
procedure that we have indulged in before: self-
indulgence and interference where it is none of our
business and an inability to concentrate our minds and
our activities and even our presence here on matters of
the Community's own business and running and
manaEement.

That is why I was going to abstain; but I now hear our
friend from across the Chamber speaking and I am
now going to vote against the motion, because if we
can hear a Member of this Parliament defending and
justifying terrorism, who can actually stand in this
Chamber and say 

- 
and apparently believe what he is

saying 
- 

that he supports the holding of somebody

against his will and does nor classify rhis as an act ot
terrorism, this is quire mind-boggling. I have never
heard the like and I hope never ro hear it again. These
same people on rhar side of the Chamber rhis very
week complained when somebody had been impri-
soned in a Member State of rhis Community after due
process of law and insisted on his release, and yer from
that side of the Chamber we nov/ get a justificarion of
an act of terrorism in holding somebody in condirions
of imprisonment.

For all these reasons, Mr President, having listened to
the debate and particularly to rhar explanarion of vore,
I am going to vore againsr rhis resolution: I canno[
possibly associate myself with it.

(Applause from some quarters of tbe European Demo-
cratic Group)

President. - I call Mr Hord on a point of order.

Mr Hord. - Mr President, I wish under Rule 33 (3)
to request that you ascenain whether a quorum is

Present.

(More tban ten Members rose to support tbis request)

President. - Under Rule 33 (2), 145 Members must
be present.

I call Lady Elles.

Lady Elles. - Mr Presidenr, we have had rhis sirua-
tion earlier this morning, when it was decided that the
quorum should be ascenained on rhe basis of the
number of votes cast, not on the number of people
present in the Chamber. I therefore requesr that you
follow the precedenr and suggest thar rhe procedure
now being followed is not correct. Ve should take rhe
vote and then declare the vote valid or invalid.

President. - As there are only 118 Members presenr,
there is not a quorum present. The vote will accord-
ingly be placed on the agenda of the next sitting.

:i

President, . \flc' come now to the Delatte report
(Doc. l-792/ 80): Isoglucose.

I call Mr Curry on a point of order.

Mr Curry. - I request under Rule 33 (4) that you
ascertain whether a quorum exists.
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President. - This must be requested by 30 Members.

I nore that at least 30 Members do suppon this
request.

I put the six indents of the preamble to the vote.

Half the Members have not panicipated
The vote will therefore be taken again
sitting.

:i

the vote.
the next

President. - \(/e shall now consider the motion for a

resolution contained in the Louates rePort (Doc. 1-

529/80): Frameworh agreenent -fo, cooperdtion
betanen the EEC and Brazil.

(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragrapbs 1 and
2)

After paragraph 2, I have Amendment No 2, by Mr
Vergeer and others, seeking to add the following
paragraph:

2a. Hopes that srcps will be taken to better the situation
of the poorest sections of society, inter alia by the
introduction of improved social and labour norms;

'!7hat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Louwes, rdpporteur. - (NL) In favour, Mr Presi-
dent.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 21 and para-
graphs 3 and 4)

President. - Afrcr paragraph 4, I have Amendment
No 3, tabled by Mrs Squarcialupi, seeking to add the
following paragraph:

4a. Considers, however, that the EEC-Brazil cooperation
agreement should contain the requirement that basic

inrernarional norms on working conditions, e.g., the
number of hours worked in a day, must be respected;

\7hat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Louwes, rapporteur. - 
(NL) I am against, Mr

President, for two reasons. First, the amendment
amounrs to interference in another country's affairs;
secondly, the point has already been settled now that
Amendment No 2, by Mr Vergeer, has been adopted.

President. - I call Mrs Baduel Glorioso.

Mrs Baduel Glorioso. - (F) I can state that Mrs
Squarcialupi was prepared to omit the last part of her
amendment - thar is, the words 'e.g., the number of
hours worked in a day,' if that makes it easier to get
rhis amendment adopted.

President. - !7hat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Louwes, rapporteur. - (NL) The meaning is not
thereby substantially affected, Mr President. I there-
fore remain opposed to it.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 3 and adopted
paragraphs 5 to 7)

President. - On paragraph 8, I have Amendment
No l, tabled by Mr Mtiller-Hermann on behalf of the
Group of rhe European People's Pany (CD Group),
seeking to have this paragraph continued as follows:

8. . . . , urges that the UNCTAD Agreement also be

applied to shipping between Brazil and the European
Community, the load berng distributed in the
ratio 40 :40:20;

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Louwes, rapporteur. - (NL) Mr President, I
have no difficulties with this amendment. It concerns a

multilateral agreement under UNCTAD and is in line
with the spirit of my report. I am therefore in favour.

(Parliament adopted Arnendment No 1, paragrapb 8,

thus amended, and paragrapbs 9 to 12)

President. - I put, thus amended, the motion for a

resolution as a whole to the vote.

The resolution is adopted.r

12. Membership of Parliament

President. - Mr Herbert Kohler has informed me,
by letrer of l2January 1981, of his resignation as

Member of the European Parliament with effect from
l6 January.

Pursuant to Article l2 (2), second subparagraph, of
rhe Act concerning the election of representatives to
the Assembly by direct universal suffrage, the
Assembly esrablishes that there is a vacancy and duly
informs the Member State concerned. This will be

done immediately.

in
al

1 By sitting and standing. ' OJC 28of9.2.1981
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13. Community information poliry Qontd)

President. - The nexr irem on rhe agenda is rhe
continuarion of rhe debare on the report by Mr Schall
on the Community's informarion policy (Doc. l-596/
80).

I call Mrs Gaiotti de Biase.

Mrs Gaiotti de Biase. - (I) On such a riring
morning I will not have the bad taste to make an
exhaustive study of the informadon policy. It is simply
my duty [o express the support and the agreement of
my group on the demanding report drafted by Mr
Schall on a matter to which we have giv'en the greatest
political emphasis.

I would only point out briefly thar for this Parliament
and this Communiry informacion policy is in no way
comparable, as a Danish colleague who has just
spoken seems to think, to similar policies conducted
by the individual Member States. As the Schall report
makes clear, Community information policy has three
main tasks. Above all it is a policy which relates to the
Community institutions, and therfore does nor deal in
information pure and simple. It has to introduce and
explain the existence of the Community, yet it must
provide ample scope for diversity; it is not propa-
ganda, but it must represent a knowledgeable and crit-
ical debate on the successes and disappointments, the
failures and controversies which surround the
Community. !U/e believe in fact that the more these
controversial problems are discussed - in Denmark as

well - the easier it rs to understand the importance of
this great ideal: the political commitment which is

European unity.

Secondly, the information policy of the Community is

based on democratic control, which is exercised differ-
enrly and with different goals than is the case for
national parliaments. It is necessary to bring the Euro-
pean citizen closer to the institutions, so that he may
perform a conuolling function which geographical
distance often denies him.

Thirdly, the information policy musr represent the
Community abroad. Many Member States already
conduct serious cultural campaigns in foreign coun-
tries, but we must respond to the global importance of
the Community with a precise information policy.

The report deals exhaustively with a number of aspects
of the information policy, including even technical
details. I do not want to delay the closing of this part-
session any further, so I refer you to what has been
said in the report and urge Parliament to approve it,
since I am convinced that, in spite of the fact that the
debates occur, as many have pointed our, in silence
and in a void, the acts of Parliament, because of their
official nature, constitute an essential part of our
activity.

IN THE CHAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

' Vice-President

President. - I call Mr Martin.

Mr Martin. - (F) Mr President, during rhe
campaign which preceded rhe direcr election of this
Assembly, French communists denounced rhe means
adopted by the European aurhorities, means which led
to the financing of a national campaign from abroad.
!7e denounced it as an unacceptable interference in
the internal affairs of the European nar.ions; berrer, we
obtained in our national assembly a law against such
financing. The extraordinary sum of 50 million francs,
7 0/o.of the running; costs of rhe Communiry Assembly,
was devoted to flooding our counrry with slogans
praising your Europe. Today, 5.5 thousand million
centimes per year are allocated by this Assembly for
what you term 'informing the Europeans'. And the
Commission, on its part, spends more than 7 thousand
million centimes for this purpose for publications
alone. This is an enormous amounr.

Now Mr Schall wanr even more. The sum is not suffi-
cient, says he, to arouse the Europeans and ro produce
a permanent propaganda for Europe. It is true rhar it is

rather difficult for rhe parrisans of European inregra-
tion to project a posirive and popular picrure of
Europe, and this reporu is an admission of rheir failure.
Since the election in June, 1979, nor a single popular
industrial, agricultural, or social project, not a single
programme oriented towards progress has been
approved by this Assembly. You have preferred to set
yourselves up as an internarional tribunal. You have
preferred to support programmes of demolition and
restructuring which favor certain particular interesrs
instead of working for rhe benefir of rhe majority in
the direction of progress, jusrice, and peace. The
people's resistance has quite understandably reached a

level of considerable vehemence, and their repugnance
is equally apparent. Now you wanr [o finance even
more organizations favourable to your European ideas
so tha[ they may spread and advenise your policy.
This has nothing to do with pluralisdc and reciprocal
information for Europeans abour rheir respecrive
countries, cultures, and traditions.

For our part, we protest against this franric effort of
propaganda and the amount of money destined for it,
for it is indeed a question of propaganda, as rhe
rapporteur himself has admitted. The best proof of this
is that Commissioner Natali, whose task it is ro
broaden global European policy, is also responsible for
information.

The Communist and Allies Group will not support this
report. On the contrary, we will denounce these
partisan proposals to the manual and intellectual
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workers, proposals designed merely to sweeten the
better pill of austerity, of supranationaliry, and of
enlargement. !7e will continue to participate in the
struggle for the independence and sovereignty of our
country, a struggle strongly supponed panicularly
among the workers of France.

Presidcnt. 
- 

I call Mrs Lenz.

Mrs Lenz. 
- 

(D) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, most of the imponant points have already
been touched upon. Yesterday evening the stars them-
selves were quoted, but I must say that the noon hour
on Friday is an unsuitable time to discuss the informa-
tion policy of the European Community, an issue

presented with remarkable precision and detail by our
rapporteur. It is unfortunate that this debate was not
scheduled for the beginning of a week, as it deserved
to be.

I would like to limit myself here to a few shon
remarks. European citizens should cenainly be better
informed - 

we have all been hearing this complaint
since the direct elections. In his report, Mr Schall also
refers to the matter. There is only one way to improve
the information situation before the next elections,
and this is through a definite EC information policy. It
makes no sense to complain here if we take no steps to
deal with the question in an adequate manner. I would
like to request the Commission to ensure that parti-
cular atrention is paid to the groups which will be our
electors 

- 
and in this respect I appreciate the refer-

ence to women in point number 8 and Mr Brok's
reference to young people. Only if we succeed in
addressing these people in a manner calculated to give
them a personal understanding of European affairs
will we gain their electoral support. I would like to ask
the Commission not to underestimate the work done
in the Commission offices responsible for the Euro-
pean elections, small asks which contribute towards
more important accomplishments. I would like to ask
the Commission to give these offices full support;
these are demands which we will certainly make again
in the report on the situation of women.

One last point: I am completely opposed to the posi-
tion of our Danish colleague, who spoke a few
moments ago, and of some other members. In the
report the work of the branch offices was thoroughly
illustrated. The branch offices of the European
Community are very helpful in many ways; we as

parliamentarians are in a position to confirm this.
Neveruheless, I would like to call attention to one
point in the Schall report where it is stipulated that the
information policy of the offices of the European
Community should not come under national influ-
ences. In some countries there is a tendency to pursue
national politics in these offices 

- 
we could all rcll a

tale about that. There is a tendency towards the
increasing politicization of these offices, which creates
the danger that the central issues which we and the

Commission have indicated for the EC information
policy will be distoned and not expressed in a manner
suitable to a pluralistic political Community. The clear
and proper presentation of Community affairs is for us

a vital necessiry which enables a citizen to make full
use of his democratic rights, as Mr Schall has said in
his report.

President. 
- I call Mr Pedini.

Mr Pedini, Chairman of the Comrnittee on Youth,
Culture, Education, Information, and Sport. 

- 
(I) Mr

President, ladies and gentlemen, one of the main prob-
lems Parliament must face concerns the functioning of
its own internal mechanisms. This includes informa-
tion, and ir is unfonuna[e thar the report did not
receive all the attention it deserved from rhis
Assembly. I hope nevertheless rhat all our colleagues
will read it and reflect on it, for it contains a number
of proposals for initiatives which could cenainly keep
us occupied for the next few years.

I would like to thank the rapporteur, Mr Schall, for
the effort he has put into the preparation of the report
and the Committee as a whole for having unanimously
adopted it, after having worked to clarify its conclu-
sions. My thanks also to Mr Natali for what he said
yesterday as the Commissioner responsible for this
sector. Mr President, this is a question of political
commitment. Contrary to what one person has stated,
we are not engaged in propaganda through informa-
tion: we merely seek a contact with public opinion in
the electorate, in order to esrablish and pursue a joinr
policy. Any information activity consists in providing
news in order to obtain a reaction; it should solicit
other suggestions enabling us to honour our commit-
ments and fulfil our tasks.

It is obvious rhat a Parliamenr, elected for this
purpose, gives a wholly new character ro rhe job rhar
awair.us. It is my duty, as president of rhe comperent
committee, to recommend to you, Mr President, that
we work together to develop the relationship between
the Committee on Culture and the Bureau.'S7e rhere-
fore recommend that the daily work of information be
carried out in a more conscientious manner.

I hope Parliament irself will be rhe one to promote rhe
elaboration of the information material through TV
programmes, with the panicipacion of our excellent
officials and in conjunction with rechnicians and
experts, since information is also a matter of expenise.

I share a wish which Mr Bersani would cenainly have
made had he been present: that together *iih the
specific information aimed at the schools, at women,
ar youlh, and especially at the scientific and cultural
world, without which it is impossible rc build a solid
Community, we must keep in mind 

- 
as Mr Bersani

recommended to me a shon while ago - the responsi-
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bilities to be borne by Parliament and by the Commis-
sion for information programmes aimed at associared
developing counrries and designed to ensure rheir
co-participation in the new international order.

Mr President, in conclusion I would like to say rhar it
is impossible to conduct an informarion policy wirhout
situating it in its polirical conrexr. Political inspiration
allows us to utilize informarion channels to build the
European citizen. No matter whar may be said, rhe
free circulation of men in the Communiry cannot be
accomplished without rhe free circularion of men's
ideas. This is the essential foundation on which to
build the Community.

I wish rc assure you, Mr President, rhar our report has
not dealt with broader issues. Ve have simply poinred
out the need for greater efficiency in rhe services
concerned. Vhen we ask that the Committees in Brus-
sels be supported to a Breater degree by rhose services
whose task it is to inform public opinion abour our
work, or when we hold hearings, we do not mean to
concern ourselves with matters outside our province.
'!7e have a righr to ask for anything which is needed to
improve and facilitate our work.

I conclude by inviting everyone to join with public
opinion to build Community policy. I am well aware
that there are indeed difficulties in involving public
opinion; these are difficulties which derive, Mr Presi-
dent, from the fact that working for Europe means nor
so much working for rhe presen[ but rather preparing
the future. Generally speaking the future is less inter-
esting than current events, but ir does concern history,
and history concerns mankind.

President. - The debate is closed.

'!7e shall now consider the morion for a resolution.

(Parliament adopted the first four indents of the
preamble)

On the fifth indent, I have Amendmenr No 41, tabled
by Mr Hutton and rewording this indent as follows:r

. . . but that at the same time it is the principal task of the
information services of the European Parliament ro make
the crtrzens of the Member Srates of the European

[.:;r":r,O 
aware of the existence and r6le of the Parlia-

\i(hat is the rapporreurs' posirion?

Mr Schall, rapporter,tr. - I am
amendment.

in favour of the

I Amendment No 35,
drawn.

(Parlmment adopted Amendment No 41, the fifih indent
as amended" the sixth and seoentb indents and the first
indent ofparagraph t)

President. - On the second indent of paragraph 1, I
have Amendment No 36, tabled by Mr Coppieters and
rewording this indent as follows:

- notes that knowledge about Community policies is
best conveyed to the citizens of the Community in
their homes, schools and places of work;

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) I agree.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 36)

President. 
- On the rhird indent, I have Amendment

No 42, tabled by Mr Hutron and adding ar the end of
this indent, after the words 'the regions affected', rhe
following phrase:

and that Community authoriries should insist on consrant
publicity for the Community contribution while a project
rs under,way.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) I agree.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 42 and the third
indent, thus amended)

President. 
- 

On the founh indent, I have two
amendments:

- No 11, tabled by Mrs Viehoff and orhers and
replacing the words 'and to reporr ro the European
Parliamenr by June 1981' by the phrase 'and to make
a wntten repon [o the European Parliament by
September l98l'; and

- No 4, rabled by Mrs Pruvot on behalf of the Liberal
and Democratic Group and adding, after the phrase
'and repon', the words'in writing'.

'\U7hat 
is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) I agree to both amend-
ments, although No 4 will fatl if No 11 is adopted.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 11, as a result of
uthicb Amendment No a fell. It tben adopted the fourth
indent, tbus amended)

President. 
- On paragraph 2, I first have Amend-

ment No 12, tabled by Mrs Viehoff and others and
deleting the whole of this paragraph.

by Mr Coppieters, had been with-
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!7hat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, rdpporteur. - (D) This amendment was
discussed at length in committee and rejected by a

majority. ,

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 12)

President. - I have further Amendment No 37,
tabled by Mr Coppieters and deleting the third indent.

'\7hat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. - (D) I leave the decision to
the House.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 37 and'adopted
paragrapb 2)

President. - On paragraph 3, I have Amendment
No 43, tabled by Mr Hutton and adding the following
phrase at the end of this paragraph:

and thar material put together by the Commission's
servicei should be more readily available to national and

regional radio and TV services.

Vhar is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. - (D) I approve of the addi-
tion.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 43 and para-
graph 3, thus modified)

President. - On paragraph 4, I have Amendment
No 13, tabled by Mrs Viehoff and others and deleting
the following phrase:

considers in this connection that a compromise must be

found between the requirements of the Staff Regulations
governing recruitment procedures and the need where
appropriate to recruit expen staff from outside the instrtu-
tions.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) This amendment was
rejected by a majority in committee.

(Parliarnent reJected Amendment No 13 and adopted
paragraph 4)

President. 
- On paragraph 5, I have Amendment

No 1, tabled by Mr Schall and replacing the words
'1981 budget'by the words'1982 budget'.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 1)

President. - I call Mr Hutron.

Mr Hutton. - I withdraw Amendment No 44, Mr
President.

(Parliament adopted paragraph t, thils amended)

President. - After paragraph 5, I have Amendment
No 14, tabled by Mrs Viehoff and others and adding
the following new paragraph:

5a. Calls on the Commission to make its documentation
and appropriate publications available during pan-
sessions and other parliamentary meetings, in order to
ensure complete information for Members, journalists

and visitors;

\flhat is the rapporteur's view?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. - (D) I agree.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 14)

President. - I call Mr Hahn.

Mr Hahn. - (D) I withdraw Amendment No 25,
Mr President.

(Parliament adopted paragraph 5)

President. - After paragraph 6, I have Amendment
No 45, tabled by Mr Hutton and inserting the
following new paragraph :

5a. Calls on the Commission ro recognize the imponanr
r6le of Members of the European Parliament in
increasing the level of rnformation about the Commu-
nity at local and regional level and to increase its
cooperation wrth Members ;

'\trflhat 
is the rapporteur's posirion?

Mr Schall, rapporteilr. - (D) I am against. The idea
is good, but it is already mentioned elsewhere.

(Parliarnent adopted Amendrnent No 45 and para-
graph 7)

President. - After paragraph 7, I have Amendment
No 46, ubled by Mr Hutton and inserting the
following two paragraphs :

7a. Emphasizes that the external offices must be much
more energetic in distributing their publicity material
(e.g., rn the Unrted Kingdom, rc all public libraries)
and in updatrng it whenever necessary;
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President

7b. Emphasrzts also the very great importance of distri-
buting publiciry material to teachers and to schools

and colleges as widely and as generously as possible,

and deplores the fact that financial constraints are

making thrs difficult.

Vhat is the rapl>orteur's position?

Mr Schall, rdpporteur. - (D) I accept paragraph 7a

but oppose paragraph 7b. I therefore ask for a vote
paragraph by p,rragraph.

(Parliament adc'pted the fi.rst and second parts of Amend-
ment No 45 seoerally, then paragraphs 8 to 10)

President. - rUter paragraph 10, I have Amendment
No 29, tabled by Mr Brok and others and inserting the
following parag;raph:

10a. Proposes,that the Bureau, when establishing the
timetable and the main areas of work for a part-
session, :;hould take into account the time and other
limiting l'actors affecting the work of the press, radio
and television (e.g., rhe respective timing of debates
and votes);

\7hat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. - (D) I am in favour, since

this is a valuable addition.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 29 and Paragrdph
11)

President. - 
r]n paragraph 12, I have two amend-

ments:

- Amendment No 5, tabled by Mrs Pruvot on behalf
of the Liberal and Democraric Group and adding,
after the phrase 'information services for
Members', the following words: 'journalists and
groups of Yisitors'; and

- No 26, tabled by Mr Brok and others and adding
the following text:

12. .. .; in rhis context, requests the publication of a

daily information sheet during plenary sessions

giving advance details of all meetings running
parallel to the plenary sittings, including room-
numbers and the sub;ects under discussion; suggesrc

the issuing of short, duplicated reports on the
progress of debates to facilitate the work of journal-
lsts;

'\7hat 
is the rap,porteur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) I am in favour, since
this is a useful addition.

(Parliament adopted Amendments Nos 5 and 26 and
pdragrdpb 12, tbus amended)

President. - Afrcr paragraph
No 15, tabled by Mrs Viehoff
the following paragraph :

l2a. Believes that the Parliament's services should coop-
erare fully with the corresponding serurces of the
politrcal groups;

\7hat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. - (D) I am against. The
amendment was rejected by a large majoriry in
committee.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 15 and subPara-

graph (d) ofparagraph 13)

President. - On subparagraph (b) of paragraph 13, I
have Amendmen[ No 18, tabled by Mr Schwencke and

rewording this subparagraph as follows:

(b) developing the Bulletin so that it becomes a genurnely
informative publication on the work of the European
Parliament and distributing this to rhe accredited

;ournalists. The following items should be included:

1. answers to Members' questions,

2.European Parliament publicatrons, including
informarion pamphlem and studies by the Directo-
rates-General,

3. a list of appointed rapporteurs,

4. deadlines for amendments to reports of the Euro-
pean Parliament,

5. rmportant speeches,

6 reports on the work of the committees and the
rnter-parliamentary delegations which have under-
taken visits on behalf of the European Parliament,

7. publicatrons of the Commission and other institu-
tions of the European Community,

8. the Briefing and Diary on the part-sessions in the
respectlve languages,

f. informative reports, background documents and
short articles published for the part-sessions, e.g.,
on budget legrslatron.

The Bulletin might possibly be divided into an official and
generaI information section;

\7hat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, raPPorteur. - (D) In favour.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 18)

12, I have Amendment
and others and adding
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President. - On subparagraph (c) of paragraph 13, I
have two amendments:

- No 19, tabled by Mr Schwencke and rewording
this subparagraph as follows:

(c) the introduction of a single-edition press revrew,
initially on a monthly basis and later fortnightly,
reproducing in ful[ important anicles on the develop-
ment of European integration and the European
Community, panicularly the European Parliament.
Consideration should also be given to radio and
television scripts;

- No 38, mbled by Mr Coppieters and adding the
following at the end of this subparagraph:

. . . rn whrch the views of the minority are also expressed;

\7hat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. - (D) I am againsr.

(Parliament adopted Amendrne,nt No 191 and rejected
Amendment No 38)

President. - On subparagraph (d) of paragraph 13, I
have Amendment No 20, mbled by Mr Schwencke and
rewording this subparagraph as follows:

(d) a range of publications dealing with panicular
aspects of the work of the European Parliament,
written not only by officials but also Members, jour-
nalists or academics;

'!7hat 
is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) I am against.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 20)

President. 
- 

On subparagraph (e) of paragraph 13, I
have Amendment No 21, tabled by Mr Schwencke and
replacing this subparagraph by the following text:

(e) setting up an anicle and features service (to provrde
photographic and graphical material on demand)
employing specialist journalists as authors ro presenr
rhe ma;or rssues in the European Parliament in a

readily undersrandable form ;

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) I am in agreemenr.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 21)1

President. 
- On subparagraph (f) of paragraph 13, I

have Amendmen[ No 22, abled by Mr Schwencke and
rewording this subparagraph as follows:

(0 Appointment of a pubhc relatrons consultant to be

responsible for producing graphical material (wall-
charts, maps, posters, etc.) and other PR work
(competrtrons, improvement of the service to visitors,
advenisrng marenal, etc.).

'!7hat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, rdpporteur. 
- 

(D) I am against, as this is
superfluous.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 22 and adopted
subparagraph (l))

President. 
- 

After subparagraph (f), I have two
amendments:

- Amendment No 6, tabled by Mrs Pruvot on behalf
of the Liberal and Democratic Group and adding
the following new subparagraph:

(g) a list of rapponeurs;

- Amendment No 27, tabled by Mr Brok and
others.

'\U7hat 
is the rapporteur's posirion?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) I am againsr.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 51 and adopted tbe
last truo subparagraphs)

President. 
- Still on paragraph 13, I have Amend-

menr No 47, abled by Mr Hurton and adding the
following tex[ ar rhe end of this paragraph:

It should also look closely rnro the possrbrlities of compu-
terrzing rhe transmrssion, srorage and retrieval of infor-
mation so that, eventually, informatron - e.g. on the
progress of legislation through the Parliamenr - should
be readily avarlable oia computer terminals rn the Parlia-
ment's Informatron Offices rhroughour the Community;

Vhat is the rapporteur's posirion?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) I am against. The idea
is a good one, bur rhis big compurer system is already
in existence and is working for us.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 47 and para-
graph t3, thus modified)

I By srttrng and standing. Amendment
drawn by Mr Hahn.I By sitting and standing.

No 27 was with-
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President. - On paragraph 14, I have Amendmenr
No 7, tabled by Mrs Pruvot on behalf of rhe Liberal
and Democratic Group and replacing rhis paragraph
by the following text:

14. Stresses the need for a constant flow of informarion
on the work of the commitrees and considers that the
information servrces in the places of work at which
parliamentary meerings are held should be consider-
ably reinforced to this end;

'\flhat 
is the rapporteur's posirion?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. - (D) I agree.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 7)

President. - On paragraph 15, I first have Amend-
ment No 39, tabled by Mr Coppieters and rewording
this paragraph as follows:

15. Considers ir of the grearesr imponance thar Parlia-
ment's external offices should continue to have their
own news agency and remain independent ois-d-ois
the external offices of the Commission. There
should, however, be closer cooperation between the
external offrces of Parliament and the Commission as

regards the supply of background information;

\7hat is the rapporteur's posirion?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. - (D) I am against.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 39)

President. - On paragraph 15(a), I have Amend-
ment No 24, tabled by Mr Pedini and amending this
subparagraph as follows:

(a) Asks the Bureau to examine the exrent- ro which
there should be Parliament facrlities in Commission
external offices . . . (rest unchanged).

Vhat is the rapponeur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. - (D) I am in favour.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 24)t

President. - On the third indent of paragraph
15 (g), I have Amendment No 8, tabled by Mrs Pruvot
on behalf of the Liberal and Democratic Group and
deleting the words 'where these also exist at national
level'.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. - (D) I am against.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No I and adopted
paragraph 15, thus modified)

President. - After paragraph 15, I have Amendment
No 30, tabled by Mr Brok and others and inserting the
following paragraph:

15a. Calls for a regular information service to be provided
for the editorial staff of newspapers and radio and
televrsion networks (information being supplied
separately to the various edirorial departments of a

newspaper or radio/relevision station and to the
Press Clubs at national Parliaments), giving details of
the timetables and marn areas of work of the
committees and the plenary assembly,

proposes funher that this service should be made
available to journahsts accredited to the European
Parliament and to Members, to facilitate communi-
cation with editorial departments in rhe Member
Stares;

\(hat is rhe rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. - (D) I am in favour.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 301 and adopted
pardgrdphs 16 dnd 17)

President. - After paragraph 17, I have Amendment
No 28, rabled by Mr Brok and others and inserting the
following paragraph:

l7a. Calls for the press rooms to be resited, and better
equipped at the same time, to make it easier for jour-
nalists to contact the Chamber and the Members;

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, rdpporteur. - (D) In favour. A useful
addition.

(Parliament adopted Amendnent No 28)

President. - On paragraph 18, I have first of all
Amendment No 16, tabled by Mrs Viehoff and others
and rewording this paragraph as follows:

18 Calls emphatically for an intensive expansion of recep-
tion services for visitors as a means of organizing the
Community-wide exercise of the European citizens'
fundamental right of access to meetings of their
Parliament; in particular, calls for rhe content of the
information programme for groups of visitors to be

expanded, general rnformatron seminars
(remarnder unchanged) ;

'\7hat is the rapporteur's position?

t By sitting and standrng. By sitting and standing.
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Mr Schall, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) In favour.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 16)

I

President. - I then have Amendment No 2, rabled
by Mr Schall and replacing the words'1981 budget'by
the words'1982 budget'.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 2)

I also have Amendment No 49, tabled by Mr
Patterson and amending this paragraph as follows:

. . . polnts out that provision must now be made in the
implementation of the 1981 budger for rhe necessary
funds, staff and office-space and that the Directorare
General should bring the existing system and criterra as

regards access and financing rnro line with the new
requirements; believes that the number of vrsirors must be

distributed between the geographical sectors on a percen-
tage basis in line with the number of MEPs from each
country and that the budget appropriations should be

allocated accordingly; and consrders the consulration .. .

(remainder unchanged)

'!7hat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, rdpporteur. - (D) Against.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 49)

President. - Finally, I have Amendment No 31, by
Mr Brok and others.

I call Mr Hahn.

Mr Hahn. - (D) I withdraw this amendment, Mr
President.

(Parliament adopted paragraph 18, thus modfied)

President, ..- After paragraph 18, I have two amend-
ments:

- No 32, tabled by Mr Brok and others and inserting
the following paragraph:

l8a. Proposes that reception services for visitors should
operate in Brussels and also between part-sesstons in
Strasbourg, not only to make orgamzed arrange-
ments but also to supply specific information by
means of talks, literature, films and other visual and

audio-visual methods;

- No 48, ubled by Mr Hutton and inserting the
following paragraph:

18a. Recommends that care should be taken to ensure
that rmplementation of arrangemenu to receive visi-
tors' groups sponsored by Members does not

prejudice suppoft and access for other visitors'

Eroups;

'\flhat 
is the rapporteur's position?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. - (D) I am in favour of
Amendment No 32 but against Amendment No 48, as

this seems to me to go without saying.

(Parliament rejected Amendment No 32 and adopted"

first Amendment No 48, then paragraph 19)

President. - On paragraph 20, I have three amend-
ments:

- No 17, abled by Mrs Viehoff and others and
replacing this paragraph with the following text:

20. Velcomes the creatron of the Association of Euro-
pean Parliamentary Journalists and calls for rhe crea-
rron of a system of permanent accreditation in the
near future which should take due account not only of
the Assocralron of Parhamentary Journalists but also
of the International Press Associarion in Brussels; calls
on the subcommutee on rnformation policy (see para-
graph Zt) and DG III ro maintain ongoing links with
the assocration and rhe permanently accredrted ;our-
nalisrs rn order to facilitare rheir work;

- No 9, tabled by Mrs Pruvot' on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group and replacing this
paragraph by the following text.

20. !/elcomes the way rn whrch European parliamentary
;ournalists have organized themselves and requests the
competenr services of the European Parhament ro set
up as soon as possible the facilrries required for aoive
and close cooperation with all .journalists.

- No 33, tabled by Mr Brok and others and
rewording this paragraph as follows:

20. Calls for the creation of a system of permanent accre-
ditatron of journalism to the European Parliamenr,
welcomes the founding of the Association of Euro-
pean ParLamentary Journalists to facilitate relations
between the mass media and the Directorate-General
for Information, and calls for close cooperarion with
the Association of European Parliamentary Journalists
and the Inrernatronal Press Association;

\flhat is the rapporteur's position on Amendment
No l7?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) I iccept.

(Parliament adopted Amendtnent No 17, as a result of
which Amendments Nos 9 and 33 fell)

President. - On paragraph 21, I have three amend-
ments:
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- No 3, tabled by Mr Schatl and replacing the phrase
'Calls for the setting up of' by rhe words 'Decides
to set up':

- Amendment No 40, tabled by Mr Coppieters and
modifying this paragraph as follows:

21. Calts for the setting up of a subcommirree, rn which all
the groups are represenred, of the Commitree on
Youth, Culture, . . . (resr unchanged);

- 
No 23/ rev., tabled by Mr Pedini and amending rhis
paragraph as follows:

21. Catls for the setring up of a subcommittee of the
Committee on Yourh, Culture, Education, Informa-
tion and Spon which, rn conjuncion with the relevant' officials, would maintain a consranr reappraisal of the
informarion policy of the European Parliament and its
constantly changing requirements, and which would
report regularly, with proposals for change, to
(4 words delered) the commitree;

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 3)

!/hat is the rapporteur's posirion?

Mr Schall, rapporteur. 
- 

(D) Againsr No 40, for
No 23lrev.

(Parliament rejected Amendments Nos 40 and 23/reo.1 in
succession and adopted pardgraph 21, thus amended, and
paragraphs 22 to 24)

President. 
- 

After paragraph 24, I have two amend-
ments:

- 
No 10, tabled by Mrs Pruvot on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group and inserting rhe
following paragraph:

24a. Vishes [o see cooperarion esrablished between rhe
press offrces of rhe Community rnsrirurions.

- No 34, tabled by Mr Hahn and Mr Brok, and
inserting the following paragraph:

24a. Considers it appropriate for a working-party ro be
sel up to moniror the informarion policy of Parlia-
ment and the Commission.This working-party should
include members of rhe Commitree on Youth,
Culture, Educatron, Informarion and Spon, repre-
sentatives from the Commission and independent
expens from the fields of publicity and research. The
aim is to assess existing informarion poLcy. This is
only possible on the basis of a detailed study. The
following should be examined:

- the effectrveness of the informarion policy in
terms of its quality;

- the extent to which the various rarger groups are
being reached;

- the differences in rhe European policy of the
Member States;

- the scope for providing information in competi-
tion with the deluge of rnformation with which
rhe citizens of the Community are confronted;

- the scope for usrng exrsting informarion media
such as television, radio and the press but also the
facilities provided by news agencies;

- the involvement of educational institutions, pani-
cularly those concerned with teacher-training,
universities and schools;

- the financial cost in relation to the results
achieved.

Such a comprehensive study can only be carned out by
one or more academic lnstltuuons 

- 
if possible in rhe

various Member Srates - 
which wrll provide the matenal

for the joint working-pany's report. The appropriate
contracts should be placed and funds made avarlable for
these studies under the budget.

On the basis of this report, the Committee on Youth,
Culture, Edrcatron, Information and Spon wrll draw up
gurdelines for the information policy of the Commission
and the European Parlrament.

'\7hat 
is the rapporteur's posirion?

Mr Schall, rdpporteur. - (D) Against No 1O and for
No 34.

(Parliament adopted Amendment No 10, rejected
Amendment No 34 and adopted paragraph 25)

President. 
- 

I put, thus amended, the motion for a

resolution as a whole to the vote.

The resolution is adopted.r

14. Social situation of cultural worhers

President. - The next item is the interim report by
Mrs Pruvot, on behalf of the Committee on Youth,
Culture, Education, Information and Sport, on the
social situation of cultural workers (Doc. 1-558/80).

I call Mrs Pruvor.

Mrs Pruvot, rapporteur. - (F) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, this interim report is a request that
consideration be given to the little-known socio-
professional sector constituted by the cultural workers
of the Community. A resolution on the same subject,

unanimously adopted on l8January 1979 by the
Parliament designate, has remained a dead letter.

By srtting and standing ' oJ c 28 of9.2. t98t
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Pruvot

In point number 6 of this resolution it was indicated
that Parliament is of rhe opinion that 'it is necessary,
in order to improve the functioning of the different
activities to be undertaken on the Community level, to
possess information concerning the social situation of
workers in the culrural sector, and invites the Commis-
sion ro request its Bureau of Statistics to carry out the
work necessary for this purpose.'

Two years later, almost to the day, the directly elected
European Parliament solemnly repeats this request
made in 1979 by the Parliament designate and under-
lines its urgency. I stress the fact that it is a question of
applying Anicle 22, second paragraph, of the EEC
Treaty, where it says that the Assembly may call upon
the Commission to draw up reports on particular
problems concerning the social situation. It should do
this - 

it is important to stress this poinr 
- 

without
occasioning any supplementary expense, for the
carrying out of such research is pan of the Bureau's
official responsibility. The dau available to us on this
socio-professional sector is very scanty and imprecise
and informs us of only two facts. Firstly, little attention
is paid to the cultural sector by the Member States,
and the Community has yet to take it into considera-
tion. Secondly, the status of these workers differs
widely from country to coun!ry, but in general their
social situation, which differs from one profession to
another, is very unsatisfactory. This raises various
complex problems. 'We know that the unemployment
rate for cultural workers is always considerably higher
rhan that for other socio-professional categories. This
is saying quite a lot. In this sector as well, women are
the most affected by unemployment. '!7'e also know
that, according to the latest ILO statistics, salaries for
these workers are often below mere subsistence level.
As far as their social protection is concerned, whether
they are salaried or independent cultural workers, they
are forgotren by the law. Must we conclude that a poet
has no right to social security? Research in this field
and rhe publication of statistics regularly kept up to
date have become indispensable and urgenr. Such
research would provide a sociological and scientific
instrument to be used for legal and social purposes,
and for cultural ones as well. The life, the very survival
of culture depends on the working and living condi-
tions of creators and performers. Figures are informa-
tive, but they also change, and that is why a contin-
uous updaring of the requested statistics is necessary.
The objective of this report is to lead the Commission
to undertake this investigation so that we may have for
cultural workers data as precise as that concerning
workers in the agricultural or industrial sectors. How
is such discrimination justified? I ask you to analyse
this report as a matter of social justice. Since
l8January, 1979, when the members of the former
Parliament, some of whom are still here today, judged
it a matter of social, human and European interesc to
support such a request, no work has been started. The
problems have remained, however, aggravated by the
recession and the delay. I will conclude by saying that

there can be no culture without creators, and they
must have help. Society must give artists a sense of
rheir importance. The man of culture must play a

double role which is in itself essential: to protect
society from forgetfulness and to imagine society's
futu re.

Ladies and Bentlemen, I request today your full
approval and I stress the imponance and the urgency
of this task. And, though I am sorry that there are not
more of us here to ask that this work be done, the
essential thing is that those of us who are present put
our request in a forceful manner.

President. - I call Mr Schwencke to speak on behalf
of the Socialist Group.

Mr Schwencke. - 
(D) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, we have all become accustomed to turn to
the works of rhe artist and the writer and to let them
enrich for us rhe so-called best hours of the day. The
same names usually come up again and again, the
pictures by the same artist, the books by the same
writer, the same pieces of music by the same composer

- 
all well-known names. Thousands of artists and

wrirers never enjoy wide publicity, and their pictures
or books are difficult or impossible to buy. Frequently
they only receive posthumous recognition, which is

useless for all practical purposes.

Brecht said in his Three Penny Opera,'some stand in
rhe lighr, but those in the darkness cannot be seen'. In
this repon, it is a question of those who are in the
darkness, not of those who are in the spodight of
publicity. It is a question of doing for them what we
have done for farmers, miners, and steel workers, that
rs, ro assure their social status in this Community so

thar they may lead a decent life and not be obliged ro
resort to social assistance in old age.

Vhen we described the Pruvot report, which we fully
appreciate, as only an 'interim report', we meanr that
we call upon the Commission finally to furnish us with
some sraristics, and we urge the statistical service to
draw up the figures for these groups in the Member
States so that we may draw conclusions from them.
Our committee had become aware, through several
reports and discussions, that in some Member States,
as in Germany, corresponding investigations into the
social situation of anists have been undertaken. The
results concerning the social security or insecurity of
artists, writers, and free-lance workers were so nega-
tive that we were all shocked. 'We are obliged to insti-
tute a social policy for anists, after having elaborated
social policies for the various other spheres.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, in some countries
these questions are dealt with adequately, and in
others they are not. !7e should not consider modifying
an excellent solution, such as that existing in the Neth-
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erlands, for example, but we can at least provide for
the necessities of this group - artist, writers, free-
lancers, actors, etc. - as far as medical care and old
age services are concerned. This is rhe objective of this
interim report. The committee itself has planned a
hearing with the representatives of former artists'
groups for the purpose of studying these questions
funher, so that we may also hear clearly from that side
what possibilities we have as European Parliament in
the area of Community cooperation.'!7e suppon some
of the efforts of UNESCO and the Council of Europe,
and we feel it imperative to put an end to a shameful
situation in the richest pan of the world by finally
introducing a social policy for cultural workers.

President. - I call Mr Pedini.

Mr Pedini, Chairman of the Committee on Youth,
Culture, Education, Infornation, and Sport. - (I) Mr
President, as chairman of rhe committee, I wish to add
my panicular thanks to the Commission for having
declared its willingness to apply Anicle 122 of rhe EEC
Treaty. The Committee became convinced of the need
to present these reques6, especiilly during our
meeting in Florence. \7e would of course welcome a

confirmation of this inidative from Parliamenr, an
initiative which is nor aimed at innovarion but rarher at
exercising our right to be informed abour a Commu-
nity sector of fundamental importance such as work in
the cultural field.

Mr President, we know everything about rhe workers
employed in industry, in agriculture, and in the
professions, but we still do nor have sufficient know-
ledge of the cultural secror, which will be so important
in the future. The investigarion will reveal certain
elements which will allow Parliamenr and the other
institutions to make their own judgmenr.

I also welcome the facr thar Mr Thorn, the new presi-
dent of the Commission, has nken directly upon
himself the responsibiliry for the cultural sector.

Our debate today is thus also a response to rhe special
attention given the matter by Mr Thorn.

President. - I call Mr Hahn to speak on behalf of
the Group of the European People's Party (CD).

Mr Hahn. - (D) Mr Presidenr, ladies t and
gentlemen, Mrs Pruvot deserves our rhanks for her
report. The Group of the European People's Party
fully suppons this report and irs recommendation to
obtain statistics on the social situation of cultural
workers. The repon's objective is a Community initia-
tive in favour of cultural workers, both creators and
perfomers.

Ve know that there is considerable diversity in the
situations of cultural workers: there are those, as Mr
Schwencke has already said, who earn very well 

- I
am referring to writers of bestsellers or to stars. The
vast ma.jority, however, are struggling for recognition.
How many actors live a barely acceptable existencel I
don't wanr ro make the misrake of rhinking that a

schematic solution would be suitable in this secror.
Goethe said once that artists are the most difficult
persons of society. Artists believe themselves to be the
freest members of society - or a[ least they wish they
were 

- and the most independent, and they resist
being pressed into one mould.

It is therefore essenrial that the Commission inform us

as to the various social models existing in this area in
the Member States, and that it inform us further of
laws and solutions which may already exist, or if
discussions have been held where artists themselves
had the opportunity to present their points of view.

An imponant quesrion is whether an initiative for the
social security of cultural workers properly belongs in
the European Community's sphere of responsibiliry. It
is evident here that separation berween culture and
economics, between art and labour, is impossible. The
artist is a worker and he has a social existence. Art,
science, technology, and economics are all closely
linked together. They work together to form our
culture. Homo faber and homo ludens are not two
vastly different types, but rather they complemen[ one
another to keep our culture alive. There is a wide-
spread uneasiness about the Community's limited view
of itself as only an economic community, to the
neglect or exclusion of the cultural sphere. Art over-
came the national and linguistic frontiers in Europe
long ago. A separation of work from the material
effects of cultural activity rs impossible. One has only
to think of Michelangelo, Le Corbusier, or the great
master-builders. The grear styles of architecture are to
be found with national variations rn the whole of
central and western Europe, from Roman times to the
present. No one nation can claim the great composers
as exclusively its own. The great painters express what
all Europeans recognize as their own vision. European
literature und philosophy is the source of our collec-
tive, multifaceted, political, intellectual and social life.

Vhen we attempt to investigate and improve the social
position of cultural workers, we are strenglhening the
creativity of Europe. No continent in the history of
mankind has been as creative as Europe. This crea-
tivity is worth preserving.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Hutton to speak on behalf of
rhe European Democratic Group.

Mr Hutton. - Mr President, Mrs Pruvot has, as she

said, presented Parliament with a request that we
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should find out something about the way in which
cultural workers live.

Ve cannot over-emphasize the role of culture in
buildihg Europe. As Mr Hahn has iust reminded us,

the contribution of the great European creative artists
of the past is all around us in the paintings, music,
literature, drama and buildings which they have left us.

I do nor think it would be going too far to say that we
could build Europe a good deal faster and with a good
deal less aggravation through culture than by some of
the other means we are using at the moment. The
success of the European Youth Orchestra is, I think, a

good example of what I mean.

Part of the interim report I find unpalatable. There are
some assumptions made about whar the survey will
find before ir is carried out, which I find irritating. But
in essence Mrs Pruvot's report is perfectly reasonable
and, as she told us, much of the work has already been
done.

My group will support this repon and watch with
interest what the survey reveals and, I think, with even
more interest, what the Commission wants to do with
it.

President. 
- 

I call Mr Estgen.

Mr Estgen - 
(F) Mr President, ladies and

gentlemen, I must first congratulate Mrs Pruvot on
her excellent repon and regret, as she does, that there
are so few of us present here at the moment. But, as

virtue does not wait upon the number of years, I think
rhat the importance of the problems does not wait
upon the number of parliamentarians . . .

Certainly rlo one here, not even those who are absent
roday, is unaware that the social situation of cultural
workers is, in general, in all of our countries and in
most of the cultural sectors, truly inadequate, and tfrat
although appreciable differences exist between one
profession and another, it is indispensable, on the
national as well as on the Community level, to take
certain social measures immediately.

Although only a relatively small part of our popula-
tions is concerned 

- 
anists will always make up a tiny

proportion of the population 
- I feel thar they should

not be excluded from rhe social range of our Commu-
nity action. It is precisely because of their particularity
that one can and should apply in their case, as did Mrs
Pruvor., Arricle 122, paragraph 2 of rhe Treaty, which
deals with specific problems concerning the social
situation. Mrs Pruvot's reference to it in her report
was very much to the point. Parliamenr musr urge rhe
Commission to take action on our reporr. \7e
presented it once in 1979, and we presenr ir again
today with increased urgency, emphasizing that we

cannot allow cultural workers to be considered as the
misfits of our social system.

'We were elected to represenr and defend rhe interests
of all our citizens at the Community level. 

.We 
must

not forget those who, through their creation, consti-
tute what is most precious in our European civiliza-
tion, as Mr Hahn has very rightly said. It is rrue thar
one can hold the opinion, as I do, shat anistic crearion
cannot be confused with productive labour in rhe
common use of the term, and that cultural workers
should not be organized into a sort of Community
civil service. That would mean - the staff will excuse
me - the death of crearivity.

Ve are obviously in favour of the complete freedom
and independence of cultural workers in whatever
field it may be, bur this does not mean rhar we musr
not be concerned with their social situation: ir is a
question of social jusrice which we canno[ ignore. The
long and rich radidon of cultural values which char-
acterizes our European civilization obliges us ro inrer-
vene. \trfl'e cannot be guilty, ar a rime when aristocratic
or plutocratic rule has given way ro collecrive respon-
sibility, of letring culrural talents die. Life and survival
are still the driving forces of all crearive activity. But
there is always the imperious primum oioere, deinde

filosofare - or oeate.

\/ith Mrs Pruvot's excellent interim repon and the
resolution we are debadng, we are nevertheless far
from concrete ac[ion in favour of cultural workers. It
will be necessary to proceed with caution and discern-
ment. In order to do this, to obtain a clear and correct
picture of the situation, we must diversify our lines of
inquiry. Ve must have exact data concerning unem-
ployment, income, and social facilides for cultural
workers in the different sectors. Only the Bureau of
Statistics of the European Community can give us this
data: this is its function, and it possesses rhe means

necessary to perform it. 'W'e must" see to it that rhe
nomenclature adopted is appropriate and clear enough
to give us a precise idea of the facts. This is what we
are asking for.

\flithout underestimating the difficulty of such an
undertaking - and I reserve the right, at the proper
time, to make proposals here concerning the reorgani-
zation and extension of the Bureau of Statistics - I
think that the benefits to be gained for the Member
States as well as for the Community are well wonh the
effort. I hope that a heightened awareness of the
problem and an arousal of the general social con-
sciousness will result, thus facilitating the integration
of anistic creation in the mainstream of social life.

A society such as ours, which is passing through a

period of readical transformation, has an intense need
for creators of every sort. !7e take pleasure in envis-
aging the democratization of culture. Such democrati-
zation is also to be effected through a rapid improve-
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ment in the social siruation of workers in the cultural
sector.

I hope that the report Mrs Pruvot will give us will take
us an appreciable distance in this direcrion.

President. - I call Mr Andriessen.

Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Mr President, important as culture may have
been for the development of Europe, and interesting
as the remarks were which Mr Hahn, for example,
made on this subject, I would like to limit myself, in
my brief statement, to the actual subject of this docu-
ment.

This is a panicularly welcome report, and in general
the Commission is therefore able to agree with the
recommendations it contains. The report shows quite
clearly that the situation of cultural workers, whose
particular nature is rightly distinguished from that of
other workers in Europe, is unsatisfactory and varies
greatly both from one country to another and between
the different fields of anistic endeavour.

'\flhen things go badly in the economy, it is inevitable
that the blows are felt more severely in these sectors
than in others. 'We know this to be so in general terms,
but we do not know the details. And it would cenainly
be useful and appropriate, with a view to mapping out
a policy, if much more accurate information and
statistics were available. This is a question of the
Commission instructing the Statistical Office to collecr
precise data on unemployment, pay, social security
and so on. I therefore support the general tenor of the
report and gladly undertake to discuss this matter
further with the President of the Commission, Mr
Thorn, and my colleague Mr O'Kennedy, who is

responsible for the Stadstical Office. In doing so, we
shall consider in panicular how, when and through
what procedure these proposals could bp implemented.

President. - The debate is closed.

Ve shall now consider the motion for a resolution.

(Parliament adopted the preamble and paragraphs 1 to 4)

On paragraph 5, I have Amendmenr No l, tabled by
Mr Schwencke and others and adding rhe following
text to this paragraph:

'so that the European Parliament can draw the necessary
cultural-policy consequences'.

Vhat is the rapporteur's position?

Mrs Pruvot, rapporteur. 
- 

(F) I am in favour.

(Parliament adopted Amendrnent No 1, paragrapb 5,

thus amended, and paragraph 5)

President. - I pur, thus amended, rhe motion for a

resolution as a whole to rhe vote.

The resolution is adopted.l

15. Linhing worh and trainingfor young persons in tbe
Community

President. - The next item is the report by Mr Prag,
on behalf of the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment, on linking work and training for young
persons in the Community (Doc. 1-460/80).

I call Mr Prag.

Mr Prag, rapporteur. - Actually, Mr Presidenr, I rise
on a point of order under Rule 32 to move the

.adjournment of the debare on this subject, and in
doing so to protest vehemently at the order of priori-
des of this Parliament. Every month, Mr President, to
quote one example, great shoals of fish pass through
this Parliament - frozen fish, fresh fish, big fish, little
fish, fish that pass through nets and fish that don't pass

through nets, imported fish, domestic fish, coastal fish,
catch-quota fish, non-conserved fish, submcrs:rl lrslr,
pelagic fish. \7e might become the European frslr
parlrament, Mr President. Bur rhere is mqch worse
than fish. At least fish and the fishing industry are a

legitimate Community interest, but if we look ar rhe
agenda yesterday, we find we had an urgen[ debate
abour a conscientious objector who apparently does
not exist, a motion about the Irish rugby ream's South
African tour, another urgent motion on the situation
in El Salvador and yet another one on rhe fate of six
Corsican prisoners.

Mr President, there are 6 Corsican prisoners, bur there
are nearly 3% million young people under 25 unem-
ployed in our European Community. Ve spent our
time in a fearful shambles yesterday morning, since
much of our time went. on matters which are barely
related to our activities and our comperence. If you
look at those urgent motions, Mr President, rhar were
submitted yesterday, three of them came from those
empry benches over there who should be concerned
with the 3% million young people unemployed in the
Community.

It is with a feeling of very deep disappointment ar rhe
way this Parliament behaves and arranges its work that
I move the adjournment of the debate on my repon,
so that we can let it at least take its chance of getdng a

better showing at a more suitable time at a subsequent
part-session.

' oJ c 28 of 9. 2. r98r.
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President. - I call Mr Boyes.

Mr Boyes. - The rapporteur has quite righdy called
for a postponement of this debate, and I am speaking,
Mr President, to support the postponement of this
debate to the next part-session. \Thilst we may not
agree on who is responsible for the fact that there are
massive unemployment problems in Britain and in
other European countries, it is a matter that has to be

spoken about in this Parliament. I for one, when I
speak on behalf of the Socialist Group, want to make
some remarks about the causes of unemployment and
the problems faced by youth because of the policies of
the British Government and other governments in
Europe. So, though not at all for the same reasons as

Mr Prag but for the fundamental reason that unem-
ployment has to be debated in this Chamber, that its
causes and its effects on youth have to be debated, I
would suppon the adjournment of this report under
Rule 32 (d).

(Parliament decided to adjourn tbe debate)

16. Datesfor the next pdrt-session

President. - There are no other items on the agenda.
I thank the representatives of both Council and
Commission for their contributions to our debates.

The enlarged Bureau proposes that our next sittings be
held at Luxembourg during the week from 9 to
13 February 1981.

Are there any objections?

That is agreed.

17. Approoal of tbe minutes

President. - Rule 17 (2) of the Rules of Procedure
requires me to lay before Parliament, for its approval,
the minutes of proceedings of this sitting, which were
written during rhe debates.

Are there any comments?

The minutes of proceedings are approved.

18. Adjournment of the session

President. - I declare the session of the European
Parliament adjourned.

The sitting is closed.

(The sitting was closed at 1 .4 5 p.m.)
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